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PUEFACE. 

. , 
OF the three divisions contained in this volume, two have 

already appeared in print-the first as a separate book, and 
the second in the shape of review-articlalil; but the third is 
new. With the publication of them in a united form, the 
issue of the Synthetic Philosophy comes to a close. 

The series of works included under that title is complete 
and yet incomplete. There were to be ten volumes, and 
there are ten. According to the programme, besides a 
volume of First Principles, there were to be two volumes of 
Biology, two of PsycllOlog.1f, three of Sociolo.fJY, and two of 
Ethics; and to each of these subjects the specified number of 
volumes has been appropriated. Still in one respect there is 
a falling short. The interpretation of the paradox is that 
the first two volumes of The Principles of Sociology have 

,expanded into three, and the third (which, if written, would 
now be the fourth) remains unwritten. It was to have 
treated of Progress-Linguistic, Intellectual, Moral, lEsthetic. 
But obviously for an invalid of seventy-six to deal adequately 
with topics so extensive and complex, is impossible. 

It must, however, be pointed out that while this portion of 
the original project remains unexecuted, considerable portions 
not projected, have been added. In The;. Principles of 
Psychowgy, the division " Congruities," and in The Principles 
of Sociology, the division "Domestic Institutions," are in 
excess of the divisions promised; and there have been joined 
with sundry of the volumes, various appendices, making 
altogether 430 pages extra. Something even now remains. 
Though Dot within the lines of the scheme as at firs't drawn, 
The Study of SOciology may properly be included as a com-
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ponent, as also may te eight essays directly or indirectly 
elucidating the general theory: leaving uncounted the pub
lished parts of the ancillary compilation, Descriptive Sociology. 
Hence it may fairly be said that, if not absolutely in the way 
specified, the promise of the prospectus has been redeemed. 

On looking back over the six-and-thirty years which have 
passed since the Synthetic Philosophy was commenced, I am 
surprised at my audacity in undertaking. it, and still more 
surprised by its completion. In 1860 my small resources 
had been nearly alJ, frittered away in writing and publishing 
llooks which did not repay their expenses; and I was suffering 
under a chronic disorder, caused by over-tax of brain in 1855, 
which, wholly disabling me for eighteen months, thereafter 
limited my wor1~ to three hours a day, and usually to less. 
Row insane my project must have seemed to onlookers, may 
hI! judged from the fact that before the first chapter of the 
first volume was finished, one of my nervous break-downs 
obliged me to desist. But imprudent Gourses do not always 
fail. Sometimes a forlorn hope is justified by the event. 
Though, along with other deterrents, many relapses, now 
lasting for weeks, noW' for months, and once for years, often 
made me despair of reaching the end, yet at length the end 
is reached. Doubtless in earlier days some exultation would 
have resulted; hut as Age creeps on feelings weaken, and 

.1l0W my chief pleasure is in my emancipation. Still there is 
satisfaction in the consciousness that losses, discouragements, 
and shattered health, have not prevented me from fulfilling 
the purp.ose of my life. 

Lond01i, August, 18\)6. 
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PART VI. 

ECCLESIASTICAL INSTITUTIONS. 



CHAPTER L 

THE RELIGIOUS IDEA. 

§ 583. THERE can be no true conception of a structure 
without a true conception of its function. To understand 
how an organization originated and developed, it is requisite 
to understand the .need subserved at the outset and after
wards. Rightly to trace the evoiution of Ecclesiastical Insti
tutions, therefore, we must know whence came the ideas. 
and sentiments implied by them. .Are these innate or are 
they derived? 

Not only by theologians at large but also by some who 
llave treated religion rationalistically, it is held that man is 
by constitution a religious being. Prof. Max: Miiller's specu
lations are pervaded by this assumption; and in such books. 
as that by Mr. R. W. Mackay on The Progress of the Intellect. 
it is contended that man is by nature a monotheist. But this 
doctrID.e, once almost universally accepted, has been rudely 
shaken by the facts which psychologists and anthropologists 
have brought to light. 

There is clear proof that minds which have from infancy 
been cut off by bodily defects from intercourse with the 
minds of adults, are devoid of· religious ideas. The deaf 
Dr. Kitto, in his book called The Lost Senses (p. 200), quotes 
the testimony of an American lady who was deaf and dumb, 
but at a mature age was instructed, and who said .. the idea 
that tbe wOfld must have had a Creator never occurred t() 
her, nor to any oUier of several intelligent pupils, of similar 

1-2 
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age." Similarly, the Rev. Samuel Smith, after "twenty
eight years' almost daily contact" with such, says of a deaf· 
mute, "he han no idea of his immortal nature, and it has n01 
been found in a single instan.ce, that an. uneducated deaf· 
mute has had D.Ily conception of the existence of a SupremE 
Being as the Creator and Ruler of the universe." 

The lmplication is that civilized men have no innate 
tendency to form religious ideas; and this implication i~ 

supported by proofs that among various savages religiou~ 

ideas do not exist. Sir John Lubbock has given many 01 
these in his Prehistoric Times and his Origin of Civilization; 
and others may be added. Thus of a Wedela, who, when in 
jail received instruction, Mr. Hartshorne writes-" he had no 
idea of a soul, of a Supreme Being, or of a future state." 
Concerning an African race Heuglin says-" the Dol' do not 
seem to have religious conceptions properly so called, but 
they believe in spirits." We learn from Schweinfurth that 
.. the Bongo have not the remotest conception of immortality. 
• • . All religion, in our sense of the word religion, is quit~ 
unknown to the Bongo." It is true that in such cases there 
is commonly a notion, here distinct and there vague, of some
thing supernatural associated with the dead. 'Vhile now, in 
answer to a question, asserting that death brings annihilation, 
the savage at another time shows great fear of places where 
the dead are: implying either a half-formed idea that the 
dead will suddenly awake, as a sleeper does, or else some 
faint ~l(~tion of a double. Not even, this notion exists in all 
cases; as is well shown by Sir Samuel Baker's conversation 
with 0. .chief of the Latooki-a Nile tribe . 

.. ' Have you no belief in a future existence after death l' •• 
COlllInO/·O (loq.).-' Existence after death! How can that be 1 Can,a 

dead man get out of his grave unless we dig him out l' 
, Do you think man is like a beast, that dies and is ended l' • 

Commol·o.-' Certainly; an ox is stronger than a !IIan; but he die,., 
and his bOlles last longer; they are bigger. A mau's bones break 
Quickly-he is weak.' 
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• Is not a man superior in sense to an ox, Has he not a 
min" to direct his actions 1 

Commoro.-' Some men are not so clever as an ox. Men must SO\1 

com to obtain food, bllt the ox and wild animals can procure it 
without sowing.' 

• Do you not know that there ill a spirit within you more than 
flesh 1 Do you not dream and wander in thought to distant 
places in your sleep 1 Nevertheless, your body rests in one spot. 
How do yoq account for this 7' 

Commoro, laugbing.-' Well, how do you account for it 7 It is a 
thing I cannot understand; it occurs to me every night.' 

• • * 
• Have you no idea of the existence of spirits superior to either 

man or beast r Have you no fear of evil except from bodily 
causes 7' 

Commoro.-' I am afraid of elephants and other animals when in the 
jungle at night, but of nothing else.' 

'Then you believe in nothing; neither in a good nor evil 
spirit! And you believe that when you die it will be the end of 
body and spirit; that you are like other animals; and that 
there is no distinction between man and beast; both disappear, 
and end at death l' 

Comllloro.-' Of course they do.'· 

And then in response to TIaker's repetition of St. Paul's 
argument derived from the decaying seed, which out funeral 
service emphasizes, Commoro said ;-

.. 'Exactly so; that I understand. But the original grain does '/Wt 

rise a,,"lLin; it rots like the dead man, and is ended; the fruit 
produced is Dot the same grain that we buried, but the production 
of that grain: so it is with man,-I die, and decay, and am 
ended; but my children grow np like the fruit of the grain. 
Some men have no children, and some grains perish without 
fruit; then all are ended.''' 

Clearly, then, religious ideas have not that supernatural 
origin commonly alleged'; and we are taught, by implication. 
that they have a natural origin. How do they originate? 

§ uS4. In the first volume of this work, nearly a score 
chapters are devoted to an account of primitive ideas at 
large; and especially ideas concerning the natures and actions 
of supernatural agents. Instead of referring the reader back 
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age. It Similarly, the Rev. Samuel Smith, after " twenty. 
eight years' almost daily contact" with such, says of a deaf· 
mute, .. he hac: no idea of his immortal nature, and it has not 
been found in a single instance, that an uneducated deaf· 
mute has had any conception of the existence of a Supreme 
Eeing as the Creator and Ruler of the universe." 

The \!fiplication is that civilized men have no innate 
tendency to form religious ideas; and this implication is 
supported by proof3 that among various savages religious 
ideas do not exist. Sir John Lubbock has given many of 
these in his Prehistoric Times and his Origin, oj CiL'ilizatioi&; 
and others may be added. Thu.'J of a 'Vedda, who, when in 
jail received instruction, Mr. Hartshorne writes-CC he had no 
idea of a soul, of a Supreme Being, or of a future state." 
Concerning an African race Heuglin says-a the Dor do not 
seem to have religious conceptions pl"Operly so called, but 
they believe in spirits." We learn from Schweinfurth that 
.. the Bongo have not the remotest conception of immortality. 
• • . All religion, in our sense of the word religion, is qnite 
unknown to the Eongo." It is true that in such cases there 
is commonly a notion, here distinct and there vague, of some
thing supernatural associated with the dead. While now, in 
answer to a question, asserting that death brings annihilation, 
the savage at another time shows great fear of places where 
the dead are: implying either a half-formed idea that the 
dead will suddenly awake, as a sleeper does, or else some 
faint notion of a double. Not even. this notion exists in all 
cases; as is well shown by Sir Samuel Eaker's conversation 
with a chief of the Latooki-a Nile tribe. 

.. ' Have YOIl no beliJ in a future existence after death 7' •• 
CommoJ"O (loq.).-' Existence after death! How can that be 7 Can,a 

dead man get out of his grave unl_ we dig him out 7' . 
, Do you think man is like a beast, that dies and is ended l' • 

Commoro.-' Certainly; an ox is stronger than a man; but he die" 
aud his boues last longer; they are bigger. A man's bones break 
Quickly-he is weak.' 
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I Is not a man superior in sense to an ox, Has he not a 
mind to direct his actions 1 

Commo1'O.-' Some men are not so clever as an ox. Men must SO" 

corn to obtain food. bllt the ox and wild animals can procure it 
without sowing.' 

• Do you not know that there is a spirit within you more than 
flesh 7 Do you not dream and wander in thought to distant 
places in your sleep 7 Nevertheless, your body rests in one- spot. 
How do yoq account for this l' 

Commoro, laughing.-' Well, how do you account for it 1 It is a 
thing I cannot understand; it occurs to me every night.' 

* * * 
• Have you no idea of the existence of spirits superior to either 

man or beast' Have you no fear of evil except from bodily 
causes Y' 

Commoro.-' I am afraid of elephants and other animals when in the 
jungle at night, but of nothing else.' 

'Then you believe in nothing; neither in a good nor evil 
spirit! And you believe that when you die it will be the end of 
body and spirit; that you are like other animals; and that 
there is no distinction between man and beast; both disappear, 
and end at death 7 ' 

Comlll0r0.-' Of course they do.'· 

And then in response to naker's repetition of St. Paul's 
argument derived from the decaying seed, which our funeral 
service emphasizes, Commoro said :-

.. • Exactly so; that I understand. But the original grain does fIOt 
rise again; it rots like the dead man, and is ended; the fruit 
produced is not the same grain that we buried. but the production 
of that grain: 80 it is with man,-I die, and decay, and am 
ended; but my children grow up like the fruit of the grain. 
80me men have no children, and some grains perish without 
fruit; then all are ended.'" 

Clearly, then, religious ideas have not that supernatural 
origin commonly alleged'; and we are taught, by implication, 
that they have a natural origin. How do they originate? 

§ 584. In the first volume of this work, nearly a score 
chapters are devoted to an account of primitive ideas at 
large; and especially ideas concerning the natures and actions 
of supernatural agents. Instead of referring the reader back 
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to those chapters, I think it better to state afresh, in br~ef, the 
doctrine they contain. I do this partly because that doctrine, 
at variance both with CUlTent beliefs and the beliefs of the 
mythologists, needs re-emphasizing; partly because citing a 
further series of illustrations will strengthen the argument; 
and partly because a greater effect IDay be wrought by 
bringing the several groups of facts and inferences into 
closer connexion. 

As typifying that genesis of religious conceptions to be 
delineated in this chapter, a statement made by Mr. Brough 

. Smyth in his elaborate' work The .Abm·igines of Victoria 
may first be given. When an Australian, of mark as a 
hunter or counsellor, is buried, the medicine-man, seated or 
lying, beside the grave, praising the deceased and listening for 
his replies, said-=-" The dead man had promised that if hig 
murder should be sufficiently avenged his spirit would not 
haunt the tribe, nor cause them fear, nor mislead them into 
wrong tracks, nor bring sickness amongst them, nor make loud 
noises in the night." Here we may recognize the essential 
elements of a cult. There is belief in a being of the kind 
we call' supernatural-a spirit. There are praises of this 
being, which he is supposed to hear. On condition that his 
injunctions are fulfilled, he is said to promise that he will 
not make mischievous use of his superhuman powers-will 
not hurt the living by pestilence, nor deceive them, nor 
fdghten them. 

Is it not manifest that from germs of this kind elaborate 
religions may be evolved? 'When, as among the ancestor
worshipping Malagasy, we find, as given by M. Reville, the 
prayer,_IC Nyang, mec11ant et puissant esprit, ne fais pas 
gTonder Ie tonnerre sur nos tetes. Dis it Ia mel' de rester 
dans ses bords. Epargne, Nyang, les fruits qui murissent .. 
Ne seche pas Ie riz dans sa fleu):' ;" it is a conclusion scarcely 
to be resisted that Nyang is but the more developed form of 
a spirit such as that propitiated and petitioned by the 
Australian. On reading the Japanese sayings, .. that the 
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IIpilits of the dead continue to exist in the unseen world, 
which is everywhere about us, and,that they all become gods, 
of varying character and degrees of influence," and also that 
"the gods who do harm are to be al)peased, so 1iliat they 
may not punish those who have offended them, and all the 
gods are to be worshipped; so that they may be induced to 
increase their favours;" we are strengthened in the suspicion 
that these maleficent gods and beneficent gods have all been 
derived from "the spirits of the dead· ••• of varying cha
racter and influence." }'romthe circumstance that in India 
as Sir Alfred Lyall tells us, "it would seem that the honours 
which are at first paid to all departed spirits come gradually 
to be concentrated, as divine honours, upon the Manes of 
notables," we derive further support for this view. .And 
when by facts of these kinds we are reminded tbatamong 
the Greeks down to the time of Plato, parallel beliefs were 
current, as is shown in the Republic, where Socrates ,groups 
as the U chiefest of all" requirements "the service of gods, 
dcmigods, and heroes • • • and the ritl)s which hav'e to be 
observed in order to propitiate the inhabitants of the ,world 
below," proving that there still survived "that fear of the 
wrath of the departed which strongly possessed the early 
Greek mind;" we get from this kinship of beliefs among 
races remote in time, space, and culture, strong warrant fOI 
the inference that ghost-propitiation is the origin of all 
religions. ' , 

This inference receives support wherever we look. As, until 
lately, no traces of pJ;e-historic man were supposed to exist, 
though, now that attention has been drawn' to them, the 
implements he used are found everywhere; so; Ol1ce being 
entertained, the. hypothesis that religions in general' are derived 
from ancestor-worship, finds proofs among all races and 
in every country. Each new book of travels yields fresh 
evidence; and from the histories of ancient peoples come 
more numerous illustrations the more closely they are 
examined. 
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Here I will re-exemplify the chief factors and stages in 
this genesis of religious beliefs; citing, in large measure, 

, books that have been published since the first volume of this 
work. . 

§ 585. The 'African savage Commoro, quoted above, and 
shown by his last reply to be more acute than his questioner; 

. had no theory of dreams. .To the inquiry how he accounted 
far the consciousness .of wandering while asleep, he said
"It is a thing I cannot understand." And here it may be 
remarked in passing, that where. there existed no conception 
of a double which goes away during sleep, there existed no 
belief in a double which survives after death. But with 
savages who are more ready to accept interpretations than 
Commoro, the supposition that the adventures had in dreams 
are real, prevails. The Zulus may be instanced. To Bishop 
Callaway .one of them said:-

"When It dead man comes [in a dream] he does not come in the 
form of a snake, nor as a mere shade; but he comes in very person, 
just as if he was not dead, and talks with the man of his tribe ; and he 
does not think it is the· dead man until he sees on awaking, and says, 
'Truly I thought that So-and-so was still living j and.forsooth it is his 
shade which has come to me.' " . . 

Similarly with the Andamanese (who hold that a man's 
reflected image is one of his souls), the belief is that "in 
dreams it is the soul which, having taken its departure 
through the nostrils, sees or is engaged in the manner repre
sented to the sleeper." 

Abnormal forms of insensibility are regarded as due to more 
prolonged absences of the wandering double; and this is so. 
whethel' the insensibility results naturally or artificially. That 
originally, the accepted interpretations of these unusual states 
of apparent unconsciousness were of this kind, we see in 
the belief expressed by Montaigne, that the "souls of men 
when at liberty, and loosed from the body, either by sleep, or 
S07n1l extasie, divine, foretel, and see things which whilst 
j~yn'd to the body they could not see." Then at the present 
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time ~mong the Waraus (Guianll: Indians) to gain magical 
power a man takes infusion of tobacco, " and, in thc death
like state of sickness to which it reduces him, his spirit is 
supposed to leave the body, and to visit and receive power 
from the yauhahu·. . . the dreaded beings under whose 
influence he is believed to remain ever after." 

From the ordinary absence of the other-self in sleep and 
its extraordinary absences in swoon, apoplexy, etc., the 
transition is to its unlimited absence at death; when, after 
an interval of waiting, the expectation of immediate return is 
given up. Still, the belief is that, deaf to entreaties though 
the other-self llas become, it either does from time to timE' 
return, or will eventually return. Commonly, the spirit 
is supposed to linger near the body or revisit it; as by 
the Iroquois, or by the Chinooks, who'''speak ~f the dead 
walking at night, when they are supposed to awake, and get 
up to search for food." Long surviving among superior races, 
in the alleged nightly wanderings of de-materialized ghosts: 
this belief survives in its original crude form in the vampyre 
stories current in some places. 

One sequeQce of the primitive belief in the materiality of 
the double, is the ministering to such desires as were mani
fest during life. Hence the shell with "some of her own 
miik beside the grave" of an infant, which an Andamanese 
mother leaves; hence the" food and oblations to the dead" 
by the Chippewas, etc. j hence the leaving with the corpse 
all needful implements, as by the Chinooks j hence the 
"fire kept burning there [the gra\'e] for many weeks," as 
among the Waraus j hence the immolation of wives and 
slaves with the chief, as still, aecording to Cameron, at Urua 
in Central Africa. Hence, in short, the universality among 
the un~ivilized and semi-civilized of these funeral rites im
plying belief that the ghost has the same sensations and 
emotions as the living man. Originally this belief is enter
tained literally; as by the Zulus, who in a case named said, 
.. the Ancestral spirits came and eat up all the meat, and 
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when the people retul'np.d ,from bathing, they found -all the 
meat eaten up." Eut by some peoples the ghost, conceived 
as less material, is supposed to profit by the spirit of the 
Cling offered: instance the Nicaraguans, by whom food" was 
tied to the body before cremation;n and instance the Ahts, 
who" burl}- blankets when burying their friends," that they 
may not be " sent shivering to the world below." 

Ministrations to the double of the deceased, habituillIy 
made at the funeral, are in many places continued-here on 
special occasions and here at regular intervals. For if the 
ghost is not duly attended to, there may come mischief. 
Men of various types visit their dead from time to time to 
carry food, drink, etc.; as the Gonds, by whom, at the graves 
of ,honoured persons, "offerings continue to be lwesented 
annually for many years." Other~, as the Ukiahs and Sanels' 
of California, "sprinkle food about the favorite haunts of the 
dead." Elsewhere, ghosts are supposed to come to places 
where food is being prepared for them; as instance Zululand. 
Bishop Callaway quotes a Zulu as saying-" These dead men 
are fools! Why have they revealed themselves by killing 
the cllild in this way, without telling me 1 Go and fetch 
the goat, boys.," 

( The hab.itats of these doubles of the dead, who are like the 
\ living in thci;-appetites a,nd passions, are v~riou~ly cO~lceiv.ed. 
Some peoples, as the ,ShlllQok of the 'Vhlte Nile, .. Imagme 
of the dead that they are lingering amongst the living and 
still attend them." Other peoples, as for instance the 
Santals, think that the ghosts of their ancestors inhabit the 
adjacent woods. ,Among the Sonoras 'and the Mohaves 
of North America, the cliffs and hills are their imagined 
places of abode. .. The Land of the Blest" says Sch, 01-
craft, "is not in the sky. Weare presented rather .'. 
with a new earth, or terrene abode." Where, as very 
generally, the ghost is believed to return to the region 
whence the tribe came, obstacles have to be oyercome. 
Some, as the Chibchas. tell of difficult rivers to' be crossed 
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to reach it; and others of seas: the N aowe (of AustraliJ.) 
think that their ghosts depart and people the islands in 
Spencer's Gulf. With these materialistic con
ceptions of the other-self and it& place of abode, there go 
similarly materialistic conceptions of its doings after death. 
Schoolcraft, describing the hereafter of Indian belief, says the 
ordinary avocations of life are carried on with less of vicissi
tude and hardship. The notion of the Chibchas was that" in 
the future state, each nation had its own particular location, 
10 that they could cultivate the ground." And evel'ywhere 
we find an approach to parallelism between the life here and 
the imagined life hereafter. Moreover, the social 
relations in the other world, are supposed, even among com
paratively-advanced peoples, to repeat those of this world. 
II Some of them [Taouist temples] are called l(ung, palace; 
and the endeavour is made in these to represent the gods of 
the religion in their celestial abodes, seated on their thrones 
in their palaces, either administering justice or giving in
struction :" recalling the Greek idea of Hades. That like ideas 
prevailed among the early English, is curiously shown by a 
passage Kemble quotes from King Alfred, concerning the per
mission to compound for crimes by the bot in money, " except 
in cases of treason against a lord, to which they dared not 
assign any mercy; because Almighty God adjudged none to 
them tl1at despised him, nor did Christ . • . adjudge any to 
him that sold him· unto death: and he commanded that a 
lord should be loved like himself." 

Grave-heaps on which food is repeatedly placed, as by the 
"\Voolwas of Central America, or heaps of stones such as the 
II obo" described by Prejevalski, which "a Mongol neve·r 
passes without adding 'a stone, rag, or tuft of camels' hair, as 
an offering," and which, as in Afghanistan, manifestly arise 
ns coverings over dead men, are by such observances madel 
~s. In some cases they acquire this character quite 
definitely. On the grave of a prince in Vera Paz, there was 
.. a stone altar erected above all, Upull which iu(;cllSe was 
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burned and sacrifices were made in memory of the deceased." 
Various peoples make shelters for such incipient altars or de
veloped altars. By the Mosquitos" a rude hut is constructed 
over the grave, serving as a receptacle for the choice food, 
drink," etc. In Africa the W akhutu "usually erect small 
pent-houses over them [the graves], where they place offer
ings of food." Major Serpa Pinto's work contains a cut 
representing a native chief's mausoleum, in which we see the 
grave covered by a building on six wooden columns-a 
building needing but additional columns to make it like a 
small Greek temple. Similarly in Borneo. The drawing of 
"Rajah Dinda's family sepulchre," given by Bock, shows 
development of the grave-shed into a temple of the oriental 
type. A like connexion existed among the Greeks. 
"The 'heroon' was a kind of chapel raised to the memory of a 
hero .•.. It was at first a funeral monument (uijJLa) surrounded by a 
sacred enclosure (T'JLfIlOS); but the importance of the worship there 
rendered to the heroes soon converted it into a real 'hieron ' [temple ].11 

And in our own time Mohammedans, notwithstanding their 
professed monotheism, show us a like transformation with 
great cleamess. A saint's mausoleum in Egypt, is a " sacred 
edifice." People passing by, stop and become "pious 
worshippers" of "our lord Abdallah." "In the corner of 
the sanctuary stands a wax candle as long and thick as 
nn elephant's tusk;" and there is a surrounding court 
with "niches for prayer, and the graves of the favoured 
dead." The last quotation implies something more. 
Along with developmentt of grave-heaps into altars and grave
sheds into religious edifices, and food for the ghost into .sacri
fices, there goes on the development of ~ai.!(L1lnd,..--PIJlyer. 
Instance, in addition to the above, the old account Dapper 
gives, translated by Ogilby, which describes how tbe negroes 
near the Gambio. erected small huts over graves, "whither 
their surviving Friends and Acquaintance at set-times repair, 
to ask pardon for any offences 01' injuries done them while 
alive." 
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The growth of ancestor-worship, thus far illustrated under 
its separate aspects, may be clearly exhibited under its com
bined aspects by quotations from a recent book, .A/ricana, by 
the Rev. Dull' MacDonald, one of the missionaries of the 
Blantyre settlement. Detached sentences from his account, 
scattered here and tlIere over fifty pages, run as follows:- , 

"The man may be buried in his own dwelling" (p.l09). "His old' 
house thus becomes a kind of temple" (p. 109). "The deceased is now 
in the spirit world, and receives offerings and adoration" (p. 110). 
"Now he is a god with power to watch over them, and help them, and 
control their destiny" (p.61). "The spirit of a deceased man is called 

• his Mulungu" (p. 59). The probably correct derivation of this word is 
"stated by Bleek [the philologist], which makes it originally mean 
• great a.ncestor'" (p. 67). .. Their god appears to them in dreams. 
They may see him. as they knew him in days gone by" (p. 61). " The 
gods of the natives are nearly as numerous as their dead" (p. 68). 
Ol Each worshipper turns most naturally to the spirits of his own de
parted relatives" (p. 68). A chief" will present his offering to his own 
immediate predecessor, and &ay, • Oh, father, I do not know all your 
relatives, you know them all, invite them to feast with you'" (p. 68). 
"The spirit of an old chief may have a whole mountain for his resiJenc", 
but he dwells chiefly on the cloudy summit" (p. 60). " A great chief 
that has been successful in his wars does not pass out of memory SO soon. 
He may become the god of a mountain or a lake, and may receive 
homage as a local deity long after his own descendants have been driven 
from the spot. When there is a supplication fOl' rain the inhabitants 
of the country pray not so much to their own forefathers as to the god 
of yonder mountain on whose shoulders the great rain clouds repose" 
(p. 70). "Beyond and above the spirits of. their fathers, and chiefs 
localised on hills, the W ayao speak of others that they consider supe
rior, Only their home is more associated with the country which the 
Yao left; so that they too at one ,time may have been looked upon 
really as local deities" (p. 71). '(VoL I, pp. 59-110.) 

Let us pass now' to certain more indirect results of the 
ghost-theory. Distinguishing but confusedly between sem-

I 
bl~ce ~nd reality, the savage t~s that the !e?rese~n 
of a: thmg partakes of the propertIes of the thmg. Hence 
he believes that the effigy of a dead man (originally placed 
on the grave) becomes a habitation for his ghost. This 
belief spreads to effigies otherwise placed. C.oncerning" a 
l~de fipure of a naked man and woman" which some Land 
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Dyaks place on the path to their farms, St .• T ohn says" These 
figures are said to be inhabited each by a spirit." 

Because of the indwelling doubles of the dead, such images 
are in many cases propitiated. Speaking of the idols made 
by the people west of I.ake Nyassa, Livingstone says" they 
present pombe, flour, bhang; tobacco, and light a fire for 
them to smoke by. They represent the departed father 01' 

mother, and it is supposed 'that they are pleased with the 
offerings made to their representatives .•• names of dead 
chiefs are sometimes given to them." Bastian tells us 
that a lfegress in Sierra Leone had in her room four idols' 
whose mouths she daily daubed with maize and palm-oil: 
one for herself, one for her dead husband, and one for each 
of her children. Often the representation is extremely rude. 
The Damaras have "an image, consisting of two pieces of 
wood, supposed to represent the household deity, or rather 
the deified parent," which is brought out on certain occa
sions. And of the Bhils we, read-" Their usual cere
monies consist in merely smearing the idol, which is seldom 
anything but a shapelells stone, with vermilion and red lead, 
or oil; offering, with protestations and a petition, an animal 
and som~ liquor." 

Here we see the transition to that form of fetichism 
in which an object having but a rude likeness to a human 
being, or no likeness at all, is nevertheless supposed to be 
inhabited by a ghost. I may add that the connexioll 
between development of the ghost-theory and development 
of fetichism. is instructively shown by the absence of both 
from an African people described by Thomson :-
"The Wahebe appear to be as free from superstitious notions as any 
tribe I have seen ••• there was an entire absence of the usual signs of 
that fetichism, which is so prevalent elsewhere. They seem, however, to 
ha"e no respect for their dead; the bodies being generally tli'rown into 
the jungle to be eaten by the hyenas." 

~d just the same connexion of facts is shown in the 
account of the Masai more recently given by him. 

In, several ways there arises identigcation of ~brs 
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with animals, and consequent reverence for the animals: 
now resulting in superstitious 'regard, and now in worship. 
Creatures which frequent burial places or places supposed to 
Le haunted by spirits, as well as creatures which fly by night~ 
nre liable to be taken for forms assumed by deceased men. 
Thus tIle Bongo dread-
.. Ghosts, whose abode is said to be in the shadowy darkness of -the 
woods. Spirits, devils, and witches have their general appellation cf 
• bitaboh ;' wood-gtlblins being specially called' ronga.' Comprehended 
under the same term are all the bats ••• as likewise are owls of 
e\"ery kind." 

Similarly, the belief that ghosts often return to their old 
homes, leads to the belief that house-frequenting snakes are 
embodiments of them. The negroes round Blantyre think 
that .. if a dead man wants to frighten his wife he may 
persist in coming as a serpent;" and "when a man kills [\ 
serpent thus belonging to a spirit, he goes and makes an 
apology to the offended god, saying, • Please, please, I did not 
know that it was your serpent.''' Moreover," serpents were 
regarded as familiar and domestic divinities by a multituce 
of Indo-European peoples;" and" in some dil;tricts of PolaI!u 
[in 1762J tIle peasants are very careful to give milk and eggs 
to a species of black serpent which glides about in their • .'. 
houses, and they would be in despair if the least harm befel 
these reptiles." Beliefs of the same class, sug
gested in other ways, occur in North America.. The Apaches 
" consider the rattlesnake as the form to be assumed by the 
wicked after death." By the people of Nayarit it. was 
thought that" during the day they [ghosts] were allowed to 
consort with the living, in the form of flies, to seek food:" 
recalling a cult of the Philistines and also a Babylonian belief 
expressed in the first Izdubar legend, in which it is said that 
.. the gods of Utuk Suburi (the blessed) turned to flies." 

Identification of the doubles of the dead with animals
now with those which frequent houses "r places wllich the 
ooubles are supposed to haunt, and now with those which are 
like certain of the dead in t,heir maliciol!S or beneficent natures 
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-is in other cases traceable to misinterpretation of names. 
We read of th~ Ainos of Japan that "their highest eulogy 
on a man is to compare him to a bear. Thus Shinondi said 
of Benri the chief • He is as strong as a bear: and the old Fate 
praising Pipichari called hlm • The young bear.''' Here the 
transition from comparison to metaphor illustrates the origin 
of. animal names. And then on finding that the Ainos 
worship the bear, though they kill it, and that after killing it 
at the bear-festival they shout in chorus-" We kill you, 
o bear! come back soon into an Aino," we see how identifi
cation of the bear with an ancestral Aino, and consequent 
propitiation of the bear, may arise. Hence when we read 
"that the ancestor of the Mongol royal house was a wolf," 
and that the family name was 'Volf j and when we remember 
the multitudinous cases of animal-names borne by North 
American Indians, with the associated totem-system; this 
cause of identification of ancestors with animals, and conse
quent sacredness of the animals, becomes sufficiently obvious. 
Even without going beyond our own country we find signifi
cant evid~nce. In early days there was ~ tradition that Earl 
Siward of Northumbria had a grandfather who was a bear in 
a,Norwegian forestj and "the bear who was the ancestor of 
Siward and Ulf had also, it would seem, known ursine 
descendants." Now Siward was distinguished by "his 
gigantic stature, his vast strength and personal prowess j" 
and hence we may reasonably conclude that, as in the case 
of the Ainos above given, the supposed ursine descent had 
arisen fl'om misinterpretation of a metaphor applied to a 
similarly powerful progenitor. In yet other cases, 
sacredness of certain animals results fl'om the idea that 
deceased men have migrated into them. Some Dyaks refuse 
to eat venison in consequence of a belief that their ancestors 
.. take the form of deer after death j" and among the Esq uiinaux 
" the Angekok announces to the mourners into what animal 
the soul of the departed has passed." Thus there are several 
ways in which respect for, and sometimes worship of, an 
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animal arises: all of them, however, implying identification 
of it with a human being. 

A pupil of the Edinburgh institution for deaf-mutes said, 
"before I came to school, I thought that the stars were 
placed in the firmament like ~tes of fire." Recalling, as 
tIris does, the belief ·of some North Americans, that the 
brighter stars in the Milky Way are camp-fires made by the 
dead on their way to the other world, we are shown how 
naturally the identification of stars with persons may occur. 
When a sportsman, hearing a shot in the. adjacent wood, 
exclaims-" ~hat's Jones," he is not supposed to mean that 
Jones is the sound; he is known to mean that Jones made 
the sound. But when a savage, pointing to a particular star 
originally thought of as the camp-fire of such or such a 
departed man, says-I< There he is," the children he is 
instructing naturally IlllppOSe him to mean that the star 
itself is the departed man: especially when receiving the 
statement through an. undeveloped language. Hence such 
facts as that the Californians think ghosts travel to "where 
earth and sky meet, to become stars, chiefs assuming the 
most brilliant forms." Hence such facts as that the Man
gaians say of certain two stars that they are children whose 
mother .. was a scold and gave them no peace," Dnd that 
going to "an elevated point of rock," they "leaped up into 
tlie sky j" where they were follow~d by their parents, who 
have not yet caught them. In ways like these there arises 
personalization of stars and ,constellations j and remembering, 
as just shown, how general is the identification of human 
beings with animals in primitive societies, we may per
ceive how there also originate animal-constellations; such as 

, Callisto, who, metamorphosed into a she-bear, became the 
bear in heaven. That me~horical naming may I 

cause 'personalization of the heavens at large, we have good 
evidence. A Hawaiian king bore the name Kalani-nui
Lilio Lilio, meaning" the heavens great and dark;" whence 
it is clear that (reversing the order alleged by the my tho-

2 
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logists) Zeus may naturally have been at first a living persoll, 
and that his identification with the sky I'esulted from his 
metaphorical name. 

There M'e proofs that like confusion of metaphor with fact 
leads to Sun-worship. Complimentary naming after the 
Sun occurs everywhere; and, where it is associated with 
power, becomes inherited. The chiefs of the Hurons boro 
the name of the Sun; and Humboldt remarks that "the 
'.sun-kings' among the N atches I'ecall to mind the Heliades 
of the first eastern colony of Rhodes." Out of numerous 
illustrations from 'Egypt, may be quoted an inscription from 
Silsilis-" Hail to thee! king of Egypt! Sun of the foreign 
peoples .••• Life, salvation, health to him! he is 0. shining 
sun." In such cases, then, worship of the ancestor readily 
becomes worship of the Sun. The like happens with 
other cel~nces. "In the Beirut school" says 
Jessup, " are and have been girls ,named ••• ' Morning Dawn, 
Dew, Rose .••• I once visited a man in the village of Brmn
mana who had six daughters, whom he named Sun,lJforning, 
Zephyr breeze," &c, , Another was named Star. Here, again, 
the superiority, or good fortune, or remarkable fate, of an 
individual thus named, would originate propitiation of a 
personalized phenomenon.' That personalization of 
the wind had an origin of this kind is indicated by a Bush-

o man legend. "The wind" it says "was formel'ly a person. 
He became a feathered thing, Aud he flew, while he no longer 
walked as formel'ly; for he flew, and he dwelt in the moun
tain • . . he inhabited a mountain-hole." Here, too, we are 
reminded that in sundry parts of the wol'ld there occurs the 
notion that not only the divine ancestors who begat the 
race came out of caves, but that Nature-gods also did. A 
legend of the Mexicans tells of the Sun and Moon coming 
out of caves; and in the conception of a cave inhabited by 
the wind, the modern Bushman does but repea~ the ancient 
Greek. As descending from the traditions of cave-dwellers, 
stories of this kind, with accompanying worship, are natumI; 
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but otherwise they imply superfluous absurdities which 
cannot be legitimately ascribed even to the most unintelli
gent. . That in primitive "times names are uSEld ill 
ways showing such lack of discrimination as leads to the 

. confusions here alleged, we have proof. Grote says of the 
goddess Ate,-" the same name is here employed sometimes 
to designate the person, sometimes the attribute or event not 
IJersonified." And again, it has been' remarked that "in' 
Homer, Aides is invariably the name of a god; but in later 
times it was transferred to his house, his abode or kingdom." 
Nature-worship, then, is but 3n _abep:ant forne of ghost
WGl"ship. 

In their normal forms, as in their abnormal forms, aU gods 
arisa-hy apotheosis. Originally, the god is the superior 
living ll}an whose power is conceived as superhuman. From 
uncivilized peoples at present, and from civilized peoples 
during their past, evidence is derived. Mr. Selous says 
-" the cIlief of these kraals, 'Situngweesa: is considered a 
vcr] powerful 'U mlimo,' or god, by the Amandebele." So, 
too, among existing Hindus, "General Nicholson • • . was 
adored as a hero in his lifetime, in spite of his violent 
persecution of ~is own devotees." The Rig Veda shows that 
it was thus with the ancient people of India. Their god~ 
are addressed-" Thou, Agni, the earliest and most Angiras· 
like sage" (R. V., i, 31). "Thou Agni, the most eminent rishi" 
(iii, 21, 3). .. Thou [Indra] art an anciently-born rishi" 
(viii, 6,41). "Indra is a priest, Jndra is a rishi" (vill, 16, 
7). That Achilles was apotheosized, and that according 
to tradition the Pythian priestess preferred to address 
Lykurgus as a god, are examples sufficiently reminding 
us of man-derived deities among the Greeks. It is a 
familiar fact, too, that with the Romans and subject peoples 
emperor-worship became a developed cult. In" everyone 
of the Gaulish cities," "a large number of men, who 
uelonged to the highest as well as to the middle classe~: 

were priests and llamens of 'Augustus, flamens uf Drusus, 
2-2 
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priests of Vespasian or Marcus Aurelius." "The statues 
of the emperors were real idols, to which they offered 
incense, victims, and prayers." And how natural to other 
European peoples in those days were conceptions leading 
t.o such cults, is curiously shown by an incident in the 
campaign of Tiberius, then a prince, carried on in Germany 
in A.D. 5, when Romans and Teutons were on opposite sides 
of the Elbe. 

"One of the barbarians, an aged man, powerfully built and, t() 
judge from his attire, of high rank, got into an excavated trunk (such 
as they use for boats) and rowed his vessel to the middle of the rivel·. 
There he asked and obtained leave to come safely to our side and 
to see the prince. Having come to shore, he first for a long time 
silently looked at the prince and finally broke out into these words: 
'l\'fad, indeed, are our young men. For if you are far, they worship 
you as gods, and if you approach, they rather fear your weapons than 
do you homage. But I, by thy kind permission,O prince, to 4ay have 
seen the gods of whom before I had heard." 
That some of our own ancestors regarded gods simply as 
superior men is also clear. If the Norseman "thought 
himseif unfairly treated, even by his gods, he openly took 
them to task and forsook their worship;" and, reminding 
us of some existing savages, we read of a Norse warrior 
.. wishing ardently that he could but meet with Odin, that 
he might attack him." 

As, in primitive thought, divinity is thus synonymous 
~ith superiority; and as' at first a go.Q may be either a 

, powerful living person (commonly of conquering race) or 
, a dead person who has acquired supel'llatural power as a 
ghost; there come two origins for semi-divine beings-the 
one by unions between the conquering god-race and the 
conquered race distinguished as men, and the other by 
supposed intercourse between living persons and spirits. 
We have seen that dream-life in general is at first undistin
guished from waking life. And if the events of ordinary 
dreams are regarded as real, we may infer that the conco
mitants of dreams of a certain kind create a specially strong 
belief in their reality. Once having become established in 
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the popular mind, this· belief in their reality is, on occasion, 
taken advantage of. At Hamoa (Navigator's Islands) "they 
have an idea which is very convenient to the reputaiionof 
the females, that some of these lwtooa pow [mischievous 
spirits] molest them in their sleep, in consequence of which 
thcre are many supernatural conceptions." Among the 
Dyaks it is the same.W e are told both by Brooke and St . 
• John of children who were begotten by certain spirits. Of 
like origin and nature was the doctrine. of the Babylonians 
concerning male and female spirits and their offspring.- And 
the beliefs in incubi and succubi lasted in European history 
down to comparatively late times: sometimes giving rise to 
traditions like that of Robert the Devil. Of course the 
statement respecting the nature of the supernatural parent 
is variable-he is demoniacal or he ill divine; and conse
quently there now and then result such stories as those 
of the Greeks about god-descended men. 

Thus Comparative Sociology discloses a common origin 
for each leading element of religious belief. The r.oncept.joD 

of t~t, along with the mUltiplying and complicating 
ideas arising from it, we find everywhere-alike in the 
arctic regions and in the tropics; in the forests of North 
America and in the deserts of Arabia; in the valleys of the 
Himalayas and in African jungles; on the flanks of the 
Andes and in the Polynesian islands. It is exhibited with 
equal clearness by races so remote in type from one another, 
that competent judges think they must have diverged before 
the existing distribution of land and sea was established
among straight-haired, curly-haired, woolly-haired races; 
among, white, tawny, copper-coloured, black. And we find 
it among peoples who have made no advances in civilization 
as wcll as among the semi-civilized and the ciVilized. 
Thus we have abundant proofs of the natural genesis of 
l·(jligions. 

§ 586. To give to these proofs, re.inforcing those before 
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given, a final re-inforcement, let me here, however, instEr.(l 
of taking separately each leading religious conception [IS 

similll,rly exhibite(i by different peoples, take the whol~ 

,series of them as exhibited by the same people. 
That belief ill the reality of dream-scenes and dream

persons, which, as we before saw (§ 530), the Egyptians h'ld 
in common with primitive peoples at large, went along with 
the belief, also commonly associated with it, that shadows 
are entities, A man's shadow was" considered an important· 
part of his personality;" and the Book of the Dead treats 
it "as something substantial." Again, a man's other-self, 
called llis ka, accompanied him wllile alive; and we see 
"the Egyptian king frequently scuJptpred in the act of 
propitiating his o\"n lea," as the Karen does at the present 
<lay. "The disembodied personality" had" a material form 
and substance. The soul had a body of its own, and could 
eat and drink." But, as partially implied by this statement, 
each man was supposed to have personalities of a less 
material kinu. After death" the sou], though bound to the 
body, was at liberty to lease the grave and return to it during 
the daytime in any form it chose;" and a papyru3 tells 
of mummies who "converse in their catacomb about certain 
circumstances of their past life upon earth." Having desires, 
the ka must be ministered to; and, as M. M:aspero says, " 10 
double des pains, des liquides, de 10. viande, passait dans 
l'autre monde et y noul'l'issait Ie lJouble de I'homme." 
Along with this belief that the bodily desires and satisfac
tions continued in the second life, there naturally went a 
conception of the second life as substantially like the first; 
as is shown by the elaborate delineations of it contained in 
ancient tombs, such as the tomb of Ti. 

Along with ministrations to the appetites of the sup
posed material or semi-material dead, resulting from the~c 

beliefs, there went ministrations to desires of other kinds. 
In the richly-adorned sepulchral chamber of king l\fycerinus's 
daughter, there was a daily burning of incense; aud at night 
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a lamp was "kept burning in the apartment." Habitually 
there were public praises of the dead; and to tempt back 
to Egypt a valued subject, a king promises that «the poor 
shall make their moan at the door of thy tomb. Prayers 
shall be addressed to thee." Such sacrifices, praises, and 
prayers, continued from festival to festival, and, eventually, 
from generation to generation, thus grew into established 
worships. «The monuments of the time of the building 
of the pyramids mention priests and prophets which were 
devoted to the service of Kheops, Chabryes,. and other 
rulers, and who offered them sacrifices"-priests who had 
successors down even to the 26th dynasty. Such priest
hoods were establishe<i for worship not of the royal dead 
only, but for worship of other dead. To ensure sacrifices 
to their statues, great landowners made" contracts. with 
the priests of their town," prescribing the kinds of food and 
drink to be offered. 80 far was this system carried that 
Hapi Tefa, the governor of a district, to maintain services to 
himself" for all time .•• provides salaries for the priests." 
As implied in some of the foregoing extracts, there arose an 
idol-worship by differentiation from worship of the dead. 
The ka, expected eventually to return and re-animate the 
mummy, could enter also a statue of wood or stone repre
senting th~ deceased. Hence some marvellous elaborations. 
In the Egyptian tomb, sometimes called the." house of the 
double," there was a walled-up space having but· a small 
opening, which contai~ed images oi the dead, more or less 
numerous; so that if re-animation of the mummy was pre
vented by destruction of it, any' one of -these might be 
utilized in its place. 

The proofs thuS furnished thit their idolatry was deve
loped from their ancestor-worship, are accompanied by proofs 
that their animal-_worship was similarly developed. The god 
Ammon Ra is represented as saying to Thothmes III- . 

"I have caused them to behold thy majesty, even as it were the star 
Seschet· (the evening stal~ ••• I have caused them _ to behold. thy 
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majesty as it were a bull young and full of spirit ••• I have caused 
them to behold thy majesty as it were a crocodile [and similarly with 
a lion, an eagle, and a jackal] .•• It is I who protecteth thee, oh my 
cherished son I Horus, valiant bull, reigning over tbe Thebaid. " 

Here, in the first place, we are shown, as we were shown 
by the Ainos, that there takes place a transition from simile 
to metaphor: "thy majesty, as it were a bull," presently 
becomes "Horus, valiant bull." This naturally leads in sub
sequent times to confusion of th~ man with the animal, and 
consequent worship of the animaL "We may further see 
that complimentary comparisons to other animals, similarly 
'passing through metaphors into identifications, are likely to 
generate belief in a deified individual who had sundry forms. 
Another case shows us how, from what was at first eulogistic 
naming of a local ruler, there may grow up the adoption of 
an animal-image for a known living person. 'We read of "the 
Ram, who is the Lord of the city of Mendes, the Great God, 
the Life of Ra, the Generator, the Prince of young women." 
We find the king speaking of himself as" the image of the 
divine Ram, the living portrait of him. • the divine 
efflux of the prolific Ram ••. the eldest son of the Ram." 
And then, further, we are told that the king afterwards 
deified the first of his consorts, and "commanded that her 
Ram-image should be placed in all temples." 

So, too, literal interpretation of metaphors leads to worship 
of heavenly bodies. As above, the star Seschet COD1(,S to be 
identified with an individual; and so, continually, does the 
Sun. Thus it is said of a king-" My lord the Sun, Amen
hotep III, the Prince of Thebes, rewarded me. He is the 
Sun-god himself;" and it is also said of him "no king has 
done the like, since the time of the reign of the Sun-god Ra, 
who possessed the land." In kindred manner we are told of 
the sarcophagus provided for another king, Amenemhat, that 
"never the like had been provided since the time of the 
god Ra." These quotations show tllat this complimentary 
metaphor was used in so positive a way as to cause accept-
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ance of it as fact; and thus to generate a belief that the 
Sun had been actual ruler over Egypt. 

The derivation of all these beliefs from ancestor-worship, 
clear as the above evidence makes it, becomes clearer still 
when we observe, on the one hand, how the name" god" was 
applied to a superior living individual, and, on the other 
hand, how completely human in all their attributes were 
the gods, otherwise so-called. The relatively small difference 
hctwcen the conceptions -of the divine· and the human, is 
shown by the significant fact that in the hieroglyphics, one 
and the same "determinative" means, according to the 
context, god, ancestor, august person. Hence we need not 
wonder on finding king Sahura of the 5th dynasty called 
II God, who strikes all nations, and reaches all countries with 
his arm;" or on meeting with like deifications of other 
historical kings and queens, such as Mencheres and N ofert
Ari-Alihmes. And on finding omnipotence and omnipre
sence ascribed to a living king, as to Ramses II, we see 
little further scope for deification. Indeed we see no further 
scope; since along with these exalted conceptions of certain 
men there went low conceptions of gods. 

"The bodies of the gods are spoken of as well as their souls, and 
they have both parts and passions; they are described as suffering from 
hunger and thirst, old age, disease, fear and sorrow. They perspire, 
their limbs quake, their head aches, their teeth chatter, their eyes weep, 
their Dose bleeds, 'poison takes possession of their flesh.' . • • All the 
great gods require protection. Osiris is helpless against his enemies, 
and his remains are protected by his wife and sister."-

- It is strange how impervious to evidence the mind becomes when once 
pre-possessed. One would have thought that such an accumulation of proofs, 
congruous with the proofs yielded by multitudinous other societies, would 
have con rinced everyone that the Egyptian religion was a developed ancestor
worship. :But such proofs appear to have no efl'ects in the minds of the 
theologians and the mythologists. Though the ancient Egyptian tradition is 
that" the land of Punt was the original seat of the gods," whence" the holy 
ones had travelled to the Nile valley, at their head Amon, Horus, Hathor;" 
though there is also the tradition that" during the first age a. Dynl>Sty of the 
Gods reigned in the land; this was followed by the age of the Demigods; and 
the dlna.ty of the mysterious Manes closed the prehistorio time;" though 
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The saying that one half the world docs not knowhow the 
other half lives, may be paralleled by the saying that one 
half the world has no idea what the other half thinks, and 
what it once thought itself. Habitually at a later mental 
stage, there is a forgetting of that which was familiar at an 
earlier mental stage. Ordinarily in adult life many thoughts 
and feelings of childhood have faded so utterly that there is 
an incapacity for even imagining them; and, similarly, from 
the consciousness 'of cultured humanity there have So com
pletely disappeared certain notions natural to the conscious
ness of uncultured humanity, that it has become almost in
credible they should ever have been entertained. But just as 
certain as it is that the absurd beliefs at which parr.nts laugh 
when displayed 'in their children, were once their own; so 
certain is it that advanced peoples to whom primitive con~ 
ceptions seem ridiculous, had forefathers who held these 
primitive conceptions. Their own theory of things has arisen 
by slow modification of that original theory of things in 
which, from the supposed reality of dreams, there resulted 
the supposed reality of ghosts; Whence developed all kinds 
of'supposed supernatural beings. 

§ 587. Is there any exception to this generalization? Are 
we to conclude that amid the numerous religions, varying in 

. these traditions al'o COn!!'l'llOllS with that deification of kings, priests, minor 
potentates, and, in 0. sense, even ordinary persons, which Egyptian history at 
large shows liS; yet all this evidence is disregarded from the desire to ascribe 
a primitive monotheism or a primitive nature-worship. For these the sole 
aut,horities are statements made by the Inter Egyptian priests or contained in 
cel,tRin of the inscriptions-statements, written or spoken, which were neces
sarily preceded by a long period during which the art of recol'ding did n( ~ 
exist, and a further long period of culture-statements which naturally 
embodied relnti\"elyadvanced conceptions. It would bo about as wise to deny 
that the primiti\"e He\>rew worship was that prescribed in Leviticus becnus3 
such worship is denounced 'by Amos and by Hosea. It would bo about lIS 

wise to take the conception of Zeus entertained by Socrates as dispro.ving 
the gross anthropomorphism of the primitho Greeks. I~ would be a.bout IlS 

wise to instance some refined mOdeI'll vorsibn of Christiauity, like that of 
Maurico. as showing what medilllva.l Christians believed. . 
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their forms and degrees of elaboration, which have this com
mOil origin, tllere exists one which has a different origin 1 
Must we say that while all the rest are natural, the religion 
possessed by the Hebrews which has come down to us with 
modifications, is supernatural? 

If, in seeking an answer,. we . compare this supposeu 
exceptional religion with the others, we do not find it so 
unlike them as to imply an unlike genesis. Contrariwise, 
we find it presenting throughout remarkable likenesses to 
them. We will consider these in gi:oups. 

In the first place, the plasma of superstitions amid 
which the religion of the Hebrews evolved, was of the same 
nature with that found everywhere. Though, during the 
early nomadic stage, the belief in a permanently-existing 
BOul' was undeveloped, yet there was shown belief in the 
reality of . dreams and of the' beings seen in dreams. At a 
later stage we find that the dead were supposed to hear 
and sometilnes to answer; there was propitiation of the 
dead by gashing the body and cutting the hair ; there 

. was giving of food for the dead; spirits of the dead were 
believed to haunt burial-places; and demons entering into 
~en caused'their maladies and their sins. Much given, like 
existing savages, to amulets, charms, exorcisms, etc., the 
Hebrews also had functionaries. WllO corresponded to 
medicine men-men having "familiar spirits," "wizards" 
(Isaiah viii, ~9), and others, originally called seers but after
wards prophets (1 Sam. ix, 9); to whom they made presents 
in return for information, even when seeking lost asses 
Ann Samuel, in calling for thunder and rain, played the pal t 
of a weather-doctor-a personage still found in various parts 
of the world. 

Sundry traditions they held in co~mon with other 
peoples. Their legend of the "deluge, besides being allied 
to that of the Accadians, was allied to that of the Hindus; 
among whom the Sathapatha-briihmaI}a tells ho~ Manu 
was instructed by Vishnu to make an al'k to escape the 
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coming flood, which came as foretold and "swept away 
all Ii ving creatures; Manu alone was left." The story of 
:Moses' birth is paralleled by an Assyrian story, which says 
-" I am Sargina the great King , • . my mother . . • in 
a secret place she brought me forth: she placed me in an 
ark of bulrushes , •• she threw me into the river .. ,II. etc. 
Similarly with the calendar and its entailed observances. 
"The Assyrian months were lunar , •. the seventh, four
teenth, twenty-first, and twenty-eighth days, being the 
sabbaths. On these sabbath days, extra work and even 
missions of mercy were forbidden , • , The enactments were 
similar in character to those of the Jewish code." 

So again' is it with their Theology. Under the common 
title Elohill~, were comprehended distinguished living persons, 
ordimtry ghosts, superior ghosts or gods. That is to say, with 
the Hebrews as with the Egyptians and numerous other 
peoples, Il. god simply meant a powerful being, existing 
visibly or invisibly. As the Egyptian for god, Nutar, was 
variously used to indicate strength; so was n or El among 
the Hebrews, who applied it to heroes and also" to the gods' 
of the gentiles." Out of these conceptions grew up, as in 
other cases, the propitiation or worship of various super
natural beings-a polytheism. Abraham was a demi-god to 
whom prayers were addressed. "They sacrificed unto devils, 
not to God; to gods whom they knew not, to new gods that 
came newly up, whom your fathers feared not" (Deut. xxxii, . 
17). That the belief in other gods than J allveh long sur
vived, is shown by Solomon's sacrifices to them, as well as by 
the denunciations of the prophets. Moreover, even after 
Jahveh had become the acknowledged great-god, the general 
conception remained essentially polytheistic. For just as in 
the Iliad (bk. v, 1000-1120) the gods and goddesses are 
represented as fighting with sword and lance the ~attles of 

. the mortals whose causes they espoused; so the angels and 
archangels of the Hebrew pantheon are said to fight in 
IIeaven when the peoples they respectively patronize fight 
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on earth: both ideas being paraJleled by those of some 
existing savages. 

Seeing then that Ja~lveh was originally one god among 
many-the god who became supreme; let us ask what was 
his nature as shown by the records. Not dwelling OTL 

the story of the garden of Eden (probably accepted from the 
Accadians) where God walked and talked in human fashion j 
and passing by the time when "the Lord came down to see 
the city and the tower, which the children of men builded;" 
we Dlay turn to such occasions as those on which Jacob 
wrestled with him, and on which "the Lord spake nnto 
Moses face to face, as a man speaketh unto his friend." 
These, and many kindred statements, show that by the. 
HeLrews in early days, Jahveh," the strong one," "a man 
of war," having been originally a local potentate (like those 
who even now are called gods by the Bedouins), was, in after 
times, regarded as the Dlost powei'ful among the various 
spirits worshipped: the places where sacrifice..; to him were 
made, being originally high places (2 Kings xii,· 3), such as 
those habitually used for the burials ~f superior persons j as 
they are still in the Same region.~. Says Burkhardt of the 
Bedouins-" the saints' tombs are generally placed on the 
summits of mountains," and" to him [a saint] all the neigh~ 
bouring Arabs address their vows." Here we see parallelism 
to the early religious ideas of Greeks, Scandinavians, and 
others; among whom gods, indistinguishable from men in 
appearance, sometimes entered into conflicts with them, not 
always successfully. Moreover, this" God of battles," 
whose severe punishments, often inflicted, were for insubordi~ 
nation, was clearly a local god-" the god of Israel." The 
command" thou shalt have none other gods but me," did ·not 
imply that there were none other, but that the Israelites 
were not to recognize their authority. The admission that 
the Hebrew god was not the only god is tacitly made by the 
e;c:pressioll " our" god as used by the Hebrews to distinguish 
Jahveh froni others. And though with these admissions that 
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J ahveh was olle god among many, there were assertions of 
universality of rule; these were paralleled by assertions con
cerning certain gods of the Egyptians-nay, by assertions 
concerning a living Pharaoh, of whom it is said "no place 
is without thy goodness. Thy sayings are the law of . every 
land. • •• Thou hast millions of ears .••• Whatsoever is 
done in secret, thy eye seeth it." Along with the 
limitations of Jahveh's authority in range, went limitations 
of it in degree. There was no claim to omnipotence. Not 
forgetting the alleged failure of his attempt personally to slay 
Moses, we may pass on to the defeats of the Israelites when 
they fought by his advice, as in two battles with the Benja
minites, and as in a battle with the Philistines when "the 
ark of God was taken" (1 Sam. iv, 3-10). And then, 
beyond this, we are told that though "the Lord was 
with Judah," he "could not drive out the inh'tbitants 
of the vulley, because they had chariots of iron." (J udges i, 
19.) That is, there were incapacities equalling those attri
Luted by other peoples· to their gods. Similarly 
with intellectual and moral nature. Jahveh receives informa
tion; he goes to see whether reports are true; he repents of 
what lIe has done-all implying anything but omniscience. 
Like Egyptian and Assyrian kings, he continually lauds 
himself; anci while saying "I will not give my glory to 
another" (Isai. xlviii, 11), he describes himself as jealous, as 
revengeful, and as a merciless destroyer of enemies. He 
sends a lying spirit to mislead a king, as Zeus does to 
Agamemnon (2 Chron. xviii, 20-2); by his own account 
lIe will deceive a prophet that he may prophesy falsely; 
intending then to destroy him (Ezekiel xiv, 9); he hardens 
men's hearts that he may inflict evils on them for what they 
then do; and, as when he prompts David to number Israel, 
snggests a supposed sin that he may afterwards punish those 
who have not committed it. He acts as did the Greek gods ~ 
from whom bad impulses were supposed to come, and who 
were similarly indiscriminate in their revenges. • 
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The forms of worship show us like parallelisms. Not 
dwelling on the intended or actual human sacrifices (though 
by grouping the sacrifice of a son with' sacrifices of rams 
and calves, as methods of propitiation to be repudiated, 
:Micah implies in ch. vi, 6-9, that the two had been associ
ated in the Hebrew 'mind), it suffices to point out that 
the prescribed ceremonies in temples, had the characters 
usual everywhere. Called in sundry -places the" bread of 
God," the offerings, like those to Egyptian gods and 
mummies, included bread, meat, fat, oil, blood, drink, fruits, 
etc.; and there was maintained, as by other peoples, a con
stant fire, as well as burnings of incense: twice daily by the 
Hebrews, and four times daily by the Mexicans. Jahveh 
was supposed to enjoy the "sweet savour" of the burnt 
offerings, like the idol-inhabiting-gods of the ,negroes (§ 161). 
~ssociated with the belief that' .. the blood is the life," this, 
either poured on the ground or on the altar, according to 
circUllistances, was reserved for Jahveh; as with the ancient 
Mexican anll Central American gods, to whom was con
tinually offered up the blood alike of sacrificed men and 
animals: now the jmage of the god being anointed with it, 
and now the cornice of the doorway of the temple. As the 
Egyptians and as the Greeks, so did the Hebrews offer 
hecatombs of oxen and sheep to their god; sometimes 
numbering many thousands (1 Kings viii, 62-64). To the 
Hebrews, it was a command that unblemished animals only 
Ghould be used for sacrifices; and so among the Greeks a 
"law provided that the best of the cattle should be offered to 
the Gods," and among the Peruvians it was imperative that 
"all should be without spot or blemish." A still more 
l'emarkable likeness exists. Those orders made in ,Leviticus, 
under which certain parts of animals are to be given to 
Jahveh while other parts' are left to the priests, remind us 
of those endowment-deeds, by which Egyptian landowners 
provided thap for their ghosts should be reserved certain 
joints of the sacrificed animals, while the remaining parts 
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wer~ made over to the lea-priests. Again, just as 
we have seen that the gods of the Wayao, who were ghosts 
of ancient great chiefs, dwelt on the cloudy summits of 
certain adjacent mountains; and just as the residence <If 
"cloud-compelling Jove" was the top of Olympus, where 
storms gathered; so the Hebrew god "descended in the 
cloud" on the summit of Mount Sinai, sometimes with 

. thunder and lightning. Moreover, the statement that from 
thence Moses brought down the tables of the commands, 
alleged to be given by J ahveh, parallels the statement 
that from Mount Ida in Crete, from the cave where Zeus 
was said to have been brought up (or from the connected 
Mount Iuktas reputed in ancient times to contain the burial 
place of Zeus), Rhadamanthus first brought down Zeus' 
decrees, and Minos repaired to obtain re-inforced authority 
for his laws. * 

Various other likenesses may be briefly noted. With the 
account of the council held by Jah~eh when compassing 
Ahab's destruction, may be c.ompared the account of the 
council of the Egyptian gods assembled to advise Ra, when 
contemplating the destruction of the world, and also the 
accounts of the 'councils of the Gl'eek gods held by Zeus. 
Images of the gods, supposed to be inhabited by them, have 
been taken to battle by various peoples; as by the Hebrews 
was the ark of the covenant, which was a dwelling place of 
Jahveh. As by many savages, who even when living dislike 

• It matt.el·s not to the argument whetl.er this was or was not the Olym
pian Zeus. It suffices that he was a king, whose mountaiti.dwelling ghost 
became a god giving commands. But that the two personages were origi. 
nally one is a tenable conclusion. Having a belief in a god inhabiting a 
neighbouring mountain where the clouds gathered, a migrating people, 
settling elsewhere, near a mountain similarly distinguished as an originator 
of storms, would naturally infer that their god had come with them. A. 
rocently published work, .Af,·;cana, has yielded me some evidence supporting 
this conclusion; in so far that the Wayaos regard as superior, certain gods 
originally localized in the country they left, and who yet must, in a sense, bo 
present with them if they are regarded as their superior gods. The different 
genealogy of the Olympian Zeus goes for little, considering what differences 
there were among the genealogies of historical persons among tbe Greeks. 
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t.~eir names to be known) it is forbidden to call a dead man 
by his real name, especially if distinguished; and as amQng 
the early Romans, it was a "deeply cherished belief that the 
name of the proper tutelary spirit of the community ought to 
remain for ever unpronounced ;" so was it with the Hebrews 
in early days: their god was not named. Dancing was a 
form of worship among the Hebrews as it was among the 
Greeks and among various savages: instance the Iroquois. 
Fasts and penances like those of the Hebrews exi&t, or have 
existed, in many places; especially in ancient Mexico, 
Central America, and Peru, where they were extremely 
severe. . The fnlfilments of prophecies alleged by the 
Hebrews were paralleled by fulfilments of prophecies alleged 
by the Greeks; and the Greeks in like manner took them 
to be evidence of the truth of their religion. Nay· we are 
told the same even of the Sandwich Islanders, who 
said that Captain Cook'!;! death" fulfilled the prophecies of 
the priests, who had foretold this sad catastrophe." The 
working of miracles alleged of the Hebrew· god as though it 
were special, is one of the ordinary things alleged of the 
gods of all peoples throughout the world. The translation of, 
the living Elijah recalls the Chaldean legend of Izdubar's 
"translated ancestor, Hasisadr3. or Xisuthrus;" and in New 
World mythologies, there are the cases of Hiawatha, who 
was· carried living to heaven in his magic canoe, and the 
llero of the ArawAks, Arawanili As by the Hebrews, 
J ahveh is represented as having in the earliest times 
nppeared to men in human shape, but not in later times; 
so by the Greeks, the theophany frequently alleged in the 
Iliad, becomes rare in traditions of later date. Nay, the 
like happened with the ancient Central Americans. Said 
au Indian in answer to Fr. Bobadilla-" For a long time our 
gods have Dot come Dor spoken to them [the.devotees]. But 
formerly they used to do so, as our ancestors told us." 

Nor do parallelisms fail us when we turn to the more 
developed form of the Hebrew religion. That the story of 

3 
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a god-descended person shou]~ be habitually spoken of by 
Christians as though it were special to their religion, is 
strange considering their 'familiarity with stories of god
descended persons among the Greeks,--LEsculapius, Pytha
goras, Plato. But it is not the Greek religion only which 
furnished such parallels. The Assyrian king N ebuchadnezzar 
asserted that he had been god-begotten. It is a tradition 
among the Mopgols that Alung Goa, who herself "had a 
spirit for her father," bore three sons by a spirit. In ancient 
Peru if any of the virgins of the Sun "appeared to be 
pregnant; she said it was by the Sun, and this was believed, 
unless there was any evidence to the contrary." And 
among the existing inhabitants of Mangaia it is the tradi
tion that "the lovely Ina-ani-vai" had two sons by the 
great god Tangaroa. The position, too, of mediator held by 
the god-descended son, has answering positions elsewhere. 
Among the Fijian gods, " Tokairambe and Tui Lakemba Ran
dinandina seem to stand next· to Ndengei, being his sons, 
and acting as mediators by transmitting the prayers of 
suppliants to their father." 

Once more we have, in various places, observances corre
sponding to the eucharist. All such observances originate 
from the primitive notion that the natures of men, inhering 
in all their parts, inhere also in whatever becomes incorpo
rated with them; so that a bond is established between those 
who eat of the same food. As furnishing one out of many 
instances, I may name the Padam, who" hold inviolate any 
engagement cemented by an interchange of meat as food." 
Believing that the ghosts of the dead, retaining their appe
tites, feed either on the'material food offered or on the spirit 
of it, this conception is extended to them. Hence arise, in 
various parts of the world, feasts at which living and dead are 
supposed to join; and thus to renew the relation of subordi
nation on the one side and friendliness on the other. And 
this eating with the ghost or the god, which by the Mexicans, 
was transformed into" eating the god" (symbolized by a cake 
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inade up with the blood of a victim), was associated with a bond 
of service to the god for a specified period. Briefly 
stringing together minor likenesses, we may note that the 
Christian crusades to get possession --of the holy sepulchre, 
had their prototype in the sacred war of the Greeks to 
obtain access to Delphi; that as, among Christians, part 
of the worship consists in reciting the doings of the Hebrew 
god, prophets, and kings, so worship' among the Greeks 
consisted partly in rec,iting the great deeds of the Homeric 
gods and heroes; that Greek temples were made rich by 
precious gifts. from kings and wealthy men to obtain divine 
favour or forgiveness, as Christian cathedrals have been j 
that St. Peter's at Rome was built by funds raised from 
various catholic countries, as the temple of Delphi was 
rebuilt by contributions from various Grecian states; that 
the doctrine of special providences, general over the world. 
was as dominant among the Greeks as it has been among 
Christians, so that, in the words of Grote," the lives of the 
Saints bring us even back to the simple and ever-operative 
theology of the Homeric age;" and lastly that various religions, 
alike in the new und old wOl'lds, show 11S,. in common with 
Christianity, baptism, confession, canonization, celibacy, the 
saying of grace, and other minor observances. 

§ 588. What are we to conclude from all this ev!-dence? 
What must we think of this unity of character exhibited 
by religions at large f And then, more especially, what shall 
we say of the family likeness existing between the creed 
of Christendom and other creeds 1 Observe the facts. 

Alike in those minds among the civilized which, by 
defective senses, have been cut off from instruction, and in 
the minds of various primitive peoples, religious conceptions 
do not exist. Wherever the rudiments of them exist, they 
11ave, as their form, a belief in, and sacrifices to, the doubles of 
the dead. The ghost-theory, with resulting propitiation of 
ordinary ghosts. habitually survives along with belief in, 

3-2 
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and propitiation of, supernatural beings of more powerful 
kinds; known at first by the same generic name as ordinary 
ghosts, and differentiating by small steps. And the worships 
of the supposed supernatural beings, up even to the highest, 
are the same in nature, and differ only in their degrees of 
elaboration. What do these cortespondences imply? D:> 
they not imply that in common with other phenomena dis
played by human beings as socially aggregated, religions have 
a natural genesis? 

Are we· to make an exception of the religion current 
among ourselves? If we say that its likenesses to the rest 
hide a transcendant unlikeness, several implications must be 
recognized. One is that the Cause to which we can put no 
limits in Space or Time, and of which our entire Solar 
System is a relatively infinitesimal product, took the disguise 
of a man for the. purpose of covenanting with a shepherd
chief in Syria. Another is that this Energy, unceasingly 
ID!).nifested everywhere, throughout past, present, and future, 
ascribed to himself under this human form, not only the 
limited knowledge and limited powers which various 
passages show J ahveh to have had, but also moral attributes 
.which we should now think discreditable to a human 
being. And a third is that we must suppose an intention 
even more repugnant to our moral sense. For if these 
nU,merous parallelisms between the Christian religion and 
other religions, do not prove likeness of origin and 
development, then the implication is that a complete simu
lation of the natural by the supernatural has been deli
berately devised to deceive those wh? examine critIcally 
what they are taught. Appearances have been arranged for 
the purpose of misleading sincere inqui.rers, that they may 
be eternally damned for seeking the truth. 

On those who accept this last 'alternative, no reasonings 
will have any effect. Here we finally part company with 
them by accepting the first; and, accepting it, shall find that 
Ecclesiastical Institutions are at once rendered intelligible in 
their rise and progress. 



CHAPTER n 

MEDICINE-MEN AND PRIEl:lTS. 

§ 589. A SATISFACTORY distinction between. priests and 
medicine-men is difficult to find. Both are concerned with 
Bupernatural agents, which in their original forms are ghosts; 
and their· ways of dealing with these supernatural agents 
are so variously mingled, that at the outset no clear classifi
cation can be made. 

Among the Patagonians the same men officiate in the· 
II three-fold capacity of priests, magicians, and doctors;" 
and among the North American Indians the functions of 
"sorcerer, prophet, physician, exorciser, priest,· and rain
doctor," are united. The Pe-i-men of Guiana "act as con
jurors, soothsayers, physicians, judges, and priests." So, too, 
Ellis says that in the Sandwich Islands the doctors are 
generally priests and sorcerers. In other cases we find 
separation beginning; as witness the New Zealanders, who, in 
addition to priests, had at least one in each tribe who was a 
reputed sorcerer. And with advancing social organization· 
there habitually comes a permanent separation. 

In point of time the medicine-man takes precedence. 
Describers of· the degraded Fuegians, speak only of wizards j 
and even of the reJatively-advanced l\1:apuches on the adja
cent continent, we read that they have no priests, though 

. they have diviners and magicians. In Australian tribes the 
only men concerned with the supernatural are the boyala
men 01' doctors j and the . like is alleged by Bonwic!c of the 
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Tasmanians. Moreover, in many other instances, those who 
are called priests among uncivilized peoples, do little else than 
practise sorcery under one or other form. ' The paje or priest 
of the MundurucUs " fixes upon the time most propitious for 
attacking the enemy; exorcises evil spirits, and professes to 
cure the sick; JJ and the like is the case with the U aupes. 
In various tribes of North America, as the Clallums, 
Chippewayans, Crees, the priests' actions are simply those of 
a conjuror. 

How shall we understand this confusion of the two func
tions, and the early predominance of that necromantic function 
which eventually becomes so subordinate t 

§ 590. If we remember that in primitive thought the 
other world repeats this world, to the extent that its 
ghostly inhabitants lead simil~r lives, stand in like social 
relations, and are moved by the same passions; we shall 
see that the various ways of dealing with ghosts, adopted 
by medicine-men and priests, are analogous to the various 
ways men adopt of dealing with one another; and that in 
both cases the ways change according to circumstances. 

See how each member of a savage tribe stands towards 
other savages. There are first the members of adjacent tribes, 
chronically hostile, and ever on the watch to injure him and 
his fellows. Among those of his own tribe there are parents 
and near relatives from whom, in most cases, he looks for 
benefit and aid; and towards whom his conduct is in the. 
main amicable, though occasionally antagonistic. Of the 
rest, there are some inferior to himself over whom he 
habitually domineers; there are others proved by experience 
to be stronger and more cunning, of whom he habitually 
stands in fear, and to whom his behaviour is propitiatory; 
alld there are many whose inferiority or superiority is so far 
undecided. that he deals with them now in one way and now 
in another as the occasion prompts-changing from bullying 
to submission or from submIssion to bullying, as he finds one 
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or other answer. Thus to the living around him, he variously 
adapts his actions-now ~ conciliate, now to oppose, now to 
injure, according as his ends seem best subserved. 

Men's ghosts being at first conceived as in all things 
like their originals, it results that the assemblage of them to 
wInch dead members o£ the tribe and of adjacent tribes give 
rise, is habitually thought of by each person as standing to 
hlm in relations like those in which living friends and 
enemies stand to him. How literally this is so, is well shown 
by a passage from Bishop Callaway'S account of the Zulus, in 
which an interlocutor describes his relations with the spirit 
of his brother. 

" You come to me, coming for the purpose of killing me. It is clear 
that you were a bad fellow when you were a man: are you still a bad 
fellow under the ground 1» 

Ghosts and ghost-derived gods being thus thought of as 
repeating the traits and modes of behaviour of living men, 
it naturally happens that the modes of treating tllem are 
similarly adjusted-there are like efforts, now to please, now 
to deceive, now to coerce. Stewart tells us of the Nagas that 
they cheat one of their gods who is blind, by pretending that 
a small sacrifice is a large one. Among the Bouriats, the evil 

. spirit to whom an illness is ascribed, is deluded by an effigy 
-is supposed'" to mistake the effigy for the sick person," 
and when the effigy is. destroyed thinks he has' succeeded. 
In Kibokwe, Cameron saw a " sham devil," whose" functions 
were to frighten away the devils who haunted the woods." 
Ilelieving in spirits everywhere around, the Kamtschatkans 
•• adored them when their wishes were fulfilled, and insulted 
them when their affairs went amiss." The incantations over 
a sick New Zealander were made "with the expectation of 
either propitiating the angry deity, or of driving hiin ~way :" 
to which latter end threats to "kill and eat hlm," or to burn 
him, were employed. The Wli.ralis, who worship Waghia, on 
being asked-" Do you ever scold Waghia 1" replied-" To be _ 
sure, we do. We say, You fellow, we have given you a 
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. chicken, a goat, and yet you strike us! 'That more do you 
want? .. And then to cases like these, in. which the conduct 
towards. certain ghosts and ghost-derived gods, is wholly 01' 

partially antagonistic, have to be added the cases, occurring 
abundantly everywhere, in which those ghosts who are sup
posed to stand in amicable relations with the living, are pro
pitiated by gifts, by praises, and by expressions of subordina
tion, with the view of obtaining their good offices-ghosts 
who receive extra propitiations when they are supposed to be 
angry, and therefore likely to inflict evils. 

Thus, then, arises a general contrast between the actions 
and characters of men who deal antagonistically with super
natural beings and men. who deal sympathetically. Hence 
the difference between medicine-men and priests; and hence, 
too, the early predominance of medicine-men. 

§ 591. For in primitive societies relations of enmity, both 
outside the tribe and inside the tribe, are more general and 
marked than relations of amity; and therefore the doubles of 
the dead are more frequently thought of as foes than as 
friends. 

As already shown at length in §§ 118,119, one of the first 
corollaries drawn from the ghost-theory is, that ghosts are the 
causes of disasters. Numerous doubles of the dead supposed 
to haunt the neighbourhood, are those of enemies to the 
tribe. Of the rest, the larger number are those with whom 
there have been relations of antagonism or jealousy. The 
ghosts of friends, too, and 'even of relatives, are apt to take 
offence and to revenge themselves. Hence, accidents, mis
fortunes, diseases, deaths, perpetually suggest the agency of 
malevolent spirits and the need for combating them. Modes 
of driving them away are devised; and the man who gains 
repute for success in using such modes becomes an important 
personage. Led by the primitive conception of ghosts as 
like their originals in their sensations, emotions, and ideas, 
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he tries to frighten them by threats, by grimaces, by horrible 
noises; or to disgust them by stenches and by things to 
which they are averse; or, in cases of disease,. to make the 
body a disagreeable habitat by subjecting it to intolerable 
heat or violent ill-usage. And the medicine-man, deluding 
himself as well as others into the belief that spirits have 
been expelled by him, comes to be thought of as having the 
ability to coerce them, and so to get supernatural aid: as 
instance a page of the Uaupes, who is "believed to have 
power to kill enemies, to bring or send away rain, to destroy 
dogs or game, to make the fish leave a river, and to afflict 
with various diseases." 

The early predominance of the medicine-man as dis
tinguished from the priest, has a Iurther cause. At first the 
only ghosts regarded as frie~dly are those of relati"es,· and 
more especially of parents. . The result is that propitiatory 
acts, mostly performed by descendants, are relatively private. 
But the functions of the medicine-man are not thus limited 
ill area. .As a driver away of malicious ghosts, he is called 
upon now by this family and now by that; and so comes to 
be a public agent, having duties co-extensive with the tribe. 
Such priestly character as he occasionally acquires by the 
use of propitiatory measures, qualifies but little his original 
character. He remains essentially an exorcist. 

It should be added that the medicine-man proper, has some 
capacity for higher development as a social factor, though he 
cannot in this respect compare with the· priest. Already in 
§ 474, instances have been given showing that repute as a 
sorcerer sometimes conduces to the attainment and main
tenance of political power; and here is another. 

"The King of Great Caaaan IGambea] caU'd Ma,qro ••• was well 
BkiU'd in NeC70manticlc Arts. ••• One time to shew his .Art,·he 
caused a. strong Wind to blow. • •• Another. time desiring to be 
resolved of some questioned particular, after his Charms a smoke and 
llame arose out of the Earth, by which he gathered the answer to his 
demand." 
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We also saw in § 198 that the medicine-man, regard"d with 
fear, occasionally becomes a god. 

§ 592. In subsequent stages when social ranks, from head 
ruler downwards, have been formed, and when there has 
evolved a mythology having gradations of supernatural 
beings-when, simultaneously, there have grown up priest
hoods ministering to those superior superna:tural beings who 
cannot be coerced but must be propitiated; a secondary confu
sion arises between the functions of medicine-men and priests. 
Malevolent spirits, instead of being expelled directly by the 
sorcerer's own power, are expelled by the aid of some superior 
.pirit. The priest comes to play the part of an exorcist by 
.:alling on the supernatural being with whom he maintains 
friendly relations, to drive out some inferior supernatural 
being who is doing mischief. 

This partial usurpation by the priest of the medicine-man's 
functions, we trace alike in the earliest civilizations and in 
existing civilizations. At the one extreme we have the fact 
that the Egyptians a believed • • . in the incessant inter
vention of the gods; and their magical literature is based on 
the notion of frightening one god by the terrors of 'a more 
powerful divinity;" and at the other extreme we have the 
fact that in old editions of our Book of Comm(J'fl, Prayer, 
unclean spil:its are commanded to depart «in the name of the 
Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost." 

There may be added the evidence which early records 
yield, that the superior supernatural beings invoked to expel 
inferior supernatural beings, had been themselves at one 
time medicine-men. Summarizing a tablet which he trans- . 
lates, Smith says-

ee It is supposed in it that a man was under a curse, and Merodach, one 
Gf the gods,' seeing him, went to the god Hea his father and enquired 
how to cure him. Hea, the god of Wisdom, in answer related the 
ceremonies and incantations, for effecting his recovery, and these are 
recorded in the tablet for the benefit of the faithful in after times." 

§ 593. Thus, after recognizing the fact that in primitive 
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belief the doubles of the dead, like their originals in all 
things, admit of being similarly dealt with, and may there
foro be induced to yield benefits or desist from inflicting 
evils, by bribing them, praising them, asking their forgive
ness, or by deceiving and cajoling them, or by threatening; 
frightening, or coercing them; we see that the modes of 
dealing with ghosts, broadly contrasted as antagonistic and 
sympathetic, initiate the distinction between medicine-man 
and priest. 

It is needless here to follow out the relatively unimportant 
social developments which originate from the medicine-man. 
Noting, as we have done, that he occasionally grows poli
tically powerful, and sometimes becomes the object of a cult 
after his death, it will suffice if we note further, that during 
civilization he has varieties of decreasingly-conspicuous 
descendants, who, under one or other name, using one or 
other method, are supposed to have supernatural power or 
knowledge. Scattered samples of them still survive under 
the forms of wise WOlDen and the like,in our rural districts. 

But the other class of those who are concerned with the 
supernatural, becoming, as it does, conspicuous and powerful, 
and acquiring as society develops an organization often very 
elaborate, and a dominance sometimes supreme, must be dealt 
with at length. 



CHAPTER IlL 

PRIESTLY DUTIES OF DESCENDANTS. 

§ 594. As we have before seen (§ 87), it is in some cases 
the custom to destroy corpses for the purpose of preventing 
resurrection of them and consequent annoyance by them; 
and in other cases where no such measure of protection is 
taken, the dead are, without discrimination between relatives 
and others, dreaded as causers of misfortunes and diseases. 
Illustrations of this belief as existing among various savages 
were given, in Part I, Chaps. XVI, XVII. Here is another 
from New Britain. 

The Matukanaputa natives .. bury their dead underneath the hut 
which was lately inhabited by the deceased, after which the relati,es 
go for a long canoe journey, staying away some months " •. they 
say • • • the spirit of the departed stays in his late residence for some 
time after his death, and eventually finding no one to torment goes 
away for good; the surviving relatives then return and remain there 
as formerly." 
Even where ghosts are regarded as generally looking on their 
descendants with goodwill, they are apt to take offence and 
to need propitiation. We read of the Santals that from the 
silent gloom of the adjacent grove-
"the byegone generations watch their children and children's children 
playing their several parts in life, not altogether with an ullfl'iendly 
eye. N~vertheless the ghostly inhabitants of the grove are sharp 
cri~ics, and deal out crooked lin1bs, cram'{ls and leprosy, unless duly 
appeased." 

But while recognizing the fact that gl.osts in general aro 
usually held to be more or less malicious, we find, as might 
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be expected, that the smallest amount of enmity and the 
greatest amount of amity are supposed to be felt by the 
ghosts of relatives. Indeed by some races such ghosts are 
considered purely benefic.ent; as by the" Karens, who think 
their meritorious ancestors "exercise a general watch care 
O\'er their children on earth." 

Though among various peoples there is propitiation chiefly. 
of bad spirits, while good spirits are ignored as not likely to 
do mischief; yet wherever ancestor-worship preserves its 
original lineaments, we find the chief attention paid to the 
spirits of kindred. Prompted as offerings on graves originally 
are by affection for the deceased, and called forth" as praises 
are by actual regrets for his or her departure, it naturally 
happens that these propitiations are made more by relatives 
than by others. 

§ 595. Hence then the truth, everywhere illustrated, that 
those who perform the offices of the primitive cult are, at the 
outset, children or other members of the family. llence 
then the fact that in Samoa-

"Prayers at the grave of a parent or brother or chic/were common. 
Some, for example, would pray for health in sickness and might or 
might not recover." 

Hence the fact that the people of Banks' Isiand, setting out 
on a voyage, would say-
.. , Uncle! Father! plenty of pigs for you, plenty of money, kava 
for your drinking, twenty bags of food for your eating iD: the canoe. 
I pray you look upon me; let me go safe on the sea.''' 

And hence once more the fact that among the Blantyre 
ncgroes-
.. If they pray for a successful hunting expedition and return Iadell 
with venison or ivory, they know that it is their old relative that has 
done it, and they give him a. thank offering. If the hunting party get 

, nothing, they may Bay' the spirit has been sulky with US,',", , and 
refuse ~he thank.offering." 

Unquestionably these cases, re-inforcing many before given, 
show us the beginnings of a family-religion. Along with 
that fear of a supematural being which forms the central 
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element of every religion, we see sacrifice and prayer, 
gratitude and' hope, as well as the expectation of getting 
benefits proportionate to propitiations 

§ 596. An interpretation is thus furnished of the fact that 
in undeveloped societies the priestly function is generally 
diffused .. 

We find this to be the case at present among the un
civilized; as in New Caledonia, where" almost every family 
llas its priest;" as in Madagascar, where other worships have 
arisen "long subsequently to the prevalence of the worship 
of household gods j" and as among the aborigines of India, 
who, though th.ey propitiate ancestors, have not" in general, 
a regular and established priesthood." So, too, was it with 
the people who made the first advances in civilization-the 
Egyptians. Each family maintained the sacrifices to its own 
dead; and the greater deities had a semi-private worship, 
carried on by actual or nominal descendants. The like held 
of the Greeks and Romans, who joined sacrifices made 
to their public gods, chiefly by priests, with sacrifices made 
by private persons to their household gods who were dead 
relatives. And it is the same at the present time in China, 
where priesthoods de,voted to wider worships, have not sup
planted the primitiye worship of departed progenitors by 
their offspring. 

Haying thus observed that in the earliest stage, propitiation 
of the double of a dead man by offerings, praises, etc., is 
carried on by surviving relatives, we have now to observe 
that this family-cult acquires a more definite form by the 
devolution of its functions on one member of the family. 



CHAPTER IV. 

ELDEST :MALE DESCENDANTS AS QUASI-PItIEST8. 

§ 597. THOUGH in the earliest stages sacrifices to the 
ghost of the dead man are made by descendants in general, 
yet in conformity with the law of the. instability of the 
homogeneous, an inequality soon arises: the propitiatory 
function falls into the hands of one member of the group. 
Of the Samoans we read that" the father of the family was 
the higJv..priest." The like was true of the Tahitians: 
II iIi the family • • • the 'father was the priest." Of Mada
gascar, Drury says-I< Every man here ... is a Priest for 
himself and Family." Similarly in Asia. Among the 
Ostyaks «the father of a family was the sole priest, 
magician, and god maker;" and among the Gonds religious 
rites are "for the most part performed by some aged relative." 
With higher races it is, or has been, the same. By existing 
Hindoos the daily offering to ancestors is made by the head 
of the family. While" every good Chinaman regularly, every 
day, burns incense before the tablet to his father's memory," 
on impoJ.1;ant occasions the rites are performed by the head 
of the brotherhood. That family-headship brought the like 
duties in respect of manes-worship among Greeks and 
Romans, needs no showing. Speaking of primitive Sabreans, 
Palgrave says-" presidence in worship was, it seems, the 
privilege merely of greater age or of family headship;" and
even among the Jews, to whom propitiation of the dead had 
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been forbidden, there long survived the usage which had 
resulted from it. Kuenen remarks that though, up to David's 
time, .. the compctence of every Israelite to offer sacrifice was 
not d,oubted," yet .. it was the kings and the heads of the 
tribes and families especially who made use of this privilege." 

In the course of evolution under all its forms, differentia
tions tend ever to become more definite and fixed; and the 
differentiation above indicated is no exception. Eventually 
the usage so hardens, that the performance of sacrificial rites 
to ancestors is restricted to particular descendants. Speaking 
of the ancient Aryans, Sir Henry Maine says-" not only 
must the ancestor ·worshipped be a male ancestor, but the 
worshipper must be the male child or other male descendant." 

§ 598. Hence certain sequences whicn we must note before 
we can rightly understand the institutions which eventually 
become established. In ancient Egypt" it was most impor
tant that a man should have a son established in his seat 
after him who should perform th~ due rites [of sacrifice to 
his ka, or double] and see that they were performed by 
others." Still more strongly was the need felt by the ancient 
Aryans. Says Duncker, "according to the law [of the 
Brahmans] every man ought to marry; he must have a son 
who may one day pour for him the libations for the dead." 
And we further read concerning them ::-

"But the chief reason [for allowing polygamy] was that a son must 
necessarily be born to the father to offer libations for the dead to him. 
If the legitimate wife was barren, or brought forth daughters only, 
the defect must be remedied by a second wife. Even now, Hindoo 
wivE's, in a similar case, are urgent with their husbands to associate a. 
second wife with them, in order that they may not die without male 
issue. How strongly the necessity was felt in ancient times is shown 
by an indication of the Rigveda, where the childless widow summons 
her brother-in-law to her bed, and by the narrative in the Epos of the 
widows of the king who died without a son, for whom children are 
raised up by a. relation, anrJ. these children pass for the issue of the 
dead king (p. 85, 101). The law shows that' such a custom did exist, 
and is not a poetic invention. It permits a son to be begotten by the 
brother of the husband, or the nearest of kiil after him j in any case 
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by a man of the same race CiJotra), even in the life-time of the husband 
with his consent.· 

Among the Jews, too, though interdicted by their law from 
making material sacrifices to the dead, there survived the 
need for a son to utter the sacrificial prayer. 

"Part of this extreme desire for sons is rooted in the fact that men 
alone can rea.lly pray, that men only can repeat the Kaddish, a prayer 
that has become almost a corner-stone of Hebraism, for there is deemed 
inberent in it a marvellous power. It is held that this prayer spoken 
by children over their parents' graves releases their souls from purga
tory, that it is able to penetrate graves, and tell the dead parents that 
their children remember them." 

So is it too in China, where a chief anxiety during life is 
to make provision for proper sacrifices after death. Failur~ 

of a first wife to bear a male child who may perform them, is 
considered a legitimate reason for taking a second wife; and in 
the Corea, where the funeral ceremonies are so elaborate that 
the mourners have cues to weep or cease weeping, we are 
shown the quasi-priestly function of the son, and also get ~ 
indication of the descent of this function. After a dcath " a 
man must be at once appointed ShCllftgjoo, or male Chief 
:Mourner. The eldest son, if living, or, failing him, his son 
rather than his brother, is the proper Shangjoo. . •• When 
these friends iUTive, they mourn altogether, with the Shangjoo 
at their head." And among the Shangjoo's duties is that of 
putting food into the deceased's mouth: performing, at the 
same time, the reverential obeisance-baring his left shoulder. 

§ 599. The primitive and long-surviving belief in a second 
life repeating the first in its needs-a belief which; as we 
see, prompted surprising usages for procuring an actual or 
nominal son who should minister to the~e needs-prompted, 
in other cases, a usage which; though infrequent among our
selves, has been and still is frequent in societies less divergent 
from early types: so frequent as to cause surprise until we 
understand its origin. Says Satow-" The practice of adop
tion, which supplies the childless with heirs, is common all 

4: 
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over the East, but its justification in Japan is the necessity 
cf keeping up the ancespral sacrifices." Accounts of Greeks 
and Romans show us that a kindred custom had aillong them 
a kindred motive. Though, as indicated in §§ 319 and 452. 
the practice of ado:pt~on had, among these people, survived 
from the times when its chief purpose was that of strengthen
ing the patriarchal group; yet it is clear that the more 
special form of adoption which grew up had another purpose. 
Such a ceremony as that of a mock birth, whereby a fictitious 
son was made to simulate as nearly as might be a real son. 
could not have had a political origin, but must have had a 
domestic origin; and this origin was the one above indicated • 

. As is pointed out by Prot: Hunter, Gaius speaks of "the 
great desire of the ancients to have vacant inheritances filled 
up, in order that there might be some one to perform the 
sacred rites, which were specially called for at the time of 
death." And since the context shows that this was the 
dominant reason for easy legalization of inheritance,' it be;" 
comes clear that it was not primarily in the interest of the 
son, or the fictitious son, or the adopted son, that heirship 
was soon settled; but in the interest of the departed person. 
Just as, in ancient Egypt, men made bequests and endowed 
priests for the purpose of carrying on sacrifices in the private 
shrines erected to them; so did Roman fathers secure to 
themselves dutiful heirs, artificial when not natural, to 
minister to their ghosts out of the transmitted property. 

Further significant evidence is supplied by the fact that 
heirship involved sacrifice. It was thus with the Eastern 
Aryans. Sir Henry Maine, speaking of the "elaborate 
liturgy and ritual" for ancestor-worship among the Hindus. 
says-" In the eye of the ancient Hindu sacerdotal lawyer. 
the whole law of Inheritance is dependent on its accurate 
observance." Or as Prof. Hunter remarks of these people
"The earliest notions of succession to deceased persons are 
connected with duties rather than with rights, with sacrifices 
rather than witl1 property." And it was so with the 'Western 
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Aryans. Sir ,Henry Maine quotes the appeal of a Greek 
orator on behalf of a litigant--" Decide between us, which 
of us should have the succession and make the sacrifices at 
the tomb." And he points out that « the number, costliness, 
and importance of these ceremonies and oblations [to the 
dead] among the Romans," were such that even when they 
came to l,le less regarded, "the charges for them were still a 
heavy burden on Inheritances." Nay, even in medireval 
Christendom there sUrvived the same general conception in'a 
modified form. Personal property was held to be .. primarily 
a fund for the celebration of masses to deliver the soul of the 
owner from purgatory." 

That these obligations to the dead had a religious character, 
is shown by the fact that where they have survived down 
to our own day, they take precedence of all other obliga
tions. In India .. a man may be pardoned for neglecting all 
his social duties, but he is for ever cursed if he fails to 
perform the funeral obsequies of his parents, and to present 
them with the offerings due to them." 

§ 600. That we may the better comprehend early ideas of 
the claim supposed to be made by the double of the dead 
man on his property and his heir, it will be well to give some 
ancient examples of the way in which a son, or one who by 
a fiction stands in the position of a son, speaks of, or speaks 
to, his actual or nominal father who has died. 

In Egypt, at Beni-hassan, an inscription by Chnumhotep 
8ays-" I made to flourish the name of niy father, and I built 
the chapels for his lea. I caused my statues to be conveyed 
to the holy dwelling, and distributed to them their offerings 
in pure gifts. I instituted the officiating priest, to whom I gave 
donations in lands and peasants." Similarly at Abydos, Rameses 
II says concerning the worship of his father, Seti 1:-

"I dedicated to thee the lands of the South for the service of thy 
temple, and the lands of the North, they bring to thee their gifts before 
thy beautiful countenance • • • I fixed for thee the number of the fields 
••• great is their number according to their valuation in acres. I, 

4-2 
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provided· thee with land-surveyors and' husbandmen, to deliver the 
com for thy revenues." 

Both whicb extracts exhibit the successor as being, in some 
sort, a steward for the deceased, administering on his behalf. 

So was it in an adjacent empire. Assyria's" first rulers 
were called Patesi or' 'Viceroys' of Assur;". and an inscl'ip
tion of Tiglath-Pileser says:-

"Ashur (and) the great gods, the guardians of my kingdom, who 
have government and laws to my dominions, and ordered an enlarged 
frontier to their territory, having committed to (my) hand their valiant 
and warlike servants, I have subdued the lands and the peoples and 
the strong places, and the Kings who were hostile to Ashur." 

If now we remember that in Egypt the ka, or double of the 
dead man, was expected to return after a long period to 
re-animate his mummy and resume his original life-if we 
recall, too, the case of the Peruvians, who, similaxly pro
viding elaborately for the 'welfare of departed persons. 
similarly believed that they would eventually return-if we 
find ourselves thus carried back to the primitive notion that 
death is simpiy a long-suspended animation; we may suspect 
the original conception to be that when he revives, a man will 
reclaim whatever he originally had; and that therefore who
ever holds his property, holds it subject to his prior claim
holds it as a kind of tenant who may be dispossessed by the 
owner, and whose sacred duty meanwhile is to administer 
it primarily for the ownel"s benefit. 

§ 601. Be this so or not, however, the facts grouped as 
above, clearly show how, among the progenitors. of the 
civilized peoples of the Old World, as well as among peoples 
who still l'etain early institutions, there arose those arrange
ments of the family-cult which existed, or still exist. 

What has happened where descent in the female line 
obtains, is not cleax. I have met with no statements show
ing that in societies characterized by this usage, the duty of 
ministering' to the double of the dead man devolved on one 
of his children rather than on others. But the above facts 
show that, where the system of counting kinship through 
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males has been established, the descent of the priestly 
function follows the same law as the descent of property; 
and there are other facts showing it more directly.· 

At the present time the connexion between the two is well 
displayed in China, where "it is regarded as indispensable 
that there should be some one to burn incense to tke manes of 
tke dead, from the eldest son down to posterity in the direct 
line of. the eldest son, either by an own child or an. adopted . 
child;'~ and where the eldest son, who inherits more than 
other sons, has to bear the cost of the offerings. So, too, is it 
in the Corea, where, as already pointed out, the Shangjoo, or 
chief mourner, is either the eldest son or the eldest. son of the 
eldest. When the corpse is buried, "if there are graves of 
ancestors in that place already, the Shangjoo sacrifices before 
them also, informing them of the new. arrival." 

These facts, along with foregoing ones, show that de
volution of the sacrificial office accompanies devolution of 
property, because the property has to bear the costs of the 
sacrifices. We see that in societies characterized by the 
patriarchal form of organizatioIj., a son, who alone was capable 
of inheriting, could alone have due means of ministering to 
the deceased, and therefore could alone be priest. Whence 
obviously resulted the necessity for having a male descendant, 
as indicated above. 

At the same time we are shown how, under the patriarchal 
type of society in its first. stages, the domestic, the political, 
and the ecclesiastical, are undistinguished. These sacrifices 
made to the departed head of a family-group are primarily 
domestic. As the family-group develops into the compound 
group, the patriarch at its head acquires a. quasi-political 
character; and these offerings made to him after death 
are in the nature of tribute, while fulfilment of the com
mands he left, disobedience to which may bring punishment 
when he returns, implies civil subordination. At the same 
time, in so far as these actions are performed to propitiate 
a being distinguiShed as supernatural, those who perform 
f;.hem acquire a quasi-ecclesiastical character. 



CHAPTER V. 

THE RULER AS PRIEST. 

§ 602 .. IN Chapters XIV and XV of Part I, we saw that 
according to the primitive Theory of Things, this life and 
this world stand in close relations with the other life and the 
other world. As implied at the end of the last chapter, one 
of the many results is that throughout early stages of social 
. evolution, the secular a~d the sacred are but little dis
tinguished. 

Speaking of religion and politics, Hue remarks that" in 
the Eastern regions of Asia they were formerly one and the 
same thing, if we may judge from tradition. • • • The" name 
of heave1~ was given to the Empire, the sovereign called 
himself God." How intimately blended were conceived to 
be the affairs of the material and spiritual worlds by the 
ancient Ethiopians, is well shown in Maspflro's translation 
of a tablet describing the choice of a king by them. 

"Then said each of them [the assembled host] unto his mate: c It is 
true I since the time heaven was, since the royal crown was, ... Ea. 
decreed to give it unto his son whom he loves, so that the king be an 
image of Ra amongst the living; and has not Ra put himself in this 
land, that this land may be in peace l' Then said each of them unto 
his mate: c But Ra has he not gone away to heaven, and is not his. 
seat empty without a king. • • 7' So this whole host mourned, 
saying: 'There is a Lord standing amongst us without our knowing 
himl'" [The host eventually agrees to go to Amen-Ra, "who is the 
god of Kush," and ask him to give them their "Lord to vivify" them. 
Amen-Ra selects one of the Royal Brothers. The new king makes his 
obeisance to Amen-Ra, "and smelt the earth very much, very much, 
saying: • Come to me, Amen-Ra, Lord of the seats of both worlds.' oJ 
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Again of the ancient Peruvians we·read that-
"If the estates of the King were not sufficient to provide for the 
excessive cost of a. war, then those of the Sun were made a.vailable, 
which the Ynca considered to be his, as the legitimate child and heir 
of the Deity." 

If from the primitive belief that the double of the dead man 
will presently return and resume his life, there results the 
conception that the son who holds his property and ministers 
to him from its proceeds is but a deputy, then this fusion of 
the sacred with the secular. is a corollary. When we read of 
the New Caledonians that in Tokelau, while "the king, Tui 
Tokelau, is high priest as well," "their great god is called 
Tui Tokelau, or king of Tokelau," we have a typical instance 
of the union which resuits from this supposed vicegerency. 

§ 603. While the growth of the family into the cluster of 
families, ending. in the formation of the vilJage-community, 
which often includes affiliated strangers, involves that the 
patriarch ceases to have the three-fold character of domestic, 
political, and ecclesiastical head, his character remains two
fold: he habitually retains, as in the case just named, the 
functions of ruler and priest. This connexion of offices we 
everywhere find in early stages of social evolution; and we 
observe it continuing through later stages. 

In Tanna, "the chief acts as high-priest;" and the like is 
true in other .islands of the group. The kings of Mangaia 
" were' te ara pia 0 Rongo' i.e., 'the mouth-pieces, or priests, 
of Rongo:" Among the New Zealanders "the offices of 
chief and priest were generally united and hereditary." "The 
king of Madagascar ••• is high-priest of the realm." In 
the Sandwich Islands the king" uttered the responses of the 
oracle, from his concealment in a frame of wicker-work." 9f 
Humphrey's Island we read that the king "was high priest 
as well." Similarly with rude peoples in America. " The 
Pueblo chiefs seem to be at the same time priests," says 
Bancroft; and we learn the like from Ross concerning the 
Chinooks, and from Hutchison concerning the Bolivian 
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Indians. Of various semi-civilized peoples, past and present, 
we have similar accounts. The traditional" founders of the 
Maya civilization, united in their persons the qualities of 
high-priest and king." In ancient Peru, the Ynca was high
priest: "as the reprcsentative of the Sun, he stood at the 
head of the priesthood, and presided at the most important 
of' the religious festivals." Of Siam, Thomson writes-" the 
King himself is High Priest." Weare told by Crawfurd that 
the Javanese king is "the first' minister of religion." In 
China the ritual laws give t<;l the Emperor-Pontiff" the 
exclusive privilege of worshipping the Supreme, and prohibit 
subjects from offering the great sacrifices." And in J apar., 
the Mikado was" chief of the national religion." The 
early records of Old W orId peoples show us the same con
nexion. The Egyptian king, head of the priesthood, was 
everywhere represented in their monuments as sacrificing to 
a god. The Assyrian king was similarly represented; and 
the inscriptions show that Tiglath Pileser was" high-priest of 
Babylon." So, too, in the Hebrew records we read of David 
officiating as priest. It was the same with Aryan peoples 
in ancient days. Among the Greeks, as described by Homer, 
acts of public devotion "are everywhere performed by the 
chiefs without the intervention of a priest." The Spartan 
kings were priests of Zeus; and they received the perquisites 
due to priests. So" at Athens, the archon-king . • . embraced 
in his functions all that belonged to the State-religion., He 
was a real rex sacr01'um." And that tlle like was the case 
among the Romans, U we know from the fact that the C rex 
sacrificulus' was appointed on the abolition of the monarchy 
to perform such sacrifices as could only be performed by a 
king." Nor did the Aryans who spread northwards, fail to 
fUl'llish illustrations. Among the primitive Scandinavians 
the head man was" minister and magistrate in one:" in early 
days" each chief, as he settled, built his own hof or temple, 
and assumed the functions of priest himself." 

This connexion long continued in a modified form through-
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out medireval Europe. King Gontran was "like a priest 
among priests." Charlemagne, too, had a kind of high
priestly character: on solemn occasions he bore relics on his 
shoulders and danced before relics. Nor indeed is the C011-

nexion entirely broken even now.-

§ 604. In illustrating this primitive iden~ity of ruler and 
priest, and in tracing out the long-continued connexion 
between the two, I have been unavoidably led away from the 
consideration of this double .function as seen at the ,outset. 
Fully to understand the genesis of the priest properly so 
called, we must return for, a moment to early stages. 

At first the priestly actions of the chief differ in nothing 
from the priestly actions of other heads of families. The 
heads of all families forming the tribe, severally sacrifice to 
their departed ancestors; and the chief does the like to his 
departed ancestors. How, then, does his priestly character 
become more decided than theirs? 

Elsewhere I suggested that besides propitiating the ghosts 
of dead relatives, the members of a primitive community will 
naturally, in some cases, think it prudent to propitiate the 
ghost of a dead chief, regarded as more powerful than other 
ghosts, and as not unlike,ly to do them mischief if friendly 

• The fact that most people on reading that Melchizedek was priest and 
king, are struck by the connexion as anomalous, 'well .exemplifies the quality 
of current education. When, as I have just learned, It clergyman examin
ing young ladies at their oonfirmation, names as remarkable this combination 
of characters, which is the nomlal combination, we may judge how widely 
prevalent is the ignorance of cardinal truths in the histories of societies: 
on ignoranco which goes along with knowledge of those multitudinous 
trivialities that make up primers of history and figure on examination 
papers. But our many·heeded political pope, which is as fit to prescribe It 
system of education as was the ecclesiastical pope to tell Galileo the structure 
of the Sular System, thinks well that children should learn (even though the 
lessons add to that strain which injures health) what woma.n this or that 
king married, who' commanded at this or that battle, what was the punish
ment of this rebel or that conspirator, &c.; while they are left in utter 
darkness respecting the early stages of leading institutions under which they 
live. 
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relations are not maintained by occasional offerings. I had 
not, when making the suggestion, any evidence; but con
clusive evidence has since been furnished by the Rev. Duff 
MacDonald's .Africana. The following three extracts show 
the transition from priestly actions of a private character to 
those of a public character, among the Blantyre negroes. 

"On the subject of the village gods opinions differ. Some say that 
everyone in the Village, whether a relative of thc chief or not, must 
worship the forefathers of the chief. Others say that a person not 
related to the chief must worship his own forefathers, otherwise their 
spirits will bring trouble upon him. To reconcile these authorities we 
may mention that nearly everyone in the Village is related to its chief, 
or if not related is, in courtesy, considered so: Any person not related 
to the village chief would be polite enough on all public occasions to 
recognise the village god: on occasions of private prayer •• " he 
would approlWh the spirits of his own forefathers." 

"The chief of a Village has another title to the priesthood. It is hi!! 
relatives that are the Village gods." 

"Apart from the case of dreams and a. few such private 11latters, it 
is not usual for anyone to approlWh the gods except the chief of the 
Village. He is the recognised high priest who presents prayers and 
~fferings on behalf of all that Ii ve in his village." 

Here, then, we see very clearly the first stage in the differ
entiation of the chief into the priest proper-the man who 
intercedes with the supernatural being not on his own behalf 
simply, nOlO on behalf only of members of' his family, but on 
behalf of unrelated persons. This is, indeed, a stage in 
which, as shown by the disagreement among the people them
selves, the differentiation is incomplete. In another part of 
Africa, we find it more definitely established. At Onitsha on 
the Niger, "the people reverence him [the king] as tlle 
mediator between the gods and themselves, and salute him 
with the title of Igue, which in Ebomeans supreme being." 
A kindred state of things is illustrated.. among remote and 
unallied peoples. In Samoa, where the chiefs were priests, 
" evel'y village had its god, and everyone born in that village 
was regarded as the property of that god." And among the 
ancient Peruvians, more advanced though they were in their 
social organization, a like primitive arrangement was trace-
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able. The huacas were adored by the entire village; the 
co,'fU)pas by particular families, and only the priests spoke to, 
and brought offerings to, the huacas. 

These few out of many cases, while they sufficiently 
exemplify the incipient parting of the sacred function from 
the secular function, also illustrate the truth which every
where meets us, that the' political and religious obligations 
are originally both pbligations of allegiance, very little dis
tinguished from one another-the one being allegiance to 
the living chief and the other allegiance to the ghost of the 
dead chief. 

To prevent misapprehension a parenthetic remark must be 
made. This growth of a distinction between the public 
worship of his ancestorlJy a chief, and the private worship 
of their ancestors by other men, which makes the chief's 
priestly character relatively decided, is apt to 1,le modified by 
circumstances. Where allegiance to the ghost of a deceased 
patriarch or founder of the tribe, has become so well, estab
lished through generations that he assumes the character of a 
god; and where, by war or migration, the growing society is 
so broken up that its members are separated' from their chief 
and priest; it naturally results that while continuing to 
sacrifice to the doubles of their dead relatives, these sepa
rated members of the society begin to sacrifice on their own 
account to the traditional god. Among the ancient Scan
dinavians "every father of a family was a priest in his own 
house," where he sacrificed to Odin. Similarly among the 
Homeric Greeks. While chiefs made public sacrifices to the 
gods, sacrifices and prqers were made to them by private 
persons, in addition to the sacrifices made to their own ances
tors. The like was the case with the Romans. And even 
among the Hebrews, prohibited from worshipping ancestors, 
the existence of public propitiators of J ahveh did not exclude 
"the competence of every Israelite" to perform propitiatory 
rites: the nomadio habits preventing concentration of the 
priestly. flIDction. 
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Phenomena of this kind, however, manifestly belong to' " 
more advanced stage and not to that first stage in which, as 
we .see, the genesis of the god and the 'priest are concurrent: 

§ 605. Thus, then, the ghost-theory, which explains the 
multitudinous phenomena . of religion in general, explains 
also the genesis of the priestly function, and the original 
union of it with the governing function. 

Propitiations of the doubles of dead men, made at first by 
all their relatives and afterwards by heads of families, come 
to be somewhat distinguished when made by the head of the 
most powerful family. With increased predominance of the 
powerful family, and, conception of the ghost of its deceased 
head as superior to other ghosts, there arises the wish, at first 
in some, then in more, and then in all, to propitiate him. 
And this wish ,eventually generates the habit of making 
offerings and prayers to him through his ruling descendant. 
whose priestly character thus becomes decided. 

We have now to observe how, with the progress of social 
evolution, tIle sacerdotal function, though for a long time 
retained and occasionally exercised by the political head, 
comes to be performed more and more by proxy. 



CHAPTER VL 

THE RISE OF A PRIESTHOOD. 

§ 606. IN §§ 480 and 504, I have drawn conclusions from 
the fact, obvious a priori and illustrated everywhere, that with 
increase of a chief's territory, there comes an accumulation 
of business which necessitates the employment of assistants j 
whence follows the habit of frequently,' and at length per
manently, deputing one or other of his functions, such as 
general, judge, etc. Among the' functions thus deputed, 
more or less frequently, is that of priest. 

That such deputation takes place under pressure of affairs, 
civil or military, we see ill the. case of the Romans. As the 
kings could not always attend to the sacrifices, having often 
to make war, Numa (who performed, according to Livy, the 
majority of the sacerdotal offices) ., instituted flamens to 
replace the kings when the latter were absent j" and, adds 
M. Coulanges, .. thus the Roman priesthood was only an 
emanation from the primitive royalty." How causes of this 
kind operate in simple societies, we are shown by a sentence 
in Mr. MacDonald's account of the Blantyre negroes. He 
says :_CC If the chief is from home his wife will act [as priest], 
and if both are absent, his younger brother." As occurring ill 
a ruder society where the blood-relationship of the chief to the 
god is still recognized, this case shows us, better than that of, 
the Romans, how a priesthood, normally originates. 

This vicarious pl'iest-ship of the younger brother, here 
ansing temporarilr, in other cases becomes permanent. Of 
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the New Zealanders, who have in many cases chiefs who are 
at the same time priests, we read that in other ca:ses the 
brother of the chief is priest. In the Mexican empire " the 
high-I)riest in the kingdom of Acolhuacan [and in that .of 

. Tlacupan] was, according to some historians, always the 
second son of the king." So; too, in ancient Peru" they had 
a high priest, who was an uncle or brother of the king, or at 
least a legitimate member of the royal family." As this last 
case shows, when the ruling man, still exercising the priestly 
function on great occasions, does not invariably make his 
younger brother his deputy on ordinary occasions, the office 
of high-priest still habitually falls to some blood-relation. 
Thus of the Khonds we read that" the chief civil and sacer

. dotal offices appear originally to have been united, or, at 
least, to have been always held by members of the chief 
patriarchal family." In Tahiti. where the king frequently 
personified the god, receiving the offerings brought to the 
temple and· the prayers of the supplicants, and where he 
was sometimes the priest of the nation, "the highest sacer
dotal, dignity was often possessed by some member of the 
reigning family." Dupuis tells us that one of the priests of 
Ashantee belonged to the "king's own family." Among the 
Maya nations of America" the high-priests were members of 
the royal families." And in ancient Egypt there existed a 
kindred connexion. The king himself being high-priest, it 
was natural that the priesthood should include some of 
his relatives; and Brugsch, speaking of the high-priests ()f 
Ptah, says-" We find among their number princes of the 
blood royal. As an example we may name the prince 
Khamus, a favourite son of Ramses II." 

In some cases the priestly functions of the head man are 
performed by a female relative. Among the Damaras the 
chief's daughter is priestess; and, "besides attending to the 
sacrifices, it is her duty to keep up the < holy fire.''' On 
appointed occasions among the Dahomans, sacrifices are 
brought to the tomb (presumably of a king) and "before the 
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tomb, a Tansi-no priestess, of blood-royal, offers up to the 
Ghost a prayer." Similarly in ancient Peru, a chief priestess 
who was one of the virgins of the Sun, and who was regarded 
as his prinmpal wife, "was either the sister or the daughter 
of the ruler." On reading that among the Chibchas, with 
the priests "as with the caziques, the sister's son inherited," 
we may tiuspect that usages of this kind were consequent on 
descent in the female line. Among the Damaras this law of 
descent is still in force; it was manifestly at one time the 
law among the Peruvians; and the high political position of 
women among the Dahomans suggests that it was once the law 
,lith them also. Further reason for assuming this cause is 
supplied by the fact that in Dahomey and Peru, the priestly 
organization in general is largely officered by women; and 
that in Madagascar too, where descent is in the female line, 
there are women-priests. Obviously the transition from the 
usage of tracing descent through females to that of tracing 
descent through males, or the mixture of peoples respectively 
recognizing these unlike laws of descent, will cause anoma
lies; as instance that shown us by the Karens, whose village 
priests are males, but who, in their family ancestor-worship, 
.. require that the officiating priest shall be a woman, the . 
oldest of the family." 

This deputation of priestly functions to members of a 
ruling family, usual in early stages,· may be considered the 
normal differentiation; since the god being the apotheo!!ized 
ancestor, the sacrifices made to him continue to be the sacri
fices marle by descendants. Even where descent is not real, 
or has ceased to be believed, it is still pretended; as in 
Egypt, where the king habitually claimed kinship with a 
god, and where, by consequence, members of his family were 
hypothetically of divine descent. 

§ 607. But while this is distinguishable as the usual origin 
of a priesthood, there are other origins. In a preceding 
chapter we saw that there is at the outset no clear distiriction 
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between the medicine-man and the priest. Though the one 
is a driver away of spirits rather than a propitiator of them, 
while the other treats them as friends rather than enemies, 
yet either occasionally adopts the policy of the other. The 
priest sometimes plays the part of exorcisor and the medi
cine-man endeavours to appease: instance the Australian 
medicine-man described in § 584. Among the Ostyaks the 
shamans, who are medicine-men, are also "intermediators 
between the people and their gods." The business of a 
Gond medicine-man is "to exorcise evil spirits, to interpret 
the wishes of the fetish, to compel rain, and so on." And the 
same men who, among the Kukis, have to pacify a god who 
is angry and has caused disease, are often supposed to 
abuse" the influence they possess with supernatural agents." 
Evidently there is here indicated another origin of a priest-

. hood. 
Especially in cases where the medicine-man is supposed 

to obtain for the tribe certain benefits by controlling the 
weather through the agency of supernatural beings, does he 
participate in the character of priest. On recalling the case 
of Samuel, who wIllie ajudge over Israel also offered sacrifice 
to J ahveh as a priest and also controlled the weather by his 
influence with Jahveh (thus uniting the offices of ruler, 
priest and weather-doctor), we are shown how a kindred 
union of functions may in other cases similarly arise. Such 
facts as that among the Obbo the chief is also the rain
maker, and that Sechele, king of the Bechuanas, practises 
.. rain-magie," besides re-inforcing the evidence given in § 474 
that supposed power ov:er supernatural beings strengthens the 
hands of political heads, shows also that, as having the func
tion of obtaining from the supernatural beings benefits for 
the society, they in so far f1}lfil the priestly office. 

In other cases there arise within the tribe the worships of 
apotheosized persons who were not related to the apotheosized 
chief; but who, for some reason or other, have left behind 
awe-inspiring reputations. Hislop tells us of a Gond who 
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boasts of miraculous powers, and who" has erected a sacred 
mound to the manes of his father, who was similarly gifted, 
and he uses the awe which attaches to this spot as a means 
of extorting money from the deluded Queen "-money partly 
spent in offerings to" his deified ancestor:" the rest being 
appropriated by himself. And Sir Alfred Lyall in his 
Asiatic Studies, variously illustrates this sporadic origin of 
new deities severally apt to originate priesthoods. 

Hence it seems inferable that in early stages there occa
sionally arise men not descended from the chiefs ancestor, 
who acquire quasi-priestly characters, and may even succeed 
in supplanting priests of normal origin. Especially is such 
usurpation likely to happen where by migration or by war, 
there have been produced fragments of the society which do 
not contain witWn themselves descendants of the traditional 
god. 

§ 608. So long as there continues undivided, a community 
of which the deceased founder has become the village god, 
llropitiated on behalf of his descendants by the nearest 
of kin among them, who also serves as intermediator for 
other heads of families respectively worshipping their 
ancestors, no advance in the development of a priesthood is 
likely to take place. But when increase of numbers neces
sitates parting, there comes a further differentiation. How 
this alises we are well shown by a statement of Andersson 
concerning the Damaras :-" A portion of such fire [sacred 
fire] is also given to the head man of a kraal, when about to 
remove from that of the chief. The ~uties of a vestal then 
devolve upon the "daughter of the emigrant." Evidently 
where a dead ruler, or other remarkable member of the tribe, 
has become a traditional god, so ~ell established that pro
])itiation of him has become imperative, migrating portions of 
the tribe, carrying their cult with them, must have someone 
to perform the ritell on their behalf. Always the probability 
is that the detached group contains men akin to th~ chief of 

5 
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the parent tribe, and therefore descendants, direct or collateral, 
of the worshipped god; and on one of these, in virtue of 
greatest age or nearest relationship, the functio~ is likely to . 
falL And since the reasons which determine this choice tend 
also to determine inheritance of the function, the genesis of 
a priestly caste becomes intelligible. Light is thrown on the 
matter by Hislop's statement that though the Gonds are 
without priests, there are" some men who, from supposed 
superior powers, or in consequence of their hereditary con:" 
nection with a sacred spot, are held to be entitled to take 
the lead in worship." The course which change in some 
cases takes is shown us by the Siintals. Hunter says-

"Two of the tribes have more especially devoted themselves to reli
gion, and furnish a large majority of the priests. One of these repre
sents the state religion, founded on the family basis, and administered 
by the descendants of the fifth son, the original family priest. • • • In 
some places, particularly in the north, the descendants of the second 
son • • • are held to make better priests than those of the fifth. • • • 
They are for the most part prophets, diviners, and officiating Levites 
of forest or other shrines, l'epresenting demon-worship; and in. only a 
few places do they take the place of the fifth tribe." 

Not only by the spread of a growing tribe into new 
habitats, are there thus produced conditions which further 
the growth of a priesthood; but kindred conditions are pro
duced by the spread of a conquering tribe, and the establish
ment of its members as rulers over subordinate tribes. 
While it has to establish local governments, it lUts also to 
establish local ministrations of the cult it brings with it. The 
case of the Peruvians may be taken as typical. The Ynca
race, over-running indigenous races and leaving their religions 
intact, simply superposed their own religion. Hence the 
need for dispersed representatives of it. "The principal priest 
(or bishop) in each province was an Ynca, who took care that 
the sacrifices and ceremonies should be in conformity with 
those of the metropolitan." Now since the Ynca-religion was 
.3 worship of the SlID, regarded as ancestor; and since his 
supposed most direct descendant, the king himself, was high
priest on important occasions, while the other chief pt;iests 
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were "all Yncas of the blood royal;" it becomes clear that 
this establishment of a local priesthood of Ynca-blood, illus
tl-ates the development of. a priestly' caste. from the ancestor
worshipping members of a conqueror's family. 

§ 609. In verification of the ·foregoing conclusions, some 
evidence might be added showing that in tribes which lead 
peaceful lives, and in which considerable advances have 
been made without the estab~shment of strong personal 
governments, and therefore without the rise of apotheosized 
chiefs serving as village gods, there is but a feeble marking 
off of the priest-class. Among the :Bodo and Dhimals, for 
example, the priestly office is not hereditary, and is. parti-
cipated.in by the elders of the people. . 

It is scarcely practicable, however, and would not be very 
profitable, to trace further this rise of a priesthood. Influ
ences of sundry kinds tend everywhere to complicate, in olle 
way or other, the primitive course c:>f development. While 
we see that worshipping the spirit of the dead chief, at first; 
carried on by his heir, is in his heir's absence deputed to a 
younger brother-while we see that temporary assumption of 
the function by a brother or other member of the family. 
tends to become permanent where the business of the chief 
increases-while we see that migrating parts of a tribe, are 
habitually accompanied by some of the village god's direct 
or collateral descendants. who carry with them the cult and 
perform its rites, and that where conquest of adjacent com
munities leads to an extension of rule, political and eccle
siastical, members of the ruling family become local priests; 
we find at work sundry causes which render this process 
irregular. :Besides the influence which the chief or his 
priestly relative is supposed to have with powerful super
natural beings. there is the competing influence ascribed to 
the sorcerer or rain-maker. Occasionally. too, the tribe is 
joined by an immigrant stranger, who, in virtue of superior 
knowledge or arts. excites awe j and an additional cult may 

5-2 
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result either from his teachings, or from his own apothEosis. 
Moreover, a leader of a migrating portion of the tribe, 
if in some way specially distinguished, is likely at death to 
become himself the object of a worship competing with the 
traditional worship, and perhaps initiating another priesthood. 
Fluctuating conditions are thus apt, even in early stages, to 
produce various modifications in ecclesiastical organization. 

But the complications thus resulting are small compared 
with others which they foreshadow, and to which we may 
now turn our attention. 



CHAPTER VIL 

POLYTHEISTIC AND MONOTHEISTIC PRIESTHOODS. 

§ 610. ALREADY in the preceding chapters the rudimentary 
form of a polytheistic priesthood has been exhibited. For 
wherever, with the worship of an apotheosized founder 01 
the tribe, there co-exist in the component families of th( 
tribe, worships of their respective ancestors, there is aI. 

undeveloped polytheism and an incipient priesthood appro
priate to it. In the minds of the people there is no contras\ 
in kind between the undistinguished ghosts and the distin· 
guished ghosts; but only a. contrast in power. In the first 
stage, as in later and higher stages, we have a greater super
natural being amid a number of lesser supernatural beings; 
all of them propitiated by like observances. 

The rise of that which is commonly distinguished as 
polytheism, appears to result in several ways; of which two 
may be named as the more important. 

The first of them is a. concomitant of the division and 
spreading of tribes which outgrow their means of subsistence. 
Within each separated sub-trib"e eventually arises some dis
tinguished chief or medicine-man, whose greatly-feared 
ghost, propitiated not by his descendants only but by other 
members of the sub-tribe, becomes a new local god; and 
where there survives the cult which the sub-tribe brought 
with it, there will, in addition to the worship of the more 
ancient god common to the spreading cluster of sub-tribes, 
grow up in each sub-tribe the worship of a. more modern go(l 
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peculiar to it. Traces of this process we find in many places. 
What we read of the Malagasy may be instanced as typical 
They have gods who belong" respectively to different tribes or 
divisions of the natives, and are supposed to be the guardians 
and benefactors, or the titular gods, of these particular clans 
or tribes. Four of these are considered superior to all 
others "-are public or national gods. .And Ellis adds that 
the gods of one province have little weight or Iltithority 
with people of another province. As a case remote in tim~ 
may be named that of the ancient Egyptians. The nomes, 
or original divisions of which Egypt was composed, were" of . 
the highest antiquity": their limits being very exactly de
fined in inscriptions borne by the most ancieIJt monumental 
structures. .. Each district had a chief place where the 
[hereditary] governor resided, and enjoyed the protection 
and the cult of a special divinity, the sanctuary of which 
formed the centre of the religious worship of the district." 
That kindred evidence is furnished by accounts of other 
ancient peoples needs no showing. Of course along with 
this process goes the rise of priesthoods devoted some to 
the local and some to the general cults, with consequent 
differences in dignity. Thus of Egyptian priests we read:
"Some also, who were attached to the service of' certain divinities, 
held a. rank far above the rest; and the priests of the great gods wenJ 
looked upon with far greater consideration than those of the minor 
deities. In many provinces and towns, those who belouged to parti. 
cular temples were in greater repute than others." 

A genesis of polytheism, and of polytheistic priesthoods, 
equally important with, or perhaps more important than, the 
foregoing, but frequently, as in the last case, scarcely distin
guishable from it, accompanies conquest: The over-runnings 
of tribe by tribe and nation by nation, which have been 
everywhero and always going on, have necessarily tended to 
impose one cult upon another; each of them already in 
most cases made composite by earlier processes of like kind. 
Not destroying the worships of the conquered, the con
querors bring in their own worships-either carrying them on 
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among themselves only, or making the conquered join in 
them; but in either case multiplying the varieties of priests. 
The survival of cults that were of Pelasgian origin amid 
those of the Greeks, supplies an early inStance in Europe; 
and later instances are supplied by the Romans. .. As a 
conquering state Rome was constantly absorbing the reli
gions of the tribes it conquered. On besieging a town, the 
Romans used solemnly to evoke the deities dwelling in it." 
The proce~s. was illnstrated in ancient American societies. 
" The high-priests of Mexico were the he,ads of their religion 
only among the Mexicans, and not with respect to the 
other conquered nations: these ••• ~maintaining their priest
hood independent." Similarly in Peru. 
.. The Yncas did not deprive the chiefs of their lordship, but his 
delegate lived in the valley, and the natives were ordered to worship 
the BUlL Thus a temple was built, and many virgins and priests to 
celebrate festivals resided in it. But, notwithstanding that this 
temple of the sun was so pre·eminently established, the natives did 
not cease to worship also in their ancient temple of Chinchaycama.." 

Of additional but less important causes of complication. 
three may be naIlled. The spreading reputations of local 
deities, aud the consequent establishment of temples to 

, them in places to which they do not belong, is . one of these 
causes. A good example is that of ~3culapins; the worship 
of whom, as a local ancestor and medicine-man, originated 
in Pergamon, but, along with his growth into a deity, 
spread East and West, and eventually became established 
iu Rome. Another additional cause, well illustrated in 
ancient Egypt, is the deificatiQn of powerful persons who 
establish priesthoods to' minister to their ghosts. And a 
third is the occasional apotheosis of those who, for some 
reason or other strike the popular imagination as remark
able. This is even now active in India. Sir Alfred Lyall 
has exemplified it in his Asiatic Studies. 

§ 611. The frequent genesis of new worships and con
tinued co· existence of many worships, severally having their 
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priesthoods, though quite normal as we here see, appears to 
many persons anomalous. Carrying back modern ideas 
'to the interpretation of ancient usages, writers comment on 
the" tolerance" shown by the Romans in leaving intact the 
religions of the peoples conquered by them. But considered 
from their point of view instead of from our point of view, 
this treatment of local gods and their priests was quite 
natural. If everywhere, ii·om ancestor-worship as the root, 
there grow np worships of l'1lown founders of tribes and 
traditional progenitors of entire local races, it follows that 
conquerors will, as a matter of course, recognize the local 
worships of the conquered while bringing in their own. The 
corollary from the universally-accepted belief is that the gods 
of the vanquished are just as real as those of the victors. 

Sundry interpretations are yielded. Habitually in the 
ancient world, conquerors and settlers took measures to pro
pitiate the local gods. .All they heard about them fostered 
the belief that they were powerful in their respective 
localities, and might be. mischievous if not prayed to or 
thanked. Hence, probably, the fact that the Egyptian Nekos 
sacrificed to A polIo on the occasion of his victory over 
Josiah, king of Judah. Hence, to take a case from a remote 
region, the fact that the Peruvian Yncas, themselves Sun
worshippers; nevertheless provided sacrifices for the various 
lUlacas of the conquered peoples, "because it was feared 
that if any were omitted they would be enraged and would 
punish the Ynca." 

Co-existence of different cults is in some cases· maintained 
by the belief that while the allegiance of each man to his 
particular deity or deities is obligatory, he is not required, or 
not pernlitted, to worship the deities belonging to fellow
citizens of different origin.. Thus in early times in Greece, 
.. by the combination of various forms of religious worship 
Athens had become the capital, and Attica one united whole. 
But •.. Ap~lo still remained a god of the nobility, and 
his religion ~ wall of separation. ••• According to the 
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plan of Solon tllis was to be changed. . .. To every free 
Athenian belonged henceforth the right and the duty of 
sacrificing to Apollo." • 

Ali which facts make it clear that not only the genesis of 
polytheism but the long survival of it, and consequent 
pe~istence of priesthoods devoted to different gods, are 
sequences of primitive ancestor-worship. 

§ 612. But wllile, during early stages of polytheism, 
o,-ert efforts at sUbjugation of one cult by another are not' 
conspicuous, there habitually arises a competition which 
is the first step towards subjugation. 

A feeling like that occasionally displayed by boys,boast
ing of the strengths of their respective fathers, prompts men 
in early stages to exaggerate the powers of their ancestors, as 
compared with the powers which the ancestors of others 
displayed; and concerning the l'elative greatness of the 
deified progenitors of their tribes, there are certain to arise 
disputes. This state of things was exemplified in Fiji when 
first described by missionaries: "each district contending for 
tile superiority of its own divinity." Evidently among the 
Hebrews an implied belief, opposed to the beliefs of adjacent 
peoples, was-<>ur god is greater than your god. Without 
denying the existence of other gods than their own, the 
superiority of their own was asserted. In Greece, too, the 
religious emulation anlOng cities, and the desire to excite 
envy by the numbers of men who floeked to sacrifice to 
ilieir respective deities, implied a struggle between cults-a 
struggle conducive to inequality. Influences such as those 
which caused supremacy of the Olympian festivals above 
kindred festivals, were ever tending among the Greeks'to give 
some gods and their ministers a higher status than others. 
Religion being under its primary aspect the expression of 
allegiance-an allegiance shown first to the living patriarch 
or conquering hero and afterwards to his ghost; it is to be 
expected that causes which modify the degree and extent of 
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allegiance to the head man while alive, will similarly modify 
the allegiance to his ghost after his death. How closely con
nected "are the two kinds of fealty we see in such a fact as 
that at a Santa! marriage, the bride must give up her clan 
and its gods for those of her husband: reminding us of, the 
representation made by Naomi to Ruth-" thy sister-:in-Iaw 
is gone back unto her people, and unto her gods;" and the 
rejoinder of Ruth-" thy people shall be .my people, and thy 
god my god." 

So understanding the matter, we 'see bow it naturally 
happens that just as the subjects of a living chief, for one 
reason or another dissatisfied with his rule, will some of 
them desert him and attach themselves to a neighbouring 
chief (§ 452); so, among a polytheistic people, this or that 
motive may prompt decrease in the number of devotees at 
one god's temple and increase those at the temple of another. 
Disappointments like those which lead to the beating of their 
idols by savages, when in return for sacrifices the idols have 
not given what was wanted, will, among peoples somewhat 
more advanced, cause alienation from a deity who has proved 
obstinate, and propitiation of Ii deity W1l0 it is hoped will be 
more conceding. Even at the present day, we are shown by 
the streams of pilgrims to Lourdes, how the spread of belief 
in some alleged marvel may initiate a new worship, or re
inforce an old one. As with saints so with gods-there result 
gradations. Polit.ical influences, again, occasionally conduce 
to the elevation of some cults above oth;rs. . Speaking of 
Greece, Curtius says :-
II Another religious worship which the Tyrants raised to & new import
ance was that of Dionysus. This god of the peasantry is everywhere 
opposed to the gods of the knightly houses, and was therefore favoured 
by all rulers who endeavoured to break the power of the aristocracy." 

, Chiefly, fowe~er. inequalities among the ascribed powers 
of gods, wh e many co-exist, are due to conquests. Militant 
activities, wh eh establish gradations of rank among the living, 
also establish adations of rank among the worshipped dead. 
Habitually my ologies tell of victories achieved by the gods; 
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babitually they describe fights among the gods themselves j 
and habitually they depict the chief god as the one who 
acquired supremacy by -force. These are just the traits of a 
pantheon resulting from the apotheosis of conquering in
vaders, and from the usurpations now and then witnessed 
among their leaders. .And evidently the subjugation of 
peoples one by another, and consequent elevation of one 
pantheon above another, must be a chief cause of differences 
among the powers of the major and minor deities, and of 
contrasts in importance among their respective cults and 
priesthoods. 

§ 613. Eventually there results under favouring" conditions 
a gravitation towards monotheism. It is true that for a long 
time there may continue in the minds of a polytheistic people, 
a fluctuating conflict among the beliefs respecting the relative 
powers of their gods. Of the ancient Aryans, Professor Max 
Miiller writes-" It would be easy to find, in the numerous 
hymns of the Veda, passages in which almost every single 
god is represented as supreme and absolute •••• Agni is 
called the ruler of the universe; ••• Indra is celebrated 
as the strongest god, • • • aud the burden of one of the 
songs • • • is • • • Indra is greater than all. Of Soma it is 
said that ••• he conquers everyone." Of the Egyptian 
gods too, a like fact is stated. The exaggerated language of 
worshippers attributes now to this of them and now to that, 
and sometimes to a living king, a greatness so transcendent 
that not only all other things but all other gods exist through 
him. 

But the position of "father of gods and men" becomes 
eventually settled in the minds of believers; and if sub
sequently usurped, the usurpation does not diminish the 
tendency towards. monotheism but increases it jsince therf 
results the idea of a divinity more powerful than was beforc
believed in:. How recognition of superiority in a conquering 
people, and by implication'in their gods, tends to dwarf the 
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gods of the conquered, the ancient Peruvians show. Gar~ 

. cilasso tells us that Indian tribes al'e said to have some
times suumitted from admiration of the higper culture of 
the Yncas: the obligation to join in the Yncas' worship 
being one of the concomitants, Then of the Yncas them
selves, Henera says-
.. When they saw the Spaniards make Arches on Ceni-ers, and take 
them away when the Bridge was finish'd, they all ran away, thinking 
the Bridge would fall; but when tlley saw it stand fast, and the 
Spaniards walk on it, a Cacique said, It is but Justice to servp. t·hese 
Men, who are the Childrt:n of the Sun." 

Evidently the attitude thus displayed conduced to accept
ance of the Spaniards' beliefs and worship. And such mental 
conquests often repeated in the evolution of societies, tend 
towards the absorption of local and minor conceived super
natural agents in greater and more general ones. 

Especially is such absorption furthered when one who, as 
0. living ruler, was distinguished by his passion for subju
gating adjacent peoples, leaves at death unfulfilled projects of 
conquest, and then has his ghost propitiated by extending hjs 
dominion. As shown by a preceding extract, this was the 
case with the Assyrian god Ashur (§ 600) ; and it was so, too~ 
with the Hebrew god Jahveh: witness Dent. xx, 10-18. 

"When thou comest nigh unto a city to fight a.,"3.inst· it, then 
proclainl peace unto it. And it shall be, if it make thee answer of 
pzace, and open unto thee, then it shall be, that all the people that is 
found therein shall be txibutaries unto thee, and they shall Stli've thee. 
Aud if it will mllkello peace with thee, but will make war against 
thee, then thou shalt besiege it: and when the Lord thy God hath 
delivereu it into thine hands, thou shalt smite every male thereof with 
the edge of the sworn •.•• But of the cities of these people, which 
the Lord thy pod doth give thee for an inheritance, thou shalt save 
alive nothing that bl'eatheth: But thou shalt utterly destroy them," 

From the beginning we are shown that, setting out with the 
double of the ordinary dead man, jealousy is a characteristic 
ascribed to supernatural beings at large. Ghosts not duly 
sacrificed to are conceived as malicious, and as apt to wreak 
vengeance on survivors; gods whose shrines ha":6 been ne-
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glected and whose festivals do not bring due offerings, are said 
to be angry, and are considered the causers of disasters; while 
if one of them is derived from a ruler whose love of power 
was insatiable, and whose ghost is considered a jealous god, 
tolerating no recognition of others, he tends, if his devotees 
become predominant, to originate a worship which suppresses 
other worships. 

Of course with such an advance towards monotheism there 
goes an advance towards unification of priesthoods. The 
official propitiators of minor deities dwindle away and dis
appear; while the official propitiators of the deity who has 
come to be regarded as the most powerful, or as the posse3-
Bor of all power, become established everywhere. 

§ 614. These influences conspiring to evolve monotheism 
out of polytheism a,re reinforced by one other-the influence 
of advancing culture and accompanying speculative capacity. 
Molina says that the Ynca Yupallqui "was of such clear 
understanding" as to conclude that the Sun could not be 
the creator, but that there must be .. someone who directs 
bim ; II and he ordered temples to be erected to this inferred 
creator. So again in Mexico, "N ezahuatl, lord of Tezcuco," 
disappointed in his prayers to the established idols, concluded 
that .. there must be some god, invisible and unknown, who 
is the universal creator;" and be built a nine-storied temple 
.. to the Unknown God, the Cause of Causes." Here, among 
peoples unallied to them, we :find results like those shown 
us by the Greeks. In the Platonic dialogues, along with 
repudiation of the gross conceptions current among the un
cultured, there went arguments evidently implying an advance 
towards monotheism. And on comparing the ideas of the 
Hebrew prophets with those of primitive Hebrews, and those 
of most co-existing Hebrews, it becomes clear that mental 
progress operated as a part cause of Jewish monotheism. 

It may be observed, too, that once having been set, up, 
the change towarus monotheism goes .on with increasing 
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momentum among the highest intelligences. ~ supremacy 
of one supernatural agent having become established, there 

. follows the thougbt that what power other supernatural 
agents exercise .is exercised by permission. Presently they 
come to be conceived as deputies, entrusted with powers 
not their own j and in proportion as the Cause of Causes 
grows more predominant in thought, the secondary- causes 
fade from thought. 

§ 615. nightly to conceive the evolution of monotheism 
'and its accompanying ecclesiastical institutions, we must 
take note of several influences which qualify it. 

The earlier tendencies towards the rise of a supreme deity 
are apt to prove abortive. Just as during tbe first stages of 
social integration, a predominant headship is often but tem- . 
porary, and the power acquired by a conquering chief is fre
quently lost by his successor j so an ascribed headsllip among 
the gods is commonly not lasting. For this we may se~ more 
reasons than one. The double of a dead man, at first 
conceived as existing temporarily, becomes conceived as pel'
manently existing only where circumstances favour remem
brance of him j 'and in like manner supremacy among ghosts 
or gods, requires for its maintenance that traditions shall be 
well preserved, and the social state lend itself to orderly 
observances, In many places these conditions are in
adequately fulfilled. Remarking upon the fading of traditions 
among the Comanches, Schoolcraft says-" I question if the 
names of any of their chiefs of the fourth generation 
ascending are retained among them j" and when, in 1770, 
Cook touched on the shores of New Zealand within fifteen. 
miles of the place visited by Tasman a hundred and twenty
eight years before, he found no tradition of the event. 
So that though everywh!'lro the original tendency is for 
the oldest known progenitor to become the chief god; yet, 
as we 8.l·1l shown by the Unkulunkulu of the Zulus, this 
headship of the su-!!ernatw'al beings is apt to fade froUl 
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memory, and later headships only-to be regarded. .A: 
further cause militating against an unchanged pantheon, is 
the rise of usurpers, or of men who, by their successes ~ 
war or other achievements, so impress themselves on the 
popular mind as to. make relatively weak the impressions 
derived from traditions of earlier deified men. The acquire
ment of supremacy by Kronos over Uranus, and again by 
Zeus over Kronos, serve as illustrations. And during times 
in which apotheosis is an ordinary process, there is an evident 
tendency to such substitutions. Yet another 
analogy between the changes of celestial headships and the 
changes of terrestrial headships, may be suspected. When 
dealing with political institutions, we saw that power is apt 
to lapse from the hands of a'supreme'ruler into the hands 'of 
a chief minister, through whom all information comes and 
all orders are issued. Similarly, a secondary supernatural 
Leing regarded as intercessor with a chief supernatural 
Leing, and constantly appealed to by worshippers in that 
capacity, seems liable to become predominant. Among 
noman Catholics the Virgin, habitually addressed in prayers, 
tends to occupy the foreground of consciousness; the title 
.. Mother of God" dimly suggests a sort of supremacy; and 
now in the Vatican may be seen a picture in which she is rep:J:e
sen ted at a higher elevation than the persons of the trinity., 

Another fact to be noted respecting the evolution of mono
theisms out of poly theisms-a fact congruous with the hypo
thesis that they are thus evolved, but not congruous with other 

.]Iypotheses-is that they do not become complete; or, at least, 
uo not maintain their purity. Already I have referred to 

. the truth, obvious enough though habitually ignored, that the 
Hebrew religion, noIninally monotheistic, retained a large 
infusion of polytheism. Archangels exercising powers in 
their respective spheres, and capable e~en of rebelliOlL, 
were practically deIni-gods; answering in fact, if not in name, 
to the inferior deities of other :!lantheons. Moreover, of the 
derived creeds, that distinguished as trinitarian is partially 
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polytheistic; and in the mystery plays of the Middle .Ages 
marks of polytheism were still more distinct. Nay, even 
belief in a devil, conceived as an independent supernatural 
being, implies surviving polytheism.. Only by unitarians of 
the advanced type; and by those who are called theists, is a 
pure monotheism accepted. 

Further, we may remark that where polytheism under 
its original form has been suppressed by a monotheism more 
or less complete, it habitually revives under a new form. 
Though the followers of Mahomet shed their own blood and 
the blood of others, to establish everywhere the worship 
of one god, the worship of minor gods has grown up afresh 
among them. Not only do the Bedouins n1ake sacrifices 
at saints' tombs, but among more civilized Mah0metans there 
is worship of their deceased holy men at shrines erected 
to them. Similarly, throughout medireval Christendom, 
canonized priests and monks formed a new class of minor , 
deities. .As now in Fiji "nearly every .chief has a god in 
whom he puts special trust;" so, a few centuries bac'k, every 
knight had a.patron saint to whom he looked for succour. 

That modifications of Ecclesiastical Institutions result from 
causes of this kind, is sufficiently shown by the fact, so 
familiar that we do not observe its sign.ificance, that churches 
are named after, or dedicated to, saints; amI that such 
churches .. as were built over the grave of any martyr, or 
called by his name to preserve the memory of him, had 
usually the distinguishing title of Martyrium, or Confessio, or 
Memo'l'ia, given them for that particular reason." It may, 
indeed, be alleged that these usages were rather survivals 
than revivals; since, as Mosheim says, the early Christian 
bishops deliberately adopted them, believing that" the people 
would more readily embrace Christianity" if they II saw thaI; 
CMist and the martyrs were worshipped in the same manner 
as formerly their gods were." But taken either way the 
facts show that monotheism, and the "Sacerdotal arrangements 
proper to it, did not become complete. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

ECCLESIASTICAL HIERARCHIES. 

161ft THE component institutions of each society habi
tually exhibit· kindred traits of structure. Where the poli
tical organization is but little developed, there is but little 
development of the ecclesiastical organization; while along 
with a centralized coercive civil rule there goes a religious 
rule no less centralized and coercive. Qualifications of this 
statement required to meet chanJes caused in the one case 
by revolutions and in the other case by substitutions of 
creeds, do not seriously affect it. .Along with the restoration of 
equilibrium the ~nce begins again to assert itself. 

Before contemplating ecclesiastical hierarchies considered 
in themselves, let us,. then, note more specifically how these 
two organizations, originally identical, preserve for a long 
time a unity of· natUre consequent on their common origin. 

§ 617. As above implied, this relation is primarily illus
tl-ated by the cases in which, along with unsettled civil 
institutions there. go unsettled religious institutions. The 
accounts given of the Nagas by Stewart and by Butler, which 
are to tbe effect that they "have no kind of internal govern
ment," and have apparently no priesthood, show also that 
along with their disregard of human authority, they show 
extremely little respect to such gods as they recognize 
after a fashion: dealing with beings in the spirit-world 
as defiantly as they do with living men. Of the-·Comanches, 

6 
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again, Schoolcraft, saying that .. the authority of their 'chiefs 
is rather nominal than positive," also says-" I perceived n() 
order of priesthood. ' •. if they recognise any ecclesiastical 
authority whatever, it resides in their chiefs." Evidently in 
the absence of established political headship, there cannot. 
habitually arise recognition of a deceased- political head; and 
there is consequently no place for an official propitiator. 

With the rise of the patriarchal type of organization. 
both of these governmental agencies assume their initial 
forms. If, as in early stages, the father of a family, while 
domestic ruler, is also the one who makes offerings to the 
ancestral ghost-if the head of the clan, or chief of the 
village, while exercising political control also worsllips the 
spirit of the dead chief on behalf of others, as well as on his 
own behalf; it is clear that the' ecclesiastical and political 
structures begin as one and the same: the co-existing medicine
man being, as already shown, not a priest properly so-called. 
When, for instance, we read of the Eastern Slavs that "it 
was customary among them for the head of the family or 
the tribe to offer sacrifices on behalf of all beneath a sacred 
tree," we see that the civil and religious functions and their 
agents are at first undifferentiated. Even where something 

.like priests have arisen, yet if there is an undeveloped 
ruling agency they are but little distinguished from others, 
and they have no exclusive powers: instance the Bodo and 
DhimaIs, whose village heads' have "a general authority 
of voluntary rather than coercive origin," and among whom 
elders" participate the functions of the priesthood." N omadie 
habits, while they hinder the development of a political 
organization, also hinder the development of a pl'iesthood; 
even when priests aM distinguishable as such. Tiele says of 
the prinlitive AI"abs that "the sanctuaries of the variouS 
spirits and fetisLes had their own hereditary ministers, who. 
however, formed no priestly caste." So, too, such physical 
characters of a habitat, and such characters of its occupants 
as impede the massing of small groups into large ones. 
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maintain simplicity of tl1e ecclesiastical structure, as {)f the 
political. Witness the Greeks, of whom Mr. Gladstone, 
remarking that the priest was never" a significant personage 
in Greece," adds "nor had the priest of anyone place or 
deity, so far as we know, any organic connection with the 
priest of any other; so that if there were priests, yet there 
was not a priesthood." 

Conversely, along with that development of civil govern
ment which accompanies social integration, there usually 
goes a development of ecclesiastical government. From 
Polynesia we may take, as an inst..'1,nce, Tahiti. Here,. along 
with the ranks of king, nobility, lalld-oW)lers, and common 
people, there went such distinctions among the prtests that 
each officiated in that rank only to which he belonged; 
and "the priests of the national temples were a distinct 
class." In Dahomey and Ashantee, along with a despoti~ 
government and a civil organization having many grades 
there go orders of priests and priestesses divided into several 
classes. The ancient American states, too, exhibited a like 
union of traits. Their centralized and graduated political 
systems were accompanied by ecclesiastical systems which 
were analogous in complexity and subordination. .And that in. 
more advanced societies. there has been something approach-. 
ing to parallelism between the developments of the agencies. 
for civil rule and religious rule, poods not to be shown 
in detail. 

To exclude misapprehension it may be as well to add that 
establishment of an ecclesiastical organization separate from 
the political organization, but akin to it in . structure, appears 
to be largely determined by the rise of a decided distinction 
in thought between the affairs of this world and those of a 
supposed other world. Where the two are conceived as 
existing in continUity, or as intimately related, the organiza
tions appropriate to their respective administrations remain 
either identical or imperfectly distinguished. In ancient 
Egypt, where the imagined ties between dead and living W(lre 

6-2 
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very close, and where the union of civil and religions func
tions in the king remained a real union, .. a chief priest, 
surrounded by a numerous priesthood, governed each city." 
The Japanese, too, yield an instance. -Along with the belief 
that Japan was II the land of spiritual beings or kingdom 
of spirits," and along with the assumption by the lfikado of 
power to promote deceased persons to higher ranks in their 
second lives (§ 347), there went the trait that the Mikado's 
court had six grades of ecclesiastical ranks, and in this chief 
centre of rule, sacred and secular functions were originally 
fused: "among the ancient Japanese, government and 
religion were the same." Similarly in China, where the 
heavenly and the earthly are, as Huc points out, so little 
separated in conception, and where there is one authority 
common to the two, the functions of' the established religion 
are discharged by men who are, at the same time, adminis
trators of civil affairs. Not only is the emperor supreme 
priest, but the four prime ministers II are lords spiritual 
and temporal" If, as Tiele says, II the Chinese are remark
able for the complete absence of a priestly caste," it is 
because, along with their universal and active ancestor
worship, they have l,reservcd that inclusion of the duties of 
priest in the duties of ruler, which ancestor-worship in its 
simple form shows us. 

§ 618. Likeness between the ecclesiastical and political 
organizations where they have diverged, is largely due to 
th(:ir community of origin in the sentiment of reverence. 
Ready, obedience to a terrestrial ruler is naturally accom
panied by ready obedience to a supposed celestial ruler; and 
the nature which favours growth of an administration enforc
ing the one. favours growth of an administration enforcing 
the other. 

This connexion was well illustrated by the ancient Ameri
can societies. In Mexico, along with an " odious despotism'· 
and extl'eme submissiveness of the people, making possible 
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a governmental organization so ramified that there was a sub
sub-ruler for every twenty families, there went an immensely 
developed priesthood. Torquemada's estimate of 40,000 
temples is thought by Clavigero to be greatly under the 
mark; and Clavigero says-" I should not think it rash to 
affirm, that there could not be less than a million of priests 
throughout the empire:" an estimate made more credible 
by Herrera's statement that "every great Man had a Priest, 
or Chaplain." Similarly in Peru; where, with an un-

o qualified absolutism of the Ynca, and a political officialism 
80 vast and elaborate that one out of every ten men had. 
command of the others, there was a religious officialism no 
less extensive. Says Arriaga-" If one counts all the higher 
and lower officers, there is generally a minister for ten 
Indians or less." Obviously in the moral natures of the 
Mexicans and Peruvians, lies the explanation of these 
parallelisms. People so politically servile. as those ruled 
over by Montezuma, who was "always carry'd on the 
Shoulders of Noblcmen," and whose order was that "no 
Commoner was to look him in the Face, and if he did, 
dy'd for it," were naturally people content to furnish the 
numberless victims annually sacrificed to their gods, and 
ready continually to inflict on themselves propitiatory blood
lettings. And of course the social appliances for maintenance 
of terrestrial and celestial subordination developed among 
them with little resistance in corresponding degrees; as they 
have done, too, in Abyssinia. IIi the words of Bruce, "the 
kings of Abyssinia. are above all laws j" and elsewhere he 
says "there is no country in the world in which there are 
60 many churches as in Abyssinia." 

Proof of the converse relation need not detain us. It 
will suffice to indicate the contrast presented, both politically 
and ecclesiastically, between the Greek societies and contem
porary societies, to suggest that a social character unfavour
able to the growth of a. large and consolidated regulative 
organization of the political kind, is also unfavourable to the 
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growth of a large and consolidated regulative organization 
of the ecclesiastical kind. 

§ 619. Along with increase of a priesthood in size, there 
habitually go those specializations which constitute it a 
hierarchy. Integration is accompanied by differentiation. 

Let us first note how the simultaneous progress of the two 
is implied by the fact that while the ecclesiastical organiza
tion is at first less sharply marked off from the political than 
it afterwards becomes, its own structures are less definitely 
distinguished from one another. Says Tiele-

.. That the Egyptian religion, like the Chinese, was originally nothing 
but an organised animism, is proved by the institutions of worship. 
Here, too, existed no exclusive priestly caste. Descendants sacrificed 
to their ancestors, the officers of state to the special local divinities, 
the king to the deities of the whole country. Not till later did an 
order of scribes and a regular priesthood arise, and even thllSe as a rule 
were not hereditary." 

Again, we read that among the ancient Romans-
"The priests were not a distinct order from the other citizens. The 
Romans, indeed, had not the same regulations with respect to public 
employments as now obtain with us. With them the s.lUlle person might 
regulate the police of the city, direct the affairs of the empit-e, propose 
laws, act as a judge or llriest, and command an army." 

And though in the case of an adopted religion the circum
stances are different, yet we see that in the development 
()f an administrative organization the sam~ essential principle 
displays itself. M. Guizot writeo-

" In the very earliest period, the Christian society presents itself as 
a simple association of a common creed and common sentiments. •.• 
'Ve find among them [the first Christians] no system of determinate 
doctrines, no rules, no discipline, no body of magistrates. ••. In pro
portion 88 it advanced ••• a body of doctrines, of rules, of discipline, 
and of magistrates, began to appear; one kind of magistrates were . 
called roPfUfJUf'fPOI, or ancients, who became the priests; another, 
.7I'IUKotI'Ol, or inspectors, or' superintendents, v .. ho became bi$hops; a 
third blW<OIlOa, or deacons, who were charged with the care of the 
poor, and with the distribution of alms .•.• It was the body of the 
faithful which prevailed, both 88 to the choice of fUllctionaries, and 88 to 
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the adoption of discipline, and even doctrine. The church government 
foIld the Christian people were not as yet separated." 

In which last facts, while we see the gradual establishment 
of an ecclesiastical structure, 'we also see how, in the Church 
as in the State, there went on the separation of the small 
ruling part from the greater part ruled., and a gradual loss of 
power by the latter. 

In the ecclesiastical body as in· the political body, several 
causes, acting separately or jointly, work out the establish
ment of graduated authOlities. Even in a cluster of small 
societies held together by kinship only, there tend, where 
priest." exist, to arise differences among their amounts of 
inftuence: resulting in some subordination when they have 
to co-operate. Thus' we l-ead. of the priests among the 
Bodo and DhimaJ.s, that "over a small circle of villages. one 
Dhami presides and possesses a vaguely defined but univer
sally recognised control over the Deoshis of his district." 
Still more when small societie.'i have been consolidated into a 
larger one by war, is the political supremacy of the conquer
ing chief usually accompanied by ecclesiastical supJ;emacy of 
the head priest of the conquering society. The tendency to 
this is shown even where the rE'spective cults of the united 
societies remain intact. Thus it appears that "the high
priests of Mexico were the heads of their religion only 
among the Mexican..'l, and not with respect to the other 
conquered nations;" but we also read that the priesthood of 
Huitzilopochtli was that of the ruling tribe, and had., accord
ingly, great political influence. The Mexicatlteohuatzin had 
authority over other priesthoods than his own.. Still more in 
ancient Peru, where the subjugation of the united peoples by 

. the conquering people was absolute, a graduated priesthood_ 
of the conqueror's religion was supreme over the priesthoods 
of the religions professed by the conquered. After an account 
of the priesthood of the Sun in Cuzco, we read that--

.. In the other provinces, where there were temples of the Sun, Wltic11 
were numerous, the natives were the priests, being relations of the 
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local chiefs. But the principal priest (or bishop) in each province was 
an Ynca, who took care tha.t the sacrifices and ceremonies should be ill 
conformity with those of the metropolitan." 

And then we are told by another writer that-
In the great temple of Cuzco, "the Ingas plac'd the Gods of all the 
Provinces they conquer'd, each Idol having its peculiar Altar, at which 
those of the Province it belong'd to ofl'er'd very expensive Sacrifices; 
the Ingas thinkilkJ they had those Provinces secure, by keeping their 
Gods as Hostages." 

In short the ancient Peruvian priesthood consisted of a. major 
hierarchy posed on many minor hierarchies. 

But besides these subordinations of one sacerdotal system 
to another caused by conquest, there are, as implied in the 
cases given, subordinations which arise within the organ
ization of each cult. Such differences of rank and function 
existed in Egypt. Besides the high priests there were the, 
propheta:, the justophori, the stolistes, the hierogrammateis, and 
some others. Similarly among the Accadians. " On comp
tait a Babylone," says Maury," divers ordres de pl'etres ou 
interpretes SaCl'eS, les hakimim ou savants,' peut-etre les 
medecins; les khartumim, ou magiciens, les asaphim, ou 
theologiens j et enfin les kasdim et les gazrim, c'est-a.-dire les 
Chaldeens, les astrologues proprement dits." . Rome, too, 
".had a very rich and complicated religious establishment II 
(1) the Pontiffs, Augurs, etc.; (2) the Rex Sacrificulus, the 
Sacrificers, and the Vestal Virgins j (3) Salii and }'etiales; 
(4) Curiones j (5) Brotherhoods. And it was so with the 
Mexican priests. "Some were t1:> e sacrificers, others the 
diviners j some were the composers of hymns, others those 
who sung. • • • Some priests had the charge of keeping the 
temple clean, some took care of the ornaments of the altars j 
to others belonged the. instructing of youth, the correctillg 
of the calendar, the ordering of festivals, and the care of 
mythologic'al paintings." 

Where, instead of coexisting religions with their priest
hoods which we find in most compound societies produced by 
war in early stages. we have an invading religion which. 
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monotheistic in theory, cannot recognize or tolerate other 
religions, there still, as it spreads, arises an organization 
aimilar in its centralization and specialization to those jusL 
contemplated. Describing the development of Church-govern
ment in EUl"()P~ M. Guizot says :-

.. The bishop was, originally, the inlJ}lOC-tor, the chief of the religious 
oongregation of ea.ch town •••• When Christianity spread into the 
rural districts, the mnnicipal bishop no longer sufficed. Then appeared 
the chorepisoopi, or rural bishops • • • the rural districts once 
Christian, the chorepiscopi in their turn no longer sufficed • • • 
each Christian agglomeration at all oonsiderable became a parish, 
and had a priest for its religious head • • • originally parish priests 
acted absolutely only as representatives, as delegates o~ the bishops, 
Alld not in virtue of their own right. The union of all the agglome
rated parishee around a town, in a cirCumscription for a long time 
vague and variable, formed the diocese. After a certain time, and 
in order to bring more regularity and completeness into the reIa.
tions of the diocesan clergy, they formed a small association of many 
parishee under the name of the rural chapter. • •• At a later period 
many rural chaptel'8 were united • • • under the nnme of diBtrict, 
which Willi directed by an archdeacon ••• the dioces.'Ul organization 
was then complete. • • • All the dioceses in the civil province formed 
the ecclesiastical province, under the direction of the metropolitan or 
a:chbishop." 

Fully to understand this development of ecclesiastical 
orga~ation, it is needful to glance at the process by which 
it was effected, and to observe how the increasing integration 
necessitated the increasing differentiation. 

"During a great part of this [the second] century, the Christian 
churches were independent on each other, nor were they joined 
together by association, confederacy, ()r any other bonds, but those of 
charity. • • • But, in process of time, all the Christian chul'<:hes of a 
province were formed into one Jarge ecclesiastical body, which, like 
confederate states, assembled at certain tiruee in order to deliberate 
about the cpmmon interests .of the whole. ••• These councila ••• 
changed the whole face of the church, and gave it a new form j for by 
them the ancient privileges of the people were considerably dimi
nished, and the power and authority of the bishops greatly augmented. 
The humility, indeed, and prudence of these pious prelates prevented 
their assuming all at once the power with which they were afterward 
invested. ••• But they soon changed this humble tone, imperceptibly 
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extended the limits of their lLuthority, turned their" inflilence into 
dominion, and their counsels into laWs. ••• "Another effect of these 
~ouncils was, the gradual abolition of that perfect equality, which 
reigned among all bishops in the primitive times. For the order anti 
decency of these assemblies required, that some one of the provincial 
bishops met in council, should be invested with a silperior aegree of 
power and authority; and hence the rights of Metropolitans derive 
their origin. • • • The universal church had now the appearance of one 
vast republic formed by a combination of a great number of little 
states. This occasioned the creation of a new order of ecclesiastics, 
who were appointed, in different parts of the world, as heads of the 
church ..•• Such was the nature and office of the patriarchs, among 
whom, at length, ambition, being arrived at its most insolent period, 
formed a new dignity, investing the bishop of Rome, and his successors, 
with the title and authority of prince"of Patriarchs." 

To complete the conception it needs only to add that,' 
while there was going on this centralization of the higher 
offices, there was going on a minuter differentiation of the 
lower. Says Lingard, speaking of the Anglo-Saxon clergy
"These ministers were at first.con1J.ned to the three orders of bishops, 
priests, and deacons: but in proportion as the number of proselytes 
increased, the services of additional but subordinate officers were 
required: and we soon meet, in the more. celebrated churches, with 
Bubdeacons, lectors or· cantors, exorcists, acolythists, and ostiarii or 
door-keepers. ••• .All these were ordained, with appropriate forms, by 
the bishop." 

§ 620. Among leading traits in the development of eccie
siastical institutions, have to be added the rise and establish
ment of monasticism. 

For the origin of" ascetic practices, we must once more go 
back to the ghost-theory, and to certain resulting ideal'! and 
acts common among the uncivilized (§§ 103 and 140). There 
are the mutilations and blood-Iettings at funerals; there are 
the fastings consequent on sacrifices of animals and food at 
the grave; and in some cases there are the deficiencies of 
clothing which follow the leaving of dresses (always of the 
best) for the departed. Pleasing the dead is therefore 
inevitably associated in thought with pain borne by the 

"living. This connexion of ideas grows most marked where 
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the ghost to be propitiated is that of I"ome ruling man, 
notorious for his greediness, his love of bloodshed, and, in 
many cases, his appetite for human flesh. To such a ruling 
man, gaining power by conquest, and becoming a much-feared 
god after his decease, there arise propitiatory ceremonies 
which entail severe sufferings. Rence where, as in ancient 
:Mexico, we find cannibal deities to whom multitudes. or 
human victims were sacrificed; we also find that there were, 
among priests and others, self-mutilations of serious kinds, 
frequent self-bleedings, self-whippings, prolonged fasts, etc. 
The incidental but conspicuous trait of such actions, 
usurped in men's minds the place of the essential but less 
obtrusive trait. Sufferings llaving been the concomitants of 
sacrifices made to ghosts and gods, there grew up the 
notion that submission to these concomitant sufferings was 
itself pleasing to ghosts and gods; and eventually, that the 
bearing of gratuitous sufferings was pleasing. All oveJ,' the 
world, ascetic practices have thus originated. 

This, however, is not the sole origin of ascetic practices. 
They have been by all peoples adopted for thc purpose of 
bringing on .. hose abnormal mental states which are sup
posed to imply either possession by spirits, or communion 
with spirits. Savages fast that they may have dreams, and 
oLtain the supernatural guidance which they think dreams 
give to them; and especially among medicine-men, and those 
in training to become such, there is abstinence and submission 
to various privations, with the view of producing the 
maniacal excitement which they, and those around, mistake 
for inspiration. Thus arises the belief that by persistent self
mortifications, tllere may be obtained an in-dwelling divine 
spirit; and the 'ascetic consequently comes to be regarded as 
a holy man.-

• It is curious to observe how this primit.ive idea still holds its ground. 
In Dlunt's EccleaiaIJtic Dictioll4,,!/ there is a laudatory description af tllO 

prophet Daniel, as .. using his ascetic practices as a special means of attaining 
Divine light ," the writer being apparently ignorant that medicine·men al 
over the world, have ever been doin~ the ~e thing with the swne intent. 
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Led into his moae of life by the two-fold belief that 
voluntary submission to pain 11leases God, and that morti
fications of the flesh bring inspiration, the ascetic makes his 
appearance among the devotees of every religion which 
reaches any considerable development. Though there is 
little reference to permanent anchorites in ancient American 
societies, we are tolq of temporary religious retirements; as 
in Guatemala, where the high-priest, who was in some cases 
the king, fasted" four, or even eight, months in seclusion;" 
and as in Peru, where the Yncas occasionally lived in solitude 
and fasted. Among the religions of the old world, Buddhism, 
Judaism. Christianity, and l\Iohammetanism, have all fur
nished numerous examples. Biblical history shows that" in 

. times anterior to the Gospel, prophets and martyrs • in sheep
skins and goatskins,' wandered over mountains and deserts, 
and dwelt in caves." This discipline of separateness and 
abstinence, indicated as early as the days of Moses in the 
"vow of a Nazarite," and shown by the EsStllleS to be still 
existing in later times, reappeared in the discipline of the 
Christian hermits, who were the first monks or solitaries: 
the two words being originally equivalent. These grew 
numerous during the persecutions of the third century, when 
their retreats became .refuges. 
"From tha.t time to the reign of Constantine, monachism WIIS con
fined to the hermits, or a.nchorets, living in private cells in the wilder
ness. But when Pachomius had erected monasteries in Egypt, other 
countries presently followed the example, and so the monastic life came 
to its full maturity in the church." . 
Or, as Iingard describes the process :-
"Wherever there dwelt a monk [a recluse] of superior reputation 
for sa.nctity, the desire of profiting by his advice and example induced 
others to fix their habitations in his neighbourhood: he became their 
Abbas or spiritual father, they his voluntary subjects: and the group 
of separate cells which they formed around him was known to others 
by the name of his monastery." 

Thus, beginning as usual in a dispersed unorganized form, 
nnll progressing to small clusters such as those of the 
Coonobites in Egypt, severally governed by a superior with a 
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ftteward, mona.c;tic bodies, growing common, at the same time 
acquired definite organizations; and by-and-by, as in the 
case of the Benedictines, came to have a common rule or 
mode of government and life. Though in their early days 
monks were regarded as men more holy than the clergy, they 
did not exercise clerical functions; but in the fifth and sixth 
centuries they acquired some of these, and in so doing became 
subject to bishops: the result being a long struggle to main
tain independence on the one side and to enforce authority 
on the other, which ·ended in practical incorporation with the 
Church. 

Of course there thus arose a further complication of the 
ecclesiastical hierarchy, which it will be sufficient just to 
note without dcscribing in detail 

§ 621. For present purposes, indeed, no further account of 
ecclesiastical hierarchies is needed. We 8.re here concerned 
only with the general aspects of their evolution. -

Examination discloses a relation between ecclesiastIcal and 
political governments in respect of degree. Where there is 
but little of the one there is but little of the other; and in 
Eocieties wllich llave developed a highly coercive secular rule 
there habitually exists a highly coercive religious rule. 

It has been shown that growing from a common root, and 
having their structures slightly differentiated in early societies, 
the political and ecclesiastical organizations long continue to 
be distinguished very imperfectly. 

Tllis intimate relationship between the two forms of 
regulation, alike in their instrumentalities and in their 
extents, has a moral origin. Extreme submissiveness of 
nature fosters an extreme development o~ both the political 
and religious controls. Contrariwise the growth of the agencies 
effecting such controls, is kept in check by the sentiment of 
independence; which while it resists the despotism of living 
rulers is Imfavourable to extreme self-abasement in pro
pitiation of deities. 
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While the body which maintains the observances of a cult 
grows in mass, it also increases in structure; and whether 
the cult is an indigenous or an invading one, there hence 
results a hierarchy of sacerdotal functionaries analogous in 
its general principles of organization to the graduated system 
of political functionaries. In the one case as in the other 
the differentiation, setting out from a state in which power 
is distributed with approximate uniformity, advances to a 
state in which, while the mass becomes entirely subordinate, 
the controlling agency displays within itself a subordination 
of the many to the few and to the oue. 



CHAPTER IX. 

A..,( ECCLESIASTICAL SYSTEM AS A SOCIAL :BOND. 

§ 622. ONCE more we must return to the religious idea and 
the religious sentiment in their rudimentary forms, to find an 
explanation of the part played by ecclesias.tical systems in 
social development. 

Though ancestor-worship has died outf there survive 
among . us certain of the conceptio~s and feelings appro
priate to it, and cel'tain resulting observances, which enable 
us to understand. its original effects, and the original effects 
of those cults immediately derived from it. I refer more 
especially to the behaviour of descendants after the death 
of a parent or grand-parent. Three traits, of which we shall 
presently see the sib'llificance, may be noted. 

When a funeral takes place, natural affection and usage 
supporting it, prompt the assembling of the family or clan: 
of children especially, of other relations to a considerable 
extent, and in a measure of friends. All, by taking part in 
the ceremony, join in that expression of respect which 
constituted the on.,ofual worship and still remains a qualified 
form of worship. The burial of a progenitor consequently 
becomes an occas'ion on which, more than on any other, there 
is a revival of the thoughts and feelings appropriate. tQ rela
tionship, and a strengthening of the bonds among kindred. 
; An incidental result which is. still more significant, not 
unfrequently occurs. If antagonisms among members of .the 
family exist, they· are not allowed to show themselves. 
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Being possessed by a common sentiment towards the dead, 
and in so far made to sympathize, those who have been at 
enmity have their animosities to some extent mitigated; and 
not uncommonly reconciliations are effected. So "that beyond 
a strengthening of the family-group by the gathering 
together of its members, there is a strengthening of it caused 
by the healing of breaches. 

One more co-operative influence exists. The injunctions 
of the deceased are made known; and when these have 
reference to family-differences, obedience to them furthers 
harmony. Though it is true that directions concerning the 
distribution of property often initiate new quarrels, yet h 
respect of pre-existing quarrels, the known wish of the 
dying man that they should be ended, is influential iu 
causing compromise or forgiveness; and if there has been a. 
desire on his part that some particular course or policy shoultl 
be pursued after his death, this desire, even orally expressed, 
tends very much to become ~ law to his descendants, and so' 
to produce unity of action among them. 

If in our days these influences still have considerablo 
power, they must have had great power in days when 
there was a vivid conception of ancestral ghosts as liable to 
be made angry - by disregard of' their wishes, and able to 
punish the disobedient. Evidently the family-cult in primi
tive times, must have greatly tended to maintain the family 
bond: alike by causing periodic assemblings for sacrifice, by 
repressing dissensions, and by producing conformity to the 
sll.me injunctions. 

Rising as we do from the ordinary father to the patriarch 
heading numerous families, propitiation of whose ghost is 
imperative on all of them, and thence to some head of 
kindred clans who, leading them to conquest, becomes after 
death a local chief god, above all others feared and obeyed j 
we may expect to find in the cults everywhere derived from 
ancestor-worship, the same influence which ancestor-wt:'rship 
in its simple original form shows us. We shall not be 
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disappointed. Even: concerning peoples so rude as the 
Ostyaks, we find the remark that .. the use of the same 
consecrated spot, or the same priest, is also a bond of union; " 
an!i higher races yield still clearer evidence. Let us study it 
under the heads above indicated. 

§ 623. The original tribes of the Egyptians, inhabiting 
areas which eventually became the nomes, were severally 
held together by special worships. The central point ill each 
" was always, in the first place, a temple, about which a city 
became formed." And since "some animals, sacred in one 
province, were held in abholTence in another"-since, as we 
have seen, the animal-naming of ancestral chiefs, revered 
within the tribe but hated beyond it, naturally originated 
this; we have reason for concluding that each local bond 
of union was the worship of an original ancestor-god. 

Early Greek civilization shows_ like influences at work; 
and records enable us to trace them to a higher stage. 
Grote writes-
.. The sentiment of fraternity, between two tribes or villages, first 
manifested itself by sending a sacred legation or Theliria to offer 
sacrifice at each other's festivals and to partake in the recreations 
which followed. 'I • '. • "Sometimes this tendency to religious frd.ternity 
took a form called an .A.mphiktyony, different from the common festival 
A certain number of towns entered into an exclusive religious partner
ship, for the celebration of sacrifices periodically to the god of a 
particular temple, which was supposed to be the common property and 
under the common protection of all q 

Then concerning the most important of these unions, we read 
in Curtius-
"All Greek collective national names attach themselves to particular 
sanctuaries: these are the centres of union, and the starting-poinU; of 
history. • •• In this respect Apollo, as the god of the Thessalian 
.A.mphictyony, may be said to be the founder olthe common nationality 
of the Hellenes, and the originator of Hellenic history." 

If with this we join the further significant fact that "the 
Dorians • • . even called Dorns, the ancestor of their race, 
a son of Apollo, and recognized in the spread of the worship 

. : 7 
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'of the latter their proper mission in history;·j the filiation 
of this l'eligious development upon ancestor-worship becomes 
manifest. And since the periodic gatherings for sacrifice 
initiated the Amphictyonic council, the statutes of which 
" had their origin in the Apolline religion," and were regarded 
~t~ respect by the separate Grecian states cc in all matters 
touching on rights common to all;" we have clear proof that 
the 'federal bond originated in a common worship. 

The like happened in Italy. Concerning the Etruscans. 
Mommsen says-CC Each of these leagues consisted of twelve 
communities, which recognized a metropolis, especially for 
purposes of worship, and a federal head or !'ather a high
priest." It was ~hus with the Latins too. .Alba was the 
chief place of the Latin league; and it was also the place at 
which the tribes forming the league assembled for their 
religious festivals: such union as existed among them was 
sanctified by a cult in which all joined. A kindred fact 
is alleged of ancient Rome. "The oldest constitution of 
Rome is religious throughout," says Seeley. "Institutions 
suggested by naked utility come in later, and those which 
they practically supersede are not abolished, but formally 
retained on account of their religious character." 

Though generally in such cases the need for joint defence 
against external enemies is the cbief prompter to federation; 
yet in each case the federation formed is deterniincd by that 
community of sacred rites which from time to time brings 
the dispersed divisions of the same stock together, and keeps 
alive in them the idea of a common origin as well as the 
sentiment appropriate to it. 

Though Christendom 110.8 not exemplified in any consider
able degree a like consolidating eftect-though its worship, 
being an adopted one, has not supplied that bond which 
results where the worship is of some great founder of the 
tribe or traditional god of the race; yet it can hardly be 
questioned that unity of creed and ceremony has to some 
extent served as an integrating principle. Though Christian 
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brotherhood has not been much displayed among Chri..'1tian 
peoples, still, it has not been absolutely a mere name. Indeed 
it is manifest that since similarity of thought and sympathy 
of feeling mnst further harmony by diminishing reasons for 
difference, agreement in religion necessarily favours union. 

§ 624. Still more clearly shown is the parallelism between 
lluspension of family animosities at funerals, and temporary 
cessation of hostilities between clans on occasions of common 
l'eligions festivals. 

.Already in § 144 I have pointed out that among some of 
the' uncivilized, burial places of chiefs become sacred, to the 
'extent that fighting in them is forbidden: one of the results 
being the initiation of sanctuaries. Naturally an interdict 
against quarrels at burial-places, or sacred places where 
sacrifices are to be made, tends to become an interdict against 
quarrelS with those who are going there to sacrifice.' The 
Tahitian~ -dould not molest an enemy who came to make 
offerings to the national idol; and among the Chibchas 
pilgrims to Iraca (Sogamoso) were protected by the religious 
character of the country even in time of war. These cases 
at once recall cases from ancient European history. Of the 
tribes which originated the Roman civilization, we read
$I There are, however, indications that during the Latin 
festival [sacrifices to Jupiter], jnst as was the case during the 
iestivals of the Hellenic leagues, 'a truce of God' was 
-c>bserved throughout all Latium." And the instance with 
which Mommsen here makes a comparison, being much more 
£ipecific, is particularly instructive. First serving to regulate 
the worship of a deity common to all, and to' maintain a 
temporary peace among worshippers, the AnIphictyonic 
eouncil served to guarantee "a safe and inviolate transit 
even through hostile Hellenic states" to the sacrifices and to 
the games which became associated with them. And here 
from the temporary suspensions of antagonisms came 
secondary effects furthering union. 

7-2 
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"The festivals of the gods thus worshipped in common were 
national festivals. From the system of festivals it was only a step to a 
common calendar. A common purse was needed for the preservation 
of the buildings in which the worship was carried on, and for flll"llish
ing sacrifices; this made a common coinage necessary. The common 
purse and temple-treasures required administrators, for whose choice it 
was requisite to assemble, and whose administration of their office had 
to be watched by a representation of the federated tribes. In case of 
dispute between the Amphictyones, a judicial authority wa.'!\ wanted to 
preserve the common peace, or punish its violation in the Dame of the 
god. Thus the insiguificant beginning of common annual festivals 
gradually came to transform the whole of public life ; the constant carry
ing of arms was given up, intercourse was rendered safe, and the 
aanctity of temples and altars recognized. But the most important 
result of all was, that the members of the Amphictyony learnt to 
regard themselves as one united body against those standing outside it ; 
out of a number of tribes arose a nation, which required a common 
Dame to distinguish it,oand its political and religious system, fmm all 
other tribes." 

And that, little as it operated, acceptance of a common creed 
tended somewhat towards consolidation of European peoples, 
we see alike in the weekly suspensions of feudal fights under 
the influence of the Church, in the longer suspensions of 
larger quarrels under promise to the pope during the crusades 
and in the consequent combined action of kings who at 
other times were

o 

enemies; as shown by the fighting of 
Philip Augustus and Richard I. under the same banners. 

And then.beyond these various influences indirectly aiding 
consolidation, come the direct influences of judgments 
supposed to come from God through an inspired person
Delphian oracle or Catholic high-priest. ".As men of a 
privileged spiritual endowment" the priests of Delphi were 
"possessed of the capacity and mission of becoming in the 
name of their god the teachers and counsellors, in all matters, 
of the children of the land;" and obviously, in so far as their 
judgments concerning inter-tribal questions were respected, 
they served to prevent wars. In like manner belief in the 
pope as a inedium through whom the divine will was com
municated, tended in those who held it to cause subordina-
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tion to his decisions concerning international' disputes, and 
in so far to diminish the dissolving effects of perpetual 
conflicts: instance the acceptance of his arbitration by 
Philip Augustus and Richard I. under threat of ecclesiastical 
punishment; instance the maintenance of peace between the 
kings of Castile and Portugal by Innocent III. under penalty 
of excommunicn.tion; instance Eleanor's invocation-" has not 
,God given you the power to govern. nations;" instance the 
formal enunciation of the theory that the pope was supreme 
judge in disputes among princes. 

§ 625. No less clearly do the facts justify the analogy 
above pointed out between the recognized duty of fulfilling 
a deceased parent's wishes, and the imperative obligation of 
conforming to a divinely-ordained law. 

Twice in six months within my own small circle of friends, 
I have seen exemplified the subordination of conduct to the 
imagined dictate of a deceased person: the first example 
being yielded by one who, after long hesitation, decided to 
alter a house built by his father, but only in such way as he 
thought his father would have approved; the second being 
yielded by one who, not himself objecting to playa game on 
Sunday, declined because he thought his late wife would not 
have liked it. If in such cases supposed wishes of the 
dead become transformed into rules of conduct, much more 
must expressed injunctions tend t{) do this. And since 
maintenance of family-union is an end which such expressed 
injunctions are always likely to have in view-since the 
commands of the dying patriarch, or the conquering chief, 
naturally aim at prosperity of the clan or tribe he governed; 
the rules or laws which ancestor-worship originates, will 
usually be of a kind which, while intrinsi~ally' furthering 
social cohesion, further it also by producing ideas of obliga-
tion common to all. . 

Already in §§ 529-30 I have pointed out that, among' 
primitive men, the customs which stand in place of laws, 
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'embody the ideas and feelings of past generations; and, 
religiously conformed to as they are, exhibit the rule of the 
dead over the living. From usages ,of the Veddahs, the 
Scandinavians, and the Hebrews, I there drew evidence that 
in some cases the ghosts of the dead are appealed to for 
guidance in special emergencies; and I gave proof that, 
more generally, apotheosized men or gods are asked for 
directions: instances being cited from accounts of Egyptiaus, 
Peruvians, Tahitians, Tongans, Samoans, Hebrews, and sundry 
.Aryan pe0p'les. Fur~er, it was shown that from particular 
commands answering special invocations, there was a transi
tion to general commands, passing into permanent laws: 
there being in the bodies of laws so derived, a mingling of 
regulations of all kinds-mcred, secular, public, domestic, 
personal Here let me add evidence reinforcing that before 
given. 

" Agriculture:was inculcated as a sacred duty upon the follower of 
Zoroaster, and he was taught that it was incumbent upon all who 
worshipped Ahuramasda to lead a settled life. . . • Everything that 
the Nomad was enjoined to avoid was thus inculcated, as a religious 
duty, upon the followers of Zoroaster. • • • The principles of Zoroaster, 
and of similar teachers, led to the federation of settled tribes, out of 
which arose the mighty empires of antiquity." 

Evidently bodies of laws regarded as supernaturally given 
by the traditional god of the race, originating in the way 
shown, habitually tend to restrain the anti-social actions of 
individuals towards one another, and to enforce concerted 
action in the dealings of the society with other societies: iu 
both ways conducing to social cohesion. 

§ 626. The general influence of Ecclesiastical Institutions 
is conservative in a double sense. In several ways they main
tain and Etrengthen social bonds, and so conserve the social 
aggregate; and they do this in large measure by conserving 
beliefs, £entiments, and usages which, evolved during 
earlier stages of the society, are shown by its survival t() 
have had an approximate fitness to the requirements, and are 
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likely still to have it in great measure. Elsewhere (Study oj 
Sociology, Chap. V) I have, for another purpose, exemplified 
the extreme resistance to change offered by Ecclesiastical 
Institutions, and this more especially in respect of all things. 
pertaining to the ecclesiastical organization itself. Here let 
me add a further series of illUstrations. 

The ancient Mexicans had" flint knives used in the sacri
fices." In San Salvador, the sacrificer had" a knife uf flint, 
with which he opened the breast of the victim." Among the 
Chibchas, again, when a boy was sacrificed, "they killed him 
with a reed knife;" and at the present time among the 
Karens, the sacrificial hog offered to deified ancestors, " is 
not killed with a knife or spear; but a sharpened bamboo is 
forced into it." In many other cases the implements used 
for sacred purposes are either surviving tools of thc most 
archaic types, or else of relatively ancient types; as in pagau 
nome where" down to the latest times copper alone might 
be used, e.!!. for the sacred plough and the shear-knife of the 

. priests," and where also an ancient dress was used during 
religious ceremonies. Among the N agas, the fire 
for roasting a sacrificed animal is "freshly kindled by means 
of rubbing together two dry pieces of wood;" and on like 
occasions among the Todas, "although fire may be readily 
procured from the Mand, a sacred fire is created by the 
rubbing of sticks." The Damaras keep a sacred fire always 
burning; and should this be accidentally extinguished" the 
fire is re-lit in the primitive way-namely, by friction." Even 
in EUl:ope there long continued a like connexio~ of ideas and 
practices. Says Peschel, speaking of the fire-drill, "this 
mode of kindling fire was retained till quite recently in 
Germany, for popular superstition attributed miraculous 
power to a fire generated by this ancient method;" and in 
the Western Isles of Scotland at the end of the seventeenth 
century, they still obtained fire for sacrificial purposes by the 
friction of wood in cases of plague and murrain. So 
is it with the form of speech. Beyond such examples as thlO 
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use 'of extinct tongues by Jews and by Roman Catholics' 
for religious services, and the retention of an ancient language, 
as a sacred language by the Copts, and the like use by , 
the Egyptian priests of an archaic type ,of writing, we 
have illustrations furnished by the uncivilized. Schoolcraft 
says of the Creeks that their old language (the Seminole) is 
"taught 'by women to the children as a kind of religiOl:s 
duty." In Dahomey, too, the priest" pronounce;; an allocu
tion in the unintelligible hierarchic tongue." .And the origin 
of Japanese Buddhism "is shown to this day in the repetition 
of prayers in an unknown language, and the retention of an 
Indian alphabet and writing-the Sanscrit or Devanagari
in all the religious works of Japan." This same 
tendency was variously exemplified among the Hebrews; as 
we see in the prescription of unhewn stone for altars 
(Exod. xx, 25-6), the use of unleavened bread for offerings 
(Judges, vi, 19-21), and the interdict on building a temple in 
place of the primitive tent and tabernacle alleged to have 
been the divine habitation in earlier days (2 Sam. vii, 4-6) . 
.And a like persistence was shown in Greece. Religious 
institutions, says Grote, .. often continued unaltered through
out all the political changes. " 

Of course while thus resisting changes of usage, ecclesi
astical functionaries have resisted with equal or greater 
strenuousness, changes of beliefs; since any revolution in the 
inherited body of beliefs, tends in some measure to shake all 
parts of it, by diminishing the general authority of ancestral 
teaching. This familiar aspect of ecclesiastical conservatism, 
congruous with the aspects ab(lve exemplified, it is needless 
to illustrate. 

§ 627. Again, then, the ghost-theory yields us the needful 
clue. As, before, we found that all religious observances may 
be traced back to funeral observances; so here, we find these 
influences which ecclesiastical institutions exert, have their 
germs in the influences exerted by the feelings entertained 
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tow!1rds the dead. The burial of a late parent is an occasion 
on which the members of the family gather together and 
become bound by a renewed sense of kinship; on which any 
antagonism among them is temporarily or permanently 
extinguished; and on which they are further united by being 
subject in common to the deceased man's wishes, and made, 
in so fa.r, to act in concert. The sentiment of filial piety th"u.s 
manifesting itself, enlarges in its sphere when the deceased 
man is the patriarch, or the founder of the tribe, or the 
hero of the race. But be it in worship of a god or funeral 
of a parent, we ever see the same three infl.uences
strengthening of union, suspension of hostilities, reinforce
ment of transmitted commands. In both cases the process 
of integration is in several ways furthered. 

Thus, looking at it generally, we may say that ecclesi
asticism stands for the principle of social continuity. Above 
all other agencies it is that which conduces to cohesion; not 
only between the coexisting parts of a nation, but also 
between its present generation and its past generations. In 
both ways it helps to maintain the individuality of the 
society. Or, changing somewhat the point of view, we may 
say that ecclesiasticism, embodying in its primitive form the 
rule of the dead over the living, and sanctifying in its more 
advanced forms the authority of the past over the present, 
has for its function to preserve in force the organized product 
of earlier experiences 'L'eTS~ the modifying effects of more 
recent_ experiences. Evidently this organized product of past 
experiences is not without ·credentials. The life of the society 
has, up to the time being, been maintained under it; and 
hence a perennial reason for resistance to deviation. If we 
consider that habitually the chief or ruler, propitiation of 
whose ghost originates a local cult, acquired his position 
through successes of one or other kind, we must infer that 
obedience to the commands emanating from him, and main
tenance of the usages he initiated, is, on the average of cases, 
conducive to social prosperity so long as conditions remain 
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the same; and that therefore this intense conservatism of 
ecclesiastical institutions is not without a justification. 

Even irrespective of the relative fitness of the. inherited 
cult to the inherited social circumstances. there is an advan
tage in. if not indeed a necessity for. acceptance of traditional 
beliefs. and consequent conformity to the resulting customs 
and rules. For before an assemblage of men can become 
organized. the men must be held together. and kept ever 
in presence of the conditions to which they have to become 
adapted; and that they may be thus hE:ld. the coercive 
influence of their traditional beliefs must be strong. So 
great are the obstacles which the anti-social traits of the 
savage (§§ 33-38) offer to that social cohesion which is 
the first condition to social progress. that he can be kept 
within tbe needful bonds only by a sentiment prompting 
absolute submission-submission to secular rule reinforced 
by that sacred rule which is at first in unison with it. And 
hence. as I have before pointed out. the truth that in what
eyer place arising-Egypt. Assyria. Peru. :Mexico. China
social evolution throughout all its earlier stages has been 
accompanied not only by extreme subordination to living 
kings, but also by elaborate worships of the deities originating 
from dead kings. 



CHAPTER X. 

THE MILITARY FUNCTIONS OF PRIESTS. 

§ 628 . .AMONG the many errors which result from carrying _ 
hack advanced ideas and sentiments to the interpretation 
of primitive institutions, few are greater than that of asso
ciating priestly functions with actions classed as high in kind, 
and dissociating them from brutal and savage actions. Did 
not men's prepossessions render them impervious t~ 

evidence, even their Bible readings might raise doubts; and 
wider readings would prove that among mankind at large, 
priests have displayed and cultivated not the higher but 
rather the lower passiuns of .humanity. 

We at once see that this must be so, when we remember 
that instead of deities conceived as possessing all perfections. 
moral and intellectual, most peoples have had deities con
ceived as possessing ferocious natures, often in no way 
distinguished from the diabolical Of the ancient Mexicans 
we read that their" I>rinces sent to one another to prepare 

_ for War, because. their Gods demanded something to eat;" 
and that their armies "fought, only endeavouring to take 
Prisoners, that they might have Men to fedd. those Gods." 
According to Jackson, the Fijian priests told those around 
"that bloodshed and war, and everything connected witIl 
them, were acceptable to their gods." Though Pindar 
repudiates the ascription of cannibalism to the Greek gods, 
yet the narrative of Pausaniaa shows that even in his day, 
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human victims were occasionally sacrificed to Zeus; and the 
fliad tacitly ascrihes to the Greek gods natures lower than 
it ascribes to men; lying, treachery, blood-thirstiness, 
adultery, are without palliation attributed to them. The 
fact that they took part in the battles of the men with whom 
they respectively sidcd, reminds us of the Assyrians, among 
whom also diJ:ect divine aid in fighting was alleged. Says 
an inscription of Esarhaddon;-

~'Ishtar queen of war and battle, who loves my piety, stood by my 
side. She broke their bows. Their line of btttle in her rage she de
stroyed. To their army she spoke thus; 'An unsparing deity am I.' " 

And kindred traits are directly or tacitly ascribed to the 
priJnitive Hebrew god. I do not refer only to sacrifices of 
human victims, or to such phrases as "the Lord is a man of 
war," and "God himself is with us for our captain" (2 Chron. 
xiii, 12); but I refer more particularly to the indiscriminaro 
slaughter said to be ordered by God, and to the fact that a 
religious war is assumed to be naturally a bloody war; 
instance the statement in 1 Chron. v, 22-" there fell down 
many slain, because the war was of God." AU which divine 
traits, attributed by early historic peoples as well as by 
existing barbarians, lire accounted for when we remember 
that mythologies, which habitually describe 'battles among 
the gods for supremacy, are but transfigured accounts of 
struggles among primitive rulers, in which the stronger, more 
blood-thirsty, and more unscrupulous, usually prevailed. 

Fully to understand the original connexion between 
military deeds and religious duties, we must recollect that 
when gods are not supposed to be active participators in 
the battles commanded or countenanced by them, they are 
supposed to be present in representative idols, or in certain 
equivalents for idols. Everywhere we find parallels to 
the statement made by Cook, that the Sandwich Islanders 
carry their war-gods with them to battle. Among the 
anci('nt :M:exicans when meeting a foe, "the priests with 
their idols marched in the front." Certain of the Yucatanese 
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had "idols, which they adored as gods of battles ..•. They 
carried these when they went to fight the Chinamitas, their 
neighbours and mortal foes." Of the Cllibchas Herrera 
referring to private idols, says-" So great was their 'Devotion: 
that whithersoever they went, the Idol was carry'd, holding 
it with one Arm and fighting with the other in their Battles." 
N:or has it been otherwise in the old world. The account in 
2 Samuel, v, 21, shows that the Philistines carried their 
images of the gods with them when fighting; and the ark, 
regarded by the Hebrews as a residence of J ahveh, was taken 
out to war not unfrequently (2 Samuel, xi). Indeed in 
1 Samuel, iv, we read that the Hebrews, having been defeated 
by the Philistines, sent for the ark that it might save them; 
" and when the ark of the covenant of the Lord came into 
the camp, all Israel shouted with a great shout, so that the 
earth rang again. • • • And the Philistines were afraid, for 
they said, God is come into the camp." Moreover, on calling 
to mind the sacrifices habitually made before and after, and 
sometimes during, battles by uncivilized and semi-civilized 
peoples, we are further shown how close has been the 
connexion between killing enemies and pleasing deities. 

Priests being the official propitiators of deities, the 
corollary is obvious. While often restrainers from wars 
with tho~e of the same blood, they are originally stimu
lators to wars with those of other bloods worshipping other 
deities. Thus, concerning the Mexicans above referred to, 
who fought to provide victims for their gods, we read 
that" when the Priests thought fit, they went to the Kings, 
and told them, they. must remember the Idols who, were 
starving with Hunger." The Assyrian priests had further 
motives. "They lived on the revenues of the temples .... 
were. directly interested in war, as a portion of the spoil 
was dedicated to the temples." But without multiplying 
instances, it will suffice to recall the fact that even among 
the Hebrews, while king a:ld people were in some cases 
inclined to show clemency, priests insisted upon ehe'rem-
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merciless indiscriminate slaughter; and Samuel" cried unto 
the Lord all night" because Saul, though he had "utterly 
destroyed" the Amalekites, had not killed their king and all 
their cattle: reminding us of the Fijian who, not having 
done his utmost in slaying, worked himself into a "religious 
frenzy," calling out continually" the god is angry with me." 

This preliminary brief sUrvey" prepares us to find that in 
early stages of social evolution, along with sacerdotal func
tions go military functions. Let us look at these under 
their leading aspects. 

§ 629. The truth that in the normal order the chief, 
who is originally the greatest warrior, is also the primitive 
priest, implies union of military and sacerdotal functions in 
the same person. At first the head fighter is the head 
propitiator of the gods. The frescoes and inscriptions of 
Egypt and Assyria, presenting the king as at once leader in 
war and leader in worship, illustrate a connexion habitually 
found. 

This connexion is even closer than at first appears; for 
among the most important sacrifices made by kings to gods, 
are those made on the 'eve of battle to gain divine favour, or 
after victory in token of thanks. That is to say, the king 
discharges his function of religious propitiiltor in .the mol( 
conspicuous way, at the time when his military headship 
is exercised in the most conspicuous way. 

'Vith but small modification, this connexion of func
tions is occasionally shown where the leadership in war is 
not exercised by the ruling man or body, but" by an 
appointed geileral; for in such cases genel'als assume 
priestly functions. 1'he Mexicans furnished an instance. 
The office of high-priest" involved. almost always, the duties 
of Tlacochcalcatl. or commander-in-chief of the army." 
So was it with the ancient civilized peoples of Europe. At 
Rome ... before setting out on an expedition, the" army being 
assembled, the general l'epeated prayers and offered a sacri-
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ficc. The custom was the same at Athens and at Sparta." 
To which we may add that, among the Romans, "the army 
in the field was the image of the city, and its religion 
followed it:" the sacred hearth was perpetually burning, there 
were augurs and diviners, and king or commander sacrificed 
before and after battle. And, indeed, the priestly function of 
the Roman commander was such that in some cases he paid 
more attention to sacrificing than to fighting. 

Nor does the community end here. Beyoud this union of 
military functions with sacerdotal functions in leaders,· there 
occur among the uncivilized, cases in which active paris in 
fighting are taken by priests. Concerning the Tahitians, 
whose" chiefs and priests were often among the most famous 
boxers and wrestlers," Ellis says that "the priests were 
not exempted from the battle, they bore arms, and marched 
with the warriors to the combat." Presently we shall have 
to note that parallels have been furnished where they might 
least be expected. 

§ 630. After recognizing the fact that at the outset, active 
ecclesiastical headship is united with active military head
ship; and after recognizing the fact that throughout later 
stages these two headships remain nominally united with 
headship of the state; we may go on to observe that very 
soon, priests usually cease to be direct participators in war, 
and become indirect participators only. 

During times when the characters of medicine-man -and 
priest &xe vaguely represented in the person of one who 
is supposed to have power over, or influence with, super
natural beings, we see foreshadowed the advising and" 
administrative functions of priests in war. The Dakotahs 
show this kind of action in its rudest form . 

.. The war chiefs often get Bome of the priests or jugglers to make 
war for them. In fact, any of the jugglers can make a. war-party when 
they choose." 

Then among the Ah!pones the ruedicine-man--
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,II teaches ihem the place, time, and manner proper for attacking 
wild beasts or the enemy. On an approaching combat, he rides round 
the ranks, striking the airwith a palm bough, and with a fierce counte
nance, threatening eyes, and a.1l'ected gesticulations, imprecates evil OD 

their enemies." 

And we are told that among the Khonds-
"The priest, who in no case bears arms, gives the signal to engage 
after the latter offering, by flourishing an axe in the air, and shouting 
Cilcow'agement to defiance." 

To raise the courage of the soldiers by hopes of help from 
the gods, was in like manner a function of the priest among 
Spartans. 

"Every expedition and every council of war was preceded by a 
sacrifice. A priest, called the fire-bearer (.flJPq,&pos), carried before the 
army a burning brand, which was kept always alight, taken from th~ 
altar in Sparta on which the king had offered sacrifice to Zeus 
Agetor." 

And the Hebrews similarly availed themselves of the 
agency· of the priest in promising supernatural aid; as 
witness Deuteronomy, xx, 1--4. .. 

" And it shall be, when ye are come nigh unto the battle, that the 
priest shall approach and speak unto the people, And shall say unto 
them, 0 Israel, ye approach this day unto battle a.,ooaiust your enemies : 
let not your hearts faint, fear not, aud do not tremble, neither be ye 
terrified because of them; for the Lord your God is he that goeth with 
10U to fight for you a.,lT3inst your enemies, to save you." 

In some cases of which I have notes, the functions of the 
pl'iests who accompanied the armies, are not specified. On 
the Gold Coast, where .. war is never undertaken by kings or 
states without consulting the national deities," the "fetish
men accompany the warriors to the field." And Herrera 
describes the armies of the Yucatanese as having" two Wings 
and a Center, where the Lord and the High Priest were." 
But the military functions of the priest during active war, 
are in other cases somewhat different. Among the primitive 
Germans-
"The maintenance of discipline in the field as in the council was 
left in great measure to the priests; they took the auguries and gave 
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the signal for onset, they alone had power to visit with legal punish~ 
ment, to bind or to beat." 

In yet other cases the functions discharged are more exclu
si vely of the, kind called religious. The Samoans took a. 
priest "to battle to pray for his people and curse the 
enemy." In New Caledonia, "the priests go to battle, but 
sit in the distance,jasting and praying for vi,ctory." Among 
the Comanches the supplicatory function was performed 
before going to war., "The priesthood," says Schoolcraft. 
"appear to exercise no influence in their general govern
ment, but, on -war being declared, they exert their in
fluence with the-Deity." And in this conception of their 
office it seems that Christian priests agree with the priests of 
the Comanches; as witness the following prayer directed to 
be used by the Archbishop of Canterbury at the commence-
ment of the late war in EgYPt. -

.. 0 Almighty God, whose power no creature is able to resist, keep, 
we beseech Thee, our soldiers and sailors who have now gone forth to 
war, that they, being armed with Thy defence, may be preserved ever· 
more from all perils, to glorify Thee, who art the only giver of all 
victory, through the merits of Thy only Son, Jesus Christ our Lord. 
Amen." 

A noteworthy difference, however" being that whereas the 
priest among pagans in general, seekS some sign of divin,1:: 
approval as a. first step, the Christian priest assumes that' he 
has this approval; even though the case be that of attacking 
a people who are trying to throw off an intolerable tyranny; 

Besides being diract or indirect aiders in battle, priests 
are in other cases relied on for, military . management, or 
appealed to for guidance. In Africa among the Eggarahs, a 
priest ,( officiates as minister of war." Of the ancient 
Mexicans we read-" The high-prie3ts were the oracles 
whom the kings consulted in all the most important affairs 
of the, state, and no war was ever undertaken without their 
approbation." Prescott speaks of the Peruvian priests as 
giving advice ill matters of war; and Torquemada says that 
in Guatemala the priests had decisive authority on war 

8 
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questions. In San Salvador, too, the high-priest and his 
subordinates, after seeking supernatural knowledge, "called 
together the cazique and war chief, and advised them of 
the approach of their enemies, and whether they should 
go to meet them." And the like happened among the 
Hebrews. I Kings, xxii,. tells us of consultations with the 
prophets concerning the propriety of a war, and especially 
with one of them:-

"So he [Micaiah] came to the king. And the king said unto him. 
Micaiah, shall we go against Ramoth-gilead to battle, or shall we 
forbear 1 And he answered him, Go, and prosper: for the Lord shall 
deliver it into the hand of the king." 

§ 631. Anyone simple enough to suppose that men's 
professed creeds determine their courses of conduct, might 
infer that nations which adopted Christianity, if not deterred 
from war by their' nominally-accepted beliefs, would at least 
limit the functions of their priests to those of a religious 
kind, or at any rate, a non-militant kind. He would, be 
quite wrong however. 

The fact is familiar that Christian Europe throughout 
many centuries, saw priests taking as active parts in war 
as do priests among some extant savages. In the seventh 
century in France, bishops went to battle; and "by the 
middle of the eighth century regular military service on the 
part of the clergy was already fully developed:" "under 
Charles Martel it was common to see bishops and clerks 
bearing arms." Says Guizot concerning the state of the 
church at this period, the bishops "took part in the national 
warfare; nay more, they undertook. from time to time, 
expeditions of violence and rapine al;ain::t their neighbours 
()n their own account." And in subsequent centuries 
Germany and France alike witnes:led the union of military 
leadership with ecclesiastical leadership. In Germany the 
spiritual head "was now a feudal baron; he was the ao
knowledged leader of the military forces in his dioceses.'· 
Writing of events in France, Orderic describes the priests 
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as leading their parishioners to battle, and the abbots their 
vassals, in 1094, and again in 1108; while in 1119 the 
bishops summoned the priests with their parishioners. Even 
after the. middle of the fifteenth 'century the Cardinal de 
BaIue mustered troops in Paris; and "the bishop, the heads 
of the university, the abbots, priors, and other churchmen," 
"appeared there with a certain number of men." Not until 
nearly the middle of the seventeenth century was there 
issued an edict which exempted the clergy from personal 
service in the armies. Even now, Christendom is not with
out an example of union between the man-slaying and soul
saving functions. It is remarked that the Montenegrins 
form "the only community now. in Europe governed by a 
military bishop;" and the Rev. W. Denton says" the priests 
carry arms, and • are generally good heroes,' the first at a 
gathering, the leaders of their flocks in war." 

To a direct participation in war exhibited by actual 
service in the army, must be added an indirect participation 
implied by administrative control of the fighting organizations. 
Cardinal Richelieu was director of both navy and army. 
Moreover, his policy "was the opening of a new era for 
France, an era of great and systematized warfare; " and he. 
I< in his Testament politique, recalls with pride the discipline 
he established in the army of Italy and among the troops 
which besieged La Rochelle. • They obeyed lilFe monks 
under arms.''' 

Now-a-days people have become unaccustomed to these 
connexions, and forget that they ever existed. The military 
anties of priests among ourselves have dwindled down to the 
consecration of flags, the utterances by army-chaplains of 
injunctions of forgiveness to men who are going to execute 
vengeance, joui.ed with occasional prayers to the God of love 
to bless aggressions, provoked or unprovoked. 

§ 632. Thus, contemplation of tacts supplied by all places 
and times, reverses that association of ideas which the facts 

8-2 
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. . . 
immediately around us produce. Recognizing the truth that 
the gods of savages and partially-civilized peoples, were 
originally ferocious chiefs and kings whose ghosts were 
propitiated by carrying out their aggressive or revengeful 

,projects; we see that. their official propitiators, so far from 
,being at first associated in doctrine and deed with the higher 
traits of human nature, were in both associated with the 
)ower. Hence the naturalness of that militancy which 
characterizes them in early stages. 

Under a more concrete form this union of the 'sacerdotal 
and belligerent characters, is shown by the fact that in the 
normal order of social evolution, the political head is at the 
'same time the leader in war and the leader in worship. 
Evidently the implication is' that these two functions, at 
'first united, can acquire separate agencies but gradually; 
,and that these. separate agencies inust long continue to show 
some community of character: a truth indicated by that 
nominal headship of the church and the army which the 
head of the state in many cases retains when actual head
ship has ceased. 

That other priests besides that head priest who is also 
head warrior, should take active parts in war, is therefore to 
be expected. We need feel no surprise on finding that in 
various barbarous societies they share in battle-sometimes 
as actual soldiers, at other times as inspiring prompters, at 
other times as advisers divinely enlightened; while occa
sionally they act as war ministers. 

Moreover this original relation is, as we see, not easily 
obliterated. The history of medireval Europe proves un
deniably that conditions which cause a great recrudescence 
of militancy, re-establish the primitive union of soldier and 
priest, notwitlanding a cult which forbids bloodshed
re-establish it 'ust as completely as though the cult were of 
the most sang inary kind. Only as war becomes less 
chronic, and the civilizing influences of peace begin to pre
dominate, does the priest lose his semi-warlike character. 
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Lastly, let us note that the differentiation of these two 
functions of fighting enemies and propitiating deities, which 
were originally joined with headship of the State, has gone 
furthest in those religious organizations which are separate 
from the State. Unlike the ministers of the established 
church, who ordinarily belong to families which furnish 
military and naval officers, and who, though not actively 
militant, have their militant sympathies occasionally in
dicated by the votes of bishops in. the House of Lords, 
dissenting ministers, derived from classes engaged in one or 
other form of industriaI"activity, ar~ the least militant of 
religious functionaries. 



CHAPTER XL 

THE CIVIL FUNCTIONS OF PRIESTS. 

§ 633. OF course where the head of the State, himself 
regarded as god-descended, plays the part of priest in pro
pitiating the ancestral gods, and, unlimited in his authority, 
carries his rule into all spheres, the union of civil functions 
with sacerdotal functions is complete. A good example of 
this condition in an early stage of social development, is 
furnished by the Polynesians. 
"ThiB system of civil polity, disjointed and ill adapted as it was to 
answer any valuable purpose, was closely interwoven with their sangui
nary system of idolatry, and sanctioned by the authority of the gods. 
The king was not only raised to the head of this government, but he 
was considered as a sort of vicegerent to those supernatural powers 
presiding over the invisible world. Human sacrifices were offered 
at his inauguration; and whenever anyone, under the influence of the 
loss he had sustained by plunder, or other injury, spoke disrespectfully 
of his person and administration, not only was his life in danger, but 
human victims must be offered, to cleanse the land from the pollution 
it was supposed to have contracted." 

Various extinct societies presented kindred fusions of civil 
with sacerdotal headships. In Assyria, where the king 
.. was either supposed to be invested with divine attributes, 
or was looked upon as a type of the Supreme Deity," and 
where" all his acts, whether in war or peace, appear to have 
been connected with the national religion, and were believed 
to be under the special protection and superintendence of 
the deity;" he, while civil head of the State, is represented 
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in the sculptures as the chief sacrmcer to the gods. The 
like connexion existed in ancient Egypt, in ancient Mexico, 
in ancient Peru; and in Japan, until recently, it continued 
to exist under a nominal form if not under a real form. 

Obviously this is the normal connexion in those societies 
which have preserved that primitive structure in which, along 
with a general ancestor-worship there has arisen a special 
worship of the founder of the conquering tribe, whose 
descendant is at once head propitiator of him, and inheritor 
of his civil headship along with his military headship. 

§ 634. This union, most conspicuous where the divine 
nature or divine descent of the king is an article of faith, 
continues also where he is believed to have divine sanction 
only. For habitually in such cases he is either nominal 
head or real head of the ecclesiastical· organization; and 
while ordinarily occupied with civil functions, assumes Oil 

grcat occasions sacerdotal functions. 
Where the religion is indigenous, this maintenance of the 

connexion is naturally to be expected; but we have proof 
. that even where the religion is an invading one, which 
suppresses the indigenous one, there is apt to be a re
establishment of the connexion. This is shown by the growth 
of the ecclesiastical organization throughout Europe. At first 
diffused and local, it advanced towards a centralized union 
of religious with civil authority. According to Bedollierre. 
during the fourth and fifth centuries in France, senators, 
governors of provinces, great proprietors, imperial officers, 
were elected bishops; and Gnizot writes that in the fifth 
century, .. the bishops and the priests became the princip8.I 
municipal magistrates." In· the codes of Theodosius and 
Justin~n are numerous regulations which remit municipal 
affairs to the clergy and ·the bishops. The jurisdiction of 
a bishop in Germany, beginning with his ·own clergy only, 
came to be by usage "extended to laymen, in cases where 
the duties of religion, the rights or discipline of the church. 
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were concerned; . and the execution of his decrees was 
confided to the care of the local courts." When, in the 
tenth century, by the growth of the· feudal system, bishops 
had become" temporal barons themselves, and were liable 
like the merest laymen, to military service, to the jurisdictio 
herilis, and the other obligations of the dignity;" they 
became ministers of justice like secular barons, with the 
exception only that they could not pronounce o! execute 
sentences of death. Similar~y in the twelfth century in 
England. 
" The prelates and abbots ••• were completely feudal nobles. They 
swore fealty for their lands to the king or other superior, received 
the homage of their vassals, enjoyed the same immunities, exercised 
the same jurisdiction, maintained the same authority as the lay lords 
among whom they dwelt." 

To all which facts we must join the fact that with this 
acquisition of local civil authority by local. ecclesiastics, 
there went the acquisition of a central civil authority, by the 
central ecclesiastic. The public and private actions of kings 
became in a measure subject to the c0ntrol of the pope j 

so that in the thirteenth century there had taken place 
a" conversion of kingdoms into spiritual fiefs." 

§ 635. We pass by a step, in many cases only nominal, 
from the civil functions of the priest as central or local 
ruler, to the civil function of tIle priest as judge only
as judge coexisting with. but separate from, the political. -
head. 

That devolution of the judicial function upon the priest
hood which often takes place in early. stages of social 
development, results from the idea that subordination to 
the deceased ruler who has become a god, is a higher 
obligation than subordination to. the living- ruler; and 
that those who, as priests, are in communication with the 
ghost of the deceased ruler, are channels for his commands 
and decisions, and are therefore the -proper judges. Henl:6 
VariOlL'3 facts which ~civilized and semi-civilized peoples 
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present. Of the Coast Negroes we read that I< in Badagry 
t.be fetish-priests are the sole judges of the people." In 
IIDcient Yucatan "the priests of the gods were so much 
venerated that they were the lords who inflicted punish
ments and assigned rewards." Already in § 525, when 
speaking of judicial systems, I have referred to the judicial 
functions of priests among the Gauls and Scandinavians. 
With more ancient peoples the like relation held for the 
like reason. Of the Egyptians we are told that-

.. Besides their religious duties, the priests fulfilled the important 
offices of judges [lEIian, Hist. Var., lib. xiv, Co 34] and legislators, 
as well as counsellors of the monarch; and the laws as among many 
other nations of the East [the Jews,.Moslems, and others], forming part 
of the sacred books, could only be administered by members of their 
order." 

Unlike as was originally the relation of the priest to 
the ruler throughout Christendom, yet when the Christian 
priest came eventually to be regarded, like the priests of 
indigenous religions, as divinely inspired, there arose a 
tendency to recognize his judicial authority. In the old 
English period the bishop had I< to assist in the administra
tion of justice between man and man, to guard against per
jury, and to superintend the administration of the ordeals." 
And this early participation with laymen in judicial 
functions afterwards became something like usurpation. 
Be;;inning as tribunals enforcing the discipIIDe of superio~ 
priests over inferior priests, ecclesiastical courts, both here 
and abroad, extended their range of action to cases in which 
clerical and lay persons were simultaneously implicated, and 
eventually made the actions of laymen also, subject to their 
decisions. At first taking cognizance of offences distin
guished as spiritual, these courts gradually extended the 
definition of such until in some places-
fl All testamentary and matrimonial questions-all matters relating 
to bankers, usurers, Jews, Lombard&-everything involving contracts 
and engagements UpOD oath-all cases arising out of the Crusades-the 
management of hospitals and other chari.table institutioll&-all charges 
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of sacrilege, perjury, incontinence," &0., fell under the "arbitration of 
the Church." 

And at the same time there had been developed a body 
of canon law derived from papal judgments. These encroach
ments of ecclesiastical jurisdiction on the sphere of civil 
jurisdiotion, led eventually to struggles for supremacy; until. 
in the thirteenth century, ecclesiastical jurisdiction began to 
be restricted, and has since become relatively small in range. 

§ 636. .Along with a large share in the administration 
of justice possessed by priests in countries where, or times 
when, they are 'supposed to be inspired with divine wisdom, 
or utterers of divine injunctions, priests also have in such 
places and times, a large share in the control of State-affairs 
as ministers or advisers. 

In some cases the political n¥er seeks their aid not 
because he believes they have supernatural wisdom but 
because they are useful controlling agents. Says Cruikshank. 
" many, als01 among the higher and more intelligent ranks of 
the natives [of the Gold Coast], who have very little faith in 
the Fetish, r or fetish-man] acknowledge its value as an engine 
of civil government." The Fijian chiefs admitted" that they 
have little respect for the power of the priests, and use them 
merely to govern the people." Or, as Williams says, .. a good 
understanding exists between the chief and the priests, and 
the latter take care to make the gods' utterances to agree 
with the wishes of the former.". Probably a kindred rela
tion exists in Abyssinia, where the king of Shoa rules his 
people" principally through the church." 

In other and more numerous cases, however, the power of 
the priest (or the. medicine-mnn, or the man uniting both 
characters,) as political counsellor, results' from belief in 
his supernatural knowledge. Writing of the Marutse, 
Holub says that in King Sepopo's employment were "tW() 
old wizen-looking magicians or doctors, • • • who exercised 
almost a supreme control over state affau.-s." Similarly. 
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Boyle writes of the Dyab that II next door to the Tuah 
[chief] lived the r manang' or medicine man." And this 
reminds us of Hue's remark concerning the Tartar emperor, 
Mangou-khan, who rr was given to a number of superstitious 
practices, and the principal soothsayer was lodged opposite 
his tent • •.• having under his care the cars that bore the 
idols." So has it been where the sacerdotal character has 
become decided. We have seen that in Mexico II the high
priests were the oracles whom the kings consulted in all 
the most important affairs of the State." So was it among 
other ancient American peoples; as in primitive Michoacan, 
where the priests II had the greatest influence in secular 
as well as ecclesiastical affairs." In ancient Egypt it was 
the same. " Next to the king, the priests held the first rank, 
and from them were chosen his confidential and responsible 
advisers." And it is still so in Burmah, where, Sangermano 
says, rr all is regulated by the opinions of the Brahmins, 
so that not even the king shall presume to take any step 
without their advice." 

That this advising function in civil affairs should be joined 
with the sacerdotal function, in societies having cults origin
ating from worship of dead rulers, is to be expected. We 
see, however, that even the priests of a conquering religion 
acquire in this, as in other respects, the same essential 
positions as the priests of an indigenous religion. The 
history of medireval Europe shows how prelates became 
agents of ciVil rule; alike. as ministers, as diplomatic agents, 
and as members of councils dealing with political affairs. 

§ 637. But as with· the military functions of priests so 
with their. ciVil functions, social development, ever accom
panied by specialization, more and more restricts them. 

At the one extreme we have, in· the primitive king, IJ. 

complete fusion of the two sets of functions; while in the 
governments of advanced societies we see approach to all 
extreme in which priests, instead of takillg prominent parts 
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in civil affairs, are almost excluded from .them. Among 
ourselves, save in the occasional instances of clerical magis
trates, the judicial and executive powers .once largely shared 
in by leading ecclesiastics, have lapsed out of their hands; 
while that remnant of legislative power still exercised by the 
bishops, appears not likely to be. retained much longer. At 
the same time this differentiation has so established. 'itself in' 
the general mind, that it is commonly thought improper for 
clergymen to take active parts in politics. . . 

Good reason exists for associating this change, or at any 
rate the completion of it, with development of the industrial: 
type. Resistance to the irresponsible rule of priests, like 
resistance to other irresponsible rule, is ultimately traceable 
to that increasing assertion of personal freedom, with accom
panying right of private judgment, which industrial life 
fosters by habituating each citizen to maintain his own 
claims while respecting the claims of others. But this eon
nexion will be made more manifest as we proceed with the 
subject of the next ,chapter. 



CHAPTER XIL 

CHURCH AND STAT& 

§ 638. IN various ways it ,has been shown that originally 
Church and State are undistinguished. I dQ not refer only 
to the fact that in China and Japan the conceptions of tllls 
world and the other world have been so mingled that both 
worlds have had a living ruler in common. Nor am I rll
calling only the truth that the primitive ruler, vicegerent of 
his deceased ancestor, whom, as priest, he propitiates not only 
by sacrifices but by carrying out his dictates, thus becomlls 
one in whose person are united government by the dead 'and. 
government by the living. But I have in view the further 
fact that where the normal order has not been broken, the 
organizations for sacred rule and for secular rule remain 
practically blended, because the last remains in large 
measure the instrument of the first. Under a simple form 
this relation is well shown us in Mangaia, where-
II Kings were ••• • the mouth-pieces, or priests, of Rongo.' As Rongo 
was the tutelar divinity and the source of all authority, they were in
vested with tremendoUs power-the temporal lord having to obey, like 
the multitude, through fear of Rongo's anger." 

.And this theocratic type of government has been fully de
veloped in various places. Much· more pronounced than . 
among the Hebrews was it among some of the Egypti::ms . 

. " The influence of' the priests at Meroll, through the belief that they 
spoke the cOnllnands of the Deity, is more fully shown by Strabo and 
Diodorus, who Ilq it WdS their custom to send to the king, when it 
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pleased them, and order him to put an eni to himself, in obedience i.e 
the will of the oracle imparted to them; and to such a degree had they 
contrived to enslave the understanding of those princes by superstitio1l8 
fJnrs, that they wel'e obeyed without opposition." 

Other cases of the subjection of the temporal power to the 
spiritual power, if less ,extreme than this, are still sufficiently 
marked. 
.. The Government of Bhutan, as of Tibet, and of Japan, is a theocracy, 
assigning the first place to the spiritual chief. That chief being by 
profession a recluse, the active duties are discharged ordinarily by 
a deputy." • 

But in these cases, or some of them, the supremacy of the 
spiritual head has practically, given place "to that of the 
temporal head: a differentiation of the two forms of rule 
\\ hich has arisen in Polynesia also, under kindred con
ditions. 

Where Church and State are not so completely fused as 
by thus making the terrestrial ruler a mere deputy for the 
celestial ruler, there still continues a blending of the two 
where primitive beliefs survive in full strength, and where, 
consequently, the intercessors between gods and men con
tinuing to be all-powerful merge civil rule in ecclesiastical 
rule. In Egypt for example-
.. The priesthood took a prominent part in everything •••• Nothing 
was beyond their jurisdiction: the king himself was subject to the laws 
c3:;ablishtld by them for his conduct, and even for his mode of living." 

Along with religious beliefs equally intense with those in 
Egypt, there went in the ancient American, societies a like 
unity of Church and State .. The Peruvians exhibited a com
plete identity of the ecclesiastical government with the 
political; in Yucatan the authority of priests rivalled that of 
kings; and in harmony with the tradition of the ancient 
},fexicans that the priests headed their immigration, there 
was such mingling of sacerdotal with civil rule as made the 
two in great measure one. 

That this blending of Church and State is not limited to 
societies in which the gods are apotheosized rulers more or 
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less ancient, but is found also in societies characterized bv 
cults which are not indigenous, and that it continues as long 
as religious beliefs are accepted without criticism, we are 
shown by the history of medireval Europe. 

But in this case as in all cases, various causes subse
quently conspire to produce differentiation and increasing 
separation. Co-operating efficiently though they at first do 
as having interests in large measure the same, yet the 
agencies for carrying on celestial rule and terrestrial rule 
eventually begin to compete for supremacy; and the com
petition joins with the growing unlikenesses of functions and 

. structures in making the two organizations distinct. 

§ 639. 1.'hat we may understand the struggle for supre
macy which eventually arises, and tends to mark off more 
and more the ecclesiastical structure from the political 
structure, we must glance at the sources of sacerdotal power. 

First comes the claim of the priest, as· representing the 
deity, to give a sanction to the authority of the civil ruler. 
At the present t,ime among some of ·the uncivilized, as the 
Zulus, we find this claim recognized. 
I. As to the custom of a !!hief of a primitive stock of kings among 
black men, he ca.1ls to him· celebrated diviners to place him in the chief
tainship, that he may be rea.lly a chief." 

In ancient Egypt the king, wholly in the hands of ecclesi
astics, could be crowned only after having been made one 
of their body. Then among the Hebrews we have the 
familiar case of Saul who was anointed by Samuel in God's 
name. Passing without further cases to the acquired powe~ 
of the popes, which· became such that kings, receiving their 
crowns from them, swore obedience; we are shown that the 
consecration of rulers, continuing iIi form down to our own 
day, was, when a .reality, an element of priestly power. 

Next may be named the supposed influence of the priest 
with supernatural beings. Wherever faith is unqualified, 
dread of the evils which his invocations may bring, or trust 
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in his ability to obtain blessings, gives him immense ad
vantages. Even where each man could offer sacrifices, yet 
the professional priests profited by their supposed special 
knowledge. Instance the case of Rome, where their power 
was thus enhanced. 
"Every suppliant and. inquirer addressed himself directly to the 
divinity-the community of course by the king as its mouthpiece, just 
lIS the curia by the curio, and the equiteB by their colonels. • •• But 
••• the god had his own way of speaking .••• One who did rightly 
understand it knew not only how to ascertain, but also how to manage, 
the will of the god, and even in case of need to overreach or to con
IItrain him. It was natural, therefore, that the worshipper of the god 
should regularly consult such men of skill and listen to their advice." 

Of course where propitiation of a deity could be made only 
by sacerdotal agency-where, as among the Chibchas, "no 
sacrifice or offering, public or private, could be made but by 
the hands of the priest "-the ecclesiastical organization 
gained great strength. 

To the influence possessed by priests as intercessors, 
may be added some allied influences similarly rooted in 

. the accepted superstitions. One is the assumed power to 
grant or refuse forgiveness of sins. Then there is the 
supposed need for a. passport to the other world; as shown 
us by usages in ancient Mexico, in Japan, and in Russia. 
Once more there is the dreaded excommunication, which, 
under the Christian system, as under the system of the 
druids, was v~ited especially on those who disregarded 
ecclesiastical authority. 

To powers which priests acquire from their supposed 
relations with the gods, must be added powers of other 
kinds. In early societies they form the cultured class. 
Even the medicine-man of the savage is usually one who has 
some information not possessed by those around; and the 
developed priesthoods of established nations, as of the 
Egyptians and the Chaldeans, show us how knowledge of 
surrounding phenomena, accumulated and transmitted, en
nbling them to predict astronomical occurrences and do 
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other astonishing things, greatly exalts them in the eyes of 
the uninitiated. With the further influence thus gained 
must be joined that gained by acquaintance with the art of. 
writing. Beyond the wonder excited among the common 
people by the ability to convey ideas in hieroglyphics, 
ideographs, etc., there is the immense aid to co-operation 
throughout the ecclesiastical hierarchy which an exclu
sive means of communicating intelligence gives; and the 
history of medireval Europe shows how power to read and 
write, . possessed by priests but rarely by others, made 
their assistance indispensable in various civil transactions 
ard secured great advantages to the Church. Nor must we 
forget the kindred enhancements of influence· arising from 
the positions of prelates as the teachers of civil rulers. In 
medireval Europe, bishops "were the usual preceptors of the 
princes;" and in Mandalay at the' present time, the highest 
church dignitary, who stands next to the king in authority, 
•• is generally made patriarch from having been the King's 
instructor during youth." 

Lastly may be named the power resulting from accumu-. 
lation of property. Beginning with payments to exorcisers 
and diviners among savages, progressing to fees in kind to 
sacrificing priests, and growing. by-and-by into gifts ml1de 
to temples and bribes to their officials, wealth everywhere 
tends to flow to the eCclesiastical organization. Speaking of 
ancient Mexico, Zurita says tha~ .. besides many towns, a 
great number of excellent estates were set apart for the 
maintenance of public worship." Among the Peruvians the 
share of the annual produce reserved for religious services 
was .. from a third toa fourth." In ancient Egypt .. the 
priests lived in abundance and luxury. The portion of the 
soil allotted to them, the largest in the threefold division. 
was [at one period] subject to no taxes." So again in Rome . 

• , The public service of the gods became not only more tedious, but 
above all more and more costly. • • • The custom of . instituting 
endowments, and generally of undertaking permanent pecuniary 

9 
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obligations, for religious objects prevailed among the Romans in a 
manner similar to its prevalence in Roman Catholic countries at the 
present day." 

And the analogy thus drawn introduces the familiar case of 
Europe during the middle ages; in which, besides offerings, 
tithes, etc., the Church had at one time acquired a third of 
the landed property. 

§ G40. Holding in its hands powers, natural and super
natural, thus great and varied, an ecclesiastical organization 
seems likely to be irresistible, and in sundry places and times 
has proved irresistible. Where the original blending of 
Church with State has given place to that vague distinction 
inevitably resulting from partial specialization of functions 
accompanying social evolution, there are certain to arise 
differences of aim between the two; and a consequent question 
whether the living ruler, with his organization of civil and 
military subordinates, shall or shall not yield to the organi
zation of those who represent dead rulers and profess to 
utter their commands. .And if, throughout the society, faith 
is unqualified and terror of the supernatural extreme, the 
temporal power becomes subject to the spiritual power. 

We may trace back this struggle to early stages. Respect
ing weather-doctors among the Zulus, and the popular va.lua
tion of them as compared with chiefs, we read:-

"The hail then has its doctors in all places; and though there is a 
chief in a certain nation, the people do not say; 'We have corn to 
eat through the power of the chief;' but they say, 'We have corn to 
eat through the son of So-and-so; for when the sky rolls cloud upon 
cloud, and we do not know that it will go back to another place, he can 
work diligently and do all that is necessary, and we have no more any 
fear.''' -

To which it should be added that the chief among the Zulus, 
habitually je~lOUS of the medicine-man, in some cases puts 
him to-death. In another form, an example of the conflict 
comes to us fr, m Samoa. At a council of war which the 
Sunoans held to concert measures of vengeance on the Ton-
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gaDS, the high priest, "a bold, violent, unscrupulous man, who 
combined in his own person the threefold office of warrior, 
prophet, and priest," urged that the Tongan prisoners should 
be put to immediate death. The king opposed this proposal, 
and hence originated a feud between the priest and the king, 
which resulted in a civil war, the overthrow and exile of the 
king, and usurpation of his place by the priest. Though 
this contest between a merciful king and a merciless priest 
does not in all respects parallel that between Saul and 
Samuel, since Samuel, instead of usurping the kingship him
self, merely anointed David; yet the two equally illustrate 
the struggle for authority which arises between the political 
head and the supposed mouthpiece. of divine commands. 
Similarly among the Greeks. Curtius, speaking of the time 
when the Iliad took form, says:-
"The priests, especially the soothsayers, also oppose themselves to 
the royal power; themselves constituting another authority by the 
~Tace of God, which is proportionately more obstinate and dangerous. Q 

And we find traces of resistance to civil power among the 
ltomans. . 
., The priests even in times of grave embarrassment claimed the 
right of exemption from public burdens, and only after very trouble
some controversy submitted to make payment of the taxes in arrear." 

In various ways among various peoples this conB.ict is shown. 
Of the Japanese priests in the sixteenth century, Dickson 
writes:-
., By their wealth, and from among their vassals, they were able to 
Keep up a respectable army; and not by their vassals alone-the priests 
themselves filled the ranks." 

Among the Nahuan nations of ancient America, the priests 
·'possessed great power, secular as well as sacerdotal Yopaa, 
one of their principal cities, was ruled absolutely by a pontiff, 
in whom the Zapotec monarchs had a powerful rival" And 
the relation between spiritual and temporal rulers here 
indicated, l'ecalling that between spiritual and temporal 
rulers in Chri'3tendom, reminds us of the long fights for 
supremacy which Europe witnessed between political heads 

9-2 
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wielding natural forces and the ecclesiastical head claiming 
supernatural origin and authority. 

§ 641. There are reasons for thinking that the change from 
an original predominance of the spiritual power over the· 
temporal power to ultimate subjugation of it, is mainly due 
to that cause which we have found. in other cases chiefly 
operative in determining the higher types of social organiza
tion-the development of industrialism. 

Already in § 618 we have noted that while their extreme 
servility of nature made the peoples of ancient America 
yield unresistingly to an .unqualified political despotism 
appropriate to the militant type of society, it also made' 
them submit humbly to the enormously developed priest
hoods of their bloody deities; and we have seen that kindred 
connexions of traits were shown by various races of the 
old world in past times. The contrast with other ancient 
peoples presented by the Greeks, who, as before pointed out~ 
(§§ 484-5, 498) were enabled by favouring conditions t(). 
resist consolidation under a despot, at the same time that~ 
especially in Athens, industrialism and its arrangements 
made considerable progress among them, must here be joined 
with the fact that there did not arise among the Greeks a 
priestly hierarchy. And the connexion thns exemplified in. 
classic tim;;il between the l'elatively free institutions propel'" 
to industrialism, and a smaller developmen~ of the sacerdotal 
organization, is illustrated throughout European history, alike 
in place and in time. . 

The common cause for these simultaneous changes ios, as 
above implied, the modification of nature caused by sub
stitution of a life carried on under voluntary co-operation 
for a life calTied on under compulsory co-operation-the 
transition from~' social state in which obedience to authority 
is the snpreme irtue. to a social state in which it is a virtne 
to resist author ty when it transgresses prescribed limits. 
This modification \0£ nature proceeds from that daily habit of 
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insisting on self-claims while respecting the claims of others, 
which the system of contract involves. The attitude of 
mind fostered by this discipline does not favour unqualified 
submission, either to the political head and his laws or to the 
ecclesiastical head and his dogmas. While it tends ever to 
limit the coercive action of the civil ruler, it tends ever to 
challenge· the authority of the priest; and the questioning 
habit having once commenced, sacerdotal inspir.1.tion comes to 
be doubted, and the power Howing from belief in it begins to 
wane. 

With this moral change has to be joined an intellectual 
change, also indi~ectly resulting from development of in
dustriallife. That spreading knowledge of natural causation 
which conflicts with, and gradually weakens, belief in super
natural causation, is consequent on development of the indus
trial arts. This gives men wider experiences of uniformities of 
relation among phenomena; and makes possible the progress 
of science. Doubtless in early stages, that knowledge of 
Nature which is at variance with the tea~hings of priests, is 
accumulated exclusively by priests; but, as we see in the 
Chaldean astronomy, the natural order is not at first con
sidered inconsistent with supernatural agency; and then, 
knowledge of the natural order, so long as it is exclusively 
possessed by priests, cannot be used to disprove their pre
tensions. Only as fast as knowledge of the natur'l order 
becomes so' familiar and so generally diffused as insensibly to 
change men's habits of thonght, is sacerdotal aU.lhority and 
power diminished by it; and general diffusion of such know
ledge is, as we see, a concomitant of industrialism. 



CHAPTER XIIL 

NONCONFORMITY.-

. § 642. N OTillNG like that which we now call Nonconformity 
can be traced in societies of simple tYPll/l. Devoid of the 
knowledge and the mental tendencies which lead to criticism 
and scepticism, the savage passively accepts whatever his 
seniors assert. Custom in the form of established belief, 
AS well as in the form of established usage, is sacred with 
11im: dissent from it is unheard of. And throughout long 
early stages of social evolution there continues, a~ong 
results of this trait, the adhesion to inherited religions_ It 
is true that during these stages numerous cults. co-exist side 
by side; but, products as these are of the prevailing ancestor
worship, the resulting polytheism does not show us what we 
now understand as Nonconformity; since the devotees at the 
various shrines neither deny one another's gods, nor call in 
question in pronounced ways the current ideas concerning 
them. Only in cases like that of Socrates, who enunciated a 
conception of supernatural.agents diverging widely from the 
popular conception of them, do we see in early societie~ 
Nonconformity properly so-called. 

What we have here to deal with under this name occurs 
chiefly in societies which are substa:ntially, if not literally, 
monotheistic; and in which there exists nominally, if not 
really, a tolerably uniform creed administered by a consoli
llated hierarchy. 

Even as thus restricted, Nonconformity comprehends 
phenomena widely unlike in their natures; and that we 
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may understand it, we must exclude much that is allied with 
it only by outward form and circumstance. Though in most 
cases a separating sect espouses some unauthorized version of 
the accepted creed; and though the nature of the espoused 
version is occasionally not without its significance; yet the 
thing specially to be noted is the attitude assumed towards 
ecclesiastical government. Though there is alwavs some 
exercise of individual judgment; yet in early stag;s this is 
shown merely in the choice of one authority as superior to 
another. Ocly in late stages does there come an exercise of, 
individual judgment which goes to the extent of denying 
ecclesiastical authority in general 

The growth of this later attitude we shall see on comparing 
80me of the successive stages. 

§ 643. Ancient forms of dissent habitually stand for the 
authority of the past over the present; and since traditiou 
usually brings from more barbarous ages, accounts of more 
barbarous modes of propitiation, ancient forms of dissent 
are habitually revivals of practices more ascetic than those 
of the current religion. It was shown in § 620, that 
the primitive monachism originated in this way; and as 
Christianity, with the higher moral precepts on which it 
insisted, joined renunciation of ordinary life and its aims 
(said to be derived from the ESEleneA), there tended to be 
thereafter a continual re-genesis of dissenting sects charac
terized in common by austerities. 

Kinds of dissent differing from these and differing from 
modern kinds of dissent, arose during those times in which 
the early church was spreading and becoming organized. 
For before ecclesiastical government had established itself 
and acquired sacredness, resistance to each new encroach
ment made by it, naturally led to divisions. Between the 
time when the authority dwelt in the Christian congregations 
themselves, and the time when the authority was centred in 
tIle pope, there· necessarily went successive usurpations of 
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authority, each of which gave occasion for protest. Henca 
such sects, arising in the third century and onward to the 
seventh century, as the N oetians, N ovatians, Meletians, 
Aerians, Donatists, J oannites, Haesitantes, Timotheans, and 
Athingani. 
- Passing over that period during which ecclesiastical power 
throughout Europe was rising to its climax, we come, in the 
twelfth century, to dissenters of more advanced types; who. 
with or without differences of doctrine, rebelled against the 
then-existing church government. Such sects as the Arnold
ists in Italy, the Petrobrusians, Caputiati and Waldenses in 
France, and afterwards the Stedingers in Germany and the 
Apostolicals in Italy, are examples; severally characterized 
by assertion of individual freedom, alike in judgment and 
action. Ordinarily holding doctrines called heretical, the 
promulgation of which was itself a tacit denial of ecclesias
tical authority (though a denial habitually based on submis
sion to an alleged higher authority) sects of this kind went on 
increasing in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. There 
were the Lollards in England; the Fraticelli in Italy; the 
Taborites, Bohemian Brethren, Moravians and Hussites, in 
Bohemia: all setting themselves against church-discipline. 
And then the rebellious movement of the reformation, as 
carried forward by the Lutherans in Germany, the Zwinglians 
and Calvinists in Switzerland, the Huguenots in France, the 
Anabaptists and Presbyterians in England, exhibited, along 
with repudiation of various established doctrines, ceremonies. 
and usages, a more pronounced anti-sacerdotalism. Charac
terized in common by opposition to Episcopacy, protestant 
or catholic, we see first of all in the government by pres
byte~, adopted by sundry of these dissenting bodies, a 

. step towards freedom of judgment and practice in religious 
matters,1tcco:npanied by denial of priestly inspiration. 
And then in the subsequent rise of the Independents, 
taking for their \'listinctive principle the right of each con
gregation to gove~"Il itself, we see a further advance in that 

\ 
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nnti-sacerdotal movement which reached its extreme in the 
uext centuty with the Quakers; who, going directly to the 
fountain head of the creed, and carrying out more cOll3is
tently than usual the professed right of private judgment, 
repudiated the entire paraphernalia of ecclesiasticis~ 

It is true that the histories of these various non-conform
ing bodies, not excluding even the Society of Friends, show 
us the re-growth of a coercive rule, allied to that against 
which there had been rebellion. Of religious revolutions as 
of political revolutions, it is true that in the absence of 
ilifferences of character and culture greater than can be ex
pected in the same society at the same time, they are fol
lowed by gradually established forms of rule only in some 
degree better than those diverged from. In his ass~ption 
ot' infallibility, and his measures for enforcing conformity, 
'Calvin was a pope comparable with any who issued bulls 
from the Vatican. The discipline of the Scottish Presbyte
rians ,,;as as despotic, as rigorous, and as relentless, as any 
which Catholicism had enforced. The Puritans of New 
England were as positive in their dogmas, and as severe in 
their persecutions, as were the ecclesiastics of the church they 
left behind. Some of these dissenting bodies, indeed, as the 
'Vesleyans, have developed organizations scarcely less priestly, 
and in some respects more coercive, than the organization of 
the church from which they diverged. Even among the 
Quakers, notwithstanding the pronounced individuality im
IJlied by their theoty, there has grown up a definite creed 
and a body exercising control 

§ 644. Modern Nonconformity in England has much more 
decidedly exhibited the essential trait of anti-sacer~otalisIlJ. 
It has done this in various minor ways as well As in a major 
way. 

There is the multiplication of sects, with which by foreign 
observers England is reproached, but which, philosophically 
considered, is one of her superior traits. For the rise of every 
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new sect, implying a re-assertion of the right of private 
judgment, is a collateral result of the nature which makes 
free institutions possible. 

Still more significant do we see this multiplication of sects' 
to be if we consider the assigned causes of division. Take 
for instance the case of the Wesleyans. In 1797 the 
Methodist New Connexion organized itself on the principle 
of lay participation in church government. In 1810 the 
Primitive Methodists left the original body: the cause being 
a desire to have "lay representatives to the Conference." 
Again, in 1834, prompted by opposition to priestly power, the 

. Wesleyan Methodist Association was formed: its members 
claiming more influence for the laity, and resisting central 
interference with local government. And then in 1849, there 
was yet another secession from the Methodist body, simj}arly 
characterized by resistance to ministerial authority. 

Of course in sects less coercively governed, there have 
been fewer occasions fot rebellions against priestly control; 
but there are not wanting illustrations, some of them supplied 
even by the small and free bodies of the Unitarians, of this 
tendency to divide in pursuanr.e of the right of privat~ 

judgment. Moreover, in the absence of a dissidence sufh
ciently great to produce 8ecession, there is everywhere a 
large amount of expressed disagreement on minor points, 
among those holuing what is supposed to be the same body 
of beliefs. Perhaps the most curious instance of this is fur
nished by the established Church. I do not refer simply to 
its divisions into high, and low, and broad; all implying more. 
or less of the nonconforming spirit within it. I refer more 
especially to the strange anomaly that the ritualists are men 
who, while asserting priestly authority, are themselves rebels 
against priestly authority-defy their ecclesiastical superiors 
in their netermination to asscrt ecclesiastical supremacy . 

. But the universally admittecl claim to religious freedom 
shown ill these various ways, is shown still more by the 
growing movement for disestablishment of the Church. This 
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movement which, besides· tacitly denying all sacerdotal au
thority, denies the power of a government, even though 
elected by a majority of votes, to prescribe religious belief or 
practice, is the logical outcome of the Protestant theory. 
Liberty of thought, long aSserted and more and more dis
played, is about to be carried to the extent that lIO m~n 
shall be constrained to support another man's creed. 

Evidently the arrival at this state completes that social 
differentiation which began when the primitive chief first 
deputed his .priestly function. 

§ 645. As implied in tIle last sentence, the che,nges above 
E.ketched out are concomitants of the changes sketched out 
in the last chapter. The prolonged conflict between Church 
and State accompanying their differentiation, and ending in 
the subordination of the Church, has been accoxppanied by 
these collateral minor conflicts between the Church and recal
citrant portions of its members, ending in separation of them. 

There is a further implication. In common with the 
SUbjection of the Church to the State, the spread of N on
conformity is an indirect result of growing industrialism. 
The moral nature proper to a social organization based on 
contract instead of status-the moral nature fostered by a 
social life carried on under voluntary co-operation instead of 
compulsory co-operation, is one which works out religious 
independence as it works out political freedom. And this 
conclusion, manifest a priori, is verified a po.steriori in sundry 
ways. We see that Nonconformity, increasing as industrial
ism 'bas developed, now characterizes in the greatest degree 

. those nations which are most characterized by development 
of the industrial type-America and England. And we also 
see that in England itself, the contrast between urban and 
rural populations, as well as the contrast between popula
tions in different parts.of the kingdom, show that where the 
industrial type of life and organization preqominates, N on
conformity is the most pronounced. 



mrAPTER XIV. 

TilE MORAL I~FLUENCES OF PRIESTHOODS. 

§ 646. As was said when treating of "The Military 
Functions of Priests," there exists in most minds an erro· 
neous association between religious ministrations and moral 
teachings. Though priests habitually enforce conduct which 
in one way or other furthers preservation of the society; yet 
preservation of the society is so often furthered by conduct 
entirely unlike that which we nowoall moral, that priestly 
influence serves in many cases rather to degrade than to 
elevate. . 

Reading as we do of the Tahitian god Oro, that when 
war "proceeded in its bloodiest forms, it was supposed 
to afford him the highest satisfaction "-reading again of 
the Mexican king Montezuma, that he avoided subduing the 
ueighbouring Tlascalans "that he might have Men to 
sacrifice" (thus making Tlascala a preserve of victims for 
the gods)-reading once more of the Chibchas that "the 
sacrifices which they believed to be most welcome to their 
gods were tlwse of human blood;" we are reminded that 
priests who carryon propitiations of cannibal deities 
and deities otherwise atrocious (deities almost every· 
,vhere worshipped in early days) have done anything but 
foster high form~ of conduct. Robbery as well as murder 
has had, and haS, still in some places, a religious sanctifi
cation. Says Bur~on of the Beloochis, "these pious thieves 
never rob, save in \the name of Allah." Of a robber-tribe 

\ 
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among the Chibchas, Piedrahita writes, "they regard as the 
most acceptable sacrifice that which they offer up out of 
the robbery to certain idols of gold, clay, and wood, whom 
they worship." And at the present time in India, we have 
freebooters like the Domras, among whom "a successful 
theft. is always celebrated by a sacrifice" to their chief 
god Gandak. Nor is it only by encouraging disregard for 
life and property, that various cults, and by implication their 
priests, have aided in demoralizing men rather than in 
moralizing them. On finding that "among the Friendly 
Islanders the chief priest was considered too holy to be 
married, but he had the right to take as many concubines 
as he pleased "-that among the Caribs, "the bride was 
obliged to pass the first night with the priest, as a form 
essentially necessary to constitute the legality of the 
marriage" -that among some Brazilian tribes,o" the Paje 
[priest], like the feudal lord of former times in some parts of 
England, enjoys the ju.J primm noctis;" or again on being 
reminded of the extent to which prostitlltionin temples 
was a religious observance among Eastern peoples; we are 
shown in yet another way that there is no necessary con
nexion between priestly guidance and right action: using 
the word right in the seuse at present given to it. ' 

But now carrying with us the implied qualifications, let us 
ask in what ways Ecclesiastical. Institutions have affected 
men's natures. We shall .find that they have been instru
mental in producing, or furthering, certain all-important 
modifications. 

§ 64'7. When describing the action of It An Ecclesiastical 
System as a Social Bond," it was pointed out tbat a common 
worship tends to unify the various groups which carry 
it on; and that, by implication, the priests of such worship 
usually act as pacificators. While often instigating ~ars 
with societies of other blood, worshipping other gods, they, 
on the average of cases, check hostilities between groups 
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of the same blood worshipping the same gods. In this way 
they aid social co-operation and development. 

This function, however, is but a collateral display of their 
fundamental function-the 'maintenance of subordination: 
primarily to the deified p.rogenitor, or the adopted god, and 
secondarily to his living descendant or appointed vice
gerent. It is scarcely possible to emphasize enough the 
truth that, from the earliest stages down to existing stages, 
the one uniform and essential action of priesthoods, irre
specti ve of time, place, or creed, has been that of insisting on 
obedience. That primitive men may be moulded into fitness 
for social life; they must be held together; and that they may be 
held together, they mud. be made subject to authority. Only 
by restraints of the most powerful kinds can the unregulated 
explosive savage be made to co-operate permanently with his 
fellows; and of such restraints the strongest, and apparently 
tIle indispensable one, is fear of vengeance from the god of the 
tribe, if his commands, repeated by his successor, are dis
obeyed. How important is the agency of Ecclesiastical 
Institutions as thus re-inforcing Political Institutions, is well 
seen in the following description Ellis gives of the effects 
produced by undermining local religions in' Polynesia. 

" The sacrificing of human victims to the idols had been one c;>f the 
most powerful engines in the hands of the government, the requisition , 
for them being always made by the ruler, to whom the priests applied 
when the gods required them. The king, therefore, sent his herald to 
the petty chieftain, who selected the victims. An individual who had 
shewn any marked disaffection towards the government, or incurred 
the displeasure of the king and chiefs, was usually chosen. The peopll! 
knew this, and therefore rendered the most unhesitating obedience. 
Since the subversion of idolatry, this motive has ceased to operate; and 
many, free from the restraint it had imposed, seemed to refuse all lawful 
obedience' and rightful support." 

The result, as described by Ellis, being that social' order was 
ill a considerable degree disturbed. 

This maintenance of subordination, to which an eccle
siastical system has been instrumental, has indirectly 
subsel'vcd othe~ disciplines of an indispensable kind. No 
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developed social life would have been possible in the 
absence of the capacity for continuous labour; and out of 
the idle improvident savage there could not have been 
evolved the industrious citizen, without a long-continued and 
l'igOfQUS coercion. The religious sanction habitually given 
in early societies to rigid class-distinctions and the C()ll~ 

comitant slavery, must be regarded as having conduced to 8 

modification of nature which furthered civilization. 
A discipline 'allied and yet different, to which superior 

as well as inferior classes have been subjected by Eccle
siastical Institutions, has been the discipline ·of asceticism. 
Considered in the abstract asceticism is indefensible. As 
already shown U§ 140 and 620) it grew out of the desire 
to propitiate malicious ghosts and diabolical deities; and 
even as displayed among ourselves at present, we may trace 
in it the latent belief that God is pleased by voluntarily
borne mortifications and displeased by pursuit of gratifi
cations. But if instead of regarding sEllf-infliction of suffering, 
bodily or mental, from the stand-point of absolute ethics, 
we regard it from the stand-point of relative ethics, as an 
educational regimen, we shall see that, it has had a use, and 
perhaps a great use. The common trait of all ascetic acts is 
submission to a pain to avoid some future greater pain, 
or relinquis)1ment of a pleasure to obtain some' greater 
pleas tire hereafter. In either case there is sacrifice of the 
immediate to the remote. This is a sacrifice which the 
uncivilized man cannot make; which the'inferi9r among 
the civilized can make only to a small extent; and which 
only the better among the civilized can make in due degree. 
Hence we may infer that the discipline which, begiiming 
with the surrendering of food, clothing, etc., to the an~estral 
ghost, and growing'into the voluntary bearing of hunger, 
cold, or pain, to propitiate deities, has greatly aided in 
developing the ability to postpone present to future. 
Possibly only a motive so powerful as that of terror of 
the super~atural, could have strengthened the habit of self-
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denial in the requisite degree,. -a habit whir-h, we must 
remember, is an essential factor in right conduct towards 
others, as well as in the proper regulation of conduct for 
self-benefit. 

Irrespective, then, of the particular traits of their cults, 
Ecclesiastical Institutions have, in these ways, played an 
important part in moulding human nature into fitness for 
the social state. 

§ 648. Among more special moral effects wrought by them, 
may be named one which, like those Just s'pecified, has been 
wrought incidentally rather than intentionally. I refer to 
the respect for rights of property, curiously fostered by certain 
forms of propitiation. Whether or not Mariner was right in 
saying that the word taboo, as used in the Tonga. Islands, 
literally meant " sacred or consecrated to a god," the fact is 
that things tabooed, there and elsewhere, were at first things 
thus consecrated: the result being that disregard of the taboo 
became robbery of the god. . Hence such facts as that 
throughout Polynesia, "the prohibitions and requisitions of 
the tabu were strictly enforced, and every breach of them 
punished with death" (the delinquent being sacrificed to the 
god whose tabu he had broken) j and that in New Zealand 
.. violators of the tapu were punished by the gods and also 
by men. The former sent sickness and death "j the latter 
inflicted death, loss of property, and expulsion from society. 
It was a dread of. the gods, more than of men, which upheld 
the tapu." 

Obviously a sacredness thus given to anything bearing a 
sign that it belongs to a god, may easily be simulated. 
Though the mark I?n an allimal or a fruit implies that an 
offering to a god wjeVentualli be made of it; yet, since the 

.
time of sacrifice is u specified, there results the possibility of 
indefinite postponem .nt, and this gradually opens the door 
to pretended dedicatidu of things which never are sacrificed 
-things which nevertheless, bearing the sign of dedication, 
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no one dares meddle with. ThlL'l we read that in the New 
Hebrides" the tapu is employed in all tJ;1e islands to preserve 
persons and objects;" that in New Zealand, tapu, from being 
originally a thing made sacred, has come to mean a tbing 
forbidden. l'iji, Tonga, and Samoa furnish kindred facts: 
the last place being one in which the name of the tabn 
indicates the sort of curse which the owner of a tabued 
thing hopes may fall on the thief. In Timor, " a rew palm 
leaves stuck outside a garden as a sign of the' pomali' [tabu] 
will preserve its produce from tbieves as effectually as the 
threatening notice of man-traps, spring guns, or a savage dog, 
would do with us." Bastian tells us that the Congoese make 

. use of the fetich to protect their houses from thieves ; and 
he makes a like statement respecting the negroes of the 
Gaboon. Livingstone, too, describes the Balonda as having 
this usage; and evidence of kindred natUre is furnished by 
the Malagasy and by the Santals. 

As, originally, this dedication of anythin3 to a god is made 
either by a priest or by a cbief in his priestly capacity, we 
must class it as an Ecclesiastic3.1 Institution; ~d the foster
ing of respect for proprietary rights which grows out of it, 
must be counted among the beneficial disciplines wbich 
Ecclesiastical Institutions give. 

§ 649. Respecting the relation which exists between 
. alleged supernatural cowmands and the right ruling of con

duct at large, it is difficult to generalize. Many facts given 
iu foregoing chapters unite to show that everytbinK depends 
on the supposed character of the supernatural being to be 
propitiated. Schoolcraft says of the Dakotahs-

"They stand in great awe of the spirits of the dead, because they 
think it is in the power of .the departed spirits to injure them in any 
way they please; this superstition has,.in some measure, a. salutary 
effect. It operates on them just as strong as our laws of hanging for 
murder." 

But if, as happens in many cases, a dying man's peremptory 
injunction to his son (like that of David to Solomon) is to 

10 
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wreak vengeance on those who have injured him, fear of Ilis 
ghost becomes not a moralizing but a demoralizing influence ~ 
using these words in their modern acceptations. When, 
concerning the deities of Mangaia, we read that "the cruel 
Kereteki, twice a fratricide, and his brother Utahea, were wor. 
"hipped as gods in, the next generation;" we are shown that 
(livine example, if not precept, is in some cases a prompter to 
crime rather than otherwise. But on the average an opposit.e 
effect may be inferred. As the deified chief must be supposed 
to have had at heart .the survival and spread of his tribe. 
sundry of his injunctions are likely to have had in view that 
maintenance of order conducing to tribal success. Hence 
rules traditionally derived from him are likely to be restraints 
on internal aggressions. Ferocious as were the Mexicans, 
and bloody as were their religious. rites, they nevertheless 
had, as given by Zurita, a moral code which did not suffer by 
comparison with that of Christians: the one like the other 
claiming divine authority. Concerning the Peruvians, who 
like various of these semi-civilized American peoples had 
confessors, the account runs that--
"The sin of which they mostly accuse themselves was-to have 
killed somebody in time of peace, to have robbed, to have taken the 
wife of another, to have given ht:rbs or charms to do harral. The most 
notable sin was neglect in the service of the huacas [gods] ••• abuse 
of, and disobedience towards, the Ynca.." 
And in this case, as in many other cases, we see that after the 
first and greatest sin of insubordination to the deity, come· 
sins constituted by breaches of those laws of conduct needful 
for social concord. 

Evidently through long stages of individual and social 
, evolution, belief in the alleged divine origin of such laws 

is heneficial. The expected supernatural punishments for 
breaches of them, usefully re-inforce the threats of natural 
punishments. And various cases might be given showing 
that the moral code required for each higher stage, gaining 
alleged divine authority through some intermediating priest 
or inspired man, thus becomes more effective for the tims 
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being than it would otherwise be: the cases of Moses and (If 
tho later Hebrew prophets serving as examples. 

§ 650. Multitudinous anomalies occur~ howe"er-anomalies 
which seem unaccountable till we recognize the truth that 
in all cases the one thing which precedes in importance the 
special injunctions of a cult, is the preservation of the cult 
itself and the institutions embodying it. Hence the fact 
that everywhere the duty which stands higher than duti~s 
properly called moral, is the duty of obedience to an alleged 
divine will, whatever it may be. Hence the. fact that to 
uphold the authority CJf a sacerdotal hierarchy, by which the 
divine will is supposed to be uttered, is regarded by its 
members and adherents as an end yielding in importance 
only to recognition of the divine will.itself. And hence the 
fact that the histories of Ecclesiastical Institutions show us 
how small is the regard paid to moral precepts when they 
stand in the way of ecclesiastical supremacy. 

Of course the atrocities perpetrated in inquisitions and the 
crimes committed by popes will come into all minds as illus
trations. But there are more remarkable illustrations even 
than these. The bitterest animosity shown by established 
churches against dissenting sects, has been shown against 
those which were ~istinguished by endeavours to fulfil·the 
precepts of Christianity completely. The Waldenses, who 
" adopted, as the model of their moral discipline, the Ser!llon 
of Christ 011 the Mount," but who at the same time rebelled 
against ecclesiastical rule, suffered a bloody persecution 
for three centuries. The Quakers, who alone among protes
tants sought to obey the commands of the Christian creed 
not in some ways only but in all, were so persecuted that 
before the accession of James II. more than 1500 out of their 
comparatively small numper were in prison. . Evidently, then, 
the distinctive ethics of a creed, restrain but little its official 
admillistrators when their authority is called in question. 

Not only in such cases, however. are we shown that the 
10-2 
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chief concern of a sacerdotal system is to maintain formal 
subordination to a deity, as well as to itself as his agency, and 
that the ordering of life according to the precepts of the 
professed religion is quite a secondary matter; but we al'e 
shown that such a right ordering of life is little insisted OIl 
even where insistence does not conflict with ecclesiastical 
supremacy. Through all these centuries Christian priests 
have so little emphasized the virtue of fOl'giveness, that alike 
in wars and in duels, revenge has continued to be thonght an 
imperative duty. The clergy were not the men who 
urged the abolition of slavery, nor the men who condemned 
regulations which raised the price 'Of bread to maintain 

. l'ents. Ministers of religion do not as a body denounce the 
unjust aggressions we continually commit on weak societies; 
nor do they make their voices loudly heard in reprobating 
such atrocities as those of the laboul'-tmffic in the Pacific, 
recently disclosed by a Royal Commission (see Times, June 
18th. 1885). Even where they are solely iu charge, we see 
not a higher, but rather a lower, standard of justice and mercy 
than in the community at large. Under clerical management. 
public schools have in past times beeu the scenes of atrocities 
not tolerated in the wOl'ld outside of them; and if we ask 
for a recent instance of juvenile savagery, we find it at King's 
College School, where the death of a small boy was caused by 
the unprovoked blows given in sheer brutality by cowardly 
bigger boys: King's College being an institution established 
by churchmen, and clerically gtverned, in oPllosition to 
University College, which is non-clerical in its govel'llment 
and secular in its teaching. 

§ 651. Contemplating Ecclesiastical Institutions at large, 
apart from the particular cults associated with them, we have, 
then, to recognize the fact that their presence in all societies 
which have made considerable progress, and their im
mense predominance in those early societies which reached 
relatively high stages of. civilization, verify inductively the 
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deductive conclusion, that they have been indispensable 
components of socilil structures from the beginning down to 
the present time: groups in which they did not arise having 
fa;led to develop. 

As furnishing a pnnciple of cohesion by maintaining a 
common propitiation of a deceased ruler's spirit, and by 
implication checking the tendencies to internal warfare, 
priesthoods have furthered social growth and development. 
They have simultaneously done this in sundry other ways: 
by fostering that spirit of conservatism which maintains 
continuity iI?- social· arrangements; by forming a supple
mentary regulative .system which co-operates with the 
political one; by insisting on obedience, primarily to gods 
and secondarily to kings; by countenancing the coercion 
under which has been cultivated the power of application; 
and by strengthening the habit of self-restraint. 

Whether the modifications of nature produced by this 
discipline, common to all cr<'erls, are accompanied by modi
fications of higher kinds, depends partly on the traditional 
accounts of the gods worshipped, and partly on the social 
conditions. Religious obedience is the primary duty; and 
this, in eal'ly stages, often furthers increase of ferocity. 
·With the change from a more militant to a more industrial 
state, comes a reformed ethical creed, which increases or 
decreases in its influence according as the social activities 
continue pEaceful or again become warlike. Little as such 
reformed ethical creed -. (presently accepted as of divine 
origin) operates during periods when war fosters sentiments 
of enmity instead of sentiments of amity, advantage is 
gained by having it in reserve for enunciation whenever 
conditions favour. 

But clerical enullciation of it habitually continues ilubject 
to the apparent needs of the time. To the last as at first, 
subordination, religious and civil, is uniformly insisted on
U fear God, honour the king; " and providing subordination is 
manifested with sufficient emphasis, moral shortcomings may 
be forgiven. 



CHAPTER XV. 

ECCLESIASTICAL RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT. 

§ 652. AMONG social phenomena, ~hose presented by 
Ecclesiastical Institutions illustrate very clearly the general 
law of evolution. 

Subjection to the family-head during his life, continues to 
be shown after his death by offering to his double the things 
he liked, and doing the things he wished; and when the 
family multiplies into a tribe, presents to the chief, accom
panied by compliments and petitions, are continued after his 
death in the shape of oblations, praises, and prayers to his 
ghost. That is to say, domestic, civil, and religious subordina
tion have a common root j and are at first carried on in like 
ways by the same agencies. 

Differentiation early begins, however. Firstsome contrast 
arises between' the private cult proper to each family, and the 
public cult proper to the chiefs family; and the chief, as 
propitiator of his dead ancestor on bebalf of the tribe, as 
well as on his own behalf, unites the flllCtiOns of civil head 
and spiritual head. Development of the tribe, bringing in
creased political and military functions, obliges the chief more 
and more Ito depute, usually to a relative, his priestly func
tion; and ~hus, in course of time, this acquires a separate. 
agency. \ . 

From inte'gration of societies effected by conquest, there 
results the co~ristence of different cults in different parts of 
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the same society; and there arise also deputed priests, 
carrying on the more important of these cults in the different 
localities. Hence polytheistic priesthoods; which are made 
heterogeneous by the greater increase of some than of others. 
And eventually, in some cases, one so immensely enlarges 
that it almost or quite excludes the rest. 

While, with the union of simple societies into compound 
ones, and of these again into doubly compound ones, there 
go on the growths of priesthoods, each priesthood, differen
tiating from others, also differentiates within itself. It 
develops into an organized whole subordinate to an arch 
priest, and formed of members graduated in their ranks and 
specialized in their functions. 

At the same time that an ecclesiastIcal hierarchy is' 
becoming within itself more closely integrated and clearly 
differentiated, it is slowly losing that community of 
structure and function which it originally had with other 
parts of the body politic. For a long time after he is 
distinguishable as such, the priest takes an active part, direct 
or indirect, in war; but where social development becomes 
high, what military character he had is almost or quite lost .. 
Similarly with his civil functions. Though during e,arly_ 
stages he exercises power as ruler; minister, counsellor, 
judge, he loses this power by 'degrees; until at length there 
are but traces of it left. 

This development of Ecclesiastical .InstItutions, which' 
while it makes the society at large more definitely hetero
geneous, shows us increase of heterog~neity within the eccle
siastical organization itself, is further complicated by succes
sive additions of sects. These, severally growing anQ 
organizing themselves, make .more multiform the agencies for 
carrying on religious ministrations and exercising ~religious 
control. 
. Of course the perpetual conflicts among societies, ending 
now in unions and now in dislocations, here breaking up old 
institutions and there superposing new ones, has made the 
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progress of Ecclesiastical Institutions irregular. But amid all 
the perturbations, a course essentially of the kind above 

. indicated may be traced. 

§ 653. With structural differentiations must here be 
joined a functional differentiation ,of deep significance. Two 
sacerdotal duties which were at first parts of the' same, have 
been slowly separating; and the one which was originally 
nnobtrusive but is now conspicuous, has become in large 
measure,independent. The original dnty io;J the carrying on of 
worship; the derived duty is the insistence on rules of conduct. 

Beginning as the entire series of phenomena does with 
propitiation of the dead parent or dead chief, and dependent 
as the propitiatory acts are on the desires of the ghost, which 
are supposed to be like those of the man when ali ve ; worship 
in its primitive form, aiming to obtain the goodwill of beings 
in many cases atrocious, is often characterized by atrocious 
observances. Originally, there is no moral element in it; 
and hence the fact that extreme attention to religious rites 
characterizes the lower types, rather than the higher types, 
of men and of societies. Renouf remarks that "the Egyp
tians were among the most religious of the ancient nations. 
Religion in some form or other was dominant in every rela
tion of their lives;" or, as M. Maury has it, "l'Egyptien ne 
vivait en realite que pour pratiquer son culte." This last 
statement reminds us of the ancient Peruvians. So onerous 
were their sacrifices to ancestors, and deities derived from 
ancestors, that it might truly be said of them that the living 
were the slaves of the dead. So, too, of the sanguinary 
Mexicans, whose civilization was, in a measure, founded on 
cannibalism, it is remarked that" of all n~tions which God 
has created, these people are the strictest observers of their 
religion." Associated with their early stages and arrested 
stages, we find the same trait in Aryan peoples . 
.. The Vedas represent the ancient Indo-Aryans to have been 
eminently religious in all their actions. According to them, e\"ery act 
of life had to be accompanied by one or more mantras, and no one 
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coulii rise from his bed, or wash his face, or brush his teeth, or drink a 
glass of water, without going through a regular system of purifications, 
salutations and prayers." 

Similarly with the Romans. It Religion everywhere met 
the public life of the Roman by its festivals, and laid an 
equal yoke on his private life by its requisition of sacrifices, 
prayers, and auguries." And speaking of the existing Hindu, 
the Rev. M. A. Sherring says-;- . 
"He is a. religious being of wonderful earnestness and persistency. 
His love of worship is a passion, is a frenzy, is a consuming fire. It 
absorbs his thoughts; it influences and sways his mind 011 every 
subject." , 

Everywhere we find kindred connexions; be it in the 
ancient Thracian who with great cruelty of character joined 
" ecstatic and maddening religious rites," or in the existing 
Mahometan with his repeated daily prayers and ablutions. 
Even if we compare modern Europeans with Europeans 
in mediooval times, when fasts 'were habitual and penances 
common, when anchorites were numerous and self-torturings 
frequent, when men made pilgrimages, built shrines, and 
counted their numerous prayers by beads, we see that with 
social progress has gone a marked diminution of l'eligious 
observances. Evidence furnished by many peoples and times 
thus shows us that the propitiatory ~lement, which is the 
primary element, diminishes with the advance of· civilization, 
and becomes qualified by the growing ethical el~ment. 

This ethical element, like all other elements in the reli
gion, is propitiatory in origin and nature. It begins with 
fulfilment of the wishes or commands of the dead parent; 
or departed chief, or traditional god. There is at first 
included in the ethical element no other duty than that of 
obedience. Display of subordination is in this, as in all other 
religious acts, the primary thing; and the nll-tures of the 
particular commandS obeyed the secondary things: their 
obligations being regarded not as intrinsic, but as extrinsi
cally derived from their alleged origin. But slowly, experi
ence establishes ethical conceptions, round which there 
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gather private sentiments and public opinions, giving them 
some independent authority. More especially when a society 
becomes less occupied in warlike activities, and more occupied 
in quietly carrying on production and distribution, do there 
grow clear in the general consciousness those rules of conduct 
which must be observed to make industrial co-operation 
harmonious. 

For these there is eventually obtained a supernatural 
authority through some alleged communication of them to an 
inspired man; and for long periods, conformity 'to them 
is insisted on for the reason that they are God's commands. 
The emphasizing of moral precepts which are said to be thus 
derived, comes, however, to occupy a larger space in religious 
services. \Vith offerings, praises, and prayers, forming the 
directly propitiatory part, come to be joined homilies and 
sermons, forming the indirectly propitiatory part: largely 
composed of ethical injunctions and exhortations. And the 
modified human nature produced by prolonged social discip
line, evolves at length the conception of an independent 
ethics-an ethics so far independent that it comes to have 
a foundation of its own, apart from the previously-alleged 
theological foundation. Nay, more than this happens. The 
authority of the ethical consciousness becomes so high that 
theological dogmas are submitted to its judgments, and in 
many cases rejected because of its disapproval. Among the 
Greeks, Socrates exemplified the way in which a developed 
moral sentiment led to a denial of the accepted beliefs con
cerning the gods and their deeds; and in our own days 
we often see current religious doctrines brought to the bar of 
conscience, and condemned as untrue because they ascribe to 
a deity who claims worship, certain characters which are the 
reverse of worshipful Moreover, while we see this-whilG 
we see, too, that in daily life, criticisms passed on conduct 
approve or condemn it as intrinsically good or bad, irrespec. 
tive of alleged commands j we also see that modern preach
ing tends more and mOl'e to assume an ethical character. 
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Dogmatic theology, with its promises of rewards and threats 
()f damnation, bears ,a diminishing ratio to the insistences 011 

justice, honesty, kindness, sincerity, etc. 

§ 654. Assuming, as we must, that evolution will continue 
along the same general lines, let 'us now, after this retrospect, 
ask-What is the prospect 1 Though Ecclesiastical Institu
tions hold less important places' in higher societies than in 
lower societies, we must not infer that they will hereafter 
wholly disappear. If in times to come there remain func
tions to be fulfilled in any way analogous to their present 
functions; we must conclude that they will survive under 
Bome form or other. The first question is-Under what form 1 

That separation of Ecclesiastical Institutions from Political 
Institutions, foreshadowed in simple societies when the civil 
rulcr begins to depute occasionally his priestly function, 'and 
which, in many ways with many modifications according to 
their types, societies have increasingly displayed as they 
have developed, may'be expected to become complete. N ow
a-days, indeed, apart from any such reasons as are above 
assigned, the completing of it, already effected in some cases, 
is recognized as but a question of time in other cases. All 
which it concerns us here to observe, is that separation is the 
ending of a process of evolution" partially carried out in 
societies of the more militant type, characterized by the pre
dominance of structures which maintain subordination, and 
carried out in greater degrees in' societies that have become 
more industrial in their type, and less coercive in their 
regulative appliances. 

The same emotional and intellectual modifications which, 
while causing 'the diminished power of State-churches, has 
caused the multiplication of churches independent of the 
State, may be expected to continue hereafter doing the like. 
We may look for increased numbers of religious bodies 
having their respective differences of belief and practice. 
Though along with intellectual advance there may probably 
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go, in the majority of sects thus arising, approximation to a 
unity of creed in essentials; yet analogy suggests that shades 
of difference, instead of disappearing, will become more 
numerous. Divergences of opinion like those which, within 
our generation, have been taking place in the established 
church, may be expected to arise in all existing religious 
bodies, and in others hereafter formed. 

Simultaneously there will probably continue, in the sam,e 
direction as heretofore, changes in church government. That 
fostering of individuality which accompanies development of 
the industrial type of society, must cause increase of local 
independence in all religious organizations. .And along with 
the acquirement of complete autonomy by each religious 
body, there is likely to be a complete loss of the sacerdotal 
character by anyone who plays the part of minister. 
That relinquishment of priestly authority which has already 
gone far among Dissenters, will become entire. 

These conclusions, however, proceed on the assumption 
that development (If the industrial type will advance as it has 
advanced during recent times; and it is quite p01!sible, or 
even probable, that this condition will not be fulfilled during 
an epoch on which we are entering. The recrudescelll.:e of 
militancy, if it goes on as it has been lately going on, will 
bring back ideas, sentiments, and institutions appropriate to 
it: involving reversal of the changes above described. Or 
if, instead of further progress under that system of voluntary 
co· operation which constitutes Industrialism properly so 
called, there should be carried far the system of production 
and distribution under StaLe-control, constituting a new form 
of compulsory co-operation, and ending in a new type of 
coercive gove1'llment, the changes above indicated, determined 
as ~hey are by individuality of character, will probably be 
arreS(;ed and opposite- changes initiated. 

§ 655, Leaving structures and tu.rning to functions, it 
remains 'to ask-Wbat are likely to be the surviving func-
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tions, supposing the evolution which has thus far gone on is 
not reversed 1 Each of the two functions above described, 
may be expected to continue under a changed form. 

Though with the transition from dogmatic theism to 
agnosticism, all observances implying. the thought of pro
pitiation may be expected to lapse; yet it lIoes not follow 
that there will lapse all observances tending to keep alive 
:l consciousness of the relation in which we stand to the 
Unknown Canse, and tending to give expression to the senti
ment accompanying that consciousness. There will remain 
a need for qualifying that too prosaic and material form of 
life which tends to result from absorption in daily work, 
and there will ever be a sphere for those who are able to 
impress their heal'ers with a due sense of the Mystery in 
which the origin and meaning of the Universe are shrouded. 
It may be anticipated, too, that musical expression to the 
sentiment accompanying this sense will not only survive but 
undergo further development. Already protestant cathedral 
music, more impersonal than any other, serves not unfitly to 
express feelings suggested by the thought ofa transitory 
life, alike of the individual and of the race-a life which is 
but an infinitesimal product of a Power without any bounds 
we can find or imagine; Il.nd hereafter suc.h mu,sic may still 
'Letter express these feelings. 

At the same time, that insistence on duty which has 
formed. an increasing element in religious ministration, may 

. be expected to assume a marked predominance and a wider 
range. The conduct of life, parts of wlJich are already the. 
subject-matters of sermons, may hereafter probably be taken 
as subject-matter throughout its entire range. The ideas of 
right and wrong, now regarded as applying only to actions 
of certain kinds, will be regarded as having applications 
coextensive with actions of every kind. All matters con
cernin .. individual and social welfare will come to be dealt " . with; and a chief function of' one who stands in the place 
of a lJJinister, will be not so much that of emphasizing 
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precepts already accepted, as that of developing men's judg
ments and sentiments in relation to those more difficult 
questions of conduct arising from the ever-increasing com
plexity of social life. 

In brief, we may say that as there must ever continue our 
relations to the unseen and our relations to one another, it 
appears not improbable that there will survive certain repre
sentatives of those who in the past were occupied with 
observances and teachings concerning these two relation!!; 
however unlike their sacerdotal prototypes such representa
tives may become. 



CHAPTER XVI.'" 

RELIGIOUS RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT. 

§ 656. As, before describing the origin and development 
of Ecclesiastical Institutions, it was needful to describe the 
origin and development of Religion; so the probable future 
of Ecclesiastical Institutions could not be forecast without 
indicating the probable future of Religion. Unavoidably 
therefore, the close of the last chapter .has partially forestalled 
the contents of this. Here, after briefly recapitulating the 
leading traits of religious evolution, I propose to give reasons 
for the conclusions just indicated respecting the ultimate 
form of religion. 

Unlike the ordinary consciousness, the religions conscious
ness is concerned with that which lies. beyqnd the sphere of 
sense. A brute thinks only of things which can be touched, 
seen, lleard, tasted, etc.; and the like is true of Ghe young 
child, the untaught deaf-mute, and the lowest savage. :Bllt 
the developing man has thoughts about existences which he 
regards as usually intangib~e, inaudil;>le, invisible; and yet 
which he regards as operative upon him. What suggests this 
notion of agencies transcending perception ~ How do these 
ideas concerning the supernatural evolve out of ideas concern
ing the mitural1 The transitioll cannot be sudden; and an 

• 'With the exception of its introductory paragraph BIld an added s~ntence 
in its last paragraph, this Chapter stands as it did when first published in 
The Nineteenth Century for January 18840 : .. few 'verbal impronmenta being 
the only other changes. 
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account of the genesis of religion must begin by describing 
the steps through which the transition takes place. 

The ghost-theory exhibits these steps quite clearly. We 
are shown by it that the mental differentiation of invisible and 
intangible beings from visible and tangible beings· progresses 
slowly and unobtrusively. In the fact that the other-self, sup
posed to wander in dreams, is believed to have actually done 
and seen whatever was dreamed-in the fact that the other-self 
when going away at death, but expected presently to return, 
is conceived as a double equally material with the original; 
we see that the supernatural agent in its primitive form, 
diverges very little from the natural agent-is simply the. 
original man with some added powers of going about secretly 
and doing good or evil. And the fact that when the double 
of the dead man ceases to be w'eamed about by those who 
knew him, his non-appearance in dreams is held to imply 
that he is finally dead, shows that these earliest supernatural 
agents are conceived as having but temporary existences: the 
first tendencies to a permanent consciousness of the super
natural, prove abortive. 

In many cases no higher degree of differentiation is 
reached. The ghost-population, recruited by deaths on the 
one side but on the other side losing its members as they 
cease to be recollected and dreamed about, does not increase; 
and no individuals included in it come to be recognized 
through successive generations as established supernatural 
powers. Thus the Unkulunkulu. or old-old one, of the 
Zulus, the father of the race. is regarded as finally or 
completely dead j and there is propitiation only of ghosts 
of more rec~nt date. But where circumstances favour the 
continuance of sacrifices at graves. witnessed by members 
of each new generation who are told about the dead and 
transmit the tradition, there eventually arises the conception 
of a permanently-existing ghost or spirit. A more marked 
contrast in thought between supernatural beings and natural 
beings is thus established. There simultaneously results an 
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increase in the number of these supposed supernatural beings, 
since the aggregate of them ia now ~ontinually added to; 
and there is a strengthening tendency to think of them 
as everywhere around,· and as caushg all unusual occur
rences. 

Differencies among the ascribed powers of ghosts soon 
arise. They naturally follow from observed differences among 
the powers of living individuals. Hence it results that 
while the propitiations of ordinary ghosts are made only 
by their descendants, it comes occasionally to be thought 
prudent to propitiate also the ghosts of the more dreaded 
individuals, even though they have no claims of blood. 
Quite early there thus begin those grades of supernatural 
beings which eventUally become so strongly marked. 

Habitual wars, which more than all other causes initiate 
these first differentiations, go on to initiate further and 
more decided ones. For with those compoundings of small 
societies into greater ones, and re-compounding of these into 
still greater, which war effects, there, of· course, with the 
multiplying gradations of power among living men, arises 
the idea of multiplying gradations of power among their 
ghosts. Thus in course of time are formed the conceptions 
of the great ghosts or gods, the more numerous secondary 
ghosts or delli-gods, and so on downwards-a pantheon: 
there being still, however, no essential distinction of kind; as 
we see in the calling of ordinary ghosts manes-gods by the 
Romans and ewhim by the Hebrews. . Moreover, repeating 
as the· other life in the other world does, the life in, this 
world, in its needs, occupations, and social organization, there 
arises not only a differentiation of grades among super
natural beings in respect of their powers, but also in respect 
of their characters and kinds of activity. There come to be 
local gods, and gods reigning over this or that order of phe
nomena; there come to be good and evil spirits of various 
qnalities; and where there has been by conqueet a posing 
of O!le society upon another, each having its Awn system 

11 
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of ghost-derived beliefs, there results an involved combina
tion of such beliefs, constituting a mythology. 

Of course primitive ghosts being doubles like their originals 
in all things; and gods (when not the living members of a 
conquering race) being doubles of the more powerful men; 
it results that they are primarily conceived as no less human 
than other ghosts in their physical characters, their passions, 
and their intelligences. Like' the doubles of the ordinary 
dead, they are supposed to consume the flesh, blood, bread, 
wine, given to them; at first literally, and later in a more 
spiritual, way by consuming the essences of them. They not 
only appear as visible and tangible persons, but they enter 
into conflicts with men, are wounded, suffer pain: the sole dis
tinction being that they have miraculous powers of heallilg 
and consequent immortality. Here, indeed, there 
needs a qualification; for not only do various peoples hold 
that gods die a first death (as naturally happens where they 
are members' of a ~onquering race, called gods because of 
their superiority), but, as in the case of Pan, it is sup
posed, even. among the cultured, that there is a second 'and 
final death of a god, like that second and final death of a 
man supposed among existing savages. With advancing 
civilization the divergence of the supernatural being from 
the natural being becomes more decided. There is nothing 
to check the gradual de-materialization of the ghost and 
of the god; and this de-materialization is insensibly furthered 
in the effort to reach consistent ideas of supernatural 
action: the god ceases to be tangible, and later he ceases to 
be visible or audible. Along with this differentia
tion of physical attributes from those of humanity, there 
goes on more slowly a differentiation of mental attributes. 
The god of the savage, represented as having intelligence 
Gcarcely if at all greater than that of the living man, is 
deluded with ease. Even the gods of the semi-civilized are 
deceived, make mistakes, repent of their plans; and only 
in course of time does there arise the conception of 
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unlimited vision and universal knowledge. The emotional 
nature simultaneously undergoes a parallel transformation. 
The grosser passions, originally conspicuous and carefully 
ministered to by devotees, gradually fade, leaving only the 
passions less related to corporeal satisfactions; and eventually 
these, too, become partially de-humanized. 

Ascribed characters of deities are continually adapted 
and re-adapted to the needs of the social state. During the 
militant phase of· activity, the chief god is conceived as 
holding insubordination the greatest crime, as implacable 
in anger, as merciless in punishment; and ·any alleged attri
butes of milder kinds occupy but small space in the social 
consciO'llsness. But where militancy declines and the harsh 
despotic form of government appropriate to it is gradually 
qualified by the form appropriate to industrialism, the fore
ground of the religious consciousness is increasingly filled 
with those ascribed traits of the divine nature which are con
gruous with the ethics of peace: divine love, divine forgive
ness, divine mercy, are now the characteristics enlarged 
upon. 

To perceive clearly the effects of mental progress and 
changing social life, thus state!i in the abstract, we must 
glance at them in the concrete. If, without foregone conclu
sions, we contemplate the traditions, records, and monuments, 
of the Egyptians, we see that out .of their primitive ideas of 
gods, brute or human, there were evolved spiritualized ideas 
of gods, and finally of a god; until ~e' priesthoods of later 
times, repudiatiD.g the earlier ideas, described them as corrup
tions: being swayed by the universal tendency to regard the 
first state '\S the highest-a tendency traceable down to the 
theories of existing theologians and mythologists. Again, if, 
putting aside speculations, and not asking what historical.' 
value the Iliad may have, we take it simply as indicating the 
early Greek notion of Zeus, and compare this with the notion 

. contamed in the Platonic dialogues; we see that Greck civili
zation had greatly modified (in the better minds, at least) the 

11-2 . 
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purely anthropomorphic conception of him: the lower human 
attributes being dropped and the higher ones transfigured. 
Similarly, if we contrast the Hebrew God described in early 
tr_aditions, man-like in appearance, appetites, and emotions, 
with the Hebrew God as characterized by the prophets, there 
is shown a widening range of power along with a nature in
creasingly remote from that of man. And on passing to the 
conceptions of him which are now entertained, we are made 
aware of an extreme transfiguration. By a convenient obli
viousness, a deity who in early times is represented as 
hardening men's hearts so that they may commit punishable 
acts, and as employing a lying spirit to deceive them, comes 
to be mostly thought of as an embodiment of virtues trans
cending the highest we can imagine. 

Thus, recognizing the fact that in the primitive human mind 
there exists neither religious idea nor religious sentiment, we 
find that in the course of social evolution and the evolution 
of intelligence accompanying it, there are generated both the 
ideas and sentiments which we distinguish as religious; and 
that through a proces~ of causation clearly traceable, they 
traverse those stages which have brought them, among civilized 
races, to their prese~t forms. 

§ 657. And now what may we infer will be'the evolution 
of religious ideas and sentiments throughout the future 1 
On the one hand, it is irrational to suppose that the changes 
which have brought the religious consciousness to its present 
form will suddenly cease. On the other hand, it is irrational 
to suppose that the religious consciousness, naturally gene
rated as we have seen, will disappear and leave an unfilled 
gap. Manifestly it must undergo further changes; and how
~ver much changed it must continue to exist. What, then, 
are the transformations to be expected 1 If we reduce the 
process above delineated to its lowest terms, we shall see our 
way to an answer. 

As pointed out in First Pt-inciples, § ~6, Evolution is 
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throughout its course habitually modified by that Dissolution 
which eventually undoes it: the changes which become mani
fest being usually but the differential results of opposing 
tendencies towards integration and disintegration. Rightly to 
understand the genesis and decay of religious systems, and 
the probable future of. those now existing, we must take this 
truth into account. During those earlier changes by which 
there is created a hierarchy of gods, demi-gods, manes-gods, 
and spirits of various kinds and ranks, Evolution goes on 
with but little qualification. The consolidated mythology 
produced, while growing in the mass of supernatural beings 
composing it, assumes increased heterogeneity along with 
increased definiteness in the arrangement of its parts and the 
attributes of its members. But the antagonist Dissolution 
eventually gains predominance. The spreading recognition 
of natural causation conflicts with this mythological evolution; 
and insensibly weakens those of its beliefs which are most 
at variance with advancing knowledge. Demons and the 
secondary divinities presiding over divisions of Nature, become 
less thought of as the phenomena ascribed to them are more 
commonly observed to follow a constant order; and henc(l 
these minor components of the mythology slowly dissolve 
away. At the same time, with growing supremacy of the great 
god heading the hierarchy, there goes increasing ascription to 
him of actions which were before distributed among numerous 
supernatural beings: there is integration of power. While in 
proportion as there arises the consequent conception of an 
omnipotent and omnipresent deity, there is a gradual fading 
or his alleged human attributes: dissolution begins to affect 
the supreme personality in. respect of ascribed form and 
nat.ure. 

Already, as we have seen, this process has in the more 
a4vanced societies, and especially among their higher mem
bers, gone to the extent of merging all minor supernatural 
po.wers in one supernatlHal power; and already this one super
natural power has, by what Mr. Fiske aptly calls de-
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anthropomorphization, lost the grosser attributes of humanity 
If things hereafter are to follow the same ge~eral course as 
heretofore, we must infer that this dropping of human attri
butes will continua. Let us ask what positive changes are 
hence to be expected. 

Two factors must unite in producing them. There is the 
development of those higher sentiments which no longer tqle
rate the ascription of inferior sentiments to a divinity; and 
there is- the intellectual development which causes dissatis
faction with the crude interpretations previously accepted. 
Of course in pointing out the effects of these factors, I must 
name some which are familiar; but it is needful to glance at 
them along with others. 

§ 658. The cruelty of a Fijian god who, represented as 
devouring the souls of the dead, may be supposed to inflict 
torture during the process, is small compared with the cruelty 
of a god who condemns men to tortures which are eternal; and 
the ascription of this cruelty, though habitual in ecclesiastical 
formulas, occasionally occurring in sermons, and still some
times pictorially illustrated, is becoming so intolerable to the 
better-natured, that while some theologians distinctly deny 
it, others quietly drop it out of their teachings. Clearly, 
this change cannot cease until the beliefs in hell and dam
nation disappear.- Disappearance of them will be aided 
by an increasing repugnance to injustice. The visiting on 
Adam's descendants through hundreds of generations, dreadful 
penalties for a small transgression which they did not commit; 
the damning of all men who do not avail themselves of an 
alleged mode of obtaining forgiveness, which· most men have 

. never heard of; and the effecting a reconciliation by sacri
ficing a son who was perfectly innocent, 'to satisfy the assumed 
necessity for a propitiatory victim; are modes ?f action 

• To meet a possible criticism, it may be well to remark that, whatever 
force they have against deists (and they have very little), Butler's argll!llenta 
concerning these and aJlled beliefs do not tell at all against agnostics. 
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which, ascribed to a human rul~r, would call forth expressions 
of abhorrence; and the ascription of them to the ffitimate 
Cause of things, eve~ now felt to be full of difficulties, must 
become impossible. So, too, must die out the belief 
that a Power present in innumerable worlds throughout in
finite space, and who during millions of years of the Earth's 
earlier existence needed no honouring by its inhabitants, 
should be seized with a craving for praise; and having created 
mankind, should be angry with them if they do not perpe
tually tell him how great he is. .As fast as men escape from 
that glimour of early impressions which prev~nts them from 
thinking, they will refuse to imply a trait of character which 
is the reverse of worshipful 

Similarly with the logical incongruities more and more con
spicuous to growing intelligence. Passing over the "familiar 
difficulties that sundry of the implied divine traits are in con
tradiction with the divine attributes otherwise ascribed-that 
a god who repents of what he has done must be lacking 
either in power or in foresight; that his anger presupposes an 
occurrence which has been contrary to intention, and so indi
cates defect of means; we come t!) the deeper difficulty that 
such emotions, in common with an "emotions, can exist only 
in a consciousness which is limited. Every emotion has its 
antecedent ideas, and antecedent ideas are habitually supposed 
to occur in God: he is represented as seeing and hearing 
this or the other, and as being emotionally affected thereby. 
That is to say, the conception of a divinity possessing these 
traits of character, necessarily continues anthropomorphic; 
not only in the sense that the emotions ascribed are like 
those of human beings, but also in the sense that they form 
parts of a consciousness which, like the human consciousne~s, 
is formed of successive states. And such a conception oBhe 
divine consciousness is irreconcilable both with the un
changeableness otherwise alleged, and with the omniscience 
otherwise alleged. For a consciousness constituted of ideas 
and feelings caused by objects and occu~ences. cannot be 
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simultaneoT.lsly occupied with all objects and all occurrences 
throughout the universe. To believe in a divine conscious- ' 
ness, men must refrain from thinking what is meant by con
sciousness-must stop short with verbal propositions; and 
propositions which they are debarred from rendering into 
thoughts will more and more fail to satisfy them. Of 
course like difficulties present themselves when the will of 
God is spoken of. So long as we refrain from giving a 
definite meaning to the word will, we may say that it is 
possessed by the Cause of All Things, as readily as we may 
say that love oJ approbation is possessed by a circle; but 
when from the words we pass to the thoughts they stand for, 
we find that we can no ;more unite in consciousness the terms 
of the one proposition than we can those of the other. 
Whoever t:lonceives any other will than his own, must do so 
in terms of his own will, which is the sole will directly 
known to him: all other wills being only inferred. But 
will,' as' each is conscious of it, . presupposes a motive-a 
prompting desire of some kind. Absolute indifference ex
cludes the conception of will Moreover will, as implying 
a prompting desire, connotes some end contemplated as one 
to be achieved, and ceases with the achievement of it: some 
other will, referring to some other end, taking its place. That 
is to say, will, like emotion, necessarily supposes a series of 
states of consciousness. The conception of a divine will, 
derived from that of the human will, involves like it, locali
zation in space and time. The willing of each end, excludes 
from consciousness for an interval the willing of other 
ends; and therefore is inconsistent with that omnipresent 
actiVity which simultaneously works out an infinity of 
ends. It is the same with the ascription of intelligence. 
Not to dwell on the seriality and limitation implied as 
before, we may note that intelligence, as alone conceivable by 
us, presupposes existences independent of it and objective to 
it. It is carried on in terms of changes primarily wrought 
by alien activities-the impressions generated by things· 
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beyond consciousness, and the ideas derived from such im
pressions. To speak of an intelligence which exists in the 
absence of all such alien activities, is to use a meaningless 
word. If to the corollary that the First'Cause, considered 
as intelligent, must be continually affected by independent 
objective activities, it is replied that these have become such 
by act of creation, and were previously included in the First 
Cause; then the reply is that in such case the First Cause 
could, before this creation, have had nothing to generate in it 
such changes as those constituting what we call intelligence, 
and must therefore have been unintelligent at the time 
when intelligence was most called for. Hence ,it is clear that 
the intelligence ascribed, answers in no respect to that which 
we know by the name. It is' intelligence out of which all 
the characters constituting it have vanished. 

TJIese and other difficulties, some of which a1-'e often dis
cussed but never disposed of, must force men hereafter to 
drop the higher anthropomorphic characters given to the First 
Cause, as they have long since dropped the lower. The con
ception which has been enlarging from the beginning must 
go on enlarging, until, by disappea:rance of its limits, it 
becomes a consciousness which transcends the forms of dis
tinct thought, though it for ever remains a consciousness. 

§ 659. "But how can such a final consciousness of the 
Unknowable, thus tacitly alleged to be true, be reached by 
successive modifications of a conception which was utterly 
untrue 1 The ghost-theory of the savage is baseless, The 
material double of a dead man in which he believes, never 
had any existence. And if by gradual de-materialization of 
this double was produced the conception of the supernatural 
agent in general-if the conception of a deity, formed by the 
dropping of some human attributes and transfiguration of 
others, resulted from continuance of this process; is not the' 
developed and purified conception reached by pushing the 

, process to its limit, a fiction also 1 Surely if the primitive 
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belief was absolutely false, all derived beliefs must bo 
absolutely false." 
. This objection looks fatal; and it would be fatal were its 

premiss valid. Unexpected as it will be to most readers, the 
answer here to be made is that at the outset a germ of truth 
was contained in the primitive conception-the truth, namely, 
that the power which manifests itsiM in consciousness is but 
a differently-conditioned form of the power which manifests 
itself beyond consciousness . 

. Every voluntary act yields to the primitive man, proof of 
a source of energy within him. Not that he thinks about his 
internal experiences; but in these experiences this notion 
lies latent. When producing motion in his limbs, and 
through them motion in other things, he is aware qf the 
accompanying feeling of effort. And this sense of effort 
which is the perceived antecedent of changes produced by him, 
b3comes the conceived antecedent of changes not produced 
by him:-f~rnishes him with a term of thought by which to 
represent the genesis of these objective changes. At first 
this idea of muscular forces as anteceding unusual events 
around him, carries with it the whole assemblage of associated 
ideas. He thinks of the implied efforts as efforts exer- . 
cised by beings like himself. In course of time these 
doubles of the dead, supposed to be workers of all but the 
most familiar changes, are modified in conception. Besides 
becoming less grossly material, some of them are developed 
into larger personalities presiding over classes of phenomena 
which, being comparatively regular in their order, suggest a 
belief in beings who, while far more powerful than men, are 
less variable in their modes of action. So that the idea of 
force as exercised by such beings, comes to be less associated 
with the idea of a human ghost. Further advances, by 
which minor supernatural agents are merged in one general 
agent, and by which the personality of this general agent is 
rendered vague while becoming widely extended, tend still 
further to dissociate the notion of objective force from the 
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force known as ·such. in consciousness; and the dissociation 
reaches its extreme in the thoughts of the man of science, 
who interprets in terms of force not only the visible changes 
of sensible bodies, but all physical changes whatever, even up 
to the undulations of the ethereal medium. Nevertheless, 
this force (be it force under that statical form by which 
matter resists, or under that dynamical form distinguished as 
energy) is to the last thought of in terms of that internal 
energy which he is conscious of as muscular effort. He is 
compelled to symbolize objective force in terms of subjective 
force from lack of any other symbol. . 

See now the implications. That internal energy which in 
the experiences of the primitive man was always the imnie
diate. antecedent of changes wrought by him-that energy 
which, when interpreting external changes, he' thought of 
along with those attributes of a human personality connected 
with it in himself; is the same energy which, freed from 
anthropomorphic accompaniments, is now figured as the cause 
of all external phenoinena. The last stage reached is recogni
tion of the truth that force as it exists beyond consciousness, 
cannot be like what we know as fOi:ce within consciousness; 
and that yet, as either is capable of generating the other, they 
must be different modes of the same. Consequently, the final 
outcome of that speculation commenced by the primitive 
man, is that the Power manifested throughout the Universe 
distinguished as material, is the same Power which in our
selves wells up under the form of consciousness. 

It is untrue, then, that the foregoing argument proposes to 
evolve a true belief from· a belief which was wholly false. 
Contrariwise, the ultimate form of the religious consciousness, 
is the final development of a consciousness which at the 
outset contained a germ of truth obscured by·multitudinous 
errors. 

§ 660~ Those who think that science is dissipating religious 
beliefs and sentiments, seem unaware'that whatever of mystery 
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is taken from the old interpretation is added. to the new. Or 
rather, we may say that transference from the one to the 
other is accompanied by increase; since, for an explanation 
which has a seeming feasibility, -science substitutes an ex
planation which, carrying us back only a certain distance~ 
there leaves us in presence of the avowedly inexplicable. 

Under one of its aspects scientific progress is a gradual 
-transfiguration of Nature. Where ordinary perception saw 
perfect simplicity it reveals great complexity; where there 
seemed absolute inertness it discloses intense activity; and 
in what appears mere vacancy it finds a marvellous play of 
forces. Each generation of physicists discovers in so-called 
"brute matter," powers which but a few years before, the 
most instructed physicists would have thought incredible ~ 
as instance the ability of a mere iron plate to take up the 
complicated aerial vibrations produced by articulate speech, 
which, translated into multitudinous and varied electric 
pulses, are re-translated a thousand miles off by another iron 
plate and again heard as articulate speech. When the 
explorer of Nature sees that quiescent as they appear, sur
rounding solid bodies are thus sensitive to forces which are 
infinitesimal in their amounts-when the spectrqscope proves 
to him that molecules on the Earth pulsate in harmony with. 
molecules in the star~when there is forced on him the 
inference that every point in space thrills with an infinity of 
vibrations passing through it in all directions; the conception. 
to which he tends is much less that of a Universe of dead 
matter than that of a Universe everywhere alive: alive if not 
in the restricted sense, still in a general sense. 

This transfiguration which the inquiries of physicists con
tinually increase, is aided by that other transfiguration result
ing from metaphysical inquiries. Subjective analysis compels 
us to admit that oUl'scientific interpretations of the pheno
mena which objects present, are expressed in terms of ou? 
own variously-combined sensations and ideas-are expressed, 
that is, in elements belonging to consciousness, which are but 
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symbols of the something beyond consciousness. Though 
analysis afterwards reinstates our primitive beliefs, to the 
extent of showing that behind every group of phenomenal: 
manifestations there is always a nexus, which is the reality 
that remains fixed amid appearances which are variable; yet 
we are shown that this nexus of reality is for ever inacces
sible to consciousness. And when, once more, we remember 
that the activities constituting consciousness, being rigorously 
bounded, cannot b$g in among themselves the activities 
beyond the bounds, which therefore seem unconscious. 
though production of either by the other seems to imply that 
they are of the same essential nature; this necessity we are 
under to think of the external energy in terms of the internal 
energy. gives rather a spiritualistic than a materialistic aspect 
to the Universe: further thought, however. obliging us to 
recognize the truth that a conception given in phenomenal 
manifestations of this ultimate energy can in no wise show 
us what it is. 

While the beliefs to' which analytic science thus leads, 
are such as do not destroy the object-matter of religion, 
but simply transfigure it, science under its concrete forms 
enlarges the sphere for religious sentiment. From the very 
beginning the progress of knowiedge has been accompanied 
by an increasing capac~ty for wonder. Among savages, the 
lowest are the least surprised when shown remarkable products 
of civilized art : astonishing the traveller by their indifference .. 
And so little of· the marvellous do they perceive in the 
grandest phenomena of Nature, that any inquiries concern
ing them they regard as childish trilling. This contrast 
i.n mental attitude between the lowest human beings and 
the higher human beings around us, is paralleled by con-· 
trasts among the grades of these higher human beings them
selves. It is not the rustic, nor the artizan, nor the trader, who 
sees something more than a .JP.ere matter of course in the 
hatching of achlck; but it is the biologist, who, pushing to 
~e uttermost his analysis of vital. phenomena, reaches his 
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greatest perplexity when a speck of protoplasm under the 
microscope shows him life in its aimplest form, and makes 
him feel that however he formulates its processes the actual 
play of forces remains unimaginable. Neither in the ordinary 
tourist nor in the deer-stalker climbing the mountains above 
him, does a highland glen rouse ideas beyond those of sport 
or of the picturesque; but it may, and often does, in the geo
logist. He, observing that the glacier-rounded rock he sits 
on has lost .by weathering but half an inch of its surface 
since a time far more remote than the beginnings of human 
civilization, and then trying to conceive the slow denudation 
which has cut out the whole valley, has thoughts of time an1 
of power to which they are' strang~rs-thoughts which, 
already utterly inadequate to their objects,. he feels to be still 
more futile on noting the contorted beds of gneiss aronnd, 
which tell him of a time, immeasurably more remote, when far 
beneath the Earth's surface they were in a half-melted state, 

. and again tell him of a time, immensely exceeding this ill 
remoteness, when their components were sand and mud on 
the shores of an ancient sea. Nor is it in the primitive 
peoples who supposed that the heavens rested on the moun
tain tops, any more than in the modern inheritors of their 
cosmogony' who repeat that " the heavens declare the glory 
of God," that we find the largest conceptions of the Universe 
or the greatest amount of wonder excited by contempla
tion of it. Rather, it is in the astronomer, who sees in the 
Sun a mass so vast that even into one of his spots our Earth 
might ·be plunged without touching its edges; and who by 
every finer telescope IS shown an increased multitude of such 
suns, many of them far larger. 

Hereafter as heretofore, higher faculty and deeper insight 
will raise rather than lower this sentiment. At present 
the most powerful and' most instructed mind has neither 
the knowledge nor the capacity required for symbolizing 
in thought the totality of things. Occupied :with one or 
other division of Nature, the man of science usually does 
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not know enough of the other divisions even rudely to 
conceive the extent and complexity of their phenomena; and 
supposing him to have adequate knowledge of each, yet 
he is unable to think of them as a whole. Wider and stronger 
intellect may her~after help him to form a vague conscious
ness of them in their totality. We may say that just as fLn 
undeveloped musical faculty, able only to appreciate a simple 
melody, cannot grasp' the variously-entangled passages and 
harmonies of a symphony, which'in the minds of composer 
and conductor are unified into involved musical effects awaken
ing far greater feeling than is possible to the musically uncul
tured; so, by future more evolved intelligences, the course of 
things now apprehensible only in parts may be apprehensibie 
all together, with an accompanying feeling as much beyond 
that of the present cultured man, as his feeling is beyond 
that of the savage. 

And this feeling is not likely to be decreased but to be· 
increased by that analysis of knowledge which, while forcing 
him to agnosticism, yet continually prompts him to imagine 
some solution of the Great Enigma which he knows cannot 
be solved. Especially must this be so when, he remembers 
that the very notions, origin, cause and purpose, are relative 
notions belonging to human thought, ·which are probably 
irrelevant to the Ultimate Reality transcending human 
thought; and when, though suspecting that explanation is a 
word without meaning when applied to this Ulti,mate Reality~ 
h~ yet feels compelled to think there must be an explana
tion. 

But one truth must grow ever clearer-the truth that 
thllre is an Inscrutable Existence everywhere manifested, t() 
which he can neithet find nor conceive either beginning or 
end. Amid the mysteries which become the more mysterious 
the more they are thought about, there will remain the one 
absolute certainty, that he is ever in presence of an Infinite 
and Eternal Energy, from which all things proceed. 



PART VII. 

PROFESSION AL IN STITUTION S. 



CHAPTER L 

PROFESSIONS IN GENERAL. 

§ 661 .. WHAT character professional institutions have in 
common, by which they are as a group distinguished from 
the other groups of institutions contained in a society, it is 
not very easy to say. But we shall be helped to frame an· 
approximately true conception by contemplating in their 
ultimate natures the functions of the respective groups. 

The lives of a society and of its members are in one way or 
other subserved by all of them: maintenance of the life of 
a society, which is an insentient organism, being a proper 
proximate end only as a means to t.he ultimate end-mainte
nance of the lives of its members, which are sentient 
organisms. The primary function, considered either in order 
of time or in order of importance, is defence of the tribal 
or national life-the preservation of the society from destruc
tion by enemies. For the .better achievement of this end 
there presently comes some regulatioll of life. Restraints on 
individual action are needful for the efficient carrying on of 
war, which implies subordination to a leader or chief; and 
when successful leadership ends in permanent chieftainship, 
it brings, in course of further development, such regulation of 
life within the society as conduces to efficiency for war pur
poses. Better defence against enemies, thlli! furthered, is 
followed by defence of citizens against one another; and the 
rules of conduct, originally imposed by the successful chief, 
come, after his decease, to be reinforced by the injunctions 

12-2 
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ascribed to his ghost. So that, with the control of ~he living 
king and his agents, there is gradually joined the control of 
the dead king and his agents. Simultaneously with the rise 
of agencies for the defence of life and the regulation of life, 
there grow up agencies for the· sustentation of life. Though 
at first food, clothing, and shelter are obtained by each for 
himself, yet exchange, beginning with barter of commodities, 
gradually initiates a set of appliances which greatly facilitate 
the bodily maintenance of all But now the defence of life, 
the regulation of life, and the sustentation of life, having 
been achieved, what further general functioq is there? There 
is the augmentation of life; and this function it is which the 
professions in general subserve. It is obvious that the 
medical man who removes pains, lIets broken bones, cures 
diseases, and wards off prematUre death, increases the amount 
of life. Musical composers and performers, as well as pro
fessors of music and dancing, are agents who exalt the 
emotions and so increase life. The poet, epic, lyric or 
dramatic, along with the actor, severally in their respective 
ways yield pleasurable feelings and so increase life. The 
historian and the man of letters, to some extent by the 
guidance they furnish, but to a larger extent by the interest 
which their facts and fictions create, raise men's mental 
states and so increase life. Though we cannot say of the 
lawyer that he does the like in a direct way, yet by aiding 
the citizen to resist aggressions he furthers his sustentation 
and thereby increases life. The multitudinous processes' and 
appliances which the man of science makes possible, as well 
as the innumerable intellectual interests he arouses and the 
general illumination he yields, increase life. The teacher, 
alike by information given and by discipline enforced, enables 
his pupils more effectually to carry on this or that occupation 
and obtain better subsistence than they would else do, at the 
same time that he opens the doors to various special gratifi
cations: in both ways increasing life. Once more, those who 
carryon the plastic arts-the painter, the sculptor, the 
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architect-excite by their products pleasurable perceptions 
and ~motions of the resthetic class, and thus increase life. 

§ 662. In what way do the professions arise? From what 
pre-existing social tissue are they differentiated-to put the 
question in evolutionary language? Recognizing the general 
truth, variously illustrated in the preceding parts of this 
work, that all social structures result from specializations of 
a relatively homogeneous mass, our first inquiry must be
in which part of such mass do professional institutions 
originate.-

Stated in a definite form the reply is that traces of the 
professional agencies, or some of them, arise in the primitive 
politico-ecclesiastical agency; and that as fast as this becomes 
divided into the political and the ecclesiastical, the ecclesi
astical more especially carries with it the germs.of the pro
fessional, and eventually develops them. Remembering that 
in the earliest social groups there is temporary chieftainship 
in time of war, and that where war is frequent the chieftain
ship becomes permanent-remembering that efficient coope-

• When, more than twenty years ago, the first part of the DescriptifJ8 
Sociolog!! was issued. there appeared in a leading weekly journal. specially 
distinguished as the organ of university culture. a review of it. which. 
sympathetically written though it w .... contained the following remark:
.. We are at a loss to unde~stand why the column headed' l'rofessional.· and 
representing the progress of the secular learned professions • • • appears 
in the tables as a subdivision of • Ecclesi ... tical.' .. 

The raising of this question shows how superficial is the historical culture 
ordinarily provided. In all probability the writer of the review knew all 
about the births. deaths. and marriages of our kings; had read the accounts 
of various peoples given by Herodotus; could have passed an examination in 
Thucydides; and besides acquaintance with Gibbon. probably had consider
able knowledge of the wars carried on. and dynastic mutations. suffered. by 
most European nations. Yet of a general law in the evolutioll of societies 
he Wi108 evidently ignorant-conspicuous though it is. For when attention 
is given. not to the gossip of history. but to the facts which are from time to 
time incidentally disclosed respecting the changes of social organisations; and 
when such changes exhibited in one society are compared with those exhi. 
bited in other societies; the truth that the various professional agencies are 
derived from the ecclesiastical agency, is one which "leaps to the eyes," as 
the French say. 
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ration in war requires subordination to him, and that when 
his chieftainship becomes established such subordination, 
though mainly limited to war-times, shows itself at ·other 
times and favours social co-operation-remembering that 
when, under his leadership, bis tribe subjugates other tribes, 
he begins to be propitiated by them, while he is more and 
more admired and obeyed by his own tribe-remembering 
that in virtue of the universal ghost-theory the power he is 
supposed to exercise after death is even greater than the 
power he displayed during life; we understand how it hap
pens that ministrations to him after death, like in kind to 
those received by him during life, are mamtained and often 
increased. Among primitive peoples, life in the other world 
is conceived as identical in nature with life in this world. 
Hence, as the living chief was supplied with food and drink, 
oblations are taken to his burial-place and libations poured 
out. As animals were killed for him while he lived, animals are 
sacrificed on his grave when he is dead. If he has been a great 
king with a large retinue, the frequent slaughter of many 
beasts to maintain his court is paralleled by the hecatombs of 
cattle and sheep slain for the support of his ghost and the 
ghosts of his attendants. If he was a cannibal, human 
victims are furnished to him when dead as when alive; and 
their blood is poured on the grave-heap, or on the altar 
which Tepresents the grave· heap. Having had servants in 
this world he is supposed to need servants in the other, and 
frequently they are killed at his funeral or sent after him. 
'Then the women of his harem are not immolated at his burial
place, as they sometimel!l are, it is usual to reserve virgins for 
him in his temple. Visits of homage made to his residence 
become, in after times, pilgrimages made to his tomb or 
temple; and presents at the throne re-appear as presents at 
the shrine. Prostrations, genuflexions and other obeisances 
are made in his presence, along with various un coverings ; 
and worship in his temple ?as the like accompaniments. 
Laudations are uttered before him while he is alive, and the 
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like or greater laudations when he is dead. Dancing. at first 
a spontaneous 'expression of joy in his presence, becomes a 
ceremonial observance, and continues to be a ceremonial 
observance on occasions of worshiping his ghost. And of 
course it is the same with the accompanying musiC': instru
mental or vocal, it is performed both before the natural ruler 
and the supernatural ruler. 

Obviously, then, if any of these actions and agencies, com
mon to political loyalty and divine worship, have characters 
akin to certain professional actions and agencies, these last 
must be considered as having double roots in 'the politico
ecclesiastical agency. It is also obvious that if, along with 
increasing differentiation of these twin agencies, the eccles
iastical dllvelops more imposingly and widely, partly because 
the 'supposed superhuman being to which it ministers con
tinually increases in W:lcribed power, and partly because 
worship of him, instead of being limited to one place, spreads 
to many places, these professional actions and agencies will 
develop more especially in connexion with it. 

§ 663. Sundry of these actions and agencies included in 
both political and religious ministrations are of the kind in
dicated. While among propitiations of the visible king and 
the invisible deified king, some of course will have for their 
end the sustentation of life, others are certain to be for the 
increase of life by its exaltation: yielding to the propitiated 
being emotional gratifications by praises, by songs~ and 
by various aids to resthetic pleasures. And naturally the 
agencies of which laudatory orationll. hymnal poetry, drama
tized triumphs; as well as sculptured and painted representa
tions in dedicated buildings, are products, will develop in 
connexion chiefly with 'those who permanently minister to 
the apotheosized rulers-the priests. 

A further reason why the professions thus implied, and 
others not included among them, such as those of the lawyer 
and the teacher, have an ecclesiastical origin, is that the 
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priest-class comes of necessity to be distinguished above 
.other classes by knowledge and intellectual capacity. His 
cunning, skill, and acquainta,nce with the natures of things, 
give the primitive priest or medicine-man influence over hiS 
fellows; and these traits continue. to be distinctive of him 
when, in later stages, his priestly character becomes distinct. 
His power as priest is augmented by those feats and pro
ducts which exceed the ability of the people to achieve or 
understand; and he is therefore under a constant stimulus to 
acquire the superior culture and the mental powers needed 
for those actiVities which we class as professionaL 

Once more there is the often-recognized fact, that the 
priest~class, supplied by other classes with the means of living, 
becomes, by implication, a leisured class. Not called upon 
to work for subsistence, its members are able to devote time 
and energy to . that intellectual labour and discipline which 
are required for professional occupations as distinguished 
from other occupations. 

Carrying with us these general conceptions of the nature 
of professional institutions and of their origin, we are now 
prepared for recognizing the significance of those groups of 
facts which the historical development of the· professions 

.. presents to us. 



CHAPTER n 

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON. 

§ 664. ALREADY, in Chapter II of the preceding part, have 
been given illustrations of the general truth that in rude 
tribes it is difficult to distinguish between the priest and the 
medicine-man. Their respective functions are commonly 
fulfilled by the same person. In addition to the instances 
there given, here are some others. 

According to Humboldt, " the Caribbee mari'N'iS are at once 
priests, jugglers, and physicians." Among the Tupis "the 
Payes, as they were called, were at once quacks, jugglers, and 
priests. N Passing from South America to North, we read ~hat' 
the" Carriers know little of medicinal herbs. Their priest o~' 
magician is also the doctor;" and, of the Dakotahs, School': 
craft says-If The priest is both prophet and doctor." In 
Asia we meet with a kindred connexion. In Southern 
India, the Kurumba.c; act as doctors to the Badagas, and it 
is said of them-" The Kurumbas also officiate as priests at 
their marrIages and deaths." So is it among peoples further 
north. "Native doctors swarm in Mongolia • • • They 
are mostly lamas. There are a few laymen who add medical 
practice to their other occupations, but the great majority of 
doctors are priests." It is the same on the other great conti
nent. Reade tells us that in Equatorial Africa the fetich-man is 
doctor, priest, and witch-finder; and concerning the J olofl's and 
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Eggarahs, verifying statements are made by Mollien and by 
Allen and Thomson. 

This evidence, reinforcing evidence given in the preceding 
part, and reinforced by much more evidence given in the 
first volume of this work, shows that union of the two 
functiOlls is a normal trait in early societies. ' 

§ 665. The ongm of this union lies in the fact before 
named (§ 132) that the primitive priest ,and the primitive 
medicine-man both deal with supposed supernatural beings; 
and the confusion arises in part from the conceived characters 
of these ghosts and gods, some of which are regarded as 
always malicious, and others of which, though usually 
friendly, are regarded as liable to be made angry and then to 
iutlict evils. 

The medicine-man, dealing with malicious spirits, to which 
diseases among other evils are ascribed by savages, subjects 
his patients partly to natural agencies, but chiefly to one or 
other method of exorcism. Says Keating of the Chippewas, 
" their mode of treatment depends more upon the adoption 
of proper spells than the prescription of suitable remedies." 
Among the Nootka Sound people,-
.. Natural pains and maladies are invariably ascribed to the absence 
or other irregUlar conduct of the soul, or to the influence of evil spirits, 
and all treatment is directed to the recall of the former and to the 
appeasing of the latter." 

So, too, of the Okanagans we read :-
"But here as elsewhere, the sickness becoming at all serious or 
mysterious, medical treatmeut proper is altogether abandoned, and the 
patient committed to the magic powers of the medicine-man." 

Sequent upon such beliefs in the supernatural origin of 
diseases are· various usages elsewhere. It is said of the 
Karens that" when a person is sick, these people [medicine
men], for a fee, will tell what spirit has produced the sickness, 
and the necessary offering to conciliate it." Among the 
Aro.ucanians, the medicine-man having brought on a state of 
trance; real or pretended, during which he is supposed to 
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have been in communication with spirits, declares on his 
recovery-
.. the nature and seat of the malady, and proceeds to dose the 
patient, whom he also manipulates about the part affiicted until he 
Bucce"ds in extracting the cause of the sickness, which. he exhibits in 
triumFh. This is generally a spider, a toad, or Bome other reptile 
which he has had carefully concealed about his person." 

Speal,ing of the Tahitian doctors, who are "almost in
variably priests or sorcerers," Ellis says that in cases of sick
ness they received fees, parts of which were supposed to 
belong to the gods: the supposition being, that the gods who 
had caused the diseases must be propitiated by presents. A 
more advanced people exhibit a kindred union of ideas. 
Says Gilmour-
.. Mongols seldom separate medicine and prayers, and a clerical 
doctor has the advantage over a layman in that he can attend 
personally to both departments, administerillg drugs on the one hand 
and performing religious ceremonies on the other." 

Hence the medical function of the priest. When not caused 
by angry gods diseases are believed to be .caused by indwelling 
demons, who have either to be driven out by making the 
body an intolerable residence, or have to be expelled by 
superior spirits who are invoked. 

But there is often a simultaneous use of natural and super
natural means, apparently implying that the primitive 
medicine-man, in so far as he uses remedies acting physically 
or chemically, foreshadows the physician; yet the apparent 
relationship is illusive, for those which we distinguish at! 
natural remedies are no~ So distinguished by him. In the 
first volume (§ 177-8) it was shown that powerful effects 
wrought on the body by plants, and. the products of plants, are 
supposed to be due to spirits dwelling in the plants. Hence 
the medicine-man, or "mystery-man," being concerned solely 
with supernatural causation of one or other kind; foreshadows 
the physician only to the extent of using some of the same 
means, and not as having the same ideas; 

As we shall presently see, it is rather from' the priest 
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properly so called, who deals with gbosts not antagoniStically 
but sympathetically, that the physician originates. 

§ 666. While the medicine-man is distinctive of small and 
undeveloped societies, the priest proper arises along with 
social aggregation and the formation of established govern
ment. In the preceding division of this work, Chapters III, 
IV, and V, we saw that since originally propitiation of the 
ghosts of parents and other members of each family is carried 
on by relatives, implying that the priestly function is at 
first generally diffused; and since this priestly function 
presently devolves on the eldest male of the family; and 
since, when chieftainship becomes settled and inheritable, 
the living chief makes sacrifices to the ghost of the dead 
chief, and sometimes does this on behalf of the people; there 
so arises an official priest. And it results that with enlarge
ment of -societies by union with subjugated tribes and the 
spread of the chieftain's power, now grown into royal power, 
over various subordinated groups, and the acco~panying 
establishment of deputy rulers in these groups, who take with 
them the worship that arose in the conquering tribe, there is 
initiated a priesthood which, growing into a caste, becomes 
an agency for the dominant cult; and, from causes already 
pointed out, develops into a seat of culture in general. 

From part of this culture, having its origin in preceding 
stages, comes greater knowledge of medicinal agents, which 
gradually cease to be conceived as acting supernaturally. 
Early civilizations show us the transition. Says Maspero of 
the ancient Egyptians :-

II The cure-workers are ••• divided into several categories. Some 
incline towa.rds sorcery, and have faith in formulas and talismans only 
• , • Others extol the use of drugs; they study the qualities of plants 
and minerals ••• and settle the exact time when they must be pro
cured and applied • • • The best doctors carefully avoid binding 
themselves exclusively to either method ••• their treatment is _ 
mixture of remedies and exol'Cisms which vary from patient to patient. 
They are usually priests." 
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Along with this progress, there had gone on a differentiation 
of functions. Among the lower classes of the priesthood 
were the II pastophers, who •.• practised medicine." 

Respecting the state of things in Babylonia and Assyria, 
the evidence is not 80 clear. Says Lenormant of theChal
dreans:-

.. n est curieux de noter que les trois parties qui composaient ainsi 
Ie grand ouvrage magique dont Sir Henry .Rawlinson a retrouv6 les 
debris correspondent exactement aux trois classes de docteurs chaldliens 
que Ie livre de Daniel (i, 20; ii, 2 et 21 ; v, 11) linumere A cote des 
astrologues et des devins (lcQ8dim et gazrim), c'est-A-dire leslchartumim 
ou conjurateurs, les halcamim ou mlidecins, et les Q8aphim ou tMosophes." 

With like implications Prof. Sayce tell us that-
.. The doctor had long been an institution in Assyria and Babylonia. 

It is true that the great bulk of the people had recourse to religious 
charms and ceremonies when they were ill, and ascribed their sick. 
ness to poesession by demons instead of to,natural causes. But there 
was a continually increasing number of the educated who looked for 
aid in their ma.la.dies rather to the physician with his medicines than 
to the eorcerer or priest with his, charms." 

But from these two statements taken together it may fairly 
be inferred that the doctors had arisen as one division of the 
priestly class. 

Naturally it was with the Hebrews as with their more 
civilized neighbours. Says Gauthier-

" Chez les J uifs la. mlidecine a litelongtemps sacerdotale comme chez 
presque tous les anciens peuples; les llivites litaient les seula medecins 
••• Chez les plus anciens peuples de I' Asie, tels que les Indiens et lea 
Perses, I'art de gulirir litait ligalement exerce par lea pretres." 

In later days this connexion became less close, and there 
was a separation of the physician from the priest. Thus in 
Ecclesiasticus we read :-

II My eon, in thy sickness ,be not negligent: but pray unto the 
Lord, and he will make thee whole. Leave off from sin, and order thine 
hands aright, and cleanse thy heart from all wickedness. Give a 
sweet savour, and a memorial of fine :Il.our; and make a fat offering 
as not being. Then give place to the physician, for t.he Lord hath 
created him; let him not go from thee, for thou hast need of him." 
(xxxviii, 9-12.) 

Facts of congruous kinds are thus remarked on by Draper :-, 
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" In'the Talmudic literature there Ilre all the indications of a trans
itional state, BO far as medicine is concerned; the supernatural Beems 
to be passing into the physical, the ecclesiastical is mixed up with the 
exact: thus a rabbi may cure disease by the ecclesiastical operation of 
laying on of hands; but of febrile disturbances, an exact, though 
erroneous explanation is given, and paralysis of the' hind legs of an 
animal is correctly referred to the pressure of a tumour on the spinal 
cord." 

Concerning the origin of the medical man among the 
Hiudoos, whose history is so much complicated by succes-' 
sively superposed governments and religions, the evidence is 
confused. Accounts agree, however, in the assertion.that 
medicine was of divine origin: evidently implying its 
descent through the priesthood. In the introduction to 
Charaka's work, medical knowledge is said to have indirectly 
descended from Brahma to Indra, while "BMradvaja learnt 
it from Indra, and imparted it to six Rishis, of whom 
Agnivasa was oue." The association of medical practicp. 
with priestly functions is also implied in the statement of 
Hunter that "the national astronomy and the national 
medicine of India alike derived their first impulses from the 
exigencies of the national worship." The same connexion 
was shown during the ascendencyof Buddhism. "The science 
was studied in the chief centres of Buddhist civilization, such 
as the great monastic university of Nalanda, near Gaya." 

Similar was the genesis of the medical profession among 
the Greeks. "The science [ of medicine] was regarded as 
of divine origin, and • . . the doctors continued, in a certain 
sense, to be accounted the descendants of Asclepios." As 
we read in Grote-

" The many families or gentes called Asklllpiads, who devoted them
selves. to the study and practice of mediCine, and who principally 
d welt near the temples of Asklllpius, whither sick and suffering men 
came to obtain relief-all recognised the god [Askillpiusl not merely 
as the object of their common worship, but also as their actual pro
genitor." 
In later times we see the profession becoming secularized. 

" The' union between the priesthood and the profession was gradu
ally becoming less and less close; and, as the latter th liS separated 
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itself, divisions or departments arose in it, both as regards subjects, 
Buch as pharmacy, surgery, etc., and.lIlso as respects the position of its 
cultivators." 

Miscellaneous evidence shows ~hat during early Roman 
times, when there existed no medical class, diseases were held 
to be s~pernaturally inflicted, and the methods of treating them 
were methods of propitiation. Certain maladies, ascribed to, 
or prevented by, certain deities, prompted endeavours to pro
pitiate those deities j and hence there were sacrifices to Febris, 
Carna, &c. An island in the Tiber, which already had a 
local healing god, became also the seat of the lEsculapius 
cult:. that god having been appealed to on the occasion of 
an epidemic. Evident1y~ therefore, medical treatment at 
Rome, as elsewhere, was at first associated with priestly func
tions. Throughout subsequent stages the normal course of 
evolution was deranged by influences from other societies .. 
Conquered peoples, characterized by actual or supposed 
medical skill, furnished the medical practitioners. For a long 
time these were dependents of patrician houses. Say Guhl 
and Koner-" Physicians and surgeons were mostly slaves or 
freedmen." Alid the medical profession, when it began to 
develop, was of foreign origin. Mommsen writes :-

" In 535 the first Greek physician, the Peloponnesian Archagathus, 
settled in Rome and there acquired such repute by his surgical opera
tions, that a residence was assigned to him on the pa.rt of the state 
and he received the freedom of the city; and thereafter his colleagues 
flocked in erowds to Rome • . • .. the profession, one of the most 
lucrative which existed in Rome, continued a. monopoly in the hands 
of the foreigners." 

§ 667. Opposed to paganism as Christianity wa~ from the 
beginning, we might naturally suppose that the primitive 
association between the priestly and medical functions would 
cease when Christianity became dominant. But the roots of 
human s~ntiments and beliefs lie deeper than the roots of 
particular creeds, and are cert",in to survive and bud out 
afresh when an old creed, has been superficially replaced by 
a new one. Everywhere pagan usages and ideas are found 
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to modify Christian forms and doctrines, and it is "" here. 
The primitive theory that diseases are of supernatural origin 
still hold its ground, and the agency of the priest con
sequently remained needful Of various hospitals built by 
the early Christians we read :-

II It was commonly a Priest who had charge of them, as, at Alex
andria, S. Isidore, under the Patriarch Theophilus ; at Constantinople, 
St. Zoticus, and after him St. Samson." . 
Concerning the substitution of. Christian medical institutions 
for pagan ones, it is remarked :-

II The destruction of the Asclepions was not attended by any 
suitably extensive measures for insuring professional education ••• 
The consequences are seen in the gradually increasing credulity and 
imposture of succeeding ages, until, at length, there was an almost 
universal reliance on miraculous interventions." 
But a more cOlTect statement would be that the pagan con
ceptions of disease and its treatment re-asserted themselves. 
Thus, according to Sprengel, after the 6th century the monks 
practised medicine almost exclusively. Their cures were per
formed by prayers, relics of martyrs, holy water, &c., often at 
the tombs of martyrs. The state of things during early me
direval tim~s, of which we know so little, may be inferred from 
the fact that in the 12th and 13th centuries the practice cf. 
medicine by priests was found to interfere so much with their 
religious functions that orders were issued to prevent it; as 
by the Lateran Council in 1139. the Council of Reims in 1131, 
and again by the Lateran Council in 1215. But the usage 
survived for. centuries later in France and probably else
where; and it seems that only when a papal bull permitted 
physicians to marry, did the clerical practice of medicine 
begin to decline. cc The physicians of the University of Paris 
were not allowed to marry till the year 1452." 

In our own country a parallel relationship similarly 
survived. In 1456 .. the practice of medicine was still, to 
some extent, in the hands of the clergy." That ecclesiastics 
exercised authority over medical practice in the time of 
Henry VIII, is shown by a statute of his third year, which 
reaQJ'l-
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.. It is enacted, that no person within London, or seven miles thel'll<.f. 
shall practise as a.. physician or surgeon without ~xamination and 
Iict!nce.of the Bishop of London or of the Dean of Paul's, duly assisted 
by the faculty j or beyond these limits, without licence from the 
bishop of the diocese, or his vicar·general, similarly assisted." 
And even down to the year 1858 there remained with the 
Archbishop of Canterbury a power of granting medical 
diplomas: a power exercised in that year. So that the sepa
ration between" soul-curer and body-curer," which goes on aa 
savage pcoples develop into civilized nations, has but very 
gradually completed itself even throughout Christian Europe. 

§ 668. This continuity of belief and of usage is even still 
shown in the surviving interpretations of certain diseases by 
the Church and its adherents j and it is even still traceable 
in certain modes of medical treatment and certain popular 
convictions connected with them. 

In the minds of multitudinous living people there 
exists the notion that epidemics are results of divine dis
pleasure j and no less in the verdict" Died by the.visitation 
of God," than in the vague idea that recovery from, or fatal 
issue of, a disease, is in part supernaturally determined, do 
we see that the ancient theory lingers. Moreover, there is 
a pre-determination to preserve it. When, some years ago, 
it was propo;.;ed to divide hospital patients into two groups, 
for one of which prayers were to be offered and for the other 
not, the proposal was resented with indignation. There was 
a resolution to maintain the faith in the curative effect of 
prayer, whether it was or was not justified bJ the facts j to 
which end it was felt desirable not to 'bring it face to face 
with the facts. 

Again, down to the present day epilepsy is regarded by 
many as due to possession by a devil j and .Roman Catholics 
have a form of exorcism to be gone through by a priest to 
cure maladies thus supernaturally caused. Belief in the de
moniacal origin of some diseases is indeed a belief necessarily 
accepted by consistent members of the Christian Church j 

l:?-
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since it is the belief taught to tl1em in the New Testament
a belief, moreover, which survives the so-called highest 
culture. When, for example, we see a late Prime Minister, 
deeply imbued with the University spirit, publicly defending 
the story that certain expelled devils entered into Bwine, 
we are clearly shown that the theory of the demoniacal 
origin of some disorders is quite consistent with the current 
creed. And we are shown how, consequently, there yet re
mains a place for pries~ly action in medical treatJ.nent. 

Let me add a- more remarkable mode in which the 
primitive theory has persisted. The notion that the demon 
who was causing a disease must be driYen out, continued, 
until recent times, to give a character to medical practice; and 
even now influences the conceptions which many people 
form of medicines. The primitive medicine-man, thinking 
to make the body an intolerable habitat for the demon, 
exposed his patient to this or that kind of alarming, painful 
or disgusting treatment. He made before him dreadful 
noises and fearful grimaces, or subjected him to an almost 
unbearable heat, or produced under his nose atrocious 
stenches, or made him swallow the most abominable sub
stances he could think of. .As we saw in the case cited in § 132, 
from Ecclesiasticus, the idea, even among the semi-civilized 
Hebrews, long remained of this nature. Now there is 
abundant proof that, not only during medireval days' but in 
fur more recent days, the efficiency of medicines was 
associated in thought with their disgustingness: the more 
repulsive they were the m:ore effectual Hence Montaigne's 
ridicule of the monstrous compounds used by doctors in his 
day-" dung of elephant, the left foot of a tortoise, liver of a 
mole, powdered excrement of rats, &c."· Hence a receipt 
given in Vicary's ·work. on anatomy, The Englishman'S 
Treasure, &:0. (1641)-" Five spoonfuls of knave child urine 
of an innocent." Hence" the belief that epilepsy may be 
cured by drinking water out of the skull of a suicide, or by 
tasting the blood cf a. murderer; " that "moss gJ;'owing' on a 
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11llman slmll, i£dried, powdered, and taken as snuff, will cure 
the Head-ach ;," and that the halter and chips from the f,ribbet 
()n which malefactors have been exec~ted or exposed have 
medicinal properties. And there prevails in our own days 
nmong the uncultured and the youllg a similarly-derived 
notion. They betray an ingrained mental association between 
the nastiness of a medicine and its efficiency: so much so, 
indeed, that a medicine which is pleasant is 'with difficulty 
believed to be a medicine. 

§ 669. As with evolution at large, as with organic evolu
tion, anu as with social evolution throughout its other 
divisions, seconuary differentiations accompany the primary 
differentiation. While the medical agency separates from the 
ecclesiastical agellCY, there go on separations within the 
medical agency itself. 

The most pronounccd division is that between physicians 
and surgeons. The origin of this has been confused in 
various ways, and seemS now the more obscure becau8e there 
has been of late arising not a further distinction between the 
two but a fusion of them. All along they have had a com
mon function in the treatment of ordinary disorders and in 
the uses of drugs; and the "general practitioner" has come 
to be one who avowedly fulfils the functions of both. Indeed, 
in our day, it is common to take degrees in both medicine and 
surgery, and thus practically to unite these sub-professions. 
Meanwhile the two jointly have become more clearly marked 
off from those who carry out their orders. Down to recent 
times it was usual not only for a surgeon to compound his 
own medicines, but a physician, also, had a dispensary and 
sometimes a compounder: an arrangement which still s~ll'vives 
in country districts .. Nowadays, however, both medical and 
surgical practitioners in large places depute this part of their 
business to apothecaries. . 

But the apparent nonconformity to .the evolutionary 
process disappears if we go back to the earliest stageI'!. The 

13-2 
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distinction between doctor and surgeon is not one widch has 
arisen by differentiation, but is one which asserted itself at the 
outset. For while both had to cure bodily evils, the one was 
concerned with evils supposed to be supernaturally inflicted. 
and the other with evils that were naturally inflicted-the 
one with diseases ascribed to possessing demons, the other 
with injuries caused by human beings, by beasts, and by inani
mate bodies: Hence we find in the records of early civiliza
tions more or less decided distinctions between the two. 

"The Brahmin was the physician; but the important manual 
department of the profession could not be properly exercised by the 
pure Brahmin; and to meet this difficulty, at an early period, another 
caste was formed, from the offdpring of a Brahmin with a. daughter of 
a Vaishya." . 

There is evidence implying that the division existed in 
Egypt before tIle Christian era j and it. is alleged that the 
Arabians systematically dh'ideu physics, surgery, and phar
macy, into three distinct professions. Among the Greeks. 
however, the separation of functions did not exist: "the 
Greek physician was likewise a surgeon" and was likewise 
a compounder of his own medicines. Bearing in mind these 
scattered indications yielded by early societies, we must 
accept in a qualified way the statements respecting the dis
tinctions between the two in medireval times throughout 
Europe. When we remember that during the dark ages 
the religious houses and' priestly orders were the centres of 
such culture and skill as existed, we may infer that priest~ 
and monks acted in both capacities j and that hence, at the 
beginning of the fifth century, surgery "was not yet e. dis
tinct branch" of the practice of medicine. Still, it is con
cluded that . clerics generally abstained from practising 
surgery, and simply superintended the serious operations per
formed by their assistants: the reason being perhaps, as 
alleged, that thtl I!hedding of blood by clerics being inter
dicted, they could not themselves use the operating knife . 

. And this may have been a part cause for the rise of thosp. 
secular medical practitioners who, having been educated in 
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the monastic schools, were, as barber-surgeons, engaged by the 
larger towns in the public service. Probably' this differen
tiation was furthered by the papal edicts forbidding eccle
:siastics from practising medicine in general; for, as is argued, 
there may hence have arisen that compromise which allowed 
the clergy to prescribe 'medicines while they abandoned 
surgical practice into the hands of laymen. 

Along with this leading differelltiatiun, confused in the 
ways described, there have gone on, within each division, 
Dlinor differentiations. Some of these arose and became 
marked in early stages. In Ancient. India.-
... A special branch of surgery was devoted to rhinoplastyj or opera
tions for improving deformed ears and noses, and forming new ones." 

1.'bat the specialization t.hus illustrated was otherwise marked, 
is implied by the statement that "no less than 127 surgical 
instruments were described in" the works of the ancient 
~urgeons; and by the statement that in the Sanskrit period
., The number of medical works and authors is extraordinarily large. 
Tile former are either systems embracing the whole domain of the 
ecience, or highly special investigations of single topics." 

So was it, too, in aI;.cient Egypt. Describing the results, 
Herodotus writes :-

"Medicine is practised among them [the Egyptians] on a plan of 
separation; each physician treats a single disorder, and ,no more: 
thus the country swarms with medical practitioners, some undertaking 
to cure diseases of the eye, others of the head, others again of the 
teeth, others of the intestines, and Borne those which are not local." 
Though among the Greeks there was for a long period no 
division even between physician and' surgeon, yet in later 
days. "the science of llealing became divided into separate 
branches, such as the arts Clf oculists, dentist.'I, &c." 

Broken evidence only is furnished by intermediate times; 
but our own times furnish clear proot's of progress in the 
.division of labour among medical men. We have physicians 
who devote themselves, if not exclusively, still mainly, to 
odiseases of the lungs, others to heart-diseasas, others to dis
oOrders of the nervous system, others to derangements of 
odigestion, others to affections of' the skin; and we ha va 
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hospitals deyoted some to this,and some to that,kind of malady. 
So, too, with surgeons. Besides such specialists as oculists 
and aurists, there' exist men noted for skilful operations on 
the bladder, the rectum, tbe ovaria, as well as men whoso 
particular aptitudes are in the treatment of breakages and 
dislocations; to say nothing of the quacks known as "bone
setters," whose success, as has been confessed to me by a 
surgeon, is often greater than that of men belonging to his 
own authorized class. 

§ G69A. In conformity with the normal order of evolution, 
integration has accompanied these differentiations. From the 
beginning have been shown tenden,cies towards unions of 
those who practised the healing art. There have arisen 
institutions giving a certain common education to them; 
associations of those whose kinds of practice were similar; 
and, in later times, certain general, though less close, associa
tions of all medical men. In Alexandria-
"The temple of Serapis was used for a hospital, the sick being 
received into it, and persons studying medicine admitted for the 
purpose of familiarizing themselves with the appearance of disease, 
precisely as in such institutions at the present time." 

In Rome, along with the imported worship of A:sculapius, 
there went the communication of knowledge in the places 
devoted to him. During early medireval times the monas
teries, serving as centres of instruction, gave some embodiment 
to the medical profession, like that which our colleges give. 
In Italy there later arose institutions mainly for edncating 
physicians, as the medical school of Salerno in the 9th century. 
In France before the end of the 13th century the surgeons had 
become incorporated into a distinct college, following, in this. 
way, the incorporated medical faculty; and ~hile thus in
tegrating themselves they excluded f!'bm their clas8 the 
barbers, who, forbidden to perform operations, were allowed 
only to dress wounds, &0. In our own country there have been 
successive consolidations. 

The barber-surgeo~, of London were originally incorporatelJ 
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hy Edward IV, and in 1518 the College of Physicians was 
founded, and received power to grant licenccs to practise 
medicine, a power which bad previously been confined to 
the bishops. Progress in definiteness of integration was 
shown when, in Charles 1'8' time, persons were forbidden to 
exercise surgery in London and within seven miles, until they 
had been examined by the Company of Barbers and Surgeons; 
and also when, by the 18th of George II, excluding the 
barbers, the Royal College of Surgeons was formed. At the 
same time there have grown up medical scl~ools in various 
places which prepare students for examination by these incor
porated medical bodies: further inte~,'rations being thus 
implied. Hospitals, too, scattered throughout the kingdom, 
have become places of clinical instruction; some united to 
colleges and some not. Another. species of integration has 
been achieved by medical journals, weekly and quarterly, 
which serve to bring into communication educational institu
tions, incorporated bodies, amI- the whole profession. 

Two additional facts should be noted befi)re closing the 
chapter. One is the recent differentiation by which certain 
professors of anatomy and physiology have been made into 
professors of biology. In them the study of human life has 
developed into the study of life at large. And it is interest
ing to see how this specialization, seemingly irrelevant to 
medical practice, eventually becomes relevant; since the 
lmowledge of animal life obtained preseutly extends the 
knowledge of human life, and so increases mcdical skill. The 
other fact is that along with incorporation of authorized 
medical men, ther~ has arisen jealousy of the unincorporated. 
Like the religious priesthood, the priesthood of medicine 
persecutes heretics and those who are without diplomas. 
There ha.~ long been, and still continues, denunciation 01' 
unlicensed practitioners, as also of the "counter-practiCe" 
carried on by apothecaries. That is to say, there L'I a constant 
tendency to a more definite marking off of thtl integrated 
professional body. . 



CHAPTER III. 

DAXCER ,AND MUSICIAY. 

§ 670. IN an essay on "The Origin and Function of Music," 
first published in 1857, I emphasized the psycho-physical law 
tllat muscular movements in general' are originated by feel
ings in general. Be the movements slight or violent, be they 
those of the whole body or of special parts, and be the
feelings pleasurable or painful, sensational or emotional, the 
first are always results of thl} last: at least, after exclud
ing those movements which are reflex and involuntary. 
And it was there pointed out that as a conseqllence of this' 
psycho-physical law, the violent muscular motions of the 
limbs which cause bounds and gesticulations, as well as those 
strong contractions of the pectoral and vocal muscles which 
produce shouting and laughter, become the natural language 
of great pleasure. 

In the actions of lively children who on fleeing in the dis
tance some indulgent relative, run up to him, joining one 
another' in screams of delight and breaking their run with' 
leap!!, there are shown the roots from which simultaneously 
arise those audible and visible manifestations of joy which 
culminate ill singing and dancing. It needs no stretch of 
imagination to see that when, instead of all indulgent 
relative met by delighted children, we have a conquering chief 
or king met by groups of his people, there will almost 
certainly occur I!altatory and vocal expressions' of elated 
feeling j nnd that these must become, by implication, signs 
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of respect .and loyalty-ascriptions of worth which, raised 
to a higher po'\>ier, become worship. Nor does it 'need 
any stretch of imagination to perceive that th~senatural 
displays of joy, at first made spontaneously before one who 
Rl'proaches in triumph as a benefactor and glorifier of his 
people, come, in course of time, to'be observances used on'all 
public occasions as demonstrations of allegiance; while, 
simultaneously, the irregular jumpings and gesticulations with 
unrhythmical shouts and cries, at first arising without concert, 
gradually by repetition become regularized into the measured 
movements we know as dance~ and into the organized 
utterances constituting songs. Once more; it is easy to see 
that out of groups of subjects thus led into irreguiar ova
tiOHS, and by and by into regUlar laudatory receptions, there 
will eventually arise some who, distinguished by their skill, 
are set apart as dancers and singers, and presently acquire 
the professional character. 

Before passing to the positive evidence which supports 
this interpretation, it may be well to remark that negative 
evidence is furnished by those savages who have no pel'lna-
11ent chiefs or rudimentary kings; for among them these 
incipient professional actions are scarcely to be traced. 
They do indeed show us certain rude dances with noisy 
accompaniments; but these are representatiuns of war and 
the chase. Though the deeds of celebrated warriorsmav 
occasionally be simulated in ways implying praise of the~, 
there do not commonly arise at this stage the lauda
tions constituted by joyous gesticulations and triumphant 
songs in facc of a conqueror. At later stages ceremonies'of 
this primitive kind develop into organized exercises per
formed by masses of warriors. Thus among the Katlirs 
war-dances constitute the most important part of training, 
and the men' engage in them frequently; and it is' said 
that the movements ill the grand dances of the Zulus, re
semble military evolutions. So, too, Thomson writes that 
the war-dalice of theNewZealandel'S approximated in pre-
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C18lOn to the movements ofa regiment of modern soldiers. 
Clearly it is not from these exercises that professional danc
ing originates. 

§ 671. That professional dancing, singing, and instrumental 
music originate in the way abo~e indicated, is implied by a 
familiar passage in the Bible. We are told that when David, 
as general of the Israelites, " was returned from the slaughter 
of the Philistine"-
.. The women caine out of all cities of Israel, singing and dancing, to 
meet king Saul, with tabrets, with joy, and with instruments of 
music; a,nd the women answered one another as they played, and said 
'Saul hath slain his thousands and David his ten thousands.'" {I Sam., 
xviii, 6, 7.} 

Here the primitive reception of a conquering chief by shouts 
and leaps, which, along with semi-civilization, had developed 
into partially definite and rhythmical form, vocal and saltatory, 
was accorded both to a reigning conqueror and to a conqueror 
subordinate to him. But while on this occasion the ceremony 
was entirely secular, it was, on another occasion, under 
different circumstances, predominantly sacrecl. When, led by 
Moses, the Israelites had passed the Red Sea, the song ot 
Miriam, followed by the women "with timbrels and with 
dances" exhorting them "sing ye to the Lord, for he hath 
triumphed gloriously," shows us the same kind of obser
vance towards a leader (a "man of war," as the Hebrew 
god is called) who was no longer visible, but was supposed to 
guide his people and occasionally to give advice in battlc. 
That is, we see religious dancing ,and singing and praisa 
having the same form whether the object of them is or is 
not present to sight. 

Usages which we find in existing semi-civilized societies, 
justify the conclusion that ovations to a. returnP1g conqueror, 
at first spontaneous expressions of applause and loyalty, 
gmdually pass into ceremonial observances used for purposes 
ot' propitiation. It becomes the policy to please the ruler by 
repetitions of these songs describing his great deeds, and of. 
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the dances expressive of joy at his present'e.Describing the 
lIarutse, Holub says :-

II All the musicians [of the royal band] were obliged to be singers as 
well, having to screech out the king's praises between the intervals in 
the music, or to the mutlled accOlnpaniment of their instruments." 

So, Schweinfurlh tells us that at the court of king Munza, 
the Monbutto ruler, there were professional musicians, ballad
singers, and dancers, whose leading function was to glorify 
and please the king. And in Dahomey, according to Burton, 
II the bards arc of both sexes, and the wom~n dwell in the 
palace . . . the King keeps a whole troop of these laureates." 
Official praises of this kind are carried on by attendants not 
only of the king but of subordinate rulers. In processions in 
Ashantee, " each noble is attended by his flatterers, who pro
claim, in boisterous songs, the 'strong names' of their 
master;" and on the Gold Coast," every chief has a horn
blower and a special air of his own." Similarly we learn from 
Park that among the Mandingos there Ill'e minstrels who 
"sing extempore songs, in honour of their chief mim, o!' any 
other persons who are willing to give 'solid pudding for 
empty prai~e' ": showing us an unobtrusive divergence from 
the original function. Winterbottom indicates a like diver-' 
gence. ' 

II Among the Foolas there is a set of people called singing men, who, 
like the ancient bards, travel about the country singing the praises of 
those who choose to purchase r~nowu." 

. Passing beyond Africa we read that in Madagascar "the , 
sovereign has a large band of female singers, who attend ill 
the court-yard, and who accompany their monarch whenever 
lie takes an excursion." Raffies, too, says that in Java there 
lire three classes of dancing-girls, who perform in public:-
1. "The concubines of the sovereign and of the hereditary 
prince.!.' . These are the most skilful 2. The concubines of 
the DobIes. 3." The common dancing girls of the country." 
In these cases we are shown that while saltatory and vocal 
forms of glorification, at first occasional' and spontaneous, 
have bec~me regullll' and ceremonial; and while those wh() 
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perform them, no longer the· people at large, have become a 
specialized class; two further changes have taken place . 

. Instead of being both singel'sand dancers, as the primitive 
celebrants were, these permanent officials have become differ
entiated into the two classes, singers and dancers; and, if not 
of the singers yet of the dancers, we may remark that th~ir 
performances, ceasing to be expressions of welcome and joy 
Lefore the ruler, have grown into displays of agility and grace, 
and are gone through for the purpose of yielding: :esthetic 
pleasures. A.mong the Hebrews this development had taken 
place in the time of Herod, when the daughter of Herodias 
delighted him by her dancing; and a like development is 
shown at the present day throughout India, where troops of 
lJayaderes are appendages of courts. 

§ 67~. That laudatory dancing and singing before the 
,·isible ruler are associated with like observances before the 
invisible ruler, the Hebrews have shown us. To the case of 
the prophetess Miriam and her companions, may be added 
the case of David dancing before the ark. Hence we shall 
not be surprised to find such facts among other semi-civilized 
peoples. Markham, describing aPuharrie festival, and 
saying of a certain receptacle that "in it the Deity is sup
posed to dwell," adds that "upon this occasion the deptha, 
or ark, is brought forth with much solemnity, and the people 
decked out with flowers and ears of corn dance around it." 
In an account of the Bhils we read, concerning a class of men 
called Barwas who are votaries of the hill-gods, that.2....-

., Their powers are, however, dormant, till they are excited by music; 
and for this reason, they have a class of musicians connected with 
thtm, who are proficient in numerous songs in praise of the hill deities. 
"'hen the recitation of these songs hns kindled the spark of spiritual 
j;re, they begin to dauce with frantic gestures." 

An analogous use of dancing occurs in Abyssinia. The· duties 
(Jf priests" consist in reading thepraycrs, chanting, adminis
tering the sacraments, and dancing, the latter being indulge:! 
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in during religious pror.essions:' That tl,1e dancing is in this 
case imported into the quasi-Christian religion by adoption 
from some previous religion (a like adoption being common 
with noman Catholic missionaries) is a conclusion supported 
by an instance from a remote region. Describing the usage3 
of the Pueblos, Lummis says:-

.. The cachinatl or sacred dances which were in vogue before 
Columbus, still survive; but now they are applied to the festivals of 
the church, ant.! are presumed to be as grateful to Tata lJiOB as to the 
Sun-Father and the Hero-Twins." 

nut the way in which singing and dancing before the 
visible ruler differentiate into singing and dancing before the 
ruler no lonf;er visible, is best seen in tbe early records of 
civilized races. To the above illustrations furnished by 
Hebrew history may be added various others. Thus 
I Samuelll,.5, tells of" a company of prophets coming down 
from the high place with a psaltery, and a tabret, and a pipe. 
and a harp, before them j "and, according to some translators, 
dancing and singing. Again in I Chronicles ix, 33, we re!:l.d or 
certain Levites that" these are the singers, chief of the fathers 
of the Levites." And in Psalm cxlix, there is the exhorta~ 
tion :_U Let them praise his name in the dance: let them 
sing praises unto him with the timbrel and harp:" worship 
which was joined with the execution of t< vengeance upon the 
heathen." 

This association of dancing and singing as forms of 
worship, and by implication. their more special' association 
with the priesthood, is not so conspicuous in the accounts of 
Egypt j probably because the earlier stagp.s of Egyptian civili
zation are unrecorded. According to Herodotus, however, in 
the processions during the festival of Bacchus, the piper went 
first and was followed by chorist.ers who sang hymns in 
honour of that deity. Naming also cymbals and flutes and 
harps a.<I used in religious ceremonies, Wilkinson says that 
"the sacred musicians were of the order of priests, and 
appointed to the service, like the Levites, among the Jews." 
Songs and clapping of lIa_nds are mentioned by him as 
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parts of the worship.- Moreover the wall-paintings yield 
proofs. "That they also danced at the temples in honour of 
the gods, is evident from the representations of several sacred 
processions." Wilkinson is now somewhat out of date;- but 
these assertions are not incongruous with those made by 
later writers. The association between the temple and the 
palace was in all ways intimate, and while, according to 
Brugsch, one steward of theking's household "was over 
the singing and playing," Duncker states that "'in every 
temple there was . . . a minstrel" So too, Tiele, speaking 
of Imhotep, son of Ptah, says-

"The texts designate him as the first of the Cher-hib, a class of priests 
Wh9 were at the same time choristers and physicians." 
nut Rawlinson thinks that music -had, in the days of 
historical Egypt, become largely secularized ;-" Music was 
used, in the main, as a light entertainment . . . The religious 
cel'emonies into which music entered were mostly of an 
equivocal character." 

Similar was the genesis which occurred in Greece. .A 
brief indication of the fact is conveyecl by the etatement of 
Guhl and Koner that all the dances "were originally con
nectedwith reli'gious worship." The union of dancing and 
singing as components of the same ceremony, is implied by 
Moulton's remark that---, 
" 'Chorus' ill one example amongst many of expressions that convey 
musical associations to us, but are terms originally of dancing. The 
chorus was the most elaborate of the lyric ballad-dances." 

, And that the associated use of the two was religious is shown 
by the description of Grote, who writes ;-

"The chorus, with song and dance combined, constituted an important 
part of divine service thl'oughout all Greece. It was originally a public 
manifestation of the citizens generally .•• But in process of time, the 
performance at the chief festival tended to become more elaborate and 
to fall into the hands of persons expressly and professionally trained." 

In like manner DonaldsOil tells us that apparently "music and 
d&ncing were the basis of the l'eligious, political, and military 
organization of the Dorian states; " remarking also that- ' 
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, .. The preservation "f military discipline lUld the establishment ofa 
principle of subordination, not merely the encouragement of a taste for 
the fine arts, were the objects whioh these rude legislators had iii 
view; and though there is no doubt that religious feeling entered 
largely into all their thoughts and actions, yet the god whom they 
worshipped was a god of war, of music, and of civil governlllent." 

On which statement, however, let me remark that it contains 
a species of error very common in historical interpretations. 
It is erroneously assumed that these dances were introduced. 
by legislators, instead of being continuations of observances 
which arose spontaneously. How in Greece there early 
began the secularization .of music,. is shown by the traditi.ons 
concerning the religious festivals-the I'ythian, Olympian, 
&c.-which presently furnished occasions for competitions in 
skill and strength. The Pythian games, which were the 
earliest, exhibited the smallest divergence from the primitive 
purpose; for only musical and poetical contests took plnce. 
nut the establishment of prizes shows that out of the original 
miscellaneous chorus had arisen some who were marked by 
their more effective expressions of praise and finer vocal 
,utterances. And on reading that out of those who played 
accompaniments tQ the sacred songs and dances, some became 
noted for their skill, and that there presently followed at the 
great Greek games prizes to the best performers on flutes, 
trumpets, and lyres, we see how there arose also that differ
entiation of instrumentalists from vocalists which presently 
became pronounced. Says Mahaffy concerning a performance 
about 250 B.C.-

" This elaborate instrumental symphony was merely tbe development 
of the old competitions in playing instruments, whieh had existed at 
Delphi from very early days." 

Hence, after a time, a complete secularization of music. Be
sides musical performances in honour of the gods, there grew 
up in later days perfQrmances which ministered solely tQ 
8'sthetic enjoyments. Distinguishing the sacred from the 
secular, Mahaffy says the first" were quite separate from the 
singing and playing in private society, which were cultivated 
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a good deal at Athens, though not at all at Sparta, where 
such performances were left to profesflional musicians." 

Parallel evidence is furnished by Roman history, We read 
in. Mommsen that-
" In the most ancient religious usages dancing, and next to dancing 
i~strumental music, were far more prominent than song. In the great 
procession, with which the Roman festival of victory was opened, the 
chief place, next to the images of the gods and the champions, was 
assigned to the dancers grave and 'merry ••• The 'leapers' (8ali~) 
were perhaps the most ancient and sacred of a.ll the priesthoods." 

So, too, GuhI and Koner write. :-
,.' Public games were, from.. the earliest times, connected with reo 

ligious aets, the Roman custom tallying in this respect with the Greek. 
Such games were promised to the gods to gain their favour, and after
wards carried out as a sign of gratitude for their assistance." 

Congruous with this statement is that of Posnett, who, after' 
quoting an early prayer to Mars, says-

" This primitive hymn clearly' combined the sacred dance '.' • with 
the responsive chant; and the prominence of the former suggests how 
readily the proces~ional or stationary hymn might grow into a little 
drama symbolizing the supposed actions of the deity worshipped." 

Here we see a parallelism to the triumphal reception of David 
and Saul, and are shown that· the worship of the hero-god is 
a repetition of the applause given to a conqueror when alive 
in celebration of his achievements: the priests and people 
doing in the last case that which the courtiers and people 
did in the first. Moreover in Rome, as in Greece, there 
eventually arose, out of the sacred performances of music. 
secular performances-a cultivation of music as a pleasure
giving art. Says Inge-
" In republican days a Roman would have been ashamed to own him
self a skilled mu~ician ••. Scipio lEmilianus delivered a scathing 
invective in the senate against schools of music and dancing, at one of 
which he had even seen the son of a Roman magistrate I" 

But in the days of the Cmsars musical culture had become 
part of a liberal education, and we have in illustration the 
familiar remembrance of Nero as a violinist. At the same 
time "trained choirs of slaves were employed to sing and 
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play to tIle guests at dinner, or for the delectation of their 
master alone." 

§ 673. On tracing further the evolution of these originally 
twin professions, ·we come upon,the fact that ·while,. after 
their separation, the one became almost wholly secularized, 
the other long continued its ecclesiastical connexions and 
differentiated jnto its secular forms at a later date. Why 
dancing ceased to be a part of religious worship, while music 
did not, we may readily see. In the first place dancing, 
being inarticulate, is not capable of expressing those various 
ideas and feelingS which music, joining with words, is able to 
do.' As originally used it was expressive of joy, alike in 
presence of the living hero and in the supposed presence of 
his spirit. In the nature of things it implies that overplus 
of energy which goes along with elated feeling, and does not 
serve to express the awe, the submission, the penitence, which 
form large parts of religious worship in advanced times. 

Naturally then, dancing, though it did not in. the middle 
ages wholly disappear from religious worship, practically fell 
into disuse. One part only of the original observance 
survived-the procession. Alike in the triumphal reception 
()f a returning conqueror and in the celebration of a god's 
achievements, the saltatory actions were the joyous accom
paniments in a moving stream of people. But while the 
saltatory actions have ceased the moving stream has con
tinued. Moreover there have survived, even down to our own 
day, its two original forms. We. have religious processions, 
now along the aisles of cathedrals and now through the 
streets; and besides other secular processions more or less 
triumphal, we have those in which either the ruler or the 
representative of the ruler is escorted into the city he is 
approaching by troops of officials and by the populace: the 
going out' to meet the judges, who are the ldng's deputies, 
shows us that the old form, minus the dance, is !ltill extant. 

A further fact is to be noted. While dancing has become 
14 
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secularized it has in part assumed a prOfessional c1lUracter. 
Though, even in the earliest stages, it had other forms and 
purposes than ~hose above described. (as shown in the 
mimetic representations of success in the chase, and ill 
primitive amatory dances), and though from these, secular 
tlancing has been in part derived; yet if we bear in mind 
the transition from the dancing in triumphal processions 
hefore the king, to dancing before him as 8. court-observance 
hy trained dancers, and from that to dancing on the stage, 
we may infer that even the forms of secular dancing now 
. familiar are not without a trace of that origin we· have becn 
following out. 

§ 6'/4. Returning from this parenthesis and passing from the 
evidence furnished by ancient civilizations to that furnished by 
the pagan and semi-civilized peoples of Europe, we may first 
note the statement of Strabo concerning the Gauls. . 
"There are generally three divisions of men espt'Cially reverenced, the 
nards, the Yates, and the Druids. The Budd compnsed and chanted 
I,ymns ; the Yates occupied themselves with the saCrifices and the study 
of nature; while the Druids joined to the study of nature that of 
moral philosophy." 
And the assertion is that these bards recited the exploits of 
their chiefs to the accompaniment of the harp. The survi\'al 
of pagan observances into Christian times probably gave 
origin to the class distinguished among the Scandinavians as 
" skaMs" and among the Anglo-Saxons as harpers amI glee-
men. Thus we read :-'- . 

"The gleemen added mimicry. •.• dancing and tumbling, with 
I>I.Jights of hand ••. It was therefore necessary for them to &s8ociate 
th .. mRelves into companies." 

" Soon after the Conquest, these musicians lost the ancient. Saxon 
IIppellation of gleemen, and were called mini:>traulx, in English 
minstrels." 
Moreover in the old English period the ministrel "was some
times a household retainer of the chief whom he served, as we 
sec in the poem of Beowulf." And since it was the functioll 
of the minstrel now to glorify his chief and now to glorify 
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his chief's ancestors, we see that ill the one capacity he laudcu 
the living potentate as a courtier, and in the other capacity 
lie lauded the deceased potentate as a priest lauds a deity. 

While, with the dec~y of the worship of the pagan goth, 
lieroes, and ancestors, s01l1e uiusic became secularizeu, other 
lIIusic began to develop in connexiou with the substituted 
religion. Among the Anglo-Saxons, "music was also culti
vated with ardour •.• Permanent schools of music were 
finally established at the monasteries, and a principal Olle at 
Cantt:rbury." So, too, was it under the Normans :-" grcat 
attention was now paid to church music, and the clergy 
frequently composed pieces for the 'use of their choirs." 
Then in the 15th centul'y-

II Ecclesiastical music was studied by the youths at the Universities, 
with a view to the attainment of degrees as ba(·helors and doctors in 
that faculty or science, which generally secured preferment." 

Hut the best proof of the clerical origin of the musical pro
fessor during Christian times, is furnished by the 11iographi
cal notices of early musicians throughout Europe. We Legin 
in the 4th, century with St. Ambrose, who set in order" the 
ecclesiastical mode of saying and singing divine service;" and 
then come to St. Gregory who in 590 arranged the musical 
scales. The 10th century yielded Hucbaldus, a monk who 
,l'cplaced the ,two-lined stave by one of more lines; aud the 11th 
century the monk Guido d'Arezzo, who further developed 
the stave. A difierentiation of sacred into secular was com
menced in the 12th century by the Minnesingers: "their 
melodies were founded on the Cl1urch scales," Developed 
out of them, came the Meistersingers, who usually performed 
in churches, and "had generally a sacred subjed, and their 
time was religious." ".oue of the first composers who wrote 
in regular form" was Canon Dufay, of the Cathedral of 
Cambrai, who died in 1474. The 16th ceutu;y brought Lassus, 
who wrote 1300 musical compooitions, but whose status is not 
llamed; and then, showing a pronounce? secularization, we 
have, in the same century, Philippus de Monte, Canon of 

14-2 
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CamlJrai, who wrote 30 books of madrigals. Atout that 
time Luther, too, "arranged the German mass." In this 
century arose the distinguished composer Palestrina who, 
though originally a layma~, was elected to priestly functions; 
and in the 17th century the priest,Allegri, a composer. At later 
dates lived Carissimi, chapel-master and composer; Scarlatti 
also maestro di capella. France presently produced Rameau, 
church-organist; and Germany two of its greatest composers
Handel first of all capcllmcister in Hanover and then 'in 
England; and Bach, who was primarily an organist, and who, 
" deeply religious," developed "the old Church modes" into 
modern forms.- . Among other leading musicians of the 18ih 
century were radre Martini, and Zingarelli, both chapel
masters; and there flourished during the same period the 
Abbe Vogler, and Cherubini, a chapel-master. To all which 
cnses abroad should be added the cases at home. Beginning 
early in the 16th century with Tallis" the father of English 
Cat.hedral Music," we find him called" gentleman (chorister) 
of the Chapel Royal." In the same century comes Morley, 
chorister, " epistler," .and " gospeller," who, thus semi-priestly, 
composed secular music; Byrd, a similar functionary similarly 
characterized; :Farrant, also clerical in character; and a 
little later Gibbons, an organist but largely a writer of sl'cular 
music. In the next century we have Lawes, "epistler" of 

• Some inquiries respecting the meaning of "cnpellmeister" w llich the 
criticism of a friend led me to mako, have resulted not simply in verifying 
the wenning above given but in incidentally showing how the process of 
secularization wos furthered. Prof. George Hoffman, of Kiel, writes as 
follows :-

" All these chapelmnsters performed the ecclesiosticnl music at the service 
of tho Churoh. The internal development of music through introducing 
many instruments into vocal performances and the solo-singin/!" and drama
tizing mllsio, when influenoed by the Greek ideas of the Rellni,sancE.', 
especially since Leo X., contributed much towards the secularization of 
musio. Chapolmasters and singers at the courts compo.cd either kind of 
lllusic, ccdcsiasticlli Ils well as secular, and, during the 17th century, the 
chap~lm8stors directed as well moss-as stage-music (operas), the singing
bodies of prinrcs often serving both purposes. ~rhus the name' chapel' and 
• chapcluUlstcr' by and by accompanied also th;, secular course." 
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the. Chapel TIoyal, composer of sacred music; Child, chorister,. 
organist, and sacred composer; and Blow, the same. Then 
como the four generations of Purcells, all connected with tho 
Church as choristers and organists; Hilton, organist and 
parish clerk, and writer of secular as well as sacred music; 
and Croft, organist, chief chorister, and composer, secular and 
sacred. And so with later composers, Boyce, Cook, Webbe, 
Horsley, who, still in part Church-functionaries, are chiefly 
known by their songs, glees, and catches. 

'Ve must not, however, ignore the fact that though out of 
the cultivation of music for purposes of worship, music of 
the valious developed kinds originated, there independently 
grew up simple popular music. From the earliest times 
emotions excited by the ~arious incidents of lift:! have 
prompted spontaneous vocal expression. But recognition of 
this truth consisti! with assertion of the larger truth that the 
higher developments of music arose out of elaborated religious 
worship, and were for a long time the productions of the 
priest-class; and that out of this class, or semi-secularized 
members of it, there were eventually differentiated the com
posers and professors of secular music. 

One further differentiation, which has accompanied the 
la;;t, has to be noted. The clerically-developed musician's 
art, influencing the simple secular music of the people, began 
to evolve out of this the higher forms of music we now 
know. 'Vhether or not the popular dances in use during 
l'ecent centuries had arisen de novo, or whether, as seems more 
probable, they had descended with modifications from the 
early dance-chants used in pagan worship, inquiry discloses 
the remarkable fact that out of them have grown the great 
orchestral wOl'ks of modern days. The suites de pieces of 
liach and Handel were originally sets of dances in different 
times; and these have developed into the successive move
ments of the symphony, which even now, in the occasional 
movement named "minuet," yields a trace of its origin. 
And then, along with these developments of lIl1lsic, has taken 
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11lace one further differentiation-that of composer from per
former. Though some performers are also composers, yet ill 
large measure the composer has become an independent artist 
who does not himself, unless as conductor, take part in public 
entertainments. 

§ G 7 5. In this case, as in other cases, the general process of 
evolution is exemplified by the integration which has aCCOIll- . 
panied differentiation. Evic1ence furnished by ·ancient civil
izations must be postponed to the next chapter, as more 
closely appertaining to it. Here we may content ourselves 
with indicating the illustrative facts which modern days 
furnish. 

Beyond the unorganized body of professed musical per
formers, and beyond the little-Qrganized large body of pro
fessors and teachers of music, there is the asscmblage of 
those who, having passed eX9,m~nations andaClluired degrees 
in music, are marked off more distinctly: we see the increased 
definiteness which accompanies integration. There are also 
the multitudinous local musical societies j the local musical 
festivals with their governing organizations; and the several 
incorporated colleges, with their students, professorial staffs, 
and directors. 

Then as serving to unite these variously-constituted groups 
of those who make the musieal art a profession, and of those 
who give themselves to the practice of it as amateurs, we 
have u periodical literature-sundry musical journals devoted 
to reports and criticisms of concerts, operas, oratorios, and 
serving to aid musical culture while they maintain t.he i:l
tel'csts of the teachers and performers. 



CHAPTER IV. 

OUATOU AND POET, ACTOR AND DRAMATIST. 

§ 676. TIJINGS wllich during evolution become distinct were 
(If course originally minglcd: the doctrine of evolution implies 
this truism. Already we have seen that in the triumphal 
reception of the conqneror, originally spontaneous and rude 
but in proiess of time giving rise to an established ceremonial 
elaborated into definite forms, there were germs of variou~ 
arts and the professors of _them. With the beginnings 0 

dancing and music jnst described. were joined the beginning\ 
()f oratory, poetry, acting and the drama; here, for convenience, 
to be treated of separately. All of thelll manifestations of 
exalted emotion, at first miscellaneous and confused in their 
-display, they only after many repetitions became regularized 
and parted out among different persons .. 

With the shouts of applause greeting David and Saul, 
eame, from the mouths of some, proclamations of their great 
deeds; as, by i\Iiriam, there had been proclamation of Yahveh's 
victory oyer the Egyptians. Such proclamations, at first 
brief and simple, admit of development into long and lauda
tory speeches; and, with utterance of these, begins the 
orator. Then among orators. occasionally arises one more 
lIuent and emotional than ordinary, whose oration, aboundin;,: 
in picturesque phrases and figures of speech, grows from time 
to time rhythmical, and hence the poet. The lauGr.tions, 
comparatively simple in presence or the living ruler, and 
afterwards elaborated in the supposed presence of the apoth-
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eosized ruler, are, in the last case, sometimes accompanied 
by mimetic representations of his achievements. Among 
children, everywhere much given to dramatizing the doings 
of adults, we may see that some one of a. group, assuming the· 
character of a personage heard about or read about, imitates 
his actions, especially of a destructive kind; and natcrally 
therefore, in days when feelings were less restrained than. 
now, adults fell into the same habit of giving form to. the 
deeds of the hero they celebrated. The orator or poet joined 
with his speech or song the appropriate actions, or else 
these were simultaneously given by some other celebrant. 
And then, when further developments brought representa
tions of more complex incidents, in whieh the victories of the' 
hero and his companions over enemies were shown, tIle' 
leading actor, having to direct the duings of subordinates~ 
became a dramatist. 

From this sketch of incipient stages bascd on establishccl 
facts, but partly hypothetical, let us pass to the justifying 
evidence, supplied, by uncivilized raccs and by early civilized 
races. 

§ 677. If we take first the usages of peoples among whom 
the musical faculty is not much developed, we meet with the 
18.~:in~ official in his simplest form-the orator. Says 
Erskine of the Fijians, each tribe has its "orator, to make 
oratjons on occasiolls of ceremony, or to assist the priest anll 
chief in exciting the courage of the people beforc goinJ t() 
battle" : the encouragement being doubtless, in large measure, 
eulogy ot' the chief's past deeds and assertions of his coming 
prowess. So is it among the New Caledonians; 

In Tanna " every village has its orators. In public harangues these
meu chant their speeches, and walk about in peripatetic fashion, from 
the circumference into the centre of the marum [forum 1 laying off their 
sentences at the same time with the flourish of a club:" [a dramatic 
accompaniment.] 
And, according to Ellis, the Tahitians furnish like facts. Of' 
their" orators of battle" he says-
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"The princip~ object of these Rautis was, to animate the troops by 
recounting the dee~ of their forefathers, the fame of their tribe or 
island." 

The Negro races have commonly large endowments of 
musical faculty. Among them, as we have seen, laudatory 
orations assume a musical form; and, in doing so, llecessarily 
become measured. For while spoken utterances may be, and 
usually are, irregular, utterances which, being musical, in
cluue the ele!Ilent of time; are thereby in 'Some degree 
regularized. On reading that among the M:arutse, those wh() 
" screech out the king's praises" do so "tOR muffled accom
paniment of their instruments," we must infer that, as the 
sounds of their instruments must have some rhythmical 
order, so too must their words. Similarly the M:onbutt() 
ballad-singers, whose function it is to glorify the king, must 
fall into versified expression of their eulogies.. The" troop 
of laureates or bards" kept at the Dahoman court, cannot utter 
their praises in chol'uS without having those praises rhyth
mically arranged. So, too, in Ashanti and among the 
M:andingc.s, the laudations shouted before their chief men, 
having assumed the form of songs, must have verged into 
speech more measured than usual. Other uncivilized peoples 
show us the official orator and poet giving to his applause a 
musical form which must, by implication, be rhythmicaL 
Atkinson says-

The Sultan" ordered his poet to sing for us. The man obeyed; and 
chanted forth songs, describilJg the prowess and successful plundering 
expeditions of my host and his ancestors, which called forth thunders 
of applause from the tribe." 
Among these African peoples, however, and the nomadic people 
of Asia just named, eulogies of the living ruler, whether or not 
with rhythmical words and musical utterance, are but little, 
or llOt at all, accompanied by eulogies of the apothef)sized 
ruler, having a kindred form but with priests ill place of 
coultiers. Why is this 1 There appear 1;0 be two reasons, 
of which perhaps Olle is primary and the other secondary. 
We have seen (§ 100) that amollg the Negro peoples ill 
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general, ideas about life a~ter death, where they exist, are 
undeveloped. Thc notion is that the. double of the dead man 
does not long remain extant: "'hen there are no longcr any 
dreams about him. he is suppose~ to have perished finally. 
Consequently, propitiation of his ghost does not grow into a 
cult, as where there has arisen the notion that he is immortal. 
And then, possibly because of this, African kingdoms are but 

. temporary. It is remarked that from time to time there 
arises some great chief who conquers and unites neigh
bouring tribes, and so forms a kingdom; but that after a 
generation or two this ordinarily dissolves again. We have 
seen how powerful an aid to consolidation and permanence 
is the supposed supernatural power of a deceased ruler; and 
hence it appears not improbable that the lack of this belief 
ill all immortal god, and consequent lack of the established 
worship of one, is a chief cause of the transitory nature of 
the African monarchies. 

§ 678. This supposition harmonizes with the fact.s pre
sented to us by ancient civilized societies, in which, along 
with praises of the living ruler, there went more elaborate 
praises of tlle dead and deified ruler. 

Egypt furnishes instances of poetic laudations of both. 
Preceding a eulogy of Seti I, it is written:-

"The priests, the great ones, and the most distinguished men of 
South and North Egypt have arrived to praise the divine benefactor 
ou his return from the land of Rllthell." Then follows a song "in 
praise of the king and in glorification of his fame." 

So, too, Ramses II is glorified in "the heroic poem of the 
priest Pentaur." In the eighteenth dynasty we see the two 
functions unitcd . 

• e An unknown poet, out of thll number of the holy fathers, felt him
self inspired to sing in measured words the glory of the king 
[Tlmtmes III], and the might and grandeur of the god Amon." 

And then we hayc toe acts; wholly priestly, of-
"the nobleman who bore the dignity of 'prophet of the Pyramid of 
Pharaoh.' This officer's duty was to praise the memory of the 
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deceasecl king, and to devote the god·like image of the BOvE'reign to 
enduring reruembrance." 

Still better and more abundant evidence is furnished by 
accounts of the early Greeks. The incipient poet, as eulogizer 
of the god, is priestly in his character, and at first is an official 
priest. Concerning the Greeks of rude times Mure writes
•• Hence, in their traditions, the character of poet is usually 
found to combine those of musician; priest, prophet, and 
sage j" and he adds that: 
The mythical poet Olen'" ranks as the earliest and most illustrioutl 
priest and poet of the Delian Apollo ... Breo, a celebrated priestes.~ 
of that sanctuary [the Delphic], pronounces him ••. to be, not only 
the most antient of Apollo's prophets, but of all poets." 

Weare told by Mahaffy that" the poems attributed to these 
men [poets prior to Homer] ... were all strictly religious.'> 
4' The hexameter verse was consistently attributed to the Delphic priests, 
who were said to have invented and used it in oracles. In otber words, 
it was first used in religious poetry . . . There is no doubt that the 
l,riests did compose such works [long poems] for the purpose of teach
illg tbe attributes and adventures of the gods ..• Thus epic poetry [was 
at first] purely religiou;' ••. Homer and Hesiod repr~sent .•• the 
cl08e of a long epocb." 

.And that their poetry arose by differentiation from sacred 
poetry, is implied in his further remark that in Homer's 
time, "the wars and adventures, and passions of men, had 
become the centre of interest among the poets.'" This 
parthlly seculariied poetry at a later date became further 
secularized, while' it became further differentiated from music. 
The hymn of the primitive priest-poet was uttered to the 
accompaniment of his four-stringed lyre, in a vOIce more 

. sonorous than ordinary speech-not in song, as we under
stand it, but in recitative; and, as Dr. Monro argues, a vague 
recitat~ve-a recitative akin to the intoning of the liturgy 
1.y our own priests, and to the exalted utterance sponta
neously fallen into under religious excitement.· But' in 
course of time, this quasi-musical utterance of hexameters 

• In his learned work, TAe Mode. of Ancient Greek Music, he writes :
•• Sovem! indicatioJIB combine to make it probable that singing Ilnd speakin~ 
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was dropped by a certain derived secular class, the Rhap-" 
sodists. These,who recited at courts "the books [of RomerJ 
separately, some one, some the other, at the feasts 01' 

public solemnities of the Greek cities," and who themselves 
sometimes composed "dedicatory prologues or epilogues in 
honeur of the deities with whose festivals such public per
formances were connected/, and became in so far themselves 
poets, were distinguished from the early poets by their non
musical speech. 

" While the latter sang, solely or chieBy, his own compositions to the 
accompaniment of his lyre, the rhapsodist, bearing a laurel branch or 
wand as his badge of office, rehearsed, without musical accompaniment, 
the poems of others: .. [sometimes, as above said, joined with his own. J 
Thus there simultaneously arose 'a class of secular poets and 
a divergence of poetry from song. 

A parallel genesis occurred among the Romans. Though 
its sequences were broken, its beginning was the same. Says 
Grimm- . 

"Poetry borders so closely on divination, the Roman vates is alike 
swgster. and soothsayer, and soothsaying. was certainly a priestly 
function." 
Congruous with this is the statement that-

"Roman religion was a ceremonial for the priests, not for the 
people j and its poetry was merely formulre in verse, and soared no 
higher than the semi-barbarous ejaculations of the Salian priests or the 
Arvolian brotherhood." " 
The more elaborated forms of religious ceremony appear tJ. 
have been imported from subjugated countries-the sacred 
games from Etruria, and other observances from Greece. 

were not so widely separated from each other in Greek as in the moderll 
languages with which we are most familiar." (p. 113) ' .•. singing and 
speaking were more closely akin than they ever ere in our experience (p. 119). 
Curious verification has just come to hand in lID account of Omaha Indian 
musio by Miss Alic~ Flereher, who long resided with the Olliahas. She 
says:-" This absence of a standard pireh, and the Indian's management 
of the voice which is similar in singing and in speaking, mnke Indian music 
seem to be out of tune to our ears." 
~hu8 it is clear that the primitive priest·poet of the Greeks WIlS simply 

an emotionally·excited orator, whose speech diverged from the cowman 
speech by becoming more measured and more intoned. " " 
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lIenee, the nomans being the conquerors, it seems to- have 
resulted that the arts, and among others the art of poetry. 
brought with them by the captives, wert! for a long period 
lightly thought of by their captors. Having no commission 
from the gods, the professors of it were treated with ·con
tempt and their function entirely secularized. So that as 
l\fommsen writes:-
., The poet or, as he was at this time called, the 'writer,' the actor, 
and the composer not only belonged still, as formerly, to the .class of 
workers for hire in itself little esteemed, but were stiiI, as formerly, 
placed ill the most marked way under the ban of _public opinion, and 
subjected to police maltreatment." 

With like implications in a later chapter he adds :-
., Among those who in this age came before the public as poets none, as 
we have already said, can be shown to have been persons of rank, and not 
only so, but none can be shown to have been natives of Latium proper." 

More coherent evidence concerning the differentiation of the 
poet from the priest is hardly to be expected where, instead of 
a continuous evolution of one society, we have an agglomera
tion of societies, in which the conquering socicty from the 
beginning incorporated other ideas and usages with its own. 

§ 679. 'VIten, from Southern Europe of early days, we turn 
to Northern Europe, we meet. in Scandinavia, with evidence 
of a connexion l)ctween the primitive poet and the medicine
man. Speaking of thc "divincrs, 'both male and female, 
honoured with the name of prophets," who were believp.d to 
IJave power'to force the ghosts of the" dead to tell them 
what would happen," Mallet says that "poetry was often 
emil10yed for the like absurd purposes:" these same" Skaltls 
()r bards" were supposed to achieve this end" by force of 
certain songs which they knew how to compose.".At the 
same time that these poets and musicians of th~ ancicnt 
northern nations invoked the spirits of the departed in verses 
which most likely lauded them, they "were considered as 
necessary appendages to royalty, and even the inferior chief
tains' had their poets." Thc Celts had kindred functiJnaries, 
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whose actions were evidently similar to those of the Greek 
priest-poets. Says Pelloutier, basing his statement 011 Strabo, 
Lucan; and others :-

.• , Les Bardes, qui faisoient [d~s] Hymnes, etoient Poctrs et Musi
ciens; ils composoient les paroles et l'air sur lequel on les chn.ntoit." 

The use of the word "hymnes" apparently implying that 
their songs had something of a sacre(l character. That the 
connexion between poet. and priest survived, or was re
established, after paganism had been replaced by Christianity, 
there is good evidence. In the words of Mills-

" Every page of early European history attests th", sacred considera
tion of the minstrel;" his peculiar dress "was fashiollc:d like a 
sacerdotal robe" . 

And :Fauriel asserts that-
"Almost all the most celebrated troubadours died in the cloister al\(l 
under the monk's habit." 

nut it seems a probable inference that after Christianity had 
subjugated paganism, the priest-poet of the pagans, who 
originally landed now the living chief and now the deified 
chief, gradually ceased to llave the latter function and became 
eventttally the ruler's laureate.' We read that--

"A Joculator, or Bard, was an officer belonging to the CO\ut of 
William the Conqueror.· 

•• A poet seems to have been & stated officer in the royal retinue 
wben the king went to wllr." 

And among ourselves such official laureateship still survives, 
or is but just dying. 

While the eulogizer of the visible ruler thus became· a 
court-functionary, the eulogizers of the invisible ruler-no 
longer an indigenous deity but one of foreign origin-came 
to be his priests; and in that capacity praised him, some
times in poetical, sometimes in oratorical, form. Throughout 
Christendom from e.arly times down to ours, religious services 
hu\'e emphasized in various proportions the different attributes 

. of the Deity-now chiefly his anger and revenge, now chiefly 
his goodness,love, and mercy; 'but they have united in ceaseless 

. exaltation of his power; and the varieties of oral admiration, of 
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invocation, of devotion, have been partly in prose and partly in 
verse. All along the Chnrch-service has had for its subject
matter this or that part of the sacred history, and all along it 
has embodied its ideas and feelings in a semi-rhythmical 
liturgy, in llymns, in the orations which we call sermons: each. 
of them having in one way or other the laudatory character. 
So that the Christian priest has throughout stood in sub
stantially the same relation to the Being wOl'ilhiped, as did 
the pagan priest, and has perpetually used kindred vehicles 
of expression. _ 

While the Christian priest has been _officially one who 
repeated the laudations already elaborated and established, 
he hail also been to a considerable extent an originator, alike 
of orations and poems. Limiting ourselves to our own 
country, and passing over the ancient bards, some of doubtful 
authenticity, whose ver~es were in praise of living and dead 
pagan heroes, and coming to the poets of the new religion, 
we see that the first of them Credmon, a convert who became 
inmate of a monastery, rendered in metrical form the story of 
creation and sundry other sacred stories-a variously elauo
rated eulogy of the deity. The next poet named is Aldhelm, 
a monk. The clerical Bede again, known mainly by other 
achievements, was apc;>et, too; as wa~ likewise abbot Cyne
wulf. }'or a long time after, the men mentioned as writers 
of verse were ecclesiastics; as was Henry of Huntingdon, an 
archdeacon; Giraldus Cambrensis, bishop-elect; Layamon. 
p~iest; and Nicholas of Guildford. Not until Edward Ill's 
reign do we find mention of a secular song-writer-Minot ; and 
then we come to our first great poet, Chaucer, who, whether or 
not .. of Cambridge, clerk," as is suspected, became court-poet 
and occupied himself mainly with secular poetry. After 
this the differentiation -of the secular verse-writer from the 
sacred verse-writer became more marked~ as we- see in the rase 
of Gower; but still, while the sllbject-matter of the poems 
became secularized, as with Langland and as with Barbour, 
the ecclesiastical connexion remained. dominant. Lydgate 
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was priest, orator and poet; Occleve, poet and civil serYant; 
Henryson, schoolmaster and poet; Skelton, priest and poet 
Jaureate; Dunbar, friar and court poet; Douglas, bishop and 
secular poet; Barclay, priest and poet; and so on. It should 
be added that one of the funct:ons of the clergyman has been 
the writing of laudatory hymns-hymns compoRed now by 
ordained ecclesiastics, now by dissenting ministers. These 
facts, joined with facts of recent times, make it clear that as 
in pagan societies, so in Christian societies, the priest-poet, 
appointed eulogizer of the deity he serves, is the' first poet; 
and that the poets we distinguish as secular have gradually 
arisen by differentiation from him. 

Along with the divergence of secular poets from sacred 
poets there hav'e arisen divergences within the assemblage of 
secular poets themselves. There have come the mainly epic, 
as Milton; the didactic, as Pope; the satiric, as Butler; the 
descrjptive, as Wordsworth; the comic, as Hood. 

§ 680. From those official praisers of the hero or god \\'hose 
laudations take the form of speech, non-rhythmical or rhyth
mical, we pass to those whose laudations take the form of 
mimetic actions-who express the triumphs of the deified 
ruler by imitations of his deeds. United as the two origin
ally were, they diverge and develop along their respectiyclines. 

Existing savages yield illustrations of the primith-e union 
of vocal laudation lind mimetic laudation. Concerning the 
Point-Bal'row Eskimo we read:-

"The most important festivals are apparently semi-religious in 
.character, and partake strongly of the nature of dramatic represent.'t
tions. • • • • All festivals are accompanied by singing, drumming. 
,and dancing." 

More detailed evidence is supplied by an official account of 
the Navajo Indians, from which here are relevant passage~. 

"Ha.qjelti Dailjis, in the Navajo tongue, signifies the dance of 
IIasjelti, who is the chief, or rather the most important and COll
IIpicllOIlS, of the gods. The .word dance does not well designate the cere
J:J~llies, /is they lire ill gener,\l more histrionic than sa.ltatory ••• The 
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~raoDatioD of the various gods and their a.tttmdautll, aud the acte(l 
drama of their mythical adventures and displayed powers, exhiLit 
features of peculiar interest. .' • • Yet from what is known of 
isolated and fragmentary parts of the dramatiaed myths, it is to bl! 
inferred that every one of the strictly regulated and prescribed actions 
has, or has had, a special significance, and it ia obvious that they are 
all maintained with strict religious scrupulosity." 
And it is added that each of these observances" clearly offers 
a bribe or proposes the terms of a bargain to the divinities." 

Noting 'next the evidence furnished by Ancient India, we 
are led to infer that there, as elsewhere, the triumphal'recep
tion of a conqueror was the observance from which sprang 
the dramatic art along with the arts we havc thus far con
templated. Weber writes-

" Next to the epic, as the second phase in the development of Sanskrit 
poetry, comes the Drama. The name for it is N6J.alca, and the player 
iB styled Nata, literally' dancer.' Etymology thus points us to the 'fact 
that the drama has developed out of dancing, which was probably 
accompanied, at fil'8t, with music and BOng only, but in course of time 
IIlso with pantomimic representations, processions, and dialogue." 
And though himself offering another interpretation, he quotes 
Lassen to the effect that--

" The Indian drama, after having acquitted itself brilliantly in the 
most varied fields-notably too as a drama of civil life-finally reverted 
in its closing phases to essentially the same'class of subjects with which 
it had started-to representations from the story of the gods." 

Greek history yields various facts of like meaning. In 
Sparta-

"The singing chorus danced around it ["the sacrifice ••. burning 
on the altar"] in the customary ring; whilst others represented the 
subject of the song by mimic gesture." 
That the Greek drama had a religious on.,ain is shown by the 
fact that it continued always to have a religious character. 
Says Moulton, "the performance of every drama was regardcd 
by the ancients as an act of worship to Dionysus." And to 
the like effect is the statement of Mahaffy that" the old Greek 
went to the theatre to honour and serve his, god." The 
dramatic element of religious ceremonies was at first mingled 
with the other elements, as is implied by Grote, WllO speaks 
of the importance of the united religious celebrants-

15 
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"in the ancient world, and especially in the earlier periods of ita 
career-the bards and rhapsodes for the epic, the singers for the lyric, 
the actors and singers jointly with the dancers for the, chorus and 
drama. The lyric and dramatic poets taught with their own lips the 
delivery of their compositions." 

The process of differentiation by which the drama arose is 
well shown ,by the following extracts from Moulton :-

"Onit one of these Ballad-Dances was' destined to develop into' 
drama. This was the'Dithyramb, the dance used in the festival 
worship of the god Dionysus." 
" The '.mysterie~' of ancient ~'eligion were mystic dl"amas in which the 
divine story was conv~Yed.". 

" The Chorus started from the altar in the centre of the orchestra, 
and their evolutions took them to the right. This would constitute a 
Strophe, whereupon (as the word 'Strophe' implies) they turned 
round and in the ADtistrophe work~d their way back to the altar 
aga.in." 

In lyric tragedy',' the Chorus appear as Satyrs in honour of 
Dionysus, to whose glory the,legend is a tribute; they maintain 
throughout the combination of chant, music, and dance." 

" The work of Thespis was to introduce an ',Actor,' separate alto
gether from the chorus." 

That along with differentiation of the drama from other social 
products there went differentiation of the dramatist and the 
actor from other persons and from one another. may fairly be 
inferred however little able we may be to trace the process. 
Already by the above extract from Grote we are shown that 
a leading actor gave oral directions to subordinate actors; 
and in doing this he assumed to some extent the character 
of dramatist. Before the rise of 8; written literature no 
greate~ distinction could be made; but after written literature 
arose the dramatist proper beeame possible. Still. it is, to 
be observed that in the productions of the great dramatic 
writers of Greece. the original relations continued to be shown 
As Moulton remarks :-

.. Tragedy never ceased to be a solemn religious and national festival, 
celebrated in a building which was regarded as the temple of Dionysus, 
whose altar was the most prominent object in the orchestra." 

,And the subject-matter continued in late days as in early 
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days to be, inchlef measure; the doings of the gods. An 
illustration is ftii:1:iis.'led by Mahaffy, .who says :-

.. We heal" in the days of the Ptolemies, about 250 B.C., of a regul8.l' 
symphony performed at a Delphic feast, in which the contest of Apol~o 
and the Python was represented in five movements with the aid of 
lIutes (or rather el8.1'inettes, avAo£), harps, and fifes, without singing or 
libretto.~~ 

Clearly this incident, while mainly showing the development 
of instrumental music, shows also the kind of theme chosen. 
But when we (lome to the comedies of Aristophanes we see a 

. secularization much further advanced. . 
Partly because, as pointed out above in following the 

genesis of the poet, so much of Roman civilization was not 
indigenous but foreign; an~ partly because Roman life; en
tirely militant, led to a contempt for all non-militant occupa
tions (as happens everywhere); tIle rise of the dramatist in 
Rome was indefinite. Still we find indications akin to the 
foregoing. D1U"uy, in agreement with Guhl and Koner, 
'writes tha~ 

In 364 B.c., during a pestilence, the Romans applied to the Etruscans, 
who" replied that the gods would be satisfied if they were honoured 
by scenic games, and, that the Romans might be able to celebrate these 
games, they sent them at the same time actors, who executed religious 
dances to the sound of the flute • • • the pestilence then ended." 

And he goes on to say that-:-
" Young Romans learnt the dances introduced from Etruria, and 

marked the rhythm of them by songs, often improvised, which ended 
by being accompanied with action. Roman comedy was discovered." 

In Rome, as in Greece, an idea of sacredness long attached to 
the drama. " 'Varro,' says St. Augustine, 'ranks theatrical 
things with things divine.''' This cOl!ception of sacredness, 
however, was congruous with their conceptions of the gods, 
and widely different from sacredness as understood by us; 

"The subjects of the pantomime were taken from the myths of gods 
and lieroes, the actor having to represent male and female characters by 
turns, while a choir, accompanied by flute-players, sang the col;Te~pond-
ing canticum.?' ,. ' 

" Sometimes mythological scenes were performed in the. 8.l'ena with 
'cruel accuracy; Condemned criminals had to mount the pyre 'like 

15-2 
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Hercules,or to give their hand to the flames like Mucius Screvola,or 
to be crucified like Laureolus the robber; others were torn by bears. 

.udmitationoftbe 'fate of Orpheus. II • 

Having usually been an alien and possessing no odour 'of 
sanctity derived from his traditional religious function,-
the actor" was ranked with slaves a.nd barbarians ••• he generally 
was a slave or freedman, or a native of some country where his pro
fession was more esteemed, such as the Greek colonies and the East 
generally." 

§ 680A. Little as one might have expected it, we find that 
the pagan· genesis of the drama was paralleled by the Chris
tian re-genesis of it in medireval Europe. It commenced, as 
in India, Greece, and Rome, with representations of sacred 
subjects by priestly actors. Incidents in sacred history were 
dramatically repeated in edifices devoted to divine worship. 
" The circumstance tbat the ritual was carried on in Latin naturally 
led to its being supplemented on particular occasif)ns with sacred scenes 
or lessons acted to the ignorant. Thus tbe raMon a:ltre of the Mys· 
teries and Miracle plays was to act stories from Scripture or the lives 
of Saints, or embodying central doctrines such as the incarnation, for 
the benefit of a populace unable to read for themselves." 
But there are confused evidences and conflicting opinions 
respecting dramatic representations in early Christian days: 

. secular and sacred origins appearing to be mingled. 
We read that .. sometimes, when a sufficient number of 
clerical actors were not to be procured, the churchwardens 
• . . caused the plays to be acted by the secular players." 
And in the same work we also read that "complaint [to 
Richard II] is made against the secular actors, because 
they took upon themselves to act plays composed from the 
scripture history, to the great prejudice of the clergy." 
But in another passage the writer, Strutt, says that these 
acted mysteries "differed greatly from the secular pla-ys and 
interludes which were acted by strolling companies, com
posed of minstrels, jugglers, tumblers, dancers, bourdours or 
jestcrs ... these pastimes are of higher antiquity than the 
ecclesiastical plays." Not improbably such companies mny 
have survived from pagan times, in which their represen~a-. 
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tions formed parts of the pagan worship: losing their 
original meanings, as did the songs of the minstrels. This 
view seems' congruous with the opinion that the secular drama 
did not directly descend from the mystery-plays, liut that, 
influenced by the familiarity of its writers both with mystery
plays and with the popular exhibitions, it took its definite 
form mainly by suggestion of the classic drama: a supposi
tion favoured by the fact that in various Elizabethan plays a 
clJOrus is introduced. Be this as it may, however, the 
general implication remains the same. There arose in Christ
endom, as in Greece, a sacred drama performed by priests 
and representing incidents in the lives of Christ and of the 
saints; and if' our secular drama did not directly descend 
from this Christian 'religious drama, then it indirectly de
scended from the original pagan religious drama. 

Along with the rise of the secular drama have arisen minor 
differentiations. The separation between actor and dramatist, 
though still not complete, has become greater: most dramatic 
authors are not actors. And then the dramatic authors 
are now distinguished into those known as producers chiefly 
of tragedy, comedy, melodrama,farce, burlesque. 

§ 681. We meet here with no exception to the general law 
that segregation and consolidation are parts of the evolutionary 
process. ,Be~:,'inning with Greece we trace the tendency even 

. among the poets. Curtius remarks that .. poetry, like the 
other arts, was first cultivated in circles limited after the , 
fashion of guilds:; And the religious character of these guilds 
is shown by the further statement that .. sc'hools of poets 

, Came to form themselves which were .•. intimately con
nected with the sanctuary." Naturally the process readily 
took place with those occupied in combined representations; 
for they, as a matter of necessity, existed as companies. 11ut 
there early arose more definite unions among them. Mahaffy 
says, concerning the preeks, tha.t-

"Inscriptions reveal to us the existence of ~uild8 of proCessional. 
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who went about Greece to these local feasts, and performed for very:. 
lligh pay." . 

And he further st!ltes tllat-
The actors' "corporation included a priest (of Dionysus) at the head, 

who still remained a performer; a treasurer; dramatic poets of new 
tragedies and comedies and odes; principal actors of both tragedy 
and comedy ••• and musicians and singers of various kind"." 
From Rome, for reasons already indicated, we do not get 
much evidence. Still there is some. 

The authorities, out of regard for the Greek AndronikoS, "con
cedet! to the guild of poets and actors a place for their common worship 
in the temple of Minerva on the Aventine." 

Nor do modern days fail to furnish a fe~, though not many. 
illustrations of the integrating tendency. .A slight organiza
tion is given by the Actors' Benevolent Fund. The dramatic 
writers have an agency for collecting the amounts due .t() 
them for the performance of their pieces, and are to that 
extent combined. And then we have a special newspaper. 
The Era, which forms a medium for communication, by 
advertisements, between all kinds of stage-performers and 
those who wish to engage them, as well as an organ for 
representing the interests of the stage anu the semi-dramatic 
music-hall. 

[After the above chapter was written my attention was 
dra~n to a passage in the late Prof. Henry Morley'S work, 
A First Sketch of Englislb Literature (p. 209), which in short. . 
space yields verification .for several of the leading proposi
tions contained in it and in the preceding chapter. 

" Our English b;illads are akin to tholle which also among the Scan-· 
dinavians became a familiar social amusement of the people. They were 
recited by one of a company with animation and with varying expres
sion, while the rest kept time, of ten with joined hands forming a circle. 
advancing, retiring, balancing,sometimes remaining still, and, by "anous 
movements and 'gestures, followed changes of emotion in the . story •. 
Not only in Spain did the people keep time by dance movement to the 
measure of the ballad, for even to this day one may see, in the Faroe 
Islands, how winter evenings of the North were cheered with· ballad 
recitations, during which, according to the old northern fashion, 
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gestures and movements of the listeners expressed emotions of the 
story 88 the people danced to their old ballads and songs." 

Here, then, as in the Hebr~w triumphal ;eception of the 
living hero, and the Greek worship of the apotheosized hero, 
we see a union of music and the dance, and with them a 
union of rhythmical speech with some dramatic representa
tion of the incidents described, and of the emotions caused by 
the description. We see that everywhere there has tended 
to bud out afresh the combined manifestations of exalted 
feeling from which these various arts originate. Another 
fact is forced upon our attention. We are shown that in all 
cases, while there arises some one of a group who becomes 
singer or reciter, the rest assume the character of chorus. 
This segregation, which characterized the religious worship of 
the Greeks and characterized also their dramatic representa
tions, is not only displayed in later times by the· cathedral 
choir, which shares the service with the solo-singers, and by 
the operatic chorus which does the like on the stage, but is 
also displayed by the choral accompanists described in the 
above passage, and even now survives among us as the chorus 
which habitually winds up each verse of a convivial song in a. 
public house. 

The essential fact, however, which is lacking in the descrip
tion above quoted frQm Prof. Morley, and which is not indeed 
implied by the observances he describes when taken by them
selves, is that these ballad-recitations were originally religious 
laudations, and that the reciter of them was in primitive 
times the priest-poet. Comparison of this account given by 
him with accounts above given both or the still extant 
religious ceremonies performed by North American Indians 
and those. recorded as having been performed among the 
GreekS, make it clear that the religious meaning has lapsed 
and that the prototype of the recited ballad was a hymn sung 
by a priest in praise of some apotheosized hero:· the loss ·of 
.the religious character being, as before suggested, probably a 
result of the conquest o~ Christianity·overpaganjsm.] 



CHAPTER. V. 

nrOaUAPlIEU, HISTORIAN, AND MAN OF LETTERS. 

§ 68:l. How, in their rudimentary forms, the several arts 
which express feelings and thoughts· by actions, sounds, and 
:words, as well as the professors of such arts, originated 
together in a mingled state, we have seen in· the last two 
chapters. Continuing the analysis, we have now to observe 
how there simultaneously arose, in the same undifferentiated 
germ, the rudiments of certain other products, and of those 
Jevoted to the production of them. The primitive orator, 
poet, and musician, was at the same time the primitive 
biographer, historian, and man of letters. The . hero's deeds 
constituted the common subject. matter; and, taking this 
or that form, the celebration of them becarne, now the 
oration, now the song,· now the recited poem, now that 
personal history which constitutes a biography, now that 
larger history which associates the doings of one with the 
doings of many, and now that variously developed comment 
on men's doings and. the course of things which constitutes 
literature. 

Before setting out to observe the facts which illustrate 
afresh this simultaneous genesis, let us, note . that in the 
nature of things there could not be any other rootfor these 
diverse growths; and that this root is deeply implanted in 
human nature. If we go back to a group of savages sitting 
round a camp-fire, and ask what of necessity are thQir ordi-
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nary subjeCts of conversation, we find that there 'is nothing 
for them to talk about save their own doings and the doings 
of others in war and the chase. Though they have surround
ing Nature and its changes, sometimes striking, to describe 
and comment upon, yet even these are usually of interest 
only 8'1 affecting men and influeneiDg their lives. Human 
actions are the perennially interesting things; and obviously, 
among human actions, those -certain to be most discussed are 
those which diverge most from the ordinary-the victories of 
the courageous man, the feats of the strong man, the man
omvreil of the euuning man. Thus in the first stages, merely 
from lack of other exciting matter, there goes, after the narra
tives of individual successes in the day's hunt or the day's 
fight, a frequent return to the always-interesting account of 
the great chiefs exploits, his ordinary doings, his strong say
ings. Gradually the description and hudation of his achieye
ments grow into a more or less coherent narrative of, his life's 
incidents~an incipient biography.' .As a reason, too, why 
biography of this.simple kind becomes an early mental pro
duct, let us note that it is the simplest-the easiest both to 
speaker and hearer. To tell of deeds and dangers and escapes 
requires the smallest intellectual power.; and the things told 
are, fully or partially" comprehen..'lible by the lowest intelli
gence. Every child proves this. The frequent request for a 
story shows at once the innate liking for accounts of adven-

, tures, and the small tax on the mind involved by concep
tions of adventures. And' it needs but to note how the village 
crone, mentally feeble as she may be, is ne\'ertheless full of 
tales about the squire and his family, to see that mere narrative 
biography (1 do not speak of analytical biography) requires 
no appreciable effort,of thought, and for this secondreasoll 
early takes shape. 

Of course, as above said, biography of a coherent kind, 
arising among peoples who have evolved permanent chiefs 
and kings, grows gradually out of accounts of those special 
illcidents in their lives which the priest-poets celebrate;. Let 
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us gather together a few facts illustrative of this develop
ment. 

§ 683. Its earlier stages, occurring as they. do before 
written records exist, cannot be definitely traced-can only 
be inferred from the fragmentary evidence furnished by those 
uncivilized men who have made some progress. The wild 
tribes of the Indian hills yield a few examples. Says 
Malcolm, ,~ The Bhat is both the bard and chronicler of the 
Bhills." He also states that according to native historians cer
tain lands of the Bhils were taken by the Rajpoots, and that
" Almost all the revered Bhats, or minstrels, of the tribe, still reside in 
Rajpootana, whence they make annual, biennial, and some. only trien
nial visits to the Southern tribes, to register remarkable events in 
families, particularly those connected with their marriages, and to sing 
to the delighted Bheels the tale of their origin, and the fame of their 
forefathers." 
So, too, concerning another tribe we read, in Hislop :-

"The P6.d8.l, also named P6.thlid.i, Pardhlin, and Des6..i, is a numerous 
class found in the same localities 8.'! the Raj Gonda, to whom its mem
bers act 8.'! religious counsellors (Pradhlina). They are, in fact, the 
boots of the upper classes,-repeating their genealogies and the exploits 
of their ancestors." 

Here, then, the priest is the narrator and his narrative is bio
graphico-historical. It consists of leading facts in the lives of 
persons, and these are so joined with accounts of. tribal deeds 
as to form a rudimentary history. 

In Africa where, for reasons before named, loyalty to the 
living ruler has not usually given origin to worship of the dead 
ruler, we meet with only the first stage in the development. 

The king of the Zulus h8.'! "men who perform the part of heralds in 
the dances, and who now, at every convenient opportunity, recounted 
the various acts and deeds of their august monarch in· a string of 
unbroken sentences." 

In Dahomey, too,the union is between the courtier and the 
historian. In that kingdom, where women play so dominant. 
a part, there are, as we. have seen, female laureates; and 
"these troubadours are the keepers of the records. of the 
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kingdom of Dahomey, and the office,which is hereditary, isa 
lucrative one." 

From 'Abyssinia we get an illustration of the way in which 
the united germs of biograpby and history maktl their appear
ance during burials of notables. 

"Professional singing women fre~ently attend the,funeral meetings 
of great people • • • Each person in ~lLiling takes it by turn to impro
vise BOme verses in pra.ise of the deceased • • • The professional 
Bingers will give minute details of the history of his lLncestry, his deeds, 
character, lLnd even his property." 
When the deceased person is a conquering monarch, this 
funeral laudation by professionals, the first step in apotheosis~ 
begins a. worship in which there are united that account of 
his life which 'constitutes a biography and that account of his 
deeds which forms the nucleus of primitive history; 

From the descriptions of ancient Amelican civilizations, 
facts of kindrcd meaning come to' us. Here is a passage 
from Bancroft concerning the Aztecs :-

"The preparation lLnd guardianship of records of the higher cla.!!s, 
luch as historica.I annrus and ecclesiastica.I mysteries, were under th& 
control of the highest ranks of the priesthood." 
Again we read elsewhere :-
At this assembly the 'Book of God' was prepared. "In its pages 
were inscribed the Nahua lLnnala from the time of the Deluge .•. 
religious rites, governmentaI system, laws lLnd social customs; thei ... 
knowledge respecting agriculture and a.ll the arts and science3." 
It is instructive to observe how in this sacred book, as in 
other sacrecl books, religion, history, and biography were 
mingled with secular c~stoms and knowledge, ' 

§ 684. Early civilized societies have bequeathed similar 
proofs. The biographico-historical nature of the' Hebrew 
scriptures is conspicuous. As in other cases, incidents in 
the life of the national deity form its firstsubjec~matter-
how God created various things on successive days and Tested 
on the seventh day. Accounts of his personal doings cha
racterize the next books, and are combined with accounts of 
the doings of Adam and the patriarchs...,-biographical acco1ll.lts. 
In what we are told of Abraham, Isaac, and.,Jaco~·we, Sep 
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hiography dominant and history unobtrusive. But with the 
transitiun from a nomadic to a settled life, and the growth of 
a: nation, the historical element comes to the front. Doubtless 
for a long 'time the genealogies and the leading events were 
matters of common traditional knowledge; though we Play 
fairly asswne that the priest-class, or cultured class, were 
those who especially preserved such knowledge. Later times 
give some evidence of the connerion, as instance these 
sentences from Knenen and Neubauer. 

"In the eighth century B.C. the prophet of Jahveh has become a 
writer." , 

" IT pon their return from Babylon, Esdras, called' the skilled scribe,' 
made disciples who were called 8opherim, 'scribes,' and whose bUlliness 
it was to multiply the copies of the Pentateuch and to interpret it. 
• Scribe' and' scholar' in those days were synonymou.~." 

A few relevant facts are afforded by the ancient books of 
India. Describing some of their contents Weber says:

History "can only fittingly be considered as a branch of poetry 
••• not merely on account of its form ••• but on account of its 
subject-matter as well." 

Kalhana, who wrote a history of Kashmir, in 12th cent. A.D. was 
.. more poet than historian." . 

"In some princely houses, family records, kept by the domestic 
priests, appear to have been preserved." 

From ancient Egyptian inscriptions_ come various evi
dences of these relationships. How naturally the biographico
historical element of literature grows out of primitive worship 
W~ see in the fact-allied to a fact above named concerning 
the Abyssinians,-that in an Egyptian tomb there was 
given in'the ante-room an account of the occupant's life; 
and, naturally; that which was done on a small scale with 
the undistinguished man was done on a laloge scale with the 
distinguished man. We read in Brugsch that- , 
The royal gods of the Egyptians, who" are referred to as kings," 
"have their individual history, which the holy scribes wrote down in 
the books of the temples." . 
lIere are kindred passages from Buusen and Duncker :

Diodorus (i, 44) says" • the priests. had in their sacred books, trans. 
mitted 'from the olden time, and handed down by them to their 
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luccessors in office, written descriptions of all their kings ••• In these 
an account is given of every king-of his physical powers &nddisposi
tion, and of the exploits of each in the order of time.''' 

A priest daily" read to the king the apothegms and achievements of 
distinguished men ••• out of the sacred books. We know that poems 
of considerable extent on historical subjects were in existence." 
Thus it is clear that in Egypt the priests were at once the 
biographers and historians. 

Preceding chapters have indirectly shown the primitive 
connexions between religion, biography, and history among 
the Greeks. The laudation of a god's deeds, now lyrical n~w 
epical, rhythmically uttered by his priest.':!, involved with the 
sacred element both these secular elements. But a few more 
specific facts may be added. 

"The history of the Greek families and states came to be systemati
cally represented in a manner edifying according to the sense of the 
religion of Apollo, and dictated by theocratic interests." 

"In and near the sanctuaries the most ancient traditions were 
preserved." 

" A list was kept of the priestes~es at Argos, and, on account of their 
priestly dignity, also of the kings of Sparta • •• and thus arose 
historical archives." 
And then, after the secularization of rhythmical speeches or 
songs, first uttered in honour of the gods, the biographico
historical character of their subject-matters is retained and 
developed. In hexameters, first employed by the Delphic 
priests, Homer, in the Iliad recites a story which, mainly 
historical, is in part biographical: the wrath of Achilles being 
its most pronounced motive. Afterwards in the Odyssey, we 
have a narrative which is almost wholly biographical But 
though mainly seculariz~d, these epics have not wholly lost 
the primitive sacred character; since the gods are l'epresented 
as playing active parts. 

As before said, noman society, so heterogeneous in it!J 
composition, had its lines of normal evolution broken by 
intruding influences. But still we trace some connexion 
between the priest and the historian. According to Duruy 
and others-
"The pontiffs were concerned in keeping up the mcmory of event3. 
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as accurately as possible. TllUS the Romans had the Annals of tM 
PontiffB, or Amwlea Karimi, the Fasti Jlagiatratuum, the Fasti Trium
phalea, the rolls of the censors, etc." 

"Every year the chief pontiff inscribed on a white tablet, at the head 
()f which were the names of the consuls and other ;magistrates, a daily 
record 'of alI memorable events both at home and abroad. These com
mentaries or, registers were, afterwards collected into eighty books 
which were entitled by their authors Annalea Karilni." 

Further, by its associations, the body of jetialeS ,was appa~ 
rently shown to have had some sacerdotal character. 

" By the side of these two oldest and most eminent corporations of 
men versed in spiritual lore [augurea and POllttflceB] may be to some extent 
ranked the college of the twenty state-heralds (fetialea, of uncertain deri
vation), destined as a living repository to preserve traditionally the re
membrance of the treaties concluded with neighbouring communities." 

If, as is alleged, Romulus was regarded by the Romans as 
(me of their great gods, honoured by a temple and a sacri
ficing priest, it seems inferable that the story of his deeds 
which, mythical as it may have chiefly been, had probably 
some nucleus of fact, was from time to time repeated in the 
laudations of his priest; ,and that the speech or hymn uttered, 
by his priest at festivals, had, like the kindred ones which 
Greek priests uttered, a biographico-historical character. 

Though but' indirectly relevant to the immediate issne, it 
is worth while adding that the earliest Roman historian, 
Ennius, was also an epic poet...:.." the Homer of Latiuqt," as 
he called himself. The versified character of early history 
exemplified in his writings, as also we shall presently see in 
later writings, is, of course, congruous with, that still earlier 
union of the two which was seen in the laudatOl'y, narratives 
of the primitive priest-poet. 

§ 685. Of evi!lences furnished by Northern Europe, we 
meet first with those coming from the pre-Christian world. 
Though the stories of the Teutonic epic, The NiJJelungen, were 
gathered together ill Christian times, ye~ they manifestly 
belonged to pagan tiQ,les; and we may fairly assume were 
originally recited, us among other European peoples, by 
attendants of the gre!lt-courtiers while these lived, priest-
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poets after they died. But for a long time after Christianity 
had been victorious, the Christian narrative alone, in which, 
as in other primitive narratives, biography and hilltory are 
united, furnished the only subject-matter for literature, and 
priests were its vehicles. 

"From the fourth to ,the ,eighth ,century, ,there is no longer any 
profane literature; sacred literature stands alone; priests only study 
or write; and they only study, they only write, save some rare excep-
tions, upon religious subjects." , 

So, too, the 57 authors named by Guizot as belonging to the 
9th and 10th centuries (of whom only four were laymen), 
were doubtless similarly occupied. 

Nevertheless, while the ordinary biographico-historical 
matter which priests devoted themselves to -\vas that which 
their creed presented or suggested, there appear to have been, 
after the 8th century, some cases' ill whicJ:l such matter 
furnished by other than Christian traditions, occupied them j 
as in the Rolandslied and Ale.:eanderslied, written in the 12th 
century by the priests Konrad and Lamprecht. 

For the }'est it will suffice if we take the case of our own ' 
country. Chronicles and histories 'e were mostly compiled 
in the monasteries:' Taking the illustrations in order, we 
come first to Bede, who was monk and historian; Cyne
wulf, abbot and writer of history; Gildas, m~nk and chro
nicler; Asser, bishop and biographer. The Anglo-Saxon 
chronicle was a year-book of events recor~ed by monks 
from the 9th to the 12th century. After the Conquest 
the chie'f authors were still ecclesiastics, and their works 
were usually chronicles or lives of saints. Among them 
were ,Marianus Scotus, Florence of Worcester, Eadmer, 
Ordericus Vitalis, William of Malmsbury, Wace, Henry of 
Huntingdon, Fitzstephe,n, Thomas of Ely, and so on through 
subsequent reigns, in which the relationship continues for 
a long time to be marked, but during which the rise of secular 
competitors in the sphere of literature becomes gradually 
manifest. 
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Even without specification of such facts we might safely 
infer that since, during medireval days, there was scarcely any 
culture save that of ecclesiastics, the writing of biography anti 
history was, by the necessities of the case, limitecl to them. 

§ 686 .. That fiction has developed out of biography scarcely 
needs proof. Unless.a biographer is accurat~, which even 
modern biographers rarely are and which ancient biogra;.:>hers 
certainly were not, it inevitably happens that there is more 
or less of fancy mingled with his fact. The same tendencies 
which in early times developed anecdotes of chiefs into 
mythological stories of them as gods, operated· 'universally, 
and necessarily produced in narratives of men's lives ex
aggerations which greatly distorted them. If we remember 
the disputes among the Greeks respecting the birthplaces of 
poets and philosophers we see how reckless were men's state-

. ments and how largely the actual was perverted by the 
inlaginary. So, too, ou coming down to Christian times it 
needs but to name the miracles described in the lives of the 
saints to have abundant proof of such vitiations. As in our 
own days t11e repeater of an . anecdote, or circulator of a 
scandal, is tempted to make h1.'1 or her story interesting by 
making much of the striking points; so, still more in early 
days, when truth was less valued than now, were stories 
step by step perverted as they passed from mouth to mouth. 

Of course the narrator who gave the most picturesque 
version of an adventure or achievement was preferred by 
listeners; and, of course, ever tempted to increase the imagi
nary additions, passed insensibly into a maker of tales. Even 
children, at first anxious to know whether the stories told 
them are true, by aud by become ready to accept untrue 
stories; and then some of them, thus taught by example. 
invent wonderful tales to interest their companions. 'Vith 
the uncivilized or semi-civilized a like genesis naturally 

. occurs among adults. Hence the established class of story-
tellers in the East-authors of oral fictions. And how 
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gradually by this process fiction is differentiated from 
biography, is shown by the fact that at fiI.st these .stories 
which, as exaggerations of actual incidents, are partially 
believed in by the narrators, are wholly believed in by the 
listeners. In his Two Years Residence in a Levantine Farnily . 
Mr. Bayle St. John tells us that when The.Arabian Nights was 
Leing read aloud, and when he warned those around that they 
IlJust not suppose the narratives to be true, ,they insisted on 
belie~ng them : asking-Why should a man sit down to 
write lies 1 So that after fiction comes into. existence it is 
still classed as biography-is not distinguished from it as 
among civilized nations. 

The early history of these civilized nations shows that in 
the genesis of imaginary biography the priesthood, at first 
took some patt. In Stephen's time Wace, a reading clerk, 
was also a romance writer. So, too, we have Archdeacon 
Walter Map, who wrote religious and secular romances; and 
there are subseqtlently named romances which probably had 
clerical authors though there is no proof. But the general 
aspect of the facts appears to show that after that time 
in England, the telling of tales of imagination became secu- . 
larized. 

Meanwhile derivative forms of literature were showing 
themselves, mostly, however, having a biographical element. 
After the Conquest S~wulf, who, becoming a monk, wrote his 
travels, gives us a deviation into an autobiographical, as well 
as a geographical, form of literature. Then in Richard I's 
reign we have Nigel Wireker, a monastic who wrote a satire 
on the monks, as did also the Archdeacon Walter Map, in 
addition to his 'Volume of anecdotes. Under Ricllard I there 
was Geoffrey de Vinsauf, an ecclesiastic who was also a critic 
of poetry, and under King John Giraldus Qambrensis, who 
wrote topography. In the reign of Henry III came the monk 
Mathew Paris, who, in denouncing pope and king, wove 
biographical matter into a satire. In subsequent reigns 
Wiclif, John Trevisa, and others, added the function of tra08-' 

16 
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l:1too: to their literary functions; and some,' as nromyard and 
Ljdgate, entered upon various 8ubjeotcj-:-"iaw, morais, theology, 
rhetoric~ Here it is needless. to accuniulate details .. 'It is 
enough for .us to r.ecognize the ways in which ineitrlydays' 
the priest took the lead as man of letters. . -

Of course along 'With the seculariZation of biography,. 
history, and literature- at large; men:Of letters have become 
more diversified in their kinds. History, at first pre
dominantly biographical, has divided itself. There is the 
unphilosopbical kllld, such as that written by Carlyle, who 
thought the doings of great men the only subject-matter 
worth dealing with, and there is the philosophical kind. 
which more and more expands history illto an account of 
national development:' G,reen's Short History being an ex
ample. Then biography, besides dividirig iDto that kind 
which is written by the man himself and that kind which is 
'written by another, has assumed unlike natures-the nature 
which is purely narrative, and that which is in large measure ' 
analytical or reflective. And' besides the various claSses of 
writers of fiction, laying their scenes among different ranks 
and dealing with them fu different ways-now descriptive, 
now sentimental, now satirical-we have a variety of essayists 
...... didactio, humorous,critical, &c. . , 

§ 687.'l'here is little to add' respecting the special unions 
which have accompanied these gimeral separations .. Men of 
letters, taken as a whole, have, only in recent times tended 
to unite into corporate bodies. ,The reasons are not difficult 
to' find .. 

·Carrie.doh 'chiefly in monasteries or by endowed eccle
siastics; the writing of: books in early days had not become 
an .occupation pursued for the purpose of gaining a liveli
hood.. Even after the invention 'of printing there was for a. 
long time no public large enough to make literature a. qread
,winning profession; and when,atlength, books were written 
t~"~t mon~y, miserable lives :re~ulted: such rewards as 
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could be obtained being chiefly obtained through the patron
age of the wealthy. Indeed, it is curious to see how the 
modern man of letters for a Jong time continued to stand in 
the same' relative position as did the minstrel of . old. He 
was a hanger-on either of the king or of the great noble, and 
had to compose, if not in verse then in prose, fulsome 
laudations of .his paJ;ron. Only in recent days has he been 
emancipated; and only by the extension of the book-buying 
public has it been made possible for any' considerable number 
of writers to make tolerable incomes. Hence, until lately, 
men of letters have not been sufficiently numerous to make 
professional union feasible. 

Remembering that in France the Academy has long 
existed as a. literary corporation, we may note that in 
England our generation has witnessed movements towards 
integration. Forty. odd years ago an effort was made to 
establish a. Guild of Literature and Art, which, however, did 
not succeed. But we have now.a Society of Authors, as 
well as a. special periodical giving voice to authors' interests; 
and we have sundry literary journals which, at the sa:tD.e 
time that they are organs for criticism. bring the body of 
authors into relation with the general public. . 



CHAPTER VI. 

MAN OF SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHER. 

§ 688. CLEAR as are the connexions bctween thc pricsthood 
and the several professions thus far treated of, the conne?cion 
between it and the professions which have enlightenment as. 
their function is even clearer. Antagonistic as the offspring 
now,are to the parent they were originally nurtured by it. 

'Ve saw that the medicine-man, ever striving to maintain 
and increase his influence over those around, is stimulated 
more than others to obtain such knowledge of natural pheno
mena as may aid him in his efforts. 

Moreover, when seeking to propitiate the supernatural 
beings he believes in, he is led to think about their characters 
and their doings. He speculates as to the causes of the 
striking things lie observes in the Heavens and on the Earth; 
and whether he regards these Causes as personal or imper
sonal, the subject-matter of his thought is the subject-matter 
which, in later times, is distinguished as philosophical-the 
relations between that which we perceive and that which lies 
bcyond perception. 

As was said at the outset, a further reason why he becomes 
di:3tinguished from men around- by his wider information and 
deeper insight is that he is, as compared with them, a man 
of leisure. From the beginning he lives on the contributions 
of others; and therefore he is better able to devote himself 
to those observations and inquiries out of which science 
originates. 

§ C89. Save some knowledge of medicinal herbs B,nd sl)ecial 
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animal products, with perhaps a little information aboht 
minerals, often joined with such observations of' weather
signs as enable them to foresee coming change&, and so, 
apparently, to bring rain or sunshine, there is little to be 
named as rudimentary science among the medicine-men, or 
quasi-priests, of savages. Only when there has arisen that 
settled life which yields facilities for investigation and for 
tralll!mitting the knOWledge gained, can we expect priests to 
display a character approaching to the scientific. Hence WE) 

may pass at once to early civilizations. 
Evidence from the books of Ancient India may first be set 

down. Demonstration is yielded by it that science was 
originally a part of religion. Both astronomy and medicine, 
says Weber, .. received their first impulse from the exigencies 
of religious worship." More specific, as well as wider; is the 
following statement of Dr. Thibaut :- . 

" The want of some norm by which to fix the right time for the 
sacrifices, gave the first impulRe to astronomical ·observations; urged 
by this want, the priests remained watching night after night. the 
advance of the moon . • • arid day after day the alternate progress of 
the sun towards the north and the south. The laws of phonetics were 
investigated, because the wrath of the gods followed the wrong pro
nunciation of a single letter of the sacrificial formulas; grammar and 
etymology had the task of securing the right understanding of th\t 
holy texts." 

Further, according to Dutt, "geometry was developed in 
India from the rules for the construction of altars." A sen" 
tence frOID. the same writer implies that there pre.'lently arose 
a differentiation of the learned class frOID the ceremonial 
class. 

"Aatronomy had now come to be regarded as IL distinct sciencCJ, 
and astronome~ by profession were called Nakshatra Darsa. amI 
Ganaka • • • sacrificial rites were regula~ by the positio.Q of thl 
moon in reference to these lunar asterisms." 

So, too, we have proof that philosophy, originally forming a 
part of the inqefinit6 body of knowledge possessed by the 
priesthood, eventually deveioped independently~ Hunter 
writes: 
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"The ,Brahmans, therefore, treated philosophy as a branch 'of 
religion. • •• Brahman Philosophf exhausted the possible solutions. • • 
of most of the other great problems which have since perplexed Greek 
and Roman sage, medireval schoolman, and modern man of science." 

And in this, as in other cases, the speculative and critical 
activity presently led to rationalism. There came" a time 
when philosophers and laymen were alike drifting towards 
agnostic and heterodox opinions." 

Concerning the relations of science to theology among tlle 
Babylonians and Assyrians, current statements almost suffice 
for the purposes of the argument. ,A few facts in illustration 
must, however, be given. All the astronomical knowledge of 
the Babylonians had as its ends the regulation of religious 
worship, the preparation of charms, the prediction of events. 
Here 'are extracts from Uawlinson, Layard, and Maury 
showing how religion and science were mingled. 

"We are •.• perhaps, justified in concluding, from the careful 
emplacement of Urnkh's temples, that the science of astronomy was 
already cultivated in hi~ reign, and was regarded as having a certain 
connexion with religion." 

" At a very early period the Assyrian priests were able to fix the 
date of events by celestial phenomena, and to connect the public 
records with them." 
The familiar fact that the cycle of lunar eclipses was dis
covered by the Chaldean priests, shows how exact and how 
long-continued were their observations. 

" Comparative philology Beems to have been largely studied, and 
the works upon it exhibit great care and diligence. Chronology is 
'evidently much valued, and very exact records are kept whereby the 
lapse of timE! can even now be accurately measured. Geography and 
history have each an important place in Assyrian learning; while 
natronomyand mythology occupy at least as great a share of attention." 

The Chaldeans formed "une caste sacerdotale et savante qui se 
consacra a l'observation du ciel, en vue de plilletrer davantage dans Ill. 
connaissance des dieux. • . • De la sorte, lea temples devinrent de 
vcritables observatoires: telle etait la c~lcbre tour de Babylo:J.e, 
monument consacro aux sept plamltes. ... 

Of testimonies concerning science in Egypt, we lllay fitly 
begin with one from Maspero,which contrasts Egyptian 
views with the views of the Assyrian~ 
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" In Egypt the majority of the books relating to science are sacred 
works composed and revealed by the gods themselves. The Assyrians 
do not attribute such a lofty origin to the works which teach them the 
courses and explain the influences of the stars: they believe them to 
have been lI'ritten by learned men, who lived at different epochs, and 
who acquired their knowledge from direct observation of the heavens." 

Basing his accOlmt on the statements of various ancient 
writers; Sir G. C. Lewis says of the Egyptian priesthood 
that-
" they were relieved from toil, and had leisure for scient~fic study and 
meditation; and that from a remote period they habitually observed 
the stars, recorded their observatioIlfl, and cultivated scientific astro
nomy and geometry. The Egyptian priests are moreover related to 
hal"e kept registers, in which they entered notices of remarkable 
natural phenomena. (Strab. xvii, 1. § 5.) " 

Similar is the description of ~he actions and achievements of 
tlie Egyptian priests given by Diodorus:-

They" are diligent observerJl of the course and motions of the stars ; 
and preserve remarks of everyone of them for an incredible. number 
()f years, being used to this study; and to endeavour to outvie one 
another therein, from the most ancient times. They have with great 
cost and care, observed the motions of the planets; their periodical 
motions, and their stated stops." 

How intimate was the connexion between their science and 
their religion is proved by the fact that "in every temple 
there was ••• an astronomer, who had to observe the 
heavens;" and how their science was an outgrowth of their 
religion is shown by the remark of Duncker, that thei!: 
writings, at first containing traditional invocations of the 
gods and ceremonial rules, "grew into a liturgical canon and 
ecclesiastical codex of religious and moral law, and a com~ 
prehensive collection. of all the wisdom known to the 
priests." But, as is remarked by Bunsen, "the Egyptians 
never arrived at a systematic dialectically conducted phil~ 
osophy"-a fact of much significance; for I may remark in 
passing that among oriental peoples at large, and other 
peoples long habituated to despotic control, thinking anq 
ieaching are entirely dogmatic: absolute authority charac
terizes at once external governmfmtand internal govern~ 
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ment. It is only on passing to partially-free societies tIlat 
we meet with appeals to individual judgments-a giving of 
reasons for beliefs. 

Apparently because Greece was a congeries of independent 
states often at variance with one another, and because' 
these states had their resp!,)ctive religious worships akin but 
not identical, there never arose in Greece a priestly hierarchy; 
and apparently the lack of one impeded some of the profes
sional developments. Partly, perhaps, for this reason, but 
chiefly for the reason that scientific progress in Egypt and 
.,A.ssyria preceded Greek civilization, science in a slightly 
developed state was importeu. Sir G. C. Lewis repeats the 
testimonies of sundry ancient authors to the effect that the 
Egyptian priests-
"regarded their astronomical science as an esoteric and mysterioUlJ 
doctrine, and that tbey disclosed it to curious strangers with reluctance 
(Strab., xvii, 1;§ 29) ••.. Similar statements are made with respect 
to .Assyrian astronomy (Plat. Epinom. § 7, p. 987). This derivation 
does not rest merely on general declarations, but it is fortified by 
detailed accounts of visits of Greek philosophers to Egypt, to Assyria. 
and to other oriental countrie..~ made for the purpose of profiting by 
the lessons of the native priests and sages." Thus Thales, Pherecydes 
of Syros, Pythagoras, Democritus, <Enopides of Chios, Eudoxus. 
Solon, Anaxagoras, Plato are said to have visited Egypt, and to have 
received instruction from the priests. 

And from llis work may .be added this further passage:
"Aristotle . • • says that mathematical science originated in 
Egypt, on account of the leisure which the priests enjoyed 
for contemplation." Respecting which statement may be 
interposed the remark that whether the name" geometry" 
was. a translation, of the Egyptian equivalent word or was 
independently originated, we equally see, in the first place. 
that this concrete half of mathematics germinated from the 
practical needs for measuring out the Earth's surface, and we 
see, in the second place, that since temples (which served also 
as king's palaces) were in early times the sole permanent and 
finished buildings (the. rest being of wood or of sun-dried 
clay) it is inferable that this great division of science. first 
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employed in the orientation and laying out of them; took its 
earliest steps in the service of religion. Returning now from 
this parenthesis to the subject of Greek science, we find that 
development of it can be but in very s~a,~ measure ascribed 
to the priesthood. From Curtius we learn that" the locali
ties of the oracles became places where knowledge of various 
kinds was collected, such as could -not be met with else
where," and that" the Greek calendar fell under the superin
tendence of Delphi," and also that" the art of road-making and 
of building bridges • • . took its first origin from the national 
sanctuaries, especially from those of Apollo:" some culture 
of science being thU3 implied. But, practically, the scientific 
advances made by the Greeks were not of sacred but of 
secular origin. So, too, was it with their philosophy. Though 
Mahaffy thinks "we have no reason to doubt the fact that 
philosophers were called in professionally to minister in 
cases of grief," and though in ministering they assumed a 
function characteristic of priests, yet we cannot assume that 
they acted in a religious capacity. Evidently in the main 
their speculations took their departure not from theological 
dogmas but from the facts which scientific observation had 
elsewhere established. Before there was time for an indi
genous development of science and philosophy out of priestly 
culture, there was an intrusion of that science and philosophy 
which priestly culture had developed elsewhere. 

The normal course 9f evolution having been in Rome, still 
more than in Greece, interrupted by intruding elements, an 
unbroken genealogy of science and philosophy is still less to 
be looked for. But it seems as though the naturalness of the 
connexion .between priestly culture and scientific knowledge 
led to a re-genesis of it. Mommsen, after stating that there 
were originally .only two "colleges of sacred lore "-the 
augurs and the pontifices, says :~ 

"The siX 'bridge-builders' (Pontifices) derived their name from their 
function, as sacred as it was politically important, of conducting' th& 
building and demolition of the bridge over the Tiber. They were 
the Roman engineers, who understood the mystery of measures and 
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numbers; whence there devolved upon them also the duty of manag
ing the calendar of the state, of proclaiming to the people the time of 
new and full moon and the days of festivals, and of seeing tl:at 
every religious and every judicial act took place on the right day .•• 
Thus they acquired ••• tl:e general oversight of Roman worship and of 
·whatever was connected with it-and what was there that was not so 
connected V ••• In fact the rudiments. of spiritual and temporal juris
prudence as well as of historical recording proceeded' from this 
college." 

A c~ious parallel, not unsuggestiyc, is thus displayed. As 
in Greece the art of bridge-building arose in connexion with 
the national sanctuaries, and as in Rome the building of 
bridges was the function of a priestly college, the iIp.plication 
appears to be that since in those days building a bridge wa.<; 
one of the most difficult of undertakings, it naturally fell 
into the hands of those who were reputed to have the greatest 
knowledge and skill-the priests. And, probably, the con
nexion between the p:desthoocl and this piece of applied 
science was furthered l)y the apparent supernaturalness of 
the arch-a structure which must have seemed to the people 
incomprehensible. But alike in science and ill philosophy, the 
Romans were the pupils of the Greeks; and hence posSibly 
may have arisen the parallelism between a certain f1llction 
of the pllilosopher in Greece and one he exercised, in Rome. 
'The philosopher "was generally to be found in a large mansion, 

acting almost 1ike a private chaplain, instructing in ethics thoile 
who wished to learn, and attending the death-beds of members of the 
family." 

Most likely,. the ethics and, the consolations here indicated 
were more or less tinged with ideas theologically derived; but 
even if not, the function described appears semi-priestly .. 

§ 690. During those dark days which followed the fall of 
the Roman Empire, nothing to be called :::cience existed. 
But when, along with gradual reorganization, the re-genesis of 
science bega~, it began as in earlier instances among the 
cultured men ~the priesthood. It was not, indeed, a re
genesis de no!:o;\but one whi.ch·took its departure from tho 
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knowledge, the ideas; and the methods, bequeathed by the 
older civilizations. From these, long buried, it was resusei
tated, almost exclusively in the monasteries. In his Science 
and Literature in the Middle Ages Lacroix writes :-'-

" .At the death of Charlemagne, the exact sciences, which hadllouri~hed 
for a brief space at his court, ~eemed to shrink into· the seclusion of 
the monasteries. • • • The Order of St. Benedict had almost made a 
monopoly of the exact sciences, which were held in high honour at the 
.Abbl'ys of Mount Cassini, in Italy; of St. Martin, at Tours (France) ; 
of St. .Arnulph, at Metz; of St. Gall, in Switzerland; of ·Prum, in 
Bavaria j of Canterbury, in England, &c.'" . 

A significant parallelism has here to be noted. ·We 'saw 
that in India, in Assyria, and in Egypt, the earliest steps in 
science were made in subservience to religious needs: their' 
primary purpose was to regulate the times of religious sacri
fices so as to avoid olience to the gods. And now, strange to 
say, medireval records show that among Christian peoples 
science was first called in for fixing the date 0,£ Easter. 

How on the Continent was illustrated the monopoly of 
science and philosophy by the priesthood in early days, 
scarcely needs pointing out. Such philosophical dogmas 
as were current during the ages of darkness were supple
mentary to the current theological dogmas and in subordina
tion to them. When, in the time of Charlemagne, some 
intellectual life began, i~ was initiated by the establishment 
of schools in connexion with all abbeys ,throughout his 
dominions. These schools,· carried on under priest.Iy rule, 
eventually became the centres at once of philosophy and 
science:. the philosophy distinguished as scholasticism being 
of such kinq. as consisted with the authorized tlieology, 
and the science-geometry, arithmetic, astronomy and music 
'-being such as did not obviously conflict with it or coulil 
be conformed to it. That is to say, alike in their nature. 
and in their agency, the philosophy and science of the time 
diverged in a relatively small degree from the theology-the 
differentiation was but incipient. And the long-continued 
identification of the cultivators of philosophy and science. 
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with the cultivators of theology is seen in the familiar namC9 
of the leading scholastics-William of Champeaux, Abelaru. 
Albertus Magnus, Thomas Aquinas, &c, - To which may be 
added the notable fact that such independence of theological 
dogma as was thought to be implied in the doctrine of the 
Nominalists, was condemned alike by the Pope and by 
secondary ecclesiastical authorities-the differentiation was 
slowly effected under resistance. 

In England there was a no less clear identity of the priest; 
with the philosopher and the man of science. In his account; 
of the Saxon clergy Kemble writes :-

" They were honourably distinguished by the possession of arts and 
learning, which could be found in no other class. ••• To them England 
.owed the more accurate calculations which enabled the divisions of 
times and sea.sons to be duly settled. " 

The first illustration is furnished by Bede, a monk wllD,
besides works of other kinds, wrote a work on TIuJ Nature 0/ 
Things, in which the scientific knowledge of his day was 
gathered up. Next may be pamed Dicuil, an Irish monk and 
writer on geography. And then comes Archbishop Dunstan:-

"He was very well skilled in most of the liberal arts, and among 
the rest in refining metals and forging them; which being qualifica
tions much above the genius of the age he lived in, first gained him 
the name of a conjurer, and then of a saint." 

Though, soon after the Conquest, there lived two culti
vators of science who seem not to have been clerical
Gerland and Athelard of Bath-yet it is to be remarked of 
the first that his science was devoted to a religious purpose 
-making a Computus or calculation of Easter-and of the 
other that his scientific knowledge was acquired during 
travels in the East, and cannot be regarded as an indigenous 
development. In Richard the First's time flourished Abbot; 
N eckham, who wrote a scientific treatise in Latin verse, and the 
Bishop-elect Giraldus Cambrensis, who was a topographcr. 
Under John we have Bishop Grosseteste, a -writer on phy
sical science, and in the next reign comes the Franciscan 
monk Roger Bacon, whose scientific reputation is familiar. 
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The 15th century yields us among clerical men of science 
John Lydgate, chiefly known for his poetry. When we: turn 
back to see who were the first to occupy themselves with the 
science of the sciences-philosophy-we perceive this same 
connexion. In the old EngliSh period livedSilotus Erigena, 
a philosophical ecclesiastic whose philosophy was theological 
in its bearings, :After a long interval, the next of this class 
was prior Henry of Huntingdon, who, as a. moralist, brought 
other incentives than divine commands to bear on conduct. 
l)resently came Bishop John of Salisbury, who, besides being 
classed as a writer on morality, was more distinctly--to be 
classed as a writer on ancient philosophy. Grosseteste to his 
physical philosophy added mental philosophy, -as also did 
Itoger Bacon. 

Joined with the fact that in medireval days scarcely any 
laymen are named as devoted to studies of these kinds, the 
facts above given suffice to-show thlit in Christian Europe, as 
in the pagan East, the man of science and the philosopher 
were of priestly origin. Inductive proof seems needless when 
we remember that during pre-feudal and feudal days; war 
and the chase were thought by the ruling classes the only 
honourable occupations. Themselves unable to read and 
write, they held that learning should be left to the children 
of mean people. ..And since learning was inaccessible to the 
masses, it becomes a necessary implication that the clerical· 
class was the one to which· mental culture of· ill kinds, 
inclusive of the scientific and philosophical kinds, was 
limited. 

§ 691. To trace the stages by which haS been gradually 
effected -the differentiation of the scientifico-pbilosophical 
class from the clerical class is not here requisite; It will 
suffice to note the leading chaJ.'8.Cters of the change, and the 
state now reached. 

The first broad fact to be observed is that the great body of 
doctrine distinguished by being based -on reasoIi mstead or 
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aut.hority, has divided into a concrete part arid an abstract 
part; with the result of generating two different classes of 
cultivators--:-the man of science and the philosopher. In the 
ancient East the distinction between the two was vague • 
.Among the Greeks, from Thales onwards, the thinker was 
one who studied physical facts and drew his general concep
tions from them. Even on coming to .Aristotle we see in the 
same man the union of scientific inquiry and philosophical 
speculation. So all through the development of knowledge 
in Europe, down to the time of Newton, when the use of the 
term "natural philosophy" for physical science implies an 
indefinite distinction between the two. But now the dis
tinction. has become tolerably definite-quite definite in 
Germany and in large measure definite here. The philosopher 
does not enter upon scientific investigations and often knows 
little about scientific truths; while, conversely, the man 
of science, of whatever class, is little given to philosophical 
speculation, and is commonly uninformed about the philo
sophical conclusions, held by this or that school How 
distinct the two classes have hecome is implied by the 
contempt not unfrequently expressed by each for the other. 

Simultaneously there has progressed a separation within 
the body of scientific men into those who respectively deal 
with the inorganic and the organic. Nowadays men who 
occupy themselves with mathematical, physical, and chemical 
investigations are generally ignorant of biology; while men 
who spend, their lives in studying the phenomena of life, 
under one or other of its aspects, are often without interest 
in the truths constituting the exact sciences. Between 
animate and inanimate things there is a marked contrast, and 
there has come to be a marked division between the students 
of the two groups. 

,Yet a further transformation of the same nature has been 
going on. Within each of these groups differentiations and 
sub-differentiations have 'been taking place. The biologists 
have divided themselves primarily into those who study pl&nt-
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life am~ those ",hd study animal-life-the phytologists (com
monly called botanists) and ,the zoologiSts. In each of these 
great divisions there have been established large silb-diVisions : 
in the one those who devote themselves to the classmcation 
of species, those who treat of plant-morphology, those who 
trcat of plant-physiology;' and in the- other the dassifieis~ 
,the comparative anatomists, the animal-physiologists. 'More 
restricted specializations have arisen. Among botani~ts there 
are some who study almost 'exclusively this or t4at order;' 
among physiologists, some who commonly take one class of 
function for their' province, and among zoologists there are 
!lrst of all, the divisions into those who are professed Emto
mologists, ornithologists, ichthyologiSts, &c" and agam within 
each of these are smaller groups, as among the entomqlogiSts~ 
those whb study more especially the coleoptera; the lepi.; 
doptera, the hymenoptera, &c. 

Respecting:these major and minor differentiations it has 
only further to be remarked 'that though the prosecution of 
science as a. whole is not called a profession (the whole being 
too extensive and heterogeneous), yet the prosecution of this 
or that part of it has come to be thlis distinguiShed. We" 
have "professors" of various diVisioiis il.nd sub~divisions of 
it; and this implies that the bread-winning pursuit of science, 
irrespective of the particular kind, must·, be regarded as a 
profession. 

§ 692. The combinat~ons of like units which have accom
panied these separations of unlike units, are equally con
spicuous. Those occupied in science as a whole, as well 
as those occupied in particular diVisions of science, have every~ 
where tended to segregate themselves and consolidate. 

On the Continent each nation has a scientific academy or 
equivalent body, and in some cases several such. In our own 
country we have, similarly, a fixed general union among 
scientific men-the Royal Society; in addition to which we 
have a nomadic general union-the Rritish Association. 
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Then beyond these largest corporations including aU kinds 
of scientific men, we have various smaller corporations, each 
comprised of those devoted to a particular branch or sub
branch of science-aMathematical Society, a Physical 
Society, a Chemical Society, an Astronomical Society. a 
Geological Society; a Physiological Society; and others 
occupied with sub-divisions of Biology-Botany, Zoology, 
Anthropology and Entomology: all of them being children 
of the· Royal Society and in some measure aids to it. Nor 
let us forget that besides these metropolitan societies there 
are scattered throughout the kingdom local societies, devoted 
to science in general or to some division of science. 

This is not all. Integration, general and special, of the 
scientific world is made closer, and the cooperation of all 
parts aided, by continuous publications; weekly and monthly 
and quarterly journals which are general in their scope, and 
others of like periodicities which are special in their scope. 
Thus minor aggregates held in connexion as parts of a 
great aggregate have their activities furthered· by literary 
inter-communication; and as elsewhere implied (see Essays, 
vol. I., "The Genesis of Science "), the vast organism thus 
constituted has acquired a power of digesting and assimilat
ing the '\Tarious classes of phenomena which no one part of . 
it alone could effectually deal with. 



CHAPTER VII. 

JUDGE AND LAWYER. 

§ 693. IN the preceding divIsion of this work, and more 
particularly in § 529, it was shown that in early societies 
such regulation of conduct as is effected by custom, and after
wards by that hardened form of custom. called law, originates 

. in the expressed or implied wills of ancestors-primarily those 
of the undistinguished dead, and secondarily 'those of the 
distinguished dead. Regard for the wishes 9f deceased 
relatives greatly influences actions among ourselves, and it. 
influences them far more among savage and semi-civilized 
peoples; because such peoples think that the spirits of the 
deceased are either constantly at hand or occasionally return, 
and in either casewiII, if made angry, punish the survivors 
by disease or misfortune. When, iIi the course of social 
development, there arise chiefs of. unusual power, or conquer
ing kings, the belief that their ghosts will wreak terrible 
vengeance on those who disregard their injunctions becomes 
a still more potent controlling agency; so that to regulation 
of conduct by customs inherited from ancestors at large, and 
ordinarily enforced by the living ruler, there comes to be added 
regulation by the transmitted commands of the deaJ. ruler. 

,Hence originates that early conception of law which lonr; 
continues with slowly increasing modification, and which, in 
our day, still survives in those who hold that Right means 

M that which is ordered "-firstly, by a revelation from God, 
cnd secondly by god-appointed or god-approved kings. l'or 

17 
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the theological view implies that governments in general 
exist by divine permission, and that their dictates have con
sequently a divine sanction. . In the absence of a utilitarian 
justification, which only gradually emerges in the minds of 
thinking men, there of course exists for law no other justifica
tion than that of being ·supernaturally derived-:-first of all 
directly and afterwards indirectly. I 

It follows, therefore, that primitive law, formed out of 
transmitted injunctions, partly of ancestry at large and partly 
of the distinguished ancestor or deceased ruler, comes usually 
to be enunciated by those who were in contact with the 
ruler-those who, first of all as attendants communicatedhls 
'commands to his subjects, and who afterwards, ministering to 
his apotheosized ghost, became (some of them) his priel:lts. 
Naturally these last, carrying on the worship of him in suc
cessive generations, grow into exponents of his will; both as 
tlepositaries of his original commands and as mouth-pieces' 
't.hrough whom the commands of his spirit are communicated. 
By ne~essity, then, the primitive priests are distinguished as 
those who above all others know what the law is, and as 
those to whom, therefore, all questions about transgressions 
are referred-the judges. 

§ 694. In small rude societies judicial systems have not 
arisen, and hence there is little evidence. Still we read that 
among the Guiana Indians the Pe-i-men are at once priests, 
sorcerets. doctors. and judges. Concerning the Kalmucks. 
who are mQre advanced. Pellas tells us that the highest 

11. judicial council consisted partly of priests and also that one 
n. t"f the high-pries,ts of the community was head-judge. 
Lnuna'Though among the semi-civilized Negro races of Africa. 
here hb.logical development has usually not gone fa.r enough to 
If the tW~i.sh the cult of a great god or gods, yet among them may 
~Yet afu~~d the belief that conduct is to be regulated by the 

:omg .. on. ":upernaturnl beings, who are originally the ghosts of 
~$i1!:rentl(·'I'uished dcnd; and in pursuance of this belief the ;;S; ,,<,\Y" .• ~.t .1., 
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ministrants of such ghosts come to be the oracles. Thus 
Lander tells us that "in Badagry the fetish-priests are 
the sole· judgel\ of the people." Cameron describes a sitting 
of a Mganga, chief medicine-man at Kowedi. After the 
chiefs wife had made presents and received, replies to her 
inquiries others inquired. 
Questions were "put by the public, some of which were quickly dis
posed of, while others evidently raised knotty points, resulting in much 
gesticulation and oratory. When the Waganga [apparently the plural 
of Mganga] pretended they could not find an answer the idols Wt're 
consulted, and one of the fetish men who was a clever ventriloquist 
ruade the necessary reply, the poor dupes believing it to be spoken by 
the idol." 

~ 695. Of ancient historic evidence readers will at once 
recall that which the Hebrews yield. 

There is in the Bible,clear proof that the ideas of law and 
of divine will were equivalents. Their equivalence is shown 
alike in the bringing down of the tables from Sinai and in 
the elaborate code of regulations for life contained in Leviti
ClUJ; where the rules even for diet, agricultural operations, 
and commercial transactions, are set down' as prescribed by 
God. Still more specific evidence, !llucidating both the 
general theory of law and the functions of the priestly class, 
is supplied by the following passages from lJeuteronomy :-

"If there arise a matter too hard for thee in judgment, between 
blood and blood, .between plea and plea, and between stroke and 
stroke, being matters of controversy within thy gates: then shalt th01l 
arise, and get thee· up into the place which the Lord tllY God shall 
"hoose; and thou shalt come unto the priests the Leyites, and unto 
the judge that shall be in those days, and enquire; and they shall shew 
thee the sentence of judgment; and thou shalt do according to the 
sentence, which they of that place which the Lord shall choose shall 
shew thee." (xvii,8-10,) 

Moreover, beyond the often recurring injunction to "en
quire of the Lord," we have the example furnished by the 
authority and actions of Samuel, who, dedicated to him from 
childhood, was a "prophet of the Lord," who asa priest built 
Ul altar, and, as we see in the case of Agag, was the medium 

17-2 
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tbrough wbom God conveyed his corom,ands, and who played 
the part of both judge and executioner. 

Of course we may expect that Egypt with its long bistory 
furnisbes good evidence, and we tind it. Here are relative 
facts from three authorities-Bunsen, Brugscb, and Erman . 

. "That the oldest laws were ascribed to Hermes, implies however 
nothing more than that the first germ of the Civil law sprung from the 
Sacred Books, and that it was based in part upon the religious tenets 
which they contained." 

Mentu-hotep, a priest andcfficial of the 12th dyn., on his tomb, "prides 
himself on having been' a man learned in the law, a legislator.''' 

" The chief judge was always of highest degree; if he was not one of 
the king's own sons, be was chief priest of one of the great gods, an 
hereditary prince." 

" All the judges of higher rank served Ma'at, the goddess of Truth, 
as priests and the chief judge wore a small figure of this goddess as 
a badge round his neck." 

A court which held a sitting in the 46 of Ramses II, consisted of 
9 priests (prophets and priests) and one lay member,' the registrar. 
But in another case (Ramses IX) the lay element preponderated. 
Which last statement implies a step towards differentiation 
of the secular from the sacred in legal administration. 

1'0 tbe circumstance that the Greek States did not become 
fully united has already been ascribed tbe fact that tbe Greek 
priesthood never became a hierarchy. Says Thirlwall-" The 
Greek priests never formed one organized body • . • even 
Within the same state they were not incorporated." Heuce 
the normal development of sundry professions is less dis
tinctly to be traced. Nevertheless the relation between the 
priestly and the judicial functions is visible in a rudilnentary, 
if not in 1\ developed, form. A.mong the Greeks, as among 
the Hebrews, it was the habit in cases of doubt to. " enquire 
of the Lord"; and the oracular utterance embodying the 
will of a god was made by a priest or priestess. Moreover, 
the circumstance tbat Greek laws were called themistcs, 
or utterances of the goddess Themis as the moutbpiece of 
Zeus, shows that among the early Greeks, as among other 
peoples, a law and a divine fiat were the same thing. That 
systems of law were regarded as of supernattU'al origin, is 
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also evidenced by the code of Lycurgus. According to Hase, 
the origin of his code was religious. .. A declaration of 
the Delrhic god contains the fundamental principles of the 
measures by which he reconciled the rival claims" of the 
Spartans. That the non-development of a legal class out of 
a priestly class followed from the lack of development of the 
priestly class itself, seems in some measure implied by the 
following extract from Thirl wall :-

.. The priestly office in itself involved no civil exemptions or disa.
bilities, and was not thought to unfit the person who filled it for 
discharging the duties of a senator, a judge, or a warrior. •• But the 
.:are of a temple often required the continual residence and presence of 
its ministers." 

Possibly tho rise of priest-lawyers, impeded by this local 
fixity and by want of cooperative organization among priests, 
may have been also impeded by the independence of the Greek 
nature, which, unlike Oriental natures, did not readily submit 
to the extension of sacerdotal control over civil affairs. 

How priestly and legal functions were mingled among the 
early Romans is shoWn by the two following extracts from 
Duruy:--

The patricians "held the priesthood and the auspices; they were 
priests, augurs and judges, and they carefully hid from the eyes of 
the people the mysterious formulre of public worship and of juris
prudence." 

The "servile attachment to legal forms [which characterized the 
early Romans] came from the religious character of the law and from 
the belief imposed by the doctrine of augury, that the least inad
vertence in the accomplishment of rites was sufficient to alienate the 
~oodwill of the gods." 

It seems probable, indeed, that legal procedure consisted in 
palt of ceremonies originally devotional, by which the god 
Numa was to be propitiated, and that the complex symbol.i,~ 
actions used were superposed. :For of the judges, who "sat 
<lnly on days fixed by the secret calendar of the Pontiffs," it 
is said that co they did not admit the litigants to set fort,h 
simply the matters in dispute; mysterious formulre, gestures, 
.and actions were necessary." In further evidence of this 
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priestly character of the 'judicial administration is the follow
ing statement of Professor W. A. Hunter;-

"Pomponius, in his brief account of the history of Roman Law, 
informs us that the custody of the XII Tables, the exclusive knowledge 
of the forms of procedure (legis actiones), and the right of interpreting 
the law, belonged to the College of Pontiffs." 

And Mommsen tells us in other words the same thing. 
But while we here see, as we saw in the cases of other early 

peoples, that the priest, intimately acquainted with the in
junctions of the god, and able to get further intimations of 
his will, consequently became the fountab of law, and there
fore the judge respecting breaches of law, we do not find evi
dence that in ancient Rome, any more than in Greece, Egypt •. 
or Palestine, the advocate was of priestly origin. Contrari
wise we find evidence that among these early civilized peoples. 
as at the present time among some peoples who have become 
civilized enough to have legal procedures, the advocate is of 
lay origin. MlI.l'sden says that in Sumatra-
"the plaintiff and def'lndant usually plead their own cause, but if 
circumstances render them unequal to it, they are allowed to pil1jan~ 
mulut (borrow a mouth). Their advocate may be a proattin, or other 
person indifferently; nor is there any stated compensation for the 
assistance, though, if the cause be gained, a gratuity is generally given." 

So, too, from Parkyns we learn that the .Abyssinians have a
sort of lawyer-merely" an ordinary man, with an extra
ordinary gift of the gab. These men are sometimes employe<f 
by the disputants in serious cases, but not invariably." 
Indeed it must everywhere have happened in early stages 
when litigants usually stated their respective cases, that. 
sometimes one or other of them asked a friend to state his 
case 'for him; and Ii. spokesman who became noted for skill 
in doing this would be employed by others, and eventually Il 
present to him would become a fee. It was thus among the
Romans. .After knowledge of the Twelve Tables had been. 
diffused, and after the' secrets of legal procedure had been 
discloseu by a 'flecretary of Appius Claudius, there grew up 
a class of men, the jurisconsltlti, learned in the law, who gave-
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their advice j and also, later, advocates distiuguished by their 
oratorical powers, who, as among ourselves, were furnished 
with materials and suggestions by lawyers of lower grade. 

§ 69G. The superposing of civilizations and of religions 
throughout Northern Europe after Roman days, complicated 
the relation~ between religion and law, and between those who 
administered them. Nevertheless, the evidence evcrywhcre 
points to the conclusion we have already reached. 

Beginning with heathen times there may be put first the 
facts which Sir George Dasent gives us respecting the ancient 
Norse. He writes :-

The priest "was the only civil, just as he was the only religious. 
authority-minister and magistrate in one." 

" In trials ••• it fell on him [the priest] to name the judges, and-to 
superintend the proceedings." 

But it seems that even in those rude days there had come 
into existence non-clerical advocates. 

"There were the lawmen or lawyers (logmenn), a class which we 
shall find stillllourishing in the time of which our Saga tells. They 
were private persons, invested with no official character." "They 
seem to have been simply law-skilled men, 'counsel,' to whom men in 
need of advice betook themselves." 

In harmony with these statements are those made by an 
authority respecting Old-English institutions, :Mr. Gomme. 
He says-
"We learn from the historians of Saxony that the 'Frey Feldgericht' 
of Corbey was, in pagan times, under the supremacy of the priests of 
the Eresburgh." 

"There can be little doubt that the church or temple of primitive 
society was the self-same spot as the assembly-place of the people and 
the court of justice." 
In support of this last conclusion it may be remarked that 
Il.S in early times gatherings for worship afforded occasions 
for trading, so they also afforded occasions for legal settle
ments of disputes j and further that the use of the sacred 
edifice for this purpose (as among the Babylonians) was 
congruous with the conception, everywhere anciently e~ter-
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tained, that legal proceedings tacitly or avowedly invoked 
divine interposition---tacitly in the taking of an oath and 
avowedly in trial by judicial combat. 

The conquest of northern heathenism by. Christianity 
gradually led to subjugation of the heathen system of law by 
the system of law the Church imposed-partly its 'own, the 
canon law, and partly that inheriterl from Roman civilization, 
the civil law. The rules of conduct which, transmitted from 
the heathen priesthood, had become the common law, were ill 
large measure overriden by the rules of conduct which the 
Chri8Lian priesthood either enacted or adopted. In early 
English days lay and clerical magnates cooperated in the 
local courts: laws uerived from the old religion and from the 
new religion were jointly enforced. 

"The clergy, in particular, as they theD engrossed almost every other 
branch of learning, so (like their predecessors, the British Druids), 
they were peculiarly remarkable for their }'lroficiency in the study of the 
law ..•• The judges therefore were usually created out of the sacred 
order, as was likewise the case among the Normans; and all the 
inferior offices were supplied by the lower clergy, which has occasioned 
their successors to be denominated clerks to this day. 

'TIut with the growth of papal power a change began. As 
writes the author just quoted, Stephen-
" It soon became an established maxim in the papal system of policy, 
that all, ecclesiastical persons, and' all ecclesiastical causes, should be 
solely and entirely subject to ecclesiastical jurisdict~on only." 

After the Conquest; when shoals of foreign c!ergy came 
over, and when they and the pre-existing monastic clergy 
were bribed by endowments to support the Conqueror, the 
papal policy IX'evailed so far as to separate the ecclesiasticai 
court from the civil court; after which" the Saxon laws were 
soon overborne by the Norman justiciaries." In subsequent 
l'eigns, according to Hallam-

, " the clergy combined its study [i.e., the Roman law] with that of their 
own canons; it was a maxim that every canonist must be a civilian, 
and that no one could be a good civilian unless he were also a 
canonist." 

Along with accep'tance of the doctrine that the Christian 
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high priest, the pope, WII.'5 an oracle through whom God spoke, 
there was established in Christendom a theory of law like 
that held by ancient peoples: laws were divine dicta and 
priests divinely authorized interpreters of them. Under 
these circumstances the ecclesiastical courts extended their 
jurisdiction to secular causes; until, gradually, the secular 
courts were almost deprived of power: the removal of 
criminal clerics from secular juris<li:ction and the penalty of 
excommunication on those who in any serious way opposed 
the clerical power, being of course efficient weapons. The 
condition of things then existing is weU·shown by the follow-
iug statement of Prof. Maitland :- -

" If we look back to Richards I.'s reign we may see, as. the highest 
temporal court of the realm, a. court chiefly composed of ecclesiastics, 
presided over by an archbishop, who is also Chief Justiciar; he will 
have a.t his side two or three bishops, two or three archdeacons, and 
but two or three laymen. The greatest judges even of Henry III.'s 
reign are ecclesiastics, though by this time it has become scandalous 
for a bishop to do much secular justice." 

Not only were priests the judges and the interpreters of 
law, but they at one time discharged subordinate legal func
tions. In. Germany, according to Stolzel, the notarial pro
fession had long been in the hands of eccle!1iastics. France, 
during the ~3tft century, furnished like evidence. Clerics 
played the parts of procurelu·s or att~rneys, according to 
}'ournier, who says ::--
"les ecc16siastiques ne pouvait, . en principe, accepter ces fonctions 
que pour representer les pauvres, les eglises, ou dans les causes 
spirituelles." 

So, too, was it with the function of advocate. Sainte PaI.tye 
writes-

"Loisel ••• remarks that in the time of Philip [the Fair] and since, 
the best of them were' ecclesiastical persons instructed in th~ Canon 
and Civil Law, learning practice chiefly by the deill'etals.'" 

However according to Fournier, this function was limited to 
certain ca~es-
"Ie prlltre ne peut exercer les fonctiolls d'avocat .si ce n'est au profit 
de son Eglise et des pauvres, et sans recevoir de salaire." 
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But in England, when ecclesiastics had been forbidden 
by the pope to make their appearance in secular courts, it 
appears that they evaded the prohibition by disguising 
themselves. 

" Sir H: Spelm~ conjectures (Glossar .. 335)_ that coifs were intro
duced to hide the tonsure of such renegade clerks, as were still tempted 
to remain in the secular courts in the quality of advocates or judges, 
notwithstanding their prohibition by canon." ' 
From which it would seem that the "renegade clerks" be
came barristers who personally received the profits of their 
advocacy. • 

§ 697. By what steps the complete secularization of the 
legal class was effected in England, it does not here concern 
us to ascertain. It suffices to observe the state of things now 
arrived at. 

So long have our judges ceased to display any clerical 
attributes, that now, to the ordinary citizen, the statement 
that they were once priesh is surprising. If there remains 
any trace of the original condition ,of things, it is only in such 
a fact as that the Archbishop of Canterbury retains the 
power of conferring the degree of Doctor of Civil Law; 
which degree, however, is one covering only a restricted 
sphere of practice. But while, save perhaps in observance 
of certain ceremonies and seasons, separation of judicial 
functionaries from clerical functionaries has long been com
plete, separation of certain areas of jurisdiction has taken 
place quite recently. Until some five and thirty years ago 
ecclesiastical courts still had jurisdiction over some secular 
matters-testamentary and matrimonial; but they were 
then deprived of this jurisdiction, and retained none save 
over affairs within the Church itself. 

In conformity with the usual course of things, while the 
legal profession has been differentiating from the ecclesiasti
cal, there have been going on differentiations within the 
legal profession itself. Originally, beyond the judge and the 
two suitors, there occasionally existed only the advocate-a 
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functionary who, becoming established,presently rendered-his 
services to defendants as well as toplaintifl's. Gradually 
these ancillary agencies have become complicated; until now 
there are various classes and sub-classes of those who conduct 
legal proceedings. 

The original body of them has separated itself primarily 
into two great divisions-those directly concerned in carry
ing ,on causes in law-courts and those indirectly concerned, 
who prepare the cases, collect evidence, summon witnesses, &c. 
Within the first of these classes has a~en a partial distinction 
betw,een those whose business is mainly in courts and those 
whose business is mainly in chambers j and there are further 
segregations determined by the different courts in which the 
pleadings are carried on. To which add the cross-division of 
this class into Queen's Counselor leaders, and ordinary bar
risters or juniors. Then in the accessory class-lawyers 
commonly so-called-we have the distinction, once well 
recognized, between attorneys and solicitors, arising from the 
separate divisions of jurisprudence, with which they were 
concerned, but which has now lapsed. And we have 'various 
miscellaneous subdivisions partially established, as of those 
mainly concerned with litigious matter and those mainly 
concerned with non-litigious matter j of those who transact 
business directly and of those who act for others j those who 
are parliamentary agents j and so on. 

§ 698. In their general character, if not in their details, 
the factsno'Y to be named will be anticipated by the reader. 
He will look for illustrations of the integrating tendency, and 
he will not be mistaken in so doing. 

Very soon after the divergence of the legal class from the 
clerical class had commenced, there arose some union among 
members of the legal class. Thus we read that in France
"En 1274, Ie concile de Lyon, dans quelques dispositions relatives aux 
procureurs, les lUet a 'peu pres sur Ie meme pied que les a.vocate. C'est 
que des lora les procureura forment une corporation qui se gouverne 
BOOS l'alltoriM des jllges d'Eglise." 
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In England also it appears that the two processes began 
almost simultaneously;., When the deputies of the king ill 
his judicial capacity ceased to be wholly nomadic, and fixed 
courts of justice were established at Westminster, the advo
cates, who were b~fore dispersed about the kingdom, began to 
aggregate in London, where, as Stephen says, they" naturally 
fell into a kind of collegiate order." Hence resulted the Inns 
of Court, in which lectures were read and eventually degrees 
given: the keeping of terms being for a long time the only 
requirement, and the passing of an examination having but 
recently become a needful qualification for a call to the bar. 
Within this aggregate, constituting the collegiate body, we 
have minor divisions~the benchers, who are its governors,. 
the barristers, and the students. This process of incorpora
tion began before the reign of Edward I; and while certain 
of the inns, devoted to that kind of law which has now ceased 
to be marked off, have dwindled away, the others still form 
the centres of integration for the higher members of the legal 
profession. 

Then we come to the lower members, who in early days 
became incorporated. 

" It was ordained by stat. 4 Henry IV. c. 18, that all attornies should 
be examined by the justices, and by their discretions their names 
should be put in a roll : they were to be good and virtuous, and. of good 
fame." 

Other groupings of more modern and less coherent kinds 
have to be named. There is the Bar Committee, serving as 
an organ for the practising barristers; and there are . the 
relatively vague unions of barristers who go the same circuits. 
For solicitors there is in London a central Law Society, along 
with which may be named Law Societies in leading provincial 
districts; and there are also various benevolent associations 
formed within these larger bodies. 

Nor let us omit to notice how in this case, as' in all cases, 
the process of integration has been accompanied by progress 
in definiteness. Early in its history the body of barristers 
separated itself by its regulations from the trading com-
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munity j and then, more recently, it has increased its dis
tinctness of demarcation by excluding those not adequately 
instructed. So, too, with the body of sollcitors. This has 
fenced itself round by certain regulations respecting admission, 
conduct, and practice, in such wise that by striking off the 
rolls those who have not conformed to the rules complete 
precision ;s given to the limits of the body . 

.And thell, as serving to hold. together these' larger and 
smaller definitely consolidated aggregates, we llave various 
periodicals-several weekly law-journals, and now also a law
quarterly. 



CHAPTER VIIL 

TEACHER. 

§ 699. TEACIDNG implies knowledge of things to be taught; 
and as, for various reasons, the priest comes to be distingui~hed 
by his possession of knowledge, from him more especially is 
it to be obtained. Moreover, being released from life-sus
taining activities, he has more time than others for giving 
information and enforcing discipline. 

A deeper reason for this primitive identity of priest and 
teacher may be recognized. Though during early years each 
youth gathers, in miscellaneous ways, much which is properly 
to be called knowledge, and which serves him for guidance in 
ordinary life, yet there is a kind of knowledge, or supposed 
knowledge, particularly precious, which does not come to him 
through the irregular channels of daily experience. Equally 
in savage tribes and among early civilized peoples, ghosts and 
gods are believed to be everywhere and always influencing· 
men's lives for good or evil; and hence of chief importance 
is information concerning the ways in which conduct may be 
so regulated as to obtain their: favours and avoid their ven
geance. Evidently the man who knows most about these 
supernatUl'al beings, the priest, is the man from whom this 
information of highest value is to be obtained. It results 
that the primitive conception of the teacher is the conception 
of one who gives instruction in sacred matters. 

Of course the knowledge thus communicated is first of all 
communicated by the elder priests to the younger, or rather 
'by the actual priests to those who are to become priests. In 
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mnny caseB, and for a long time, this is the so]e~eaching. 
Only in the course of evolution, along with the rise of a 
secular cultured class, does the teacher as we now' conceive 
I,im come into existence. 

§ 700. Necessarily in early stages of all evolving aggre
r,ates the lines of organization are indefinite. In groups of 
t!le uncivilized we cannot expect the function of educator to 
Itave become distinctly marked off. Still we soon detect that 
illculcation of secret and sacred things which, as above 
indicated, constitutes the earliest kind of teaching: the 
.. mystery men" being the instructors. S!tys Bernau con
cerning the AIa waks :-

"The son of a conjuror, as soon as he enters his twentieth year, 01 

ev~n sooner, is made acquainted by his father with the art of conjura
tion, and enjoined the greatest secrecy conce~ing it." 

And whether the neophyte be a descendant or not, there i3 
always this injunction of silence respecting the communi
cated information, which invariably has reference to dealings 
with supernatural beings; so that, from the very first, there 
is shown the rise of an esoteric cult such as the priesthoods 
of early historic peoples show us. 

nut in groups of savages we may trace an extension of this 
sacred teaching, or rather part of it, to all young men on 
their arrival at the fit age. The Australians, for example, 
have everywhere an initiation ceremony during which the 
youth, circumcised after a fashion, or in other cases llaying a' 
tooth knocked out, is thereby dedicated to a supernatural 
being supposed to be present, as in the case of Daramiililn, 
who is doubtless the hero of the tribe: the dedications being' 
obviously akin in spirit to those of more civilized peoples. 
On these occasions the medicine-men are the operators and 
instructors. 

The more advanced of the uncivilized, whose medicine-men 
JIIl.ve gained in some measure the character of priests, furnish 
better evidence. We have the case of the New ZeoJanders. 
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among whom, according to Thomson, one of the duties of the 
priests is to' instruct children "in the songs and traditions of 
the people "-to instruct them, that is, in the sacred lore of 
the tribe. Then in Africa, where the social organization is 
more developed, we meet with a more definite form of 
priestly tuition. Bastian tells us that in Congo the fetich
priest yearly collects the boys who have arrived at puberty, 
and leads them into the forest, where they remain six 
months, forming a sort of colony under the control of the 
priest. During this time they undergo circumcision. Then 
in Abyssinia and in Madagascar we find the teaching func
tion of the priest shared in by a non-priestly class-a step in 
differentiation. 

§ 701. Peoples, past and present, in sundry parts of the 
world, who have reac~ed higher stages of civilization, yield 
fragments of evidence which I string together in as orderly a. 
way as is practicable. Writing of the Mexicans, Torquemada. 
says that the whole education was in connexion with the 
temples. Very many boys were sent there to be educated 
from the fourth year of their age until their marriage. 
Clavigero tells us the same thing. Of the priests of Yucatan 
we read in Landa:-
"They instructed the sons of other priests, and also the younger SollS 
of the lords, who were given to them from childhood when they 
appeared to be inclined to that office. The sciences which they taught 
were the computation of years, montbB, and days, festivals and cere-' 
monies, the administration of their sacraments, &c., &c." 

Of existing peoples the Japanese may be first named as 
supplying us with a relevant fact. 

"The secular teacher's vocation can scarcely be said to have existed 
prior to the days of the founder of the Tokugawa dynssty .••• The 
bonzes [priests] of Japan are to be credited with being mainly instl'u
ment.a.l in spreading & knowledge of the rudiments of education 
throughout the length and breadth of the Empire." 
In his Enwassy to .Ava Symes writes:-

" All kioums or monasteries ••• are seminaries ••• in which boYB 
of & certain age are taught their letters, and instructed in morallUld 
religious duties." 
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To like effect, from a work entitled The Burman, by Shway 
Yeo, we learn that--
., When a boy has reached the age of eight or nine yeal'S he goes as a 
matter of course to the Pobngyee Kyoung [Monastic School]. It is 
<>pen to all alike-to the poor fishennan's son &8 well as to the scion of 
princely blood." 

And. the Catholic missionary Sangermano testifies similarly: 
implying, also, that this education given by the priests is· 
nominally in preparation for the priesthood, since the 
students all put on "the habit of a Talapoin" during the 
period of their education. The Mahometans, too, yield evi
uence. At the present time in Cairo the university is in a 
mosque. 

§702. Illustrative facts taken from the accounts of extiIict 
and decayed civilizations in the Old W orId, may be next 
grouped together-some of them mere hints and others 
sufficiently fulL 

Concerning Ancient India, Dutt states that education con
sisted of learning the Vedas, and that in the later as in the 
~arlier periods it was under the priests. He also says :-

"There were Parishads or Brahmanic settlements for the cultivation 
()f learning ••• and young men went to these Parishads to acquire 
)~arning." 

To this there must be added the significant fact that in the 
Epic Period (ca. B.C. 1400 to 1000)-:-
., Besides these Parishads, individual teachers established what would 
be !:'111ed private schools in Europe, and often collected round them
selves students from various parts of the country •..• Learned 
Brahmans who had retired to forests in their old age often collected 
such students round them, and much of the boldest speculations in the 
Epic Period has proceeded from these sylvan and retired seats of 
.. anctity and learning." 

Taken in conjup.ction with the preceding statements th~s 
last statement shows us how teaching was in the beginning 
exclusively concerned with religious doctrines and rites, and 
how there eventually began to arise a teaching which, in 
some measure detached from the religious institutions, at 

18 
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the same time entered upon other subjects than the re!i
gious • 

.A kindred, if less elaborated, system 'existed in ancient. 
Persia 

"It is pretty clear that the special training of hoys for future calling3 
went hand in hand With their religious education, and that it wa~ 
chiefly regulated according to the profession of the father. • • • I t
was evidently also no uncommon practice to commit children to the 
care of a priest for training and instruction in the same manner as the
Indian Brahmins were wont to do." 

Respecting Babylonia and Assyria Professor Sayce, de
scribing the social life there, says :-

"The libraries were established in the temples, and the schools ill 
which the work of education was carried on were doubtless attached t() 
them." 

" The • house of the males,' into which the young men were introdueed. 
Beems to have been a sort of monastic establishment attached to the 
great temples of Babylonia." 

Of educational arrangements in Egypt the like is said by 
various authorities-Brugsch, Erman, and Duncker. 
. "Schools were established in the principal towns of the country; 

and human and divine wisdom was taught in the assemblages of th.Jo 
holy servants of the gods." 

"The high priest of Amon, Bekenchons, tells us that from his tift!.. 
to his seventeenth year he was 'chief of the royal stable of .instruc· 
tion,' and thence entered the temple of Amon as an under-priest." 

"The colleges at these temples [Thebes, Memphis, and Heliopolis] 
were the most important centres of priestJy life and doctrine." 

That absence of a priestly hierarchy in Greece which, as 
before pointed out, interfered with the normal developments 
of other professions, in~erfered also with the normal develop
ment of the tutorial profession. The temples and their sur
roundings were, indeed, places for special culture of one or 
other kind, mostly having some relation to religious obser
vances. But this form of priestly teaching did not grow into 
any general system taking in the lay members of the com
munity. Referring, by contrast, to education in the gymnasia, 
Mahaffy writes :-

"The older fashion had been to bring up boys very much::.s we bring 
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np girls, keeping them constantly under the eye of a special attenuant 
or teacher • . • teaching them the received religion and a little of the 
standard literatul'e, inculcating obedience to the gods and to parents." 
As happened in Persia during its phase of militant activity, 
physical culture and culture of the mental powers useful in 
war, took precedence of other culture . 

.. The old system of 8.dvanced education, which ordained that from 
the age of eighteen to twenty Athenian youths . . • should remain 
under state supervision, and do the duty of patrols round the Ollt· 
lying parts and frontier forts of Attica, receiving at the same time drill 
in military exercises, as well as some gymnastic and literary training," 
became in time modified to one in which '~ most of the gymnastics and 
military training was left out." 
But intellectual culture as it increased fell into the hands 
not of the priests but of secular teachers. " Those philoso
phers who did not, like the Stoics, despise teaching ypuths, 
..• set up their schools close besid~ these gymnasia." 

Still more in Rome, where the course of evolution was so 
much modified by ~he intrusion .of foreign elements and 
influences, was the normal gene~is of the teacher interfered 
with. .Always when militanGY is extremely predominant, 
mental acquisition, regarded with no re~pect, is not provided 
fo·r: instance the fact that in Japan," during many centuries 
previous to lyeyasll's time, the very numerous warrior-elass, 
like the knights of medireval Europe, despised a knowledge 
of letters as beneath the· dignity of a soldier, and worthy 
only of the bard and priest." And it was thus in Rome. 

"The economic arrangemp.uts of the Romans placed the work of 
elementary instruction in the mother-tongue-like every other work 
held in little estimation and performed for hir~chiefly ill the hands 
of slaves, freedmen, or foreigners, or in other words· chiefly in the 
hands of Greeks or half-Greeks." . 
This condition of things will be comprehended when we 
remember firstly that the normal genesis of. teachers from 
priests is ·due to the fact that in early stages priests are dis
tinguished by their superior knowledge; secondly that the 
priests in Rome were not thus distinguished, since the sub
jugated Greeks w.ere more learned than they; and thirdly 

18-2 
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that all attributes of conquered men are liable to fall into 
contempt. 

§ 703. On passing northwards to the peoples of pre
Christian days and to those of early Christian days, we are 
again shown the primitive identity of priest and teacher and 
the eventual separation of the two. Elsewhere saying of the 
Celts that their training, wholly military, aimed to produce 
endurance, agility, and other bodily capacities, Pelloutier 
writes:-
. "Pour entretenir les peuples dans 130 dependance, et pour litre 
toujours consultes co=e des Oracles, les Ecch~siastiques vouloient 
~tre les seuls s2avans; de l'autre, les Cehes, qui regardoient tout 
travail, tant du corps que de l'esprit (Procop. Gotth. L. L cap. 2, p. 311), 
comme une chose servile, abandonnoient de bon coour toutes les 
Sciences a leurs Druides; ils les consideroient non·seulement co=e des 
S93.VallS, mais encore comme de veritables Magiciens. Les etudes des 
Nations CeItiques se reduisoient uniquement a apprendre par coour 
<certains Hymnes qui renfermoient leurs Loix, leur Religion, leur 
Histoire, et en gen6ral tout ce qu'on vouloit bien que Ie peuple s2dt." 
.And congruous with this is the statement of Cresar concerning 
the Druids :-" A great number of youths come together to 
them to receive training." "They discuss much ... con
-eerning the attribute!! and powers of the immortal gods, and 
impart their tenets to the young." 

Almost extinguished during early centuries of our era, such 
·culture as survived was to be found only in ecclesiastical 
institutions, and out of them grew up afresh. As Hallam 
.says:-

"The praise of having originally established schools belongs to some 
bishops and abbots of the sixth century. They came in place of the 
imperi8.J. schools overthrown by the barbarians. .'. . The cathedral 
and conventual schools, created or restored by Charlemagne, became 
the means of preserving that small portion,of learning which continued 
to exist." 
Mosheim, describing the Church of the sixth century, further 
tells us that in the cathedral schools the clerical teacher 
"instructed the youth in the seven liberal arts, as a prepara
tion for the study of the sacred books;" and that in the 
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monasteries "the abbot or some one of the monks gave 
literary instruction to the children and youth that were 
devoted to a monastic life." These facts verify the statement 
that primarily instruction, whether given to lay or clerical 
youth, concerned itself directly or indirectly with religious 
propitiation: the avowed purpose, as expressed by the 
Council of Vaison, being to make the young "attach them
selves to holy books and to know the law of God." 

Subsequent centuries of wars and social derangements 
witnessed a decay of these ecclesiastical teaching institutions, 
notwithstanding efforts from time to time made by popes and 
bishops to re-invigorate them. But, as was to be expected, 
when there began to arise lay teachers, there arose clerical 
resistance. Then, as always, the priestly class disliked to see 
the instruction of the young falling into other hands. In 
:France, for example, the Chancellor of Ste. Genevieve, who 
granted licences to teach at the Paris University, used his 
power sometimes to exclude able men, sometimes to extort 
money, and had repeatedly to be restrained by papal injunc
tions. So, too, was it in Germany. 

"All the professorial posts in. the Univel'!lities were in the hands 
of the clergy, until the eud of the 15th, and even into the 16th, 
century." 

At Heidelberg, in 1482, "a layman was for the first time, after a 
severe struggle, allowed to become a professor of medicine." 

"The general admission of lay professors to clerical owces did not 
take place until 1553." 

§ 704. Our own country presents like evidences. In oM 
Inglish days "parish churches were often used as schools," 
says Pearson. And, according to Sharon Turner,-

"The clergy were the preceptors of those who Bought to learn .•• 
to them the moral and intellectual education of the age was entrusteJ . 
• . • Thus the Irish monk Maildulf, who settled at Malmesbury •.• 
took scholars to earn subsistence." 

So was it, too, in subsequent days. We read in the same 
two authors that after the Conquest--

"The numerous clergy scattered. up and down through England had 
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a direct interest in pl'Omoting education. They eked out their scanty 
stipends as tutors and schoolmasters. n 

" One of the first fruits of this revival of literature izi England, was 
the universal establishment of schools. To every cathedral, and almost 
to every monastery, a school was appended •••• Few persons of any 
note appear to us among the clergy, during the century after the 
conquest, who did not during some part of their lives occupy them
selves in instructing others." 
In exemplification may be named, as distinguished teachers 
belonging to the priesthood during the Anglo-Saxon period, 
Bede, Alcuin, Scotus Erigena, and Dunstan. And after the 
Conquest, as teachers sufficiently conspicuous to be specified, 
come Athelard of Bath, John of Salisbury, Alexander N eckam, 
Roger of Hoveden, Duns Scotus. 

But here as elsewhere the secularization of teaching slowly 
went on in sundry ways. Early in the 15th century laymen 
Ilere and there left money for the founding of schools. 
Warton, writing of the early part of the 16th century, 
says :-" The practice of educating our youth in the monas
teries growing into disuse, near twenty new gyammar schools 
were established within this period." At the same time 
there 'was initiated a slow change in the character of our 
universities. Beginning as clusters of theological students 
gathered round clerical teachers of wide reputation, they, 
while growing, long continued to J?e places for clerical 
education only, and afterwards simulated it. Almost down 
to the present d~y acceptance of the legally-established 
creed has been in them a condition to the reception of 
students and the conferring of distinctions; and they have 
all along preserved a teaching and diseipline conspicuously 
vriestly. \Ve have residence in colleges under a regime sugges~ 
tive of the monastic j we have daily attendance at prayers, 
~lso monastic in its associations j and we have the wearing of 
~ semi-priestly dress. But gradually the clerical character 
(If the education has been modified by the introduction of 
1Il0re and more non-religious subjects of instruction, :md by 
the relaxation of tests which a dominant ecclesiasticism 
011ce imposed. So that now the' greater 'part of those who 
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., ~o to college," do so without any intention of entering the 
Church: univel'$ity teaching has been in a large measure 
eecularized. 

Meanwhile the multiplied minor teaching institutions of 
all grades, though they have in the majority of cases passed 
into the hands of laymen, still, in considerable measure, and 
-especially throughout their higher grades, retain a clerical 
(!haracter. The public schools in general are governeU by 
-ecclesiastics; and most of the masters are, if not in orders, 
preparing to take orders. Moreover, a large proportion of 
the private schools throughout the kingdom to which the 
wealthier classes send their sons, are carried on by clergy
men; and clergymen in multitudinous cases take private 
pupils. Thus the differentiation of the teaching class from 
the priestly class is even now incomplete. 

As significantly bearing on the evolution of the teacher, 
let us further note that at the present moment there is 
going on a struggle to re-acquire that clerical control which 
a. secularized system of public education had in chief measure 
thrown off. Even when established a quarter of a century 
;ago, this public education was not completely secularized, 
eince certain biblical lessons were given; and now a strenu
-ou!! endeavour is being made to add to these biblical lessons 
(!ertain dogmas of the Christian creed established by law, and 
so to make the teachers of Board Schools to a certain extent 
clerical teachers. Nor is this all Clerics have striven, and 
are still striving, to make the public help them to teach 
Church dogmas in Church Schools. At the present time 
(.:rune, 1895), the Archbishop and Clergy at large are father
ing an Act which shall give them State-funds without St~te
control. With an arrogance common to Priesthoods in 
all times and places, no matter what th~ creed, they say to 
the State-" We will say whllot shall be taught and you shall 
pay for it." 

§ 705. No more here than elsewhere do we meet with an 
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exception to the segregatic.n and consolidation which accom
pany differentiation; though, partly because 'of the more 
recent separation of the teaching class from the clerical clru:s, 
this change has not been so conspicuous. 

,The tendency towards integration of the teaching class. 
and marking off of them from other classes, was first shown 
among theological teachers. At the University of Paris
"halI-learned persons, who had scarcely any knowledge of the ele
ments of theology, took upon themselves the office of public teachers. 
The consequence was, that the theological teachers of better reputation 
united themselves, and formed a regular society j and they had suffi
cient influence to establish the rule, that no one should be allowed tOo 
teach without their approbation and permission. This of course led to 
an examination of the candidates, and to a public trial of their ability. .. 
and to a formal ceremony for their admission to the dignity of teachers< 
or doctors." 
In our <?wn universities the like has happened_ Knowledge, 
first of established Christian doctrine, and then of other things. 
held proper for teachers of Christian doctrine to know, and 
then exa~inations testing acquisition of such klnds of know
ledge, have served to create a mass of those qualified, and t() 
exclude those not 'ql1alified: so forming a coherent and 
limited aggregate. Though dissenting sects have insisted 
less on qualifications, yet among them, too, have arisen insti
tutions facilitating the needful culture and giving the needful 
clerical authorizations. 

Only of late have secular teachers tende'd to unite. Beyon(~ 
the various training colleges which instruct and examine an(~ 
authorize, there are now sundry professional associations. Of 
a genp.ral kind come the Teachers' Guild and the Scottish 
Educational Institute. Then of more special kinds come the 
Head Masters [of Pubiic Schools] Conference; the Associu
tion of Head Masters of Intermediate Secondary Schools; the 
Association of Head Mistresses; the College of Preceptors; 
the Association of Assistant Masters j the National Union of 
Teachers. 

So, too, with the appliances for maintaining a generd 
organization' of all concerned in education-schoolmnstel:s. 
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assistants, colleges, and the various unions above named. Thi3 
professorial class, like other professorial classes, has journals 
weekly p.nd monthly, some general and some special, repre
senting its interests, serving for communication among ita 
members, and helping to consolidate it. 



CHAPTER IX. 

ARCHITECT. 

§ 706. BUILDING of the kind dignified by the name archi
tecture, cannot exist during early stages of social development. 
Before the production of such building there must be an 

, advance in mechanical arts greater than savages of low type 
11ave made-greater than we find among the slightly civilized. 

It is true that constructions of unhewn stones arranged 
npon the surface in some order, as ,well as rude underground 
stone chambers, have been left by prehistoric peoples, and 
that incipient architecture is exhibited in them. If we extend 
the conception to take in these, however, we may remark' as 
significant, that the art was first used either for preserva
tion of the dead or as ancillary to ceremonies in honour of the 
apotheosized dead. 'In either case the implication is that 
:J.l'cbitecture in these simple beginnings fulfilled the ideas of 
the primitive medicine-men or priests. Some director there 
must have been; and we can scarcely help concluding that he 
was at once the specially skilful man and the man who was 
supposed to be in communication with the departed spirits to 
lie honoured. 

But now, saying nothing more of this vague evidence, let 
lIS pass to evidence furnished by those semi-civilized and 
civilized peoples who havo left remains and records. 

§ 707. We are at once met by the broad fact, parallel to the 
'fact implied above, that the earliest architecture bequeathed 
by ancient nations was an outcome of ancestor-worship. Its 
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first phases were exhibited in either tombs or temples, which, 
as we have long ago scen, ate the less developed and more 
developed ·forms. of the same thing. Hence, as being both 
appliances for worship, now simple and now elaborate, both 
came under the control of the priesthood; and the inference 
to be drawn is that the first architects were priests. . 

An illustration which may be put first is yielded by Ancient 
India .. Says :Manning :-" Architecture was treated as a sacred 
science by learned Hindus." Again we read in Hunter-

"Indian architecture, although also ranked as an upa-'lJeda or sup
"Iementary part of inspired learning, derived its devt:lopment from 
Buddhist rather than from Brahmanical imlmlses." 

In Tennent's Ceylon there are passages variously exhibiting 
the relations between architecture and religion and its. 
ministers. By many peoples the cave was made the primi
tive tomb-temple; and in the East it became in some cases 
largely developed. A stage of the development in Ceylon is 
described as follows:- . 

II In the Raja'IJali Devenipiatissa is said to have • caused caverns to 
Le cut in the solid rock at the sacred place of Mihinmla'; and these 
~re the earliest residences for the higher oI'ders of the priesthood in 
(.'erlon, of which a record has been preserved." 

.. The temples of Buddha were at first as unpretending as the resi
dences of the priesthood. No mention is made of them during the 
infancy of Buddhism in Ceylon, and at which period caves and natural 
grottoes were the only places of devotion." 

. Ue.ferring to later stages, during which there arose "stu
pendous ecclesiastical structures," Tennent adds :-

"The historical annals of the island record with pious gratitude the 
series of dagobas, wiharas, and temples erected by" Devenipiatissa 
. "and his successors." 

A dagoba "is a monument raised to preserve one of the relics of 
Gomma •.• and it is candidly admitted in the Mahawa7l8o that the 
inU;ntion in erecting them was to provide • objects to which offerings 
could be made.'" 
Here though we do not get evidence that the architects 
were the priests, yet other passages show that Buddhist 
temples were the works of converted kings acting under 
direction of the priests. Moreover, the original development 
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of architecture for religious purposes, and the consequen~ 
sacredness of it, are curiously implied by the fact that the 
priesthood" forbade the people to construct their dwellings 
of any other material than sun-baked earth." 

This last extract recalls the general contrast which existed 
in ancient historic kingdoms between the dwellings of the 
people and the buildings devoted to gods and kings. The 
vast mounds from which Layard exhumed the remains of 
Babylonian and Assyrian temples are composed of the debris 
of. sun-dried bricks, mingled, doubtless, with some decomposed 
wood otherwise used for constructing ordinary houses. Layers 
upon layers of this debris were accumulated until the temples 
were buried, as some temples are even now being buried in 
Egypt. Whether it was because of the costliness of stone, or 
uecause of the interdict on use of stone for other than sacred 
purposes, or whether these caUSe3 cooperated, the general 
implication is the same-architecture began in. subservience 
to religion (comprehending under this name ancestor-worship, 
simple and developed), and was, by implication, under the 
control of the priesthood. Such further evidence as Ancient 
TIabylonia yields, though indirect, is tolerably strong. Saying 
of the temple, which was also a palace, that .. solemn rites 
inaugurated its construction and recommended its welfare to 
the goels," and implying that its plan was governed by estab
lished tradition (of which the priests were by implication· 
the depositaries), Perrot and Chipiez write:-

"Whether they'belonged to the sacerdotal cast, we do not know. 
We are inclined to the latter supposition in some degree by the pro
foundly religious character of the ceremonies tha.t accompanied the in
ception of a. building, and by the acconnts left by the ancients of those 
priests whom they called the Chald0!a1ls." 

And since" when it [architecture] is carried so far as it was in 
Chald<£a it demands a certain amount of science," the priests. 
who alone possessed this science, must have been the architects. 

Sufficient proofs of the alleged relation among the Egyptians 
are supplied by their ancient records. Rawlinson says:-

" Although their early architecture is almo.~t entirely of a SE'pulchral 
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eha.ractcr, yet we have a certain amount of evidence that, even from 
the first, the TEMPLE had a place in the regards of the Egyptians, 
though a place very much inferior to that occupied by the Tomb." 
Summing up the general evidence Duncker writes ::....:... 

"In the achievement won by.Egyptian art. the priest£. took a 
leading part. The buildings of the temples and the tombs of the 
kings could only be erected after their designs; for in these essentially 
sacred things, sacred measures and numbers, were concerned." 
Some special illustrative facts may be added. Of Mentu
hotep it is recorded that-

" As chief architect of the king he promot~d the worship of the gods, 
and instructed the inhabitants of the country according to the best of 
his knowledge, 'a.q God orders to be done.'" . 
Here are passages relating to the 19th and 21st dynasties 
respectively. Bekenkhonsu, on his statue is made to say:--

.. , I was a great architect in the town of Amon' 'I was a holy father 
()f Amon for twelve years.' 'The skilled in a.;.i;, and the first prophet 
()f Amon.''' 

And Hirhor, first of a succession of priest-kings, calls 
llimself, whenreprcsented by the side of the king :-" Chief 
:uchitect of the king, chief general of the army." And that 
the priest, if he did not always design, always directed. may 
be safely inferred; for as Rawlinson says, "it is •... 
tolerably certain that there existed in ancient Egypt a 
religious censorship of Art." 

Of evidence furnished by Greek literature, the first comes 
to us from the Iliad. The priest Chryses, crying for vengeance, 
and invoking Apollo's aid, says :-

" 0 Smintheus! If ever I built a'temple gracious in thine eyes, or 
if ever I burnt to thee fat flesh of thighs of bulls or goats, fulfil thou 
this my desire; let the DanaanB pay by thine arrows for my tears." 
By which we see that the priestly function of sacrificer is 
joined with the function of architect, also, by implication, 
priestly. Later indications are suggestive if not conclusive. 
Here is a sentence from Curtius:-
"B~t the immediate connexion between the system of sacred archi-

1:ecture and the Apolline religion is clear from A polIo being himself 
ll~signated as· the divine architect in the legends concerning the fOUlula
tion of his sanctuaries." 
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And further on he writes-
Thus "schools of poets came to 'form themselves, whicl~ were 110 leso; 

intimately connected with the sanctuary than were the art of saCl"e.1 
architecture and hieratic sculpture." 
But, as we have before seen, the Jack of a priestly organiza
tion in Greece obscured the developlllent of the professioll3 
in general, and that of architects among others. 

That much of the Roman cult was not indigenous, and that 
importation of knowledge and skill from abroad confused the 
development of the professions, we have seen in other cases. 
The influence of the Etruscans was marked, and it appears 
that of the religious appliances der.ived from them, architec
ture was one. Duruy writes ;-

" Etruria also furniShed the architects who built the Roma quadrata 
of the palatine, and constrncted tbe first temples; she provided even 
the flute.players necessary for the performance of certain rites." 
But the identity eventually established between the chief 
priest and the chief architect, in the person of the Pontife.c 
ma.ximus, while it illustrates the alleged connexion, also 
reminds us of one of the original causes for the priestly origin 
of the professions-the possession of learning and ability by 
priests. Among primitive peoples, special skill is associateJ 
with the idea of supernatural power. Even the blacksmith 
is, in some African tribes, regarded as a magician. Naturally, 
therefore, the Roman who either first devised the arch, or who 
first conspicuously displayed skill in constructing an arch, 
was supposed to be inspired by the gods. For though the 
arch is now so familiar that it does not excite wonder, it 
must, when, first used, "have appeared an incomprehensibll} 
achievement. Henc~ a not unlikely cause, or at any ratl} 
an ancillary cause, for the union of priest and bridge-builder. 

§ 708. After thE;} fall of the Roman Empire the social 
disorganization which arrested mental activities and.their 
products, arrested architecture among them. Its re-com
mencement, when it took place, was seen in the raising of 
ecclesiastical' edifices of one or other kind under the super-
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intendence of the priestly class. Referring to certain Bene
dictine monasteries after the time of Charlemagne, Lacroix 
writes :-

" It was there that were formed the able architecte and ecclesiastica.l 
engineers who erected 80 many magnificent edifices throughout Europe. 
and most of whom, dedicating their lives to a work of faith and piouB 
devotion, have, through humility, condemned their names to oblivion." 
Speaking of 'France, and saying that up to the 10th century 
the names of but few architects are recorded, the same 
author says:"'-

"Among them, however, are Tutilon, a monk of St. Gall, • • • 
Hugues, Abbot of Montier-en-Derf ; Anst6e, Abbot of St. Gorze, .•• 
Morard, who, with the co-operation of King Robert, rebuilt, towards 
the end of the tenth century, the old church of St. Germaiu-des-Pres, 
a.t Paris; lastly, Guilla.ume, Abbot of St. Benignus, at Dijon, who, ••• 
became chief of a school of art." 

And he further says :-
"In the diocese of Metz Gontran a,nd Ad6lard, celebrated, Abbots' of 

St. Trudon, covered Hasbaye with new buildings. ' Adalard,' says •• 
chronicler, 'superintended the conStruction of fourteen churches.'" ' 

This association of functions continued long after. Accord
ing to Viollet-Ie-Duc, the religious houses, and especially 
the abbey of Cluny, during the 11th and 12th centuries, 
furnished most ot' the architects of Western Europe, who 
executed nat only religious but also civil and perhaps' 
military buildings. 

The differentiation of the arcllitect from the priest is 
implied in the following further quotation from Lacroix :-

"It was, moreover, at this period [of transition from Norman to 
Gothic] that architecture, like all the other arts, left the monasteries to 
pass into the hands of lay architects organised into confraternities." 

Similar is the statement of Violiet-le-Due, who, observing 
that in the 13th century the architect appears as an indi
vidual, and as a layman, says that about the beginning of it 
" we see a bishop of Amiens • charging a lay architect, 
Robert Ie Luzarchel!, with the building of a great cathe.draI." 
A curious evidence of the transition may be added. 
"Raphae~ in one of his letters, states that the Pope (Leo X.) harl 

appointed an aged friar to assist him in conducting the building of 
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st. Peter's; .and intimates tha.t he expected to learn some • secrets' in 
architecture from his experienced colleague." 

Passirig to our own country we find Kemble, in The Sa.:JXJnS, 
in England, remarking of the monks that-
"painting, sculpture and architecture were made familiar thrcugh 
their efforts, and the best examples of these civilizing arts were 
furnished by their churches and monasteries." . 
In harmony with this statement is that of Eccleston. 

"To Wilfrid of York and Benedict Biscop, Abbot of Wea.rmouth in 
the 7th century, the introduction of an improved style of architecture 
is due; aud under their direction several churches and monasteries 
were built with unusual splendour." 
And afterwards, speaking of the buildings of the Normans 
and of their designers, he says of the latter-

" Amongst the foremost appeared the bishops a.nd other ecclesiastics, 
whose a.rchitectural skill was generally not less effective than their 
well bestowed riches." 
How the transition from the clerical to the lay architect took 
place is not shown; but it is probable that, eventually, the 
clerical architect limited himself to the general character of 
the edifice, leaving the constructive part to the master
builder, from whom has descended the professional architect. 

§ 709. Chiefly for form's sake reference must be made to 
I 

. the gathering together and consolidation which, in our times, 
has been set up in the architect's profession. There is little 
to remark further than that, the members of it having been 
hut few during earlier periods, when the amount of architec
tural building was relatively small, segregation and associa
tion of them could scarcely occur. Recently, however, there 
has beeu formed an Institute of Architects, and the body of 
men devoted to the art is tending more and more to make 
itself definite by imposing tests of qualification. 

At the same time cultivation of the art and maintenance of 
the interests of those pursuing it are achieved by sundry 
spccial periodicals. 



CHAPTER X. 

SCULPTOR,' 

§ 710. THE association between architecture, sculpture, and 
painting is so close that the description of their origins, con
sidered as distinct from one another, is not easy; and thOSe 
who judge only.from the relations under which they are 
found in the. remains of early civilizations are apt to be 
misled. Thus Rawlinson remarks that- ' 

"Sculpture in E~ypt was almost entirely 'architectonic,' and was 
intended simply, or at any rate mainly, for architectural embellish
ment. • • • The statues of the gOdR had their proper place in shrines 
prepared for them. ••• EYen the private statues of individuals were 
intended for omamellts of tombs." 
Hei'e the implication appears to be that as, in historic Egypt, 
sculpture existed in subordination to architecture, it thus 
existed from the beginning. This is a mistake. There is 
abundant reason to conclude that everywhere sculpture, 
under the form of carving in wood, preceded 'architecture, and 
that the tomb and the temple were subsequent to the image. 

In the first volume of this work (§ § 154-158) evidence 
of various kinds; supplied by various peoples, was given 
proving that in its initial form an idol is a representation 
of a dead man, conceived as co~stantly or occasionally in
habited by his ghost, to whom are made offerings, prayers 
for aid, and propitiatory ceremonies. Confusion arising in 
the uncritical mind of the savage between the' qualities of 
the original and the like qualities supposed to accompany a 
likeness of the original, long survived. Its survival \vU3 

HI 
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shown among the Egyptians by their seemingly strange prac
tice of placing, in a compartment of the tomb, a wooden figure 
(or more than one) intended as an alternative bodyfor the 
spirit of the departed on his return, in case his mummied 

. body should have been destroyed. Still more strange is the 
fact referred to in the sections named above, that among our~ 
selves and other Europeans bllt a few centuries ago, th( 
clligies of kings and princes, gorgeously apparelled, were duly 
presented with meals for some time after death,: such effigies 
being, some of them, still preserved in 'Westminster Abbey. 
:Merely recognizing this long pers~stence 'of the primitive 
idea, it here concerns us only to note that the making of a 
carvtd or modelled figure of a dead man, begins in low 
stages of culture, along with other elements of primitive 
religion; and that thus sculpture has its root in ghost
worship, while the sculptor, ill his primitive form, is one Gf 
the agents of this worship. 

The tomb and the temple are, as is shown in § 137, dc
Yeloped out of the shelter for the gravc-rude and transitory 
at first, but eventually becoming refined and permanent; 
while the statue, which is the nucleus of the temple, is an 
elaborated and finished form of the original effigy placed on 
the gro.ve. The implication is that, as with the temple so 
with the statue, the priest, when not himself the executant, 
as he is among savages, remains always the director of the ex
ccutant-the man whose injunctions the sculptor carries out . 

. § 711. Of cvidence to be set down in support of this 
general proposition we may begin with that, relatively small 
in amount, which is furnished by existing uncivilized races. 

Concerning the Gold Coast Negroes, Bosman tells us that 
they" generally build a small cottage or hut ...... on the 
grave," 8TIlI also that in some parts "they place several 
cartilen images on the graves." Bastian, writing of the Coast 
Negroes, says clay figures of departed chiefs with their 
familieJ are' Illaced ill Groups under the \'illage tree. 
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Nothing is added about the makers of these clay images; but 
in another case we find evidence of priestly origin. Accord
ing to Tuckey, a certain fetich-rock on the Congo "is con
sidered as the peculiar residence of Seembi; the spirit which 
presides over the river;" that on some of the rocks "are a 
number of raised figures," made of some composition which 
appears "like stone sculptured in low relief "-rude repre
sentations of men, beasts, ships, &c.: "they were said to be 
the work of a learned priest of Nokki, who taught the art to 
all those who chose to pay him." 

The Polynesian"races yield some evidence: relevant faclf.;; 
nre narrated of the Sand wicll Islanders by Cook and Ellis. 
The one describes the bUIJing places as containing many 
wooden images representing their deities, some in huts, others 
not; and the other tells us that" each celebrated tii [spirit] 
was honoured with an image." That these celehrated spirits 
were originally the ghosts of deceased chiefs, is implied by 
the account given of an allied Polynesian race, the New 
Zealanders. Ainong these, according to Thomson, the bodies 
of chiefs, in some cases" interred within the houses where 
they died," where they were bewailed by relatives for weeks [a 
l'Ude temple and a rude worship], had" rude human images, 20 
(Jr 40 feet high," erected as monuments to them. Though in " 
neither of these cases are we told by whom such images of 
deceased mell were made, yet since of New Zealand artiste 
the best are found among the priests, (IS asserted by Thom
son, while Angas tells us that the priest is generally the 
operator in the ceremony of tattooing (he being supposed to 
excel in all sorts of carvil!g), the implication is that he is the 
maker of these effigies-in the cases of chiefs, if not in other 
cases. For while it is alleged that the house-posts, rudely 
representing deceased members of an ordinary family, are 
made by members of the family, ,~e have, in the "special 
characters of the effigies made of chiefs, evidence that priests 
)Jave been the executants. Dr. FerdinlUld von Hochstetter 
says:-

]\)-2 
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"The carved Maori-figures,_ which are met with on the road, are the 
memorials of chiefs, who, while journeying to the restorative baths of 
Rotorua,. succumbed to their ills on the road. Some of the figures al"e 
decked out with pieces of clothing or kerchiefs; and the most remark
able feature in them is the close imitation of the tattooing of the 
deceased, by which the Maoris are able to recognize for whom the 
monument has been erected. Certain lines are peculiar to the triLl', 
others to the family, and again others to the individual." 
As the priests are the professional tattooers, probably being 
also the authorities concerning tribal and family marks, it 
is a fair Inference that they are tbe makers of these images of 
chiefs, in wbich tbe tribal, family, and individual marks are 
represented. . 

Certain usages lmve been found among tbe Australians 
whicb, if not directly relevant, are indirectly relevant. At 
an initiation ceremony in tbe Murring tribe, according to 
Howitt-

"A similar rude outline-of a man in the attitude of the magic dance, 
being also Daramiillin, is cut by the old men (wizards) at the cere
monies, upon the bark of a tree at the spot where one of them knocks 
out the tooth of the novice. • . • 

"At a subsequent stage of the proceedings a similar figure i~ 
moulded on the ground in clay, and is surrounded by the native 
weapons which Daramiiliin is said to have invented." 
Here the obvious implication is that the traditional hero. 
Daramiilun, is represented by the figures which tbe wizarus 
(medicine-men or priests) make; wbile the initiation cere
mony is the dedication of the novice to him, considered as 
present in the figure: to wbich figure, indeed, a road is 
marked out on the tree, down which Daramiiliin is supposed 
to descend to the image. 

By tbe above-named bouse-posts which, among tbe New 
Zealanders, are erected as memorials of members of the 
family, we are introduced to tbe further set of illustrations. 
furnished by household gods. These the accounts of various 
races in various parts of the world make familiar. 

Concerning the Kalmucks and Mongols, who have such 
domestic idols, Pallas tells us that the priests are the painters. 
as well as the makers, of images of copper and clay. 
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According to Ellis the idol-worship of tlle Malagasy" ap
rears to have sprur.g up in comparatively modern times, and 
long subsequently t? the prevalence of the worship of house. 
hold gods."· TIut wllO were the makers of either does not 
appear. 

§ 712. How it would naturally happen that .. llile, in the 
first stages, the priest was the actual carver of images, he 
became, in later stages, the director of those who carved 
them, will be easily understood on remembering that a 
kindred relation between the artist and his subordinate 
exists now among ourselves. The modern sculptor does not 
undertake the entire labour of executing his work, but gives 
the rough idea to a skilled assistant who, from time to time 
instructed in the needful alterations, produces a clay-model 
to which his master gives the finished form: the reproduc
tion of tIle model in marble by another subordinate being 
similarly dealt with by the sculptor. Evidently it was in 
something like this sense that priests throughout the East 

,were sculptors in early days, as some are in our own days. 
Writing of the Singhalese, Tennent says:-

"Like the priesthood of Egypt, those of Ceylon regulated the mode 
of delineating the effigies of their divine teacher, by a rigid formulary, 
with which they combined corresponding directions for the drawing of 
the human figure in connection with sacred subjects." 
From Egypt, here referred to, may be brought not only evi
dence thali the sculptured forms of those to be worshiped 
\vere prescribed by the priests in conformity with the tradi
tions they preserved, but also evidence that in some cases 
they were the actual executants. Mentu-hotep, a priest of 
the 12th dynasty, yields an example. 

" Very skilled in artistic work, with his own hand he carried out 
his desi~ as they ought to be carried out." He" besides was in
vested with religious functions" and "was the alter ego of the king." 
nis inscription IlaYs:-'" I it was who arranged the work for the 
building of the temple.' .. 

An inscription of the 18th dynasty refers to one Bek, archi
tect of .Amenhotep IV. who, heing described as "the follower 
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of the divine benefactor" was apparently a priest, and wllo 
was both an executant and a supervisor of others' work. . He 
is referred to as-
-, overseer of the works at the red mount.'l.in, an artist and teacher of 

, the killg himself, an overseer of the sculptors from life at the granu 
monuments of the king for the temple of the sun's disk." 

:.A further fact is given. Bek, says of himself "My ion] 
promoted me to he chief architect. I immurtalized thc name 
of the king ... [I caused] to be made two portrait-statues of 
noble llard stone in this his great building. It is like 
heaven. • •• Thus I executed these works ot' art, his 
statues." 

What evidence Greek records yielJ, though not extensi,·c. 
is to the point. Curtius, who, referring to actions of the 
singers and composers of hymns as well as to those of the 
plastic artists, says that" the service of' the temple comprc
hends the whole variety of these efforts," also says that" the 
earliest sculptors were persons of a sacerdotal character." 
On another page he adds, concerning sculpture-

"In this domain of artistic activity, all things were bound by the 
uccrees of the priests and):>y close relations with religion ..•. They 
[the artists] were regarded as persons in the service of the divine 
religion." 
The extent to which sculpture sub served religious purposes. 
may be judged from the statement of Mahaffy that-

" The greatest sculptors, painters, and architects had lavished labour 
:md design upon the buildings [of the oracle at Delphi]. Though 
Nero had carried off 500 bronze statues, the traveller estimated the 
remaining works of art at 3000, and yet these seem to have been 
almost all statues." 
As showing the course of professional development it may be 
remarked that though, in archaic Greek sculpture, the modes 
of representing the various deities were, as in Egypt and 
India, so completely fixecl in respect of attitudes, clothing, 
and appurtenances that change was sacrilege, the art of' 
the sculptor, thus prevented from growing while his se., 
priestly function was under priestly control, simultaneously 
began to acquire freedom and to lose its sacred character-
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wllcn, in such places as tIle pedimcnts of temples, figures 
other than divine, and subjects other than those of worship, 
came to be representeu. Apparently through transitions 
of this kind it was that sculpture became secularized. Men 
engaged in chiselling out statues and reliefs in fulfilment 
of priestly dictates were regarded simply as a superior class 
of artisans, and did not receive credit as artists. But when, 
no longer thus entirely controlled, they executed works inde
pendently, they gained applause by their artistic skill and 
.. ~ecame prominent celebrities, whose studios were frequented 
),y kings." 

To the reasons, already more than once suggested, why in 
nome the normal development of the professions was broken 
or obscured, may be added, in respect of the profession of 
sculptor, a special reason. Says Mommsen:-

"The original Roman worship had no images of the gods or hOllsea 
set Rpart for them; and although the god was at an early period 
worshipped in Latium, probably in imitation of the (J-ree),s, by means 
of an image, and had a little chapel (aedicula) built for him, such a 
figurative representation was reckoned contrary to the laws of Numa." 
The appended remark that the representation of the gods 
was" generally regarded as an impure and foreign innova
tion·" appears to be in harmony with the statement of Durny. 

"Even after the Tarquins, the images of the gods, the work of 
Etrnscan artists, were still made only in wood or clay, like that of 
Jupiter in the Capitol, and like the quadriga placed on the top of the 
temple." 
The contempt felt by the nomans for every other occupation 
than tbemilitary, and the consequent contempt for art aO(I 
artists imported from conquered peoples, resulted in ihe fuct. 
that in the time of the Cresars sculptors and painters" were· 
generally either slaves or freedmen." Probably the only 
concern the priests had with sculpture was when prescrihing 
tIle mode in which this or that god should be represented. 

.!> 713. Such:records as have come down to us from early 
Christian ~imes illustrate the general law of evolution in the 
respect that tItey show how little the .arts of design were at. 
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first specialized. It bas been often remarked that in days 
comparatively modern, separation of the various kinds of 
mental activity was much less marked than it has since 
become: instance the fact that Leonardo da Vinci was man 
of science as well as artist; instance the fact that Michael 
A.ngelo was at once poet, architect, sculptor and painter. 
This union of functions seems to have been still more the 
rule in preceding ages. EVIdence about the sculptor's art is 
mingled with evidence about kindred arts. Says Emeric
David-" The same masters were goldsmiths, architects, 
painters, sculptors, and sometimes poets, as well as being 
abbots or even bishops." Of the Gallo-Franks we learn from 
. Challamel and others that the chief industrial art was gold 
working, the great schools of which were certain monasteries; 
that the great artists in it were monks, and their products 

-ecclesiastical plate, vestments, and decorations, funeral monu-
ments, &c. In the last part of this statement we see the 
implication that the sculpturing of figures on monuments was 
u priestly occupation. This is also implied by the statement 
of Emeric-David that in the 10th century Rugues, m~nk of . 
Monstier-en-Der, was painter and statuary. Further proof 
that miscellaneous art-works were carried on by the clerical 
class is given by Lacroix and Sere, who say that early in 
the 11th century a monk, named Odoram, executed shrines 
and crucifixes in gold and silver and precious stones. In the 
middle of the] 2th century another monk, Theophilus, was at 
once painter of manuscripts, glass-stainer, and enamelling 
goldsmith. 

Concerning these relationships in England during early 
llays, I find no evidence. i The first relevant statements refer 
to tiJnes in which the plastic arts, which no doubt were all 
along shared in by those lay-assistants who did the rough 
work under clerical direction-sllch as chiselling out monu
ments in the rough according to order-had Japsed entirely 
into the hands of these lay-assistants. These having been in 
the preceding times nothing but skilful artisans, their work. 
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when it came to be monopolized by them, was for a- long 
time regarded as artisan-work. Hence the statement that--.:.. 

"Previously to the reign of Charles I the sculptor seems hardly to 
have been considered an artist." "Nicholas Stone was the sculptor 
Joost in vogue. He was m38ter-mason to the king." 
I may add that in early days, monks-St. Dunstan being an 
example-occupied themselves in executing the details of 
ecclesiastical buildings--the foliations of windows, screens, and 
the like. It is said that when sculpturing the heads used for 
gargoyles, they sometimes Ilmused themselves by caricaturing 
one another. 

§ 714. Recent stages in the development of sculpture are 
not easy to trace. But there seems to have· occurred in 
modern times a process parallel to- that which we saw 
occurred in Greece. During the first stages in the seculari
zation of his business the carver of marble carried ,vith him 
the character previously established-he was a superior 
artisan. Only in course of time, as his 8kill was employec1 
for other than sacred purposes, did he Lecome independent 
and begin to gain reputation as an artist; And his position 
has risen along with the devotion of his efforts more and 
Illore to subjects unconnected with religion. 

Let it be observed, howeyer, that even still sculpture 
retains in considerable measure its primitive clmracter as an 
ancillary to ancestor-worship. A carved marbl~ effigy in a 
Christian church differs but little in meaning from a carved 
wooden figure of a dead man placed on bis g!ave in savage 
and semi-civilized societies. In either case the Laving an 
image made, and the subsequent conduct in presence of it, 
imply the same prompting sentiment: there is always more 
or less of awe or respect. Moreover, sculpture continues to 
be largely employed for the expression of this sentiment, not 
in churches only,_ but in houses. The preservation of a bust 
by descendants commonly implies recognition of worth in 
the original, and is thus in a faint wayan act of worth-ship. 

Hence only that kind of sculpture which is not devoted to 
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the representation of deceased persons, either in public or 
private edifices, or .in open places, can be considered as 
absolutely secularized. One who takes his subjects from 
uncient myth, or history, or from the life around, may he 
considered as alone the sculptor who has lost all trace of the 
original priestly character. 

With recognition of the completed process of differentiation 
there is nothing here to join respecting the process of in
tegration. Sculptors have not yet become sufficientiy 
numerous to form entirely independent unions. Such com
l)ination as has arisen .among them we shall have to recognize 
in the next chapter, in association with the combinations or 
lminters. 



CHAPTER XI. 

rAIXTER. 

§ 715. PICTORIAL rcprcsantation in its rudest forms not only 
precedes civilization but may be traced back to prehistoric 
man. The delineations of animals by incised lines on bones, 
discovered in the Do"rdogne and elsewhere, prove this. And 
certain wall-paintings found in caves variously distributed. 
bhow, in extant savage races or ancestors of them, som~ 
ability to represent things by lines and' colours. 

But if we pass over thcse stray facts, which lie out of rela
tion to the development of pictorial art during civilizatioll, 
find if we start with those beginnings of pictorial art which 
the uncivilized transmitted to the early civilized, we see that 
sculpture and painting were coeval. For, excluding as not 
pictorial that painting of the body by which savages try t() 
make thcmselves feared or admired, we find painting first 
employed in completing the image of the dead man to be 
placed on his grave-a painting of the carved image such as 
served to make it a rude simulacrum. This was the first. 
step in the evolution of painted figures of apotheosizecl chieh 
and kings-painted statues of heroes and gods. 

We shall the better appreciate this truth on remembering 
that the complete differentiation of sculpture from paintin3" 
which now exists did not exist among early peoples. In" 
ancient times all statues were coloured: the aim being t~ 
produce something as like as possible to the being" COUl-

memorated. " 

§ 710. Tlie alrcaily namcd imagcs of" dc~d N"cw Zealand 
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chiefs tattooed in imitation of their originals, illustrate primi
tive attempts to finish the representations of departed 
persons by surface-markings and colours; and the idols 
preserved in Qur museums-not painted only but with imi
tation eyes and teeth inserted-make clear this original union 
of the two arts. 

Of evidence that the priests painted as well as carved 
these effigies, little is furnished by travellers. Bourke writes 
of the Apaches :-" All charms, idols, talismans, medicine 
llats, and other sacred regalia should be made, or at least 
blessed, by the medicine-men." But while the agency of the 
primitive priest in idol-painting must remain but partially 
'proved, we get clear proof of priestly agency in the produc
tion of other coloured representations of religious kinds. 
Describing certain pictographs in sand, Mr. Cushing says:-

"When, during my first sojourn with the Zuni, I found this art 
practice fu vogue among the tribal priest-magicians and members of 
cult societies, I named it dry or powder painting." The pictures 
produced "are supposed to be spiritually shadowed, so to say, or 
breathed upon by the gods or god-animals they represent, during the 
appealing incantations or calls of the rites. . • . Further light ill 
thrown on this practice of the Zuiii in making use of these supposi
tively vh"ified paiutings by their. kindred practice of painting not only 
fetiches of stone, etc .. , and sometimes of larger idols, then of washing 
the paint oft' for use as above described, but also o( pouider painting i1l 

"elief; that is, of modeling effigies in sand, sometimes huge in size, of 
hero or animal gods, sacramental mountains, etc., powder painting 
them in common with the rest of the pictnres, and afterwards removing 
the paint for medicinal or further ceremonial use .. " 

nut the clearest evidence is yielded by the Navajo Indians. 
Dr. 'Vashington Matthews in a contribution on "The Moun
tain Chant, a Navajo ceremony," says-

" The men who do the greater part of the actual work of painting, 
under the guidance of the chanter, have been initiated [four times], but 
need not be skilled medicine men or even aspirants to the craft of the 
shaman. ••. The pictures are drawn according to an exact system. 
The shaman is frequently seen correcting the workmen and making 
1 hem erase and revise their work. In certain well defined instances 
the artist is allowed to indulge bis individual fancy. This is the cas" 
"'ith the gaudy embroidered pouches which the gods carry at the wa.ist. 
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Within reaBOnl\b~e bounds the artist may give his god just as hancl
Bome a pouch as he wishes. Some parts of the figures, on the other 
hand, are measured by palms and spans, and not a line of the sacred 
design can be varied.". 

Unquestionably then, pictorial art in its first stages was 
occupied with sacred subjects, and the priest, when not him
acIf the executant, was the director of the executants. 

§ 717. The remains and records of early historic people::; 
yield facts having like implications. 

As shown already, there existed in America curious transi- . 
tions between worshiping the actual dead man and worship
ing an' effigy of him-cases in which a figure was formed of 
portions of his body joined with artificial portions. The Nile 
Valley furnished other transitions. Concerning the 'Macro
Lrian Ethiopians, Herodotus tells the strange story that-

.. When they have dried the body, either as the Egyptians do, or ia 
some other way, they plaster it all ovel' with gypsum, and paint'it, 
making it as much as,possible resemble real life ; they then put round 
it a. hollow column made of crystal." 

And to this plastered, painted, and enclosed mummy they 
made offerings. The Egyptian usage diverged from thi3 

• Doth grpat surprise and great satisfaction were'given to me by these last; 
8entences. When setting forth evidence furnished by the Egyptians, I wns 
about to include a remembered statement (though unable to give the autho
rity), that there are wall-paintings-I. think in the tombs of the kings
where B superior is represented as correcting the drawings of subordinates, 
and was about to suggest that, judging from the intimate relation betweeu 
the priesthood and the plastic arts, already illustrated, this superior was 
probably a priest. And here I suddenly came upon a verifying fact supplied 
by a still earlier stage of culture: the priest is the director of pilOtorial repre
sentations wloen he is not the executant. Anot.her important verification is 
~ielded by thes6 sentences. The essential parts of the representation ar& 
sacred in matter, and rigidly fi1ed in manner; but in certain non-essential, 
decorative parts the working artist i. allowed play for his imagination. This. 
tends to confirm the conclusion already d,'&wn respecting Greek art. For 
while in a Greek temple the mode of representing the god was so fixed that 
change was sacrilege, the artist WIlS allowed some scope in designing and 
pxecuting the peripheral parts of the structure. He could· e1ercise his., 
imagination and .1dl1 on the sculptured figures of the pediment and metopcs. 
and here his artistic genius dc;veloped. 
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. simply in the casing of the mummy and in the, painting ':' the 
one being opaque and the other consequently external. For 
the carved and painted representation of a human figure 
on the outer mummy-case was doubtless a conventionally
stereotyped representation of the occupant. And since, in 
all such cases, tIle ancestor-worship, now of private persons, 
now of major and minor potentates, was a religion, painting 
as thus employed was a religious art. 

The leading subjects of Egyptian wall-parntings are 
. worshiping and killing: the last being, indeed, ltut a form 
of the first; since pictures of victorious fights are either 
glorifications of the commemorated commanders or of the 
gods by whose aid they conquered, or both. In early socie
ties sacrifice of enemies is religious sacrifice, as show11, 
among the Hebrews by the behaviour of Samuel to Agag. 
Hence the painting in these Egyptian frescoes is used for 
sacred purposes. 

That in Ancient Egypt the priest was the primitive 
sculptor we have already seen; and the association of paint~ 
ing with sculpture was so close as to imply that he was also 
the primitive painter-either immediately or by proxy. 
I··or, seeing that, as Brugsch remarks, Egyptian art" is bound 
by fetters which the artist dared not loosen for fear of 
clashing with traditional directions and ancient usage," it 
results that the priests, being depositaries of the traditions, 
guided the hands of those who made painted representations 
when they did not themselves make them. But there is direct 
proof. Erman says :-" Under the Old Empire the high priest 
of Memphis was regarded as their chief, in fact he bore the 
title of C chief leader of the artists,' and really exercised this 
office." In another passage describing the administration 
of the great temple of Amon he tells us that the' Theban 
god had his own painters and his own sculptors; both being 
under the supervision of the second prophet. It· may be 
that, as in the case of the Indians ~bove named, these working 
painters had passed through some religious initiation and 
were semi-priestly. 
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In <:onnexion with this' use of painting for sacred purposes 
in Egypt, I may add evidence furnished by an existing religion. 
:jays Tennent concerning the Buddhists of Ceylon :-

II The labours of the sculptor and painter were combined in pro
() tieing these images of Buddha, which are always coloured in imitation 
•• f life, each tiut of his complexion and hair being in religious con
furmity with divine authority, and the ceremony of 'painting of the 
eyes,' isalway,q observed by the devout.Buddhists as a solemn festival." 

It is interesting to remark that in its mural representa
tions, Egypt shows us transitions from sculpture· to painting, 
or, more strictly, from painted sculpture to painting proper. 
In the most sculpturesque kind the painted figures stood out 
from the general field and formed a' bas-relief. In the ill
termediate kind, rclief-en-crew;, the surfaces of the paint£u 
figures did not rise above the general field, but their outlines 
were incised and their surfaces rendered convex. And thell, 
1inally, the incising and rounding being omitted, they bec::.me 
paintings. 

TIy the Greeks also, painting was employed in making 
finisheu representations of the greater or smaller persoll
ages worshiped-now the statues in temples and· now 
the figures on stelre used to commemorate deceased relatives, 
which,' cut out in relief, were, we may fairly infer, coloured in 
common with other sculptured figures, just as were those 011 

Etruscan sarcophagi Of this inference there bas recently 
been furnished a justification by the discovery of certain 
remains which, while they show-the use of colour in these 
memorials, show also the transition from raised 'coloured 
figures to coloured figures not raised. Explorations carried 
on in Cyprus by Mr. Arthur Smith,of the British Museum, 
l1ave diselosed-
"a fieries of limestone stelre or tombstones, on which is painted the 
figure of the person commemorated. The surface of the limestone is 
prepared with a white ground, 011 which the figure is painted ill 

colours and in a manner which strongly recalls the frescoes of Pompeii." 

The painting being here used in aid of ancestor-worship, is 
in that sense, religious. Very little evidence seems forth-
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coming concerning other early uses of painting among the 
Greeks. We read that before tile Persian war, the applica
tion of painting "was almost limited to the decoration of 
sacred edifices, and a few other religious purposes, as colour
ing or imitating bas-reliefs, and in representations of religious 
rites on vases or otherwise." In harmony with this state
ment is the followfug from Winckelmann:-

"The reason of the Blower growth of painting lies partly in the art 
itself, and partly iu its use :mcl application. Sculpture promoted the 
wOl'Ship of the gods, and was in its turn promoted by it. But painting 
had no such advantage. It was, indeed, consecrated to the gods amI 
temples; and some few of the latter, as that of Juno at Sarnos, were 
Pinacotheca>, or picture galleries; at roOme, likewise, paintings by the 
best masters were hung up in the temple of Peace, that U, in the upper 
rooms or arches. But paintings do not appear to have been, amon~ 
the GreekI', an object of holy, undoubting reverence and adoration." 
This relatively slow development of painting was due to its 
original subordination to sculpture. Independent develop
ment of it had scope only when by such steps as those above 
indicated it became separate; and, employed at first in 
temple-decoration, it gained this scope as sculpture did, in the 
ancillary and less sacred parts. 

Partly because the Greek nature, and the relatively inco
herent structure of the Greek nation, prevented the growth 
of an ecclesiastical hierarchy, with the normal developments 
arising from it, and partly-perhaps chiefly-because Greek 
civilization was in so large a measure influenced by the earlier 
civilizations adjacent to it, the further course of evolution 
in the art and practice of paintm:g is broken. We can only 
say that the secularization became marked in the later stages 
of Grecian life. Though before the time of Zeuxis various 
painters had occupied themselves with such semi-secular 
su bjects as battles and with other subjects completely secular, 
yet, generally executed as these were for the ancillary parts 
of temples, and being tinctured by that sentiment implied in 
the representation of great deeds achieved by ancestors, they 
still preserved traces of religious origin. This is, indeed. 
imrlicu by the remark which Mr. Poynter quotes frOID 
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Lucian, that Zeuxis cared not "to repeat the representa
tions of gods, heroes, and battles, which were already hack
neyed and familiar." 

§ 718. The first stages in the history of painting, and of 
those who practised it, after the rise of Christianity, are con
fused by the influences of the pagan art at that time existing. 
It was only after this earliest Italian art, religious like other 
early art in ]learly all its subjects, had been practically 
extinguished by barbarian invaders, that characteristic 
Christian art was initiated by introduction of, the methods 
and usages which had been preserved and developed in Con
stantinople; and the art thus recommenced, entirely devoted 
to sacred purposes, was entirely priestly in its executants . 
.. From the monasteries of. Constantinople, Thessalonica, and 
Mount Athos," says Mr. Poynter, .. Greek artists and teachers 
passed into all the provinces of Southern Europe;" and there
after, for a long period, the formal Byzantine style prevailed 
everywhere. 

Of the scanty facts illustrating the subsequent relations 
between priest and painter in early Christian EUrope, one is 
furnishe~ by the 9th century. . 

Bogoris, the liNt Christian king of the Bolgarians, solicited the 
emperor Michael" for the services of a painter competent to decorate 
his palace," and the" emperor despa.tched [the mouk] Methodius to the 
Bulgarian Court.· 

'The continuance of this connexion is shown by the following 
, passage from Eastlake's History :-

"In the practice of the arts of design, as in the few refined pqrsuits 
which were cultivated or allowed during the darker ages, the monks 
were long independent of secular assista.nce. Not onI! the pictures, 
but the stained glass, the gold and silver chalices, the reliquaries, all, 
that belonged to the decorapon and service of the church, were 
designed, and sometimes entirely executed by them; and it was not 
till the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, when the knowledge of the 
monastery began to be shared by the world at la.rge, that painting in 
Ilorne degree emerged from this fostering though rigid tuition." 

Along with the practice of painting went knowledge of the 
20 
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ancillary art, the preparation of colours. In a later passage 
Eastlake says :-

"Cennini, speaking of the mode of preparing a certain colour, says 
that the receipt could easily be obtained, 'especially from the friam,'" 
In another passage· there is implied an early step in secu-
larization, ' 

." Colours and other materials, when not furnished by monks who 
retained the ancient habits of the cloister, were provided by the 
apothecary." 

.And further steps in the divergence of lay painters from 
clerical painters are implied by the statement of Laborde, 
quoted by Levasseur, to the effect that the illuminators of the 
13th century had for the most part been monks,. but that 
in the 14th and 15th laymen competed with them, Various 
painters in miniature and oil are' mentioned. .Painters con
tinued to be illuminators as well; they also painted portraits 
!.md treated some sacred subjects. 

Throughout early Christian art, devoted exclusively" to 
sacred subjects, there was rigid adherence to authorized 
modes of representatiqn, as in ancient pagan art-Egyptian 
or Greek. Over ecclesiastical paintings this control con
tinued into the last century; as in Spain, where, under the 
title of Pietm' Christianus, there was promulgated a sacro
pictorial law prescribing the composition of pictures in detail 
Nay, such regulation continues still. M. Didron, who visited 
tlie churches and monasteries of Greece in 1839, says :-

" Ni Ie temps ni Ie lieu ne font rien a l'art grec; au XVIII- siecle, 
Ie peintre moreote continue et calque Ie peintre venitien du X·, Ie 
peintre athonite du V- ou du VIe. Le costume des pe~onnages est 
I)ariout et en tout temps Ie m@me, non-seulement pour Ia forme, mais 
pour la couleur, mais pour Ie dessin, mais jusque pour Ie nombre et 
l'lipaisseur des plis ..• , On ne saurait pousser plus loin l'exactitude 
traditiounelle, l'esclavage du passli." 

.And Sir Emerson Tennent, a propos of the parallelism be
tween the rigid code conformed to by the monkish artists of 
the East and the code, equally rigid, conformed to 'by the 
Buddh~sts of Ceylon, quotes an illustrative incident concern
ing these prie~t-painters of Mount Athos, who manufacturo ' 
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pictures to pattern with" almost the rapidity of machinery." 
l\f. Didrop. wished to have a copy of the code of instructions 
.. drawn up under ecclesiastical authority," but "the artist, 
when solicited by M. Didron to sell 'cette bible de son' art: 
natvelyrefused, on the simple ground that ... 'en perdallt son 
Guide, il perdait SOil art j il perdait ses yeux et ses mains.' " 

§ 710. Concerning later" stages in the rise of the lay 
painter, it mnst suffice "to say that from the time of Cima1me, 
who began to depart from the rigidly formal style of the 
priestly Byzantine artists, the lay element predominated. 
Amid a number of apparently non-clerical painters, only a 
few clerics lire named j as Don Lorenzo, Fra Giovanni, Frn. 
Filippo Lippi, }'ra Bartolommeo. But meanwhile it is to be 
observed that these secular painters, probably at first, like the 
secular sculptors, assistants to the priests in their work, wer~ 
uccupied mainly and often exclusively with sacred subjects. 

Along with this differentiation of the lay painter from the 
clerical painter there began a differentiation of lay painters 
from one ariother j and the facts show us a gradual beginning 
where imngination would have suggested only an abrupt 
legiclning. As I learn from an academician, the first form' 
of portrait (omitting some painted under a surviving classic 
intluence, in those earliest days before art was extinguished 
1,y the bar\larians) was that of the donor of a sacred picture 
to a church or other ecclesiastical edifice, who was allowed tn 
IlIIve himself represented in a corner of the picture on hi3 
"knees with hands joined in supplication. " 

Something similar happened with another form of art. 
1.:llu.!acul'c3 Ulade their first appearance as small and modest 
hackgrounds to rcpresentations of sacred personages amI in
cidents-backgrounds the composition of which 'displays an 
artificiality congruous with that of the figure-composition. 
J n course of time this background assumed a greater impor-

" tance, but still it long remained quite subordinate. After it 
had ceased to be a mere accompaniment, landscape-painting 

20-2 
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in its secularized form was but partially emancipated from 
figure-painting. When it grew into a recognized branch of 
art, the title "Landscape with figures," was still generally 
applicable; and down to our own day it has been thought 
needful to put in some living creatures. Only of late lIas 
landscape pure and simple, absolutely divorced from human 
life, become common. 

Of courSe various classes and sub-classes of artists, broadly 
if not definitely:inarked off, are implied by these and other 
specialized kinds of paintings: some determined by the 
natures of the subjects treated and others by the natures of 
the materials used. 

§ 720. For forin's sake it is requisite to say that here as 
always those units of a society who make themselves distinct 
1)y performing functions of a certain kind, presently, along 
\lith separation from the rest, begin to unite with one 
another. The specialized individuals form a specialized ag
gregate. 

When in the Middle Ages the artists employed as assist
ants to priest.s for ecclesiastical decoration became a class, they 
grew into something like guilds. Levasseur, quoting Laborde, 
says they Were hardly distinguished from artizans: like them 
they formed corporations under the name of paintrcs, taillcu1's 
ffymaiges. et voirricrs. In Italy during the 14th century 
a Brothel'hood of l'ainters arose, whicIl, taking for its patron 
St. Luke the Evangelist, had for its purpose, partly mutual 
instruction and partly mutual assistance and protection. 

That in modern times the tendency to integration has been 
illustrated all know. It needs only further to remark that 
the growth of the chief art-corporations has been followed by 
the· growth of minor ert-corporations, some of them special
ized by the kinds of art practised; and also that embodiment 
of the profession is now aided by art-periodicals, and especi
ally by one, TILe Artist, devoted to professional culture and 
Llterests.. 



CliAPTEll. XII. 

EYOLUTION OF TIlE PROF1·:SSIOXS. 

§ 721. THE ·saying that we cannot put old heads on young 
shoulders, figuratively expresses, among other truths, the 
truth that the beliefs which in youth resUlt from small in
formation joined with undisciplined thought flnd feeling, 
cannot, until after long years, be replaced by the beliefs 
which wider knowledge and better balanced mental powers· 
produce. And while it is usually impracticable to ante-date 
the results of mental development and culture, it is also 
usually impracticable to arouse, during early sta.ges, any 
such distrust of convictions then formed, as should be caused 
by the perception that there is much more to be learnt. 

This general remark, trite in substance though it is, I am 
prompted to make a p1:0p0S of the" profound change which 
s~udy of many peoples in many places and times, causes in 
those ideas of social organization which are current-ideas 
entertained not only by the young but. also by the majority 
of the old, who, relatively to the subject-matter to be in
vestigated, are also young. For patient inquiry and calm 
thought llJake it manifest tl1at sundry institutions regarded 
with strong prejudices have been essential institutions j and 
that the development of society Ims everywhere been de
termined by agencies-especially pq).itical and ecclesiastical 
-of characters condemned by the higher sentiments and 
incongruous with an advanced social ideal. 

One in whom aversion to autocratic rule is strong, does llO~ 
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willingly recognize the truth tllat without autocratic rule' 
the evolution of society could not have commenced; and one 
to whom the thought of priestly control is repugnant, cannot, 
without difficulty, bring himself to see that during early 
stages priestly control WM necessary.' But contemplation of 
the evidence, while proving. these general facts, also maKes 
it manifest that in the nature of things groups of men out of. 
which organized societies germinate, must, in passing from 
t.he homogeneous to the heterogene01.ls, have first assumed 
the form in which one individual predominates-a nucleud 
of the group serving as a centre of initiation for all subse
quent steps in development. Though, as fast as society 
advances, and especially as fast as the militant type yields 
place to the industrial type, a centralized and coercive cou
trol, political and ecclesiastical, becomes less needful, and 
plays II. continually decreasing part in social evolution; yet 
the evidence compels us to admit that at first it was indis-
pensable. . 

This generalization, which we saw variously illustrated by 
political institutions and ecclesiastical institutions, we now 
see again illustrated by professional institutions. .As the 
foregoing chapters have shown, all the professions originate 
by differentiation from the agency which, beginning as politi
cal, becomes, with the apotheosis of the dead ruler, politico
ecclesiastical, and thereafter develops the professions chiefly 
from its ecclesiastical elem6nt. Egypt whicb, by its records 
and remains, exhibits. so well the early phases of ~ocial pro
gress, shows us how at first varions governmental flIDctiolls, 

. including the professional, were mingled in the king and in 
the cluster of those who surrounded the king. Says Tiele :-

... A conflict hetween the authority of priest and king was hardly 
'Jlossible in earlier times, for then the kings themselves, their sons, al1<1 

thl'ir principal officcl'S of state were the chief priests, and the priestly 
dignities were not disseveret from DOl' hel..! to be inconsistent with 
other and ci vi! functions." 
And ngain-

..... The priestly offices were st.'\te functior.s ••• which di..! not di.Ter 
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nt 'all in kind from that of cO)l1mander of the troops, governor of B: 
district, architect, and chamberlain. In fact, both kinds of office were, 
for the most part, filled by the same persons." 
And Bince, as Brugsch tells us, "Pharaoh's arcllitects (the 
Mur-ket) ••• were often of the number of the king's sons 
and grandsons," we see that in the governing group the 
political, ecclesiastical, and profelisional functions were 
united. 

§ 722. No group of institutions illustrates with greater 
ciearness the process of social evolution; and none· shows 
more undeniably how Bocial evolution conforms to the law of 
evolution at large. The germs out of which the professionai 
agencies arise, forming at first a part of the regulative agency, 
differentiate from it at the Bame ti,me that they differentiate 
from one another.; and, while severally being rendered more 
multiform by the rise of subdivisions, severally be(:ome more 
coherent within themselves and more definitely marked oi1: 
The 'process parailels completely that by which the parts of 
an individual organism pass from their initial state of sim
I,licity to their ultimate state of complexity. 

, Originally one who was believed by himself and others to 
llave power over demons-the mystery-man or medicine-man 
-using coercive methods to expel disease-producing spirit:::, 
stood in the place of doctor; and when his appliances, at 
Hrst supposed to act supernaturally, came to, be understood 
as acting naturally, his office eventually lost its priestly 
character altogether: the resulting physician class, originally 
uniform, eventually dividing into distinguishable sub-classes 
while acquiring a definite embodiment. 

Less early, because implying more developed groups, arose 
those who as exhibitors of joy, now in the presence or the living 
TIller and now in the supposed presence of the deceased ruler, 
'were at Brst simultaneously singers and dancers, and, becom
ing specialized from the people at large, presently became dis
tinct from one another: whence,in course of time, two gI'oups 
of professionals, whose officifJ laudations, political or religious, 
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'extended in their range and multiplied in their kinds. And 
then by like steps were separated from one another vocal and 
instrumental musicians, and eventually composers; within 
which classes also there arose subdivisions. 

Ovations, now to the living king and now to the dead 
king, while taking saltatory and musical forms, took als() 
verbal forms, originally spontaneous and irregular, but 
presently studied and measured: whence, first, the unrhyth
mical speech of the orator, which under higher emotional 
excitement grew into the rhythmical speech of the priest
poet, chanting verses-verses that finally became established 
hymns of praise. Meanwhile from accompanying rude imi
tations of the hero's acts, performed now by one and now by 
Reveral, grew dramatic representations, which, little by little 
elaborated,' fell under the regulation of a chief actor, who 
prefigured the playwright. And out of these germs, all per
taining to worship, came eventually the various _professions 
of poets, actors, dramatists, and the subdivisions of these. 

The great deeds of the hero-god, recited, chanted or sung. 
and mimetically rendered, nat.urally came to be supple
mented by details, so growing into accounts of his life; and 
thus the priest-poet gave origin to the biograpller, who:::e 
narratives, being extended to less sacred personages, became 
secularized. Stories of the apotheosized chief or king, joined 
with stories of his companions and amplified by narratives 
of accompanying transactions, formed the first histories. 
And from these accounts of the doings of particular men anUl 
groups of men, partly true but passing by exaggeration into 
the mythical, came the wholly mythical, or fiction; which 
thcn and always preserved the biographico-historical character. 
Add to which that out of the criticisms and reflections scat
tcred through this personal literature an imperSonal literature 
slowly emerged: the whole group of these produets llaYing 
as their deepest root the eulogies of the priest-poet. 

Prompted as were the medicine-men of savages and tlle 
rriests of early civilized peoples to increase their influence. 
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they were ever stimulated to acquire knowledge of natural 
actions and the properties of things; and, being in alleged 
communication with supernatural beings, they were supposed 
to acquire such knowledge from them. Hence, by implica
tion, the priest became the primitive man of science; and, led 
by his special experiences to speculate about the causes of 
things, thus entered the sphere of philosophy: both his science 
and his philosophy being pursued in the service of his 
religion. 

Not only his higher culture but his alleged intercourse with 
the gods, whose mouthpiece he was, made him the authority 
in cases of dispute; and being also, as historian, the authority 
concerning past transactions and traditional usages, or laws, he 
acquired in both capacities the character of judge. l\{oreover, 
when the growth of legal administration brought the advo
cate, he, though usually of lay origin, was sometimes clerical. 

Distinguished in early stages as the learned man of tl1Cl 
tribe or society, and especially distinguished as the possessor 
of that knowledge which was thought of most value-know
ledge of unseen things-the priest of necessity became tIle 
first teacher. Transmitting traditional statements concern
ing ghosts and gods, at first to neophytes of his class only but 
afterwards to the cultured classes, he presently, beyond in
struction in supernatural things, gave instruction in natural 
things; and having been the first secular teacher has retained 
a large share in secular teaching even down to our own days. 

As making a sacrifice was the original priestly act, and 
as the building of an altar for the sacrifice was by implica
tion a priestly act, it results tIlat the making of a shelter 
over the altar, which in its developed form became tIle 
temple, was also a priestly act. When the, priest, ceasing to 
be himself the executant, directed the artificers, he continued 
to be the designer; and when he ceased to be the actual 
designer, the master-builder or architect thereafter continued 
to fulfil his general directions. And then the temple and the 
palace in sundry early societies, being at once the residence 
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of the apotheosized ruler and the living' ruler (even now' a 
pa~ace usually contains a small temple) and being the first 
kinds of developed architecture, eventually gave origin to 
secular architecture. 

A rade carved or modelled image of a man placed on bis 
grave, gave origin to the sculptured representation of a gou 
inclosed in his temple. A -product of priestly skill at the' 
~lUtset, it continued in some cases to be such among early 
civilized peoples ; and always thereafter, when executed by an 
artisan, conformed to priestly direction. Extending presently 
to the representation of other thltn divine and semi-divine 
personages, it eventually. thus passed into its secularizeu 
form. 

So was it with painting. At first used to complete 
the carved representation of the revered or worshiped 
persOnage, and being otherwise in some tribes used by the 
priest and llis aids for exhibiting the tribal hero's deeds, it 
long remained subservient to religion, either for the colouring 
of statues (as it does still in Roman Catholic images of saints, 
&c.), or for the decoration of temples, or for the portraiture 
of deceased persons on' sarcophagi and stelrn; and when it 
gained independence it was long employed. almost wholly for 
the rendering of sacred scenes: its eventual secularization 
l,eing accompanied by its subdivision into a variety of kinds 
and of the executant artists into correlative groups. 

Thus the process of professional evolution betrays through
out the same traits. In stages like that described by Hue as 
still existing among the Tibetans, where." t~e Lama is not 
merely a priest; he is the painter, poe,t, sculptor, architect, 
physician," there are joined in the same individual, or group' 
of individuals, the potentialities out of which gradually arise 
the specialized gIOUpS we know as professions. 'While out 
of the one primitive class there come by progressive diverg
ences many classes,' each of these classes itself undergoes 
a kindred change: there are formed in it subdivisions and 
even sub-subdivisions, which become gradually more marked j 
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so that, throughout, the advance is from an indefinite homo· 
geneity to a definite heterogeneity. 

§ 723. In presence of the fact that the immense majority 
of mankind adhere pertinaciously to the creeds, political and 
religious, in which they were brought up; and in presence of 
the further fact that on behalf of their creeds, however 
acquired, there are soon enlisted prejudices which practically 
shut out adverse evidence; it is not to be expected that the 
foregoing illustrations, even joined with kindred illustrations 
previously given, will make them see that society is a growth 
and not ~ manufacture, and has its laws of evolution. 

}'rom prime ministers down to plough·boys there is either 
ignorance or disregard of the truth that nations acquire their 
vital structures by natural processes and not by artificial 
devices. If the belief is not that social arrangements have 
Leen divinely ordered thus or thus, then . it is that they 
llave been made thus or thus by kings, or if not by kings 
then by parliaments. That they have come about by small 
accumulated changes not contemplated by rulers, is an 
open secret which only of late has been recognized by a 
few and is still unperceived by the many----;-educated as 
well as uneducated. Though the turning of the· land into 
a fOQd-producing surface, cleared, fenced, drained, and covered 
with farming appliances, has been achieved by men working 
for individual profit not by legislative direction-though 
"illages, towns, cities, have insensibly grown up under the 
desires of men to satisfy their wants-though by spontaneous 
cooperation of citizens have been formed canals, railways, 

. telegraphs, and other means of communication. and distribu
tion; the natural forces which have done all this are ignored 
as of no account in political thinking. Our immense manu
facturing system with its multitudinous inventions, supply
ing both home and foreign consumers, and the immense 
mtlrcantile marine by which its products are taken all 
ever. the globe and other products brought back, have 
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naturally and not artificially originated. That transforma
tion by which, in thousands of years, men's occupations haye 
been so specialized that each, aiding to satisfy some small 
division of his fellow citizen's needs, has bis own llCCU;i 

satisfied by the work of hundreds of others, has taken place 
without design and unobserved. Knowledge developing into 
science, which has become so vast in mass that no one can grasp 
a tithe of it and.which now guides productive activities at 
brge, has resulted from the workings of individuals prompted 
not by the ruling agency but by their own inclinations. So, 
too, has been created the still vaster mass distinguished as 
literature, yielding the gratifications filling so large a space in 
our lives. Noris it otherwise with the literature of the hour. 
That ubiquitous journalism which provides satisfactions for 
men's more urgent mental wants, lIas resulted from the activi
ties of citizens severally pursuing private benefits. And sup-

. plemellting these come the innumerable companies, associa·· 
tions, unions, societies, clubs, subserving enterprise, philan
thropy, culture, art, amusement; as well as the multitudinous 
institutions annua..I1y receiving millions by endowments and 
subscriptions: all of them arising from the unforced coopera
tions of citizens. And yet so hypnotized are nearly all by 
fixedly contemplating the doings of ministers and parlia
ments, that they have no eyes for this marvellous organization 
which .lIas been growing for thousands of years without 
governmental help-nay, indeed, in spite of governmental 
hindrances. For in agriculture, manufactures, commerce, 
banking, journalism, immense injuries have .been. done by 
laws-injuries afterwards healed by social forces which have 
thereupon set up afresh the normal courses of growtb. So 
unconscious are men of the life of the social organism that 
though the spontaneous actions of its units, each seeking 
livelihood, generate .streams of food ",hic!l touch at their 
uoors every hour-though the water for the morning bath, 
the lights for their rooms, the fires in their grates, the bus or 
tram which takes them to the City, the business they cc.rry 
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on (made possiLle by tIle distributing system they sllure in), 
the evening "Special" they glance at, the theatre or concert 
to which they presently go, and the cab home, all result from' 
the unprompted workings of this organized humanity, they 
remain blind. Though by its vital activities capital is" 
draftcd to places where it is most wanted, supplies of com
modities balanced in every locality and prices uni"ersally 
adjusted-all WitllOut official supervision; yet, being oblivious 
of the truth tllat these processes are socially originated with
out design of anyone, they cannot believe that society will 
bc bettered by natural agencies. And hence when they see 
an evil to be cured or a good to be achieved, they ask for 
legal coercion as the only possible means. 

More than this is true. If, as every parliamentary debate 
and every political meeting shows, the demands for legisla
tion pay no attention to that beneficent social deyelop
lllent which has done so much and may be expected to 
increase in efficiency, still more do they ignore the laws of 
that development-still leRs do they recogni?e' a natural 
order in the changes by which society passes from its lower' 
to its higher stages. Though, as we have seen, the process of 
eyolution exemplified in the genesis of the professions is simi
lar ill character to the process exemplified in the genesis of 
political and ecclesiastical institutions and everywhere else; 
and though the first inquiry rationally to be made respecting 
any proposed measure should be whether or not it falls within 
the lines of this e\'olution, and what must be the effects of 
running counter to the normal course of tllings; yet not 
only is no such question ever entertained, but onc who raised 
it would be laughed Gown ill any popular assemblage and 
smiled at as a dreamer in the House of Commons : the only 
course thought wise in either the cultured or the uncultured 
gathering being that of trying to estimate immediate benefits 
and evils. 

Nor will any argument or any a.ccumulation of evidence 
suffice to change this attitude until there has arisen a 
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uifferent type of mind anu a different quality of culture. 
The politician will still spend his energies in rectifying some 
evils anu making more-in forming, reforming, and again 
reforming-in passing acts to amend acts that were before 
amended; while social schemers will continue to think that 
tohey have only to cut up society and re-arrange it after their 
irlenl pattern and its parts will join together ngnin and work 
as intendetl ! 



PART VIII. 

INDUSTRIAL INSTITtrTIO~S. 



CHAPTER I. 

I~TllODUCTORY. 

§ 723. TIlE often-used illustration of rapid growth fur
nished Lya rolling snowball, exemplifies what may be named 
compound acculllulation. The snowball does not gain in size 
by like increments but by increments of .larger and larger 
amounts. At every roll over, its augmented weight gives it, 
a,lditional power of licking up the snow; and, further, at 
e\-ery roll over, the increase of its bulk increases the surface 
for the adhesion of, more SllOW. -So that the increments 
stand in -wlJat may be roughly called triplicate ratios_ In 
the spread of a great fire we see a kindred instance. Observe 
the stages :-A spark falling on drying linen, a slow smoulder
ing combustion, a small flame, a large flame from adjacent 
light fabrics that take fire, a volume of flame greatly aug
mented by the setting alight of furniture, a roaring flame 
from the burning framework of the partitions and the floor
joists. There results a conflagration of the house, thEm 
perhaps of adjacent houses, and then possibly of a whole 
quarter of the town: successive additions to the fire enabling 
it to spread not only by contact but by radiant heat, which 
inflames objects at a distance_ 

While serving to suggest the course of human progress, 
and more especially industrial progress, under olle of its 
aspects, these instances serve but incompletely; for not only 
does industrial progress exhibit a compound acceleration 
resulting from increase of the operative forces, but it exhibits 

. a further acceleration resuiting from decrease of resistances. 
While the power of the evolving influences augments in. a 

21 
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duplicate ratio, the power of the opposing influences dimin
ishes in a duplicate ratio j and hence the ·fact that at the 
outset it took a thousand years to achieve a degree of im
provement which is now achieved in one y~ar. 

As aids to teeth and hands, the primitive man had nothiIl'" 
lleyond such natural prOllncts as lay around him-boulderf, 
shells collected on the beach, bones, horns and teeth 
from the animals he had killed or found dead, branches torn 
from trees by storms. Roughly speaking,' sticks and stones 
were his tools, and the sticks were necessarily unshapen j for 
he had nothing wherewith to cut their ends' or smooth theil' 
surfaces. As alleged by General Pitt-Rivers, li.'1d shown by 
his collection, the stick was the parent of a group of imple
ments-diggers, clubs, spears, boomerangs, throwing-sticks, 
shields, paddles; and only in courses of ages did the un
imaginative savage produce these derived forms. Little by 
little he discovered how a stick or club, accidentally diverg
ing in one or other direction from the average shape, sei-veu 
better for a special purpose j and he thereafter chose lIuch 
sticks or clubs for such purposes: eventually falling into the 
habit of shaping fit pieces of wood into the fit forms. 

'Even this small ad vance was rendered possible only by the 
aid of rude tools, first for scraping and by and by for cutting; 
and the production of such tools took place almost insensibly 
during long periods .. How many thousands of years back 
the Stoile Age extends we do not know; but the roughly 
chipped flints found in geological deposits and in caves con
taining remains of extinct animals, imply great antiquity. 
Collisions of stones, now and theu lea.ving edges fit for 
scraping with, and sometimes fit for cutting with, doubtless 
gave the first hints j and out of the breaking of many flints 
to get good pieces, grew, in the hands of the more skilful, the 
art of splitting off flakes with sharp edges, sometimes leaving 
a large sharp-edged core, also usefu! as a rough tool: From 
these forms, slowly differentiating fro111 one another like the 
wooLlen im11Iements, came definitely formed scrapers, notched 
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pieces for saws, leaf-shaped blades, and what were apparently 
lance-heads. During the subsequent neolithic period the 
development of tools, beginning with some that were almost 
equally archaic, was carried, doubtless by a l,ligher type of 
man, to a higher stage. Hatchets with ground edges, and 
tl!en others ground all over, were made j and presently came 
implements 'through whlch holes were bored to facilitate 
attachment to bandies. Inspection of one of the finished 
arrow-heads shows thnt a considerable step had been made
the use of tools to produce tools. This progress, havin~ 
simultaneously given the ability to shape pieces of wood 
cffectually, made possible such large cutting implements as 
adzes. It needs but to consider the acts required for hollow
ing out a canoe from the trunk of a tree, to see what 
advances must bave been made before even this simple 
appliance for traversing the water could be produced. 

}'rom contemplation of such archeological evidence may 
be gained an idea of the immense difficulties which, through
I)ut a vast period, impeded advance ill the arts; and even in 
these early stagAs we may see how much the progress ~:as 
aided by that which we shall find to be its chief factor-the 
cooperation of appIiance~. ' 

§ 724. By what steps the hunting stage advanced into the 
pastoral stage we are not likely ever to know. Domestica
tion of herbivorous animals must have been a long process. 
Only when the numbers reared yielded their owners a sub
sistence better than that obtained by catching wild creatures 
and gathering wild fruits, could there arise that form ot' 
social aggregation which has so widely prevailed in: Asia, and 
which lIas been so. influential in initiating the structures aULI 
hnuits of most civilized societies. 

Beyond difficulties which the pastoral type encountered at 
the outset, difficulties ever continued, to beset it. To find 
food for llerds was a problem daily presented afresh, and 
necess!tating perpetual migrations. Droughts, entailing 
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losses of stock, doubtless often prompted abandonment c.f 
the pustorallife and return to the hunting life. Discourage
ments must have frequently resulted from inability to find 
adequate supplies of water for flocks and herds. Unceasing 
care in shepherding was a heavy tax. Predaceous beasts, 
sometimes stealthily approaching by day and having always 
to be guarded against at night, caused serious losses 
notwithstanding constant labour. And beyond enemies of 
large kinds there were small enemies to be contended with
the various parasites, internal and external, and the swarms 
bf flies, from which at certain seasons it was needful to 
escape, as in our own times the Kalmucks escape with their 
cattle to the mountains. 

In addition to the brute enemies there were the human 
enemies. Between men who took to a pastoral life and thu 
hunting tribes they had left, chronic enmity must have 
grown up, and inroads upon herds must bave been frequent. 
Then there presently arose conflicts Letween the pastoral 
tribes themselves. The strife between the dependents of 
Abraham and those of Lot, growing out of rival claims to 
pasturage, illustrates this evil. Not only must there haye 
been fights about feeding grounds ~ut also about thefts of 
cattle; as there are now among South African tribes, and as 
indeed there were among ourselves on the Scottish border not 
many generations ago. 

Beyond general rf:sistances to progress thus entailed, there 
have been in some cases special resistances akin to them. 
The adoption of a higher form of social life by one people 
engenders enmity in adjacent peoples who adhere to the olll. 
The story of Cain and Abel, described as "tiller of the 
ground" anll "keeper of sheep" (but who cannot be regarded 
as actual person~ since Adam was not in a condition for sud
denly establishing his sons in araLle farming and stockkeep
iug), evidently refers ~o leaders of tribes between which there 
arose a feud, Lecause men of the one turned to agricultural pur
poses lands whi.ch men of the other claimed the right to feeu 
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their flocks over. This we can scarcely doubt after learning 
from the ancient books of the East that this cause initiated 
chronic wars. 

E\·idently, then, the resistances to be encountered in the 
transition from the hunting life to higher forms of life were 
many and great, and doubtless caused innumerable failures. 
Nature shows us that many seeds are produced that a few 
may germinate, and that of those which germinate only some 
survive to maturity. With types of society the like has 
happened. We may safely conclude that those types out 
of which civilized societies came, established themselves only 
after countless abortive attempts. 

§ 725. Like other kinds of progress, social progress is not 
linear but diveI:,gent and re-divergent. Each differentiated 
product gives origin to a new set of differentiated product;. 
While spreading over the Earth 'ma~kind lJave found environ
ments of various characters, and in each case the social life 
fallen into, partly determined by the social life previously 
led, has been partly determined by the intiuences of the new 
environment; so that the multiplying groups have tended 
erer to acquire differences, now major and now minor: there 
have arisen genera and species of societies. 

Such low peoples as the Fuegians, Tasmanians, Australians, 
nnll Andaman Islanders, subsist exclusively on wild food, 
gathered or caught; and among the Fuegians and the 
rskimo, no other food can be procured. Elsewhere, as in 
Australia; sustenance on tame animals and their Products, is 
negatived by the absence of kinds fit for domestication. 
And these inferior varieties of hunters show us no rudiments 
of agriculture. It is otherwise' with the superior hunting 
tribes of North America. While some live exclusively on 
game, root.~, and fruit.'l, others have partially passed from th~ 
hunting life into the agricultural life. The Dakotas in 
feneral are hunters only; but one division of them, tliu 
Afdewakantonwans, began, nearly a century since (apparently 
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in imitation of the whites), to grow corn, beans, and pumpkins. 
The Manlialls, too, diu not live exclusively on wild food, but 
raised "corn and some pumpkins and squashes." Above all 
the Iroquois, tl:e most civilized in their political organization 
as in their habits of life, had a considerably developed agri
culture, for wJlich, judging by their traditions, they were not 
indebted to. Europeans. Morgan, describing a village en
closure, says :-

"Around it was the village field, consisting, oftentime~, of several 
hundred acres of culti\"ate<llalld, which was subdh'ided into planting 
lots; those belongillg to diff"rent families beillg bounded Ly uncul
tivated ridges." 

He tells us in {mother place that:~ 
"Corn [maizc] has ever been the staple article of consumption amollg 

the Iroquois. They cultivated this plant, :U1d also the bean alld the 
sqult.!lh, before the formation of the League." 

South America supplies like contrasts. Abipones anu 
Patagonians maintain themselves on wild food only; but 
artificial products are used by the Guiana tribes, the Brazilian 
tribes, and others: different degrees of progress being showll 
by them. Of the Tllpis we read :-

"The native mode of cultivating it [the Boil] was rul!e and summary ; 
they cut down the trees, let them lie tin they were dry enough to burn, 
.and then planted the mandioc between the stumpd-" 

The like is sail! of t.he Guiana Iudians; while of the 
:'\lunurucus it is said by Bates that-" They make very large 
'plantations of mandioca, and sell the ~urplus produce." So, 
too, 'Wallace writes concerning the U aupes :-

"They are an agricultural people, hl1.villg II. permanent abode, and 
.cultivating malldiocca, sugar-cane, Bw('et potatoes, carr~, or yam, 
pupunha. palms, cocura (a. f .. uit like grape~), pine-apples, maize, urucu 

.or arnotto, plantains and bananas, aLios, cashews, inglis, peppers, 
to'lflCCO, and plantB for dyes and cordage." 

Thus, keeping of animals has not everywhere preceded 
ngriculture. In the 'West considerable civilizations. arose 
which gave no sign of having had a pastoral origin. Ancient 
Mexicans and Central Americans carried on crop-raising 
,without the aid of auimals of draught; and lacking horses, . 
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cattle, and sheep as they did, there was no stock-farming to 
cooperate with arable farming by furnishing manure as well 
as' traction. Of course a like industrial history is to be 
recognized among the South Sea Islanders. 

Here, however, we are concerned not so much to note this 
independent origin of agriculture (which in the stages indi
cated is a. kind of developed gardening) as to" note the immeuse 
()ustacles to culti"ation in early stages. Some idea of these 
1IIay b .. formed from the description given by :Mr. James 
TIodway, F.LS., of "Man's conflict with Nature" in f;'outh 
.America, where clearings' are soon re-conqueretl by the 
invading vegetal life around. Speaking of an "ordinary 
.squatter's clearing," he says:-

.. Immediately behind is the forest, r~aching out its hands, as it 
were, to embrace the little half-cl~arillg. Whiplike ~xteusions of 
scrambling vin~8 stretch over the fruit tr~es and .bring one after 
smother under their canopy. . .• The man at last b~gidS to see how 
the jungle is advancing, and looks on helplessly. . .. At last the 
house is 8urround~cl aud the creepers run over the. thatch. Probably 
the uprights have already be~n attacked by wood ants and threaten to 
give way. A new house must be built, and this can be done better on 
a fresh clearing; Sl) the place is abandonecl, and Nature again triumphs. 
A rew months later and the landing is choked, the house fallen, and 
the jungle impenetrable." . 

Various hill-tribes in India yield illustrations of rude agri
-culture and its· difficulties. Concerning the Lepchas, who . 
•• rarely remain longer than three years in one place," we read 
that the process of clearing consists" in cutting down the 
~maller trees, lopping . off the brancllCs of the large ones, 
which are burnt, and scratching the soil with the' bUn,' after 
which, on the falling of a shower of rain, the seed ill thrown 
into the ground." Of the Bodo and Dhimals it is said :--.. The 
characteristic work is the clearing of fresh land, which is 
.(lone every second year • .. Firing is the last effectual 
process." .. The Rookies," says Butlter, .. raise only one crop. 
and then relinquish the land and cut down new forests of 
bamboo for the cuhivation of the succeeding yeal'." Con
cerning men of another tribe, Masters writes:-
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"After the Nagao has cultivated a piece of ground two years, and 
often one year only, he finds it 80 full of weeds ... that it is not 
worth his while to sow it again, and he clears fresh jungle accordiugly." 

And Mason says of the Karens ;- ':. 
" Most of the Karen tribes change their fields annually . .• They 

clear a few acres of land, burn them over near the close of the dry 
s"ason, the as,hes serving as manure; and when the firdt showers fall, 
they plant their paddy." 

How laborious is their husbandry is proved by ,Photogrnphs 
illustrative of Karen life, kinuly sent to me from Maulmain, 
Burma, Ly Mr. Max Ferrars.· In them is shown the cleming 
of' a patch of forest, wllich, after one crop of rice, must be left 
fallow for 10 to 20 years; there is the stage made 011 a steep 
hill-side for threshing; and there are the huts for watching = 

some of them of special construction to meet danger from 
tigers. Similarly among the Gonds. Notwithstanding that 
he has already made a fence round his clcaring, "sometimes 
the owner of a dhya will watch at night on a platform in 
the middle of the field and endeavour to save it from wild 
animals." 

When we remember that such rude agriculture' as these 
hill-tribes. carryon, is made possible by an implement for 
which they are indebted.to more advanced peoples-the axe 
-we may form some idea of the almost insurmountalle 
obstacles which had to be overcome at the outset, when thcre 
were 110 implements but pointed sticks and hoes niade of the 
blade-bones of animals, and when there was no knowledge of 
plant-culture. Indeed, it is surprising that agriculture evei: 
arose at all; the reward was so uncertain and the labour , 
required so great. And here is observable an instance of 
that increasing rapidity of progress referred to at the outset ao> 
arising frum decrease of resistance. :While rude cultivation 
was limited to little scattllred spots amid vast tracts covered 
with forest, wild Nature continually overwhelmed the husband
man's artificial Nature. But the antagonism of wild K ature 

. became gradually less effective as fast as the cleared areas 
became larger and the uncleared smaller. Even still, how-' 
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ever, weeding while tlie crops are growing forms a consider
al.le element in the cost of farming; and clearing the 
grou,vd and burning the weeds after harvest forms a further 
elennmt of cost: to which add that large parts of crops are 
often destroyed by injurious insects. Thought of these facts 
will still more impress us with the immense natural opposi
tion to the cultivation of the soil in its early stages. 

§ 726. To that developed system now named agriculture, 
in which the rearing of animals and plants is carried on 
simultaneously in such manner that each aids the other, more 
obstacles still were at the outset opposed. The supporting 
of animals on wild pastures widely scattered. was excluded 
when cultivation of the ground began. Only such habitats 
were available as furnished grass or roots within a moderate 
nrea. A constant supply of water, too, became needful, since 
the daily driving of cattle and sheep to remote drinking 
places was impracticable. Further, it was needful that at 
no great distance there should be wood for fuel, implements, 
and the building of habitations. Hence the fit localities were 
comparatively few. There was requisite. too, some pl:ogres3 
in the arts. I~efore the advantages yielded by animals of 
draught could be made available, a rude implement for turning 
up the soil 11ad to be invented; and cutting tools of such 
kinds as admitted of considerable force being used had to be 
fashioned. No considerable area could be properly cultivated 
until some appliance for diminishing the labour of carrying 
in crops and carrying out manure, had been devised: prob
ably at first a sledge. Then, too, the protection of domestic 
animals from robbers, brute and human, required a fold; 
where, also, manure conld be collected. 

::;n our own time Africa furni~hes sundry transitional forms. 
The Hottentots and Damaras are pastoral and nomadic only. 
The Dechuanas "lead their herds to pasture, and construct 
enclosures for them;" and, besides their gardens, "their fielus. 
are commonly fp.nced round." Thompson says of them :-
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The Bechuanas·" are agriculturists to a 'certain extent j but not 
sufficiently 80 as to derive frcm the soil more than a precarious and 
insufficient :lddition to their subsistence as herdsmen and hunters," 

Of the Ka~rs we read that they secure a continuous supply 
Qf green grass by burning the old grass; that they dig with 
little spades of hard wood; that they have fences round 
,\,illages an<;l sometimes round cornfields ;aud that they have 
subterranean granaries like the Iroquois. The Coast-negroes 
.. have neither plough nor beasts of burden to assist ill the 
Qperations of the field:" their agriculture "consists in 
throwing the rice upon the ground, and slightly scratching it 
into the earLh with a kind of hoe;" and they "never raise 
two successive crops from the same plantation." In Congo 
the land is manured only with the ashes obtained by burning 
the long reedy grass: they have 110 draught animals and 
therefore no ploughs. Agriulliture among the Ashantis has 
Hot progressed beyond clearing and burning followed by (1, 

tude breaking up and scattering of seed. The bland negroes, 
who cultivate many plants, are Inore advanced in their'mode3 
Qf operation, as well as in the variety of their animals: 
camel, horse, ass, ox, pig, goat, sheep, turkeys, ducks, geese, 
nnd fowls. A people near the Gambia visited by Mungo 
l'ark "collect the dung of their cattle for the purpose of 
llHllluring their land." A. race of higher type, the }\llahs. 
who have horses as well as cattle," raise successive crops 
from the same ground . . . they collect the weeds, &e. . . • 
~nd hurn them . . . hoe into the ground the ashes, after 
having mixed them with the dung of cattle." Still more 
developed is agriculture among the ID('st powerful of the 
African peoples, the Dahomans; who have cattle, sheep, 
goats, and poultry. "Some, more industrious, dispose over 
their crofts the huge heaps of kitchen-midden that have 
grown about their houses." In some cases two crops are 
Qbtaincd from the same ground annually. And then the 
Abyssinians have mad~ a further step, Harris says :-
. In Shoa "the plough is inuse to the exclusion of the African boe,. 
and considerable industry is evinced in collecting and distributiug 
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the waters for artificial irrigation • • • Two crops are every year 
garnered in." Cattle are used in ploughing, and ruuzzled oxen for 
treading out the grain. ." Forty-three species of grain and other 
useful products are already cultivated in Aby~inia." 

This use of a soil-turning implement and thiS use of manure 
coming from animals, are steps in civilization of extreme im
portance; chiefly because they make possible a large popula
tion in a fixed habitat. Egyptian wall-paintings show that 
a plough, drawn by oxen, was early in use. When escaping 
from their captivity the, Hebrews carried with them the 
agricultural knowledge gained; and while some of the tribes 
returned to their primitive shepherd-life, others, settling, 
fell into an advanced agricultural system and consequent 
development of city-life. The account of their, doings during 
the periods of the Judges and Kings, implies ploughing, 
manuring, sowing, reaping, binding in s!leaves, treading out 
corn, threshing, irrigation, terracing of llill sides; and at the 
same time the growth of vines, olives; antI various fruits. 
The like happened with the A.ryan races. Originally 
pastoral, they spread through Europe aOlI, suhjugating the 
indigenous races, fell into a mode of life in which there was 
a like union of these two leading proccs~es-rearing herds 
and growing crops,-with similar eHects: a settled life and 
an urban civilization. , 

But though the highest results have been thus reached, we 
must remember that, as shown by the ancient American 
IJeoples, great advances may be otherwise made. 

§ 727. The foregoing rude outline will serve its purpose 
if it yields a general impression of early industrial progress 
as having been met by IDany and great obstacles, and as 
lJaving increased its rate when it surmounted one affer 
another of these: the power of dealing with Nature having 
step by step increased while the resistances offered by Nature 
baye step by step decreased. 

But nothing like a complete 'conception of the impedi-
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ments which it has taken many thousands of y~ars to over
come, can be formed until we have observed those arisinO' 

, <> 
from human nature itself. The original traits of this were 
in various ways adverse to improvement. Chronic war 
which characterizes hunting tribes (originally prompted by 
increase of numbers and consequent lack of food) hinders 
the settled industrial life. It dOlls this by, drafting 01f 
men from peaceful pursuits; by generating a contempt 
'for all occupations but that of fighting and a pride .in 
robbing; and by entailing frequent destructions of settle
ments and losses of produce. Thus Barrow states that the 
Kaffirs were sometimes compelled, on account of war, to 
suspend agricultural operations for several years. The 
primitive Greeks, who took their arms with them to the 
fields, must hllVe been much discouraged from farming by the 
raids which the tribes made on one another. Of the legen
dary period Grote writes-

"The celebrity of Autolykus, the maternal grandfather of Odysseus, 
in the career of wholesale robbery and perjury, and the wealth which 
it enabled him to acquire, are described [in the Homeric poem;.] 
with the same unaffected admiration as the wisdom of Nestor or 
the strength of Ajax .•• Abduction of catJle,and expeditions for un
provoked ravage as.well as for retaliation, between nej~hbol1rin:; tribe~, 
appear ordinary phenomena." 

Clearly, while the predatory instincts are predomInant, they 
stand in the way of those habits which initiate a higher 
social state. 

The mental and bodily ,constitution fitted to a "ild life, 
can be re-moulded to fit a settled life only by slow steps. 
Desires which find satisfaction in the chase, in ad,'entllres, 
in wandering, not dead even in ourselves, are so strong in the 
savage as to make quietude intolerable; and the change 
which not only denies him activities appropriate to llis 
powers and feelings, Lut forces on him monotonous labour, is 
both negatively and positively repugnant. Sudden transi
tion from uncivilized to civilized life is, indeed, fatal; as 
was shown when, by the Jesuits in Paraguay, the nath'es 
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,,'ere drilled into regular industry, They became infertile, 
and the numbers of the colony diminished. 

Provident habits ha,'e to be acquired, The lowest types 
of men, revelling in abundance when accident brings it to 
them, thereafter remain idle until hungcr compels activity, 
Though the higher hunting races display this trait less 
markedly, yet in them too there lacks that constant foresight, 
and subordination of the present to the future, which are 
required for the agricultural life. 

Once more, there has to be profoundly modified tllat early 
typo of nature over which custom is so tyrannical. The 
tribal practices, crucl though they may be, are submitted 
to by the young F.-avage at his initiation without a murmur; 
and the sacredness attaching to usages of this kind, attaches 
to usages in general. Even by the lower civilized races the 
methods sanctified by tradition are adhered to spite of proof 
that other metllOds are much better. The thought of im
provement, now so dominant with us, does not exist at first; 
and when by some accident better ways are suggested they 
are obstinately opposed. • 

In various ways, then, industrial progress, in common 
with progress I',t large, originally insensible in its rate, 
has become appreciable' only in the course of ages, and only 
in modern times has become rapid. While the forces condu
cive to it have been continually increasing, resisting forces, 
both external and internal, have been continually decreasing; 
until at length the spced has become such that the improve
ments' which science and enterprise have achieved during 
this century, are greater in amount than those achieyed 
during all past centuries put to.:;ether. 



CHAPTER II . 

. SPECIALIZ.\TIOY OF FU::iCTIOYS AND DIVISIOY OF LAno\;R. 

§ 728. THESE titles are in one sense equivalents aDd ill 
another sense not. As used most comprehensively, the expres
sio~ division (.f labour refers to all parts of that aggregate 
of actions by which the life of a society is carried on-the 
governmental, the militant, the ecclesiastical, the professional. 
a.s well as the industrial. But though the expression might 
fitly be used as 'equivalent in meaning to specialization ot" 
functions, the common acceptation of the word labour
effort expended in production-has narrowed its applicatioll. 
It hr.s come to mean only that specialization of functions which 
directly or indirectly concerns the fltlfilment of material 

. 'wants, and the making of material aids to mental wants. 
The last clause of this definition covers numerous pro

cesses not connected in any way with susten.tation, or the 
satisfaction of the lower desires. The maker of a musical 
instrument, the compositor who helps to manufacture a book, 
the photo.:,:rnpher and the seller of chromo-lithographs; the 
florist and the street flower-girl, are all of them engaged in 
producing or distributing material tl>ings; but these things 
have nothing to no with the maintenance of life. There are 
lna~l da!ses whose labours minister to instruction and 
resthetic gratification; and while the division of labour with 
which we are here concerned does not contemplate those 
who by their mental efforts yield the instruction and grati
fication, it contemplates among others those who subserve 
the instructlOll. alit! gratifieation by furnishing the needful 
appliances. 
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Another explanation ,must be added. Mental and bodily 
nctivities are mingled throughout all occupations. When 
we have excluded the activities of the political, religious, and 
administrative agencies as well as the activities of the pro
fessions, which are all essentially mental, there still remain 
among mental activities those by which the processes of pro
duction and distribution are regulated. The manufacturer 
with his superior employ~es, the merchant with his heads of 
departments and their clerks, are men whose exertions, 
though not commonly called labours, have to be here included; 
since they are among the functions of the organization' by 
whieh production, distribution, and exchange are carried on. 

§ 72ft. Wherever individuals join their actions for a com
mon end that is not absolutely simple, some division of labOl~r 
spontaneouRlyarises. We see this even in snch a transitory 
incident as a picnic. Immediately a spot for the repast has 
been decideu on, some begin to unpack the hampers, ot~lers 
to collect fern for sitting upon, and presently, while the ladies 
lay the cloth and arrange the knives and forks, one of the 
gentlemen fetches water from a spring and another takes down 
the wine to be cooled in the neighbouring stream. Every 
one feels that confusion would result if all did the same 
thing, and without direction they promptly undertake dif
ferent things •. 

The necessity of dividing any total work into parts, is, in
deell, illustrated in the actions of a single person. Suppo~e a 
clerk is set to wrap up, and 1l.ddress, many copies of a 
pamphlet. If, pursuing an unmethodic course, he first cuts 
out one piece of wrapping paper, then lays down the knife, 
takes a pamphlet and folds it up, then seizes the paste-brush 
and fastens the wrapper, then puts bac'k the brush and, look
ing at the address-book, di:,s his pen and writes, it is clear 
that before he has finished he will have wasted much time 
and energy in these changes of occupation and changes of 
implements. If he is bUliiness~like be will first cut all the 
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wrappers required, next he will address them all, then 
nrranging a score or more one over another so as to expose 
the edge of each, he will wet with paste the whole number 
at OIice. In succession he will place each pamphlet so 
as to bring the ready-pasted edge of a wrapper into a fit 
position, and will turn the pamphlet over and fix it. Finally 
1:e will put on the stamps and. tie up into parcels. From 
this individual division of labour to social division of labour 
the transition is obvious. For if, instead of being performed 
Olle after another by a single person, each of these processes 
is performed by a different person, we have a division of 
labour as ordinarily understood. 

But beyond the immediate advantage gained when an 
individual divides his work into separate parts, or when a 
number of individuals divide the separate parts among tllem, 
there is, in this last case, a remoter advantage gained of great 
impQrtance. 'Vhen each of the cooperating individuals has 
his powers devoted to pIle process, he acquires by practice 
such skill that he executes his portion. of the total work far 
more rapidly and effectually tban it can be executed by Ol1e 
who undertakes all the portions. 

Carrying with us these illustrations we are now prepared to 
study the division of laLour as naturally arising in a society. 
There are several determining factors which we will consider 
in succession. 

§ 730. The natural selection of occupations has for its 
primary cause certain original differences between inuivid
mus, partly physical, partly psychical. Let us for brevity's 
sake call this the physio-psychological cause. 

The most familiar and most marked example is that which 
accompanies difference of sex. Certain apportionments of 
o()c('upatiolls, fit respectively for men and women, we find all 
the world over, up from the earliest stages. Though by no 
means uniform, and presenting remarkable exceptions, yet 
they have usually a common character, determined partly 
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by the relative capacities and incapacities of the sexes, anLl 
in rude societies determined partly by the ability of the 
males to force on the females the least desirable occupations. 
Without implying that savage men are morally iI).ferior to 
savage women (the last show just as much cruelty as the 
first whllre opportunity allows) it is clear that among peopl~ 
who are selfish in extreme degrees the stronger will ill-treat 
the weaker; and that besides other forms of ill-treatmcnt 
will be tLat of imposing on them all the disagreeable tasks 
they are able to perform. As . typical of the division of 
labour among the lowest races, may be taken that amOIl6 
the Fuegians. While the men fjght, hunt, and procure the 
larger kinds of food,-

.. The women nurse their children, attend the fire, • • • make bask~t3 
Ilnd water-buckets, fishing lines and necklaces, go out to catch small 
fish in their canoes, gather shell-fish, dive for sea-eggs, take care of 
the canoeR, upon ordiuary occasions paddle their masters about whil<l 
they sit idle." 

And a similar general contrast holds among the Andam:!.:l 
Islanders, Tasmanians, Australians. 

Hunting tribes of higher typcs show us kindreq appor 
tionlllents of work: instance the Dakotas, Chippewayans. 
Comanches, Chippewas. While the ·men fight, hunt, fish, 
and undertake such occasional labour as requires strength 
and skili-building houses and making canoes-to the women 
is deputed all drudgery not beyond their strength; and 
where, as among the Iroquois, a life partly agricultural is 
lcd, women do all the farm-work., One striking contrast, 
dependent on the modes of life, must be re-named. As 
pointed out in § 326, where, as among Chinooks, the occupa
tions are such that sustentation is equally within the powerJ 
of both sexes, women have a quite different status, and arc 
treated with due consideration. 

The uncivilized peoples of South America present facts of" 
a generally similar kind, made slightly differen,t only 11y the 
greater extent to wbich an agricultural life has been adopted. 

22 
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Of TIrazilian and Guiana tribes, Caribs, Uaupes, we read tllat' 
the men when not at war, or catching animals, take for 
their labour only the clearing of the ground from trees, &c., 
leaving "gmen to do the cultivation. A like general relation 
is found aIllong African peoples .. The males of Hottentots 
and. Damaras, in addition to hunting and fighting, tend the 
cattle, but depute everything else to the females: even the 
building of huts. It is much the same with the Bechuana3 
and Kaffirs. On passing to the northern negro societies-
-the East Africans, Congo people, Coast negroes, Inland 
negroes-who have become in large measure agricultural, we 
tind a greater share of la~our taken by the men. They build, 
join in plantation work, doing the heavier part; and, having 
developed various special trades-carpenter, smith, leather
worker, weaver-are many of them devoted to these. In 
Ashanti ane), Dahomey, this assumption by men of special 
businesses and entailed labours is still more marked. The 
Fulahs, who are of a higher type, and in whose lives hunting 
occupies but a small space, show us a much nearer approach 
to the civilized division of labour between the sexes. Women's 
work (in addition to domestic duties includes little else than 
tra.ding, while men attend to ca.ttle and farming. Amung the 
Abyssinians the state of things is somewhat similar. 

Anomalies here and there OCCllr which were exemplified 
in § 326, but passing over these aberrant customs, we have 
to notice only one further general fact which, though before 
Ilamed and exelnplified, I recoll because it is specially in
structive. 

Peo)Jles unallied in race anclliving in regions remote from 
one another, show U!l that where exceptional conditions have 
made posilible a {,erfectly peaceful life, and where the mea 
lire no longer occupied in war and the chase, the division of 
labour between the sexes becomes humane in it~ character: 
the men do the heavy, outdoor work, and the women the ligilt, 
inu:;or work •. When treating of Domastic Institutions this 
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contrast was indicated (§§ 327-9). 
l>hiuuils tribes, while the men clear 
ground, make the houses-

In the Bodo and 
t;!e fields, till the 

"The wom~n,aicled by the girls, are fully employed within doors in 
spinniug, weaving and dyeing th~ clothing of the family, in brewing, 
'Uld in cooking." 

Similarly of another hill-tribe, the peaceful Santals, we read-
.. The male children plough, herd the cattll', reap the harvest, build 

and repair the family houses, make the carts and ploughs 'j distil the 
spirit PAchfil from riet!, and perform all outdoor work; whilst the 
f"male children husk the junera and rice; express oil from the IDllstsrc[ 
seed, cook the household food, attt-nd the markets when near one, look 
lifter the poultry, pigs, goats, and pigeons j and when the parents are 
old and infirm the children becoruetheir support." 

or the Todas, too, equally unwarlike, the same is said by 
Shortt. The wives U are left at home to perform what Euro
l13an wives consider their legitimate share of duty, and do 
not even step out of doors to fetch water or wood." So is 
it too with a remote people, the Pueblos of North America, 
who U wall out black barbarism" by the structure of 
their compound village-dwellings, and who lead purely 
a::'Tficultural lives. Says Morgan ;_U It is now the rule 
lIIuong the Village-Indians for the mcn to assume the heavy 
work, which was doubtless the case "hen this pueblo was 
constructed." 

These striking contrasts exhibited by the uncivilized, re
lllind us that kiudl'e.i contrasts exist among the civilizeu. 
Where, as in Germany and France, the militant organization 
is lIighly develope:!, the outdoor labour which falls upon 
women is heavy and constant, while in England and America, 
less militant in their types of organization, it is small in 
amount and light in kind. 

Manifestly these contrasts arise inevitably. '\Yhile the 
energies of men are mainly directed to killing enemies and 
game,labours of other kinds must mainly devolve on women; 
and, conversely, where men are not thus drafted off for fight-

22--2 
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ing and hunting, pressure of population by and by force 
them to become producers and aS3ume the heavier work. 

§ 731. Psycho-physical differences other than those of sex 
llave, especially in early and in late times, appreciable effects 
in apportioning functions. 

Even of the Fuegians, low as they are, Fitzroy tells us :
." It is rather curious that ~sually each of these natives is trained t() 

It particular pursuit: thus, one becomes an adept with' the spear; 
another with the sling; another with a bow and arrows; but this ex
cellence in one line does not' hinder their attaining a considerable pro. 
ficiency in all the others." 

So, too, of the Hudson's Bay Indians we read :-" Many per
sons have not the skill needed to construct a· canoe, and they 
employ those who have had experience and are known. t() 
Lllild an excellent boat." And similarly of the adjacent 
Eskimo, the same writer says" some women excel in boo!;
making, and at some seasons do ,nothing but make boots, 
while the others in return prepare the other garments;" Of the 
:Malagasy Ellis writes that, while all remained in a measure 
agricultural and pastoral, yet numbers devoted themselves 
" to one particular employment, in which they excelled." 

That among the fully-civilized there are in like manner 
specializations of function caused by natural aptit~des, 
needs no showing: professions and crafts are often thus 
determined. During intermediate stages, in which men's 
occupations are regulated by castes and gilds, individuals 
are restrained from following their natural bents. N ever
the less the special businesses carried on by organized groups, 
generation after generation, probably began with ancestorR 
having special aptitudes; and in some mea'3ure by inherit
ance, but in greater measure by culture, there was established 
some psycho-physical adaptation. Concerning the Hindus, 
Dutt furnishes an illu!>trative fact :-" The Aryan Vaisyas 
followed dilferent trades and professions in Ancient India, 
without. forming separate castes; they were scribes and 
physicians, goldsmiths and blacksmiths, &c.:" all these 
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occupations of relatively skilled kinds having fallen into tIie 
lmnds of the most intelligent. 

Beyond assumptions of certain industries by indiviuunls 
l.aving natural aptitudes for tIl em, there are sometimes kin
dred assumptions by entire sections of a society. Garcilasso, 
writing about Peru, says t1at-

"The fine cloth was made in the provinr.es, where the natives were 
luoot expert and handy in its manufacture, and the coarse kind was 
wove in districts where the natives had less skill." 

And Cieza tclls us, concerning a division of the same people, 
that the Canches are" always skilful in working, especially 
~old and silver." Local specializations of industry, similarly 
caused, exist in the Fiji Islands. Some of them" are famous 
/'or such things as wooden trenchers, paddles, canoes, &c., 
others for tapa, sinnet, mats, baskets, &c.; and others for 
pots, fishing nets, turmeric, and 'loa' (lamp-black)." 

There may be added, as of like nature, those larger speciali
zations of function which arise between nations. These are 
exemplified by the aptitude of the English people for a mari
time life. 

Next to be noted among the divisions of labour due to 
psycho-physical characters, comes the relegation of inferior 
occupations to servile classes. This sometimes begins apart 
from coercion. Concerning certain of the Japanese, who kill 
.and flay horses, Adams writes :-

"There were also two sets of people even below these [f~rmers, &c.] 
in the social scale, tIle eta and the hinin. The eta were a class of Ollt
easts, lh'ing in separate villages or settlements apart from the general 
population, with whom they were not allowed to intermarry. Their 
means of livelihood consisted in working skins, and couverting them 
into leather. Workiu/!, in prepared leather was not considered a pollu
tion, but it was the handling of the raw hides which was deemed to 
he BIlCh." 

That incapacity for higher work led to this specialization, is a 
helief we shall readily accept on remembering that among 
oUl'selVf~s the class of II night-men," still extant I suppose ill 
some places, must have been formed of the inferior; si'lce 
~nly those who could not otberwise maintain themselves 
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would adopt so disgusting a business. Of course, the servile 
classes have been formed mainly of captives and their 
descendants; and since, in the average of cases, conquered 
peoples llave been in some war or other inferior to their C011-

querors, we may consider thedivisioll of labour between the 
slave-classes and the ruling classes as having a psycho
physical origin. It was· pro baLly thus with the helots or 
Sparta, and it has certainly been thus with the heathen Negro
peoples who have been, during so many generations, kid
napped by their Christian masters. But this is not a uni
versal relation; for the superior are sometimes conquered 
1y the ll!0re numerom or more sayage inferior. Something 
of the kind happed in Mexico, ,vhere the civili7e<1 Toltecs 
~ere overrun by the Larbarous Chechemecas and Aztecs, who. 
becoming the rulers, douhtless forced the better ·men to per
form the worse functions. But the clearest cases are furnished 
1y Grcece imd Rome. Victories in their wars depended on 
other causes than mental or physical snperioritie8. Says 
Grote 1)£ the Greeks-" Slavery was a ca1amity, which in that 
p~riOll of insecurity might befall anyone." How little, among 
the Uomans, ~la\Oery implied a lower nature, is proved by 
various facts cited in the last division of this work, dealing 
with the professions; and is again I,ro,oed Ly the fcllowing 
passage from MOlllmsen. 

" Business .•. was unifoTmly c..rried on by means of slaves. The
rooney-lenders and bankers instituted •.. additional cOl1nting.hou~e!> 
and branch banks under the direction of th~ir ~laves and frepd
Inf>!!. The company which had leased the customs-duties from the 
state appointed chiefly thpir slaves and freedmen to levy them at each 
custom-house. Everyone ,who took contracts for buildings bought 
architect·sh~vps; everyone who undertook to J.rovide spectacles 'or 
gladiatorial games .•. purchased or trained a company of slaves ••. 
The merchant imported his wares in vessels of hi~ own under the
charge of slaves or freed men, and disposed of them' by the same 
means in wholesale or retail We need hardly add that the working 
of mines and manufactories was conducted. entirely by .laves." 

Hence, concerning the psycho-physical factor in the di~ 
viJion of labour, we must say that when allowed free scope: 
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it produces beneficial sppcializations, b"t that its effects Are 
flO traversed by the effects of other factors that little which 
iJ definite can be said about its share ill 'organizing industry. 

§ 732. Much more definite results may be rigl~tly ascribed 
to tIle character of the enviromr.ent. These \'1e will con
template under the head of the topicnl division of labour. 

In quite rude societies differentiations caused by surround
ing circumstances begin. TLre are "two branches of tile 
Ostiaks, the hunters and the fishers:" the last living on the 
Lanks of the Obi, and the others elsewhere. Manifestly sea
fishing is detcrmined even in undeveloped cominuilities by 
proximity, and originates settled industries. Thus" many 
of the [Sor.iety] islanders al:e fishermen by profession." 
Other such natural necc3sities influence the slightly civilized 
as wel! as the civilized. Among the Chibchas "the l'oyras 
[or Yapotoges, on the banks of the Neyba] were great llIincrs, 
as in their country there were many vlins of gold." In 
:Mexico-

".An extensive commerce i~ carri~d on in this snIt (.altpptre, 
gathered on the surface of the ground) by the Mexicalls of Y xtapaluca 
and Yxtapalapa., which means the 1,Iaces where salt or !lxtall is 
gathprcd; and at this day the people of :lxtapalapa are thus occupied." 

So, too, in .Peru-
"The shoes· were made in the provinces where a10fS wt're most 

abundant, for they were made of the lean'S of a trcil called ma,q"ey. 
The arms also were supplied by the provinces w~"re the materials for
making them were mbst abundant." 

Of ancient ppoples, the Phcenicians may be named as 
furnishing an example. 

"Ship-building was concentrated in the towns ot northern:Phrenici>t, 
the i~habitants of which w"re led to it by their ·mountainous country 
being less fertile anlI the forests of Lebanon belonging to their terri
tories." 

To this case may Le added that of Venice, where good 
water communication, joined with inaccessibility to enemies 
unacquainted with the channels of approach, gave an ad
nntage for. lllcrcantile deYelopmcnt. 
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Alre~dy in the second part of this work, illustrations of 
kindred character furnished by our own country haye 1:een 
giyen. A few others reinforcing them lllay here be adJell. 
Domesday Book shows that-

"Salt-works were very numerous in some counties, particularly in 
tho~e lying on the coast. .In Sussex, at the time of the Conquest, there 
were of these no less than three hundt'ed and eighty-five." 

The making of ,,"oollen fabrics began in "the counties 
which produced the best wool, anJ, in the imperfect state of 
the means of communication, the manufacture naturally 
became located within reach of the raw material." But 
when roads 'improved, the greater facilities which Yorkshire 
afforded caused migration, and that became the chief cloth
district. 

"The silk-weaving of England ~prung up in the cheap end of its 
metropolis, because it had to seek customers for its expensive orna
mental fabrics among the luxurious population of the court; and there 
it continued for a cenbry •.. till it has found in the self-acting 
power machinery of the' cotton-factory districts, an attractive influenc~ 
injurious to the monopoly of Spital fields." 

Cheapness of power, here obtained from coal and there 
from water, has, indeed, been a potent cause of this topical 
division of labour. After 1'169-

.. The great establishments of the Messrs. Arkwright and Strutt, at 
'Selper, Cromford, and Milford, places previously of the most trifling 
importance, were planted there in consequence of the facilities afforded 
by those situations for obtaining water-power in ahundance; and ill 
many other instances the same reason led to the establishment of cott~n 
factories on sites so secluded as to render it necessary to procure work
iug hands Jrom a distance." 

The environing influences which thus initiate differentia
tions among the parts of the social organism, are often irresist
ible. It needs but to ask what would result from the attempt 
to grow wheat on Scotch mountain sides, where sheep-farming 
is carried on, or to transfer the getting of tin ftom Cornwall 
to Lincolnshire, to see how necessarily sQme topical divisions 
of labour arise. 

§ 733. To use for the next division of the subject the title 
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local division of labour seems absurd, since a topical division 
is a local division. The word" local," ho~ve\"(.,r, as here to Le 
~lIIployed, refers to the division of labour within the same 
lot:ality; whereas" topical" refers to division of labour be
tween different localities. There seems no fit word available 
for marking this distinction, and I feel obliged to use the 
word local ill the sensa named. 

Already, when enumerating the separate duties undertaken 
lly men and wOlllen in various places, there has been an in
Jication of the truth that local div!sion of labour originates 
among the members of each household. As I~ogle says of 
the people of Bhutan, " every family is acquainted with most 
of the t!.seful arts, and contains within itself almost all the 
);ecessaries of life." And'this state generally characterizes 
early stages. 

The transition to a more differentiated state is first shown 
llY the rise of some who practise one or other art with greater 
skill than usual. Writing about Negroes, Duff Macdonald 
says that near mantyre "the worker-in-wood has hardly a 
distinct trade. Nearly every man does his own wood-work." 
];ut partial di\'ision of labour is shown among these people 
in other ways. The same writer tells us that-

II The chie:f method of obtaining a. livelihood is by cultivating the 
ROil Near a lake abounding with fishes, the cultiva~ion of the soil, 
t!lOugh not abandoned, may take a secondary placc." 

And he also eays that the blacksmith "dol's not live so 
exclusively by his trade that he can neglect his farm." 
Somewhat more advanced j's the specialization implied in tIle 
case of Tahiti. 

"Most of the natives ran hollow ont a llUboe, but it is only those 
wbo have been regularly trained to the work, that can build a largtl 
"Moe, and in this there is a considerable division of labour." 

Such first steps are obviously ine\"itahle. Always thero 
will be some having special aptitudes for particular arts; 
always it will bappen that the amount of work given them 
as pursuers of such arts will at the outset not suffice to yield 
them livelilwods without carrying on as well the ordinary 
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occupation; and always it willllappen thll.t in proportion as 
population grows and the demands on thcm increase, it will 
become possible .and advantageous to devote themselves 
exclusively to such arts. 

Oth.er things eql!al, the extent to which local division of 
labom: is carried is determined by the degree of isolation of 
the group-isolation caused now by distance fnm other 
groups, now by enmity with other groups, and now by both. 
Economic independenr.e was well illustrated in medireval days 
by the monasteries. Says Dr. J essopp :-

" Everything that was eaten or drullk or worn, almost everything 
that was made or used in a m~n3.flt"ry, was produced upon. the spo!;. 
The grain grew on their own land; the corn was ground in their owu 
mill; their clothes were made from the wool of their own sheep; they 
had their own tailors and shoemakers, and carpenters and Llacksmith_, 
almost within call; they kept their own bees; they grew their own' 
garden-stuff and their own fruit; I suspect they knew more of fi8h
culture than, until very lately, we moderns could boast of knowing; 
nay, they had their own vineyards and made their own wine." 

Industrial autonomy was similarly exemplified in those times 
by feudal territories and residences. In France at the end of 
the ninth century, as a result of nascent feudalism and iso· 
lation of the seigneuries, distribution of commodities was 
arrested: "everyone made for himself, or had made for hi~n 
1y his people, clothes ... ·and arms." Aud during the 
early feudal period up to·1190-

"On rural estates the most diverse trades were often exerci..ed 
simultaneously: the same man was at once Lutcher, baker, shepherd. 
weaver, &c .•.. In the Middle Ages the castles made almcst all the 
articles used in them, particularly doths, which were spun, woven, and 
prepared by women even of the highest rank." 

In those days of universal antagonism, it was requisite £01' 

canh group to be self-sufficing. The danger of being" de
pendent on the foreigner," so continually urged during our 
:Free-trade Rgitation, was a danger which in· feudal days 
existed within each nation, and made it needful for every 
division to be a complete society. . 
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On local groups of other kinds relatiye isolation had ill 
early days the same effect. Speaking of the 12th century, 
Prof. Cunningham says :-

"There seen.s to have been a larger proportion of craftsmen in each 
village than we should pnd among the rural population now; each 
hou~ehold, or at any rate each little group, had the requisite skill for 
supplying the main articles of clothing and domestic use, so tllat the 
"illages were not so purely agricultural as they are to-day." 

.At the same tilDe towlls'were comparatively imlependent of 
villages. .As says Prof. Cunningham in continuation :-

"The townMmen had not eniirely se,'ered themselves from l11rai 
punmit8; differentiation between town and country was incomplete. 
ind!ed it would be wore true to SlY that it had hardly begun." 

Obviously, indeed, as towns Were at first only larger villages, 
this relation necessaJ'ily held. Within each there existp',l 
more differentiation because they had not been rendered 
mutually dependent by differentiation frum one another. 

The extent to which local division of labour goes is in 
large part determined by the size of the groui). Where 
there are but twenty persons there cannot l)e thirty tradt's . 
.Another pre-rllquisite is that the number in the group shall h'!' 
such that the dellland falling upon each kind 9f worker will 
duly cultivate llis skill and pay for the apl'liances which give. 
him a superiority: other members of the group will else find nC) 
advantage in employing him. In the third place the amount 
of his business must be such as to yield him a livelihood ~ 
and in a small group this negatives various kinds of occupa
tions. So that there is a three-f')ld cause for the limite,l 
division of labour when the group contains but few, and for 
multiplication of occupations along with increase in its. . 
number: the group becomes more lleterogeneous as it be
comes larger. This truth we sec illustrated throughout all 
stageR of social evolution. .As compared ',-:ith occupations in. 
small tribrs the occupations in populousN egro societies 9f 
.Africa are numerous; and a like multiplicity of trades exists 
among the Fijians, Sandwich Islanders, Tahitians, Tongans 
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and Samoans. Ancient societies furnish abundant evidence. 
The fertility of the Nile Valley having made possitIe a large 
population, businesses had become numerous. 

"Of tradesmen, the Greco-egyptian documents which have come 
down to us mention the fisher, the harvest-man, the baker, the mltlll1-
facturer of honey, of oil, of cici; the pastry cook, the milk-seller, the 
water-carrier, the clothier, the wool manufacturer. the rope-mahr, the 
linen manufacturer, the manufacturer of coloured stuffs, the fuller of 
cloths, the purple merchant, the manufacturers of carpet.., and of mat
tresses, the shoe-maker (1), the principal workerd in mining affairs, the 
copper s'llith, the copper chaser, the iron smith, the orichalcum smith, 
the sword-maker, the goldsmith, the ivory worker, the putter" the stone
cutter, the stone worker, the quarry man, the alabaster worker, the 
engraver of hieroglyphics, the sculptor, the architect, the mason, the 
ship builder, the decorative painter, the calefactor, the cleaner, the 
geometer, the boatman, the pilot, the flute player, the lyre player, the 
.lancer, the pug-ilist, the leader of caravans; the physician, the barber, 
the perfumer, the embalmer and undertaker, the Choachyte, Taricheute, 
l'araschiste." 

The like l1appened in Greece; and a resulting contrast in 
the divi:llon of labour in small and large places, was recog
nized by Xenophol1. 

" In small towns, the same man makes a couch, a door, a plough, amI 
a table; and frequently the same person is a builder too, and is very 
well content if he qan thus find customers enough to ma.intain him; 
and it is impossible for a man who works at many things to do them 
all well; but, in great cities, because there are numbers that want 
each particular thing, one art alone suffices for the maintenance of each 
individual; and frequently indeed, not an entire art, but one man makes 
shoes for men, and another for women; sometimes it happens, that 
one 'gets a maintenance merely by stitching bhoes, another by cutting 
them out, another by cntting out upper-leathers (XIT';;"(lS) only, and 
another by doing none of thes" thiugs, but simply putting together the 
I,ieces. He, therefore, that is employed in a work of the smallest 
compass, must, of neceSllity, do it best." 

}'rom ancient Home comes proof of a kindred difference 
uctweell the industrial arrangements of ea):ly and late twes 
:Says Mornmsen:-

" Eight guilds of craftsmen were numbered among the institutions 
of king N uma, that is, among the institutions that had existed in Rome 
from time immemodaL These were the flute-blowers, the goldsmiths, 
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the coppersmiths, the carpenteJ:S, the fullers, the dyers, the potters, and 
the shoemakers." 

nut in late times instead of eight specialized trades there are 
enumerated sixty, mostly carried on by Greeks. Coming 
down to modern nations it will suffice to name "Franee, where 
in the early feudal period (11th and 12th centuries) 76 occu
pations were enumerated, whereas at the end of the 16th 
century the number had risen to 170. 

The local division of labour subserves the topical division 
of labour. Any large section of the community favour
ably cir.::umstancecl for carrying on a particular industry, 
can devote itself to that industry only on condition t11at 
there shall be joined with it a cluster of workers and traders 
who satisfy the wants of those devoted to this particular 
industry. If Sheffield fashions knives, 'Lancashire weaves 
cottons, Yorkshire manufactures woollens, there requires in 
each case a local development of the various trades and pro
fessions which minister to the artisans, &c., who make hard
ware, calir.oes, or woollens. 

And here l~t us observe an instructive parallel between 
"the sociological division of' labour and the physiological 
divisit)n of labour. Already in Part II, "The Inductions of 
Sociology" (§§ 216-19), varir)uB paralIels have been named, 
I1nd here is another. "For in the individual body as in the 
body politic, the condition under which alone any organ can 
devote itself to its special function, is that it shall be per
meated by systems of sustaining, depurating, and stimulating 
appliances. Be it a muscle or nerve-centre, be it the lungs 

" or intestines, be it the liver, the kidneys, or the pancreas, 
there ramifies throughout it a set of arteries, arterioles, 
capillaries, a set of smaller and larger veins, a set of absor
bents, a set of nerve-fibres, and a general framework of con
nective tissue keeping its components in pIace. That the 
groups of nerve-cells or bile-cells or kidney-cells should 
periorm their parts in the topical division of labour,they 
must all haye, ramifying through them, the various ageneies 
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for carrying on nut~ition, for supplying material to' be 
operatA-d on, for carrying away products, and for stimulat:oll. 

§ 734. We have contemplated the topical division of 
bbonr and the local division of labour. There remains the 
detailed division of labour-that which arises within eacil 
producing or distributing estabJishmc~t. This it is which we 
commonly think of when the phrase is used. 

Specializations thus distinguished make their appe.trance ia 
comparatively early stages. Says nurton in his Abeokuta :-

" Africans, like Asiatics, are great at division of labour," in buildin~ 
a house, for instance. "Some hoed a deep hole • • . Another gan:; 
was working the clay ••• ; whildt a third party was engaged in pre
Tlaring grass thatch and palm leaves for the roof. When the actual 
~)Uilding begins there will be one gang to 'carry clay balls to the s~ene 
of action, a second of labourers who fling the same balls· into wail 
shape and pat them down, a third, boys and girls, who hand othel· 
Lalls from the ground or the scaffoltliug to the masons above, a trim
ruer to plumb Illld set things square with his wooden shovel, aIllI 
finally thatchE'rs to finish off." 

The growth of that division of labour which ends in pro
clucing. a commodity, our own carly history sufficiently illes
trates. In the middle of thc 1lith century-

"Several distinct classE's of workmen were employed III the making 
of cloth. There were weavers, walkers, fullE'rs, fulling-mill men, shear
men, dyers, forcers of wool, carders, and [orters of wool, and spinner~ 
carders and spullars of yarn." 

AncI how thcse sub-divisions graullally multiply is shown in 
the fact that even fifty years ago the clas'les of operativc's 
engaged in the woollen manufacture had inCl'eased from the 
twelve above named to dOuble that number. 

But no adequate conception of this detailed division of 
labour can be formecI so long as .we contemplate only the 
manilal labourers, and leave out of sight the mental 
labourers who direct them. In an undeveloped industry the 
maker of II. commodity is at once brain-worker and Jland
worker; but in a developed industry brain-work and hand-
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work hi1\'o sep"rated, and while hand-work has' become: 
greatly sub-divided,.brain-wol'k also has become greatly sub· 
dh'ided. Here, as given to me by a friend who is partner in a 
manufacturing establishment at Birmingham, is a sketch of its 
ol';::anizatiou.ln the regulative division the first class"include~ 
only the heads oLthe firm, of whom one is chief. In the next 
clas3 stand the engineering superior, works manager, head of 
estima.te department, head of cash department, head of finished 
warehollse.' Then comes the third class of brain-worker3, 
who are women-invoice clerk, storekeepc;r, and assistant ill 
cash department. Next are tlYO intermediarie~ between head 
and hands-foreman of casting department and' foreman
titter or engineering mechanic, who both have subordinates 
aiding in theix: functions. :From these regulative classes we 
descend to the operative classes; and of these there are eleven 
kinds in the first grade, nine kinds in the second grade, anll 
SJ\'en kinds in the third grade. Thus there ,are eight kind3 
of brain-workers, four kinds of half-brain and half hand
workers, and twenty-seven kinds.of hand-workers. 

Limiting ottr further attention to the operath'e parts of. 
industrial establishments, we may fitly distinguish between 
two leading forms o~ the division of labour exhibited in 
them-the simultaneous ,and the successive. Thero are' 
cases in which the' different parts of some ultimate product 
are being at the same time formed by different groups of 
artisans, to be afterwards joined together by yet other 
nrtisans ; ,'and there are cases in which tbe ultimate I)];,oduct' 
passes from hand to hand through a series of operatives, each' 
(If whom, works upon it his or ber particular modification. 
Let us look at an example of each kind. ' 

The Buperintendellt of the Midland TIailway works at 
Derby, has furnished me with an account of the different 
classes of men e!lgaged in producing the component parts of 
locomotive engines. It is needless to give their names and 
t-pecial functions. The fact which here concerns us is 'that 
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the classes number nearly forty, and, if the different kinds of 
fitting be counted, about fifty: all their various' products 
being finally put together by the erector and his aids .. 

Of the serial division of labour a good ·instance comes from 
a large ,establishment for the manufacture of biscuits. To 
begin with there is a department for the reception and 
storage of l'aW materials. W'eighing out the proportions of 
ingredients for any particular kind of biscuit, is the first 
process. Next comes the mixing mill, into which attend
ants pour these ingredients. From this emerges the pre
pared dough, which, passing into the rolling-presses, comes 
out in sheets of the proper thickness. Out of these the 
stamping machines cut out biscuits of the desired sizes aud 
shapes, and deliver them on to trays. These trays, placed in 
the mouths of vast ovens and slowly carried through them 
on horizontal revolving bands, are delivered at the other 
side duly baked. Carried then by a mechanical apparatus to 
the sorting-room the classed biscuits are thence transferred 
to those who pack. Finally comes labeling and stampbg 
the boxes. 

Again we are shown how close are the analogies betwecm the 
sociological division of labour and the physiological division 
of labour. Beyond the fact that, as in the social organism so 
in the individual organism, there are regulative parts and 
operative parts-the nervous organs and the various otllel" 
organs-we have the fact that among these organs there is 
both a simultaneous and a serial division of labour. While 
we see bones, muscles, heart, lungs, liver, kidneys, &c., carry
ing on their respective functions at the same time, we see 
the parts of the alimentary canal performing their func
tions one after another. lhere come in succession masti
cation, insalivation, deglutition, trituratian, chymification, 
chylification, and eventually absorption by the lacteals. 

And here indeed it is curious to remark a unique case in 
which two sets of sociological divisions of labour of the serial 
kind,are joined to this physiological series 0f divisions of labour. 
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We llBva first the ploughing, harrowing, sowing, reaping, 
carting, threshing, hauling to market, transfer to corn-factor's 
storus, removal thence to be ground, and final carriage of the 
flour to the bakers;' where, also, certain serial processes are 
gOlle through in making loaves, or, if wl follow that part of 
the flour' from which biscuits are made, we see that there are 
linked together the processes above described. Finally, in 
one who eats of the loaves or the biscuits, there occurs the 
physiological series of divisions of labour. So thaJ; from the 
ploughing, to the absorption of nutriment, three series of 
divisions of labour become, in a sense, parts of a united series. 

§ 7:J3. One more sectio~ must be added. Conformity to' 
t1:e general law of evolution has been noted in scveral places. 
Here, going behind that redistribution of matter and motion 
which universally constitutes Evolution, let us observe ,how, 
in the industrial world, there is everywhere exemplified the 
law that motion is along the line of least resistance or the 
line of greatest traction or the resultant of the two. 

The growth of a society as a whole takes place most over 
regions where the obstacles to be overcome are least. Along 
one frontier hostile tribes exist, while in another direction 
there are no enemies; hence popuiatiollspreads t1;1ere. On 
this side lies a fertile tract while on that a barren tract lies; 
and the resistances to living being in these directions rela
tively great or relatively small, the social mass increases 
where it is relatively small Again, one part of the habitat 
is malarious while another is salubrious, and the lower rate of 
mortality in the last determines multiplication of the inhabi
tants therp. 

The topical division of labour presents us with kindred 
causea nnd results. Sea-side people, close to a store of food, 
find it easier to subsist by getting this out of the water hun 
hy going inland to compete with those who plough; and if 
fish are plentiful and the inland demand great, the fishing 
population grows. So with wheat-growing and sheep-
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farming: ,the nature, of each district renders it easier for its 
inhabitants l.o subsist by one of these than by the other, and 
their efforts follow the lines of least resistance. When, ill 
any region, there ha~ taken place that adaptation of nature 
which the appropriate occupation produces, there is resist
anceto alteration of function; as, for example, there would 
be if the body of Lancashire weavers had to become coal
miners. Even a change in' the topical diVision of labour, 
such as migration of most of the wpollen manufacture from 
Gloucestershire to Yorkshire, illustrates the same influence; 
since, by the proximity to a wool-importing place, and by the 
presence of abundant coal, serving p.s a better source of power 
than watffi.", the resistance to the production of cloth as 
measured in cost of freight, labour, and fuel (severally re
presenting so much human effort) is less than it was in the 
original seat of the industry. 

In the local division of labour, analogous causes operate 
and work analogous effects. As political economists have 
pointed out, each . choice of a business is determined by 
the totality of incentives and deterrents, and the business 
chosen is that which offers the least resistance to the gratifi
cation of the totality of desires. So, too, is it on passing' 
from producer to consumer. If in a village the labourer's 
wife buys bread from a baker, it is because the difficulties to 
be overcome in the home-production of 'bread, render the 
resistance to that course greater than those resistances to the 
course chosen which are represented by extra cost; and if 
the farmer, ceasing to make his own beer, buys of a local 
brewer, it is again because in the average of cases the ex
penditure of effort has by modern conditions been rendered. 
smaller in the last way than in the first. 

Nor is it only in such elaborations of the division of labour, 
and developments of correlative social structures, that we see 
movement along lines of least resistance. We see it also ill 
the activities of these 'structures. The law of supply and 
demand, implying streams of commodities from places whe~e 
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they are abundant to places where they are deficient, and a 
consequent balancing, is a corollary of this same law. For 
since money everywhere represents iabour, buying in the 
cheapest market is satisfying a want wi~h the least expendi
ture of labour; and selling. in the dearest market and so 
getting the largest· amount of this representative of labour, 
diminishes the labour afterwards required. 

23-~ 



CHAPTER III, 

ACQUISITION AND PRODUCTIO~. 

§ 736. NEITHER of these words suffices alone to cover the 
Ilhenomena to be here treated of. From those eaTly stage~ 
in which men subsist on the :wild products their habitat 
yields, they progress to the stages in which the things they 
need, though produced by their habitat, are so produced only 
with the aid of labour; and it is this inclusion of labour as a 
chief factor which constitutes production, in contrast with 
simple acquisition. 

The most conspicuous illustration is furnished by mining. 
Coal, ironstone, or copper ore, lies ready, and strictly speaking 
getting it comes under the head of acquisition; but because 
the required labour is great, we class coal-mining under the 
bead of production. Again, fishermen simply appropriate 
what Nature furnishes in the adjacent seas; but as the catch
ing fish by nets or otherwise is a laborious occupation, we 
regard fish as products of an industry. 

Under one of its most general aspects, human progress is 
mp.asured by the degree in which simple acquisition is 

I Teplaced by production; achieved first by manual power, 
then by animal-power, and finally by machine-power. 

§ 737. The transition is slow because among other re
quirements human nature has to be re-moulded, and the 
re-moulding cannot be done quickly. To the evidence yielded 
by the Paraguay Indians already named, may btl joined some 
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given uy !Ir. Brough Smyth in his charactel'ization oC the 
Australian. He" is not one to bear burdens, to dig labori
ously, or to suffer restraint;" lind be has no "such hands 
IlB are seen amongst the· working classes' in Europe. An 
English ploughman might' perhaps insert two of his fingers 
in the hole of an Australian's shield, but he could do no 
more." The implied aaaptation of hands to the daily use of 
tools among the civilized, must have been very gradual; and 
the disinclination to use relatively feeble bands in work, must 
llaye been a continual restraint upon production. 

Again, tllerc is the defeot of emotional nature, shown, as 
hefore remarked, by inability to sacrifice present to future. 
Says Mr. Brough Smyth of the Australian--=-" He likes to 
exert himself when exertion is pleasurable, but not for 
ulterior purposes will he slave as the white man ~laves, nor· 
would·he work as the Negro works, under the lash." 

Besides deficiency of the needful feeling, there is deficiency 
of that intellectual process whence foresight arises: there is 
no adequate recognition and ba1ancing of means and ends aud 
,-alues. Of the North American Indian Mr. Dodge remarks :-

.. He has not yet arrived at that stage of progress .when a 'day's 
work' has a defiuite value. When considering the value of any article 
hi. first thought is, 'Can I make it myself l' and if so, the number of 
day. it will take him to do it is a matter of no consequence." 

Yet a furt4er hindrance arises from his readiness to bear 
privations, and accept the rudest satisfactions. A savage 
who can tolera.te the falling of snow on his naked body, is 
less prompted than a higher man would be to exert himself 
iu getting clothing. When Humboldt tells us that the 
Guahibos " would rather feed on stale fish, scolopendras, and 
worms, than cultivate a little spot of ground j" or when we 
read of the H udsou's Bay Eskimos that "the blood of the 
deer is often mixed with the half-digested ruass of foqd in 
,the stomach of th.c animal, and the stomach, with its con
tents, with the addition of the blood, eaten raw or boiled," 
,we see that transition from acquisition to production is, in 
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the lower races, hindered by the absence of feelings which in 
the higher races have become pronounced. 

§ 738. As a means of satisfying the desires, production in
creases as the desires multipiy and become stronger; and the 

-order in which the different kinds of production develop, is 
determined by the relative strengths of the desires. 

The first of these 'truths, sufficiently obvious, is illustrated 
by a statement of Rowney respecting the Gonds. After 
saying that" the Gond is excessively indolent and averse to 
labour," he presently remarks that the Brinjaris (traders) 
", have succeeded in creating new wants and tastes among 
them," and that payments for the satisfaction of these ',e have 

'forced them to be more industrious in utilizing the produce 
of their forests." So that growth of their desires, promrting 
surplus production, has at the same time initiated exchange. 

The other truth, exemplified in certain self-evident results, 
is also exemplified in results that are not self-evident. Of 
course the primary needs for food and warmth ]lave first to 
be in some degree met; and of course, the first kinds of pro
duction are those sub,serving these primary needs. But long 
before bodily wants are fully satisfied certain mental wants 
prompt other kinds of production. These are the desires 
'which beget war, and the desire for admiration-the one 
leading to the making of weapons and the. other to the 
making of decorations. Alien as these desires appear to be, 
they are yet fundamentally rehted; since in .both is shown 
the ambition to be recognized as superior and to gain 
applause. Hence, on the production of weapons, partly for 
,the chase but largely for war, great patience and skill are 
best.owed by the :savage, while a pointed stick is used. for 
digging up roots or even as an agricultural implement; and 
hence, during early stages of civilization, the art shown in 
weap,ons and armoui' is far in advance of that shown in 
appliances for ordiilary lif~. In Old J apall " the occupation 

. of a swordsmith is an honourable profession, the members of 
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which are men of gentle blood." The arms used by the 
nomans had become well shaped and finished at a time when, 
us we learn from Mommsen, the Roman plough still retained 
its primitive rude structure. Concerning a later stage we 
read that there were eight factories of arms in Gaul during days 
in which no other industrial establishments were mentioned. 
Then in Medireval Europe there was the contrast between 
the well-made armour and weapons and the rough domestic 
upplianccs. So among ourselves. In the old English period 
there w~re "two classes of smiths, those who forged arms 
and weapons for military purposes, and others who were 
employed in fabricating •• '. implements of agriculture." 
After the Conquest-

II The art of refining and working in metals was perhaps • . • 
carried to greater perfection than any of the useful arts; and a 
superior class of ~en was engaged in this department of industry." 

And then we are tola that at the beginning of the 15th 
century "the crafts which. were occupied in working in 
metals were numerous. The armourers were as much dis
tinguished as the goMsmiths for their skill and taste." 
Meanwhile, as we see in museums, implements for daily use
tools, locks, latches, and so forth-were very rudely finished. 

Countless anecdotes about savages who barter valuable 
produce for beads, gaudy fabrics, and other things used for 
display, show how strong among them is 'the wish to dis
tinguish themselves by wearing things that are beautiful or 
costly. The histories of civilized peoples exhibit the same 
wish. " The trade of goldsmith," says Mommsen, " existed 
in Rome from time immemorial" References to gold orna
ments and precious stones meet us everywhere in the records 
of early historic peoples; and everywhere we see that these 
things, significant of large possessions, were marks of class 
superiority, and helped to subordinate inferiors. From our 
own history here is a fact showing the consequent demand :-:-

"In 1423 it appears that the work in gold and silver !lone by the 
goldsmiths of ~ewcast1e, York, Lincoln, Norwich, Coventry, Salisbury, 
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and Bristol, iIi addition to those of London, was so exten~ive as t() 
render an assay-office necessary in each of these places." 

Most marked, however, is the effect where the two motives 
combine; as illustrated in ancient times by the carved and: 
chased shields of distinguished warriors, and as illustrated in 
feudal times by the elaborately inlaid swords und armour 
used by kings and wealthy nobles. 

How greatly, eyen now, production subserves desires of 
this class, we see in our own households, where every glance 
around proves that the thought of usefulness is dominatcu. 
by the thought of appearance. 

§ 739. The antagonism between the militant and industrial 
kinds of activity and types of society, here meets us again. 
For though militant activity fosters those industries which 
appliances for attack and defence imply, an,.d conduces to 
development of certain arts, so that for the making of hun
dred-ton guns and armour-plates fifteen inches thick, there 
have been invented methods which have beneficially influ
enced various peaceful businesses; yet in most respects the 
destroying activities have been antagonistic to the productive 
activities. Chronic wars in early European days repeatedly 
broke up the industrial organization. Between the 5th and 
10th centuries in France, the greater number of trades ceased 
to flourish, or even disappeared altogether. In the 16th cen
tury "the highways were 110 overrun with briars and thorns 
that it was difficult to discover the tracks." The Thirty 
Years' War in Germany produced a socialchaos: men went. 
fully armed to their fields to resist maurauders. Not only 
in this direct way is the antagonism manifested but even 
more in indirect ways. Many examples have shown us that 
in savage and semi-civilized societies all over the world, the 
men, hunting when not fighting, leave to the women what
ever production is carried on. The immediate effcct is that 
production is greatly restricted in amount. The remote effeCt 
is that population is checked and the strength of the society 
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kept down, not only by deficiency of produce but also by 
infertility; for the power of wo~en to produce children is 
diminished if they are overburdened by labours. 

A more distant evil arises. Improvements in production are 
impeded. During early stages opposition to change is ex
treme: the very thought of improvement does not exist. 
And if barbarian men are conservative, barbarian women {ire 
still more conservative. Down even to our own day this 
contrast between the sexes is manifested. Hence the 
abstraction of men from the body of producers not only 
directly diminishes the quantity of products but also, by non~ 
adoption of better methods, arrests increase of quantity while 
stopping the bettering of quality. 

Nor is improvemen~ retarded in this way alone. In pro
portion as the militancy of a society is pronounced, the con
tempt felt for all occupations other than war is great. 
Production is left to the lowest intelligences, and the higher 
intelligences cannot help them save under penalty of dis-
grace. Even the acquisition and diffusion of such knowledge 
as serves for the better guidance of industry, is continually 
checked by the scorn which the fighters pour upon the 
thinkers and teachers. • 

Looking at the facts in the broad, and dividing the social 
organism into the sustai.niDg part and the expending part, of 
which last the fighting body is the chief -COm}lOnent, we may 
say that this last, living on the first, continually restrains its 
growth, and occasionally, by the excessive demands it make!!.. 
causes dwindling and decay. 

§ 740. The progress of industrial activity is thus in several 
ways dependent on the decline of militant activity. While 
war increases the mortality of men, it decreases by over
work the fertility of women and so checks population; it 
here abstracts and there destroys the surplus produce or 
capital which industry has accumulated j and it· breeds 
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contempt for peaceful occupations and hence leaves them 
without good guidance. 

Peace, conducing to pressure of population and consequent 
difficulty in satisfying wants, prompts continuous application 
prompts economy, prompts better methods. Stress of need. 
leads men severally to adopt occupations for which they arf 
best adapted and by which 'they can make the most; and it 
becomes possible for the number of special occupations to 
increase as the increase of population affurds men for each 
business. Once more the greater specialization of industries 
not only develops skill in each and consequently better 
products, but each kind of better product ~erves more or less 
to facilitate production in general. 

Thus in all ways increase of population by its actions and 
reactions develops a social organism which becomes more 
heterogeneous as it grows larger; while the immediate cause 
for the improvement in quantity and quality of prouuctions 
is competition. 



CHAPTER IV. 

AUXILIARY PRODUCTION. 

§ 741. As thus far considered production has been con
ceived as comprehending the making of those things only 
which, in themselves, satisfy certain of the desires. But a 
large part of the things men produce are not included among 
these, and come under the head of auxiliary productions
productions which have' no values in themselves but have 
values only as !liding men to make things that yield imme
diate satisfactions. 

Production and auxiliary production take their rise si'Inul
taneously. Flint-scrapers, valueless in .themselves, were 
useful only for shaping wood or cleaning skins; and pointed 
sticks employed for digging up roots were of worth only as 
,aids to sustentation. Hence, as here understood, the making 
of flint-scrapers or pointed sticks was a process of auxiliary 
production. And so with the bows and arrows, the bone 
fish-hooks, &c., which each savage made for pimself. 

But the auxiliary production now to be contemplated does 
Ilot exist so long as the producer and the auxiliary producer 
are one. It originates only when a separate kind of worker, 
no longer a producer in the primary sense, becomes a pro
ducer in the secondary sense, by occupying himself in making 
one or other aid to production. 

§ 742. The rise of the auxiliary producer is obviously in 
part coincident with the rise of the division of labour; and 
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the implied kind of division of labour begins very, early. 
Schoolcraft writes :-
• "There was, '1ccording to Chippewa tradition, a particular class of 

men among our north~rn tribes, before the introduction of fire-arms, 
who were called lIlAKERS OJ' ARROW-HEAllS. They selected proper 
stones, and devoted thems~lves to this art, and took in exchange from 
the warriors for tJ.eir flint-heads, the skins, and flesh of animals." 

So was it, he argues, wit!l earthenware utensils. 
"That pottery was a fixed art, and the business of a particular claS3 

of society, amongst the ancient Floridian and other .American tribes. 
is thought to be evident from the preceding facts_" 

And Kolben tells us that among the Hottentots, the rich. 
being too lazy to make armour for themselves, a poor 
man will make a set, which he will dispose of for cattle. 
llut the clearest illustration is that furnished by blacksmiths. 
as existing in slightly civilized societies, like those of Africa. 
and parts of Asia. For evidently most of the blacksmith's 
products, or at least all those used for industrial purposes. 
do not yield direct satisfactions; but are merely aids in pro
duci?g things which do so: he is all auxiliary producer. 

§ 743. Early civilized life supplies, here and there, evidence 
of such differentiations. Writing of the Carolingian period. 
Levasseur says :-

.. The goldsmith • • • cast and alloyed the metals; laminated' 
them; ··.made the substance of the.article; chiselled or graved the 
ornaments; applied the enamel; set the stones; and polished or bur
nished them with his own hands ••• He had also to know how t() 
make all his own implements." 

Evidently ill those days the number of tools required for 
goldsmiths' work, and kindred work, was not sufficient t() 
develop the making of them into a separate business. It. 
became a separate business only when the demand for such 
tools became great. The goldsmith remaining a producer. 
the maker of his tools and other such tools became an 
auxilill.ry producer. 

Like steps have been made during the growth of every 
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considerable manufacture. In England, early in the 16th 
century, the clothing districts witnessed such a development. 

"Employment was given to considerable numbers of artificers and 
workmen in making the instruments and implements which wtre 
necesssry ill the various processes of converting wool into cloth." 

So has it been with carpenters and cabinet-makera. They 
are dependent for their saws, planes, chisels, gouges, gimlets, 
&c., on various auxiliary producers. As with tool!'! so with 
materials. Furnished by auxiliary producers, the bricks, 
IIlates, sawn timbers, lime, and the many things put together 
to form, a house, down even to the hasps and locks 'and 
latches, none of them directly yield satisfactions; but they 
yield satisfactions when combined by the builder. 

How large a part auxiliary production now plays, we are 
shown by the numerous implements used by the farmer.. In 
addition to the plough, harl'ow, scythe, rake, fork, and' flail ; 
he employs the steam-plough, scumer, mechanical drill, hOl'se
llOe, mowing machine, reaping and binding machine, elevator, . 
threshing machine, as well as sundry new dairy appliances. 
Whole towns are now devoted to auxiliary production; as 
Sheffield, where multiplied kinds of cutting instrumeuts, &c., 
are manufactured; or as Birmingham, whence come, among 
other kinds of hardware, the screws and nails needed for car
pentry and furniture, or the buttons and the hooks-and-eyes 
which hold clothes together. 

§ '144. But the most striking development remains. The 
making of appliances to facilitate production has been fol
lowed by the making of appliances for the making of 
appliance~. 

A lathe, as ordinarily employed for turning articles of 
ciomestic use, is the most familiar example. A lathe em
ployed for shaping parts of other lathes, and parts of other 
mac11ines, is an example much more striking. lAnd a planing 
machine which, turning out perfectly straight bars and per
fectly flat beds for various purposes, serves also for producing 
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true lathe-beds, is an appliance one step. further back behind 
appliances. A steam-hammer still better illustrates these 
relations. It is useless for the immediate satisfaction of 
any human want. It is useless for the direct production of 
things that immediately help to satisfy human wants. But 
the vast masses of iron which it pounds into approximately 
fit shapes, will presently be made into parts of machines. 
And even these machines will sul)serve hUman wants only in 
an indirect way, when helping to nuke things which help to 
subserve human wants. 

Anyone who takes up a trades directory, or such a periodi
cal as The Ironmongtl·, and in this last gla'nces through the 
illustrated advertisements, will be astonished at the extent. 
to which production is now dependent upon auxiliary pro
duction of one, two, or three stages of remoteness from the 
ultimate products wanted. 



CHAPTER V. 

DISTRIBUTION. 

§ 745. DISTRIBUTIbN is a necessary concomitant of division 
of labour. The condition under which alone men can devote 
themselves to different occupations, is that there shall be 
transference from one to another of their respective products. 

This transference, which originally takes place directly 
between producer and consumer, aSSU\lles from the outset two 
forms. The consumer applies to the producer for some of his 
surplus; or the producer brings his. surplus to the notice of 
tIle consumer, in the hope of parting with it and receiving 
some equivalent. These alternative courses are variousl); 
illustrated at home and abroad. Says O'Donovan, describing 
the people of :Merv :-

" In a European mart one would expect the sellers to cry out their 
warea, but at Merv it is the contrary. A man goes along the row of 
hooths [in the bazaar] shouting, ' I want six eggs,' or 'I want two 
fowls.' •.. No dealer ever takes the trouble to put his goods en evidence." 

Though to us this proceeding seems strange, yet as our own 
purchases in shops begin by asking for this or that article, 
the two usages differ only in the respect· that the want is in 
the one case expressed out-of-doors and in the other in-doors. 

The converse process daily goes on around. Street-traders, 
from the cos~ermonger to: the newsboy, exemplify that form 
of distribution'in which the seller offers while the buyer 
responds; and,1u various parts of Loudon on Saturday nights 
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:shopkeepers, standing outside their doors, show us the same 
inverted process. 

I name this contrast because, as we shall see, it exiSts in 
the earliest stages, and gives origin to two strongly distin_ 
guished modes of distribution. 

§ 746. Though, being unobtrusive, the kind of distribution 
exemplified among the Hottentots, when the maker of some 
defensive appliance gives it in return for cattle, is not often 
(lescribed by travellers; yet, beyond question, this is the 
primitive kind of distribution. Until an individual has 
become reputed for skill in making a particular tIling, there 
(!annot arise such demand upon him as prompts special 
devotion to the making of it; and there cannot result a com
mencement of distribution by passing it on in exchange for 
something else. But when once the individual or the tribe 
has, because,of great skill or local advantages, become dis
tinguished for some article or class of articles, offers are made 
by producers to consumers, and journeys taken for the pur
pose of making such offers. Here are some illustrative facts. 

In Guiana" each tribe has some manufacture peculiar to itself ; and 
its members constantly visit the other tribes, often hostile, for the pur
po~" of exchanging the products of their own labour for such as are 
produced only by the other tribes. . These trading Indians are allowed 
to pass unmolested through the enemy's country." 

Of the Mosquitos, Bancroft writes :-" Aboriginal wars were 
(!ontinuall.r waged in Honduras.. . . Neighbouring tribe!l" 
however, agreed to a truce at certain times, to allow the 
interchange of goods." And a good instance is furnished by 
some of the Papuans of New Guinea-tl1e people of Port 
Moresby. These make annual canoe-voyages to another dis
trict to exchange the pottery made by their women during 
the year for various articles which they need. 

Whether the transaction be or be not of that earliest kinu 
in which the consumer applies to the producer to make 
sometlling for him, or of that derived kind in which the pro
ducer, now become more distinctly differentiat~d, carries his 
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Jlrouuct to the consumer, we are alikc shown distribution in 
its primitive form-a direct transfer from thc one who makes 
to the one who uses. 

§ 747. Ia the course of evolution the wllOlesale trader of 
any kind bas to be evolved from tIle retail trader; and, all we 
see, tbe retail trader in his primitive form is one who sells a 
thing he himself produces,whether he be maker of goods or 
tiller of the soil. Of the Greeks we read :-

.. The countryman who carried his produce to .. he city, the artisan 
who sold his work, and tbe woman who offered for sale her trenire and 

. chaplets, all belonged to the class of owo,..wAa .. " 

Our own early history variously illustratcs tbis undeveloped 
form of distribution :-

II We may picture the medieval artisan to ourselves-in so far as a 
mOlll'Y economy had come in-as a man who bad to spend much time 
in trying to dispose of his wares. Hereward visited William's camp 
ns a potter, and many craftsmen must have been, to some Ilxtent, pedlars 
or have visited fairs, in order that they mi;;ht dispose of their goods." 

Moreover, besides distribution. of articles by the artizan who 
sometimes told them at home and sometimcs went about 
selling them, there was a distribution of sperial skill by 
migratory workmen. In continuance of the above descrip
tion, Cunningham and McArthur remark that" ill other cases 
we may think of them as men who liad to wander about in 
scalch of custom, as travelling tailors did in the early part of 
the present century," or as do sempstresscs, who are often 
employed in houscholds at the present time. And referring 
to this system in early days, Rogers tclls us thll.t besides a 
superior class of migratory carpenters there were migratory 
tilers, slaters, and masons. Even now in Scotland travelling 
llands of masons are employed in the remoter parts. Hngh 
l\filler belonged to one of them. 

Indeed this simple kind of distribution, alike of articles 
and of skill, both under its stationary and its,nomadic forms, 
is still common arr:ong us. Everywhere are to be found shoe 
ma.kers who are a.t once producers and distributors; and in 

2'.l: 
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our streets we occasionally hear the knife-grinder and the 
chair-mender. 

§ 748. This en.rly phase of industrial organization during 
wldch producer and. distributor were united, was, however, 
more especiaUy distinguished by periodic assemblings-fairs. 

Gatherings of this kind are found everywhere. Monteiro 
clescribes them as occurring among the Congo people. Momm~ 
sen says of Rome that .. fairs (mereatus), wnich must be dis
tinguished from the usual weekly markets (nundince), were 
of great antiquity in Latium." And of 'our own country the 
like was true. 

"In these times [of about] 300] there were few or no shops; private 
families therefore, as well as the religious [bodies], constantly attended 
the great annual fairs, where the necessaries of life not produced 
within their own domains were purchased." 

Thongh in our days fairs have greatly changed in character, 
part of the trade carried on in them is still by direct transfer 
from producer to consumer; as, for example, in cheese-fairs 
held in some places, where the farmer sells the whole or half 
of a cheese to a retail buyer, or as again ill the Nottingham 
goose-fair, where commoners and others bring the birds they 
haye reared to be bought not by poulterers but chiefly by 
those who will eat them. 

With the growth of population fairs are presently sup
plemented by markets, which in course of time usurp their 
functions. Even in Africa this has happened. Livingstone 
tells us that the market .. is a great institution in Manyu
ema." Burton says that in Dahome there are .. four large 
and many smaller markets;" and that in Egba, villages had, 
"as usual in Africa, a bazaar or market, where women 
s'luatted 'before baskets under a tree." In Central Africa-

"Market places, called' 'Tokos,' are numerous all along Lllulaba. 
..• when the men of the districts are at war, the women take their 
goods to market as if at peace and are never molested." 
Alld n. similar st:1te of things existed in early l{ome, according 
to Monnusen. 
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Four times a month, and therefore 011 an average every eighth day 
(Ilolla), the farmer went to town to buy and sell and transact his othel' 
bU8iness.~ 

Though among ourselves the weekly market in every pro
vincial town ]la8 come tQ be largely a place for wholesale 
transactions,' yet dealings in various perishable commodities, 
snch as eggs, butter, poultry, fruit, usually maintain the 
primitive form. 

But in these days of commercial activity the originarilirect 
I'elations between producer and consumer are DIOStly replaced 
Ly indirect relations. 

~4-2 



CHAPTER VI. 

AUXILIARY l)JSTRIBUTION. 

§ 749. TIlE greater part of the process commonly called 
" distribution," is that which we here distinguish as auxiliary 
distribution. In our developed industrial system, intermediate 
agclllcies bring producers and consumers into relation; and 
these agencies, at first very simple, become gradually complex. 

As the producer, properly so called, came into existence 
when, instead of making a thing for himself only, a man was 
led to make it for himself and some others, and by and by t() 
make it exclusively for others, in that way creating a special 
occupation; so the distributor insensibly arose when, instead 
of selling only things he himself produced, a man began t() 
sell in addition some things which others had produced, and. 
eventually increasing the number and quantity of these, was 
occupied solely in selling them. The first stages in this pro
cess, naturally unrecorded, may be inferred from parallel 
stages frequently visible among ourselves. To obtain good 
and cheap butter, eggs, and poultry, residents in towns some
times arrange with a farmer to send periodical supplies of 
them. The success of this plan is made known, and the 
farmer is written to by others for like supplies. J'resently 
demands on him so increase that his own productions prove 
insufficient to meet them; and then, anxious to retain the 
business, he buys from neighbours the :Hhlitional quantities 
required. If the quulity of the commodities continues to be 
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good (which it generally does not), he Dlay extend this 
process 80 greatly that he becomes mainly a distributor of 
others' produce. Whence the step to one wholly occupied in 
(]illtl'ibution is easy. 

§ i50. A clue to the rise of shopkeeping in an analogous 
way, is furnislled by some facts from Africa. Negro peoples 
arc in high degrees mercantile, and in: sundry cases their 
asscmblings for buying and selling have passed from the 
periodic stage into the continuous stage. A daily market is 
held in Loango, which begins at 10 o'clock; and in Timbuctoo 
.. thcre are no 'particular market days; the public market for 
provisions is an open place fifty feet square, and is sur
l'ounded by shops." This last fact implies a ready transiLion 
from daily attending market to keeping a permanent store. 
For the basket which a Negress brings from a neighbouring 
village, or the stall which a larger dealer sets up for the 
day's transactions, differs from the adjacent shop only in the 
fact that it is removed daily: the shop is a permanent stall, 
which in early stages is but half inclosed, as butchers' shops 
are still. Moreover we may see how the shopkeeper becomes 
uifferentiated into one ,,;ho, not selling exclusively his own 
products, sells the products of others. Among ourselves 
(]ealers in perishable articles are often obliged at the close of 
the day to sell at a sacrifice. }'ishmongers, for example, 
offer remnants to their poorer customers in the evening at 
low rates: Obviously, then, women who have brought produce 
to market will at a late hour reduce their prices rather than 
carry it home and have it spoilt. What occasionally 
happens? Here around them are persons permanently 
stationed of whom some deal in the same articles; and there 
must arise the thought that it will be best to part. with their 
surplus at a low rate to one of these stationary dealers. If 
the bargain is made the dealer becomes a distributor of 
another's goods. Such an example is sure to be follow.ed, and 
t.he process once commenced goes on until the shopkeeper, 
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daily supplied by peuple from the country, becomes wholly & 

distributor of things he has not himself produced. 
In a kindred manner arises at an early stage the itinerant 

dealer-one who seeks buyers instead of letting buyers come 
to him: _ Incidents frequently occurring suggest hoW' this 
function originated. We hear one lady say to another
"You are going to London, I wish you would 'buy so and so 
for me." Requests of like kind, as well as converse requests, 
must have often been made in the days of sparse population, 
when the relatively few fairs were held. at relatively remote 
places, the journeys to which were dangerous, wearisome and 
costly. " My harvest work will prevent me from .going to 
the fair;" "I cannot walk to the fair, and I have no horse; ,. 
"It is not worth while goipg to the fair to sell this small 
quantity." Here, then, are some among various reasons for 
saying to a neighbour who is going-" If you will dispose of 
these for me I will give you such or such a share of the 
price." Transactions of this kind, economical of effilrt and 
less risky, are certain to become common. Not only to sell 
certain things at the trade-gathering is a preyailing wish, but 
to buy certain other things; and the man who does the one 
is naturally employed to do the other. As the habit grows 
some one persoll in a village, and by and by in a cluster of 
villages, who by each transaction gets some bcnefit, either as 
a gift or a share of the returns, is led to make such agency a 
business. Thus in time result chapmen, hawkers, pedlars, pack
men-classes of primitive traders still represented among us. 

§ 751. Among both fixed and locomotive distributors some, 
more skilful in business than others, enlarge their trans
actions until from retail they pass into wholesale. 

Incentives like those which originally led to the rise of the 
shop, led by and by to the rise of the warehouse to which the 
shopkeeper could go for supplies. The small retailer ill his 
original form" dependent on scattered producers for keeping 
up his various stocks, was sure to be often deficient of one or 
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other thing asked for. In places where population had 
become great enough, he naturally then had recourse to a 
larg<lr retailer who was pretty certain to have a supply (as 
retailers even now buy of one another to satisfy customers) ; 
and in proporti(ln as the larger retailer thus had his stocks 
continually drawn upon, he gradually became one who laid 
in stocks for the supply of other retailers; until, finding he 
made good profits on these transactionil, he devoted himself 
wholly to the supplying of retailers: he became a wholer,ale 
trader. As fast as he assumed this character he benefited by 
taking journeys to buy economically the larger stocks he 
needed-he grew into a travelling merchant, or else a mer
chant who got his orders executed at a distance, either in his 
own country or abroad. At the present day the genesis of 
such is observable. To a eheesemollger who has a large 
business, it occurs that instead of waiting for farmers to 
bring their cheeses to market, he may gain by going round 
among them, inspecting their cheese-rooms, and offering them 
prices somewhat below those they might otherwise get-
prices which they accept because, while saving the C03t of 
carriage to market, they avoid the risk of a glut which might 
force them to take still lower prices. Hence results the 
cheese-factor, to whom retail sellers of cheese go for their 
supplies. Similarly with corn, men like the brothers Sturge 
in the last generation, ride about to the local markets, ten, 
twenty, thirty miles off, and buy from the farmers at some
what reduced prices, in consideration of the large quantities 
taken and the certainty of payment. Then fro!;). their large 
granaries millers and others fulfil their needs. 

Traders of the converse kind have similarly developed. Out 
of wandering pedlars with their small quantities, there grew 
up those who conveyed large quantities to the great centres 
of trade. Even in the doings of the uncivilized, where they 
come in contact with the civilized, we see this occasional 
growth of. wholesale transactions. Says Turner concerning 
the Hudson's Bay Rsquimos :-. . 
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" Three, four, or five sledges ar", annually sent to the trading post 
for the purpose of cOllveying the furs and other more valuable com
modities to be bartered for ammunition, guns, knives, files, and other 
kinds of ha.rdware, and tobacco. Certain persons are selected from 
the various camps who have personally made the trip and knoW" the 
trail. These are commissi(:med to barter the furs of each individual 
for special articles." 

There is evidence that the East, from early times down
wards, has llad kindred systems of distribution. Movers 
tells us that" the great festivals. . . . of Lower Egypt . . • . 
were connected with the arrival of caravans from Phrenicia 
twice a year;" and doubtless the Assyrians had assemblages 
of travellers carrying their commodities on traills of camels 
through desert regions, partially protected by their numbers 
from robbers. As we may infer from Chaucer's account of 
theCanterbllry pilgrims, there similarly resulted among our
selves in early days, associations of merchants whose strings 
of pack-horses bore their goods. This form of distribution, 
while it generates merchants, also generates carriers. Lansdell, 
while at Maimatchin on the Mongolian frontier, was intro-
duced to a lama. He says :- ' 

.. The Mongolian lamas do not confine themselves to spiritual func
tions; for this man was a contractor for the carriage of goods across 
the desert to and from China.''> 

To be mentioned under this head is the rise of commission
agent!:-men who, instead of being themselves wholesale 
dealers, undertake to buy for wholesale dealers in places with 
which they are in communication. A merchant who himself, 
or by proxy, goes to a remote part of the kingdom or abroad 
will, by request, make a large purchase or a large sale, for a 
merchant in his own locality; and, having done this once; 
may thereafter be commissioned, first by a few amI tIl en by 
many, to buy 01' sell for them at a distance. At the present 
time English publishers who have set up branches in New 
York, have become agents for other English publishers; and, 
according to circumstances, the agency part of their business 
may 01' may not outgrow the original part. In some cases it 
does this, and there then arises an establishment which buys 
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llnd sells wholesale. not on its own account but on account of 
various large tradtlrs. 

§ 752. While the entil'e distributing system thus becomes 
organized, each of its larger components also becomes orga
nized. In addition to its staff of clerks, porters, messengers, 
&c., a great trading concern contains functionaries of classes 
peculiar to itself. While his business was small, the whole
sale dealer was himself the buyer of the things he supplied to 
retail dealers, but when his business grew large it became 
needful to depute this function. From such developments 
there resulted a class of men known as buyers, who, visiting 
from time to time producers in various localities, make, on 
bl;halfof their respective houses, wholesale purchases of goods 
which they inspect and approve. With a converse process 
came another class of deputies-the travellers, who, on 
behalf of the establishments employing them, visit retailers, 
exhibit samples, and obtain orders. Yet one more class of 
llroxies distinguishes large establishments for retail distrihu
tion. To different parts of the business different heads are 
appointed; and in some cases each of these has a certain 
capital placed at his disposal to trade with, and to make as 
~ood n profit upon as he enn': the retention of his place being 
(}etermined by his success. 

Thus, even in their details, the distributing processes de
,clop structures parallel to those which the producing 
processes develop. 

§ 753. Development of the animate appliances fOl'distribu
tion has been accompanied by development of the inaniu'Jate 
.appliances-the means for conveying people, goods, and intel
ligence. The two have all alollg acted lind react cd : increased 
(}istribution having resulted from bettor channels, and better 
<:hannels baving caused further increase of distribution. 

To people living on its banks a river serves as a ready-made 
llighway, and even in early stages much traffic has sometimes 
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been developcd by it. With the Sea-Dyaks in Borneo this 
has happened, and it has happened among Africans. On the 
Niger, "the intercourse and trade between the towns on the 
banks is very great." Between Jenni and Timbuctoo "little 
flotillas of sixty or eighty boats are frequently seen all richly 
laden with various kinds of produce." But where Nature 
has not provided them, channels of communication are at 
first nothing but paths formed l1y continual passing. Speak
ing of Eastern Africa, Burton says :-

." The most frequented routes are foot-tracks like goat-walks, one to 
two. spans broad, trodden down during the travelling season by man 
and beast •... In open and desert places four or five lines often run 
parallel for short distances." 

Of such paths on the Gold Coast, Bosman writes :-" A road 
,vhich need not be above two miles in length, frequently 
becomes three by its crookedness and unevenness." So, too, 
is it in many parts of the Sandwich Islands. .. The paths 
from one village to another were not more than a foot wide. 
and very crooked." In these cases, as in the case of our own 
footpaths, we see how traffic makes the road, and the road, in 
proportion as it is more used, facilitates traffic. 

Among so~e slightly civilized peoples, as the Dyaks, 
definite paths are made by laying single trees e~d to end. 
and sometimes two trees lIide by side. In New Guinea. 
similar artificial paths are required to prevent sinking into 
the mud. By various peoples who have reached this stage
Negroes, Dyaks, New Zealanders-streams are crossed on 
trunks of treel'l (probably at first trees that had accidentally 
fallen), having even' in some cases hand-rails. 'When we 
read in Raffles that on account of the difficulty of transport, 
the price of rice in Java varies greatly in the different dis
tricts; :and when Brooke tells us tllat while rice would be 
selling among the Dyaks at one place at 4i cents a pasu. 
half a day further down the river it would be eagerly bought 
at 25 cents a pasu; we are shown how defective distribution 
is accompanied by abundance in one place and scarcity in 
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anotller, and bow such differences stimulate dish;ilmtion. 
We are reminded, too, that these changes are furthered by 
increase of population, which at once augments the aggregate 
of desires for needful commodities, and makes the process of 
distribution a more profitable business. Once more, when 
transference of goods from place to place becomes active, 
impl'ovemeI.J.t in the channels of communication is suggested 
to the more speculative by the prospect of profit. Even in 
the more advanced African communities this cause has 
operated. Burton writes of Dahome:-

.. The tUnIpikl' is universal throughout these lands. A rope is 
8tretch~d by the collector 'across the road, and js not letdowll till all 
ha\·e paid their cowries." 

Like causes worked here. The investment of money in making 
good roads with a view to payments from travellers, long ago 
transformed our channels for transit. Of course the reader's 
thought running in advance will recognize such causes and 
cOllsequences as strikingly operative in our days. The need 
for easier distribution where quantities were great, as of 
cotton between Liverpool and Manchester, prompted the 
system of transmission by railway; and the system having 
been initiated there and elsewhere, went on to increase the 
quantities of things to be transmitted. Nor let us omit to 
lIote that along with the formation of good roads, of gooll 
vehicles, and then of good railways, another change has taken 
IJlace. Originally the distributor was his own carrier; but 
with the gmwth of traffic carrying became a separate business. 

Of course distribution has been increasingly aided by easy 
transmission of intelligence. In the days when only kings 
and nobles could employ messengers, merchants had to do 
business by journeys. But the growth of an efficient postal 
service made distribution both more rapid and cheaper, while 
bringing supplies and demands everywhere towards a balance; 
and now that telegraphs and telepllOnes subserve this purpose 
still better, the function of distribution is performed with 
somethin~ like perfection. 



CHAPTER VII. 

EXCllANGF .. 

§ 754. DISTRIBU'l'ION and Exchange nece3sarily originate 
together; being, in their simplest forms, parts of the same pro
cess. Hence we must go back to the point from which the 
last chapter but one set out, and trace up a correlative scries 
of phenomena. 

As with organic phenomena so with super-organic phe
nomena, study from the evolution point of view introduces us 
to stages earlier and simpler than any we had conceived. A 
striking illustration is yielded by the first stages of exchange. 

Among incidents of human intercourse few seem simpler 
than barter; and the "ijnderlying conception is one which 
even the stupidest among savages are supposcd to understand. 
It is not so, however. In Part IV of this work, treating of 
Ceremonial Institutions, reasons were given for suspecting 
that barter arose fl'om the giving of prcsents aud the receipt 
of presents In return. Beyond the evidence there assigned 
there is sufficient further cvidence to justify this conclusion. 
In the narrative of an early voyager, whose name I do not 
l'emember, occurs the statement that barter was not under
stood by-the Australian savages; a statement which I recol
lect thinking scarcely credible. Verifying testimonies ha.ve, 
however, since come to hand. Concerning the New Guinea· 
people we read ;-

"One :>f. the most curious features noticed by Dr. Miklucho Maclay 
was the apparent absence of trade or barter among the people of 
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AatroJabe Bay. They exchange presents, ,however, when different 
trihee visit each other, somewhat a9 among the New Zealanders, each 
party giving the other what they have to spare; but no one article 
seemB ever to be exchanged fOl· another of supposed equivalent value." 

Confirmation is yieldt'd by th~ accollnt D'Albertis gives of 
certain natives from the interior of New Guinea. Concerning 
one who came on board he says :-

.. I asked him for the belt he wore round his waist, in exchange for 
BOrne glasa beads, bnt he did not seem to underatand the proposal, 
which I had to make in pantomime ill1ltead of vocal language. He 
spoke a few words with hie people, and then he took off his belt, and 
received in exchange the beads and a looking.gla.s3, in which he seemed 
afraid to look at himself. When, however, he was on the point of re
turning to shore, he wanted to have his belt back, and it was impossible 
to make him underatand that he had 80M it, aud that if he did not wish 
to part with it he must return the articles he had received in exchange." 

Another instance, somewhat different in its aspect, comes 
to us from Samoa. Turner says that at a burial " everyone 
brought a present, and the day after the funeral these pre
sents were all so distributed again as that everyone went 
away with something in return for what he brought." Of a 
remote people, the tl'ibes of N ootka Sound, we read as follows 
in Bancroft :-

"They manifest much shrewdness in their exchanges; even their 
system of presents is a species of trade, the full value of each gift being 
confidently expected ill a return present on the next festive occasion." 

A diff,~rent phase of the process occurs in Africa. Describing 
the BihCnos, Capello and Ivens tell us :-

.. Following the vicious system in operation througllOnt Mrica of not.. 
selling anything to the European, but making him a present of it, they 
extort from him in tum all his goods and effects, bit by bit, until the 
unhappy man liuds himself under ,the necessity of refusing all presents." 

Thus the very idea of exchange, without which there can
not begin commercial intercourse and industrial organization. 
has itself to grow out of certain ceremonial actions originated 
by the desire to propitiate. 

§ 755. In the absence of measures of quantity.and value. 
the idea of equivalence must remain vague. Only where the 
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things offered in barter are extremely unlike in their amounts 
or qualities or characters, does lack of equivalence becomE." 
manifest. How rude trading transactions are at first, is well 
shown by tile following extract concerning an Indiall people: 
the Chalikata;;. Dalton says:-

" It was very interesting to watch the barter that took place there 
between these suspicious, excitable savages and the cool, wily traders of 
the plains. The former took salt chiefly in exchange for the commodities 
they brought down, and they would not submit to its being measurpd 
or weighed to them by any known process. Seated in front of the 
trader's stall, they cautiously take from a well-guarded basket one of 
the articles they wish to exchange. Of this they still retain a hold 
with their toe or their knee as they'plunge two dirty paws into the 
bright white salt. They make an attempt to transfer all they can 
grasp to their own basket, but the trader, with & sweep of hi.'! hand, 
knocks off half the quantity, and then there is & fiery altercation, which 
is generally terminated by & concession on the part of the trader of a 
few additional pinches." 

In the absence of a medium of exchange other inconveni
ences arise. One is the difficulty of bringing into relation those 
whose needs are l·eciprocal. The experiences of Dr. Barth in 
Africa clearly exemplify this evil. 

" A small farmer who brings his corn to the Monday market ••• 
in Kukawa, will on no account take his payment in shells, and will 
rarely accept of & dollar: the person, therefore, who wishes to buy 
corn, if he has only dollars, must first exchange a dollar for shells, or 
rather buy shells; then with the shells he mU3t buy a 'ku]gu,' or 
shirt; and after a good deal of bartp.ring he lIlay thus succeed in buy
ing the corn ••• The fatigue to be undergone in the market is such 
.that I have very often seen my servants return in a state of the utmost 
~xhaustion." 

In this place, better than elsewhere, may be named an ob
stacle to a devE."loped system of exchange which results from 
the misapprehensions of the uninitiated. Of the Chitl'illifl 
Captain Yonnghusband tells us that they snpposE."d rupees to 
be ornaments only, and could not unrlerstand receiving theill 
in payment for work. rim and Seemann say of the Bayano 
Indians that-

"They dO' not .seem to understand exactly the value of moncy, and 
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think that the trut' drift of making a bargain consists in offering a 
8um different to that demanded. I happened to be in a shop when 
four of them came in to buy a comb, for which half-a-crown was asked, 
bllt the Indians said that unless the shopkeeper would take three 
IIhillings they could Dot think of having it." 

Here .. the higgling of the market" is exhibited under its 
general forID-the expression of a difference between the esti
mates of buyer and seller; and, showing that lack of discrim
ination characterizing low intelligences, tnere is a confusion 
between the two ways of asserting the difference. 

§ 'jiiG. It will be instrnctive to note in this, as in. other 
eases, survivals of such primitive modes of action. 

One of the earliest kinds of exchange, while yet the barter 
of commodities has scarcely taken form, is the barter of 
assistances. Holub says of the ]\farutse that in building 
houses the natives are" so ready to assist one another, that 
the want [of building material] is soon supplied:" the 
rerplirement being that the aids given are at some future 
(hty received in return. 'Ve have already seen that such 
exchanges of services are common among uncivilized peoples; 
and as the efforts, alike in kind, are measurable by the 
amounts of time occupied, they initiate the idea of equi
valence. Transactions of kindred nature survive among 
ourselves. Reciprocity of help is occasionally seen amon~ 
farmers in getting in crops; especially where the supply of 
labour i~ deficient. Among villagers, too, there are exchanges 
of garden-produee-a gift of fruit in return for which there 
is afterwards looked. for anotllCr kind of gift: repetition of 
the gift Leing in some cases depenuent on fulfilmeilt of" this 
expectation. 

Even in the drinking of men in a 11ublic-house, there are 
usages curiously simulating primitive usages. The pots of 
beer pl'esenteu by one to another are by and by to be 
balanced by equi,-alent pots; for treating proceeds upon this 
tacit expectation. We ha.ye here, indeed, a curious case, in 
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which no material convellience is gained, Lut in which there 
is a reversion tv a form. of propitiation from which the idea. 
of exchange is nominally, but not actually, excluded. 

Moreoyer there still survives among the least-developed 
members of the community, namely, boys, the original prac
tice under the name of" swoppiug "-a practice occasionally 
fl)llowed by auults, though adults of the lower classes. 



CHAPTER VIIL 

AUXILIARY EXCHANGE. 

§ 757. How great is the labour and loss of time entailed 
by lack of a circulating medium, is well shown by Cameron in 
his Across A/I·ica. He desired to hire a canoe at Kawele. The 
lIgen~ .. wished to be paid in ivory." Of this, says Cameron,-

" I had none; but I found that Mohammed ibn Salib had ivory, 
ami wanted cloth. Still, as I had no cloth, this did not assist me 
greatly until I heard that Mohammed ibn Gharib had cloth -and 
wanted wire. This I fortunately possessed. So I gave Mohammed 
ibn Gharib the requisite amount in wire, upon which he handed over 
cloth to Mohammed ibn Salib, who in his turn gave Syde ibn Habib's 
agent the wished-for ivory. Then he allowed me to have the boat.". 

Evidently, pressure of inconveniences like these must prompt 
the use of some one commodity generally desired and 
generally possessed, which serves at once as a medium of 
exchange and measure of value. This commodity vanes 
with place and circumstance; but, whatever its kind, it is such 
as ministers to one of the chief needs-sustentation, defence, 
and decoration. 

Food, living or dead, existing in measurable quantities or 
easily reduced to measurable quantities, is early employed as 
a. currency. Among the pastoral peoples of South Africa, 
herds form men's chief possessions; and the pri!!es of women 
and slaves are given in terms of cattle. That ancient pastoral 
peoples had animal-money is a familiar truth; as even our 
language curiously indicates by the word .. impecunious," 

25 
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which, now meaning one who has no money' in ~ pocket, 
means literally one who is without cattle. Arid that among 
the Romans cattle formed the first currency is implied by the 
remark of Mommsen that" copper (aes) very early made 
,its appearance alongside of cattle as a second medium of 
exchange." Among the Old English, too, oxen formed the 
currency; and they long continued to do so among the 
Celts of Walas. 

Instead of, these large living masses serving oDIy for large 
transactions, there are elsewhere used kinds of food that 
serve for smaller' transactions. Dried fish in some cases be
come a currency, and t~ere are people who use grain as 
money. At Zanzibar" in former times mtama, a species of 
millet, was employed as small change." If under the head 
of food we include nerve-stimulants, we Dlay here add tea
brick-tea, as it is called in Mongolia, which, according t() 
Erman, is "a mixture of the spoiled leaves and stalks of the 
tea-plant, with the leaves of some wild plants and bullock's 
blood, dried in the oven," and divided into pieces of from 3 
\0 3i pounds weight, of the shape of bricks." Referring to 
lhis same currency, Prejevalsky says " anyone, therefore, de
sirous of making purchases in the market, must lug about 
with him a sackful or cartload of heavy tea-bricks." A like 
use is made of tol;>acco in the 8ulu Islands. Says Burbidge ;
" The inferior Chinese tobacco is preferred by the Sulus to 
their own produce, and is a regular kind of currency in which 
almost all small payments may be made." In some places 
condiments serve the' same purpose, as in parts of Africa. 

"There is a. deposit of rock-salt in the Quissama country ••• the 
most curious thing connected with this salt is that they cut it into 
little bars with five or six sides or facets, about eight or nine inches 
long and about an inch thick, iapering slightly to the ends, and closely 
encased in canework. These pass as money, not only on the river, but 
in the interior, ,where they are at last perhaps consumed." 

And Monteiro mentions the same use as occurring in 
Abyssinia. 

Thus the primary requirement for a currency in its initial 
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stage, is that its components shall be of a kind subserving 
desires common to all-things which all want; and its 
secondary, though not essential, requirement is that it shall be 
divisible into approximately equal units. 

§ 758. As means to sustentation there come, after things 
used for food, things used for warmth. Among the Thlinkeets 
I!ea-otter skins form their principal wealth, and circwate in 
place of money; and where skins of other kinds are worn 
they similarly serve as media of exchange. 

By more advanced peoples textile fabrics, and the materials 
for them, are employed as currency. After describing the 
extent to which, in the markets of the Garos, commodities of 
all kinds are bought and sold, Dalton says :-

.. All of which articles, and thousands of maunds of cotton brought 
in by the Garos, change owners in a primitive way without any em· 
ployment of the current coin of the realm." 

To which he adds that the Garos have "bundles of cotton 
weighing two pounds, the small change with which they pro
vide their wants.!' So that ·out of the most generally sold 
commodity a unit of value has arisen. How this unit has 
been "formed is suggested by a statement concerning another 
of the Indian hill-tribes. Among the Kookies cotton is 
mosUy baltered to the Bengali beparis for fowls: "each fowl 
being considered equivalent to its weight of cotton." In 
Africa the cotton employed as money has become a woven 
fabric. Says Wilson in his UgandO/-u Unbleached calico .•. 
constitutes the principal article of barter in the inte;'ior of 
Africa." Elsewhere he adds that this cloth which forms the 
principal article of barter-
.. is generally measllred by the length of .the 'forearm from' the elbow 
to the tip of the middle finger j ••• and J have known natives when 
selling cattle and other things to bring eome 'big brother' with an 
abnormally long arm to measure their cloth for them." 
So that an ~rm's length of cloth serves as a measure of value. 
The complete transformation of calico into money is shown 
by the statement of Duff MacDonald concernrng Blantyre. 

25-2 
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" No one in this district knows about gold or silver. A piece of calico 
is more valued than all the coins of the Bank of England would be." 

Elsewhere textile fabrics woven into definite shapes, and 
ha-v5ng ornamental characters, come into use. Turner says 
that in Samoa" fine mats are considered their most valuable 
property, and form a sort of currency which they give and 
receive in exchange." And in Asia" among the Khalkas the 
[silk] scarves serve as currency, but are rarely used for pre
sents," as in Southern Mongolia and Tibet: an instructive 
mstance, since it seems to imply presents passing into barter 
and barter into a currency. 

§ 759. From the ways in which things that satisfy physi
cal needs come into use as money, we now pass to the ways 
in which things subserving self-preservation, as weapons and 
implements, come into Use for the same purpose. The raw 
material out of which such things are made, first being an 
object of barter, occasionally serves as a medium of exchange. 
In parts of Africa a fixed quantity of iron or copper has be
come a measure of value. Burton tells us that-

"The Uquak, or iron-bar, was here [old Calabar], as in Bonny and 
other places, the standard ~f value; it is now supplanted by the 
copper, of which four makes the old bar." 

In other places there is a like use of iron, or rather steel, 
fashioned into weapons. This happens in North East Assam, 
where, says Rowney, "the arms of the men [the KMmptis] 
are the-duo for all offensive purposes." "The currency of the 
country is the dao,andalso unwrought iron." That weapons 
are not more generally thus used may be due to the fact that 
nearly every man possesses one, and neither wants another 
himself nor, if he took it in exchange, could pass it on. 

In one case, if not more, implements have been similarly
employed. Down to the 4th century B.C. in China, un
wrought metal, bartered by weight, was still a medium of 
exchange; but before that time there had arisen a currency 
o-f iwplements. Between the 7th and the 4th century B.C. 
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there was spade-money: the spades being actually service
able as f:ools. As far back as the 7th century B.C. bronze 
knives, of something like uniform weights and rudely in
scribed, served at once for cutting and for making payments . 
.. Hoes and goods,"" hoes and cloth" were equivalent terms 
for wealth_ Gradually these implements used for currency 
lost their OIaiginal forms: the cutting part becoming less in 
proportion to the rest. 

But the Chinese media of exchange were extremely mis. 
cellaneous. As far back as the 11th century B.C. gold passed 
current in cubes, having definite weights. Then there was 
If ring-money;' consisting of definite weights of bronze shaped 
into rings for convenience of stringing together. This coin
age appears to have been the ancestor of the modern "cash ,. 
of the Chinese. 

§ 760. Of things which subserve the three dominant desires 
above named, those which fulfil the third are those best fitted 
for the purposes of a currency-things which minister to the 
love of admiration. By pa.inting the body, by tattooing, and 
by the wearing of trinkets in nose or ears or on the wrists 
and ankles,sllvages show us that, after the bodily needs have 
Jleen satisfied or partially satisfied, the most dominant wish 
has been that of subordinating others by outdoing. them in 
decoration. Ornaments and materials for ornaments have 

·therefore been things which everybody wanted; and while 
thus fulfilling the primary requirement for a circulating 
medium, they have fulfilled the secondary requirement of 
great portability. We read that iron and beads are so much 
desired by the Thlinkeets that they will even exchange their 
children for them; and accounts of adjacent peoples, the 
Kutchins and Eskimos, show the double purpose to which the 
beads are put. 

"They are great traders; beads are their wealth, used ill the place 
of money, and the rich among them literally load themselves with 
necklacps and strings of various patterns, The l!ose 3.Jld ellJ'S ar, 
.dorned with shelle." 
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In his description of the Californians, Bancroft, while enume
rating as partly constituting money some rare things" and 
others costing much labour, names shell-money as "its chief 
component. " 

"The shell which is the regular circulating medium is whitt', hollow, 
about a quarter of an inch through, and from one to two inches ill 
length. On its length depends it value." 

So is it in Polynesia. Says Powell-" The native money in 
New Britain consists of small cowrie shells strung on strip'3 
of cane." And among the Solomon Islanders, according to 
Coote-
"The general currency, consisting of strings of shell beads about th:l 
size of a shirt button, very well made, and strung in fathom lengths, 
is of two kinds, known as red money and white money. Above t!;iJ 
in the scale of value come dogs' teeth, which are- the ,gold of this coin
age ••. A hole is dri:Ied in each tooth, and when a man has a 
sufficient number, he sets them on a band of suitable width and wears 
them as a collar." 

It was thus in the earliest days of China, and is thus now 
throughout Africa. 'Vaitz remarks that cowries, used by 
the Negroes as money, are, by other African races-Raffirs, 
Hottentots, Hassanieh-Arabs-used as ornaments. The trans
formation into currency is clearly shown by this extract_ 
from Cameron. 

"A curious currency is in- vogue here [KaweIG, Central Africa], 
everything being priced in beads called sofi, something in appearance 
like small pieces of broken pipe-stem. 

" At the commencement of the market, men with wallets full of these 
bpads deal them out ill exchange for others with people desirous of 
making purchases; and when the mart is closed they receive again 
from the market people and make a profit on both transactions, after 
the manner usual amongst money-changers." 

A chief element in the conception of value, acquired by 
ornaments as they pass into a currency, is the consciousness 
of labour expelldeJ either in making them or in finding them. 
Weare specially shown this by a case in which an object not 
ornamental is made yalua.ble by the trouble bestowed (lnit. 
Describing what is called the money-house in the New 
Heblides, Coote says-
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"From the roof of the hut were suspended eight or ten mats ••• 
and under them a small wood fire was kept ever burning. In course 
of time the mats become coated with a shining black incrustation • • • 
The fire, it will be seen, requires very constant looking after • •• A 
man has, therefore, 8.lways to be kept watching these curious moneys, 
and it is the time thus spent upon them that makes them of 'value." 

This instance makes it easier to understand that the precious 
metals derive their values in but small measure from their 
beauty, but derive it mainly from the difficulty of getting 
them. It needs but to remember that in appearance alu
minium bronze differs scarcely at all from gold, but is worth
less in comparison; or again it needs but to· remember that 
only experts distinguish between the glittering but valueless 
glass called "paste," and the glittering but immensely valu
able diamond; to ·see that the measure of value is the amount 
of labour spent· in finding and separating. . 

§ 761. Before the precious metals, first prized as materials 
for ornaments, could be used for a metallic currency, fit modes 
of measurement had to be established. We have seen that 
even while ornaments serve as money, their worth is esti
mated by measurement: the strings of shells employed ara 
valued by their lengths as equal to one or other bodily 
dimension. This method. being inapplicable to metals, there 
arose in its place a valuation by weight; which, of course, be
came possible only after scales had been invented. But units 
of weight having first been furnished by organic bodies and 
multiples of them (as shown in the East by the use of the 
carat, an Indian bean, and among ourselves by use of tho 
grain of wheat as the basis of our system) definitely weighed 
portions of gold and silver became units of value. For a long 
time such portions of Pletal were habitually tested by the 
scales, and in some countries always continued to be so. 

The Egyptians" never relieved themselves from the inconvenience 
of weighing every ring of gold or silver spent in purchases at the 
market, and never hit on the expedient of coinage." 

Hebrew traditions show us incipient transitions fJ,'om orna-
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ments to currency and the estimation of value by weight-a 
practice doubtless derived from the Accadians. We see this 
wMn Abraham presented to Rebekah ," a golden earring or 
halt a shekel weight, and two bracelets •• . of ten shekels 
weight of gold;" and again, when buying the cave of Mach- . 
pelah, he "weighed to Ephron the silver which he had 
named . . . 400 shekels of silver, current with the mer
chant." In later days, the shekel (equivalent to the weight 
of twenty grains or beans) acquired an authorized character: 
there were shekels" after the king's weight" -an Assyrian 
expression. This implies a step towards coining, subsequently 
reached; since we must assume that one of these authorized 
shekels bore some mark by which its character was known. 

Passing now to later times, and making allowance for the 
extent to which, in medireval Europe, Roman usages influenced 
men, we may recognize essentially the same facts. In ancient 
Frankish days there arose again these same relationships be
tween the ornament, the weight, and the current metallic 
unit of measure. In the Merovingian period-

"The collar and the armlet, the Celtic to'l'que, the Teutonic beall were 
at one time familiar, in a certain sense, as a 'currency' throughout the 
North. The beag was originally the ornament of the Goar, or member 
of the sacred race, ·whenever he officiated at a sacrifice." 

It would appear that the beag had" a fixed legal value," and 
was " as much a recognized type of value in its way as the 
ore or pound." At the same time, uncoined bullion was also 
used for purposes of payment. As with the Hebrews the 
shekel was at once a unit of weight and a unit of worth, so in 
France the livre was a name for a weight and for a piece of 
money. A like relation arose among ourselves. However 
much it eventually deviated, the "silver-pound" was no 
doubt at one time an actual pound. 

As units of value were determined by weighings between 
individuals, at a time when weights were themselves rela
tively indefinite, there resulted indefiniteness in the units of 
value. Moreover, these independent origins led to the issue 
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or 8tamped units of value by different individuals or groups 
of individuals, causing a variety of coins nominally of the 
same worths, but actually of more or less different worths. 
How these relatively indefinite weights were rendered more 
definite, is implied by that distinction made by the Hebrews. 
between the ordinary shekel and the shekel .. after the king's 
weight." Evidently the substitution of a coinage issued from 
one source, furthered the process of exchange by making the 
values of the units uniform; and though, in subsequent 
times, the debasing of coinage by kings produced a great evil. 
yet there remained the benefit of uniformity. . 

But that which it chiefly concerns us to note, is, that by 
making exchange more facile, a trustworthy currency enor
mously extended and eased the process of distribution. The 
means of making most purchases could now be carried about 
on the person. Definite estimations of values of the things 
bought and sold, could be made--:PTices arose. The amounts 
payable for labour of various kinds could be currently known. 
And, above all, the obstacles to distribution which had re
sulted from inability to find those who personally needed the 
goods to be disposed of, entirely disappeared. Moreover, 
with the establishment of prices and current knowledge of 
them, transactions between buyer and seller lost, in large 
measure, the arbitrary character they previously had. Lastly, 
as a concomitant effect, arose the possibility of competition. 
Prices could be compared, and the most advantageous pur
chases made; whence, along with advantage to the buyer, 
came checks and stimuli to the producer or the distributor. 

§ 762. With like unobtrusiveness crept in a further de
velopment of the media of exchange. Though coins were 
far less cumbrous than things previously used, still they were 
so cumbrous as to impede extensive transactions; as they 
still do in China, where copper or bronze coins strung through 
holes in their centres, are extremely inconvenient for large 
payments. Moreover, even after private mints had been 
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abolished, there was, besides the debasing of coinage by 
kings, the clipping and sweating of coins; making the units 
of value partially indeterminate, and so entailing weighings 
and disputes. More serious still was a further defect. Im
mediate payment was implied: a requireme~t which in many 
cases negatived transactions that might else have been effected. 
Often one who wanted to buy. and had property enabling 
him to liuy, had not the requisite cash immediately available. 
To meet these and converse cases, there began a system of 
uncompleted purchases, to be completed either at named 
or unnamed dates-there was initiated a simple form of 
credit-paper. There passed some document which, while it 
acknowledged the money or the goods received, promised 
to hand over the specified equivalent either some time or at 
a specified time. Transactions of this kind, arising spon
taneously in the making of bargains, gradually generated a 
system of payment by memoranda of claims; so initiating 
a paper-culTency. For all paper-culTency consists of memo
randa of claims in one or other form-" promises to pay.'~ 

Beyond this need, and beyond the need for portability 
which in ancient China led to the use of notes "representing 
the iron money then current. two other needs were met. In 
Italy, at a time when coins were so miscellaneous that much 
time had to be spent in· weighing and testing, there began the 
practice o~depositing a quantity of them with a custodian, 
after once for all estimating their value and receiving in 
return a memorandum of itr-a memorandum of a claim 
against the custodian, which served for making payments. 
In England, where the Tower was used as a place of safe 
deposit by merchants until, having been l'obbed of £200,000 
by Charle!! the First they had to find safer places, there grew 
up the practice of putting valuables in the vaults of gold
smiths, and receiving "goldsmiths' notes." These were pre
sently used for making payments; until, from the need for 
having amounts divisible into.convenient portions, the gold
smiths' notes became promises to pay the sums named in 
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them, without reference to the particular properties of A, B, 
or C which had been deposited: they became bank-notes. 

Of further developments it is requisite to name the system 
of cheques, long -in use among ourselves but only recently 
adopted abroad. Save when made "not negotiable," these, 
especially in country places, pass from hand to hand as local 
notes do. Lastly, to movablc memoranda of claims have to 
he added the fixed memoranda, made in merchants and 
tradesmen's books. For these serve in place of immediate 
exchanges of coin for goods, and form one variety of those 
partially completed transactions, or postponed payments, 
above named, from which a credit-currency originates. Ob
viously these diminish the labour of exchange, especially in 
small places where tradesmen are customers to one.ap.other, 
and half-yearly, after balancing accounts, give and receive 
the differences: these, too, being generally in the form of 
cheques or memoranda of claims. 

By this credit-currency aU large transactions and a great 
·mass of small ones are in.our days effected. A trader's bank
ing account is simply a record of claims against him and 
his claims against others, which are continually discharged 
by one another and the debits and credits balanced. And 
now that this system has been developed so far that by the 
Clearing House the claillls of bankers on one another are 
three times a day compared and memoranda of the differences 
exchanged-now that this Rystem, once lipilted to London 
bankers, is extended to provincial bankers; it results that 
every few hours the claims which masses of men have on one 
another throughout, the kingdom, are compared and 'settled 
by transfers of small amounts, which themselves take the 
form of paper-orders that are presently registered as credits. 

Among examples of '(!volution which societies furnish, 
perhaps none il' more st.riking than this gradual ad valJCe from 
the giving aud receiving of presents by savages, to the daily 
balancing of a nation's myriads of business trans<l.ctions by a 
fcw clerks in Lombard Street. 



CHAPTER IX. 

INTER-DEPENDENCE AND INTEGRATION. 

§ 763. IN the six preceding chapters a good deal has been 
implied respecting the industrial integration which has ac
companied industrial differentiation. Before proceeding to 
specially illustrate and emphasize this trait of social evolu
tion, it will be well to indicate the results thus indirectly 
brought to light. 

Iron-works make possible the pick and shovel, and the 
steel-tipped bar with which blast holes are punched out. On· 
these, joined with the blasting-powder and dynamite else
where made, depends the carrying on of mining. To the 
various metals and the coal obtained by mining, we owe the 
tools and the explosives. So that these several kinds of pro
duction develop by mutual aid; and it is so with multi
tudinous kinds of production. The processes of distribution 
are in like manner mutually dependent. For any locality 
to have an extensive system of retail trading, there must 
co-exist a system of wholesale trading; since, unless large 
quantities of commodities are brought, the retailers cannot 
calTyon their functions. Meanwhile'the growth of whole
sale distnbution is made possible only by the growth of 
retail distribution; since the bringing of goods in large 
quantities is useless unless there are retailers of theIn. Again, 
these divisions of the distributing organization both evolve 
pari passu,· with the ·producing organization, while they 
enable it also to evolve. Evidently extensive qistribution 
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implies roads, vehicles, canals, boatS and ships, which can 
come into existence only as fast as the various kinds of pro
duction develop; and evidently these can develop only as 
fast as the different articles produced in different localities 
nre interchanged by distributors. Once more, both these 
developments depend on the development of an instrument
ality which substitutes purchase for barter. With a good 
monetary system the resistance to exchange disappears; 
relative values of things can be measured; current prices can 
be recognized; and there arise.~ competition with all the 
cheapenings, stimulations, and improvements resultirig from 
it. And that production and distribution may be thus facili
tated the medium of exchange has to be differentiated and 
developed withiri itself; since, until to a metallic currency 
there is added -a currency of paper promises-to-pay, various 
in their kirids, all the larger and remoter commercial trans
actions are gr~atly impeded. 

See, then, how great has become the inter-dependence. 
Different kinds of production aid one another. Distribution, 
while depending for its roads and vehicles on various kirids 
of production, makes production more abundant <Lnd varied. 
While a developed and differentiated cUJ:rency furthers pro
duction and raises the rate of distribution. Thus, by their 
lllUtUal influences, the structures carrying on these processes 
become more and more integrated. 

§ 764. But no adequate idea of this integration can be 
formed without contemplating other manifestations of it more 
special in their kinds. 

First among these may be set down the cooperation of 
separate processes and appliances in wider and more varied 
ways. Some man, observing how a housemaid trundling a 
mOp dispersed the water, saw that by the aid of centrifugal 
force various things might be dried and others separated. 
.Among results of his thought here are some. Masses of wet 
sugar placed in a rotating drum with a perforated periphery, 
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are thus freed from the adherent syrup and left dry. Wet 
clothes put into such a drum are made by its rotation to part 
with nearly all their water, and come out merely damp. And 
novy, by the same method, the more liquid part of milk is 
separated from the less liquid part-the cream. 

In such cases the new process, which facilitate's processes 
previously used, is separate from them; but in other cases 
the new process is so integrated with preceding processes as 
to form a' continuous process. Here, for instance, is an 
appliance for l'aising to a high temperature a great body of 
air passing through it. At one end is a steam-engine work
ing a force-pump which sends. in this air, and at the other 
end is a tuyere or blower, which conducts the powerful stream 
of hot air into a blast furnace: thus raising the intensity of 
the smelting action above that produced by cold air, and 
increasing the out-put of molten iron. And now there has 
come a further stage. Instead of a separate and subsequent 

. process of puddling (changing cast-iron into wrought-iron), 
there has been made an arrangement such that the molten 
iron flows from the blast-furnace direct into a puddling
furnace, or a. furnace which effects the like change;. and so 
there is saved all the coal previously expended in re-heating 
pig-iron. Here then three sets of appliances are united into 
one set. 

But advance in the cooperation of appliances is best seen 
in the development of mechanism. At first" the mechanical 
powers," as they are called-lever, inclined plane, wedge, 
screw, wheel-and-axle, pulley-were used only separately; 

: but in course of time there arose, bY,combinations of them, 
what we distinguish as machines. For a machine-say a 
water-mill, a loom, a steam-engine, a printing press-com
bines these various mechanical powers in special ways for 
special purposes. Comparison of early machines with late 
machines shows that, by increases in complexity, they have 
been /idjusted to increasingly complex acts of production. 

A further stage, characteristic of modern days, is to be 
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noted. Beyond the cooperation of many appliances integrated 
in the same machine, we have now the cooperation of several 
machines. Newspaper-printing supplies an instance. Instead 
of the primitive process of dipping a porous tray into a mass 
of pulp, taking it out, putting it aside to drain, detaching the 
moist layer, tJlen pressing and· trimming the single sheet of 
paper produced, we have, in the first place, the paper-machine 
worked by a steam-engine. in which pulp, delivered on to an 
endless revolving web, loses during a short journey most of 
its water, passes between rollers to squeeze out the remainder, 
then round heated cylinders to dry it, and comes out at the 
other end of the machine either cut into sheets or wound into 
a long l'Oll. If wanted for a newspaper, such a roll, con
taining a mile or two of paper, is fixed to a printing machine. 
This, worked by a steam-engine (which with its attached 
appliances is made self-stoking as well as self-governing), 
draws into its interior this continuous sheet, and, printing now 
one of its sides and now the other, brings it out at the far 
end, where it is cut into separate newspapers by an attached 
machine, and afterwards, in some cases, delivered from it into. 
a folding machine. Because paper-making requires a good 
supply of fit water and much space, it is not the practice to 
make the paper at the place where the printing is done; but 
in the absence of impediments the arrangement would be 
such that at one end of the united machines there was sup
plied a stream of wet pulp, while at the other end there were 
delivered the printed and folded newspapers. 

This example of the cooperation of appliances-this in
tegration of machines-~ay be usefully contemplated here as 
being symbolic of the wider and less manifest integrations 
which we must now observe as displayed thrqughout the 
whole industrial organization. 

§ 765. Until analysis enlightens us we regard any object 
of use or luxury as wholly produced by the ostensible maker 
of it. We forget that he is in almost every case a man who 
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{)ombines the productions of various other men who have 
:supplied him with the prepared materials. Take the.example 
which, speaking literally, comes first to hand-this book. It 
is a product to the completion of which many different kinds 
-of workers, scattered about in different localities, have con
tributed. We need not dwell on its mai~ component, the 
'paper, made in one place, the printing ink; made in another 
}llace, and the :printing machine, made elsewhere; but, setting 
-out with the printed sheets sent to the binders, let us observe 
the sources of' the united components. One manufacturer 
.sends the rough millboards, originally formed of old ropes 
torn into ·pulp; from another comes the strong textile fabric 
forming the flexible back; others severally supply the thread 
used for stitching the sheets, the transverse tapes to which 
the sheets are fastened, the glue used for strengthening their 
united backs, the ornamental cloth covering the outside, 
which itself is a joint product of weaver and dyer; and, lastly, 
there is the gold leaf consumed in lettering. To this add 
that there are every minute employed sundry tools supplied 
by other manufacturers. Thus is it everywhere-thus is it 
with our houses, highly complicated in their genesis, and with 
all the multitudinous articles contained in them. 

So that the industrial organization presents a universal 
network uniting .each workshop with many other workshops, 
each of which is again united with many others; and every 
workshop is a place where various threads of products are 
elaborated into a special combination. In short then the 
·division of labour commonly conceived as exhibited by a 
multitude of different kinds of producers, is quite miscon
ceived unless the differentiation of them is thought of as 
.accompanied by integration. 

§ 766. But we have still to take note of a reciprocal influ
.ance. Not only is the genesis of each product in large 
measure dependent on the genesis of many other products, 
b'lt, conversely, many ot.her products are profoundly infiu-
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enced by the genesis of each. The many affect the one and 
ope affects the many. 

A striking instance is afforded by the caoutchouc manu~ 
facture. Originally called india-rubber in recognition of its 
place of origin and its solitary use for rubbing out pencil
marks, this substance has in the course of sixty or seventy 
years not only yielded us numerous articles of personal and 
domestic convenience, but lias also improved various indus
tries. It is replacing leather for machine-belting, for fire
engine hose, for the tubing used in various businesses. It 
is used for buffers, valves for engines and pumps, washers. 
for pipe-joints, piston-packing, squeezing-cylinders, and now 
most conspicuously for the wheels of carriages and cycles. 
So that by its radiating influences the india-rubber manufac
ture has modified many other manufactures. 

Still more striking, and far more important, have been the 
radiating influences of the Bessemer-steel manufacture. A 
material, the expensiveness of which, until 1850, was such as 
to limit its use mainly to cutting instruments, is now em
ployed wholesale for things of large size-armoured vessels 
of war, great fast steamers and ships generally, with their 
boilers, propellers, shafts, chain-cables, anchors, &c. Steel 
wire has come into extensive use for traction-ropes, hawsers, 
and vast suspension-bridges; while viaducts, larger than 
were before practicable, are now framed of steel. In 
houses, steel-girders, beams, floor-joists are replacing those of 
wood; and in New York enormous steel-frameworks hold 
together their vast, many-storied buildings. In all kinds of 
machinery steel is replacing iron-in cog-wheels, axles, 
cranks, framings. Thin sheet-steel is being stamped into 
bowls, trays, cans, saucepans, covers, &c., and from sheet-steel, 
tinned plates are now made to an immense extent. In 1892, 
in the United States alone, more than 200,000 tons of steel 
nails were manufactured. But. above all there are the effects 
on railways; where, besides extensive improvements in 
rolling stock, the permanent way has been revolutionized by 

26 
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the substitution of steel:rails for h-on-rails. In England 
32,000 miles of single track have been thus re-laid, and in 
the' United States 175,000 miles.· 

Something more has happened. While this cheaply manu
factured steel has entered into, and improved, many other 
manufactures (a much greater number than above enume
rated) each primary set of changes has initiated many 
secondary sets. Each of these cheapened or improved products 
has itself become a centre of radiating influences. Take an 
example. . A steel-rail outlasts six iron-rails; and since a 
large element in the cost of maintaining a railway is the re
placing of wOn).-out rails, the use of steel-rails achieves a 
great economy, which, under the influence of competition, 
entails some reduction in fares and freights. There follows a 
lowering of prices of various commodities, and, in many 
cases, the bringing to places of consumption commodities 
which higher freights would have excluded. By the use of 
steel for ships, similar multitudinous effects are produced 
upon the prices and distributions of sea-borne commodities; 
since one-foUfth increase of cargo-carrying capacity is ob
tained in a steel-ship. 

§ 767. The moral of all this is weighty. Immensely more 
complex than at first appears is the inter-dependence of' 
businesses, and far closer than we at once see has become 
the integration of them. An involved plexus having centres 
everywhere and sending threads everywhere, so brings into 
relation all, activities, that any considerable change in one 
sends reverberating changes among all the rest. From those 

• Napoleon called the English" a nation of shopkeepers," and, as before, 
so since, they have done much to show that the counter-jumping order of . 
intelligence characteriTes not the bourgeoisie only but the ruling classes. 
Hence they have thought it enough that Sir Henry :Bessemer should receive 
an honour like that accorded to a third-rate public official on his retirement, 
or to a provincial mayor on the occasion of the Queen's Jubilee. In the 
United States they understand better how to honour achievements. In 
different parts of the Union, one COWlty and six cities have received the 
name C( Bessemer.tII 
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far past days when flint-scrapers were used to shape clubs, 
the cooperation of appliances, then commenced, has been 
inCl'easing, at the same time that the cooperation of workers 
]1a8 been increasing; until now the tools as well as the men 
form an aggregate of mutually dependent parts. Progress 
here, as everywhere, has been from incoherent homogeneity to. 
coherent heterogeneity. 

Blind to the significance of the innumerable facts sur
rounding them, multitudes of men assert the need for 
the .. organization ot' labour." .Actually they suppose that 
at pl"esent labour is unorganized. .All these marvellous 
specializations and these endlessly ramifying connections, 
which have age by age grown up since the time when the 
members of savage tribes carrieu on each for himself the 
same occupations, are non-existent for them; or if they 
recognize.R few of them, they do not percei ve that these form 
Dut an infinitesimal illustration of the whole . 

.A fly seated on the surface of the body has about us good 
a conception of its internal structure, as one of these schemer.s 
has of the social organization in which he is imueuded. 

20-2 



CH.APTER X. 

THE REGULATION OF LABOUR. 

§ 768. REGULATION, as a form of government, implies actual 
Dr potential coercion-either such actual coercion as is used 
by the slave-driver over the Negro, or such potential coercion 
as is used by the farmer over his labourer, who knows that 
idleness will bring dismissal and the penalty which Nature 
inflicts on the penniless. Under their most general aspects, 
therefore, all kinds of regulation are akin; however much 
they may differ in respect to the regulating agency, in respect 
to the mode of regulation, and in respect to the kind of evil 
which disregard of the regulation entails. 

An underlying coercion being thus in all cases implied, we 
may naturally look for a primitive connexion between 
industrial regulation and the kinds of regulation we dis
tinguish as political and ecclesiastical. From the· law of 
Evolution we shall infer that at first tlHlse several kinds of 
regulation were parts of one kind, and that as the political 
and ecclesiastical have gradually differentiated from one' 
another in the course of social Fogress, so the industrial has 
at the same time differentiated from both. 

There is a further corollary. While differences necessarily 
arise between these silveral forms of regulation, there must 
simultaneously arise differences between the earlier charac
ters of all three and the later characters of all three. For 
human nature determines them all, and any general change 
produced in men by social progr~s will s~'<)w itself by· modi-
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fying at once the qualities of the political, the ecclesiastical, 
and the industrial governments. Increase or decrease in the 
coerciveness of one of these kinds of rule, will be accom
panied by increase or decrease in the coerciveness of the 
other kinds of rule. 

These general conceptions must now be substantiated by 
facts; and we must then carry them with us while contem
plating the various phenomena of industrial regulation, dealt 
with in succeeding chapters. 

§ 769. Evidence that the political and industrial controls 
have originally the same .centre, and therefore the same 
quality, is yielded by those rude societies in which the ruler 
i9 the sole trader. Of. the Barotse, Serpa Pinto writes:
II Throughout the country, trade is carried on exclusively with 
the king, who makes a monopoly of it." Among the Khonds 
II the head man of each village usually acts as chief merchant, 
buying and bartering whenever he can profitably do so." Of 
the Mundrucus Bates says that those who trade with them 
II have first to distribute their wares • . . . amongst the minor 
chiefs, and then wait three or four months for repayment in 
produce." And in Ellis's time, trade in many harbours of 
the Sandwich Islands was almost wholly monopolized by 
the king and chiefs. So was it, too, in ancient Yucatan. 
Cortes says, concerning Apospolon, lord of Aculau-" He is 
the richest of the traders of this country." Whether or not 
himself a producer or trader, the primitive ruler commonly 
directs industrial activities. As observed by An gas, the New 
Zealand chiefs superintended agricultural and building opera
tions. In East Africa " neither sowing nor harvest can take 
place without the chiefs permission, and the issue of his 
order is regulated by his own interests." In ancient San 
Sal vador "it was the office of the cazique to order the plant
ings." Among the Murams of Munipore "formerly no one 
was allowed to plant his rice until the great chief allowed it 
or had finished his planting." From other places we learn 
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that besides controlling production the ruling men also con
trol exchange. On the coast of Madagascar, writes Drury, 
the kings [chiefs] settle what are to be. the terms of trade 
with foreigners. Speaking of Iddah in Africa, Laird and 
Oldfield say, "the natives could not enter into any traffic 
with us unless they had first the royal consent." So was it 
with the l'atagonians. 

"It was with great difficulty that they could be prevailed upon to 
part with their bowl! and arrows in _trade, which they however did, 
after asking permission from their chief." 

A noteworthy fact should be added. Among some slightly 
civilized peoples, the industrial government shows signs of 
divergence from the political. Burton tells us that there is 
a commercial chief in Whydah; there are industrial chiefs in 
Fiji; and among the Sakarran Dyaks there is a trading chief 
in addition to the ordinary chief. 

Histories of ancient peoples agree in these respects with 
accounts of existing peoples. Lists of functionaries show 
that in Egypt' during the Rameses period, the kings calTied 
on extensive industries. "In Phcenicia," says Movers-
"the foreign wholesale trade seems to have belonged mostly to the 
state, the kings, and the noble .•. biblical records show commercial 
expeditions to distant parts undertaken by the kings (I King8 ix. 27, 
x. 11, 22). The prophet Ezekiel describes the king of Tyros lIS a 
prudent commercial prince." 

Weare shown, too, by I OILron., xxvii, 26-31, that through 
overseers King David was a large grower of various crops, 
while he did not neglect pastoral farming; and Solomon, who 
by the agency of keepers was a wine grower, also carried on 
an extensive trade by land and sea (I Kings, x). 

§ 770. Speaking generally, the roan who, among primitive 
peoples, becomes ruler, is at once a man of 'power and a man 
ot sagacity: his sagacity being in large measure the cause of, 
hiS supremacy. We may therefore infer that as his political 
rule, though chiefly guided by his own interests, is in part 
guided by the interests of his people, so his industrial rule, 
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though having for its first end to enrich himself, has. for its 
second end the prosperity of industry at large. It is a fair 
inference that on the average his greater knowledge expresses 
itself in orders which seem, and sometimes are, beneficial. 
Hence it happens that just as, after his death and deification, 
his commands respecting· conduct in general are regarded as 
sacred, so, too, are his commands respecting the carrying on 
of industries: there results more or less ecclesiastical regula
tion of labour. 

Beyond the institution of the Sabbath, and· beyond the 
injunctions concerning slaves and hired servants, we have, in 
the Hebrew scriptures, detailed directions for the carrying on 
of industry. There ar~ divine commands respecting plough
ing and sowing and the breeding of animals. There are also 
directions respecting the building of houses and the making 
of clothes; even to the extent of prescribing fringes. Among 
the Greeks observances of times may be named as being based 
on divine commands. In Hesiod's Works and IJays it is 
said-" Mind well, too, and teach thy servants fittingly the 
days appointed of Jove; to wit, the 30th day oleach month, 
the best both for inspecting work done, and distlibuting 
allotted sustenance." And in pursuance of the same pious 
conformity there are directions for certain operations on 
certain days-on the sixth" for cutting kids and flocks of 
sheep, and for enclosing a fold for sheep;" on the eighth 1.0 
II emasculate the boar and loud bellowing bull, and on the 
twelfth the toil-enduring mules;" and on the seventeenth it 
is appointed to " watch well, and cast upon the well-rounded 
thrashing-floor Demeter's holy gift; and let the wood-cutter 
cut timber for chamber-furniture, &c." Much of this re
ligious regulation was incidental-was indirectly.consequent 
on the injunctions concerning sacred seasons, and on the 
assemblings for worship. Everywhere joint celebrations of 
festivals have been opportunities for trading. At the ptesent. 
time it is thus in India, where a vast fair is held on the 
occasion of drawing the car of Juggernaut. So is it with the 
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gatherings of pilgrim Mahommedans at Mecca, which result 
in extensive commercial intercourse. According to Alcock it 
is the same in Japan, where" festivals are high days for the 
temples, and they seem to take it in rotation to hold a sort 
of fair." From ancient Greece and Rome like evidence has 
been handed down. Curtius describes how in early Greece-

"The holy places of the land were centres of an extensivecommer
cial intercourse, which found peace and security in the sacred ports, on 
the sacred roads, and in the vicinity of the temples, whilst in the rest of 
the world a wild law of force prevailed. With the festive assemblies 
• • • were combined the first trading fairs; at these men first became 
acquainted with the multiplicity of natural products, and the most 
remunerative methods of mercantile exchange; at these the relations 
were opened which united different commercial towns in uninterrupted 
intercourse, and thus first occasioned the establishment of dep6ts of 
goods beyond the sea, and afterwards the foundation of towns." 

At the sltme time, as a collateral result, banking was initiated 
under ecclesiastical auspices. 

" The gods were the first capitalists in the land, the temples the first 
financial institutions, and the priest the first to understand the power 
of capital . . . The merchants entrust the money to the care of the 
priests because they can nowhere find a securer place for it; and the 
priests.are sagacious enough not to let the money lie idle." 

Nor did ecclesiastical regulation end here; for if not by 
injunction, still by usage, the seasons for certain agricultural 
operations were determined by. the recurrence of religious 
observances. Parallel effects were produced in Rome. Fairs 
«were associated with the celebration of the festival at the 
federal temple on the Aventine," says Mommsen, who adds:-

CI A similar and perhaps still greater importance attached in the case 
of Etruria to the annual general assembly at the temple of Voltumna 
(perhaps near Montefiascone) in the territory of Volsinii-an assembly 
which served at the same time as & fair, and was regularly frequented 
by Roman as well as native traders." 

Beyond this incidental regulation of commercial intercourse, 
there was a more direct regulation. Work on festival days 
was interdicted. Mommsen writes :-

.. Rest from labour, in the strict sense, took plactl only on the several 
festival days, and especially in the holiday-month after the comple-
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tion of the winter sowing (feria ,emeneiv/l1): during these set times 
the plough reste:! by command of the gods, and not the farmer only, 
but also his slave and his ox, reposed in holiday-idleness." 
A more direct regulation was exercised. Says Mommsen:-

"In Rome the vintage did not begin until the supreme priest of the 
community, the Flamen Dialis, had granted permission for it, and had 
himself made a beginning by breaking off a cluster of grapes." 
Like in spirit was the order against selling new wine until 
the priest had proclaimed the opening of the casks. 

Among the Jews the driving out of the money-changers 
from the temple, presupposes an extreme instance of this 
influence of ecclesiastical usages over industrial usages: the 
()riginal sacred use of the place having been obscured by the 
secular use it had initiated;. for doubtless this secular use had 
arisen from the desire to get sacred witness to commercial 
transactions. 

§ 771. That in later European societies industrial regulation 
was at first, and long continued to be, a part of political regu
lation, is a truth so familiar that it scarcely needs illustration. 
It way be ·well, however, to show how complete has been in 
past times their union. 

In those medireval days when the local head, and after
wards the feudal lord, ruled over a territory from which 
supplies of all kinds had to be furnished, he controlled the 
processes of production for his own convenience, just as he 
controlled other things. Down to the serfs and slaves all 
were governed in their industrial activities as in their lives 
at large. Under the feudal rtgime in France, when, in addi
tion to the rural labours pursued within each domain there 
grew up trades in towns, the governmental authority exer
cised in the one extended itself to the other. Whether the 
feudal superior was lay seigneur, archbishop, king, chapter, or 
monastery, power was exercised by him or it over industry 
as over other things; so that the right to exercise a trade, or 
the right to elect gild-officers, &c., had to be purchased from 
him or it. The system of licensing which now remains in a 
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few cases was then universal. When, after centuries of 
struggle, feudal governUlents were subordinated by a central 
government, the head of the State assumed an equally abso
lute control of production, distribution, and exchange. How 
unlimited was the control we see in the fact that, just as in 
despotically-governed Ancient Mexico, the "permission of 
the chiefs" was requisite before anyone could commence a 
trade, unless by way of succession, so in monarchical France, 
there was established the doctrine that" the right to labour is 
a royal right which the prince may sell and snbjects should 
buy." Along with this there went the enforcing of countless 
industrial regulations by armies of officials; pushed to such 
extremes in France that before the Revolution the producing 
and distributing organizations were almost strangled. 

Here too, as in France, the power to sell was not natural 
but conferred. 

"The market was by descent no popular or tribal right; it was the 
king's prerogative; its tolls and CustODlS were regulated by the autho
rityof the Justices of the King's Bench, and its prices were proclaimed 
by the King's Clerk of the Market." 

And again-
A trader CODling to & town "was not allowed to do any business 
secretly or outside the proper limits, but' openly in the market thereto 
assigned,' and even tllere he was ordered to stand aside till the towns
men had come back from early mass and had first been served with 
such stores of corn and malt, of butter and poultry and meat as their 
households needed, and the bell struck the hour when he might take 
his turn for what was left. And as he bought so must he sell only in 
the established and customary place; and food once displayed on his 
shelf or stall could not be taken out of the town uusold without leave 

. of the bailiffs." 

Legal dictation like in spirit to this was universally dis
played. Restraints and directions of industrial activities by 
the king and his local deputies, carried out down even t() 
small details, show how little separated was industrial mle 
from political rule. 

§ 772. The ecclesiastical regulation of industry in modern 
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societies, has been chiefly incidental, as it was in ancient 
societies. Sacrifice and worship have brought men together 
nt appointed places and times, and trading bas arisen as a 
concomitant. The names of fairs, habitually identical with 
the names of church-festivals, yield clear evidence. This 
origin of meetings for buying and selling in France, is well 
described by Bourquelot. 

" People came at first purely from the sentiment of devotion. The 
earliest business done was in eatables, an abundance of which was 
rendered necessary by the unusual concourse; then they had the idea 
of profiting by the circumstmnce to procur.e grains which they wtore 
ordinarily unable to procure at home or could only be got at high rates. 
The presence of the consumer brought that of the merchant, and 
gradually fairs were formed." 
Challamel, when saying that in Paris the region immedi
ately around the cathedral .. was devoted to trade," indicates 
the way in which not only periodic but permanent localiza
tion of trade was incidentally determined by ecclesiastical 
observances. But in "France a direct as well as an indirect 
clerical influence was exercised. 

"In many quarters the secular or regular clergy had the wardenship, 
seigneurship, aud jurisdiction of the fairs. • •• Usually fairs and 
markets were held in front of the churches; the priests or monks 
solemnly opened them." 

The history of early England furnishes kindred evidence. 
Indeed the church had become a trading centre quite literally. 
In Mrs. Green's elaborate digest of ancient municipal docu
ments we read-

"The church was their Common Hall where the commonalty met for 
.all kinds of business, to audit the town accounts, to divide the common 
lands, to make grants of property, to hire soldiers, or to elect a mayor 
• • • we even hear of a payment made by the priest to the corporation 
to induce them Dot to hold their assemblies in the chancel while high 
mass was being performed. • • • In fair time the throng of traders . .'. 
were' ever wont and used ••• to lay open, buy and sell divers mer
chandises in the said church and cemetery.' ••• It was not till the 
time of Laud that the public attained to a conviction • . • that the 
church waS desecrated by the transaction in it of common business." 

As suggested above, this use of the' parish church for 
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trading purposes, probably arose from the desire to obtain 
that security for a bargain which the sanctity of the place 
was supposed to give-a calling on God to witness; and as 
in markets, at on,e time, bargains were made in the presence 
of civil officers, so it may be that in some cases they were 
made in church in the presence of priests. 

Of course to the indirect regulation of industry illustrated 
in these ways, has to be added the direct regulation by inter
dicts on labour at certain times-Sunday, holy-days, saints' 
days. Though now p10st of these interdicts have become 
obsolete, and the remaining ones are by many disregarded, 
they were at one time largely operative in. restraining pro
duction, distribution, and exchange. 

§ 773. That the different kinds of control over men have 
differentiated, and that the control of industrial activity has 
gradually become independent of Church and State, is made 
sufficiently manifest by the foregoing evidence. But the fact 
already pointed out, and here to be afresh emphasized, is that 
there has simultaneously taken place a decrease in the co
erciveness of all these kinds of rule. While early despotism 
has been (among the most civilized peoples at least) restricted 
by growth of popular power, and while the once rigorous 
government of the Church, enforced by excommunication and 
damnation,has almost died away, there has been a relaxing of 
control over industry; not only by the diminution of political 
and clerical dictation, but also by the diminution of dicta
tion from authorities within the industrial organization 
itself. In past days artisans, manufacturers, traders, were 
subject not only to the peremptory orders of the general 
government, but also to the peremptory orders of their own 
ruling bodies-gilds and kindred. combinations. The general 
character of early industrial government is well illustrated 
by Levasseur's account of the commercial regime of the 14th 
century in France, as thus condensed. 

These wholesale merchants, travelling oVllr the country and abroad, 
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were called mercers. Like the masons and the compagnons, they too 
formed large &88OCiations; each of which comprised many provinces, 
and was governed by a " king of the mercers.' There was a. king in the 
North, in the South, in the Centre, and in other provinces. There 
were also private brotherhoods of mercers in each town; &c. The 
mercer-king ruled the general commerce of the province with a. high 
hand. He gave certificates of ' mastership. No mercer could expose 
goods for aa.le with(lut his permission. He had' his court of jUstice, and 
his revenuell. 

It was in a kindred spirit that in England and elsewhere 
gilds regulated men's businE'.sses. In each town there grew 
up a trading aristocracy, which at the same time that it con
trolled the transactions of its own members controlled the 
lives of hand-workers, and everywhere put narrow limits to 
individual freedom. Some borough regulations will show this. 

Strangers .. were forbidden to carry their wares from house to house; 
here they might not Bell their goods with their own bands, there they 
must dispose of them wholeaa.le, or forfeit their entire stock to the town 
if they attempted to sell by retail; elsewbere they had to wait for a 
given number of weeks after their arrival before they 'could offer their 
merchandise to the buyer.· 

In a future chapter there will be occasion to illustrate at 
some length this kind of industrial government. Here it is 
sufficient to indicate the coerciveness of industrial rule which 
originally accompanied the coerciveness' of political and 
ecclesiastical rule. 

I repeat and emphasize this truth because, in the closing 
chapters of this volume, we must have it conlStantly in mind, 
if we are to understand the present forms of industrial organi
zation and frame rational conceptions of the forms it is likely 
by and by to assume. 



CHAPTER XI. 

PATERNAL REGULATION. 

§ 774. THOUGH the above title covers nearly all the subjm:t 
matter of this chapter, yet it is not entirely comprehensive. 
There are a few facts to be here noted which do not come 
under it. Though' otherwise unfit, the title "Domestic 
Regulation" would, in respect of these facts, be the best. 

For the control of the household group does not without 
exception centre in the husband and father. Historians and 
the earlier ethnolugists, studying exclusively 'the records of 
Semitic and Aryan races, have rega~ded paternal rule and' 
domestic rule as equivalent expressions. But qualificati.on 
of their views has been necessitated by facts which study of 
the human races at large has disclosed. The truth which a 
generation ago was scarcely suspected, but which is now 
faI!liliar, that commonly among uncivilized peoples kinship 
is reckoned through females and not through males, and that 
very generally descent of property and rank follows the 
female line, has necessitated remodelling the theories of Sir 
Henry Maine and others, respecting the primitive family
group. This change of view has been made greater by 
recognition of the fact that even among peoples who in past 
times reached high degrees of civilization, RI!I the Egyptians 
and the Peruvians, this system of relationship obtained
modified, however, in the case of the Inca race by establish
ment of the rule that the king or noble should marry his 
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sister or nearest female relative: so ensuring descent in the 
male line as well as in the female line. 

Mitigation of that harsh treatment to which, in early stages 
of human progress, women have been subject, has resulted in 
some cases; and occasionally they have acquired both social 
aud domestic power. This was conspicuously the case in 
Egypt, where autocratic queens were not unknown; and 
among a few uncivilized tribes it happens that chieftainship 
descends to women. Improvement in their domestic position 
caused by this system of kinship was shown in Tahiti, where 
a wife could divorce herself as well as a husband. Among 
the Tongans, too, the status of wives was good. Still better 
evidence is yielded by the Malagasy: the balance of power 
inclines in women's favour. But in the majority of cases 
descent in the female line seems to have had little or no 
effect in qualifying the absolute subjection and domestic 
slavery of wives. In illustration may be named the Austra
lians, Tasmanians, Snakes, Chippewayans, Dakotas, Creeks, 
Guiana tribes,Arawaks, Caribs, and many others. The power 
of the husband and father is exercised without limit, notwith
standing the fact that in all tribal relations the children are 
not reckoned as his but as their mother's. 

Africl!- furnishes mixed evidence which must be noticed. 
There is descent in the female line among the Western 
Bantus, and along with it there go both inferiorities and 
superiorities of domestic position. One inferiority is seep. in 
the fact that wives are "usually inherited, together with 
other property"; and yet the wife owns her own hut, field, 
and poultry. But a. special influence qualifies the domestic 
relation. A wife's death is apt to bring on the husband a 
charge of guilt and a fine payable to her relatives, and fear 
of this leads to lax control of the wife and subjection to 
her family. Here it would seem then that descent in the 
female line qualifies male authority: one further indication 
of this beil?g that the power of the father is unlimited over 
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those of his children who have slave-mothers though not 
over the others. 

But apart from qualifications of the marital relation and 
of domestic rule hence arising, we meet here and there with 
examples of dominant female influence, and even supremacy, 
having its effects ~pon industrial activities. Instances have 
already been given (§§ 326,730) showing that in various places 
trade is in the hands of women, and that in some cases men 
yield to their authoritative dictation. Here is a more specific 
instance from New Britain. 

The women of Ha.yter Island sat "calmly in the canoes, giving 
orders to the stemer sex wha.t to sell and what to take in exchange. 
All barter goods that the men exchanged were handed to the women, 
who examined them very carefully, and placed them under where they 
were sitting." 

Something like domestic equality accompanying industrial 
equality occurs in Borneo. According to St. John, "marriage 
among the Dyaks is a business of partnership." Boyle says of 
Dyak wives that their share of work is not unreasonable, and 
their influence in the family is considerable. And while 
St. John tells us that among some Sea-Dyak tribes, the 
husband follows the wife and lives with, and works for, her 
parents, we are told by Brooke that in Mukah and other 
places in the vicinity, inhabited by Malanaus, the wives close . 
their doors, and will not receive their husbands, unless they 
procure fish. Here, then, the regulation of industry under 
its domestic form is in the hands of women rather than of 
men. In the Indian hills there are people-the Kocch
among whom, along with descent in the female line, there 
goes complete inversion of the ordinary marital relations. 

" When a man marries he lives with his wife's mother, obeying her 
a.nd his wife. Marriages are usually arranged by mothers in nonage, 
but [only after] consulting the destined bride. Grown up women may 
select a husband for themse1 ves, and another, if the first die." 

Thus, whether or not a sequence of descent in the female 
line, the authority of women is in some cases greater than 
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that of men in relation to industrial gO\'ernmcnt, notwith
standing men's greater strength. 

§ 775. These exceptional instances serye but to remind us 
that almost universally men, having, by gifts of nature, the 
mastery, use that mastery in every way-dictating to all 
members of the family-gronpin respect of their occupations 
as in other respects. For we may safely assume that where 
the subordination of women is. unlimited, the subordination 
of children is also unlimited; and that along with the father's 
despotic regulation of them in all else, there goes despotic 
regulation of their labours. Indeed, we see here in its simplest 
form the general truth that political rule, ecclesiastical rule~ 
and industrial rule, are at the outset one; since the male 
head of the family enacts general laws of conduct for its 
members, exercises that authority which belongs to him as 
representative and priest of the deceased ancestor .or house
hold deity, and is the irresponsible director of daily work. 

Naturally, where little or no political organization has 
arisen, there exists nothing to put a checl~ on the father's 
power-nothing save the ability of his children to resist or 
to escap'e. This check seems operative in families of Bedouins,' 
among whom the sentiment of filial subordination is small, 
and among whom a son can easily set up a tent for himself. 
Hence, says Burckhardt, "the daily quarrels between parents 
and children in the desert constitute the worst feature of the 
Bcdouin character." But recognizing such exceptional caseR, 
where, as also among some North American tribes, a wild 
prcdatory life conflicts with the maintenance of domestic 
gO\'ernment, we may say that generally among early pastoral 
and agricultural peoples, detached family-groups are subject 
to unlimited paternal rule. By his intended sacrifice, 
Abraham implied the pORsession of the life-and-death power; 
and by J ephtha tlJat power was exercised. A rfgime of this 
kind, established during the ages of nomadic life and of 
scattered agricultural cluste!.'s, survives when social aggre-

27 
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-gates are formed for purposes of defence or aggression. And 
since tIle men who in their families severally exercise abso
lute power, even to the killing of wives and children at will 
are also the men who rule the aggregate and make the laws;
there is' nothing tending to change this domestic regime, and 
it continues through the early stages of civilization. Of 
leading illustrations I may name first that fumisbed by 
China. Remarking that "in their most ancient books tho 
family is declared to be the foundation of society," Douglas 
writes-

"In private life, as long as his parents live, he [a son] holds himself 
at their disposal, and is gnided by them in the choice of his occupation 
and in every concern of life." . . . "Over the property of sons the 
father's authority is as complete as over their liberty" ... "Full
grown men submit meekly to be flogged without raising their hanus." 

And here may be added a passage from the same writer 
showing that, as above said, the absolute power of the father 
long survives, ,because the heads of families themselves COIl

stit~te the :public authority. 
"The affairs nf each CIting [village community] were in the old. days 

presided over by the heads of the eight families, and in the larger 
communities an extended allsemblyof elders adjudicated on all matters 
relating to the administration of their neighbourhoods. T~ a great 
extent this system exists at the present day. Now, as in the days of 
yore; the head of each household holds autocrati<J sway over all the 
members of his family. The very lives of his sons and daughters are 
in" his hands, and if his conduct, however cruel towards his wife, con
cubines, and dependents, is not of a kind to outrage the feelings of his 
brother elders-and as a rule it takes a great deal to do this-it is 
allowed to pass without attracting the attention of-any' public judicial 
authority." 

And this absolute subjection is supported by Jaw to tIle 
extent that disobedient sons are imprisoned by their fathers. 
So, too, unlimited paternal power is insisted upon by the sacrecl 
books of the Hindus. In the Code of Manu it is written :-

"Three persons-a wife, a son, and a slave-arc declared by law- to 
have in general no wealth exclusively their own; the wealth which 
they ID:l.y earn is regularly acquired for the man to whom they 
belong." 
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And according to Nelson's View of tM Hindu Law, this mIa
tionship still continues. 

" It is the undoubted fac~ that among the so-called Hindus of the 
. Madras province the Father is looked upon by all at the present day as 
the Rajah or absolute sovereign of the family . . . He is entitled to 
reverence during life, as he is to worship after his death. His word is 
laW', to be obeyed without ·questiol1 or demur." 

Alleging a parallelism between this state of things among the 
Hindus and that among the primitive Teutons, Sir Henry 
Maine writes:""': 

"The precinct of the f~mily dwelling-house could be entered by 
nobody but himself [the father] and those under his patria potc8taa, 
not even by officers of the law, for he himself made law within and 
enforced law made witllout." 

Elsewhere quoting the Slavonian maxim that" A father is 
like an earthly god to his son," Sir Henry Maine gives a 
lcindred accOlmt of the patria potestas o(the early Romans; 
but this may be most conveniently summarized in the words 
of Duruy. 

"The father of the family! It is always he who is mentioned, for 
thero is no one else in the house, wife, children, clients, slaves, all are 
only chattels, instruments of labour, persons without will and without 
name, subjected to the omnipotence of the father. At once priest and 
judge, his authority is absolute; he alone is in communication with 
thE' gods, for he alone performs the sacra privata, and, as master, he 
disposes of the powers and life of his slaves. As husband he condemns 
his wife to death if she forges false keys or violates her vow. . .. As 
father he kills the child ihat is born deformed, and sells the others, as 
many as three times, before losing his claims upon them. Neither age 
1I0r dignities emancipate them." 

It goes without saying that the father was the absolute regu'!. 
btor of industry. Wife and children were in the same 
position as bond-servants. Their acts were controlled just as 
much as the acts of cattle were controlled. 

§ 776. That a kindred relationship obtained during early 
days throughout Europe, we may safely infer on remembering 
that down to the 13th centUl'y in France, it was in the power 
of a father to imprison a son who displeased him: the irupli-

27-:J 
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cation being tllat he coulu force his son to undertake what
ever work he pleased. Though in England paternal power 
never went to this extreme, yet we see in the usages and 
ideas of quite recent times, how subordinate were children to 
parents, and especially to the father. If, even down to the 
earlier part of this century, filial duty was supposed to 
include obedience to parents in respect of marriage, it must 
also have included obedience in respect of avocations. We 
have indeed, in this matter, direct evidence given by a well 
!ecognized authority on rural life in general-the late ~Ir. 
Jefferies. The following extract exhibits the filial and paternal 
relations among farmers-

"The growth of half-a-dozen strong sons was a matter of self-con
gratulation, for each as he came to man's estate took the place of a 
labourer, and so reduced the money-expenditure. T!:ie daughters 
worked in the dairy, and did not hesitate to milk occasionally, or, at 
least, to labour in the hay-field. They spun, too, the home-made stuffs 
in which all the family were clothed. A man's children were his ser
vants. They could not stir a step without his permission. Obedience 
and, reverence to the parent was the first and greatest of all virtues. 
Its influence was to extend through life, and through the whole social 
system. They were to choose the wife or the husband approved of at 
home. At thirty, perhaps, the more fortunate of the sons were placed 
on farms of their own nominally, but still really under the father's 
control. Tbey dared not plough or sow except in the way that he 
approved. Their expenditure was strictly regulated by his orders. 
This lasted till his death, which might not take place for another 
twenty years." 

This state of things is still in considerable measure that 
which t11e law re(~ognizes; for the son under age is held to 
be legally Ilis father's servant, and, as shown by an action for 
seduction, the deprivation cf a daughter's services is put 

I forward as the ground of complaint. 
Let us not omit here to note the evidence furnished that 

coerciveness declines simultaneously in political, ecclesiasti
cal, and industrial regulation. For with increase of political 
freedom and religious freedom, the freedom now practically 
if not legally given to children, is such that,the father, 
instead of coercing them for his own benefit, habitually 
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coerces himself "for t~eir benefit; and is largely swayed by " 
their wishes in respect to their industrial careers. 

§ 'ii7. The preceding sections exhibit paternal govern
ment at large during early stages, and do but indirectly iruply 
its extension over domestic industry. But facts may be 
gh'en enforcing the inference that if the father has unlimited 
authority over his children in other matters, he must hav~ 
unlimited authority over their labours. 

That he dictated the occupations of his sons is implied by 
that industrial inheritance which has characterized early 
stages of civilization all over the world. Various influ
ences made paternal power thus show itself. Already a. son, 
ever present in the house, had learned something of the 
business carried on in it. To complete his knowledge was 
manifestly easier than to give him knowledge of another busi
ness even supposing this could be done on the premises, and 
much easier considering that, if done at all, it must be done 
elsewhere at considerable expense. A further motive operated. 
In early days modes of production were kept secret. The 
uuci"ilized and semi-civilized man, prone to superstition, 
regards every _ process he does not understand as super
natural; GO that in Africa the blacksmith is even now looked 
upon as a magician; Hence the meaning of the word" craft," 
which carries with it the idea of cunning and subtlety, or 
some skill passing the common apprehension. Evidently, 
then, the aim always was to keep the secrets of the business 
in the family. .And evidently sons brought up with a know. 
ledge of these secrets, and by years of practice made skilful, 
were compelled to continue on as journeymen under parental 
control, since no other career was open to them. 

In many societies this industrial usage, naturally evolved, 
lIas been made imperative by law; and legislative wisdom has 
been credited with it and its supposed advantages. Ancient 
China yields an instance. Said a prisoner to the Marquis of 
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Tsin-" Music was the profession of my father; dared I learn 
any other 1" And in the Thsi-yu it is written-

"The sons of officers ought al ways to be officers; the sons of artisans 
ought always to be artisans; the sons of merchants ought always to be 
merchants, and the sons of farmers ought always :1;0 be farmers." 

The like happened in ancient Egypt. According to Duncker-
"We learn that no one was allowed to follow any other occupation 

than that derived from his father. The inscriptions tell us that the 
same office,as for instance that of architect, remained in the same 
family for twenty-three generations." 

Similarly in Greece, custom led to injunction. 
At .A thens "it w~ conceived, moreover, that, if men confined them

selves to one calling, they would arrive therein at greater excellence; 
and the law, accordingly, forbade them to be of two trades." 

And it was so in ancient Mexico, where, says Clavigero
"The sons in general learned the trades of their fathers, and 

embraced their professions. Thus they perpetuated the arts .in 
families to the advantage of the state." 

Hereafter, in. dealing with the organization and govern
ment of gilds, we shall lind everywhere illustrated similar 
tendencies and results. In this place it concerns us only to 
observe that the power of the father as industrial regulator,is 
necessarily implied. 



CHAPTER XII. 

PATRIARCHAL REGULATION. 

§ 778. IN very rude tribes, and especially in hunting tribes, 
where supremacy of the father depends on physical or mental 
superiority, no supremacy of the grandfather is known. But 
where the sentiment of subordination is deep, paternal con
trol begets grandpaternal control, and the control of the great-· 
grandfather. Naturally the authority of the father,strongly 
pronounced as we have seen among Turanian, Semitic, and 
Aryan peoples in their early stages, initiates the authority of 
the patriarch. And this, passing at his death to his eldest 
mnIe descendant (or if he is not alive then to his eldest son), 
makes llim the governor of the group, who, along with the 
other kinds of rule, exercises industrial rule. 

Doubtless, as we see among the races named who. havs 
given origin to the leading civilizations, filial obedience has 
been fostered by ancestor-worship. The connexion between 
the two is clearly implied by the following passage from 
an article by Dr. Julius Happel in the Revue de l'histoire ilea 
nligi011,8. 

" A.ussi longtemps que vivent Ies parents, on doit, d'apr~s Ia doctrine 
du Hsia-King, les traiter comme des dieux terrestres . •• Cette com
munaut6 de vie entre les ruembres d'nne m6ma familia doit se pour
suivre jnsqu'au dela de 1& mort ••• Tous les 6v6nements importants 
deja f~mille sont communiques aux d6funts aussi, en parti<iuiier tout 
changement dans Ia propriCt6 OU Ie droit possessoral des &D.:@tres." 

Necessarily along with belief in the ghost of the dead 
father who is propitiated by sacrifices, and supposed to inflic~ 
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evils if he is angered, there goes the belief that the living 
father may after death revenge himself on those who have 
angered him during his life. Hence there results a subordi
nation to him far more profound than can otherwise be 
established. And this subordination continues, and even 
becomes greater, when he has become ~ grandfather or great
grandfather; since then the time is nearer at hand when 
he can use his supernatural powers to punish recalcitrant 
descendants. 

Another factor conduces to patriarchal authority, namely, 
full recognition of the right of property. Sons who are 
indepimdent of their father for maintenance, and sons who 
will inherit nothing at hi~ death, lack one of the motives for 
obedience. Such conJirm~d respect for ownership as insures 
possession of his land and goods by the grandfather or great
grandfather, even when he becomes feeble, strengthens greatly 
the rule of the eldest male. This influence we may perceive 
operating among the ancient Hebrews. The traditions con
cerning Isaac, Jacob and Esan, and again concerning Joseph 
and his brethren, imply recoguition of a father's ability to 
dispose of his property as he pleases. The right of property 
is regarded as in a measure sacred. 

§ 779. Some evidence observable among existing peoples 
may be set down. The simplest and clearest comes to us' 
from Africa. Describing the condition of things among the 
Bechilanas, Alberti writes:-

"Un jeune Caire ne se marie qu'apres avoir obtenu Ie consentement 
de Bes parents; un Caire mari~, eftt-il Iui-m@me des fils et des petit
fils, ne troque aucune piece de blitail, ne conclus aueun march~J SaDS 

avoir consul~ Bon pere et obtenu son approbatiou." 

And he goes on to say that-
"Si un fils, a quelque dge que ce fftt, ce comportoit mal envers ses 
parents, s'il refusoit opinidtr~ment d'ob6ir surtout aUJ[ ordres de son 
pere, quand ils sont 6quitables, ou qu'il ne Buivit pas ses avis, il .eroit 
BQr de B'attirer la hlline et Ie m~pri8 de toute la horde, au point d'~tre
obIig~ de la quitter et de se retirer ailleurs." 
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The account given by Livingstone adds au important fact. 
"The government is patrla.rchaI, each man being, by virtue of 

paternity, chief of his own children. They build their huts around 
his ••• Near the centre of each circle of huts there is a spot called 
a • koUa,' with a fireplace; here they work, eat, or sit and gossip over 
the news of the day. A poorman attaches himself to the kolla of a 
rich one, and is considered a child of the latter. An \mderchief has It. 
number of these circles &rOUDd his; and the collection of kotlas around 
the great one in the middle of the whole, that of the principal chief, 
constitutes the town." 

This last statement shows how the original patriarclJal group 
becomes at once both enlarged and modified by addition of 
men having no blood-relationship to its members. Every
where during turbulent times, it must have happened th!l.t a 
fugitive or a .. kin-broken" man, being in danger when living 
nlone, or surrounded only by his small family-group, joined a 
large family-group for sake of safety; and, in doing this, 
became subordinate to its head. The result, as indicated by 
Livingstone among South Africans, is tacitly explained by 
DII Chaillu in his description of the West Africans . 

.. The pab:iarchal form of government was the only one known; each 
village had its chief, and further in the interior the villages seemed to 
be governed by elders, each elder, with his people, having a separate 
portion of the village to themselves. There was in each clan the 
ifoumol1, foumou, or acknowledged head of the clan (ifollmou me:tning 
the I source,' the • father ')." 

.. Every one is under the protection of some one. If, by death, It. 
negro is suddenly left alone, he mnA great risk of being sold into 
slavery ••. Every one must have an elder to speak his palavers for 
him • • • Any free man, by a singular custom, called bola banda ••• can 
place himself under the protection of the patriarch, who is thus chosen." 

This practice, joined with the practice of giving to the head 
of the group the title "father," naturally leads to the result 
that, in subsequent generations, those of outside derivation 
come to regard -themselves as actual descendants of the 
original head of the group. The formation of Highland 
clans, each formed of men all having the same surnames, 
exhibited the proce~s among ourselves. 

Ewrywhere affiliation of straugers has been prompted 
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both by the desire of fugitives for safety and the desire of 
the group to increase its strength. We see this alike in the 
adoption of a brave vanquished man into a tribe by savages, 
in the adoption into the family among the Romans, and in 
the acceptance of immigrant men~at-arms by feudal lords. 
So was it, probably, among the Semitic tribes in early days. 
The qualTel between the men of Abraham ancl those of Lot, 
wa~ most likely.a quarrel between the two masses of fol
lowers, who were mostly neither children nor slaves b~t 
affiliated outsiders. 

Of course the status of those who are alien in blood to the 
'patriarchal group, almcst necessarily differs from that of its 
members-differs more or less according to ideas and circum
stances, and in some cases very greatly. An example of 
extreme and l)ermanent inferiority of position, is given by 
Sir Henry Maine concerning a case in wllich the patriarchal 
group was a conquering group. He says that in certain 
villages of Central and Southern India, there is an heredi
tary class of" outsiders," who are looked upon as "essentially 
impure," and who, though "not included in the village ..• are 
an appendage solidly connected with it; they have definite 
village duties, one of which is the settlement of boundaries 
• . . They evidently represent a population of alien blood, 
,,,hose lands bave been occupied by the colonists or in"aders 
forming the community." 

Wbere family-systems and caste-systems are less marked, 
and where union with the group has been voluntary, there is less 
difference in the position of the alien; and there may eventu
ally come absorption into it. But inevitably permission to join 
the group is made dependent on obedience to its head, and 
the giving to him of services in return for protection. The 
transaction is analogous to that whicll, during the feudal stage, 
was known as "commendation:" subjection being exchanged 
for safety, and labour being regulated compulsorily. 

§ 780. Qoncerning this formation and expansion Gf the 
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patl'iarchal group, we have to note, further, that it is ill part 
determined by a state of chronic hostility among groups. 
Other il)stances beyond those furnished by Africa, may be 
named as showing this. One of them comes" to us in the 
remark of M. de Laveleye respecting the peoples of the 
l~alkan principalities:- " 

"The ROutlJern Sian escaped the influence of the civil law, by reason 
l.f the perpetual WaJ'll which devastated their territory, and more espe~ 
cially in consequence of the Turkish" invasion. Beaten, isolated, and 
thrown back on themselves, their only thought was the religious pre
servation of their trllditional institutions, and of their local autonomy. 
This is the cause of their family communities surviving to our own 
times, without being subjected to the influence either of the Roman 
law, or of that of feudalism." " 

The statement of :Mr. Arthur Evans, to be hereafter quoted 
in another connexion, verifies this explanation. 

But the chief purpose of this chapter is simply to indbate 
the link between paternal regulation and communal regula
tion. The growth of the family-group into the patriarchal 
group, and presently into the enlarging cluster of relatives, 
brings extension and modification of the primitive paternal 
government, which takes place by insensible steps. The 
foregoing sections, illustrating this transition, prepare us lor 
entering upon the subject of communal re~ulation. 



CHAPTER XIII. 

COMMUXAL REGULATION. 

§ 781. IN those to whom the doctrine of. Evolution is 
repugnant I shall raise a smile of derision by the remark 
that certain actions of the infant are indicative of certain 
carly soqial relations. Yet to the evolutionist, it is clear that 
constant experiences received by men during tens of thou
sands of years of savage life, must have produced organic 
modifications; and he will not be surprised to see indications 
of them given by the child in arms. In TAe Principles oj 
Psychology, § lS9, I have shown that whereas on islands never 
before visited, voyagers find the sea-birds so tame that they 
will not get out of the way, birds of kinds which, through 
unmeasured ages, have been in contact with mankind, have 
acquired an instinctive ·dread of them, which shows itself in 
every young .hird as soon as it is out of the nest. Similarly· 
through countless generations of men, the mental association 
between stranger and enemy, has, by pel'petuall'epetition, been 
rendered partially organic; so that an unfamiliar face causes 
the infant gradually to contract its features and presently 
turn away its head and cry: an unformed cloud of painful 
feelings is raised by this presentation of an unknown appear
ance which, in the history of the race, has constantly preceded 
the reception of injuries. 

By this seemingly irrelevant fact I intend to emph~size 
still further the truth already manifest, that social groups 
were at first held together by blood-ties. In early days reIa..-
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tions were ready-made friends, as they are now; while in early 
days non-relations were either actual or potential foes. Hence 
the result tbat the communal group was primarily an aggre
gate of kindred, and its cohesion all along was maintained 
for joint protection against those who did not belong to the 
kindred. Cohesion was great in proportion as external 
dangers were great, and diminished along with the diminu
tion of external dangers. 

Refore proceeding to those illustrations which chiefly con
cern UR, as being presented by the forefathers of civilized 
peoples, let us contemplate those presented by the uncivilized; 
lind chiefly by those among whom kinship through female& 
obtains. 

§ 782. The. first illustration may fitly be one in which the 
origin of descent in the female line is maqe manifest, and in 
which, while specific male parentage is undetermined, there 
is male parentage within the group and a doubly-rooted 
communism. Quoted by Morgan from Herrera, the account 
concerns a people found on the coast of Venezuela when 
first "isited :-

.. The houses they dwelt in were common to all, and so spacious that 
they contained one hundred and sixty persons, strongly built, though 
covered with palm-tree leaves, and shaped like a bell." .•. "They 
observed DO law or rule in matrimony, but took as many wives as they 
would, and they as many husbands, quitting one another at pleasure, 
without reckoning any wrong done on either part. There was no such 
thing as jealousy among them, all living as best pleased them, without 
taking offence at one another." 

" This," says Morgan, " shows communism in husbands as well 
as wives, and rendered communism in food a necessity of their 
condition." Passing to those North Americans among whom 
kinship was reckoned through females, and who formed com
munal households composed of related families, it will suffice 
if I string together some extracts concerning different tribes-. 
Of those on the Columbia plains, Lewis and Clarke say :-

"Their large houses usually contain several families, consisting of 
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the parents, their sons and daughters-in-law and grandchildren, among 
whom the provisions are common, and whose harmony is scarcely ever 
intcrrupted by disputes." 

" Several of these ancient yourts were very largl", as shown by the 
ruins, being from fifty to eighty yards long,and twenty to forty in 
width .••. In these large yourts the rrimitive .Aleuts lived by forties, 
fifties, and hundreds, with the double object of protection ancl warmth." 

" The household of the Mandans consisting of from twenty to forty 
persons, the households of the Columbian trib~s of about the same 
number, the Shoshonee household of seven families, the households of. 
the Sauks, of the Iroquois, and of the Creeks each composed of several 
families, are fail" types of the households of the Northern Indians at 
the epoch of their discovery." Morgan adds: "provisions were ill 
common." They" practised communism in living in the household." 

Concerning the existing Maya Indians we learn frol11 l\fto. 
J. L. Stephens the following account:-

"Their community consists of Ii. hundred labradores, or working 
men; their lands arl:' held and wrought in common, and the products 
a.re shared by all. Their food is prepared.at one hut, and every family 
sends for its portion." 

While in this last case the separate families of the commune 
had separate dwellings, in the preceding cases some lived in 
long houses formed of separate compartments while others 
lived in large undivided houses. 

Only an 'undeveloped ancestor-worship characterizes these 
tribes; and it is noteworthy that there consequently lacks the 
bond of union coristituted by subordination to a patriarch_ 
TIespecting grown up families among the Columbian tribes we" 
read-" In this state the old man is not considered the head 
of the family, since the active duties, as well as the responsi
hility. fallon some of the younger members. As these 
.families gradually expand into hands, or tribes, or nations, 
the paternal authority is represented by the chief of each 
association. This chieftain[ ship], however, is hot hereditary." 

§ 783. Other forms of modified communism are shown us 
by certain unc~vilized peoples in the Old World. Winter-. 
bottom says th~t in the neighbourhood of Sien'a Leone, "the 
plantation is cul.tivated by all the inhabitants of tIle village, 

\ 
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in common, and the produce is divided to every family in. 
proportion to its numbers." Concerning Northern Celebes 
since 1822, Mr. A. R WaBace, an experienced traveller and 
careful observer, writes:-

"In these viIlages' the coffee plantations and rice fields are cultivatecl' 
in common. The chief and a few of the old men decide what days in 
the week it is required to work in them, and a gong beats at seven ill 
the morning to assemble the labourers ••. when the crop is gathered 
~a.ch receives bis proportionate share. This system of public fields 
and common labour is one not uncommon during the first stages of 
civilisation." 

Near akin, but in some respects different, is the lllustration 
yielded by the Padam, one of the Indian hill-tribes. Here 
are extracts from Dalton's account of them :-

The morang "is 200 feet in length and' has 16 or 17 fireplaces ..•• 
The head-men, elders or GAms, congregated around the central fire
place. Noone is permitted to arrogate the position of the chief. . . _ 
The notables meet daily in the morang for the discussion of affairs of 
state •••• Apparently nothing is done without a consultation, and an 
order of the citizenll in Morang assembled is issued daily regulating the 
day's work. The result is rapidly promulgated by the shrill voices of 
boys who run through the village giving out the order in a clear mono, 
tone like a strp.et cry_ . • . I found that no presents were openly received 
by the Glims or notables for themseh-es. Everything given on public 
grounds is lodged in the common treasury for the benefit of the whole 
body corporate .••• Fines, forfeitures, and escheats are similarly 
appropriated: ••• The crime of an individual is treated as a public 
disgrace, to be expiated by a public sacrifice. The culprit ha.~ 
eventually to bear the expense of this •••• There is no power vested 
in the community to take life or inflict corporal punishment on a free
born citizen, but slaves may be put to death ••.• The Morang i~ 
occupied every night by all the bachelors of the village, both freemen 
and slaves, lind with them a certain proportion of the married men moe 
nightly on duty, so as to constitute together a sufficient available force 
for any contingency of attack, fire, or other public emergency." "When 
a man manies, he and his bride .•• set up a house for themselves. 
In building this they are assisted by the community." 

Here we have a transitional case in which, to a consider
aHe extent, there is recognized the right of private property. 
at the same time that there is communal property and com
munal regulation of industry; and in which the communIsm 
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In so far as it is maintained, is, in part, maintained for the 
sake of safety. 

§ 784. On now taking up afresh the thread brQken at the 
end of the last chapter, in which patriarchal regulation had 
been described as transitional to communal regulation, I ma.\' 
fitly quote, as verifying the conclusion that the reverence 
felt by the young for the old is a chief factor, the testimony 
contained in a recent book by :Mr. D. G. Hogarth, A Wallde1'
ing Scholar in the Levant. He says:~ 

"Islam, by the respect it secures to age, gives every vilhge the 
basis of communal government." 

Aryan peoples, also, with which we are now concerned, havc 
everywhere illustrated the implied truth. 

Of the more usual kinds of communal organization arising 
from the developed patriarchal group, we may begin with 
those presented by compound households which, in Eastern 
Europe, exist in one or other form down to the present day. 
In his Tlt1'(FlIgl~ Bosnia and tl~e Herzegovina o-n Foot, :Mr. A. 
J. Evans writes that, after the Turkish invasion had destroyed 
the preceding social organization, " society reverted to that 
almost patriarchal form which the Sclavonic settlers had 
carried with them into the Illyrian triangle." The allotments 
parcelled out among the new settlers were" held in common, 
not so much by a village-community as by a single household. 
'l'hus the Starescina, or alderman of the community, was often 
literally the elective elder of the household." 

" We heard of families still existing [near Sissek] containing over 
three hundred members all living within the same palisaded yard, and 
forming a village of themselves; nor is it by any Dleans rare to find 
villages in the Granitza consisting of a couple of households." 

This transition from the house-community to the village
community is clearly implied in the testimony of 1.1. Bogisic. 

\ 

" 11 se rencontre souvent pillsieurs communautes ayant Ie merne nom 
de famille; cela vient d~ ce qu'elles ont formlS iI. I'ol'igine une seule 
association, qui s'est diViS~ pour en former de notlvelles." 
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In some parts, as Radovatz, peace and concomitant indus
trial progress, have caused a second decay of this communal 
organization. Though" the old order of things still exists, 
and each cottage has its house-father and house-mother, and 
everything is held in· common," yet the hOllseholds are 
smaller than they used to be. Other Slav p~oples, as the 
Servians and Russians, exhibit similar phenomena. Assert
ing the identity of the regime between these two divisions of 
the race, Madame Yefimenko, as quoted by M:. Kovalevsky, 
writes :-

II Lea biens constituent la propriete commune de tous les membres de 
]a famille j de propriet6 privee, il n'en existe presque pas. • . • Le chef 
de la communaute ne fait que gerer la fortune commune. A sa mort, 
elle reste indivise et passe dansles mains d'un autre chef, appe1l6 a. ce 
posts par son Age 011 par une election, ordinairement au frere ou au 
tila aln6." 
And M. Anatole Leroy-Beaulieu, from pet;sonal observation, 
while similarly describing this communal system in nussia, 
thus remarks on some of its evils :-

II Les inconvenients ne sont pas moindres quand .unc etroite izba 
reunit plusieu1'8 gen6ratiolls et plusieu1'8 menages que, durant les 
10ngueslJuits d'un long hiver, les peres et lell enfants, les freres et leurs 
femmes counhent pllle-m@le autour du large polile. II en resulte une 
sorte de promiscuite aussi malsaine pour l'Ame que pour Ie corps." . 

Concerning the industrial arrangements of these communal 
groups, as exemplified among the Servians, M. Bogisic, 
describing the headship as an elective autocracy kept in 
check by the general voice, tells us that the house-father 
directs the industrial actions of the members, llOlds the 
property on their behalf, and trades under their approval, 
while the house-mother governs the women and directs 
indoor industries. 

A noteworthy fact must be added. While these com
munities, maintained for mutual protection during turbulent 

. ages, have been disintegrating elsewhere, they have retained 
their original form in Montenegro. Says Sir H. Maine :

"The dominant notion there is that, as the house-community is 
liable for the delin!J.uencies of its members, it is entitled to receiv~ all 

29 
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the produce of their labour; and thus the fundamental rule of these 
communities, as of the Hindu joint families, is that a member working 
or trading at a distance from the seat of the brotherhood ought to 
account to it for his profits." 

Evidently the chronic warfare which the Montenegrins carry 
un,js the cause of the implied cohesion. 

§ 785..As simple family-groups grow into compound 
family-groups, so these, becoming too large for single house
holds, grow, as implied above, into clusters of households: 
house-communities develop into village-communities. These 
we have now to consider. 

There is evidence that in the 4th century, 1I.C., such village
communities existed in India. Nearchus, one of Alexander's 
generals, is reported by Strabo as observing that:-

"Among other tribes the ground is cultivated by families and in 
common; when the produce is collected, each takes a load Bufficient 
for his subsistence during the year; the remainder is burnt, in order 
to have a reason for renewing their labour, and not remaining inactive." 

During two thousand and odd years, distorting changes have 
pr.oduced various forms, but the essential nature of these 
social groups remains traceable. In his essay on "The 
Village Community of Bengal and Upper India," Mr. 
J ogendra Chandra Ghosh tells us that in certain parts of 
India, villages are" extensive habitations, which are far too 
big and too irregular, to be called a single dwelling-house, 
and of which the external appearance may not be very 
remote from that of a walled village "-a structure which he 
compares with the structures left by the Pueblos of New 
Mexic~ompound houses so built as to "wall out black 
barbarism" (§ 730). The defensive purpose of these united 
dwellings, as well as of the dis-united clusters derived from 
them, which are found elsewhere, is implied in a passage he 
quotes from Mr. Elliot's" Report on the Meerut Settlement." 

"During the misrule and disorganisation of for~er Governments, it 
was necessary for the brotherhood to combine for the purpose of resist
ing the unlawful encroachments of their neighbours, and the attacks 
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(If predatory hordes j it was not the interest of· a party to have his 
Heparats ahare divided oft', which could be of no use to him so long as 
lIe could not protect it from violence." 

The introduction of outsiders has gradually complicated these 
communities, but their family-origin is sufficiently shown by 
the following extracts. Mr. Elphinstone observes :-

.. The popular notion is tbat the village landholders are all descended 
from one or more individuals who first settled the village. • . . The 
supposition is confirmed by the fact that to this day there are often 
only lingle families of landholders in 'emall villages." 

:Mr. Mayne, in his treatise on Hindu Law and Usage, says:-
"The co·sharera in many of these village communities are persons 

who are actually descended from a common ancestor. In many other 
case. they profess & common descent, for which there is probably no 
foundation." 

nut the best indication of origin is contained in a state
lDent of Mr. Ghosh. 

"Village franchise, according to native ideas, amounts to a right to 
mess with one'. peera. . . . So long, however, as a man or his wife 
is not permitted to mess:with the rest of the community at bis own 
place, or at that of any of them, the family remains outside the 
communal circle." \ 

This test evidently poiuts back to the early days in -which 
the members of the community formed one household. -The 
traits of structure at present existing also imply this. Speak
ing of the" parallel social strata" which have been developed, 
Sir Henry Maine writes :-

"There are first, a certain number of families who are traditionally 
said to be descended from the founder of the village. • • . Below these 
families, descended from the originators of tbe colony, there are others 
distributed into well ascertained groups. The brotherhood, in fact, 
forms a sort of hierarchy, the degrees of which are determined by the 
order in which the various sets of families were.ama1gamated with the 
community." 

Just noting Mr. Ghosh's remarks that" the village life of our 
small communities comprises an agricultural and a govern
mental element," and that" the village community have to 
decide all manner of questions: judicial, criminal, social, 

28-2 
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fiscal, or any other which may arise," I pass now to the
matter which more especially concerns us-the nature of the 
industrial regulation. The Indian cultivating groups, says 
Sir Henry Maine :- ' 

"include a nearly complete establishment of occupations and trades 
for en~bling them to continue their collective life without assistance 
from any person or body external to them. ••• They include several 
families of her,ditary traders; the blacksmith, the harness maker, the 
shoe maker. • • . There is invariably a village-accountant. • • • But 
the person practising anyone of these hereditary employments is really 
a servant of the community as well as one of its component membel'S
He is sometimes paid by an allowance in grain, D1Ol"e generally by the 
allotment to his family of a piece of cultivated land in hereditary 
possession." 

So that these developed family-unions, maintained for mutual 
" protection, show us at once the original identity of political 
and indu!!trial rule, the differentiation of occupations within 
the group, and the partial development of an individual 
ownership beyond that of personal belongings, which, in 
some of the Hindu tribes, readily passes into complete owner
ship by separation of shares. 

§ 786. In our own island, Wales yields the evidence least 
broken and distorted by over-runnings and mixtures of races, 
Describing the Welsh early social organization, Mr. Seebohm 
writes as follows :-

In the "tribal house the undivided household of free tribesmen, 
comprising several generations down to the great-grandchildren of a 
common ancestor, lived together; and, as already mentioned, even the 
structure of the house was typical of the tribal family arrangement." 

In a later work are kindred passages. 
"The wele, therefore, of the original ancestor is a division not of the 

laud, but of the tribe, and it remains outwardly one unit, with internal 
subdivisions among sons, grandsons, and great-grandsons." 

"The weres or family groups occupied uHdivided shares in what may 
be called the common rights of the villata. " 

The kindred'! 'may be pictured as "communities of graziers of 
cattle with rights of grazing by tribal right or tl:i.bal arrangement ill 
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different parts of the district, each community, with, it may be, its 
IICOre or two of kinAmen, forming a complete unit." 

Under this system a man's position depended wholly on 
blood-relationship: the "kin-broken" man occupying a 
servile position. The groups had a general government, 
uuder which-

.. Associated with the chief of kindred, and acting as his coadjutors, 
were tM ,evm elder, of tM lcilldred, whose duty it was to preserve by 
tradition the knowledge of kinship ••• to swear to the kin of anyone 
claiming by kin and descent." 

This last statement refers to a stage later than that of the 
compound household, when there had been separation of 
families who had joint claims to pasturage witIlin the tribal 
territory. At that time a man's income was" the result of 
his own labour and use of the cattle and cyvarwys [right of 
maintenance] which was received liS his tribesman's right on 
his coming of age and assuming a tribesman's responsibilities." 
But that along with undivided ownership of the land there 
went divided ownership of other property, is implied by the 
rules for division of household goods in cases of separation 
between husband and wife, as also by the rules for payment of 
blood-money-a graduated scale of galanas, expressed incows. 

In England the normal development of the village-com
munity, which evidence from Wales implies was going on 
among the British Celts, was of course prevented by invading 
Taces, who brought with them tribal usages pre-existing on 
the Continent, and who, settling down as invaders, variously 
mingled, founded settlements partially abnormal in character. 
nut, recognizing these causes of deviation, we may see in the 
groups formed,'general resemblances to those thus far con
sidered. Accepting the view of Kemble, Cunningham writes:-

"Tracts of uncultivated land were apportioned to groups of waITioJS 
• • • The evidence of nomenclature seems to show that severaJ. men of 
the same sept took up land together and formed a township." 

Speaking of the resulting states as existing from the 6th to 
the 9th centuries, he further says :-
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"We may then think of England as occupied by a large number of 
Ileparate groups, some of which were villages of free wai-riors, some 
estates granted on more or less favourable terms; as in all probability 
there was comparatively little communication between them, they 
would all be forced to try to raise their own food and provide their 
clothing." . 

And then the industrial economy sequent upon this structure 
he describes thus:-

"When the village community is really a self-sufficing whoie, the 
thatcher or smith is a member of the body, and pursues his craft with
out payment either by the hour or piece, because his livelihood is 
secured to him in the form of so many bushels from each householder, 
by the custom of the village; he does what work is required in return 
for his keep." , 

"Buying aiJ.d selling did not go on between the members, but eacb 
stood in a known customary relation to the rest." 

Sir Henry Maine, guided in part by his knowledge of indus
trial arrangements in the Hindu village-community above 
set forth, gives a kindred description. 

"It is the assignment of a definite lot in the cultivated area to pal'
ticulartrades, which allows us to suspect that the early Teutonic groups 
were similarly self-sufficing. There are several EngIish parishes in 
which certain pieces of land in the common field have from time imme.: 
moria! been known by the name of a particular trade; and there is 
often a popular belief that nobody, not following the trade, can legally 
be owner of the lot associated with it. And it is possible that we here 
have a key to the plentifulness and persistence of certain names of 
trades as surnames among us." 

But while the communal regulation of industry, as exem
plified first in the compound household and then in the 
cluster' of related families, gradually modified by the addition 
of unprivileged outsiders, was mainly determined, and for 0. 

long time maintained, in the ways above shown; it was ill 
part maintained by the absence of a money-economy, and the 
concomitant absence of industrial competition. If we ask 
how a member' of, one of these communities could ,be re· 
remunerated, when there' existed no currency in which the 
worth of his services to the rest could be stated, and no 
means of measuring them against the services of otllers by 
their relative market-values, we become conscious that this 
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system of combined living, or, later on, of assigning portions 
of land or shares of products, was prll.Ctically necessitated. 
Emergence from the system of undivided earnings and com
mon pl'operty, into the system of divided earnings and private 
property, was necessarily gradual; and the development of a 
currency was at once a' cause and a consequence. It made 
definite division more practicable; and the further definite 
division was carried the greater became the need for money 
to make payments with. 



CHAPTER XIV. 

GILD REGULATION. 

§ 787. ERRONEOUS interpretations of social phenomena are 
often caused by carrying back modern ideas into ancient 
times, and supposing that motives which might then have 
prompted us to do certain things were the motives which 
prompted uncivilized or semi-civilized men to do them. 
One example occurs in the usual belief that the symbols 
which everywhere meet us in the accounts of men's usages, 
were consciously chosen-that symbols originated as symbols. 
But in all cases they were the rudiments of things that 
were once in actual use. It is assumed, for instance, that a 
totem, the distinguishing mark of a tribe or individual, was 
at the outset deliberately selected; whereas, as we have 
seen (§§ 144, 176), the primitive totem was something ren-. 
dered sacred by a supposed personal relation to it, usually as 
ancestor; and when, at a later stage among some tribes, it 
became a custom for the young savage to choose a totem for 
himself, the act bore the same relation to the original genesis 
of totems, as the act of choosing a coat of arms bears to the 
original genesis of coats of arms. In either case symboliza
tion is secondary not primary. 

The undeveloped man is uninventive. As tools and 
.,,-eapons were derived from the original simple stick or 
club by incidental deviations, so throughout: it was not uy 
intention that the processes and usages of early social life 
were reached, but through modifications made unawares. Not 
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uninventivcness only, but conservatism too, prevents con
scious divergence from whatevcr is established. With the 
savage the powcr of custom is overwhelming, and also with 
the partially civilized. We may thel'efore be sure that 
institutions of which we .seek the origins have arisen not by 
design but by incidental growth. Familiar as we are with 
tho formation of societies, associations, unions, and combina
tions of' all types, we are led to think that the savage, 
similarly prompted, proceeds in analogous ways; but we are 
wrong in thus interpreting his doings. 

Proof is furnished by the truth before. pointed out, that 
the initial step in social evolution is made in an unintended 
way. Men never entered into any social contract, as Hobbes 
and Rousseau supposed. Subordination began ·when some 
warrior of superior prowess, growing conspicuous in battle, 
gathered round him the less capable; and when, in subse
quent battles he again, as a matter of course, took the lead. 
Though during intervals between wars he was not at first 
ackllowledged as head, yet inevitably he exercised special 
influence-influence which eventually grew into chieftain
ship. And if the primary social institution arose in this 
undesigned way, we may be sure that secondary institutions 
also were undesigned. 

The implication is that gilds were not social inventions. 
Another fact has the same implication: they are found all 
over the world. Were they social inventions they would be 
exceptional; whereas they exist, or have existed, among many 
peoples of different typcs. In two ways then we are 
prompted to ask out of what preceding social structures 
they arose; and to this the obvious reply is--family-groupfl 
developed into clusters of relatives. Urban influences and 
urban occupations presently caused them to deviate from the 
primitiye type of structure; but the primitive type was that 
contemplated in the three preceding chapters. 

We have just seen that while still rural in its character, 
the village community had begun to differentiate: certain 
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leading occupations falling into the ]lands of particular indi
viduals or families. Industrial structures afterwards reached, 
must have al'isen from these germs. As shown by several 
quotations in the last chapters, one of these village-com
munities. had a political government as well as an industrial 
government. Though originally coextensive, these, in the 
ordinary course of evolution, presently ceased to be so; and 
the industrial body, contained within the whole political body, 
tended to acquire separateness: leaving outside of it that 
mass of unprivileged and immigrant persons who had no 
claims of kinship. If we ask. what happened when one of 
these village-communities, favourably. -circumstanced, grew 
to unusual size, or when several beCame united into a small 
town, we may conclude that while increase in the numbers 
of all those industrially occupied was follow~d by ·definite 
combination of thein, smaller increases in. the numbers of 
those occupied in special trades must in smaller degrees 
have also tended to produce segregation. The different kinds 
of gilds must severally have had their indefinite forms 
before they became known as gilds. Though at a late stage, 
when gilds had become familiar combinations, new ones 
might' artificially assume definite shapes in imitation of 
those already existing, we may not suppose that the original 
gilds were formed artificially and definitely. But now carry
ing with us this preliminary conception lct us contemplate 
the evidence. 

§ 788. Already it has been shown that naturally, as they 
become specialized, occupations tend to become faOOly
occupations j and, as families grow into stirps, to become the 
occupations of increasing clusters of relatives. Alike because 
of the ease with which each descendant is initiated in the 
"art and mystery" of the crarL, and. because of the difficulty 
in the way of his admiEsion as a worker in any other group 
than the domestic Olle, he falls into the- inherited kiud 
of business j and clan-monopolizations nccesc;arily establish 
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themselves. Here are illustrations taken from extinct anel 
remote societies. 

Concerning the Hebrews it may be remarked that the name 
"bakers' street" (Jer. xxxvii. 21) shows that in Jerusalem 
the bakers dwelt together; and again that" the cheesemakers 
of Jeruealem dwelt together in a special quarter, the cheese
makers' valley (JOB. War. v.4. 1)." This clustering together is 
indirectly implied by the fact which Lumbroso points out :-,-

"We learn from the Talmud that among the Jews who formed a 
large part of the industrial population of Alexandria, tl:.e goldsmiths 
and the silversmiths, the weavei'll, and the blacksmiths occupiecl 
different places in the great synagogue." 

Moreover in Nehemiah iii. 8, 31, 32, allusion is made t() 
sometlJing like gilds of goldsmiths, apothecaries, and spice
merchants. . 

How the implied usage, spontaneously originating, gradu
ally passes into imperative law, or something like it, is shown 
in the case of ancient Egypt. Rawlinson writes:-

II Although the son did not necessarily or always ,follow his father's 
calling, yet the practice was EO general, so nearly universal, there was 
such a prejudiC('l, such a C07l8e118U8 in fa.vour of .it, that foreigners com
monly left the country impressed with the belief that it was obligatory 
on all, and that the classes were really castes in the strictest sens~." 

As already shown in § 733, such specialized groups of 
workers had arisen in Rome before recorded times. 

Let us turn to existing peoples. In China, where ancestor
worship is so dominant and family-organization consequently 
so pronounced, there are unions of silk-weavers and dyers. 
gold-beaters, blacksmiths, millers, needle-makers, carpenters. 
masons, barbers, kittysols, pewterers, fishing-boat-owners, 
tea-merchants,bankers. And though, in the following 
extract from 'Villiams, we get no clue to the origin of these
gilds, which doubtless dates back thousands of years,yet 
we get evidence concerning their nature and actions quite 
congruous with the hypothesis of family-origin. 

" Each guild ot carpenters, silkmen, masons, or even of physicians and 
teachers, wOl'ka to advance ita own interests, keep its own members 
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in order, and defend itself against its opponents. Villagers form 
themselves into organizations against the wiles of powerful clans; and 
unscrupulous officials are Illet and balked by popular unions whm 
they least expect it." 

Indications of familY-Oligin are elsewhere yielded by the 
localization of t~ades already illustrated in Hebrew usages. 
For if gilds grew out of groups of kindred. the proximity of 
like traders would of course result: relatives would gather 
together for mutual protection. In Cairo at the present 
time such localization may be observed, and harmonizes with 
references contained in the .A,·abian. Ni:jlds, which, though 
fictions, furnish valid evidence of social habits. Again in 
Shway Yoe's account of Burma we I'ead :-

" As in all Eastern towns, those who occupy themselves with a regular 
handicraft all flock together. Thus the umbrella-makers and sellt'rs of 
saddlery live to the south of the Palace [at Mandalay], vendOl'S of 
bamboo-work and lacquered hoxes to the west, while the potters and 
miscellaneous goods shops are mostly along the street that leads to 
Payah Gyee," 

So, too, is it in Siberia. At Nijni Novgorod the streets 
are called after the names of the merchandize sold therein. 
And it was thus in ancient England. Says Kemble :-

"We have evidence that streets, which afterwards did, and do yet, 
bear the names of particular trades or occupations, were equally so 
designated before the Norman Conquest, in several of our English 
towns .•. FeUmonger, Horsemonger, and Fleshmonger, Shoewright, 
and Shieldwright, Tanner and Salter Streets, and the like." 

Then, as ordinarily llappens, that ~hich grew up as a custom 
tended to become a law. Early in the 16th century it was 
enacted that-

"Goldsmiths' Row in Cheapside and Lombard Street should be 
supplied with goldsmiths; and that those who keep shop!' scatteringly 
in other parts of the city should have shops procured for them 
in Cheapside or Lombard Street, upon penalty that those of the 
Assistants and Livery, that did not take care herein, should lose their 
Illaces." 

llrcsented as these facts are by societies unlike in race and 
remote from one another in place and tim~, we cannot but 
infer that gilds germinated from some structUl"e common to 
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them all; and the multiplying family-group is the only such 
structure. 

§ 789. Of evidences that the gild in its primitive form 
arose out of the cluster of relatives, perhaps the strongest is 
the religious bond which held together its members;, implied 
by periodical meetings for joint worship. Among Christian 
nations this points back to the pre-Christian times in which 
there doubtless existed among the peoples of Northern Europe, 
as among those of Southern Europe, and as still among the 
Hindus, occasions on which the eldest ascendant male of the 
family-group made sacrifices to the spirits of ancestors. 
Naturally this habit survived when the worship came to be 
of another kiud. 

Whether the members of the group for~ed a rural com-, 
munity or an urban community, essentially similar connexions 
were thus formed and maintained among them. Of course 
perpetual conquests of people by people, and consequent 
social dislocation~, llave tended to confuse the evidence. 
Some, however, may here be given. Writing of Mexico. 
Prescott says :-

"The different trades were arranged into something like guildR; 
having each a particular district of the city appropriated to it, with its 
own chief, its own tutelar deity, its peculiar festivals, and the like.~ 

~{o\'ers' account of a far-distant people, the Phrenicians, 
yields facts of allied meaning. 

"Wbera many Phrenician merchants resided, they had obtained 
landed property with corporative rights and privileges; such was the 
case at Memphis and at Jerusalem, where they possessed distinct 
quarters with sanctuaries of their national gods." 

"ThI'Be corporations, as far as we know, were formed by citizens 
only ofthe same Phcenician state ...• Where there resided Phrenicians 
of different towns, they formed as many corporations." 

And this segregation carried out, probably associated those 
of the same stirp. Doubtless retaining their preceding pagan 
usages, along with the super-posed, Christian creed, the early 
English exhibited kiudred relations. Says Brentano_" The 
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Craf~~Gilds were, like the rest of the Gilds, at the same 
time religious fraternities." According to its statutcs the 
Abbotsbury Gild, dating from the time of Canute, had for 
its purposes-

"The Buppor~ and nursing of infirm Gild-brothers, the burial of the 
dead, and the perforillance of religious services, and the saying of 
prayers, for their Bouls. The association met every year, on the feast 
of St. Peter, for united worship in honour of their patron saint. 
B~sides this there was a common mea!." 

"The Exeter Gild . . • was of altogether the same character. 
Here, however, association for the purpose of worship and prayer 
stands out more prominently as the object of the brotherhood than in 
the former case." 

The long survival of this religious character is shown by Mrs_ 
Gret;;n's digest of 15th century records. 

"If a religious guild had become identified with the corporation, 
the town body and the Church were united by a yet closer tie. The 
()()rporation of Plymouth, which on its other Bide was the guild of our 
Lady and St. George, issued its instructions evell as to the use of vest
ments." 

But in its primitive form this multiplying family-group 
out of which the industrial group developed (becoming as 
time went on changed by the admission of those of other 
blood) had not ouly a religious character but also a political 
character; and tended to evolve within itself the essentials 
of an indepenuent social structure. 

§ '/90. The quasi-political autonomy of these early groups 
was a concomitant of the enmities among them. Between 
adjacent tribes' of savages, trespasses frequently committed 
generate chronic antagonisms; and chronic antagonisms 
were similarly generated between settlements of the scarcely 
less savage men from whom we have descended. Say~ 

Cunningham :-
" As long as each village was hostile to every other, defended from 

the predatory incursions of neighbours, not by any respect for the 
l.roperty of others but by the wide erlent of its own waste [the sur
l"Ounding wild tract], regular trade would seem to be impos..uble." 

Awl how well established was this diffused enmity is implied. 
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by the fact that, just as the other savages above referred to 
had neutral meeting places for the· occasional exchange of 
commodities; so the Anglo-Saxons had boundary stones 
within the waste lands, or .. marks/' separating their settle:
ments, at which they met to trade. 

This eady state, during which inter-village relations were 
swayed by sentiments like ·those which now sway inter
national relations, long continued, and left its traces in the 
intercourse between groups after large places had grown up. 
In another county a trader had no better 8tatus than if he 
belonged to another country. As Cunningham says," thc 
Norwich merchant who visited Londou was as much of a 
foreigner there as a man from ;Bruges or Rouen." One conse
quence was that transactions with outsiders were municipally 
administered. 

"'the town itself (c01n1nunitaB) was the organ by which payments to 
or from the merchant of another place might be adjusted; it was by 
8uiilg the community that the creditor could reach a defaulting debtor 
at a distance." . 

This condition of things had for its natural concomitant a 
}lractical identity of the gild organization with the municipal 
organization. 'I'he earliest brilds-cnighten gilds-as exist
ing in Canterbury (where' the gild is described as "C1tights 
of Canterbury, or ceapmann guild "), Winchester, London, 
and Cambridge-were in large measure. agencies for local 
government. .. In many cases the inhabitants or the town 
and the inhabitants of the guild were practically coextensive 
bodies;" and by the charter oj Edward IV, the city-franchise 
was practically limited to the members of the trades and. 
mysteries. In further evidence may be named the regula
tions of the Cambridge gild which "were less concerned 
with the recovery of property than with eilforcing due money 
penalties for manslaughter and personal injurie!':." So, too, 
Lappenbergtells us that-" At tIle head of the gilds, as of the 
cities, we usually find earldormen." And still more specific 
is Brentano, who, concerning town-organization before and 
after the Conquest, writes:-
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•• The whole body of full citizens, that is, of the possessors of por
tions of the town-lands of a certain value, the • civitas,' united itself 
everywhere into one Gild, • convivium conjuratum;' the citizens and 
the Gild became identical; Ilnd what was Gild-law became the law of 
the town." . 

Of course, following the process of evolution, primitive 
coincidence passed into divergence as growth became great. 
This ·is shown by tLe fact that in London, the political 
administration separated from the industrial so early that 
there remains little clear trace of the original gild-mer
chant. Moreover we see, locally illustrated, the tnlth already 
illustrated at large, that all kinds of regulation are differ
entiated from· one primitive kind. Even still, where social 
development is less advanced, as in the principalities of 
Eastern Europe, the old communal organization is traceable 
in both the municipal and the trading organizations. 

§ 791. Turning now to the industrial characters of these 
merchant-gilds, which gradually differentiated from earlier
local combinations having religious and municipal characters, 
we have first to. note that subordination of the industrial 
government to the political government is again shown. 
These gilds were incorporated by charters-charters each 
of which, in the beginning, was bought from some feudal 
superior, who might be archbishop, lay seigneur, or lord of 
the manor, chapter, or monastery; but who, in later times, 
when feudal powers were subordinated by royal powers; 
became the king. By one of these charters there was pmc':' 
tica11y made over to the gild, for a consideration, the right 
of electing officers, of authorizing the carrying on of trades, 
and of making industrial regulations. Of course they had 
this quasi-political character at the time when they were 
practically identical with the municipal governments, and 
they retained it in large measure after they became separate. 
One proof of this is that they had theit: own Jaws and courts. 
in which civil causes might be determined. • 
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At the outset one of these merchant-gilds included the 
,-arious kinds of traders inhabiting the place. Each member 
of it was' a. maker of the article he dealt in-a substantial 
!Irtisan having such property and household as enabled 
him to carryon a business and train an apprentice. His 
membership conferred gild-privileges on his wife,daughter, 
and maid-servants, and in most cases on his widow. But 
whereas originally each master was himself a worker, in 
course of time, as towns grew and some masters prospered 
more' than others, there arose distinctions: differentiation 
began. Becoming rulers of the gild, its wealthier menibers 
grew into a gild-aristocracy j and as fast as there arose a. 
class of masters distinguished from the class of workers, the 
class of masters strove to monopolize gild-privileges, and 
successfully sought to keep out the inferior class, not only by 
prohibitory payments but even by regulations which excluded 
manual workers-someti,mes all those who had" blue nails." 
Thus, in Scotland, according to Burton, men were· made 
.. incapable of holding the rank of guild-brethren, unless 
they should abandon the pursuit of their craft with their 
own hands, and conduct it solely by employing hired opera
tives." As is remarked by Mrs. Green in her Town Life in 
the Fifteentlt Century:-

"A close caste was easily developed out of the compact' body of 
merchants and thriving traders who formed the undisputed aristocracy 
of the town, and whose social pre-eminen~ doubtless .went far to 
establish tbeir political dominion." 

And she adds that "there is evidatce to show that it oftcn 
preceded by a long time the chartcrs which make it legally 
binding." 

The incorporated· bodies formed and developed in these 
ways, while protecting their members against aggressors and 
giving them aid in poverty and sickness, and while imposing 
on them certaill wholesome restraints, were mainly concerned 
with gaining and maintaining artificial advantages. Of these 
the chief was the right to buy and sell in the town articles 

2D 
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of all kinds-not only victuals, which might be sold by tlle 
unprivileged, but everything else; and a large part of their 
function was that of so supervising commercial transactions as 
to detect and 'punish, by fines or otherwise, all who infringed 
these monopolies. 

In upholding and extending their exclusive privileges, 
these bodies inevitably came into conflict with outsiders- ' 
sometimes with the municipal government after they be
came separate from it, and sometimes with unincorporated 
bodies of workers. An early example was yielded by certain 
immigrant artizans. In various towps-Winchester, Marl
borough, Oxford, and Beverley-" the greatest precautions 
were taken to prevent a weaver obtaining the franchise of 
the town, and he had no standing in the ,courts as against a 
freeman." Aud then; in self-defence, the weavers obtained, by 
payment, charters of incorporation from the Crown, putting 
them legally upon a like footing with their antagonists. 
Groups of native artizans, as, under Edward IV, the tailors of 

. Exeter, ~imilarly bought authority to organize themselves. 
But the fact of chief significance for us here, is this 

These lo~al' trade-governments assumed that liberty to work 
at this or that is not an inherent right, but a right which the 
citizen must pay for. In our days it is hard to believe that 
during the monarchical regime in France, there was definitely 
established the maxim that "the right to labour is a royal 
right which the prince may sell and subjects ~ust buy." But 
the difficulty of believing this diminishes on remembering 
that gilds bought their rights of trading from feudal autho
rities of one 'or other kind, and it further diminishes on 
finding that the gilds themselves interpreted in like 
manner the powers they had bought, and tacitly proceeded 
upon the maxim that the right to labour was a gild-right 
which the gild might sell and the affiliated citizen might 
purchase by payments and services. 

§ 792. Progressive differentiation, with consequent increas-
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ing heterogeneity, characterized subsequent stages. Once 
practically coextensive with the free townsmen but presently 
growing distinct, the merchant-gild itself was eventually 
replaced by minor combinations of kindred nature-the craft
gilds. Several influences united to generate them. Guided 
by such evidence as Eastern countries now furnish, and by 
home evidence which the names of streets given in Anglo
Saxon times still yield. we have inferred that in very early 
days there existed localized clusters of kindred carrying on 
pal·ticular occupations. This implies that when all the 
traders of R. town formed one gild, there were included in it 
different groups of artificers, each of which had within its&lf, 
if not an overt union, still a tacit union. It is a reasonable 
inference that from the out.set these component groups, some 
of them larger and some of them smaller parts of the gild, 
did not cooperate with entire harmony. Hence, from the 
beginning, a nascent tendency to separate. 

While towns were small, and these component groups 
severally contained few members, the general union was 
maintained; and it continued even after there had arisen a 
caste-division between the employers, equivalent to mer
chants, and tiie employed or working craftsmen. But when 
there arose large places the internal jealousies among gild
members, operating alike between the castes and the com
ponent groups in each caste, began to tell; and each of the 
groups, now relatively numerous and powerful, tended to 
assume independence. This tendency was furthered by 
another. 

With increased urban growth the business of administra
tion, whether by the municipal government or by the 
merchant-gild or by 'both, widened and. complicated and 
presently became impracticable without sub-division of func
tions. The general local government of either kind, almost 
of necessity fell into the habit of deputing parts of its 
IJowers to particular local governments. Thus it is alleged 
that in London the pre-existing authorities established craft. 

~1[)-.. 2 
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gilds, "to which spechl parts of their own duties were 
delegated by the burgh officers or the local gild-merchant." 
And concerning Beverley, iu the 14th centUl"y, we have the 
specific statement that-

" Another regulation of this gilda mercatoria, or merchant frater
nity, was appointing lesser gilds, with an alderman, or ward~n, to each j 
so that each description of trade was governl'd by its own particular 
rules, subject to the approbation and control of the twelve governors." 

Certainly in some cases they were municipally authorized. 
In proof there is the fact that in Exeter the cordwainers' 
~ild surrendered their powers annually to the town, and 
were granted a renewal on payment of a fine. Still, if we 
remember that ordinarily what became law had previously 
been custom, we may infer that craft-gilds were not 
established de novo, either by municipal governments or by 
merchant-gilds, but had been in existence long before they 
obtained authorization. This is, indeed, implied by the just 
named evidence. Had the regulative function of the Exeter 
cordwainers been a duty imposed upon them by the muni
cipal authority, they would not have been required to pay a 
fine for the annual renewal of it-would contrariwise have 
refused to renew -it. 

That these craft-gilds were not usually formed for public 
advantage, but for the advantage of their own members, is 
otherwise clearly shown. In the 12th century "the gold
smiths, glovers, butchers, and curriers, who had established 
theIp.selves as corporate bodies without permission from the 
king, were fined." Indeed, if we accept Brentano's view, we 

- must infer that instead of arising by differentiation from the 
merchant-gilds, they more commonly arose independently 
among the unorganized workers, in imitation of the organized 
workers. He says ;-

" The Craft-Gilds themselves first sprang up among the free crafts
men, when they wer~ excluded from the fraternities which had taken 
the place of the family unions, and later among, the bondsmen, when 
they ceased to belong to thefalllilia of their lord." 

Not. the cmft'3!Den only but also their employers became 
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SCril'egateJ. In London, in the reign of Edward III, com
p.tnies of merchants were incorporated; and in pursuance of 
the general tendency to harden custom into law, it was 
enacted that merchants should severally deal only in com
modities of one kind, while artisans should severally confine 
themselves to one occupation. A concomitant result was, 
of course, that the original combination of traders tended to 
luso its power and eventually its existence. ." The various 
younger bodies, which were formed one after another, 
gradually superseded the gild-merchant altogether and left 
it no sphere for independent activity." 

The regulative functions of these craft-gilds were both 
internal and external. Internally they gave definite forms 
to the customs of the craft and punished gild-brothers who 
infringed them. To prevent unfair competition with one 
another, they forbade the use of inferior materials, provided 
against the enticing away of apprentices, and prohibited 
night-work. They appointed searchers to detect delinqu~nt 
brothers and bring them up for judgment, and in some cases 
they fixed holidays to be observed by the craft. But chiefly 
their aims were, 1st, to exclude the competition of outsiders; 
and, 2nd, to keep down their own numbers so as to maintain. 
individual profits. To this end they fixed the terms on which 
apprentices might be taken and strangers employed. They 
sought to prevent apprentices from Lecoming masters; and. 
by giving priv.ileges to the children of gild-members, they 
further tended to make the body a close corporation. By 
impediments, pecuniary and ~ther, admission to gild-mem
bership was made difficult; servant-workmen not belonging 
to the gild were forbidden to combine; and there were dis
putes betwcen gilds respecting the limits of their respective 
klsinessE's. 

Lastly, let .us not omit to note that the original union 
of industrial government and political government continued 
to be variously shown. Only members of gilds were free
men of the town, exercising the franchise. Leading officers 
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of the gilds continued to be the chief town-authorities. 
And there were, in some cases, powers deputed to the gilds 
by the municipality. 

§ 793. The foregoing sketch of these local industrial in
stitutions, already involved, would have been. much more 
involved had it included descriptions of their many varieties; 
for in different places, at different times, under different con
ditions, they have had chamcters more or less different. 
Still more complex would have been the account if, instead 
of limiting it mainly to English gilds, it had taken note of 
gilds in adjacent countries.; But the resulting conception 
would have remained substantially the same. In France, 
for example, t.he system had developed to the extent that 
there were over 100 incorporated trades. In Paris they were 
so closely associated with the municipal government that in 
the earliest times they had police-duties divided among them, 
and in war-time had to perform gan-ison duties. As in 
England, a trade could be can-ied on only after passing 
through a regulated apprenticeship. .A master might not have 
more than one apprentice at a time. There were contests 
between gilds respecting the inclusion of this or that kind 
of work in their respective businesses. 

Considercd ill its general character, the policy of gilds im
plies that prevailing antagonism which chal'Rcterized the 
times to which t.hey belonged. In less violent ways these 
small groups sought to do that which the larger groups in
cluding them did in more violent ways. To preserve its 
territory, or to get more territory, each nation carried on con
flicts with adjacent nations. Within the region which each 
occupied, were feudal divisions held by lords who fought 
with one another for supremacy or minor advantage. The 
assemblage of men constituting a town, sometimes had 
struggles with their feudal lords, and habitually dealt with 
men of other towns as foreigners at· eUlllity with them. 
And within each town there grew up these separate bodies 
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of traders, all of them hostile to outsiders and often more or 
less hostile to one anoth':!)'. 

But the general truth of chief concern for us, is that while 
each gild fought for the interests of its members by 
measures now defensive now aggressive, the concomitant of 
this industrial warfare was the submission of its members to 
coercive government. The ability to carryon a bread
winning business was conditional on membership of the 
gild and payment of taxes for its maintenance. Subordina
tion to gild-authorities, and conformity to the laws they 
established, were insisted upon. Various limitations to 
working and trading were imposed on each gild-brother. 
Spies were employed to detect any breaches of regulations he 
might commit j and he was punished pecuniarily or other
wise when convicted. 

Thus the so-called "free-man" of those days was free in 
but a very qualified sense. Not only in his life at large, but 
in the carrying on .of his business, he was subject to one set 
of imperat.ive orders by the government of the country, and 
to another set of orders, no less imperative, by this local 
industrial government. 



CHAPT.tR xv. 

SLAVERY. 

§ 794. ALONG with the developments of industrial regula· 
tion dealt. with in the preceding four chapters, there was 
going on one of another kind, which, thus far ignored for 
convenience of. exposition, we must now trace up from the 
beginning. 

Before we can understand the phases of social evolution to 
be here treated of, we must free ourselves from the pre
judgments fostered l)y the sentiments of modern days. 
Just as every people assumes its own creed to be the only 
rational one, so it thinks its own social arrangements are 
alone natural and right. Often the feelings and convictions 
generated by usage are such as make almost impossible tha 
formation of true beliefs. 

During recent days habit has generated the idea that 
slavery is an exceptional· institution ; whereas observation of 
all societies in all times shows that slavery is the rule and 
freedom the exception. The current assumption is that of 
necessity a slave is a down-trodden being, subject to unlimited 
labour and great hardship; whereas in many cases he is well 
cared for, not overworked, and leniently treated. Assuming 
slaves everywhere to have ideas of liberty like our own, we 
suppose them to be intolerant of despotic control; whereas 
their Gubjection is sometimes so little onerous that they jeer 
at those of their race who have no masters. Assuming that 
their feelings are such as we should llave upder the same 
circumstances, we regard them as necessarily unhappy i 
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wllereas they are often more light-hearted than their 
superiors. Again, when we contrast the slave with the free 
man, we think of the last as his own master; whereas, very 
generally, surrounding conditions exercise over him a mastery 
more severe and unpitying than that exercised over tIle slav~ 
by his owner: nature's coercion is often worse than mau's 
coercion. There is constantly made the erroneous assllIllp
tion that there may exist in early stages the same system of 
free labour as that which we have; whereas, before money 
comes into existence, payment of wages is generally imprac
ticable: nothing but food, clothing, and shelter, can be given 
to the worker. Once more, it is taken for granted that as 
among ourselves free labour i~ conducive to social welfare. 
it is everywhere and at all times conducive to it; but in 
early stages the undisciplined primitive man will not 'labour 
continuously, and it is only under a regime of compulsion 
that there is acquired the power of application woch has 
made civilization possible. 

Carrying with us tIle qualifications of belief here indicated' 
as needful, we must abandon the point of view to which our 
form of social life ha$ accllstomed us, and look at the facts, 
from other points of view proper to other forms of social life. 

§ 795. In its beginnings slavery commonly implies some 
kind of inferiority, especially physical inferiority. In un
civilized tribes and in ancient societies, this is shown by the 
slavery of the child and the slavery of the captive. The 
power to treat children as slaves, and to sell them into 
slavery, of course accompanied the power of life and death
a power exercised by many savage and semi-civilized people ~ 
in old times by the Jews, who sometimes sold children to 
pay creditors, and in modern days by the Circassians, wh() 
sell their daughters. This power in some cases extends over, 
others 'than children-the cases of persons whose feebleness 
makes them relatively defenceless. Concerning the negroes 
of Blantyre, Duff MacDonald says :-
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'Often a man will pay a debt by giving up his own kindred to his' 
l)rosecutor. Those most liable to ~iB treatment are his sisters, after 
that his daughters, then his brothers, and then his father and mother." 

But that form of physical inferiority which is by far the 
most general origin of slavery is militant inferiority. During 
stages in which battles are made up of individual contests, 
this inferiority, either in strength or agility, is obviously im
plied; and it continues to be implied until stages in which 
the contests are between bodies of men acting together. 
Spealdng'generally, we may regard slavery as a.sequence of 
war; for, of its several causes, war is the most common and 
the most extensive in its results. 

Of other inferiorities whence slavery results, there has next 
to be named crime. Enslavement as a punishment occurs, 
or has occurred, among many peoples. The Jews inflicted it 
for theft. So, too, in ancient Nicaragua-

" A thief ..• became a slaye to the person that had been robbed, 
till he wa.q satisfied; he might be sold or played away, but not released, 
without the consent of the cazique." 

Anu it was the same in Guatemala. At present in Angola
" .Almost every offence" is "punishable by slayery, to which not only 
the guilty party, but even in many cases every member of his family 
\vas liable.' 

In early days among ourselves and other European peoples, 
sl!wery was thus entailed, and it is thus entailed even now 
ill a sense; for convicts who are set to work nre slaves to 
the State. In nussia, where they are doomed to the mines, 
this form of punishment is com.monly employed. 

Next comes the slavery of the debtor. In many cases he 
is simply unfortunate, but very generally his indebtedness 
connotes. one or other def~ct of nature. Of the many peoples 
muong whom the creditor could take possession of the debtor, 
may be named the Jews. In the time of Matthew (xviii, 25) 
insolvent meIl could be sold with their families, and this 
pennlty had long eXIsted. In Old English times, too, the 
crel1itor llad the power to enslave the debtor. 

I.ess geueral than the above are two ot.her derivations 
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(If slavery. One of them is kidnapping-a process which 
manifestly tended to arise where slavery had become an 
industrial institution. Among the Greeks the being seized 
and canied off was a danger constantly to be guarded against. 
That kidnapping has not unfrequently occurred between 
their times and ours, we may infer from the fact that not 
many generations ago it occulTed in Scotland, whence 
entrapped men were shipped to the plantations. The other 
occasional, but unusual, cause is that of cxtreme impoverish
ment by excessive taxation. Under Roman rule, so much 
lauded by the many to whom nothing seems so admirable 
as successful aggression, it was a cause widely operative. 
People nlined by merciless exactions surrendered themselves 
into slavery for th~ sake of maintenance. 

Only just noting these several origins of slavery, each 
exemplified in one or two cases out of the multitudinous 
caees which might be named, we may now pass to the con
sideration of slavery as originating from its chief caus;e, war; 
and study the forms it takes as an industrial institution; 

§ 796. Tribes which have not emerged from the hunting 
stage are little given to enslaving the vanquished: if they do 
Dot kill and eat them they adopt them. In the absence of 
industrial activity, slaves are almost useless; and, indeed, 
where gamc is scarce, are not worth their food. But where, 
as among fishing tribes like the Ohinooks, captives can be 
of 11se, or where the pastoral and agricultural stages have 
been reached, there. arises a motive for sparing the lives of 
conquered men, and, after inflicting on them such mutilations 
as mark their subjection, setting them to work. 

The instances to be first named are transitional ones-' 
instances in which some of the prisoners are devoured and 
others are malle bond-servants. It was thus ill ancient 
:Mexico, where, Zurita says, "the slaves were very numerous," 
but, according to Clavigero, when prisoners of war, were in 
large part sacrificed to tlJeir cannibal gods: the ceremonial 
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offerings of their flesh and blood to these gods, being par
taken of by worshippers. In our own days a kindred union 
of these two uses of captives was found in Fiji, where 
subjugated ttibes, doomed to predial slavery, served also as 
reserves of victims for the feasts of their conquerors. 

Where cannibalism is not rampant, or has died out, 
prisoners of war are, among the slightly civilized, put to use 
either as domestic slaves or as field-slaves, or very generally 
as both. Of certain low-grade Africans it is said-

"The Damaras are idle creatures. What is not done by the women 
is left to the slaves, who are either descendants of impoverished 
members of their own tribe •.. or captured bushmen." 

And in the more advanced African societies we find allied 
facts. Describing the Dahomans as " demoralized by slave
hunts," Burton says that" agriculture is despised because 
slaves are employed in it." In Ashanti again, nobles p03Se'3S 
"thousands of slaves," who" are employed in cultivating the 
plantations of their masters, or in trading for them." 

Asia, in our own times, furnishes illustrations of various 
kinds. We are told that the Biluchi do not themselves do 
the laborious work of cultivation, but impose it upon the 
Jutts, the ancient inhabitants whom they have subjugated. 
In Ceylon, up to 1845, there survived a like use of the 
indigenes. Says Tennent :-" Slavery in Ceylon was all 
attribute of race; and those condemned to it were doomed to 
toil from their birth." 

"In the formation of these prodigious tanks, the labour chiefly 
employed was that of the aboriginal inhabitants, the Yakkos and 
Nagas, directed by the science and skill of the conquerors. •.. Like 
the Israelites under the Egyptians, the aborigines were compelled to 
make bricks for the stupendous dagobas erected by their lDasters. " 

The sequence of slavery upon war in aucient times is 
shown us in the chronicles of all races. Besides a semi-free 
class of fellaMn, the Egyptians had a slave-class, which, 
judging by the representations and inscriptions on their 
monuments, was continually recruited by captives taken in 
battle. Assyrian monuments, too, show us a like relation of 
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cause and effect. The Hebrews, both before and after their 
Egyptian bondage, following defeat in war, were themselves 
slave-owners on large and small scales. By the require
ment that subjection to Yahveh should be shown not only 
by the circumcision of Abraham himself, but by the cir
cumcision of his bond-servants, it is proved that the 
institution went back to primitive days; and there is proof 
that it survived down to the latest times: the Essenes being 
distinguished by reprobating slavery. And that .the slaves 
were in large measure prisoners of war, various passages 
demonstrate. The Jews themselves in later days suffered 
enslavement by the Romans: one conqueror alone, Nicanor, 
taking 180,000. 

·The connexion between slavery and war thus made mani
fest, and chronically implied by the swarms of predial slaves 
made to work as cattle under the Roman Empire, was shown 
afterwards as before. Says Levasseur :--

"When the Germans took possession of Gaul they found slave
workmen in the State-manufactories, in private houses, and even in the 
gilds. They appropriated part of them, and themselves reduced to 
servitude a large number of free artizans." 

§ 797. Some distinction, though an indefinite distinction, 
may be drawn between undeveloped slavery and developed 
slavery-between those forms of it in which the slave-class 
is small and little differentiated, and those in which it is large 
and organized. 

In a primitive social group no considerable bodies of slaves 
can be formed. Captives taken by individual victors are' 
ecattered throughout the tribe: the females, while occupied 
as domestics, being commonly coneubines, and the males 
burdened with the heavier tasks. Under these conditi~ns 
the slave is often imperfectly distinguished from members of 
the family. An:;.ong the Hebrews" clever and trustworthy 
slaves rose occasionaliy to the posts of superintendent and 
majur domo (Gen. xv. 2, xxiv. 2; 2 Sam. ix, 10)." The relative 
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Ia ws and usa.ges among the Jews were, indeed, such as implied 
mildness of treatment. In Ecclesiasticus viii, 21, we read:

"Let thy Boullove a good servant, and defraud him not of liberty." 

This indorses the passage in Proverbs xvii, 2:-
"A wise servant shall have rule over a Bon that causeth shame, 

and shall have,Part of the inheritance among the brethren." 

But these Ilil'ssages refer to slaves of Hebrew blood, as is im
plied by the rabbinical saying that" he who buys an Israelitic 
slave, buys himself a master." The treatment of foreign 
slaves was by no means thus lenient. At the present time 
with a kindred· race in the same region, similar relations 
exist. Says Burckhardt of the Bedouins :-

"Slaves, both male and female, are·numerous throughout the desert. 
••• After a certain lapse of time, th"y are always- emancipated, and 
married to persons of their own colour." 

Here we may observe a cause of the mildness character
izing primitive slavery-the ability of the slave to escape. 
Burckhardt tells us that-

"Black slaves are very common among the Arabs. ••• The sla'Ocs 
are treated with kindness, and seldom beaten, as severity might induce 
them to run away." 

Among the Abyssinians, too, according to Harris, the 
slavery is mild. 

"From the governor to the humblest peasant, every house in Shoa. 
possesses slaves of both sexes, in proportion to the wealth of the pro
prietor ; and in so far as an opinion may be formed upon appearances, 
their condition, with occasional, but rare exceptions, is one of comfort 
and ease." . 

Sometimes, indeed, it happens among African peoples that the 
slave rises to the condition of adopted son, as was the case 
among the Hebrews. The tradition concerning Abraham's 
confidential servant Elieser, is paralleled by statements con
cerning negroes. 

" In Ashautee a slave sometimes succeeds to the stool and property 
of his deceased master." • 

And this testimony of Beecham is verified by tIle testimony 
of Livingstone and another missionary, the Rev. T. M. Thomr.s. 
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"The African sIa.vl', brought by a foray to the tribe, enjoys from 
the beginnbJ, the privilegeil and name of a child, and looks upon his 
master and mistress in every respect as his new parents. He is not 
only nearly his master's equal, bnt he may with impunity, leave his 
master and go wherever he likes within the boundary of the kingdom: 
although a bondman or servant, his position, especially in Moselekatse'd 
country, does not convey the true idea of a state of sla\'ery ; for, by 
care and diligence, he may soon become a master himself, and- even 
more rich and powerful than be who led him captive." But" among 
the coa~t tribes a fugitive is almost always sold." 

.As thus implied, this domestic slavery practically differs 
from free domestic service much less than we suppose. FOI 
the ordinary house-servant, under contract, is bound to obey 
orders, and is usually as hard worked as a domestic slave. 
Food and lodging are common to the two, and, though a 
servant receives wages, yet much of the amount goes to buy 
clothing, which in tile other case is provided: the slave also, 
though not receiving wages, often receiving gifts and ,being 
allowed to accumulate property. Though the domestic 
sen'ant can end the subject condition at a specified date, yet 
very generally be or she bas to accept some like position 
wllere labour is carried on under command. 

But now, turning to societies wllich have grown large by 
conquests, we come upon a much worse form of slavery. A 
great population is implied; agriculture is its concomitant; 
those who are not wanted in the llOusehold can be set to 
work in the fields; and there thus grows up a class of predial 
slaves, who, at first undistinguished from domestic slaves; 
gradually become differentiated from them. A transitional 
state is described as existing in Madagascar. 

"When slaves in a family are numerOIL~, some attend to cattle; 
otheno are employed in cultivating esculent roots; others collect fuel; 
and of the females, some are employed in spinning, weaving, and 
making nets, washing, and other domestic occupatiom." 

And this employment of slaves in out-door tasks has 
brought about the gravest evils, Ellis writes-

"There is reason to believe that domestic slavery has existed in Mada
gascar from time immemorial; but the savage practice of exporting mell 
as slaves is saH to have commenced scarcely more than a century ago." -
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In Africa the system is much more developed. Says Holuh 
()f the Marutse :-

"The towns ••• are generally surrounded by villages that are for 
the most part tenanted. by the vassal people, who till the fields and 
tend the cattle of. the masters who reside within the town itself." 

Similarly in Ashanti, as shown in § 796 . 
. " Every caboceer or noble of Ashantee is the possessor of thousands 

of slaves, and the inferior chieftains and captains own a lesser number . 
• • • The slaves are employed in cultivating the plantations of their 
masters, or in trading for them." 

How immensely developed this form of slavery was iu 
ancient times every reader knows. Movers writes of the 
Phcenician towns that "slaves formed by far the great.est part 
of their population." Beyond the use of them for agriculture, 
they were employed for other industrial purposes. 

"The numerous factories and industrial establishments were filled 
with working slaves. Myriads of slaves served as rowers on board the 
merchant-men and men-of-war, e.y., 60,000 on the 300 Phrenician 
triremes of the Persian fleet." 

Grecian life had like traits. In Athens," if the master cul
tivated his lands himself ... he employed numerous slaves 
under an overseer, E7riTp07rOr;, who was himself a slave." 
All .have heard of the extreme stage reached in Rome, 
where the swarms of slaves on the estates of patricians 
amounted sometimes to thousands. Being too numerous to 
be effectually superintended, these were occasionally kept in 
.chains, not only while at work in the fields but at night in 
the ergastulum: a practice paralleled in the towns by chain-
ing the house-porter to the doorway. , 

That throughout barbarian Europe there existed analogous, 
if less developed, forms of slavery, domestic and predial, goes 
without saying; since there went on the perpetual conflicts 
\vhich lead to them. Respecting early England, Seebohm, 
verifying Kemble, says- . 

"The theowB were slaves, bought and sold in th.e market, and ex
ported from English ports across the seas as part of the commercial 
produce of the island, Some of the theowl were slaves by birth. But 
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it se3D18 to have been a not uncommon thing for fl'eemen to sell them
selves into slavery under the pressure of want." 

In illustration of the generality of the institution among 
the predecessors of the Saxons, may be quoted from Seebohm 
the following passage concerning the Welsh tribes. 

"Beneath the taeogs, lIB beneath the Saxon geneat and geb!!,-, were 
the' caeths,' or bondmen, the property of their owners, without tyddyn 
and without land, unless such were M3igned to them by their lord." 

If predial slavery as carried out among pagans has not 
been· in some respects paralleled among Christians, it has in 
other respects been exceeded in its savageness; for though in 
ancient times kidnapping was by no means unknown, yet 
most slaves were captives taken in war, or the descendants 
of them. It remained for those whose professed creed tells 
them to love their neighbours as themselves to develop, on a, 
vast scale, a system of wholesale kidnapping by proxy
buying from slave-raiders multitudes of Negroes, who, if they 
survived the voyage, were set to work ingangs on plantations 
unuer the driver's lash. 

§ 798. Little llas thus far been said respecting slavery as 
an industrial institution. Some significant facts in elucida
tion of our special subject may, however, be set down. The 
rise of slavery exhibits in its primary form the differentiation 
of the regulative part of a society from the operative part. 
. Everywhere the tendency is for one man to make another 
man work for him. In the first stages the worker is physi~ 
cally inferior, and often mentally inferior, to the one who 
makes him work; so that labour becomes a sign of inferiority. 
Consequently pride comes in to reinforce idleness. Then a 
third feeling is added. Fighting with enemies and animals is 
the only occupation worthy of men. Thus three influe~ces 
conspire to establish a distinction between the ruling militant 
class and the subject industrial class. 

This primary differentiation is followed by secondary 
. differentiations when growth permits. Speaking of the insti-

30 
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tution in Greece, Heeren, after noting that slaves did 
domestic work and agricultural work, as well as labour in 
mines and galleys, goes on to say:-

"Most, if not all, trades were carried on by slaves, who were uni
versally employed in the manufacturing establishments. In these not 
only the laboure:-s, but also the overseers were slaves; for the owners 
did not even trouble themselves with the care of superintending, bllt 
farmed the whole to persons who were perhaps often the overseers also, 
and from whom they received a certain rent, according to the number 
of slaves, which they were obliged to keep undiminished." 

Still more marked. was the sub-differentiation in the still 
more militant society of Rome. For as we have already 
seen, not only were those who carried on manual occupations 
and those who superintended them, members of the slave
class, and !fot only did this class include those who carried 
on commerce, but it included also those who carried on the 
higher mental activities-the professional class. Out of these 
slave-classes were formed all soci31 structures save those 
occupied with war and government. There should be added 
the significant fact that the organization of these servile 
bodies simulated in some measure the militant organization; 
since the slaves on a Roman estate were arranged into groups 
of ten called decurim under a decurion, mostly also a slave but 
sometimes a free man: they were regimented. 

In later times throughout Europe, while war was chronic, 
there arose an analogous though not identical differentiation 
-analogous in so far that the sustaining part of each society 
was definitely marked off from the expending part. 

§ 799. Between that worst form of slavery in which there 
is legally recognized no distinction between the bondman 
and the brute, and the most mitigated form of slavery occur, 
as already shown, many gradations. The status (If the slave 
differs in various degrees from that of the free man. 

The extreme power of the master, naturally existing where 
political restraints do not exist, we also find in some cases 
where, along with a comparatively developed law, there exists 
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extreme militancy. It was thus in Fiji. .It was thus also 
among tne ancient Mexicans, by whom slaves were to a large 
extent sacrificed to the gods. Along with life-and-death 
power, over his child, the Roman had of course like power 
()ver his slave-could torture him, send him to the arena, or 
make him food for fishes; and this power continued until the 
time of Hadrian. But in most societies, not so pt:edominantly 
uevoted to conquest and in smaller degrees delighting in 
hloodshed, the slave's right to life has been recognized. It 
was so in Egypt: killing a slave was accounted as murder. 
and punished by death., In Greece (Athens) though such an 
offence was not classed as a capital one, yet it entailed re
ligious expiation and sometimes temporary exile. Indeed 
the much higher status of the Greek slave was shown by the 
fact that he ha1 It legal remedy for personal outrage. 

Where a man's possession of himself is absent or greatly 
restricted, his possession of other things is likely tq be either 
ausent or greatly restricted. It was thus, according to some 
authorities, among the Hebrews: probably the custom varied. 
So was it in early India, where the slave's inability to hold 
'property was definitely instituted. In other cases, the 
capacity for possession, beginning by usage, eventually be
came legal. The Greek slave practically, though not theo-. 
retically, could become It proprietor; and while in early 
nome the denial of the right to life was naturally accom
panied by a denial of the right to property, there grew up 
the practice of letting the slave accumulate savings and form 
a peculium. This came to be so well recognized that a 
deduction was made frem it for the privilege of marrying, and, 
then at length, in the secl),nd century A.D., the slave's right of 
rroperty was recognized by law in special cases, joined with 
a partial right of bequest. , 

Along with the gradually-established ability to possess 
there presently came the ability "to purchase freedom: 
Even among the despotic and sanguinary Mexicans this 
happened. "Slaves were allowed to marry and to possess 

;30-2 
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private property, by means of which they often liberated 
themselveso" From a statement concerning Madagascar. 
where sometimes slaves are entrusted with capital and 
started in trade, we may infer a similar usage: "half the 
amount of profit obtained is allowed to the slave"; and if so, 
a possible purchase of liberty seems implied.' In ancient 
Greece, too, a. slave's acquired property enabled him by 
agreement to buy his freedom. Similarly in Rome, the pecu
lium could be thus applied, at first by agreement and in 
later times by law: manumission eventually becoming so 
common that it was put under legal restriction. But while 
giving the slave his freedom in return for his peculium was 
common, the freedom was not at first absolute. The liberated 
slave remained a. client, and in various ways subject to his 
former master. 

Bondage has been otherwise qualified by an anangement 
under which the bondman carries on some occupation inde
pendently, and gives his owner a portion of the proceeds. 
A.lready we have seen that this happens in Madagascar. So 
in A.thens, "the slave artisans who worked singly, handed 
over to their master a definite contribution out of their earn
ings, and retained the rest themselves." Or, as the matter is . 
put by Becker-

" Of the fifty to one thousand slaves that are mentioned as the pro
perty of one master, the majority were employed as artisans, either for 
their ma&ter, or on their own account, paying him a daily sum. • . . 
The Greeks looked on their slaves as a capital yielding ~terest." 

This usage, which.practically made the slave pay rent for his 
body, clearly indica~ed a process of detachment. The slave's 
condition was much that of a free man paying heavy ta."{es. 

§ 800. Further detail would be inappropriate. Here we 
are concerned with slavery as a part of industrial evolu
tion, and have to observe only its relations to coexistent 
institutions and its character as an agel!cy for carrying on 
social sustentation; for, under the head of industrial regu-
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!ation, little attention need be given to the slaves of the 
household. 

The general truth that slavery is a sequence of war, and is 
extensive in amount and intense in form in proportion as 
war is active, is shown by negative evidence as well as by 
positive evidence-by decrease as well as by increase. 
We see this ill the mitigation and gradual disintegration 
of slavery after the long militant career of the Uomans 
had practically come to a· close. The numerous captives 
taken in battle no longer furnished an adequate supply of 
slaves. The Romans were .. obliged to have recourse to 
• the milder bllt more tedious method of propagation'''; and 
this improved" the condition of the slave by rendering his 
existence and physical health an object of greater value to 
his master." Dr. Ingram, while remarking that" the rise of 
Christianity in the Roman world still further improved the 
condition of the slave," recognizes "a change in sentiment 
with respect to the slave-class, which does not appear to 
have been at all due to Christian teaching, but to have arisen 
from the spontaneous influence of circumstances co-operating 
with the softened manners which were inspired by a specific 
rigime." That is to say, it was not the creed but the mode 
of life which was influential-not the theory but the prac
tice. This, indeed, is the general reply to be made to that 
large claim put in for Christianity.as the great civilizer. Not 
to Christian teaching have the improvements been mainly 
due~ but to those relatively unaggressive social activities 
which have not directly conflicted with Christian teaching; 
and whether the activities have been ag]ressive or non
aggressive has been determined by other causes than Christian 
teaching: the whole history of Europe down to the present 
llOur, when millions of soldiers threaten, yielding proof. 
Here the fact of significance is that along with perpetual 
wars, and the implied unmitigated triumphs of force, there 
went an unmitigated triumph of force in the treatment of 
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slaves; and that with the decline of coerciveness in the one' 
case went its decline in the other. 

Considered as a form of industrial regulation, slavery has 
been natural to early stages of conflicts and consolidations. 
While all the native males in each society were devoted to war. 
there was great need for the labour of prisoners to supplement 
that of women. The institution became, under such condi
tions, a necessity; for manifestly, other things equal, a people 
whose men were all warriors and'who used their captives as 
producers, would have an advantage over a people who either 
killed their captives or did not use them as producers. A 
society which had a slave-commissariat would, other things 
equal, survive in conflicts with a society which had no such 
commissaria t. 

Conversely. where decrease of wars leads to smaller mor
tality of native men to be fed, while the slave-class is no 
longer recruited by fresh captives, some labour on the part of 
the free population becomes necessary. To meet the need for 
social sustentation there tends to arise a class of non-slave 
labourers. So that in another way slavery is normallyasso
ciated with war and declines along ;with it. 

One more cooperative cause, especially relevant to slavery 
as an industrial institution, has to be named. When slave
labour and free labour come into competition, slave-labour. 
other things equal, 'decreases as being less economical. The 
relative lack of energy, the entire lack of interest, the unin
telligent performance of work, and the 'greater cost of super
vision, make the slave an unprofitable productive agent. 
Hence with an adequate multiplication of free labourers it; 
tends gradually to disappear. 
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SERFDOM. 

§ 801. DEP.IVED a.<! are most men's idea.<! of social institu
tions from the histories of past and present civilized or semi
civilized peoples, nearly all of them European, they are but 
partly true: they err by their narrowness. Comparative 
sociology, extended to many peoples living in many places 
in many times, would greatly modify their conceptions; show
ing them, among other things, that much which they regard 
as special is in reality general. 

Current talk and popular writing have the implication that 
the feudal system, for instance, was a peculiar form of social 
organization. The tacit belief is that it belonged to a cer
tain phase of European progress. But among unallied 
nations, in far-apart places, we find types of structure similar 
in their essential natures. Everywhere the conflicts among 
small societies, frequently ending in subjugation of many by 
one, produces some form of vassalage-minor chiefs subject 
to a major chief; and at later stagel!, when these small 
aggregates of tribes subjugate other such aggregates, there 
are formed compound aggregates with additional gradations 
of rulers and ruled. It was thus in ancient Mexico:-

.. Among the feudatories of the King of Mexico were thirty, who had 
each about 100,000 subjects, and other 3,000 lords, who had a smaller 
number of vassals.-

So, too, was it in the Society Islands when first visited by 
Europeans. Forster tells us that the king or principal chief 
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grants districts to inferior chiefs, WllO, again, have smaller 
chiefs llOlding lands under them. Similarly in Africa :

"Scarcely would the slave of an Ashantee chief obev the mandate of 
bis king, without the special concurrence of Ilis immediate master; and 
the slave of a slave will refuse obedience to his master's master." 

Of course along with the generality of this political 
organization, with its gradations of subjection among rulers, 
there has gone the generality of an organization on which it 
rests-the organization of workers. The system of serfdom, 
like the other components of the feudal system, is, with 
various modifications, widely represented in all parts of the 
world. . 

§ .802. As sequences of an evolutionary process, the diverse 
kinds of subjection must of course graduate one into another. 
:As the distinctions between different forms of slavery are 
indefinite, so must there be an indefinite distinction between 
slavery and serfdom, and between the several forms of serf
dom. Much confusion has arisen in describing these respec
tive institutions j and for the sufficient reason that the 
institutions themselves are confused. When, fot example, we 
read that alllong the Greeks slave-artisans who worked inde· 
pendently; paid to their master "a dcfinite contribution out 
of thcir earnings and retained the rest themselves," and when 
we remember that before the abolition of serfdom in Russia, 
it was a common practice of the nobles to let their serfs 
carryon businesses, paying certain sums for the privilege, we 
see that little more than a nominal difference of status. dis
tinguished the two kinds of bond servants. Hence indefinite
ness of serfdom must be expected in societies of low types .. 

Among Africans the Marutse yield an example. Under 
these, when visited by Holub, were 18 large tribes sub
divided into 83 fmaller ones-tribes held as vassals of the 
l\Iarutse, but of which not more than a quarter paid tribute. 
Strongly contrasted is the condition of the Anyasa, a tribe 
subject to the Makololo, who" cannot begin to cultivate for 
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tllemseh·cs till tlley have first 'finislled the cIliefs farm,'" 
who give to the chief the greater part oC the game they kill, 
aud are" governed like prisoners of war." Then, at the other 
extreme, we have. the almost nominal subjection in a Damara 
kraal; where of all the cattle the fourth, belonging to the chief, 
have to be looked after by the people, and where "the per~ 
quisites for taking care of the chief's cattle consisted of the 
milk of the cows, and occasionally a calC or lamb." Of the 
various forms of this industrial regulation among Asiatic 
peoples, here is ons from the Kukies :-

"The revenue exacted by these chieftains is paid in kind and labour. 
In the former each able-bodied man pays annually a basket of rice 
containing about two maunds : out of each brood of pigs or fowls 
reared in the village, one of the young ,becomes the property of the 
n:ijoih, and he is further entitled to one quarter of every animal killed 
in the chase, and, in addition, to one of the tusks of each elephant so 
slain. In labour, his entire population are bound to devote four days 
ill each ye&l", in a body, for the purpose of cultivating his private fields." 

A similar state of things existed in ancient Yucatan. The 
common people cultivated the estates, and erected the houses, 
of tlleir lords, and gave them a part of the produce oC hunt
jng, fishing,. &c. Then ancient Mexico furnished evidence 
showing how serfdom or slavery varies according to the 
natures of the rulers. 

"A slave in an Indian tribe, 8S Las Casas remark;o, possessed his 
hOllse, his hearth, his private property, his farm, his wife, his children, 
and his liberty, except when at certain stated times his lord had need 
(If him, to build his house, or labour upon a field, or at other similar 
things which occurred 8t stated intervals." 

Not so was it under the white savages from Europe. After 
the above passage Helps quotes, a letter from the Auditors 
of Mexico to the emperor in 1552, which says:-

" Granted that amongst the Indians there ware slaves, the one servi
tude is very different from the other. The Indians treated their slaves 
as relations and vassals; the Christians as dogs." 

As further showing variety in origin and nature, may be 
recalled the fact nRlIled in the last chapter concerning Mada
gascar, where owners of slaves sometimes assigned to them 
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portions of land for cultivation, giving them certain shares of 
the produce: slaves becoming serfs. 

§ 803. Leaving introductory illustrations, let us now ob
serve more syst~lllatically the' extent and quality of the insti
tution as it has existed and still exists. We may fitly begin' 
with societies in which it is, or has been, universal. 

In Dahomey, where the king owns everything, everyone is 
'his slave, or more properly his serf. 

" By the State law of Dahome, as at Benin, all men are slaves to the 
king, and most women are his wives." 

"The highest officials in the land (excepting only the royal blood) 
are bonafide slaves to the king, and therefore cannot say what they 
please." 

In Madagascar there is a kindred state of things. "The whole 
population is always liable to be employed on government 
work, without remuneration, and for any length of time." 
Beyond this liability of the whole population there is the special 
liability of a class-State-serfs carrying on various trades. 

" All are required to labour at them during life for tbe sovereign, 
without any payment for their labour; they are, it is true, exempted 
from the taxes levied on the freemen, but they are obliged to provide 
for the support of themselves and families." 

Among th~ Core!1ns, too, State-serfdom is found. Oppert, 
who thinks that the institution has descended from days of 
ccnstant warfare between tribes now consolidated, says:-

"The first and best situated class comprises the Crown bondsmen, 
who inhabit their own villages," and who contribute "a slight share 
from the r"venues, of the country they are bound to cultivate, which 
share goes straight into the royal treasury." 

Of illustrations yielded by the records of ancient peoples 
those from Egypt may come first. While the great pyramids 
were being built, the Egyptians at large were manifestly 
State-serfs: they were in batches drafted from their homes 
at a merciless king's command to do his work. If not t.he 
whole population, yet large l)al'V~ of the population, were 
thus 'conditioned in Assyria. Conquered peoples, removed 
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bodily to different parts of the empire, were forced to bbour 
at buildings by which the monarchs thought to eternalize 
their glory, but Imve instead eternalized their shame. The. 
Hebrews, also, in this matter did as they were done by. In 
I Kinfls ix, 20-21, we read, concerning the 4escendants of 
the conqllered peoples of' Palestine, that those "whom the 
children of Israel also were not able utterly to destroy, upon 
those did Solomon levy a. tribute of bond-service unto this 
day." State-serfdom of a more normal type was, however, 
bp.st exemplified in Sparta, where the conquering Dorians 
possessed the land and its aborigines. Says Grote:-

.. The helots of Laconia were coloni or serfs bound to the soil, who 
tilled it for the benefit of the Spartan proprietors cert.'\inly-probably, 
of Perirekic proprietors also .... The helots lived in the rural villages 
lIS adacripti. glebre, cultivating their lands and paying over their rent 
to the master at Spru:ta ..• they belonged not 80 much to the master 
us to the State .. [to which in fact the master himself belonged]. 

In Athens the possession by the State of captives did not 
form so large a feature in the social arrangements. But 
besides the classes of bondsmen performing various public 
serviees, there were classes belonging to the temples, wh() 
carried on cultivation of the attached estates; probably under 
:!onditions similar to those of the helots. 

§ 804. As preliminary to the right understandinci of serf
dom in Rome, we must note the form into which unceasing 
warfare had brought Roman society. More than once I have 
emphasized the truth that in proportion as militancy is 
chronic, the organization proper to an army becomes the 
organization proper to the whole society: regimentation 
spreads throughout the entire body-politic. For efficiently 
bringing to bear the national power upon other nations, the 
actions of all parts have to be completely coordinated; and 
therefore not only the fighting part but the sustaining part 
has to be despoticallyeontrolled. After eenturies of con
quests the Roman Empire had dev:eloped an extreme form of 
this type. The conception generated by frequent wars 
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among the Greeks, that the citizen did not belong to himself 
nor to his family but to his city, was, by the perpetual wars 
of the Romans, developed into the conception that he not only 
belonged to the State but was a vassal of the State, bound for 
life to his function and very generally to his place. There 
was, as Dr. Ingram writes in his History of Slavery-

"a personal and hereditary fixity of professions and situations ••• 
Members of the administrative servicll were, in general, absolutely 
bound to their employments .•. the cu.rialea, or members of the local 
senates, were bound, with special strictness, to their places and their 
functions... . • . Their families, too, were bound to remain. • • • The 
soldier •.. served as long as his age fitted him for his duties, and 
his sons were bound to similar Service. . • . Everyone was treated, 
in fact, a.~ a servant pf the State, and was bound to furnish labour or 
money, or both j those who worked only for private profit were classed 
as 'idle' (otio8~)." 

So that in fact serfdom was universal. There were official 
serfs, fighting serfs, farming serfs. 

The origin vf the farming serfs was miscellaneous. In 
part it was a sequence of those devastations which added to 
Roman glory-reducing large areas to silence and barrenness. 
The kind of coloni called lreti are described bySeebohm as
ee families of the conquered tribes of Germany, who were forcibly 
settled within the lime, of the Roman provinces, in order that they 
might repeople desolated districts or replace the otherwise dwindling 
provincial popuhtion-in order that they might bear the public bur
dens and minister to the public needs, i.e., till the public lalld, pay the 
public tribute, and also provide for the defence of the empire." 

But State~serfs on the land had various other derivations. 
Recognizing the fact that the universal servitude above de
scribed, formally eHtablished by Diocletian and others, had 
previously been growing, Dr. Ingram says :-

"The class of coloni appears to have been composed partly of tenants 
by contract who had incurred large arrears of rent and were detained 
on the estates as debtors (oblllran), partly of foreign captives or immi
grants, and also, apparently, of fugitives from the barbarian invasions, 
whom the State settled in this condition on the land, and partly of 
small proprietors and other poor men who voluntarily adopted the 
BtatuB as an improvement ill their position. Till'.¥' paid a fixed propor-

. tion of the produce (pari agraria) to the owner of the estate, and gave 
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a determinate amount of labour (oper~) on the portion of the domain 
which he kept in his own hands (manlU8 dOlllinicU8)." 

"It was indeed the requirements of the fiscus and the conscription 
which impelled the imperial government to regulate the system. The 
coloui were inscribed (athcriptl) on the registers of the census as pay
ing taxes to the State, for which the proprietor was responsible, reim
bursing himself for the amount." 

.. The children of a colonus were fixed in the same 8tatU8, and could 
not quit the property to which they belonged." 

"In no case could the rent or labour dues be increased. The colon us 
could not be transferred apart from the land nor the land without the 
colonus." 

Thus to supply money for the armies, to supply corn for 
the armies, to supply soldiers for the armies, and ~o be under 
a rigorous rule like that of the armies, was the fate of Roman 
serfs. They existed simply for furnishing men, materials, 
and food, to the fighting machine. 

§ B05. 'Ve ('annot know to what extent the social arrange
ments of the Roman Empire affected the social arrangements 
throughout medireval Europe. When its organized savagery 
lapsed into the unorganized savagery of the dark ages, the 
main lines of structure disappeared; but since the militant 
type of society in a less developed form preceded Roman 
domination and survived it, we may infer that the more 
definite system of subjection which Roman rule developed, 
being congruous with the type, left traces. :Be this as it may, 
hllwever, we have evidence that the institution of serfdom 
was in a sense natural to the European peoples from early 
times. The description Tacitus gives of the Germanic tribes 
shows that among them there existed bond-servants-doubt
less captive enemies or their descendants. He says that the 
lords-the tribesmen-themselves preferred fighting and 
hunting to agriculture, and left the management of the latter 
to the women and weaker members of the family. 

"The lord (dominU8) requires from the slave a certain quantity of 
corn, cattle, or material for clothing, as in the case of colon&. To this 
modified extent the German ,ervU8 is a slave. The wife and children 
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.of the free tribesmen do the household work of his house, not slaves 
as in the Roman households." 

'"When the Germans over-ran Gaul, the pre-existing forms of 
servitp-de were necessarily complicated; and the perpetual 
over-runnings of societies one by another during early stages, 
repeatedly superposed additional social grades. Seeboltm 
infers that the medireval serf was-
t< The compound product of survivals from three separate ancient COll
ditiolls, gradually, during Roman provincial rule and under the influ
ence of barbarian conquest, confused and blended into one, viz., those of 
the 8lave on the Roman villa, of the colonus or other semi-servile and 
mostly barbarian tenants on the Roman villa orpubli~ lands, and of the 
.,lave of the German tribesman, who to the eyes cf Tacitus was so very 
much like a Roman colonus." 

But this mingling was incomplete. From the time of the 
conquest of Gaul by the Germans, there co-existed threo 
kinds of subject life-slavery proper, an intermediate servi
tude in which certain rights of the Se?'V1t8 were recognized, 
and serfdom proper. In the course of centuries the freer 
forms replaced tIle more servile forms. Among other causes 
to which the change is as~ribed in the case of France, was the 
establishment of a central royal power by which the powers 
of feudal nobles were subordinated. It is said "that this 
change produced the decline of serfdom by placi~lg the sub
ject classes in direct relation to the king instead of to their 
local rulers; and that it became his interest to favour them 
in his struggles with tho local rulers. But while this was a 
part cause there was a deeper cause; namely, the concomi
tant decline of inter-feudal wars. Sci long as dukes, counts, 
and barons went on fighting one another, they had pressing 
need for the services of all vassals of whatever grades, and 
strong motives for maintaining their absolute subjection; 
but as fast as these nobles were subordinated to the monarch, 
this motive weakened. Instead of being fixed to a tract of 
land which he cultivated solely for his lord's benefit, the 
serf became the owner of this tract, paying to his lord tribute 
of ,;ork and produce, or finally of money. 

The rase of England comes next. 'Ve lllayassume that the 
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groups of im·ading Anglo-Saxons (or Old English as Fre~man 
will have it) who, partly slaying and partly enslaving the 
Celtic inhabitants, settled themselves here and there, were 
severally headed by chiefs. We may assume, further, that' 
these rude warriors, either individually or else ItS village
communities, continued to yield their chiefs allegiance of lL 

kind like that above shown to be common now among 
uncivilized peoples. And we may conclude, as not improb
able, that such headed groups, beginning as occupants of 
" marks," became the germs of the manorial groups which are 
found to have been in existence at later periods. Be it or 
be it not that there persisted in England some influence of 
the Roman organization, there became visible, in times of 
consolidation under kings, a parallel set of relations. Just as 
the owner of a Roman estate was responsible to the govern
ment for taxes due from the attached coloni, but took from 
them the amounts along with other proceeds of their work; 
80 the lord of the manor in early England was responsible 
to the sherilf for sums due from the manor to the king, and 
obtained these partly from his own demesne lands cultivated 
by serfs, and partly from other tenants less directly dependent 
on him, but nevertheless liable to the king,. through their 
lord. As elsewhere so here, gradations of servitude coexisted. 
From early Anglo-Saxon times had persisted slaves-probably 
descendants of conquered Celts-who were chattels bought 
and sold, "had no wergild, no credibility, no legal rights," 
though they were severally allowed to accumulate a peculium. 
There were the ceorls (afterwards villeins) or irremovable 
cultivators. And there were tenants who had considerable 
degrees of independence while under certain obligations. A 
passage from Lappenberg, referring apparently to immigrant 
tenants, possibly fugitives, gives some insight into the general 
relations before the Norman Conquest. 

"Every husbandman (gebftr) received, on being settled on the land 
of his hlaford, seven sown acres on his yard of land, two oxen, a cow 
and six sheep ...• Besides these swineherds who attended to the 
herds of the lord (aehte-swan), there was another class (gafol-swau), 
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each of whom paid a yearly rent of ten swine and five pigs, reserving 
all above this number for himself; but was bound to keep a horse for 
the service of his lord." 

But while there was thus dependence and obligation on the 
one side, there was defence on the other. Lappenberg says :_ 

"The wealthy lord of the soil, the feudal superior, took all his vassals 
or subjects under his protection, which the kindred formerly afforded, 
and undertOok the obligation of presenting them, if accused, to justice, 
and to pay the wergild of the homicide who had Hed." 

And this statement supports the inference that the local 
manorial group with its lord, had grown out of the original 
military community with its chief; constituted in such way 
that each member, bound to the whole, was subject to i~ 
ruling authority, while the whole through its ruling authority 
protected each member. 

How natural are such social relations in ~arly half·mili
tant, half-agricultural, stages, is further shown by the pre
existence of such relations among the Celts. In"\V ales the 
old patriarchal organization, -growing into that of a scattered 
village-community, had, partly by inter-tribal wars and result
ing slave-captures, partly by the subjection of evil-doers. 
illegitimate sons, and" kin-broken" tribesmen who had lost 
their rights, generated unfree classes; and there had arisen 
grades of ownerships, and obligations. A prince's or lord's 
territory included a manor with his residence, demesne lands 
and home farm, cultivated by a class of tenants li..1{e villeins. 
There were free tenants, some of them free tribesmen settled 
on the estate, who paid money-rents instead of the original 
food-rents and services. There were groups of serf-tenants 
in outlying districts, and there" were hamlets of free tenants, 
and other hamlets of villein tenants, all contributing rents 
and services, and the latter supplying provisions and day
\Yorks:" all such, tri.butes being "a~tached to particular 
holdings or hamlets." 

,Concerning serfdom among ourselves,;we have only further 
to note that in the time of Henry III, the absolute depend-
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('ncc of the serf on his lord's will, rapidly became qualified. 
'''hile, as in France, the lands to which serfs were tied 
)ltlssed into t11eir owu possession, their slave-like services 
were in val'ious ways commuted: there was "a transforma
tioll from tenants in villenage to copy-holders." And this 
change, be it remarked, went on earlier herc than. elsewllere, 
'because i 11 yirtue of the subordination of the local rulers 
to the central ruler, initiated at the Conquest, local wars had 
earlier died away: there was less of diffused war. 

§ 80G. For completion of this outline must be included 
80me accounts of serfdom in its latest stages, darived from 
l'rus:;ia and Russia. 

Continuing chiefly on baronial estates, serfdom iu Prussia, 
while still a form of subjection which required sworn allegi
allce as well as services and dues, and which tied the serf 
and his chilUren to the estate, secured him the general rights 
of a citizen; subject in some cases to his lord's assent, as in 
the case of marriage. At the same time, along with this 
qualified freedom and these obligations on the side of the 
serf, there went, on the side of the lord, certain reciprocal 
obligations. He was supposed to help his serf when in need 
and afford him means of lh'ing; to see tliat his children were 
well brought up, sent to Sc11001, and provided with busi
ne!;lleS; he was called on to protect his serfs in their rela
tions with outsiders. Thus, speaking generally, serfs were 
citizens Eubject to extra dcties and restraints. Their legal 
status was one of half-freedom and half-servility. 

Russia repeats with variations the lesson we have already 
learnt. Originally the peasants (distinguished from slaves, 
who had always existed) were independent proprietors 
grouped into village-communities. With the rise of local 
magnates-princes, boyars, &c.-implying turbulent times, 
the poor and powerless found it 11ere as elsewhere needful to 
put themselves under the protection of the powerful-to 
ac~ept partioll subjection, with its obligatory services, for the 
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sake of safety. Further, where they wished to take unculti~ 
vated land, of which there was plenty, they became indebted 
to the wealthier men for capital, and so became tied to their 
farms as debtors. And then, just as in Rome the perpetual 
wars led to the fixing of citizens in their occupations and 
localities, so that all might serve the State in the ways its 
officers directed, so was it in Russia: the whole society was 
regimented. The lands of petty . princes and boyars were 
changed into fiefs held from the Tsar; and while these local 
rulers became vassals, the peasants on their estates became 
serfs: the whole process being the concomitant of the cease
less fightings by which the empire was established. 

§ 807. Throughout this brief, and therefore very inade
quate, outline of an institution extremely varied and complex 
in origin and nature, little has been said concerning its 
character as a system of industrial regulation. 'Ve have 
seen, however, that, growing out of a primitive state in which 
a slave~class had to supply the warrior-class with the neces
saries of life, it became, as societies evolved, a permanent 
commissariat-a working part which fed the fighting part. 

Subordination, coordination, consolidation-these are phases 
of the process by which war tends to combine all sochl 
actions for offence and defence; throughout the nation as 
throughout the army. Be he soldier or be he civilian, the 
unit is ,more and more coerced by the aggregate. Further, 
we see that when peace has been followed by dimini.shed 
control of a society over its members, the control increases 
again with the return of wars. 'Where the army had been 
recruited by voluntary enlistment, it comes to be recruited by 
conscription-by compulsory service. At the same time the 
heavier taxes and the forced loans imply that the citizen has 
a decreased power over his property-makes a step towards 
servitude to the State. And in respect of the institution of 
serfdom here treated of, this effect is well exemplified by what 
took place in Germany after the Thirty Years War. 
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"A practical despotism was established, as well in the great,er states 
as in the minor principalities," and the- peasant, though "in general 
not legally in the condition of sel-fdom ... but only of a limited sub
jection," was "liable to be treated with great brutality, and was in 
practice at the mercy of the lord as regards the dues he had to pay 
and the services he had to render." 

To which special facts add the more general facts that whereas 
in England, the least militant of European states, serfdom 
had practically disappeared in the 13th century, it survived 
in various Continental states till quite late periods; namely 
in France till 1789, in Prussia till 1810, in other German 
States till 1812-1820; Austria 1848; Russia 1861. 

Along with the negative cause for the relaxation and aboli
tion of serfdom there is a positive cause-the unfitness of the 
serf for productive purposes. Most incentives which make a 
citizen an efficient working unit, are not operative upon him 
under a regime which represses all initiative and furnishes no 
stimulus to energy. German observers in Russia, as quoted 
by Prof. Jones, say that a Middlesex mower will mow in a 
day as much as three Russian serfs. The Prussian Councillor 
of State, Jacobi, is considered to have proved that in Russia, 
where everything is cheap, the'labour of a serf was double as 
expensive as that of a labourer in England. In Austria the 
work of a serf is stated to have been equal to one-third of 
that of a hired man. Verifications, here lacking, will, how
ever, scarcely be needed by one who watches the doings of 
men among ourselves, who are employed under yestries and 
kindred authorities in road-repairing and cleaning. They 
listlessly wield their picks and shovels for two or three 
minutes, and then stand up to rest and gossip for five. 

What then, briefly stated, is the, general conclusion? 
Compulsory cooperation is needful for, and proper to, a mili
tant r~qime; while voluntary cooperation, naturally arising 
with the growth of an industrial regim,e, is proper to it, and 
replaces the other in virtue of its greater efficiency. 
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CHAPTER XVII. 

FREE LABOUR AND CONTRACT. 

§ 808. TIlE beginning of this chapter is but nominally dis
tinguishable from the end of the last, since the stage there 
described passes insensibly into the stage to be described here. 
TIy as much as cooperation ceases to be compulsory, by so much 
does it become voluntary; for if men'act together they must 
do it either willingly or unwillingly. Or, to state the fact 
in the language of Sir Henry Maine, the members of a 
society may be united under relations of status, prescribing 
and enforcing their graduated positions and duties, or, in the 
nbsence of these relations of status, they must fall into rela
tions of contract-relations determined by their agreements 
to perform services for specified payments. 

Hence, if social life is to go on at all, it is a necessity that 
as fast as the one system of cooperation decreases the other 
flystem must increase. Here we have to trace as well as we 
can the, incidents of the transition. ' 

§ 809. Under certain of its forms contract arises iIi early 
stages. As soon as the reciprocal mal;;ing of gifts has passed 
into barter (vol. ii., PI>. 99, 668 and § 754) every transaction of 
exchange implies a momentary contract: it is understood that 
for a thing given some other thing will be given in return. 
If there is an interval between the two acts there arises a 
more obvious 11argain, tacit though unspecified. In a kindred 
manner, among t.he uncivilized and semi-civilized, occur agree
ments for services. 'When, as occasionally happens, one who 
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is building a dwelling or gathering a crop is helped by his 
neighbours, it is on the implied understanding that help 
equivalent to that rendered will be afterwards rendered to 
each of these neighboUl's: there is an agreement to pay 
services for services. And then if one who does not need 
such future services takes instead of them some concrete 
object offered, we· have a commencement of payment for 
labour-we have an undeveloped form of the contract to 
give work for wages. 

Thus early initiated in a few cases, development of contract 
is impeded in many ways: some of them remaining to be 
noted along with' tlwse already notcd. At first, besides the 
women, there are only warriors and enslaved captives. The 
man who can be hired for wages does not exist. Again, pay
ments must be made in commodities, mostly inconvenient to 
divide, and their values must be arbitrarily estimated. Even 
when some kind of currency has arisen there cannot be any 
standard payment for labour until after the hiring of laboul' 
has become general. Then there are the moral impediments. 
Not to be a warrior is dishonourable, and to do tlle work 
which slaves commonly do is a disgrace. So that even when 
there come to be men who work for wages, there is great 
resistance to the growth of the class. It is true that 
among the absolutely peaceful Eskimo, men who are unskil
ful sealers, or who have been impoverished perhaps by loss of 
their kayaks, fall into the condition of assistants to others 
who are better off; but even here there is loss of reputation
m implied inferiority and a -consequent aversion to working 
in retul'll for sustenance. 

Spite of difficulties, however, the higher institution grows. 
Among some partially civilized races who have serfs there 
are also free labourers. Thus, in Tahiti, according to Ellis, 
"the inferior chiefs generally hired workmen, paying them a 
given number of pigs, or fathoms of cloth; II while, among the 
Samoans, who have no servile classes, it is said of a master 
carpenkr that" whenever this person goes to work, he has in 
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his train seme ten or twelve who follow him, some as journey
men, who expect payment from him." 

But like many othel: institutions the institution of free 
labour or hired labour, in its developed form, arises indirectly 
as a sequence of social aggregation caused by conquests, 
occurring after there has been reached an agricultural state 
and a growth of population. The process is one which, ,,,hile 
it consolidates groups, incidentally produces a class of de
tached individuals. We have evidence that this happened 
among ancient peoples. Though work among them was 
mostly done by slaves, yet some of it was done by freemen. 
Hired labour was customary with the Egyptians, according 
to Ebers. "Ethiopians' who want to be hired' were freely 
admitted on the southern frontier." Brugsch says that in 
addition to the slave-population" a whole world of busy 
artisans worked for daily wages." There is evidence that in 
Babylonia, too, the same institution existed. On a table of 
laws it is said :-" A certain man's brother-in-law hired [work
men] and built an inclosure on his fOUlldation." So, likewise, 
was it among the Hebrews. The hiring of servants, or working 
men, for long periods is frequelltIy alluded to, e.g., Ecclw;. vii 
20, xxxvii. 11, and elsewhere; and in J)euteronomy xxiv. 14, 
there is the injunction-" Thou shalt not oppress an hired 
servant that is poor and needy, whether he be of thy brethren, 
or of thy strangers that are in thy land within thy gates." 
And that besides the ruling classes and the slave-classes in 
Greece and Rome, there existed free classes containing 
labourers, is manife~t on remembering that in Athens a con
siderable part of the population consisted of immigrant 
foreiguers ·carrying on commerce, and that in Rome, beyond 
the class of freemen proper, some of whom must have been 
by impoverishment reduced to the working class, there were 
also the freed-men, the mass of whom, of course, had no alter
native but to maintain themselves by use of head or hands. 

§ 810. Various origins of the free labouring class must be 
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set down; some of them having large shares in producing it 
and others small shares. 

The first, and perhaps the most general, is the purchasing 
of their freedom by slaves. In various parts of the world 
the permission given the slave to accumulate property led to 
this: the property being eventually used by him to ransom 
himself. It was thus among the Hebrews. It was so too 
among the Romans; where, as we have seen, the use of the 
peculium for purchase of freedom was well recognized. Nor 
was it otherwise among our Anglo-Saxon ancestors. Of 
course the self-ransomed, and afterwards their children, con
tinually augmented the class of free labourers. 

To those who bought their freedom must be added those 
who received it gratis. We have seen that with the Hebrews 
emancipation was provided for by law-at any rate in case of 
slaves of Hebrew blood. In Rome,likewise,it became common; 
and under Constantine a religious ceremony sanctifying it 
was established. During later times in ,Europe it occurred 
also: the liberation of slaves came to be regarded as an 
nct of pious sacrifice. If, very generally in medireval days, 
slavery was held justifiable, yet there evidently coexisted in 
some the thought that the holding of a man in bondage is 
not entirely right. Hence came manumissions made by will, 
in which, " for the good of his soul," or "to make his peace 
with God," a master liberated his slaves. .At a later time 
this motive furthered the manUmission of serfs also. 

Emancipations which thus had other-worldliness for their 
Illotive, eventually had worldliness also for their motive. It 
was discovered that the labour of a bondman, whether slave 
or serf, was unprofitable, that commuting his .services for 
money was a gainful transaction, and that the exchange of , 
wages for work was a still more gainful transaction. Con
sidering how little, on the average, men are influenced by 
other motives than self-interests, we may conclude that this 
economic cause for growth of the free class was a chief cause. 

Under some conditions the self-interests of feudal lords 
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put an end to serfdom in a very prompt way. Serfs ceased to . 
have the obligations of ter.nts because they were evicteu_ 
Their partial servitude was abolished in the act of abolishing 
their part of ownership of land. This process went on exten
sively in Germany. Already in the 1Gth century it hati 
commenced, and it assumed in later times very large propor
tions : being in some cases regulated in the interests of the 
landowners by statute. In :Mecklenburg, between 1621 amI 
1755, the number of baronial serfs had been reduced from 
12,000 to 5,000. Inama-Sternegg writes:-

"This inequitable proceeding had the important result that there 
grew up in connexion with these large estates a special class of agri
cultural labourers-a. claSs of day-wage workers." 

In England, early in the 16th century, the power of land
lords, little checked by the power of the people, brougnt about 
in some cases similar results. Partly enclosure of commons, 
with consequent inadequate pasturage, which disabled tenants 
from cultivating their fields properly, partly the turning of 
them out for non-fulfilment of nominal obligatiolls, caused 
numerous detachments of men from the land. Professor 
Cunningham remarks that the agricultural distresses of 
the time" bring the period of manorial economy to an end, 
for the traces of serfdom which crop up at intervals before 
this time may now be said to cease; the wholesale evictions. 
of those days put an end to the astriction of labourers to the· 
soil, and thus helped to swell the nuinbers of the tramps who 
infested the country." In the case of Englanu, however, it 
.must be ~dded that this process of detachment from the laml 
had been preceded by a process of re-attachment to it and 
diminished freedom. When, after the depopulation due to the 
Black Death, labourers became scarce and landowners were 
nnable to cultivate their estates, laws were passed to enforce
the taking of lower wages. There presently resulted II. peasants' 
revolt which was put down by force, and there followed II 

temporary re-institution of serfdom. Says Cunningham :-
" Defore long the old r{!lime reasserted itself, and the villeins re-
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turned to nominal servitude, until, owing to the spread of new 
agricultural methods, their services ceased to be valuable." 

AmI here we may recognize the actions and reactions which. 
in societies as in other aggregates, produce rhytImlicallllov~
ments-the rise of free copy holders, the return of them to a 
partial serfdom, and again· a decay of this serMom, to be 
followed as we shall see by another partial return to it. 

neyond the emancipations of serfs arising ill these ways 
more or less gradually, there were in some cases wholesale 
emancipations ari~ing suddenly. In France, for example,-

o' A cilarter of emancipation, comprehending the :whole popnlati •. )} 
of a village, was sometimes given by a lord in return for a money 
payment." 

Moreoyer, Philip A ugustus, to strengthen himself against the 
feudal aristocracy, further facilitated enfranchisement-

II The tenants of Crown-vassals or of the feudal inferiors of 1 he~l', 
though continuing to reside on the land, could repudiate their lord hy 
a declaration on oath and become burgesses of a particular city, by 
payment of a fixed yearly amount." 

The result was that presently tenants refused to redeem 
themselves from their lords by ransom. 

nut the lapse of serfdom was not complete. There re
mained serious restrictions of freedom on those who had 
become possessors of the lands they had been tied to, :France 
furnishes evidence. Over considerable areas of it the pea
sant-proprietor, now cultivating his small freehold (to which 
he often joined an additional portion as a tenant), and now 
working as a labourer for hire, was under various obligations 
to his seigneur. There were in some cases corvecs or labour
rents; there were tolls to be paid at fairs and markets;· there 
were payments to be made for grinding his corn, crushing 
llis grapes, and baking his bread, at the mill, winepress, 
and oven belonging to the seigneur; and there were fines on. 
occasional sales of lands, as well as irredeemable quit-rents_ 
These burdens and restraints pressed so heavily on the pea
sant-proprietor as often to mal,e his portion' of lann not 
worth culth'ating; so that before the Re\'olution lr..rge tracts 
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()f France, made valueless partly in these ways and partly by 
imperial taxation, had been abandoned and were covered 
with wild vegetation. Of course there resulted a large addi
tion "to the detached population. Though in England such 
processes do not seem to have operated in large measure to in
crease the class of free labourers, yet they probably operated 
in some measure. 

To these major causes must be added minor causes, some of 
which have been at work from the earliest days. As soon as 
there arises chieftainship there arise fugitives-men who, ill
nsed by one chief, escape and join some other. Among the 
Abipones the subordination is very slight. 

"Moreover, being lovers of liberty and roving, they choose to own 
no law, and bind themselves to their cacique by no oaths of fidelity. 
Without leave asked on their part, or displeasure evinced on his, 
they remove with their families whithersoever it suits them, and join 
some othcr cacique; and when tired of the second, return with im
punity to the horde of the first." . 

Similarly of the Patagonians we are told-
"They are obliged to treat their vassals with great humanity and 

mildness, and oftentimes to relieve their wants, or they wiIi seek the 
protection of some other cacique." 

And of the Bechuanas I.ivingstone says :-
"Families frequently leave their own headman and flee to another 

village, and sometimes a. whole village decamps by night, leaving the 
head Illal!- by himself." 

These actions, common in low social states, foreshadow some 
that happen throughout all higher social stages. The same 
motive which, throughout feudal days, led men-at-arms to 
leave their native places and change their allegiance, or take 
service abroad, of course operated on the lower ranks. In 
Russia, for instance, serfs occasionally deserted one petty 
pl'ince or boyar for another whose treatment was not so hard; 
and in days of perpetual internal quarrels, there was every
where a motive on the part of a local potentate to accept 
additions to his forces. Of course immigrants, not bound to 
~he soil, were usually subject to less servile cOJ).ditions, alld 
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\J('came a semi-free class. Then, again, there must ever have 
been additions to the free class from the unacknowledged 
illegitimate children of higher classes; and larger increments 
must have been supplied by unsuccessful copyholders who 
had parted with their lands, as well as by the children of 
copyholders for whom there was no room. In our own days 
we see recruits to the labouring classes continually arising 
in kindred ways. 

§ 811. Let us now contemplate the position of the free 
rural class which, in the slow course of ages, was produced 
in these various ways-by purchase of freedom, by gift of 
freedom, by commutation of dues and services, by eviction of 
semi-servile tenants, by immigration 'Of fugitives, by impo
verishment of small free tenants, by multiplication of their 
children, and by the addition of bastards derived from higher 
ranks. Let us, I say, look at the condition of the class thus 
constituted. It will saffice if we consider the case of our 
own peasantry. 

To remedy the evils which had arisen from the production 
of a large unemployed mass of discharged soldiers and 
serving-men, added to by the evicted tenants .named above 
and by the dependents of suppressed monasteries, stringent 
laws were passed. These had the effect of reducing to a 
semi-servile state, multitudes of mendicants and others who 
had been brought to a wandering life by the unjust dealings 
of feudal lords and by royal greediness-especially by that of 
Henry VIII, who in such various ways exemplified the 
criminality of monarchs, and who intensified the prevailing 
misery by large debasements of coinage. Of the swarms of 

. homeless men thus artificially generated, those wno did not 
die of starvation saved their lives by robbery, for whieh they 
were hanged wholesale, or were seized, and by penal enact
ments forced to serve at fixed rates of wages. This treatment 
of drifting beggars who had, in fact, been deprived of the 
means of living by those above them, went, in the time of 
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Edward yr, to 'the extent of branding them with V or S, as 
vagrants or slaves. Meanwhile, by successive steps each 
locality was made responsible for the maintenance of its 
poor. That is to say, there revived in a; qualified way the 
attachment of men to the soil, and the claim to a share 
-in the produce of the soil. Though nominally free, the 
labourer was coerced not only by restraints on his locomo
tion, and ,by the obligation to accept specified sums for his 
labour, but by the limitation of his liberty to labour. :I<'or 
he could not choose his, occupation; as is shown 1y a law 
which enabled adisbanded soldier to work at what he liked. 

nut the many li~itations on freedom in those days cannot 
1e appreciated until we have pictured to ourselves the 
social1:egimethen passing away by slow /?teps. The groups 
out of which large societies have been compounded, are 
now so completely amalgamated that we have difficulty 
in imagining the degree of . discreteness which once existed. 
and the traits which resulted from separateness of parts. 
The original antagonisms long survived in such ways that 
each simple group defended itself against other simple 
groups, and each compound group against other compound 
groups.. Be it in the Highland clan, the Irish sept, the 
'Velsh tyddin, or the old English mark, we see everywhere 
within the larger societies held together by a central govern .. 
ment, these smaller societies held together originally by 
honds of blood, and afterwards by other bonds mixed with 
them. Everywhere there was a reciprocal protection of the 
members by the group and restraint by the group of its 
members: the result being that nowhere was the individual 
really free. Athelstan, when ,ordering concerning" a lordless 
man" that they should" find him a lord in the folkmoot," 
did but give one of its forms to the general usage; and the 
command of Edgar" that every man be in surety both within 
the towns and without the towns," as well as that of Edward 
the Confessor that" all men are bound to be in a guarantee 
by tens, so that if one of the ten men offend the other nine 
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uny hold him to right," illustrate that universal system 01' 
l)ail in early days, under which, instead of the family-group 
l,rolecting and coercing its members, there came groups 
otl1erwise formed doing the like. And in spite of the changes 
progressing through the centuries, social relations of allied 
kinds persisted; so that while each . man belonged to a manor 
or parish, the manor or parish WI!S responsible for hilll. 

Surviving usages suggest that after the labourer had 
l)ecome nominally free, there continued, in the farmer's 
household, usages which faintly simulated those of lord and 
,·ussaI. For as the old patriarchal relations were repeated in 
the baronial hall, where superiors, seat~d higher, took their 
meals along with their dependents; so, in the farm house, 
even down to recent days, the labourers were members of the 
family, in so far that they boarded with it and were under 
family government: such of them as were not married being 
lll'obably provided with sleeping places in out-houses. Ard 
Home such arrangement was in large measure needful during 
turbulent times, when safety was sought in mutual protection. 

The freedom of the rural labourer has indecd long remained 
much qualified, and ·appears to be so still in some districts. 
Already I have quoted Mr. Jefferies' account showing that 
the complete subordination of sons to fathers continued 
among farmers in certain parts of the country down to 
generations still surviving; and he points out that a kindred 
coercion was simultaneously exercised over those the farmer 
employed . 

.. These labouring men, like his own children, must do as the farmer 
thought best. They must live here or there, marry so and so, or forfeit 
lfilvour-in short, obey the parental head. Each farmer was king ill 
j,is own domain." 

Thus we may perceive that the perfectly independent 
Jleasant has come into existence only in our days. 

§ 812. ~Iore rapid changes went on in the towns-changes 
which were at first much the same, for in early days urka 
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HIe aJ;ld rural life were not distinguished as they are now. 
Towns having very generally been formed by the clustering 
of houses round the strongholds of . nobles, their inhabitants 
were as m\lCh under feudal control as were residents in the 
surrounding country. But the acquisition of freedom by 
them was in various ways rendered easier; and we may con
clude that it was specially facilitated in towns which were 
not dominated by castles. 

Taking up the thread of the argument broken off in the 
last section, we may consider first the condition of immigrant 
serfs. These, after a specified period, could not be reclaimed, 
and became nominally free. But they were not practically 
free; for, with modification, the urban regime was akin to 
the rural regime. The escaped villein entering a tOWLI as a 
stranger without means, without protection, and without 
standing in a court of justice, had no alternative but to put 
himself under some well-to-do citizen and accept a qualified 
servitude in return for safety. Unable to carryon any busi
ness, unable even to work as a journeyman until he had 
passed through an apprenticeship, he must either starve or 
submit to any conditions imposed, however hard. Moreover, 
besides free handiqraftsmen there were bond-handicraftsmen 
-men not yet emancipated from feudal control. Brentano 
writes:-

"The population of the towns, at least of those on the Continent, 
consisted, as late as· the 11th century, of officials, old freemen, and 
bondmen. To the last belonged the greater part of the handicrafts
men, who, obliged to pay certain taxes and to perform certain feudal 
serviceH and labours for their lords, were subjected to officers appointed 
by them." 

This statement is. made with respect to places abroad in 
which the inhabitants at large were uuder feudal govern-
111ent; but in England the emancipation had commenccd 
earlier. Hallam remarks that by escaping to the towns" a 
large proportion of the peasantry, before the middle of the 
14th century, had become hired labourers instead of villeins." 
But that these immigrant serfs had to accept a semi-servile 
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condition, we may be sure on observing how comparatively 
servile was the condition of the indigenous working class. 

For beyond the facts that a man could work at any trade 
only after an apprenticeship. that admission to apprentice
ship was practically restricted to the children of gild
brothers, that the apprentice was under the despotic rule of 
his master, and that when he reached the stage of journey
man he still continued under this domestic control (as even 
still in Germany), there was the fact that he could enter the 
gild and become fully free, municipally and industrially, 
only after payment of fees often intentionally raised beyond 
his means: the result being that even descendants of bur
gesses, sometimes debarred from carrying on businesses, were 
obliged to remain working artisans, subject to legal as wcll 
as industrial disabilities. 

Nor were the fully free-the members of the gilds them
selves-free in the modern sense. A gild was a hierarchy. 
Below the master and wardens came the class of superiors 
from whom the governing council '\las formed i then the 
mass of those who were masters authorized to take work; 
beneath them the trained assistants; and to keep the com
monalty under the despotic rule of the chief men, the 
elective system was designed so as in large measure to dc-

o pcive them of power. Moreover the ordinary gild-member, 
under this oligarchic rule, could not carryon his business as 
he pleased. He was subject to restrictions inrespect to times, 
places, prices, and modes of work and so forth. Summing up 
the results of patient investigations into gild-organization, 
Mrs. Green says :-" From the very outset its society was 
based on compulsion." And then with this semi-militant 
internal government went semi-militant external obligations. 
On gild-members or burgesses in fortified places, devolved 
the building, maintaining, and defending of the walls; and 
different towers were manned by different crafts. These 
nominally free townsmen were subject to forced labour not 

. only for purposes of defence but for purposes of improve-
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lllent-a municipal con·tIe. And besides having occasionally 
.to fight outer enemies-foreign on the coast and native in 
the interior-they had to fight inner enemies, bearing arms 
at their own expense. 

Thus in the days when serfs sought refuge in towns, 
though the regime of contract had qualified the 1'eflime of 
/liat'us more in them than in the country,yet the qualification 
was really not great. 

§ 813. Further progress towards free labour was after
wards achieved by a second escape from coercion. Men 
from the country had sought liberty in the towns and now 
men from the towns fled for liberty into the country. A 
l)etition from Southampton in 1376, quoted by Mrs. Green, 
complains that" half the people had deserted their homes 
to escape the intolerable burdens thrown on them, and the 
I'est were going," Then beyond the exodus thus prompted, 
there was another prompted by desire to avoid gild-control. 
:Many artisans were. obliged to take oath that after appren
ticeship ended they would not set up for themselves without 
license from the gild. To avoid restraint by residence with 
masters, they sought to live apart, and in London caused a 
.. scandal" by doing so; just as serfs caused a scandal by 
escaping from their lords. Thus journeymen were prompted 
to begin business outside the range of gild-authority. They 
" set up shops in suburbs or villages," and, some carried their 
trades to distant towns not under corporate control, such as 
Birmingham and Manchester. Both processes added to the 
l'llnks of the free workers-workers not nominally free oniy 
Lut actually free. 

A concomitant effect occurred, Decrease in the prosperity 
mHl power of the gilds was followed by disorganization of 
them. And then their progressive decline was in most cases 
hrought to a sudden end by confiscations of their property~ 
:Malefactors reigning by divine right, who inlpoYerished 
the nation in their unscrupulous pursuit of personal ends, 
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robbed, among other bodies, the gilds, to the extent in most 
cases of causing their dissolution. Of course a resulting, but 
unintended, henefit was that of giving to members of gilds, 
as well as to others, freedom to carryon their businesses 
as they pleased. The reJi1lte of free labour thus was 
extended. 

§ 814. Here we baye to retrace our steps and observe the 
advance from status to contract along another route. While 
in some countries gilds were dissolving, in other countries 
house-communities and village-communities were dissolving. 

Thouf,'h need for mutual protect;ion caused cohesion of 
relations in clusters, there was at work from the beginning a 
cause of dissolution ready to show its effects as soon as sur
rounding conditions allowed. .AI ways the diligent and skilful 
felt annoyance at being unable to profit by their superiorities. 
They were vexed on seeing the idle taking equal shares or 
benefit with themselves. Says Sit' Henry Maine concerning 
the South Slavonian house-communities :-

"The adventurous and energetic member of the brotherhood is 
always rebelling against its natural communism. He goes abroaJand 
makes his fortune, and strenuously resists the demand of his relatives 
to bring it into the common account," 

Where peace allowed, disintegration, thus instigated, began 
long since and has continued j as witness the following 
passage from Mr. Arthur Evans:-

"The households here [Radovatz] are not so large as in other parts 
of the frontier, and it is evident that.in former times the inhabitants 
mnst have found some means of evading the law, and dividing their 
llroperty • • • the effects of the Theilungs,qesetze are beginning to be 
felt • •• We wt're shown one house where the family had just; 
quarrelled and split up." 

To like effect is the remark of Kovalevsky :-
"C'est donc l'instinct d'individualisme qui mine et d~sagr~;:e l'iusti

tution de la communaut6 familiale j c'est lui qui incite les membres 
majeurs de 1a famille 1 revendiquer 1a. libre disposition de leurs 
Acqu@ts et a. devenir les promoteurs du partage fOl'c6 accompli d,) 
vivant du pere." 

32 
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As illustrating the truth that the political regime and the 
industrial regime are· fundamentally related, it is interesting 
to read, in M. de Laveleye's Primitive Property, a remark 
showing that this domestic change goes along with the 
ge.neral decline of subordination. 

"In the Russian family as in the Russian State, the idea of authority 
and power is confused with that of age and paternity ... The 
emperor is the 'father' . • . Since the emancipation, the old patri
archal family has tended to fall asunder. The sentiment of individual 
independence is weakening and destroying it. The young people no 
longer obey the' ancient.'" 

But concerning the dissolution of these groups of kindred, 
perhaps the clearest conceptions may be extracted from 
M. Jirecek's. account of the house-communities in Bulgaria, 
()f which there now remain but few. Each of these, called a 
rod or roda (gens), generally bears the name of an ancestor. 
N ow-a-days the leader is elected. He directs the work and life 
of the community, and represents it in all external transac
tions. The progressive collapse of them is due partly to 
frequent internal revolutions-dissatisfaction with leaders and 
changing of them-and partly to the excursions of members 
in search of work, and their eventual separation: doubtless 
caused by the desire to retain what they have earned. 

The same essential causes operate in the Indian communi
ties. Mr. Ghosh points out tha~ unlikenesses of chamcter 
between different tribes, as well as unlikenesses in their occu
pations, cause different degrees of the tendency to dissolve; 
but that everywhere the tendency is shown under present 
peaceful conditions. Pointing to certain reasons for jealousy 
within the communities, and to the "facilities offered by 
British Courts to secure separate enjoyment of communal 
property," he says :-

"Hence it has been that under the Dayabhaga law the communal 
relations generally break off in the third or second generation, counting 
frclm the founder of the family." 

And in India, as elsewhere, when once any degree of separate 
(1\~nership comes to be recognized, the dissolving process 
Legins. Says Sir Henry Maine :-
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"With the Hindus it [the peculium] isthe great cause of the disao
lut;on of the joint families, and it seems to be equally dl'structive in 
the South Slavonian countries." 

On remembering that the permission to save a peculiwm 
made possible among the Romans, and other peoples, the 
self-ransoming of slaves, it is instructive to observe that it 
also leads the way to independence of the communal member. 
The products of a slave's labour are owned by his master, and 
the products of the labour of each unit in a house-community 
are owned by the community. But just as a slave desires to 
llse his powers as he pleases and to have all that the exercise 
of them brings him, so desires also a member of a community 
who gives to it in labour more than he gets in benefits. 
Each of them wishes to own himself entirely, and each uses 
the peculium he has acquired to achieve this end. 

Finally, however, it must be remarked that the industrial 
freedom achieved by the masses of men in the various ways 
above described, still remains incomplete' in most countries, 
and remained incomplete even among ourselves within the 
memories of living persons. Except in London, an artisan 
could not carryon any other occupation than that to which 
he had been apprenticed. It was not until 1814 that this 
restriction was abolished; and not until 1824 was there 
complete freedom to emigrate. Moreover, up to. that date 
the artisan was not allowed to travel. about the kingdom in 
search of work. 

§ 815. A.t the opening of this chapter it was pointed out 
that free labour and contract are correlatives. Having 
traced out the various origins of the one we have now to 
observe the concomitant development of the other. As the 
first implies the last, it is a necessary result that the last has 
become general and definite in proportion as the first has 
become so. 

Contracts were made in the earliest recorded days of 
J?.lrtially civilized peoples, as when Abraham bought the Caye 

32-2 
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of Uac1Jpeluh (using the currency of adjacent cities). On 
tablets from Assyria" many contracts have been found fOl· 
the sale or hire of landed property and slaves." Not dwelling 
on earlier cases let us pass on to the case of Rome, where, as 
Eschcnburg says, the members of . the trade-gilds, or cotlcgia, 
" performed work for the state, or for individual citizens, who 
were not able to hold slaves." The last clause of this state
ment is si~cant as showing that in the early Roman 
house-communities, work of different kinds was done within 
the group (as in the house-communities and village-communi
ties of the Hindus and the Teutons), but that when there 
came to be a non-slaveholding class, contract became neces
sary. When a house-community has grown into a village
community, and certain members ~f the multiplying cluster 
do special kinds of work for the rest, the giving in return so 
much grain, or the marking off so much ground for cultiva
tion, prefigures contract, but is not contract proper; since the 
apportionments are arbitrarily fixed by the authority of the 
group. Contract proper arises only when the work and the 
payment are voluntarily exchanged; and while, on the one 
hand, this can happen only when the parties to an agreement 
are independent, on the other hand when they are indepen
dent it must happen. 

This new form of cooperation, seeming to us simple and 
comprehensible, did not originally seem so. The fact that at 
first barter was not understood by savages, throws light on 
the fact that in early European days, commercial transactions 
did not easily become habitual; since family-relations did not 
iuvolveideas of exchange. As Prof. Cunningham remarks:-

" At the time of Clesa ...... society was bound together by ties of 
blood and personal duty." 

"The more highly developed life of the .eleventh century involved 
the habitual use of definite ideas of ownlOl'Ship and .tatuI, such as mell 
in the condition Cresar describes could not have grasped. Dealings at 
markets and fairs, as well as the assignment of definite portions of 
l:U1a, necessitate the employment of measures for which the primitive 
<.lel'mans could have had little use." 
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This last sentence Lrings into view another factor in the 
tlevelopment of contract. Under one of its leading aspects 
e\'olution, no matter of what kind, involves change from the 
indefinite to the definite; and it is thus with measures of 
quantity, whether of weight, capacity, length, or area. "While 
primitive tribes may estimate land very roughly by units 
which have no precise areal value, agriculturists in a highly 
civilised society desire to have an accurate metric system." 
Similarly with other contracts, the habit of exchanging led to 
precision of measures, and precision of measures facilitated 
the habit of exchanging. Derived from organic lengths and 
weights-the cubit, the foot, the carat, the grain-measures 
became precise and State-authorized only in course of time; 
and only then did contracts become definite. Only then, too, 
could the idea of equivalence be made clear by comparing 
the quantities which different dealers gave in exchange. 

}'or complete development of contract definite measures of 
value were also needed. We have seen in Chapter VIn how 
greatly, in early stages, exchange was impeded by absence of a 
currency. 'We have seen how a currency, at first consisting 
of leading articles of consumption, such as cattle, had units of 
variable worth. When manufactured articles-weapons, tools, 
cloth,-became media of exchange, indefiniteness still charac
terized pI ices. After weights of metal were employed as 
money, differences in the standards of weight made valuations 
()f exchangeable things more or less vague. Even when 
stamped coins came into use, the minting in various places 
by various persons, entailed unlikenesses in the amounts of 
metal; and after State-coinage had replaced other coinages, 
tleLasement re-introduced indefiniteness. Only in modern 
times have trustworthy currencies given precision to con
tracts i and even still, in various places, depreciated paper
currencies interfere with this precision. 

Still another factor has to be recognized. In days before 
writing was prevalent, and when men's promises were less to 
Le trusted than now, contracts had that kind of indefiniteness 
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which takes the form of uncertainty. Hence hindrance from 
the,need for witnesses. In Anglo-Saxon times-
"Business had to be conducted publicly before witnesses, as there 
was 110 mean.~ of giving a regular receipt, and it might often have been 
difficult for a man to prove. that he had not stolen a purchaseJ. article 
unless his statement was supported by testimony; hence the obligation 
of trading' in port.''' 

And at later dates. there were State-appointed officials in 
markets before whom bargains were made and exchanges 
effected; as during early days in the East. 

Finally, for the development of contract, human nature has 
to 'undergo appropriate modifications. In low stages not 
only are all things, all transactions, all ideas, inexact, but 
there is a dislike of exactness. The uneducated have a 
positive love of indefiniteness: witness' the resistance {)f 
cooks to use of weights and measures, and their preference 
for handfuls and pinches. In the East at the present day, 
where implements are rude and the lines, curves, and sur
faces of industrial products are never quite true, all things 
are indefinite. Like our own in ancient tin:.es, the narrow 
streets are extremely irregular; the unmetalled roads are 
without boundaries; after long bargaining articles are sold 
for half as much as was asked; and there is repugnance to 
distinct agreements. Negotiation with a dragoman has to be 
cautiously managed lest, if an attempt be made forthwith to 
bind him, he may go oft' in a huff; and, meanwhile, presents 
are given and received: there being in this way curiously 
shown the broken traces of the aboriginal form of exchange. 
Even among ourselves we may see both this survival of 
presents, and this love of indefiniteness. in trading of the 
lower kinds-in the "baker's dozen," in "heaped-up" mea
sures, in the "one in for luck." And the contrast between 
such transactions and those of a bank, where accounts are 
balanced to a penny, shows the difference between unde
veloped contract and contract in its developed stages. 

So that while, in the course of social progress from' 
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involuntary cooperation to voluntary cooperation, free labour 
and contract deyelop together, each making the other possible, 
the development of each also depends on collateral conditions. 
Neither can advance without the other, and neither can 
advance without various other advances. There is not only 
a mutual dependence of parts in the social organism but also 
a mutual dependence of in1l.uences. 



CHAI)IER XVIII. 

COMPOUND FREE LABOUR. 

§ 816. THlJS far we have been concerned, if not wholly 
yet chiefly, with iridustrial relations between individuals. 
Though, in sundry cases referred to, one master has directed 
several workers and sometimes many, yet he has separately 
l'egulated each: each man has done this or that particular 
thing according to order. In other words the work has'been 
retail in its character, not wholesale. 

Of wholesale labour the earlier forms were of course com
pulsory. By men under coercion were built the pyramids of 
Egypt and the vast buildings of Assyria. Besides bondsmen 
in their «'factories," the Phrenicians, like others of the 
ancients, had galley-slaves. Beyond doubt the public works 
of the Greeks, such as the attempted canal across the 
isthmus of Corinth, were carried on by sla,·e-Iabour. And it 
was thus with the Romans. ]\fommsen writes :-

"In the construction of the Marcian' aqueduct ••• the government 
concluded contracts for building and materials simultaneously with 
3,000 master·tradesmen, each of whom then performed the work con
tracted for with his band of slaves." 

If not in such extens:ve and fully organized ways, yet in 
ways kindred in character, the large structures bequeathed 

. by medireval days must have been execu~ed. Unskilled 
workmen who helped the masons to build the great cathedrals 
were 11robably serfs from the estates of the Church; and 
the laborious part of castle-building was doubtless chiefly 
done by the serfs of nobles. In our own country may Le 
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instanced the case of "·indsor Castle. 'Ve read tllat the 
I:ound Tower was the product of skilled artisans impresse(l 
in various parts of the kingdom: Henry YIII doing ill a 
small way what Koofoo did in a large way. And we have 
already seen that in those days bodies of burghers or gild
brethren of walled towns were forced to labour on the 
fortifications. 

Indeed a few centuries ago nothing else could have hap
pened. There did not exist in each locality the numbers of 
frce labourers l'C(luired for uniting in the execution of large 
works. 

§ 817. One of the earliest forms ~f combination among 
free workers, or rather semi-free workers, occuned,in the man
ning of ships. The crews of war-vessels during war-tinle 
cannot indeed be all of them thus classed; since impressed 
sailors are slayes in respect of their compulsory service
worse than slaves, because they are liable to be killed. But 
merchant seamen conie in a qualified way within the class· 
we are cunsidering. I say in a qualified way, because they, 
too, during their engagements stand in the position of slaves; 
being under despotisms, and liable to se,"ere punishments 
for disobedience. 'Ihey are free labourers only in so far that 
they arc free to accept or refuse these temporary contracts of 
bondage: usually having to choose between one of them and 
:mother of the same kind. :Moreover their 1l1bour is other
wise scarcely of the kind we are contemplating j since, being 
l"al'iously occupied, they stand to their captain in individual 
relatiuns, rather than as workers who in bodies do the same 
kind of thing. 

Among united workers thus distinguislled, the first to be 
llere named are tllOse employed on the semi-public works 
undt"rtnken by joint-stock companies-roads, canals, rail
ways. or the masters and men who, grneratiolls ago, made 
turnpike roads we know little. It is tolerably clear, how
ever, that the required nlOney was subscribed locally, with 
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the prospect of interest to be paid out of the proceeds of 
tolls; and that, probably, lengths of a mile or so were 
assigned to local contractors, who employed neighbouring 
farm-labourers. That the gangs of men were composed' of 
such is implied by the fact that, as stated in the life of Ur. 
Brassey, they were thus r.omposed in recent days on larger 
and later works: in the first place on canals. These being 
originally called inland navigations, the men employed were 
popularly known as" navigators," ahbreviated into" navvies;" 
and this eventually became' the name for all men who in 
numbers dig and wheel earth. 

In the early days of railway-making, portions of a line, each 
a. few miles in length, were let to separate contractors, who 
undertook ill some cases all the required works~uttings. 
embankments, bridges, &c.-and in other cases wot:k of one 
kind only. Some of these, making good profits, acquired 
wealth; and then, very commonly, one of them would under
take a whole line. But there continued iIi another form 
the division of the work into portions: the chief contractor 
engaging with sub-contractors either for sections of it, or for 
different kinds of work on one section-earth-work, brick
work, &c. As we learn from The Life and Labours (If Mr. 
Brasscy-

"The sub-contracts varied from 5,OOOl. to 25,000l.; and ... the 
number of men employed upon them would be from one to three 
hundred-the former number being more common than the latter. 
rhere were also, occasionally, sub-Jettings made by these sub-con
tractors." 

This organization was car!ied out in detail. Beyond divi
sion of the entire number of workers occupied in making 
the line into great groups, under separate sub-contractors or 
masters, and beyond the divisIon of these again into groups 
employed by sub-sub-contractors, there was division into still 
smaller groups, which were the actual operative bodies
clusters of men severally headed by one who was in those 
days called a "butty," and WllO would now be called a 
, ganger." The" butty-gang " system implicd-
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" that certain work is let to a gaog of about ten or thirteen men, as 
the case may be, and that the proceeds of the work are equally divided 
amongst them, something extra being allowed to the head man. This 
8Jstem was origina.ted when the formation of calla.ls first began in 
England." 

Dy this union of a few men having joint interests, who 
laboured under one another's eycs and under the eyes of their 
head. great efficiency was ensured: one cause of it being 
that only proved good workers were admitted into the gang. 

Industrial organization thus parallels in its divisions mili
tary organization. Among the Romans, who so highly 
developed this, the larger military bodies contained sub-divi
sions decreasing in size down to those under centurions and 
finally decurions-an arrangement followed in principle, if 
not in detail, throughout modern armies; and, as we have 
seen, bodies of Roman slaves were in like manner divided 
into small groups. The like happened in that kingdom 
which so perfectly carried out the graduated subordination 
of a stationary army-Pent. The workers were grouped into 
thousands, hundreds, and tens, under their respective classes 
of officers. And now we see that large bodies of men among 
ourselves, whose relations are voluntary instead of compulsory, 
nevertheless fall into simple groups within compound groups, 
and these within doubly-compound groups. That such modes 
of organization are necessary for efficient joint action, whether 
in fighting or in working, will be all the more manifest on 
noting the parallelism which in this respect, as in so many 
other respects, exists between social structures and organic 
structures. For each large organ in an organism consists of 
small parts, massed together to make larger parts, which larger 
parts are similarly massed together to make still larger. To 
form a muscle a number of contractile fibres are enclosed in 
a sheath. A number of such sheathed bundles are enclosed 
in a larger sheath; again these composite bundles are many 
of them nnited within a sheath that is larger still; and so 
OrL A kindred mode of composition obtains in .the great 
glan!Is. This analogy, like the other analogies between a 
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social organism and an individual organism, is necessitated 
by the requirements of cooperation. Manifestly, if the tens 
Qf thousands of fibres composing a muscle were merely 
aggregated, a nervous stimulus could not be so distributed 
among them as to cause simultaneous contraction. But if 
a stimulus be S'.lnt through some trunk nerve which divides, 
sub-divides, and sub-sub-divides, until its ultimate branches 
severally end in small groups of fibres, it can make these- all 
act together. Socially it is the same. The conflicts between 
hordes of savages and organized troops, show us that efficiency 
in war oepends on analogous grouping and re-grouping. 
Imagine a great European army suddenly becoming only a 
swarm of soldiers, and its immediate defeat by an opposing 
army retaining its regimentation would be certain. And, 
as we here see, industrial armies employed to execute large 
works have assumed a kindred type of structure. I em
phasize this truth because we must bear it in mind when, 
lwreafter, we consider the plans of various social reformers. 

Let us notf! one more general truth. We lately saw 
that, of necessity, free labour and contract take their rise 
together: they are correlatives. Naturally, therefore, they 
develop together, growing froUl small to large. The con
tractor in "his first stage is a clever labouring man, who 
undertakes some small piece of wmk at a price agreed upon, 
and hires others like himself to help him: standing to them' 
in a relation analogous to that in which a "butty" or 
., ganger" stands to his group in later days. Success brings 
a small capital which enables him to contract for larger 
works; and so on, step by step, if adequately sagacious; he 
llecomes in time a large contractor: the proof being that a 
generation ago there were sundry such who could not write, 
At a later stage, the practice in pursuance" of which a COul

llRny formed to make a railway employed contractors, became 
inverted. The contractor, taking into his counsels an engineer 
and a lawyer, got together aboard of directors and formed a 
company, which, through his nominees, gave him the desired 
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work on profital)le terms. This change, like many oUlers, 
shows us that an agency originally formed to discharge a 
function, is apt to reach a stage at which its self-sustentation 
becomes the primary thing, and the function to be performed 
by it the secondary thing. 

§.818. These combinationi'! of free men whbh dissolve after. 
the completion of the outdoor works they are engaged 011. 

are second in order of time to the combinations of those who 
follow indoor occupations-combinations which do not end, 
because the products (if their labour do not end. 'I refer, (If 
course, to tlle compound free labour of factory hands. 

Though we are without definite evidence, we may safely 
conclude that there was here an evolution from simple germs 
which in early days everywhere existed under the domestic 
form of master, journeyman, and apprentice. The fact that 
there were gild. regulations which narrowly limited the 
number of employes, implies that prosperous masters con
tinually tended to increase their staffs: an i1lustl'ation being 
yielded by the fining of Thomas Blanket of Bristol in 1840 
for having in his houses various looms and hired weavers. 
These repressive regulations, though generally efficient, wer~ 
doubtless sometimes evaded. One of the motives prompting 
migration to suburbs, or to more distant places beyond the 
reach of gild-regulations. may have been the ability there to 
employ more men than the gilds allowed: both masters amI 
workers desiring to esdape from arbitrary restraints. Heason 
for suspecting that some of the earliest comLinations of many 
men under one master arose in such unregulated localities, 
is afforded by the account of an establishment which existed 
in Henry the Eighth's time at Newbury-doubtless at first 
"New-borough": implying by its name that it was of lat~ 
date as compared with other towns. Among Fuller's worthies 
" Jack of New bury" is described as .. the must considero.LI\!' 
clothier (without fancy and fiction) England ever beheld; ,. 
employing, according to a metrical romance of the ~eriod. 
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2UO haud-looms in 'a room, each worked by a man and a boy, 
'100 caraers, 200 spinners, 150 children packing wool, 50 
:;hearers, 80 rowers, 40' dyers and 20 fullers-in all over 
1000: an account which, allowing for probable exaggeration, 
implies an extensive manufacture. And Fuller's remark 
t.hat "Jack of Newbury" was "the most considerable 
clothier" implies that' there existed elsewhere establishments 
ill which one man employed many ~ands. 

Originally, lack of capital checked such developments. In 
the days of the Conqueror, and doubtle£s for long after, " there 
was no fund which could be used for planting new industries, 
or calling labour into new directions; stock-in-trade there 
undoubtedly ,'ms, but no capital as we now use the term." 
In those times property consisted of land, houses, and live
'3tock, mostly in the hands of feudal lords and their depend
ants. The accumulation of property by burghers, at first in the 
form of stock~in-trade and hoards of coin, must have been a 
slow process. There were no investments save mortgages 
(not always to be found); and these did not permit immediate 
realization when needed. So that besides artificial impedi
ments there was a natural impediment to the growth of this 
form of compound free labour. 

Amid various facts obscurely visible and rendered unlike 
in different localities by local circumstances, one general fact 
Illay be discerned; namely, that at first little beyond simple 
<tggregations of workers of like kinds were formed. Before 
units can be, organized they must be gathered together; 
:md in the evolution of the factory system, simple integration 
preceded differentiation and combination. Concerning this 
stage in France under Louis XV Levasseur remarks-

"It seems as if great establishments served rather to collect iso
lated workers under the same roof than systematically to unite their 
efforts for the accomplishment of single purposes." , 

Limiting further illustration to our own country, we find that 
'in sundry cases there is traceable a preceding stage, in 
.which these li~e workers were scattered about in the neigh-
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bourhood of some centre with which they maintained indus
trial relations. Ther~ were at first numerous solitary weavers 
who had their looms in their own houses, and worked inde
pendently; often, at intervals, devoting part of their energies 
to agriculture. Out of this stage grew another. Early'in the 
last century in Lancashira-

"The weavers, who were dispersed in cottages throughout the dis
trict, purcha.~ed the materials, worked them up, and then sold them on 
their own account to the dealem. . But towards the middle of the 
century the business began to take a new form ;-the masters or prin· 
cipal dealers of Manchester giving out cotton-wool to the weavers, and 
linen yarn for the warp. The preparation and spinning of the cott.on 
were then done· either. by the weaver's own family, 01' by persons 
employed and paid by him; while he received from bis employer a 
fixed price for the labour bestowed." 

Here we see the weaver passing from the condition in which 
he was at once master and worker, to the condition in which 
he worked for II. master, though not' under the master's roof. 
In some industries this system still continues, coexisting 
with the more developed system. It is thus not only in 
the weaving of wool and cot tOil, but in the making of 
stockings, of nails, and in the stitching of clothes. A step 
in the transition was seen in the cloth-districts in the latter 
part of the last century, when master-clothiers, buying wool 
wholesale, "gave it to workmen to work up, partly in 
their own llOuses, partly in the masters'." Evidently the 
conflict between the systems of detached cottage-industry 
and industry carried on by many like workers in one building, 
has been slowly resulting in the great predominance of the 
latter. For some occupations, as glass and china-making in 
France, and in England the making of lace, large numbers 
were, more than a century ago, collected together under single 
employers, working on their materials and with their imple
mentl!; and what was then exceptional has since become 
general. . 

Of course compound free labour under this form has more 
and' more replaced scattered free labour because of the 
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economy achieved. Machines furnished by a capitalist 
employer are likely to be better, and more rapidly improved. 
than those owned by poor m~n living apart. The regularity 
and themet.hod sure to be insisted on by a maste!;, mu"st 
both be conducive to efficiency of production. And further, 
the supplies of raw material can be obtained on lower terms 
by a relatively rich man who purchases wholesale, than by 

,single workers who buy in small quantities. Hence the 
employer of aggregated free workmen is able to undersell 
the free workmen not aggregated. , 

It should, however, be remarked that the degree of this 
substitution in part depends on the extent to which the olucr 
forms of society have been replaced by newer forms, and in 
part on the -natures of the industries, as furthered little or 
much by division cf labour. In Germany, where sundry 
feudal relations survived down to the early part of the pre
sent century, where the gild-system of regulating industry 
continued here and there in force, and where separation be- , 
tween the rural and urban populations is even now in some 
places so incomplete that men work in tha fields in summet' 
and at their looms in winter, cottage-industry holds it.s own 
to a considerable extent against factory-industry. 

'What we are 'chiefly interested in noting, however, is the 
transformation of industrial relations entailed by this con
centration. A triple differentiation may be observed. TJle 
man who was partly artisan partly agriculturist ceases 
entirely to be agriculturist. Simultaneously the incre~siDg 
urban populations become marked off from the rural popu
lations: town-life and country-life acquire sharp distinc
tions. Lastly the manufacturing class, througllOut which 
ill early days masters were themselves workers, domestically 
associated with their employes, separates itself into those 
who own the capital and the implements and those who are 
simple wage-e~rners living apart. 

§ 819. We have seen that even in Tudor times the bring-
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ing together of many 'workers initiated a considerable divi~ 
sion of labour. The description given of "Jack of N ew
"bury's" establishment, where for the making of cloth there 
werO carders, spinners, weavers, shearers, rowers dyers 
fullers, packers, shows . this. Close concentration ~a.~' no~ 
needful; since spinning, weaving, dyeing, &c., could be as 
conveniently, or more conveniently, carried on in buildings 
merely adjacent to one another. But a minute division of 
labour can arise ouly along with the gathering of workers 
under the same roof. The familiar illustration given by 
Adam Smith, serves to enforce this truth. The passing of 
every pin through the hands of eighteen or more operatives, 
each doing his paL,ticular part towards its completion, would 
be greatly impeded if after each modification it had to be 
taken from one building to another, instead of from one 
bench to another. But this integration, differentiation, and 
combination, of factory hands, was brought to its extreme 
only by the aid of a new factor-a common motor for many 
machines. 'Vater-power was used in France as far back as 
the 6th century for grinding corn; and at a later period 
(the close of the 16th century) the water-wheel was employed 
for driving mills having other purposes. To some ingenious 
man there occurred the thought that a process which, lil(e 
that of weaving, consists of perpetually-repeated similar 
motions in the same orde:-, might be effected automatically. 

, Once· reduced to practice in a single case, this theory pre
sently extended itself to other cases; and, by driving-shafts 
and driving-bands, power was communicated from a ·water
wheel to many machines: the result being that each artisan, 
no· longer called upon to move his machine, han only to 
superintend its action. In England the first building con
taining many machines thus simultaneously driven, was the 
well-known silk-throwing mill at Derby, erected early in the 
last century by Sir Thomas Lombe. The example lIe set was 
followed in cotton-spinning by Arkwright, Crompt'Jn, and 
Hargreaves. Their mills were of necessity el:ected on tho 

33 
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banks of rivers yielding the requisite fall of water-a 
re'luirement which dispersed the manufacture to scattered 
places, often in remote valleys. And here we are introduced 
to another, of ,those great changes in industrial organization 
which have been initiated by scientific discovery and result
ing tnechanical appliances. 

For the revolution which gave to the Factory System its 
modern character, arose from the substitution of steam-power 
for water-power. One result was that, being no" longer 
dependent on supply of water, the variations in which led to 
variations in activity of production, processes of manufacture 
were made continuous. Another result was that wide distri
bution of fa~tories was no longer necessitated by wide distri
bution of water-power. Factories and the people working in 
them became clustered in large m9sses to which there was no 
limit; and there followed increased facilities both for bringing 
raw materials and taking away manufactured products. So 
t!lat beyond the integration of many machines in one mill 
there came the integration of many mills in one town. 

§ 820. nut now, from considering this evohltion liS a 
mechanical progress and as a progress ill industrial organiza
tion, let us go on to consider it in relation to the lives of 

"workers. Hers its efiects, in some respects beneficial, are in 
lnany respects detrimental. Though in his capacity of con
sumer the factory-hand, in common with the community, 
profits by the cheapening of goods of all kinds, Including his 
()wn kind, yet in his capacity of producer he loses heavily
l)erhaps more heavily than h~ gains. 

:More and more of his powers, bodily and mental, are 
rendered superfluous. The successive" improvements of the 
motor-agency itself show this eftElCt. Originally the steam
engine required a hoy to open and shut the steam-valves 
at the proper moments. Presently the engine was made 
to open and shut its own valves, and human aid" was to 
that extent supersr.ded. For a time, however, i~ continued 
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neeuful for regulating the general supply of steam. When 
the WOI k the engine had to do was suddenly much increase(l 
or decreased, the opening through which the steam passed 
from the boiler had to be enlarged or diminished by an 
attendant. But for the attendant there was presently substi
tuted an unintelligent apparatus-the governor. Then, after 
an interval, came a self-stoking apparatus, enabling the 
cn~ine itseli to supply fuel to its steam-generator. Now this 
replacing of muscul!·r and mental proces.~es by mechanical 
IJrocesses, has been going on not only in the motor but in the. 
vast assemblages of machines which the motor works. From 
time to time each of them hac; been made to do for itself 
something which was previously done for it; so tllat now it 
stops itself, or part of itself, at the proper moment, or rings a
bell when it has finished an appointed piece of work. To its 
attendant there remains only the task of taking away the 
work done and giving other work, or else of rectifying its 
shortcomings: tying a broken thread for instance. . 

Clearly these self-adjnstments, continually decreasing the 
. sphere for Duman agency, make the actions of the wor1.1llan 

J.imself relatively automatic. At the sa1lle time the mono
tonous attention required, taxing special parts of the nervous 
system and leaving others inactive, entails positive as well as 
negative injury. And while the mental nature becomes to 
the implied extent deformed, the physiGal nature, too, under
~oes degradations; caused by breathing vitiated air at a 
temperature now in excess now in defect, and by standing 
fur many hours in a \vay which unduly taxes the vascular 
s.ystem. If we colr.~are his life with the life of the cottage 
mtizan he hR.'] replaced, who, a century ago, having a varied 
muscular action in working his loom, with breaks caused QY 
the incidents of the work, was able to alternate his indoor 
3!!tivities with outdoor activities in garden or field, we cannot 
t.ut admit that this industrial development has proved 
extremely detrimental to the operative. 

In their social relations, too, tllere has been an entailed 
33-2 
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retrogression rather than a progression. The wage-earning 
factory-hand does, indeed, exemplify entirely free labour, in 
so far that, makillg contracts at will and able to break them 
after short notice, he is free to engage with whomsoever he 
pleases and where he pleases. But this liberty amounts ill 

. practice to little more than the ability to exchauge one 
slavery for another; since, fit only for his particular occupa
tion, he has rarely an opportunity of doing anything more 
than decide in what mill he will pass the greater part of his 
dreary days. The coercion of circumstances often bears more 
hardly on him than the coercion of a master does, on one in 
bondage. 

It seems that in the course of social progress, parts, more or 
less large, of each society, are sacrificed for the benefit of the 
society as a whole. In the earlier stages the sacrifice takes 
the form of mortality in the wars perpetually carried Oll 

during the struggle for existence between tribes and nation!: ; 
and in later stages the sacrifice takes the form of mortality 
entailed by the commercial struggle, and the keen competition 
entailed' by it. In either case men are used up for the 
benefit of posterity j and so long as they go on multiplying ill 
excess of the means of subsistence, there appears no remedy. 



CHAPTER XIX. 

COli POUND CAPITAL. 

'§ 821: EARLY stages in the genesis of what is now called 
joint-stock enterprise, are instructive as showing, in several 
ways, how progress of each kind depends on several kinds 
·of preceding progress; and as also showing how any industrial 
structure, specialized into the form now familiar to us, arose 
out of an indefinite germ in which it was mingled with other 
structures. 

The creation of the accumulated fund we call capital, 
.depends on certain usages and conditions. Among peoples 
'Who, besides burying with the dead man his valuables, some
.times even killed his animals and cut down his fruit trees, 
no considerable masses of property could be aggregated. 
The growth of such masses .was also prevented by constant 
wars, which now absorbed them in meeting expenses and now 
caused the loss of them by capture. Yet a further pre
vention commonly resulted from appropriations by chiefs and 
Idngs. Their unrestrained greed either made saving futile, or 
1)y forcing men to hoard what they saved, rendered it useless 
for reproductive purposes. 

Another obstacle. existed. Going back, as the idea of 
capital does, to days when cattle and sheep mainly formed a 
rich man's movable property, and indicating, as the word does, 
the number of "heads" in his flocks and herds, it is clear 
that no fund of the kind which the word now connotes was 
possible. Cattle and sheep could not be disposed of at will 
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There was only an occasional market for large numbers; and 
the form of payment was ordinarily not such as rendered the 
amount easily available for commercial purposes. A money 
economy had to be well established; and even then, so long 
as money consisted. exclusively of coin, large transactions 
were much restricted. Only along with the rise of a credit
currency of one or other kind, could individual capital or 
compound capital take any great developments. 

Again, the form of partnership which joint-stock com
panies exhibit, had to be evolved out of simpie partnerships, 
having their roots in family-organ:izations and gUd-orgalli
zations. Fathers and sons, and then larger groups of relatives 
carrying on the same businesses, naturally, on emerging 
from the communal state, fell into one or other form of joint 
ownership and division of profits. And we may safely infel' 
that the gild-organization afterwards evolved, which, con
sidered in its general nature, was a partnership for purposes 
of defence and regulation, further educated men in the ideas 
and practices which the join~-stock system implies. Those 
who constantly combined their powers in pursuit of certain 
common interests, were led occasionally to combine their 
individual possessions for common interests-to form .large 
partnerships. 

A further ne~dful remark is that these early companies: 
were not wholly industrial but were partly militant. Already .. 
when contemplating gilds, we havc seen in thcm the spirit 
of antagonism common to all social structures in their days, 
when nobles fought against one another or joined against the 
king, when the people of towns' had to defend thenlselves 
against feudal tyranuies~ and when town was against town. 
Like the gilds, the early combinations of traders which fore
shadowed companies, had defence and aggression within their' 
functions. Even now industry is in a considerable measme
militant, and it was then still more militant. 

§ 822, Sco.tteredpieccs of information indicateval'ious. 
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d:.tes and places at which these trading combinations first 
appeared; and iudicate also their actions. Italy, which in 
industry as in art wus in advance of the other European 
nations, had somcthing like a bank in the 12th centurv: 
prohably of the ldnd described in the chapter on Auxilia~y 
Exchange, implying an association of traders. 

'More important and conspicuous, however, were the com
panies formed for carrying on foreign commerce. Early 
examples existed in Genoa and Pisa. There the mercantilc 
leagues acquired a political character us a result of their 
frequent militant operations. So was it afterwards with the 
Hanseatic League-an association of merchants inhabiting 
the Hanse towns, who, originally uniting for mutual defence, 
developed armed fleets with which they carried on successful 
wars against kings, and which enabled them to put down the 
hordes of pirates infesting the Northern seas. 

The militant chal:acter of these bodies was at this stage 
their predominant character, considered as combinatioD~; 

since their members were usually not partners in trading 
transactions, but separately traded under the protection of 
tlie aggregate they formed. We read that in England- " from 
very early times, several owners might combine to fit out a 
ship and buy a cargo, when none of them was able, separately 
to risk a very large sum in ventures by sea." Existing under 
variously modified names ill the 13th century, the first of 
these, generally called the Hamburg Company, but in Queen 
miz~beth's reign re-chartered as the Company of Merchant, 
Adventurers, had this character in common with other con~-· . 
panies of' }'Ierchant Adventurers at Exeter and Hull. The
title "Merchant Adventurers" in some sort implied that. 
they ran risks in the pursuit of cOlllmerce,-risks wllich, .. 
when pirates were prevalent, were often fighting risks. This. 
trait was in a still greater degree possessed by the Russia 
Company, finally established in 1556, which, having under 
its charter a political organization, was commissioned to 
make discoveries and take possession· of new lands in the .. 
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king's name; o.t the same time that it was to have, like others 
of these companies, exclusive privileges of trading within 
specified limits. Out of indefinite unions, which necessarily 
possessed compound capital, in some way derived from the 
contributions, of the associated merchants, the change to 
definite unions possessing compound capital as we now know 
it, was initiated by the East India Company. But the change 
was not sudden. At first-

"Those who entered the Company did not trade as individuals, but 
combined to take shares in fitting and loading several ships one year, 
and then formed a new subscription for each subsequent voyage." 

"That is, there was a joint-stock company formed for each 
voyage, which did not commit its members individually to 
the general fortun,es of the Company: However-

"In 1612, the c.harter of the Company was renewed in a different 
form, and it became a joint-stock company, in which all the pal·tners 
had larger or smaller shares." 

Nevertheless the kinship of these forms of organization to 
-earlier forms was still displayed. These companies for carry
jng on foreign commerce in one or other region, had the cha
'mcter of gilds for external business, possessing certain local 
monopolies, and being just as hostile to those. they called 
~'interlopers" as were the town-gilds to unprivileged com
Fetitors. Moreover; the militant character survived, and in 
some cases grew predominant; for these companies became 
bodies employing troops and making conquests. Indeed 
this ancient trait continues down to our own day. The great 
nations of Europe, called civilized, when they do not them
selves invade the territories of weak peoples, depute com
panies to invade for them; and haying aided theni' in 
conqu.ering a desirable region, eventually "annex" it-the 
euph(,lllistic word used for land-theft by politicians, as "con
vey" was Falstaffs euphemistic word for theft of money. 

Companies formed like these for carrying on foreign trade, 
whether their capital consisted of indefinite contributions or 
of definite shares were not successful. M'Culloch's Dictionary 
of Comme1'ce tells us the extent of the failure. 
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"The Abu" Moreli('t has given in atm.ct published in 1'i69 (Ezamen 
de la Repona6 de M. N., pp. 35-38) a list of 55 joint-stock companies, 
for the prosecution of "arious branches of foreigu trade, established in 
different parts of Europe subsequently to 1600, ('very one of which had 
failed, though most of them had exclusive privileges. Most of those 
that have been established since the publication of l'lforeliet's tract 
have had a similar fate." 

These examples illustrate the truth, illustrated by so many 
others, that protected ~dustries do not prosper. The case of 
the East India Company may be taken as typical Notwith
standing its commercial monopolies and the armed forces 
behind it, it contracted au enormous debt; and would have 
been bankrupt long before it was dissolved had it not been 
for its political connexion. 

Once commenced, the system of raising compound capitals 
by the contributions of many individuals, in"definite small 
portions or shares, spread in various directions. Companies 
were formed for insurance, for mining, for redeeming lands 
from the sea; and so on: not a few being" bubble" companies. 
But out of many dishonest schemes and many honest but 
unsuccessful ones, there emerged some which became per
manent industrial organizations. A natural step from the 
association of man.v merchants for defence against pirates, 
was to the association of many citizens at large to safeguard 
ship-owners against wrecks: joint-stock insurance societies 
grew up. Further development led to insurance against 
dangers of other kinds. Then came unions to work mines: 
enterprises the uncertainty of which, so great as to deter single 
individuals, were not so great ,as to deter combinations of 
many who shared the profits and losses among them. Very 
significantly, too, the title "Merchant Adventurers" was 
paralleled by the title" Mining Adventurers." The system 
of compound capital thus extending exhibited, as before, 
transitional forms; for the shares in these undertakings were 

. of different magnitudes, so that while some held eighths, six
teenths, &c., others held flixty-fourths, and e\'en one-hundred-
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;tnd-twenty-eighths: a system which was followed by the first 
water-company, founded by Sir Hugh Middleton. 

§ 823. For present purposes details are needless. The, 
things of moment here are the changes of constitution which 
these i~dustrial institutions have undergone. 

T~at ordinary partnerships, extending from relatives to 
others, were the germs of joint-stock companies, was suggested 
above. The suggestion harmonizes with the fact that up to 
,recent times the State continued to regard companies only as 
part,nerships-as overgrown partnerships which it was desir
,able to repress. The State opposition to them was due in large 
measur~ to the perception that without Royal Charters of 
incorpQration, they were doing things which previously could 
be done only under such charters; and were therefore evading 
governmental authority. Hence, in 1719, was passed the so
called" Bubble Act;" partly prompted by this feeling but 
pstensibly to stop the mischief done by bubble companies. 
Men continued, however, to combine, subject to the unlimited 
liability of ordinary partners, for the prosecution of variolls 
undertakings: the persistence in this course being evidence that 
among the failures there were successes, and that the system 
was not bad, as assumed by the legislature. Step by step the 
obstacles were removed. In 1826 it was made possible for' 
the ,bo~ies thus formed to obtain charters which did not 
,absolve their members from their individual responsibilities. 
Later, such bodies.were allowed, without incorporation, to hayf; 
letters, patent which gave them a legal status; enabling them 
to s]Je and' be sued through a representative. And then in 
1844: authority to establish a company was gained by simply 
pbtaining a certificate, and being publicly registered. 

Meanwhile oX). the Continent, in forms somewhat different 
though allied, joint-stock companies llave similarly of late 
years multiplied. Thus in Prussia, between 1872 and 1883 
inclusive. ,there ,,'ere ,established 14i1 companies with, a 
capital of '£1:36,000,000 odd-insurance, chemical works, sugar 
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'Works, gas. and water, textile industries, breweries, metals, 
railways, &c. France, too, has displayed a kindred spread of 
these industrial organizations. Their constitutions, differing 
more or less from olle another and from those which are 
usual in England, need not be detailed. The only remark 
worth adding about foreign joint-stock companies is that, in 
their legal forms, they bear traces of the unlike conceptiou!') 
prevailing here and abroad concerning the relations betwcen 
citizens and governments. For whereas here the ·tacit 
assumption is that there exists in citizens t1.e right to com
bine for this or that purpose as they please, subject only to 
such restrictions as the State imposes for ·the safeguarding of 
others' interests, on the Continent the tacit assumption has 
been that this· right does not naturally pertain to citizens, 
but is conferred on them by the State, in which, by implica
tion, it is latent: a conception indicated by the use of the 
word "concession.·' 

The system thus gradually reached by relaxation of restric
. tions, has led to immense industrial developments which 
would else have been slow and difficult, if not impossible. 
When we ask what would have happened had there been 

- none of the resulting facilities for raising masses of compound 
capital, the reply is that the greater part of the roads, canals. 
docks, railways, which now exist would not have existed. 
The wealth and foresight of a man like the Duke of Briug
water, might occasionally have created one of these extensive 
works; but there have been few men possessing the requisite 
means, and still fewer possessing the requisite enterprise. ·If, 
again, execution of them llad been left to the. Government, 
conservatism and officialism wonld have raised immense 
hindrances. The attitude of· legislators towards the proposal 
for the first railway, sufficiently shows that little would have 
come from State-action. Moreover, the joint-stock system 
has 9pened ch~nnels {or the reproductive use of capital, which 
else would either ·have been lying idle or would have been 
used for less productive purposes. For the goodness of the 
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interest obtained by shareholders, is a measure of the advan
tage which the public at large derives from the easy distribu
tion of raw materials and manufactured products. 

§ 824. The last stage in the deyelopment of these industrial 
associations which 4ave compound cap~tals has still to be 
named. In modern forms of them we see the regulative 
policy, once so pronounced, reduced to its least degree. Both 
by the central government and by local goverD:IDents, indi
viduals were, in early days, greatly restricted in the carrying 
on of their occupations; and at the same time the combina
tions they formed for the protection and regulation of their 
industries, were formed by governmental authority, general or 
local, for which they paid. Of the various hindrances to 
combinations, originally for regulating industries but eventu
ally for carrying on industries, the last was removed in 1855. 
Up to that time it had been held needful that the public 
should be safeguarded against wild and fraudulent schemes, 
by requiring that each shareholder should be liable to the 
whole amount of his property for the debts of any company 
he joined. But at length- it was concluded that it would 
suffice if each shareholder was liable only to the amount of 
his shares; provided that this limited liability was duly noti-
fied to men at large. , 

EverJone knows the results. Under the limited-liability 
system many bubble-companies, analogous to those of old 
times, have arisen, and there has been much business under 
the winding-up Acts: the public has often proved itself au 
incompetent judge of the projects brought before it. But 
many useful undertakings have been proposed and carried 
""ut. One unanticipated result has been the changing of 
;private trading concerns into limited-liability companies; 
whether with benefit may be questioned. But the measure 
has certainly yielded advantage by D:!aking it possible to 
raise capital for relatively small industries of speculative 
kinds. It has been beriefkial, too, in making available for 
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industrial PUrpOS3S, numberless savings which otherwise 
would have been idle: absorption of them into the general 
mass of reproductive capital b3ing furthered by the issue of 
shares of small denominations. So that now stagnant capital 
has, almost disappeared. 

Before leaving the topic it is proper to point out that in 
I tlris case, as in othe,r cases, coerciveness of regulation declines' 

politically. ecclesiastically, and industrially at the same time. 
Many facts have shown us that while the individual man 
has acquired greater liherty as a citizen and greater religious 
liberty, he has also acquired greater liberty in respect of his 
occupations; and here we see that he has simultaneously 
acquired greater liberty of combination for industrial pur
poses. Indeed, in conformity with the universal law of 
rhythm, there has been' a change from excess of restriction 
to deficiency of restriction. As is implied by legislation now 
pending, the facilities for forming companies and raising 
compound capitals have been too great. Of sundry examples 
here is one. Directors are allowed to issue prospectuses in 
which it is said that those who take shares will be understood 
to waive the right to know the contents of certain preliminary 
agreements, made with, promoter~are allowed to ask the 
public to subscribe while not knowing fully the circum
stances of the case. A rational interpretation of legal prin
ciples would have negatived this. In any proper cOIJtract the 
terms on both sides are distinctly specified. If they are not, 
one of the parties to the contract is bound completely while 
the other is bound incompletely-a result at variance with 
the very nature of contract. Where the transaction is one 
that demands definiteness on one side while leaving the other 
side indefinite, the law should ignore tl:.e contract a~ one that 
cannot be enforced. 
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'l'l:ADE-UNIONIS~. 

§ 825 .. AMONG those carrying on theirli,"es,lmder like condi~ 
tions, whether in respect of place of living or mode of living, 
there arise in one way diversities of interest's and in another 
way unities of interests. In respect of place of living this is 
seen in the fact that members of a tribe or nation have unity 
of interests in defendlng themselves against external enemiefl, 
while internally they have diversities of interests prompting 
constant quarrels. Similarly in respect of mode of living. 
Those who pursue like occupations, being competitors; com
monly have differences, as is implied by the proverb "Two 
of a trade can never agree;" but. in relation to bodies of 
men otherwise occupied, their interests are· the same, and 
sameness of interests prompts joint actions for defence. In 
preceding chapters history has shown how this general law 
was illustrated in cId times among traders. Now we have to 
observe how in modern times it is illustrated among their 
employes. 

Union of artisans for maintenance of common advantages 
is traceable in small rude societies, even before master and 
worker are differentiated. Turner tells us that in Samoa
"It is a standing custom, that after the sides and one end of the 
1101'.se are finished, the principal part of the payment be made; and it is 
at this time that a carpenter, if he is dissatisfied, will get 'up and walk 
olf .••• Nor can the chief to whom thtl house belongs employ anoLher 
party to finish it. It is a fixed rille of the trade, and rigidly adhered to, 
that no one will take up the work which another party has thrown down." 
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Apparently without formal combination there is thus a tacit 
agreement to maintain certain rates of payment. SOm~thing 
of kindred nature is found in parts of Africa. R~ade says 
that a sort of trade-union exists on the Gaboon, !lJld those 
who break its rules are ill-treated. The natives on the coast 
endeavour to keep all the trade with the white man in their 
own hands; and if one froll?- any of the bush tribes is detected 
selling to the white man, it is thought a hreach of law and 
custom. But the trade-union as we now know it, obviously 
implies an advanced social evolution. There is required in 
the first place a definite separation between the wage-earner 
and the wage-payer; and in the second place it is requisite 
that considerable numbers of wage-earners shall be gathered 
together; either as inhabitants of the same locality or as 
clustered migratory bodies, such as masons once formed. Of 
course fulfilment of these conditions was gradual, but when 
itJuld become pronounced-

"The workmen formed their Trade-Unions against the aggressions 
of the then rising manufacturing lords, as in earlier times the old free
men fOI'med their Frith-Gilds against' the tyrauny of medireval mag
nates, and the free handicraftsmen their Craft-Gilds against the 
aggl'essions of the Old·burghel"ll." 

:Not that there was a lineal descent of trade-unions from 
craft-gilds. Evidence of this is lacking and evidence to the 
contrary abundant. Though very generally each later social 
institution may be affiliated upon some earlier one, yet it 
occasionally happens that social institutions of a kind like 
some which previously existed, arise de novo under similar 
conditions; and the trade-union furnishes one illustration:. 
Akin in nature though not akin by descent, the trade-union 
is simply a gild of wage-earners. * 

§ 826. That in common with multitudinous other kinds of 
combinations, trade-unions are prompted by community, of 

• MateriHls which I havo collected in the couroe of years, though con" 
sidrrabla in amount, .... ould not have 8ufficed for proper treatment of this 
1o.rge tOI'ie. ]for thc 'needful .further information, I am indebted to the; 
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interests among their members, is implied by facts showing 
that where, other things being equal; the interests are mixed •. 
they do not arise. At the present time in Lancashirc- -
"The' piecers,' who assist at the • mules,' are employed and paid by 
the operative cotton-spinners under whom they work. The' big 
piecer; is often an adult man, quite as skilled as the spinner himself, 
from whom, however, he receives very inferior wages. But although 
the cotton operatives display a. remarkable aptitude for Trade-Union
ism, attempts to form all independent organizatioI! among the piecers 
have invariably failed. The energetic and competent pieceI' is always 
looking forward to becoming a spinner, interested rather in reducing 
than in raising piecen!' wages." 

So was it with journeymen in early days. While the sub
ordinate worker could look forward with some hope to the 
time when he would become a master, he was restrained 
from combining with others ill opposition to masters; but 
when there had come into existence many such subordinate 
workers who, lacking, capital, had no chance of becoming 
masters, there arose among them combinations to raise wages 
and shorten time. 

If, with community of interests as a prerequisite, we join 
local aggregation as a further prerequisite, we may infer that 
the evolution of trade-unions has been very irregular: dif
ferent trades and localities having fulfilled these conditions 
in different degrees. London, as the place which first fulfilled 
the prerequisite of aggregation, was the place in which we 
find the earliest traces of bodies which prefigure trade-union::; 
-bodies at first temporary but tending to become perma
nent. At the end of the 14th century and beginning of the 
15th, we have the well-known complaints about the behaviour 
of journeymen cordwainers, saddlers, and tailors, in combining 
to enforce their own interests; setting examples which a 
generation later were followed by the shoemakers of Wis
beach; And here we are shown that just as hot politicians 
in our days are commonest among those artizans whose daily 
comprehensive and elaborate work by Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Webb on The 
Histor!l oJ Trade Unionism-a work which must hencefort.h be the standard. 
authority on the Bubject., considered under its historical n.pcct. 
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work permits continuous conversation, soin thc3e old times 
. the wage-earners who first formed tentative trade-unions 
were those tailors,' shoemakers, and saddlers, who, gathered 
together in work-rooms, could talk while they sewed. 

Germs usually differ. in character and purpose from the 
things evolved out of them. Community of interests and 
local clustering being the prerequisites to trade-combinations, 
the implication is that they have sometimes grown out of 
social gatherings of festive kinds, and very frequently out 
()f burial societies, friendly societies, sick-clubs. Artiza.ns 
periodically assembling for the carrying on of their mutual
aid business, inevitably discussed work and wages and the 
conduct of masters; and especially so when they all followed 
the same occupation. There could not fail to result, on the 
occasion of some special grievance, a determination to make 
a joint defence. It also naturally happened that the funds 
accumulated for the primary purpose of the body, came to be 
used in execution of this secondary purpose: an illustration 
of the absurd delusion respecting the powers of a majority 
which pervades political thinking also-the delusion that the 
decision of a majority binds the minority in respect of all 
purposes, whereas it can equitably bind the minority only in 
respect of the purpose for which the body was formed. The 
prevalence of this delusion has greatly conduced to the deve
lopment and power of trade-unions;. since, in any case of 
proposed strike, the dissenting minority has been obliged 
either to yield or to sacrifice invested contributions, 

We are not here concerned with the detailed history of 
wage-earners' gilds. It will suffice to say that though there 
were early attempts at them, such as those just named, there 
were no permanent defensive associations of wage-earners 
before 1700; but that, by the close of the century, they 
had become numerous, and were met with repressive legisla
tion which, at first partial in character, ended in a general . 
penal law. By the 39 and 40 George III, chap. 106, it was 
enacted that any workman entering into combination to 

34 
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advance wage's or to shorten hours, should be liable to three 
months'imprisonment. That the causes of the rapid develop~ 
ment which took place at this period were those above named, 
is shown by the fact that iIi 17~ t a trade-union was formed 
by the fifteen thousand journeymen tailors in the Metropolis: 
aggregation. being in this case a conspicuous antecedent. It 
is further shown by the contrast between the state of the 
cloth-trade in the West of England and in Yorkshire. Early 
in the 18th century there had arisen wealthy clothiers ill 
Somersetshire, Gloucestershire, and Devon, who had water
mills in which part of the manufacture was carried .on, and 
on which the hand-workers depended. Here the operatives 
combined and riotously enforced their demands. 

"This l'arly developmeut of tradecorubinations in the West of Ellg
land stands in striking contrast with their absence in the same 
indllstlY wh'lre pursued, as in Yorkshire, on the so-called 'Domestic 
System.' The Yorkshire we:l.ver was a small master craftsman of the 
old type.-

But this contrast disappeared when there arose 111 Yorkshire, 
as in the West of England, the Factory system-

"Then journeymen and small masters struggled with one accord to 
resist the new form of capitalist industry which was beginning to 
deprive them of their control over the product of their labour." 

That is say, they struggled against absOl ption ihto the body of 
mere wage-earners which was growing up; and trade-unions 
were among the results. 

§ 827. Evils habitually pr~t1uee counte!" eyils, and those 
arising from the Combination Laws were, after repeal of those 
laws, followed by others consequent upon misuse of freedom. 
"Trade societies ... sprang into existence on all sides;" and 
artizans became as. tyral,1nical as their masters had been. 
Cotton-operatives in Glasgow, seamen on the Tyne, Sheffield 
grinders and London shipwrights, dictated terms and llsed 
violence to enforce them. Actions and reactions in various 
trades imd nnmer~us places made the comse of these eombi
lllltions irn'gular; ~otbat th:)re cune many formations followed 
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by many dissolutions: e3pecially when commercial d('~)re s· 
sion and extensive suspensions of work brought to unionists 
proofs that they could not settle wages as they pleased. But 
combinations of a transitory kind grew into permanent com
I,inations, and by and by the integration of small local groups 
was followed by the integration of these into larger and 
widei' groups. In 1827 the carpenters and joiners formed a 
national association. "Temporary alliances ill particular 
emergencies" had, in earlier days, joined the Cotton Spinners' 
Trade Clubs of Lancashire with those of Glasgow; but 'in 
1829 there came a binding together of spinners' societies in 
England, Sc;otland, and IreJand. Almost simultaneously the 
yariousclasses of operatives in the building trades throughout 
the kingdom combined. Up to this time the unions had been 
tr.lUe-unions properly so called; but now there came the idea 
of a, Trades' union-a union not of operatives in one trade or 
in kindred trades, but a national union of operatives in all 
trades. The avowed plan was to consolidate" the productive 
classes": the assumption, still dominant, being that the 
lIlanual workers do everything and the mental workers 
nothing. The first of these schemes, commenced in 1830, 
Iluickly failed. In 1834 a second scheme of like nature was. 
initiated by Robert Owen, entitled" The Grand National Con
solidated Trades' Union," which in a, few weeks enrolled" at 
least ha,lf-a-million members," and which had for one object 
.. a general strike of all wage-carners." This great but feebly 
organized body was soon split up 'by internal disputes and 
collapsed; while during the same period various of the minor 
hodies affiliated to it, as the Potters' Union and the unions of 
tailors and clothiers, dissolved. There ensued a breaking up 
of the federal organizations at large, and in 1838 there was 
going on a steady decline of trade-unionism in general: After 
some years, however, came a c/ gradual building up of the great 
, amalgamated' societies of skilled artisans," in the course of 
which trade-unionism" obtained a financial strength, a trained 
staff' of salaried officers, and a permanence of membership 
hitherto unknown." 

34-2 
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Fu ~ther particulars do notcall for mention. It will suffice 
.to not:} the sizes of these organizations.' In 1802, among engi
lleeringand shipbuilding operatives, there existed 260 societies, 
with 287,000 members, formed into various large groups, as 
the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, the United Boiler
makers, and the societies of ironfounders and shipwrights. 
Among miners and quarrymen and associated workers, locally 
or specially combined, there were 347,000 unionists, nearly 
two-thirds of whom were, in 1888, " gathered into the Miners 
l·'ederation of Great Britain "-an integration of integrations. 
lteferring to the million and a half nnionists existing at that. 
date, the authors from whom I have chiefly quoted say :-

"The Trade-Union world is, therefore, in the main, composed of 
skilled craftsmen working in densely populated districts, where in
dustry is conducted on a large scale. About 750,000 of its members
one-half of the whole-belong to the three staple trades of coalmining, 
cotton manufacture, and engineering, whilst the labourers and the 
women workers remain, on the whole, non-unionists." 

§ 828. Since community of interests is the bond of union in 
these gilds of wage-earners, as it was in the gilds of merchants 
and craftsmen centuries ago, the wage-earners have naturally 
adopted modes of action like those of their predecessors. As 
by the old combination~ so by the new, there have been joint 
resistances to things which threatened material evils to their 
members and joint enforcements of things promising materi:11 
benefits to them. 

The number of artisans occupied in anyone business in an 
old English town, was restricted by the regulation that no one 
could carry it on who had not passed through an apprentice
ship of specifind length. This being the law of every gild, it 
resulted that each town had a semi-servile population living 
as best it might outside the regular businesses. Similarly, 
gilds of wage-~arners, prompted by the desire to restrain 
competition, commonly' insist upon previous apprenticeship 
as a qualification for entrance into their unicns, while making 
strenuous effurts, and often using violence, to prevent tIle 
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employment of non-unionists: the tendency being to produce, 
as of old, a class of men ineligible for any regular work. 

To the same end t~e old gilds kept down the numbers of 
apprentices taken by masters into their respective trades, and 
in this their example has been followed by these modern 
gilds. Indeed, we here find a definite link between the old 
and the new. For one of the earliest actions taken by modern 
-eombinations of workers was that of reviving and enforcing 
the still-extant laws limiting the numbers of apprentices; and 
1.his has become Ii. general policy. Of the flint-glass makers 
it is said:-

"The constant refrain of their trade organ is' Look to the rule and 
keep boys back; for this is the foundation of the .evil.' " 

So, too, in the printing trades there have been persistent efforts 
to find" the most effective way of checking boy-labour." 

" And the engineering trades, at this time ente}ing the Trade Unio!} 
world, were basing their whole policy on the aSsumption that the du 1y 
apprenticed mechanic, like the doctor or the solicitor, had a. right to-· 
exclude 'illegal men' from his occupation." . 

In the days of craft-gilds the State-regulation of prices-. 
prevailed widely; but that the gilds, either as deputies of the 
government or of their own motion, also regulated prices, we 
have some evidence. "A statute of.. Edward VI seems to have 
limited the powers hitherto enjoyed by the gilds of fixing 
wages and prices," says Cunningham. Even in the absence of 
proofs we might fairly infer that their rules were intended to 
check underselling; as also to prevent the lowering of prices 
by over-production. Among the merchant-adventurers there 
was a "stint," or limit, put to the quantity of commodit>, a 
member might export within the year, according to his 
standing: a restraint on competition. . Similarly, the regula
tions for the tr.lde of Bristol in the 15th century, implied 
" a ' ruled price' for each of the chief commodities of trade," 
and implied" that no merchant should sell below it," save iu 
special cases. Clearly, forbidding the sale of a commodity 
below a certain price, is paralleled by forbidding the sale of' 
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labour below a certain: price; and the man who underbids hi3' 
fellow is reprobated and punished in the last case as he was· 
in the first. 

Laws imply force used to maintain them; for other·· 
. wise they are practically non-existent. Here, as befoTe. there 
is agreement between the old combinations and the new, 
though the forces used are differently derived. The most 
ancient trade-corporations were practically coextensive with 
the municipal governments, and at later stages the corpora
tions which differentiated from them, continued their muni
cipal alliances: town-authorities being largely composed of 
gild~authorities. Hence it can scarcely be doubted that gild
regulations were enforced by municipal officials; for the 
political actions and the industrial actions were not then 
separated as they are now. But the wage-earners' gilds, 
having had no alliances with municipal bodies, have tried 
to enforce their regulations themselves. This has been theil' 
habit from the beginning. The shoemakers of ·Wisbeach, in 
~triking against low wages, threatened that" there. shall none 
~ome into the town to Serve for that wages within a twelye
lllonthand a day, but we woll have an harme or a legge of 
hym, except they woll take an othe as we have doon." 'Vhen 
we recall the past deeds of the Sheffield grinders, trying to 
lcill recalcitrant members of their body by explosions of 
gunpowder, or by making their fast-revolving ,wheels fly 
to piec~s, or when ,we remember the violent assaults month 
after month now made on ·non-unionists, we see that the 
same policy is still pursued-a policy which would be much 
further. pUl'sued were police restraints still less efficient than 
they are. 

Among minor parallelisms may be named the conflicts 
arising .ill- old times between the craft-gilds; and in modern 
times between the wage-earners' gilds, respecting the limits 
of their' several occupations. The gild-members in one 
Imsiness denied to those in a kindred business. the right to 
make .certain things which they contended fell within their 
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monopoly. .And similarly. at . present among wage-earners, 
those of one class are int.erdicted from doing certain ldnds of 
work which those of another class say belong to their occu
pation. Thus the fitters and plumbers, the joiners amI ship
wrights, qualll'e1 over special employments which Loth claim. 
Within these few weeks public attention has been drawn to 
a conflict of .this kind between boilermakers and. fitters at 
Messrs. Thornycroft's works at Chiswick. 

In one respect, however, the ancient traders' gilds and the 
modern wage-earners' gilds have differed in their policies, 
Lecause their motives have operated differen,tly. The bodies 
of crafwmen exercised some supervision over the products 
made and sold by their members; seeming to do this in the 
puLlic interest, and being in some cases commissioned thus 
to do it. But in fact they·did it in their own interests. A 
:gild-brother who used some inferior material for making the 
.thing he sold, was by so doing enabled to get a greate: profit 
than the rest of the gild-brethren who used tbe better 
material; and their prohibitioJ;l was prompted by their desire 
to prevent this, not by their desire to protect the public. But 
the wage-earners who have established fixed rates of payment 
for so many hours' work, llave no- interest in maintaining the 
standard of work. Contrariwise, they .have an interest in 
lowering t~e standard ill respect of quantity if not of quality: 
so much so that the superior artisan is prevented from exer
.eising his greater ability by the frowns of his fellows,whosc 
.. work by comparison he discredits. 

Beyond question, then, these various parallelisms (along 
'with the absence of parallelism just named) prove identity of 
;uature between ancient and modern trade-combination!!. 

§ 829. The restrictionist is essentiaIJy the same in nature' 
'whether he forbids free trade in commodities or whether he 
forbids free trade in labour. I make this reinark as intro-
,,-luctory to a parallel. . 

Not long since. a member .of parliam::-nt proposed th~t a. 
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duty of ten per cent. should be imposed on imports in generaL 
Tlus was urged as a rellef not for the agricultural classes only 
but for all classes. What .was the anticipated effect? That 
if foreign go~ds were prevented from competing with English 
goods to the implied extent; English producers would be 
severally enabled to obtain so much the more for what they 
had to sell. There the inference stopped. Every citizen was 
thought of as a producer, but what would happen to him as 
a consumer was not asked. The extra profit made by him 
was contemplated as so much to the good, and there was no 
recognition of the fact that if all other producers were simi
larly enabled t.o get higher price!!, the result must be that he: 
as consumer, would have to pay these higher prices all round 
for the things he wanted: his income would be raised, but 
his expenditure would be raised in the same proportion. 

'Ve need not wonder, then, if the members of trade-unions 
are misled by a parallel fallacy. In each class of them~ 
carpenters, bricklayers, engineers, calico-printers, weavers. 
compositors, pressmen, &c.-every worker thinks it an un
questionable advantage to get more in return for his work 
than he might get without combination. He sees only the 
extra amount of his wages, and does not see how that extra. 
amount is dissipated. But it is dissipated. Even by trade
unionists it is now a recognized truth that in any occupation 
the rise of wages is limited by the price obtained for the 
article produced, and that if wages are forced up, the price of 
the article produced must presently.be forced up. What 
then hBJlpens if, as now, trade-unions are established among 
the workers in nearly all occupations, and if these trade
unions severally succeed in making wages, higher? All the 
various articles they are occupied in making must be raiscll 
in price; and each trade-unionist, while so much the more in 
pocket by advanced wages, is so much the more out of pocket 
by l,laving to buy things nt advanced rates. 

That this must be the general eflcct has recently llCCll 
shown ill an unmistakable way. A t a rccent lIIiners' COll-
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gress it was openly contended that the out-put of .wal should 
be restricted until the price rose to the extent required for 
giving higher wages. Nothing was said about the effect this 
raised price of coal would have on the community at large, 
including, as its chief component, the working classes. All 
labourers and artisans need fuel, and if coal is made dearer 
each of them must either spend more for fires or be pinched 
with cold: the colliers' profit must be their loss. But what 
so obviously happens in this case happens in every case. 
The trade-union policy carried out to the full, has the effect 
that every kind of wage-earner is taxed for the benefit of 
every other kind of wage-earner. 

§ 830. "What right has he to deprive me of work by 
offering to do it for less? .. says the trade-unionist concerning 
the non-unionist. He feels himself injured, and thinks that 
whatever injures him must be wrong. Yet if, instead of him
self and a competing artizan, he contemplates two competing 
tradesmen, he perceives nothing amiss in the underbidding of 
the one by the other. Says the grocer Jones, pointing to 
Brown the grocer over the way-" What right has he to take 
away my custom by selling his tea at twopence a pound less 
than I do ? .. Does the unionist here recognize a wrong done 
by Brown to Jones 1 Not in ,the least. He sees that the 
two have equal rights to offer their commodities at whatever' 
prices they please; and if Brown is content with a small 
profit while Jones greedily demands a large one, he regards 
llrown as the better fellow of the two. See then how se1£
interest blinds him. Here are two transactions completely 
parallel in their essentials, of which the one is regarded as 
utterly illegitimate, and the other as quite legitimate. 

Still more startling becomes the antithesis if we make the 
parallel closer. Suppose it true, as sometimes allegect, that 
the lowered price of wheat does not lower the price of bread, 
and that therefore bakers must have comuined to keep it up. 
As a buyer of bread, the artizan has no words too strong for 
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~he bakers who, by their nefarious agreement, oblige him to 
spend more money for the same amount of food than he 
would otherwise do; and if he can find a baker who, not 
joining the rest, charges less for a loaf ill proportion to the 
diminished cost of wheat, he applauds, a~d gladly benefits by 
going to him. Very different is it if ·the thing to be sold is 
not bread but labour. Uniting to maintain the price of it is 
worthy of applause, while refusal to unite, followed by consent 
to sell labour at a lower rate, is violently condemned. Those 
who do the one think themselves honest, and mills those who 
do the other" blacklegs." So that the estimates of conduct 
are in these t~ 10 cases absolutely inverted. Artificially raising 
the price of bread is vicious, but artificially raising the price 
()f labour is virtuous! . 

If we imagine that the real or supposed bakers' union, 
imitating trade-unionists who break the tools of recalcitrant 
fellow-workmen, should smash the windows of the non
unionist baker who undersold them, the artizan, standing by 
and thinking that the police ought to interfere, might also 
think that the sellers of bread are not the only persons con
cerned; but that the buyers of bread have something to say. 
Re mig~t argue that it is not wholly a question of profits made 
by unionist and non-unionist bakers, but is in part a question 
()f how customers may be fed IllOSt cheaply: seeing which, he 
might conclude that this violence of the unionist bakers was a 
wrong done not only to the non-unionist but to the public at 
large. In his own case, however, as a trader in labour, he 
thinks the question is solely between himself, demanding a 
certain rate of pay, and the non-unionist Who offers to take 
less pay. What may be the interest of the third party to 

,the transaction, who buys labour, is indi.fferent. But clearly 
all three are concerned. If the unionist complains that the 
llon-uti.ionist hurts him by underbidding him and taking 
away his work, notl only may the non-unionist reply that he 
is hurt if he is prevented from working at the rate he offers 
but the employer ma! complain that he, too, is hurt by being 
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()Lliged to pay more to the one than he would to the other. 
So that the trade-unionist's proceeding inflicts two hurts that 
(lne may Le prevented. 

Should it be said that the employer can afford to pay the 
higher rate, the reply is that the profit on his business is 
()ften so cut down by competition that he must, by giving the 
higher rate, lose all profit and become bankrupt, or else must, 
along with other manufacturers similarly placed, raise his 
l)rices; in which case the community at large, including wage
~arners at large, is the third palty hurt. 

§ 831. Returning from this incidental criticism let us ask 
what are the effects of the trade-union policy, pecuniarily 
considered. After averaging the results over maily trades in 
Illany years, do we find the wage-earner really benefited in 
his" Standard of Life" ? 

There is one case.,-that of the agricultural labourers
which shows clearly that under some conditioJ,ls little .or 
nothing can be done by combination. NUlllerous farms are 
110W advertised as vacant and can find no tenants: tens of 
thousands of acres are lying idle. If, then, the cost of culti
·yation is even now such that in many parts no adequate 
return on capital can be (·btained by the farmer; and if, as we 
are t~ld happens on the Bedford estates, all the rent paid goes 
in keeping the farms in order; the implication is that to 
increase the cost of cultivation by giving higher wages, would 
make farming unremunerative over a yet wider area. Still 
more land would lie idle, and t~e demalld for men would bc 
by so much decreased. Hence a cOmbination to raise wages 
wuuld in many localities result in having no wages. 

Xow though in most Lusinessell the restraint.s on the rise 
·of wages are less manifest, yet it needs buli t:> remember how 
often manufacturers have to run their machinery short hours 
and occasionally to stop altogether for a time-it needs but 

. to recall official reports which tell of empty mills in Lan
cashire going to ruin; to s:!e that in other cases trade con-
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ditions put an impassable limit to wages. . And this inference 
is manifest not only to the unconcerned spectator, but is 
manifest to some o(ficials of trade-unions. Here is th~ 

opinion of One who was the leader of the most intelligent 
body of artisans-the Amalgamated Society of Engineers. 

" , We believe,' said Allan before the Royal Commission in 1867. 
• that all strikes are a. complete waste of money, not only in relation 
to the workmen, but also to the employers.' " 

. On the workmen a strike entails a double lo~s-the loss 
of the fund accumulated by small contributions through 
many years, and the further loss entailed by long-continued 
idleness. Even when the striker succeed.s in obtaining a rise 
or preventing _a fall, it may be doubted whether the gain 
obtained in course of time by the weekly increment of pay~ 
is equal to the loss suddenly suffered. And to others than 
the workers tl;e loss is unquestionable-not to the employers. 
only, by absence of interest and damage to plant, but also t() 
the public as being the poorer by so much product not made .. 

But the injury wrought by wage-earners' combinations is 
. sometimes far greater. There has occasionally been causccl 
a wide-spread cessation· of an industry, like that which, as 
shown above, would result were the w:ages of rUl'allabourers 
forced up. And here, indeed, we come upon a further parallel 
between the ancient craft-gilds and the modern wage-earners' 
gilds. In past times gild-restrictions had often the effect of 
driving away craftsmen from the towns into adjacent locali
ties, and sometimes to distant places. .And now in sundry
C!1ses wagc~earners, having either through legislation or by 
strikes, imposed terms which made it impossible for employers 
to carryon their businesses profitably, have caused migration 
of them. The most notorious case is that of the Spitalfields 
weavers, who in 1773, by an Act enabling them to demand 
wages fixed by magistrates, so raised the cost of production 
that in some fifty years most of the trade had been driven tOo 
Macclesfield, Manchester, Norwich, and I'aisler. A more 
recent case, directly relevant to the action of trade-ulliollS~ 
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is t11at of the Thames-shipwrights. By insisting on certain 
rates of pay they made it impracticable to build ships in 
the Thames at a profit, and the industry went North; and 
now such shipwrights as remain in London are -begging for 
work from the Admiralty. As pointed out to a recent deputa
tion, the accepted tender for repairs of a Government vessel 
was less than half that which a Thames-builder,·hampered by 
the trade-union, ('ould afford to offer. So is it alleged to have 
been in other trades, and so it may presently be on a much 
larger scale. }'or the trade-union policy, in proportion as it 
spreads, tends to drive certain occupations not from· one part 
of England to another but from England. to the Continent: 
the lower pay and longer hours of continental artizans, mal,ing 
it possible to produce as good a commodity at a . lower price. 
::Nay, not only in foreign markets but in the home market, is 
the spreading sale of articles "made in Germany" com
plained of. An instance, to which attention has just been 
drawn by a strike, is furnished by the glass-trade. It is 
stated that nine-tenths of the glru:s now used in England is 
of foreign manufacture. 

One striking lesson furni~hed by English history should 
show trade-unionists that permanent rates of wages are 
detemlined by other causes than the wills of either employers 
or employed. When the Black Death had swept away a 
large part of the population (more than half it is said) so 
that the number of workers became insufficient for the work 
to be done, wages rose immensely, and maintained their lligh 
rate notwithstanding all efforts to keep them down by laws 
and punishments. Conversely, the~e have been numerous 
cases in which strikes have failed to prevent lowering of 
wages when trade was depressed. Where the demand for 
labour is great, wages cannot be kept down j' and where it is 
small, they cannot be kept up. 

§ 83~ .. What then are we to say of trade-unions? Under 
their origin~l form as friendly societies-organizations for 
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rendering mutual aid-they were of course extremely bem,· 
ficinl; and in so far as they subsel've this purpose down to 
the present time, they can scarcely be too much lauded. Here, 
however, we are concerned not with the relations of their 
members to one another, but with their corporate relations to 
employers and the public. :Must we say that though 'one 
set of artisans may succeed for a time in getting more pay 
for the same work, yet this advantage is e,·entually at the 
expense of the public (including the mass of wage-earners), 
and that when all other groups of artisans, following the 
example, have raised their wages, the result is a mutual cancel
-ling of benefits 1 Must we say that while ultimately failin~ in 
their proposed ends, trade-unions do nothing else than inflict 
grave mischiefs in trying to achieve them? 

This is too sweeping a conclusion. They seem natmal to . 
the passing phase of social evolution, and may haye beneficia.l 
functions under existing conditions. Everywhere aggression 
begets resistance and counter-aggression; and in our present 
transitional state, semi-militant and semi-industrial, tres
passes have to be kept in check by the fear of retaliatory 
trespasses. 

Judging from their 11arsh and cruel conduct in the past. 
, it is tolerably certain that employers are now prevented from 
doing unfair things which they would else do. Conscious 
that trade-unions are ever ready to act, they are more prompt 
to raise wages when trade is flourishing than they WQulll 
otherwise be; and when there come times of depression, 
they lower wages only when they cannot otherwise carry Oll 

their busincsses. 
Knowing the power which unions can exert, masters arc 

led to 'treat the individual members of them with more 
respect than they would otherwise do: the 8tatu.~ of the 
workman is almost necessarily raised. Moreover. having a 
strong IIlotive for ke:lping on good terms with ~he union, tl. 

master is more likely than he wouhl else be to study thO' 
genertJ convenience of his m:.!n, end to carryon his works in 
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ways conducive to their health. There is an ultimate gain 
in moral and physical treatment if there is no ultimate gain 
in wages. 

Then in the third place must be named the discipline given 
hy trade-union organization and action. Considered under 
its chief aspect, the progress of social life at large is a pro
,gress in fitness for living and working together; and all 
minor societies of men formed within a major society-a 
nation-suhject their members, to sets of incentives and 
restraints which increase their fitness. The induced habits 
of feeling and thought tend to make men more ayailable 
than they would else be, for sach higher forms of social 
organi::at:oll aa will In'o~)aLly here:lft~r al'is:l. 



CIIAPTER XXI. 

COOPERATION. 

§ 833. SOCIAL life in its entirety is carried on by coopera
tion, and the use of the word to distinguish a special form of 
social life is a narrow use of it. As was pointed out when 
treating of Politkal Instit.utions (§ 441), a nation's activities 
are divisible into two leading kinds of cooperation, distin
guishable 'as the conscious and the unconscious-the one 
being militant and the other industrial. The commander, 
officers, and common soldiers forming ail army, consciously 
act together to achieve a given end. The men engaged in 
businesses of all kinds, severally pursuing private ends, act 
together to o.<:hieve a. public end, unthought of by them. 
Considered in the aggregate, their actions subserve the wants 
of the whole society; but they are not uictated by an 
authority, and they are carried on by each with a view to 
Ilis own welfare, and not with a view to the welfare of all. 

In our days, however, there have arisen sundry modes of 
working' together for industrial purposes, accompanied by 
-consciousness ofa common end, like the working together 
for militant purposes. There is first that mode lately 
described under ,the title of ., Compound Capital "-the co
'9peration of shareholders in joint-stock companies. Though 
such shareholuol's do not themselves achieve the ends for 
which they unite, yet, both by jointly contributing money 
and by forming au administration, they consciously cooperate. 
Under another form we see cooperation in the actions of 
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trade-unionsl Though their members do not work together 
for purposes of production, yet their trade-regulations form 
a factor in production; and their working together is con
spicuously of the conscious kind. 

But in this chapter our topic is that mode of consciously 
working together for industrial purposes, which now mono
polizes the word cooperation. The question here tacitly 
raised is whether social sustentation can be carried on best 
by that unconscious cooperation which has naturally evolved 
itself in the course of civilization, or whether it can be 
carried eJll best Ly this special form of conscious cooperation 
at present advocated and to some extent practised. 

§ 834. Consciotis cooperation for industrial purposes is, in 
the earliest stages of social life, closely associated with con
scious cooperation for militant purposes. The habit of acting 
together against human enemies, natul'ally passes into the 
habit of acting together against brute enemies or prey. Even 
among intelligent animals; as wolves, we see this kind of 
cooperation; and it is common among hunting tribes, as 
those of North America, where herds of buffalo, for in
stance, are dealt with bycomhined attacks. Occasionally, 
cooperation for the capture of animals is of a much higher 
order. Barrow and Galton tell us that in South Africa . 
elaborately constructed traps of vast extent, into which 
beasts are driven, are formed by the combined efforts of 
many Bushmen. 

Among others of the uncivilized and semi-civilized there 
are incipient cooperations more properly to be classed as 
industrial Of the Bodo and Dhimals Hodgson says-

"They mutually lI.'lSist each other for the nonce, as well in construct
ing their houses as in clearing their plots of cultivation, merely 
providing the helpmates with a plentiful supply of peer." 

Similarly Grange tells us of the Nagas that-:-
"In building houses, neighbours are required by custom to assist 

each other, for which they are feasted by the person whose house they 
are buildin:;.if 

35 
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Usages of kindred characters exist" among the Araticanians~ 
eoncerning whom Thompson, after speaking of their funeral 
and marriage feasts as open gratis to all, adds :-

"But this is not the case with the mingaco8, or those dinners which 
they are accustomed to make on occasion of cultivating their land, 
threshing their grain, building a house, or any other work which 
:r;equires the combined. aid of several At such times all thosE' who 
'wish to partake in the feast, must labour uutil the work is completed." 

In these cases, however, cooperation is merely prefigured. 
There· is reciprocity of aid under a combined form, and the 
idea of exchange is dominant; as is shown more cleariy in 
the case of the ancient Yucatanese. 

"It is usual for the 'women to assist one another in weaving and 
spinning, and to repay that assistance as their husbands do with 
regard to their field works." 

But though here there is a bartering of labour, yet, as there 
is a working in concert, the consciousness of cooperation is 
nascent, and readily passes into a definite form where joint 
advantage prompts. A good instance is furnishe'd by the 
Padam, who, as we saw (§ 783) live ill a kind of qualified 
communism. Says Dalton-

"The inhabitants are well supplied with water; there are severai 
elevated springs, Rnd the. discharges from these ,are collected and 
carried to different parts of the villages in aqueducts or pipes of 
bamboos, from which a bright, pure stream continually flows." 

Among a more civilized people, the ancient Singhalese, 
cooperation for a kindred purpose was highly developed. 
Tennent writes concerning them :-

"Culti va:tion, R8 it existed in the north of Ceylon, was almost entirely 
dependent on the store of water preserved in each village tank; and 
it could only be carried on by the combined labour of the whole local 
community, applied in the first instance to collect and secure the requi
site supply for irrigation, and afterwards to distribute it to the rice 
lands, which were tilled by the united exertions of the inhabitants, 
amongst whom the crop was divided in due proportions. So indis
pensable were concord and union in such operations, that injunctions 
for their maintenance were sometimes engraven on the rocks." 

Another instance occurs in North America. Says Bancroft. 
writing about the Papngos- . 
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-.. Most- of- thes.) people irrigate their lands by means of conduits or 
ditches. leading either from the river or from tanks in which rain
water is collected and stored for the purpose. These ditches are kept 
in repair by the community, but farming operations are carried on by 
e3.Ch family for its own separate benefit, which is a noticeable advance 
from the usual savage communism." 

Thus it seems a safe inference that genernlly, among semi
civilized peoples who practise irrigation, the required works 
have resulteu from the joint labours of many_ 

§ 835. When we ignore those narrow limits commonly 
given to the title cooperation, we see that, beyond those 
already named, there are many social structures which are 
rightly comprehended under it, and must here be noticed. 

The most familiar of them are the multitudinous friendly 
societies, from village sick-clubs up to the vast organizations 
which fl;om time to time hold theil- congresses. Nex:t above 
the purely local ones, come those which take whole counties 
for their ~phercs; as in Essex, Hampshire, Wiltshire, Berk
shirt', &c., having county-towns as their centres. 'Larger 
still are the affiliated orders, numbering 70 in the United 
Kingdom; which take wider ranges: the largest being the 
Manchester Unity of Oddfellows, and the Ancient Order of 
Foresters, together numbering nearly a million members. 
'Certain other bodies of kindred natures, chiefly burial 
societies, have extensive ramifications-" Industrial Assurance 
Societies," they 'have been called; doing for the poor what 
the more conspicuous institutions for averaging the risks of 
fire, accidents, wrecks, &c., do for the better off. Excluding 
such of these as are carried on to gain' dividends on- invested 
capital, and including all which afford mutually-assured 
benefits, we see that they are pervaded by the spirit of 
cooperation: there is acting together though not working 
together. 

As prompted by a like spirit rlay be named the'Agricul
tural Credit Banks which have of late years· spread in 
Germany, Austria, and Italy-'-Cooperative loansoeietics liS 

35-2 
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they may . be called. Instead of borrowing money from 
ordinary banks or from money-lenders, the members of these 
bodies practically borrow from one another under the 
guidance of an administration of their own: the administra
tion taking care that only such loans are made as the inte
rests of all permit. Of course everything depends on the 
judgment and honesty of the officials; but granting these, such 
Lanks exhibit a form of cooperation undeniably beneficial 

Among cooperative ·bodies of other kinds have to be 
named the Russian" artels." As defined by :Mr. Carnegie of 
,the British Embassy· in St. Petersburg, quoting a nativ~ 
authority, one of these bodies is "an association of certain 
persons who unite their capital and labour, or only the latter, 
for a certain work, trade, or undertaking." Each member of 
the association has an equal share in the duties and work; 
each member receives an equal share of the profits; and all 
members are mutually responsible for the work and conduct 
of each. The system is said to date from the 10th century, 
when certain Cossacks on the Dnieper "banded themselves 
together for offensive and defensive purposes and elected a 
chief, or ataman, for a certain fixed period, who conducted the 
operations of the tribe and superintended the equal division 
of the spoil to each member of it." This statement ha.rmo
nizes with the inference drawn above, that there is an easy 
transition from conscious union for militant purposes to 
conscious union for industrial purposes. These bodies are 
various in their occupations. "There are artels of carpenters, 
painters, blacksmiths, masons, porters, bargees, waiters, &c.," 
as well as of many less general trades. Great trust is placed 
in them; e\·en to the extent of placing large sums of money 
in their charge. One reason for their trustworthiness is tl1at 
the admission of new members is jealously guarded. But 
.judging from their traditional origin and present constitution, 
it would seem. that these artels are really developments of 
the primitive compound family, the traits of which we con
templated in the chapter on "Communal TIegulation," and 
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which once prevailed widely in the east of Europe. One of 
their rules was that those of their members who travelled in 
search of work had to hand over to the group the profits 
they made; Bnd if we suppose this rule to have held after 
the compound household or village-community had dissolved, 
the .. arter' would result." 

In Bulgaria there have existed, and continue to exist, 
though they are not now flourishing, certain kindred asso" 
ciations. There are cooperative groups of market-gardeners, 
masons, and. bakers. The gardeners~ associations, Jirec:!ek 
says, go from town to town, and sometimes abroad, during a. 
certain part of the year. On inland tours they number 6 to 
12 in a group; on foreign tours 40 to 70. Each group is under 
the lead of a master or elder who keeps the accounts Rnd 
acts as treasurer. 

§ S36. Before passing to cooperation as ordinarily under
stood, there have still to be noticed some further industrial 
organizations which in a measure come under the title
organizations which are intermediate between those of the 
ordinary master-and-workmen form, and those composed of 
workers who are themselves masters. I refer, of course, to 
concerns in which profit-sharing is practised. 

The adoption of this system, of which tllere are many 
instance!! on the Continent, while in part prompted by regard 
for the welfare of the workman, appears to have been in part 
prompt~d by the belief that work given in return for wages 
only, is relatively inefficient in respect of quantity or quality, 

• Verification has since come to hand in a dissertation on the Russian 
artels by Dr. Stahr. E~h body consists of a small number, in close fraternal 
reIstion. ~'here is associated living, in respect of food, dwelling, work, ~nd 
plea.ure. There is subordination to a head, who represents the g1'OUp to 

. the outer world. He is the sole legislator and directs the entire life of the 
I>8sociation. Implicit obedience is given to him, and like a Camily-head he 
is subject to no control from the members. A.t first it peemed that the artel 
was incongruous 8S occurring in R",sia. It is now manifest that., 8S a 
de.potio industrial organization, it harmonizes with the despotio political 
organizlLtion. 
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01' both; and that the tendency"to be laxentuils also 'addi~ 
tional cost of superintendence. Hence the conrlusion is that 
the empJoyer himself profits by giving a share of profits. In 
the words' of Mr. Sedley Taylor, the modes of apportionment 
«fall into three categories :-1., Those which pay over the 
workmen's share in an annual ready-money' bonus. 2. Those 
which retain that share for an assigned period, in order ulti
mately to apply it, together with its accumulated interest, 
for the workmen's benefit. 3. Those which annually diK
tribute· a portion. of the workmen's share, and invest the 
}·emainder." M. Bord, pianoforte maker in Paris, who has 
adopted the first of these methods, considers the effects 
<~ extremely satisfactory." The manager of the Compagnie 
d'Assurances Generales, which adopts the second method, says: 

"My present opinion is more favourable than ever. . ., The insti
tution has now had, thirty years of experience, that is to say, of unvary-
ing successes." .. 

~ut most of the «participating houses" aaopt neither imme
diate distribution nor remote postponement, but a mixture of 
the two. A part of the workmen's share of profit is paid over 
to him annually, and a part invested on his behalf. This is 
the plan followed in the printing. publislling, and booksellillg 
establishment of :M. Chaix in Paris. The annual average 
workman's dividend is 71 per cent. on his wages; and as 
a result M. Chaix says-" Each one takes more interest in 
the work assigned to him and executes it better and more 
expeditiously." 

In all ~hese cases the relation between employer and 
employed is like the ordinary relation, save in respect of the 
bonus given in one or other forIDr "There are, however, a 
few houses which admit their work-people to part-ownership 
iil the capitaI,and to a share in the administrative control" 
Of these the best known, of which some account was given 
50 yenl's figO in Mill's Political Economy, is the "Maison 
Leclaire "~a house-painting and decorating establishment, 
which commenced the profit-sharing system in 1842 and, 
developed it in various directions. Since the founder's death 
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it has continued to prosper, even at an increasing rate j so that 
its success of late years is described as "little short of' 
marvellous." A workman's share of profit in 1!!80 was IS: 
per cent. on his year's wages, in addition to large advantages' 
from the associated Mutual Aid and Pension Society. 

But along with a hundred or more successful profit-sharilfg: 
establishments on the Continent, there have to be placed' 
the many establishments of the kind which have failed; and' 
fmures have been especially common in England. 

Among defects of the system which Mr. Halsey, manager 
of certain Mining Machinery Works in Canada, points -out,' 
before describing a system of his own, are these :-1. Profit 
in many cases results from inventions, improvements, econo
mies, with which the workman has nothing to do, and if he 
is given a share of it, this, not being due in any way to his 
labour, is a gift. 2. A share of the total profit, when divided 
among all the workmen, gives to one more, and another lesl;l,' 
than he deserves; since in ability and diligence they are 
unequal 3. The reward for extra labour and care is distant, 
even when the division is annually made, and· still more 
when the employes' share is invested. 4. There cannot' 
rightly be profit-sharing unless there is also loss-sharing, an(l 
any arrangement under which the worker· had to surrender 
back part of his wages would evidently never be tolerated,' 
cven if practicable. 5. Inevitably there must be more ,or' 
less distrust on the part of the employes. Even were they; 
allowed to see the books they could not understand them, 
and they must feel that they are in the hands of their 
employers, who may so represent matters that they do nolt 
get the promised shares: they may have been led to work 
harder and then get no adequate returns. . 

The "premium plan" which Mr. Halsey introduced, and 
alleges to be successful, is one which takes a tolerably wen~ 
known time-cost or a certain piece of work, and gives to the' 
workman extra pay proportionate to the diminished time in. 
which ~e' completes it--a premium of so much on 'each; 
hour economized. This system is akin t(j"one adopted 'in' 
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England by Willans and Robinson, Limited, under which II 

.. reference rate" (or standard rate) for a specified task having 
been. settled, if the cost as measured in time-wages is less, 
t.hen the workman receives half the difference between the 
standard cost and the lowered cost resulting from. his skill 
and industry. . .A kindred system is adopted by the Yale and 
Towne Manufacturing Company of Connecticut. Setting out. 
'\\jth a standard cost, not of labour. upon special pieces of 
work, but of labour and materials throughout the entire busi
ness, summed up into an aggregate, they measure, at the end 
of the year, the difference between the estimated standard 
cost and the actual reduced cost consequent up:m diligence, 
skill, and care on the part of the employes,. and divide this 
II gain" equally between employer and employed: the difference 
between these allied methods being that under the last the 
individual workman does not benefit so fully and distinctly 
by his superiority rui he does under the first. 

Speaking generally of these several methods of profit
sharing and gain-sharing, it must suffice here to recognize 
considerable advantages joined with serious defects; and con:" 
cerDing the last group of methods it may be observed thut 
though approaching more nearly to an ideal system of appor
tioning out reward to merit, they have the disadvantage of 
great complication in the making of estimates and keeping' 
of accounts-a complication which, entailing labour to be 
paid for, entails a certain deduction from the benefit resulting. 

§ 837. "Ve come now to those forms of industrial organiza
tion usually classed as cooperative, though whether all are 
rightly so classed maybe .questioned. It must suffice llere 
to recognize such only oftJwm as have arisen in England.· 

Conforming to th~ general process of evolution, the germs 
.• For the facta contained in this and the following section, I am in
debted in part to the elaborate and picturesque HistOf'!J of Co-operatio1l i .. 
EflSlafld, by Mr. G. J. Holyoo.ke, and in part to TAe Cooperative Movemeat 
t·,. Great BritIJin, by Miss Beatrice Potter (now Mrs. Sidnt>y Webb), which, 
being a .compendious etatement of essentials, has better served my purp08<J 
in making brief outline&. 
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·of them were but vaguely cooperative; and they foreshadowed 
the two different forms of cooperation, so called, which have 
since differentiated. Swayed by a delusion like that which in 
times of scarcity leads mobs to smash the windows of those 
who sell bread, working men, at the close of the last century 
and beginning of this, ascribing the. distress they suffered to 
the proximate agents inflicting it-the millers and hakers
against whom they made also the probably just complaiut 
that they adulterated flour, determined to grind nnd bake 
for themselves. Mills were established at Hull, Whitby. 
Devonport, while baking-societies wer~ formed at Sheerness 
and in Scotland. In these cases, though production and 
distribution were both carried on, yet the mass of. those wh() -
sought and reaped the benefits were not themselves the 
workers in the mills or bakeries; nor did they, as a body. 
occupy themselves in the business of distributing the pro
ducts. They simply, while trying to secure good food, lIet 
up establishments for the purpose of escaping from . the 
payments made to the ordinary producer and distributor. 

Twenty years later aros~, first at Brighton and afterwards 
elsewhere, " union shops;" which _were stores of such com
modities as their working-class members chiefly needed: the 
ultimate purpose, however, being the ambitious one of adding 
profit to capital until a sum sufficient for establishing com
munistic societies had been raised. Presently, certain of 
them prospered so far as to employ some of their own 
members in manufacturing a -few ·ofthecommon articles 
Bold; and then there came the" labour exchanges "-places 
for disposing of the surplus products of these small co
operative bodies, on the basis of the respective labour-values 
of the things exchanged. Nearly all of them disappenred in 
a few years; partiy from lack of variety in the products 
they offered to the wives of their membp.rs, partly becaul:lc 
they gave little or no credit, partly, as it pro\'ed, from a. 
defect in their economic policy. 

Afte;r an interval of nearly 20 years, during which political 
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agitation: had mainiy absorbed the attentions and energies of 
working-class leaders, there came a revival of tIle cooperativ~ 
mo\'ement, again prompted by a communistic ideal. ThiS 
occurred at Rochdale, among those who called themselves . 
<c Equitable Pioneers." Their scheme was distinguished from 
preceding schemes by an essential trait. The profits of the· 
store were divided neither among those who subscribed the 
capital, nor among those engaged in the work of distribution, 
but among its customers in proportion to the money-values 
of their purchases. <c The effect of the Rochdale persistent 
application of the principle of dividing profits on purchases" 
was first of all great prosperity of the local store, and then a 
spreading of the system to other towns, similarly followeu 
by prosperity; so that in less than 50 years the body of 
(!ooperators in the kingdom ha<.l " its million members, thirty
six milli:ms of annual trade, three millions of yearly' profits,'· 
and twelve millions of accumulated capital." 

Along with the idea of supplying consumers cheaply, there 
had gone the idea of buying cheaply the commodities sup
plied to them. From time to time had been made suggestions 
for a wholesale cooperative society, from which the retail' 
stores might get what they required on advantageous terms. 
After sundry abortive attempts, an agency of this kind was 
established. at Manchester in IS64. While fulfilling its 
immQdiate purpose, this also formeu a centre of federation-a 
pIlice in which the cooperative organization became inte..' 
grated. And then, presently, was joined with it a coopera-· 
tive bank; fllrther facilitating transactions throughout the 
organization, and serving to integrate it still more closely. 

Some other essential traits have to be named. The tirst is 
that though for a time the business of the Rochdale store 
(and presumably of otller early stores) was caiTied on gratis 
by .the cooperators· themselves, who undertook duties in 
rotation, there· arose, as the business grew, the need for' 
salaried officials. After the appointment of men who served' 
the cooperatiye body as wage-earners, there went the resolu-
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tion . that none such .should be members of the govel~ing 
body; and later came the resolution that none such should 
vote in the election of the governing body. Duly recognizing 
these cardinal distinctions, let us now ask what is the true 
nature of one of these so-called cooperative stores. 

To the middle-class imitations of them the name "co
operative" is obviously not appropriate. Having capitals 
raised by shares on which'interest is either paid or invested 
for the benefit of the holders, and, though at first selling 
only to shareholdel'S, having fallen into the practice of 
selling to non-shareholders and even to non-ticket-holders, 
they are simply joint-stock distributing agencies. The 

. proprietor!!, employing salaried buyers, clerks, and shopmen, 
constitute a many-headed shopkeeper. How entirely with
out claim to the title "cooperators" they are, is manifest 
on remembering that no shareholder is himself a worker 
in the concern. The shareholders may be said to act· 
together but they cannot be said to work together. The 
members of a West-end Club are just as properly to be called 
cooperatOl'S. They unite for the better or cheaper fulfilment 
of certain wants, as the civil servants and others unite for 
the better or cheaper fulfilment of certain other wants. 

Though cooperative stores of the Hochdale type, not divid
ing profits in the ordinary way, are" not subject to the whole 
of this criticism, yet they are subject to part of it. When 
those who formed. the first of them ceased to be workers in 
the process of distribution, they ceased to 'be cooperators in 
that limited sense of the word with which we are here COD

cerned. When they appointed paid servants, the members 
Lecame wholly, as they were from the beginning mainly; 
associated consumers, adopting an economical method of 
supplying themselves. To provide that profits shall be 
divided among customers in proportion to their purchases, is 
simply to provide that they shall have what they purchase at' 
cost price plus the actual cost of distribution-the cost of 
shop-rent, wages, and interest 011 capital' . 
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It should be added that the prosperity of these institutions, 
working-class or middle-class, has been in large measure due 
to other causes than their so-called cooperative character. 
By making it a rule to sell for cash only, they, in the first 
place, diminish the amount of capital required, and, in the 
second place, exclude bad debts .and a large amount of book
keeping: obviously being so enabled to sell at lower rates. 
With the large middle-class stores in London a further cause 
operates. People who deal with a local shopkeeper (who 
must charge high prices to get a living out of a relatively 
small amount of business), are saved the time, trouble, and 
cost of a journey. If, by going .to the Civil Service Stores or 
other such agency (where on a large turn-over a small profit 
suffices) they take on theIPselves this time, trouble, and cost, 
they may naturally have their commodities at lower rates 
than they give to the local distributor, who rightly asks 
payment for the work he does for them. 

§ 838. Attempts to carryon cooperation strictly so called, 
have now to ile considered. From the various kinds of 
acting together which have been grouped under the name, 
either ilILproperly or with but partial propriety, we come at 
length to the literal working together for mutual benefit. 
Says Ur. Schloss ill his llfethods of Indust·rial Remuneration-

.. The accepted theory of Industrial Co-operation proposes that the 
actual workers in the co-operative husiness (a) are to he self-governt'd. 
and (b) are to.takeanequitable share in the profits." 

As already pointed out, .the idea of cooperative production 
dates far back. Abortive attempts to put it ill practice 
were made during the earlier stages of the general move
ment; and, during its later stages, have been associated 
with the more successful plans for whllt is distinguished as 
cooperative distribution. It will suffice here to name the 
efforts made by the "Christian Socialists "-a title quite 
appropriate, since they were in large measure prompted by 
beliefs conceruing man ann conduct like those embodied in 
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the Christian ethical doctrine. Though they did not pro
pose to "take no thought for the morrow," or enjoin as a 
duty-" Sell all thou hast and give to the poot;" yet their 
conception of social re-organization on a 'cooperative basis, 
was pervaded by -kindred disregard of economic principles 
and the essential facts of human nature. The dozen bodies 
of coopel'8tors in one or other trade, formed in London by 
:Mr. F. D. Maurice and his friends, quickly displayed "the 
demons of internal discord and external rivalry." They" were 
,actuated by a thoroughly mercenary competitive spirit." 
]<~ach of the three associations first formed" had qual'relIed 
with, and turned out, its original manager within six 
months." Within a year all three had broken up; and 
within a few years the entire dozen had" either dissolved 
without trace, or degenerated into the profit-making under
takings of small masters." In sundry places in the pro
"illces like combinations were formed; but " they failed as 
the others had failed." In LancashirE.', however, where the 
combinations for distribution had succeeded so well, partial 
success attended the combinations for production. Cotton 
manufacture ,,!,as entered upon. 

"The Padiham and Pendleton Co-operative companies were started, 
owned and governed by the men and women who actually worked iii 
the mill." 

l~ut these, and kindred establishments, soon went the :;ame 
way as the rest. At Rochdale, however, better results were 
achieved by a corn-mill, which, while it stalted with the 
lll'ofit-sharing principle, contained many shareholders who 
were not employes, and presently abandoned the" bounty to 
labour." Similarly a mill at Oldham, founded by cooperators 
"to enable working men to be their own masters," and in 
which, at first, the "workers were largely sharehold~rs," though 
it prospered and has survived, has now become a concern in 
which "few if any of its employes' happen to be share
holders." Profit-sharing was eventually discontinued; and it 
tho:!n turned out that "the recipients of bonus had been 
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-reduced in their wages," and;" on its: discontinuance their 
wages were raised 20 per cent." Grarlu.ally these concerns 
have lapsed into qualified joint-stock companies-" Working
class Limiteds," as they have been called. From Miss 
Potter's digest and tables, it appears that in 1891, when her 
book was pubIlshed, there were, out of a total of 59 groups 
of manufacturing cooperators, only eight, most of them small 
and young (5! years on the average), which carried out with 
some consistency the scheme of labour-copartnership (to 
adopt the pleonastic term now used for distinction). The 
rest fall short of it either as having given up their self
government, or as consisting of .small working-class masters 
employing non-members as wage-earners (and often treating 
them hardly), or as being associations in which the capital 
is heJd by outside shareholders, while the employes have no 
part in the management. Thus the designed' structure has 
proved unstable. The salvation has been proportionate to 
the backsliding. 

Quite different, however, is the belief of Ur. Holyoake. 
and quite different his version of the facts. The August num
ber. of Labour Copa1·tnership contains the following table :-

1883 1894 1895 
Number of Societies .... 15 120 155 
Sal(>s for the Year .". .. .. £160,751 .... £1,371,424 .... £I,859,87G 
Capital (Share Reserve and 

Lou) .... £103,436 £799,460.... £915,302 
Profits.... £9,031 £68,987.... £94,305 
Losses .... £114 £3,135 ".. £2,296 
Profit to Labour £8,751 .". £14,235 

The increase for the year is thus 29 per cent. in the number of 
societies, nearly 36 per cent. in the value of sales, over 14 per cent. in 
the capital, and nearly 40 per cent. in the net profits, and 62 per cent. 
in profit to labour, respectively. Thus the rate of growth all round is 
very much greater than in 189:!. In that year we considered it might 
be called' a 10 per cent. increase all round; this year we cannot call it 
less than a 30 per cent. increase. 
That believers and disbelievers habitually take widely diver
gent views of evidence, is a familiar experience. Perhaps 
the incongruity between .the groups of statements above 
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given might in large measure disappear if the ages of tM 
.bodies just enumerated were set down. Possibly there is a 
continual dying out of older societies, along with rise of 
Jlewer ones which are more numerous. 

Apparently, however, there is more reason to accept the 
unfavourable interpretation of the evidence than the favour
able interpretation; since both a priori and a postm10ri it is 
manifest that destructive causes, hard to withstand, are ever 
at work. To secure business-management adequately intel
ligent and honest, is a chronic difficulty. Even supposing 
external transactiolls to be welll and equitably conducted, 
adverse criticisms upon them are almost certain to be made 
by 1I0me of the members: perhaps leading to change of 
management. Then come the difficulties of preserving 
internal harmony. In cooperative workshops the members 
receive weekly wages at trade-union rates, and are ranked as 
higher or lower by the foreman. Officials are paid at better 
rates according to their values and responsibilities, and these 
rates are fixed by the committee. When the profits have 
been ascertained, they are divided among aU in proportion 
to the amounts they have. earned in wages or salaries. 
Causes of dissension are obvious. One who receives the 
lowest wages is dissatisfied-hol,ds that be is as good a 
worker as one who gets higher wages, and resents the 
decision of the foreman: probably ascribing it to favouritism. 
Officials, too, are apt to disagree with one another, alike ill 
respect of power and remuneration. Then among the band
workers in general there is pretty certain to be jealousy of 
the brain-workers, whose values they under-estimate; and 

. with their jealousies go reflections on the committee as 
unfair or as unwise. In these various ways the equilibrium 
of the body is frequently disturbed, and in course of time is 
very likely to be destroyed. 

§ 839. Must we then say that self-governing combinations 
of workers will never answer? The reply is that one. class of 
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the difficulties above set forth must ever continue to be great, 
though l'erbaps not insuperable, but that the other and more 
serious class may probably be evaded. 

These members of industrial copartnerships, paying them
selves trade-union wages, are mostly imbued with trade-union 
ideas and feelings. Among these is a prejudice against piece
work, quite naturally resulting from experience. Fi~ding 
what a given piece of work ordinarily costs in day-wages, the 
employer offers to pay the workman for it at a. ceitain -lower 
rate; leaving him to get, by extra diligence, more work done 
~nd :l. largcr payment. Immediately, the quantity executed is 
greatly increased, and the workman receives considerably more 
than hedid in wages-so much more that the employer becomes 
dissatisfied, thinks be is giving too large a sum by the picce~ 
and cuts down the rate. Action and reaction go on until, very 
generally. there is an approximation to the earnings by day
wagcs: the tendency, meanwhile, baving been so to raise the 
employer's standard, that he expects to get more work out 
of the workman for tIle same sum. 

But now, has not the resulting aversion to piece-work 
been unawares carricd into another sphere, in which its 
effects must be quite different? Evils like those arising 
from antagonistic interests, cannot arise where the1,"e are no 
antagonistic interests. Eacb cooperator exists in a double 
capacity. He is a unit in an incorporated body standing in 
the place of employer; and he is a worker employed by this 
incorporated body. Manifestly, when, instead of an employ
ing master, alien to the workers, there is an employing 
mll-ster compounded of the workers, the mischiefs ordinarily 
caused by piece-work can' no longer be causecl. Consider 
llOW the arrangement will work. 

The incorporated body, acting through its deputed com~ 
mittel', gives to the individual members work at a settled 
rate for an assigned quantity-such rate being somewhat 
lower than that whicb, at the ordinury speed of production, 
would yield tbe ordinary wages. The individual members, 
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severally put into their work such ability as they can and such 
energy as they please; 'and there comes 'from them an out
put, here of twenty, there of twenty-five, and occasionally of 
thirty per cent. greater than before. What are the pecuniary 
results? Each earns in a given time a greater sum, while 
the many-headed master ha~ a larger quantity of goods to 
dispose of, which can be offered to buyers at somewhat lower 
prices than before; with the effect of obtaining a ready sale 
and increased returns. Presently comes one of the recurring 
occasions for division of profits. Through the managing body, 
the many-headed master gives to every worker a share which, 
while larger all round, is proportionate in each case to the 
sum earned. What now will happen in respect of the rate 
paid for piece-work? The composite master has no motive 
to cut down this rate: the interests of the incorporated 
members being identical with the interests of the members 
individually taken. But should there arise any reason for 
lowering tlle piece-work price, the result must be that what 
is lost to each iIi Ilayment for labour, is regained by him ill 
the shape of additional profit. Thus while each obtains 
exactly the remuneration due for his work, minus only th~ 
cost of administration, the productive power of the concern 
is greatly increased, with proportionate increase of returns to 
all: t~ere is an equitable division of a larger sum. 

Consider now the moral effects. Jealousies among the 
workers disappear. .A cannot think his remuneration too 
low as compared with that ofB, since each is now paid just 
as much as his work brings. Resentment against a foreman, 
who ranks some above others, no longer finds any place. 
Overlooking to check idleness becomes superfluous: ,the 
idling almost disappears, and another cause of dissension 
ceases. Not o'nly do the irritations which superintendence 
excites decrease, but the cost of it decreases also; and the 
official element in the concern bears a reduced ratio to the 
other elements. The governing fUllctions of the committee, 
too, and the rf;lIations of the workers to it, become fewer; thus 

36 
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removing other sources of inte:t:nal discord: the chief remain~ 
ing source being the inspection of w.ork by the manager or 
committee, and refusal ,to pass that which is bad. 

A further development may be ilamed. Where the things 
produced are easily divisible, and tolerably uniform in kind, 
work by the piece may be taken by single individuals; but 
where the things are so large, and perhaps compl~x (as in 
machinery),that an unaided man becomes incapable, work by 
the piece may .be taken by groups of members. In such 
cases, too, in which, the proper rate is difficult to assign, the, 
price may be settled by an inverted Dutch auction, pursuing 
a method allied to that ()f the Cornish miners. Among them
An undertaking "is marked out, and examined by the workmen 
during some days, thus' affording them an opportunity of judging as to 
its difficulty. Then it is put up to auction and bid for by different 
gangs of men, who undertake the work as cO-operative piece-work, "at so 
much per fathom:» the lot being subsequently again bid for as a whole. 

In the case now supposed, sundry pieces of work, after similar 
inspection, would be bid for on one of the recurring occasions 
appointed. 'Offering each in turn at some very low price, and 
meeting with no response, the manager would, step by step, 
raise the price, until presently one of the groups would 
accept. The pieces of work thus put up to auction, would be 
so arranged in number that towards the close, bidding would 
be stimulated by the thought of having no piece of work to 
undertake: the penalty being employment by one or other of 
the groups at day-wages. Now good bargains and now bad 
bargains, made by each group, would average one another; 
but always the good or bad bargain of any group would be a 
bad or good bargain for the entire body. . 

What would be the character of these arrangements con-' 
sidered as stages in jndustrial evolution ? We have seen. 
that, in common with political regulation and ecclesiastical' 
regulation, the regulation of labour becomes less coercive as' 
society assumes a higher type, Here we reach a form in 
which the coerciveness has diminished to the smallest degree 
consistent with combined action. Each member is his own' 
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master in respect of the work he does; and. is subjecflonlyto 
such rules, established by majority 1)f the members, as are 

. needful for maintaining order. ·The transition from the com
pulsory cooperation of militancy to the voluntary cooperation 
of industrialism is completed.· Under present arrange
ments it is incomplete. A -wage-earner, while' he volun
tarily agrees to ·give sO" many hours work for so -much pay, 
does not, during performance of his work, act 'in a purely 
voluntary way : he is coerced by the consciousness that dis
charge will follow if he idles, and is sometimes· more mani
festly coerced by an overlooker; But under the arrangement 
described, his activity becomes entirely voluntary. 

Otherwise presenting the facts, and using Sir Henry Maine's 
terms, we see that the transition from 8tatU8 to contract 
reaches its limit. So lpng as the worker remains a wage
earner, the marks of 8tat-US do not wholly disappear. . For so 
many hours daily he makes over his faculties to a master, or 
to a cooperative group, for so much moneYi and -is for the 
time owned by him or it. He is temporarily in the position 
of a slave, and his overlooker stands in the position of a slave
driver. Further, a remnant of the regime of statU8 is seen in 
the fact that he and other workers are placed in ranks, 
receiving different rates of pay. But under such a mode of 
cooperation as that above contemplated, the system of con
tract becomes unqualified. Each membe!,' agrees with the 
body of members to perform certain work for a certain sum, 
and is free from dictation and authoritative classing. The 
entire organization is based on contract, and each transaction 
is based on contract. 

One more aspect -of the arrangement must be named. It 
conforms to the general law, of species-life, and the law 
implied in our conception of justice-the law that reward 
shall be proportionate to merit. Far more than by the 
primitive slave-system of coerced labour and assigned sus
tenance-far more than by the later system under which 
the serf received a certain share of produce-more even 

36-2 
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than by the wage-earning system under which payment, 
though partially proportioned to work, is but imperfectly 
proportioned, would the system above described bring merit 
and reward into adjustment. Excluding all arbitrariness it 
would enable reward and ment ~o adjust themselves. 

But now, while contending that cooperation carried on by 
piece-work, would achieve the desideratum that the manual 
worker shall have for 'his product all which remains after 
due remuneration of the brain-worker, it must be admitted 
that the practicability of such a system depends on character. 
Throughout this volume it has been variously shown that 
higher types of society are made possible only by higher 
types of nature; and the' implication is that the best in
dustrial institutions are possible only with the best men. 
Judging from that temporary success which has been reached 
under the ordinary form of cooperative production, it is 
inferable that permanent success might be reached were one 
set of the difficulties removed; leaving only the qifficulty of 
obtaining honest and skilful management. Not in many 
cases, however, a~ present. The requisite" sweet reasonable
ness," to use Matthew Arnold's phrase, is not yet sufficiently 
prevalent. Bu.t such few cooperative bodies of the kind 
described as survived, might be the germs of a spreading 
organization. Admission into them would be the goal of 
working-class ambition. They would tend continually to 
absorb the superior, leaving outside the inferior to work as 
wage-earners; and the first would slowly grow at the expense 
of the last. Obviously, too, the growth would become increas
ingly rapid; since the master-and-workman type of industrial 
organization could not withstand competition with this co
operative type, so much more productive and costing so much 
less in superintendence. 



CHAPTER XXII. 

SOCIALISM. 

§ 840. SOME socialists, though probably not many, know 
thnt their ideal modes of associated living are akin to 
modes which have prevailed widely during early stages of 
civilization, and prevail still among many of the uncivilized, 
as well as among some of the civilized who have lagged 
behind. In the chapter on "Communal Regulation" were 
given examples of communism as practised by tribes of Red 
men, by various Hindus, and by some unprogressive peoples 
in Eastern Europe. Further instances of each class will 
serve to exhibit at once the virtues of these methods of 
combined living and working and'their vices. Writing of 
the aborigines of North America, Major Powell, Director of 
the United States Bureau of Ethnology, says:-

".As is well known, the basis of the Indian social organization was 
the kinship system. By its provisions almost all property was pos
sessed in common by the gens or clan. Food, the most important of 
all, was by no means left to be exclusively enjoyed by the individual 
or the fa.mily obtaining it. ••• 

"Undoubtedly what was originally a right, conferred by kinship 
connections, ultimately assumed broader proportions, and fina.lly 
passed into the exercise of an almos,t indiscriminate hospitality. By 
reason of ihis custom, the poor hunter was virtually placed upon 
equality with the expert one, the lazy with the industrions, the improvi
dent with the more provident. Stories of Indian life abound with 
instances of individual families or parties being called upon by those 
less fortunate or provident to share their supplies. 

" The effect of such a system, admirable as it was in many particu
lars, practically placed 11- premium upon idleness. Under such communal' 
rights and privileges a potent spur to industry and thrift is wanting. 
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"There is an obverse side to this problem, which along and intimate 
acquaintance with the Indians in their villages has forced upon the 
writer ..• The peculiar institutions prevailing in this respect gave to 
each tribe or clsn a profound interest in the skill, ability, and industry 
of each memlJer. He was the most valuable person in tbe community 
who supplied it with the most of its necessities. For this reason the 
snccessful hunter or fisherman was always held in high honour, and 
-the woman who gathered great store of Reeds, fruits, or roots, or who 
cultivated a good corn-field, was one who commanded the respect and 
received the highest approbation of the people." 

That a natural connexion exists among certain traits thus 
described, cannot be doubted when we find that a like con
nexion of traits exists among some peoples of the Balkans; 
and that the groups displaying them. are now dying out along 
with the dying out of the militant conditions to which they 
were natural Mr. Arthur J. Evans, describing the Croatian 
house-communities, writes :-

"Besides this readiness to combine, another favourable aspect of 
this Communistic society was especially striking to one fresh from 
among the somewhat churlidh, close-fisted Nether·Saxons. This was a. 
certain geniality, an open-handed readiness of good cheer." 

" The Gl'anitza folk . • . are light in heart as in garment; sociable. 
hospitable; finding their poetic portraiture rather among those 
ArcadillJls of whom it is written that-

, Neither locks had they to their doors, nor bar" to their windows, 
But their dwellings were open as day and the hearts of their owners.'" 

"The communal system prevents moreover the rise of I!-n actual 
proletariate; the :flunkeyism of service is absent where all are alike 
-fellow-helps and fellow-masters; and no doubt if a brother be dispro
portionately lazy, moral suasion of an unmistakable kind is brought to 
bear on him by the rest of the comniunity. Here we have a kind of 
industrial police organization." 

But "it was admitted to us here-who, indeed, could not see it 1-
that education was far behind-hand, and the children unkempt and 
neglected; indeed the mortality among Granitza. infants is said to be 
outrageous. Why, indeed, Should tbey be better ('ared for 1 Why in 
the name of Fortune should the celibate portion of the community be 
mulcted for the sake of philoprogenitive brothers 1 Agriculture here 
is at a standstill, and the fields undunged." 

"The truth is, that the incentives to labour and economy are 
w,~akened by the Rense of personal interest in their results being sub
divided. Even the Rocial virtues engendered by this living in common 
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are apt to run oft'into mere reckless dissipation. One may think their 
fruit poor, and their wine abominable; but their maxim is none the 
less, ' Eat and drink, for to-morrow we die.' True, a man has a leO'al 
right to lay by bis share of the profits; but who does 1 To do'" 80 

would be to 1Iy in the face of public opinion." 

When with the fact that these Slavonic house-communi
ties under modern conditions of comparative peace and com
mercial activity, are dissolving, we join the fact that they 
were formed during times of chronic war and remained 
coherent during such times; when we add that such com
munities are still coherent among the Montenegrins, whose 
active militancy continues; '\vhen we add, further, that main
tenance of this combined living by American Indians has 
similarly gone along with perpetual inter-tribal conflicts; we 
are shown again, as before (§§ 465, 481, 804), that in these 
small social unions, as in the larger social unions including 
them, the subordination of the individual to the group is great 
in proportion as the antagonism to other groups is great. Be 
it in the family, the cluster of relatives the clan, or the nation, 
the need for joint action against alien families, clans, nations, 
&c., necessitates the merging of individual life in group-life. 

Hence the socialist theory and practice are normal in the 
militant type of society, and cease to be normal as fast as the 
society becomes predominantly industrial in its type. 

§ 841. A stat3 of universal brotherhood is so tempting an 
imagination, and the existing state of competitive strife is so 
full of miseries, that endeavours to escape from the last and 
enter into the first are quite natural-inevitable even. 
frompted by consciousness of the grievous inequalities of 
condition around, those who suffer and those who sympathiz~ 
with them, seek to found what they think an equitable 
social system. In the town, sight of a rich manufacturer 
who ignores the hands working in his mill, does not excite in 
them friendly feeling; and in the country, a ploughman 
looking over the hedge as a: titled lady drives by, may not 
unnaturally be angered by the· thought of his, own hard 
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work· and poor fare in contrast with the easy lh'es and 
luxuriel! of those who own the fields he tills, After cuntem
plating the useless being who now lounges in club-rooms and 
now rambles through game-preserves, the weary artizan may 
well curse a state of things in which pleasure varies inversely 
as desert; and may well be vehement in his demand for 
another form of society. 

How numeroul! have been the efforts to set up such a 
form, and how numerous the failures, it is needless to show. 
Here it will suffice to give one of the most recent examples
that of the South Australian village-settlements. These were 
established by government and started with government 
funds. A commission of inquiry lately travelled through 
them. Fragments of the evidence given before it respecting 
the Lyrup Settlement run thus. 

Harry Butt said :-" I reckon I worked very hard when I came 
here; but other feelings have crept into me, and they have crept into 
other people • •• They say-' We should not work for such and such 
a big family.' • • . We are not fit for a true communism. We people 
are not educated up to it. I was a communi.,-1; when I came; but I 
found that it would be impossible for a communist to live here. The 
system is rotten . •• The people are not fit for co-operatives, let 
alone communists • " My idea was that we should all live in brotherly 
love and affection." (pp. 50, 51.) 

Francis Peter Shelley said :-" Great abuses caD. creep in. You have 
to oppose a proposal made by some people who can sway a majority 
against·an individual who has done more than they for the settlement, 
and they can expel a man by their majority, or fail to give him con
cessions that they give to others, and so make his life misemble." 
"You say the men here are fond of place and powed"-" Yes, like 
the capitalists, with the difference of being wore selfish." (pp. 52, 53.) 

At the Pyap Settlement examination of the ex-chairman, 
A. J. Brocklehurst, resulted in the following questions and 
answers :-

'" Why has more land been cleared than has been utilized 1'-' Well, 
in the first instance we had to clear enough land to get money to live 
on.' 'Why have you ~ot utilized the land 1'-' Because of the difference 
of opinion ..... We want more [money] .••• I think if the advance 
were increased to £100 [a head] it would do.' 'Can you manage on 
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thaU'-' Yes, with unity •.• but not with the diversity that exists 
now!" 

Thomas Myers' testimony was more decided. 
"My opinion is that the present communistic system of living will 

end in failure. I do not think it will succeed even with the advance 
fixed at £100 ••• 'Because there is not sufficient unity. We do not 
work harmoniously together • • • There has not been half as much 
work done as might have [been] if we had worked amicably. . . . Two 
years ago I was the strongest advocate of communism; but to-day I 
am aatisfied it is an absolute failure." (p. 70.) 

James Holt, villager, gave more favourable evidence-
" 'Do you think if the Commissioner had power to direct expenditure 

this discontent about individualism would be removed 1'--' I fail to 
see it.' 'HilS the stlttl'lment up to the present time been as satis
factory as you expected 7'-' Yes. I do not think any settlement has 
done the work that Pyap has done, notwithstanding all the grumbling.''' 
(pp. 76, 77.) 

William Bates gave evidence as follows . 
.. 'Are you for individualism 7 '-' Yes; from the bottom of my 

heart.' • •• 'Did YOll read the rules before you came here 7 '-' I do not 
know. I attended three meetings. The likes of the carrying on here 
'Would shame the devil and all his workers.' 'You have changed your 
opinions since you came here 7',,-' Yes, because I have seen so much 
cut-throat business.' 'Did yon believe in commnnism when you came 
here 7 '-' I was an advocate of the land for the people. I thought 
this was going to be a grand thing. I thought we were going to live 
like brothers and sisters, and that this would be a heaven below.'
, You have found out that communism will not work 1 ' -' Yes.' ' The 
man who works the hardest gets no advantage 1'-' No.''' (pp. 79, 80.) 

At Holder, Patrick John Conway, chairman of the settle
ment, said:-

.. 'I think if settlers could work individuaIly for themselves they 
would make a success of it • • . the land is reaIly good, and wIth irri
gation you could grow almost anything.'-' Have your difficulties here 
been of a very intense character 7 ' ~, Not very intense.' ' Has it got 
further than words 7 '-' Yes, it has come to blows frequently .•.• 
There have been several disturbances and fights .••. I have been 
assaulted and knocked down.' 'Were you acting in your official 
position at this time 7 '-'Yes.' 'Was that at a meeting or outside 7' 
_, At our work.' 'Was any punisbment meted out to your assail
ant 7 '-'No.''' 

And so on continu,.es the testimony showing dissensions, 
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violence, idleness, rebellion; joined with admissions· on the 
part of nearly all, that their beliefs in the goodness of a 
communistic system had been dissipated. 

Of course this failure, like . multitudinous such failures 
elsewhere, will be ascribed to mistake or mismanagement. 
Had this .or that not been done everything would have gone 
well. That human beings as now constituted cannot work 
together efficiently and harmoniously in the proposed way, is 
not admitted; or, if by some admitted, then it is held that 
the mischiefs arising from defective natures may be pre
vented by a sufficiently powerful authority-that is, if for 
these separate groups one great organization centrally con
trolled is substituted. And it is assumed that such an 
organization, maintained by force, would be beneficivl not for a 
time only but permanently. Let us look at the fundamental 
errors involved in this belief. 

§ 842. In an early division of this work, ,. Domestic Inst.i
tutions," the general law of species-life was pointed out and 
emphasized-the law that during immature life benefit 
received must be great in proportion as worth is small, while 
during mature life benefit and worth m.ust vary together. 
" Clearly with a society, as with a species, survival depends 
on conformity to both of these antagonist principles. Import 
into the family the law of the society, and let children from 
infancy upwards have life-sustaining supplies proportioned 
to their life-sustaining labours, and the society disappeai·s 
forth~ith by death of all its young. Import into the society 
the law of the family, and let the life-sustaining supplies be 
great in proportion as the life-sustaining labours are small, 
and the society decays from increase of its least worthy 
members and decrease of its most worthy members" (§ 322). 
Now, more or less fully, the doctrine of collectivists, 
socialisti!, and communists, ignores this distinction between 
the ethics of family-life and the ethics of life outside the 
family. Entirely under some forms, and in chief measuro 
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under others, it proposes to extend the regime of the family 
to the whole community. This is the conception set forth· 
by Mr. Bellamy in Looking Bacl.:wards; and this is the con
ception formulated in the maxim-" From each according to 
his capacity, to each according to his needs." 

In low grades of culture there is but vague consciousness 
of natural causation; and even in the highest grades of culture 
at present reached, such consciousness is very inadequate. 
Fructifying causation-the production of many effects each of 
which becomes the canse of many other effects-is not recog
nized. The socialist does not ask what must happen if, gene-· 
mtion after generation, the' material well-being of, the inferior 
is raised at the cost of lowering that of the superior. Even 
when it is pointed out, he refuses to see that if the superior, 
pcrsistently burdened by the inferior, are hindered in rearing 
their own better offspring, that the offspring of the inferior 
may be as efficiently cared for, a gradual deterioration of the 
race must follow. T?e hope of curing present evils so fills 
his consciousness that it cannot take in the thought of the 
still greater future evils his proposed system would produce. 

Such mitigations of the miseries resulting from inferiority 
as the spontaneous sympathies of individuals for one another 
prompt, will bring an average of benefit; since, acting sepa
rately, the superior will not so far ta.x their own resources in 
taking care of their fellows, as to binder themselves from 
giving their own offspring better rearing than is given to tbe 
offspring of the inferior. But people who, in tbeir corporate 
capacity, abolish tbe natural relation between merits and 
benefits, will presently be abolished themselves. Either they 
will have to go through the miseries of a. slow decay, conse
quent on the increase of those unfit for the business of life, 
or they will be overrun by some people who have not pur
sued tJle foolish policy of fostering the worst at the expense 
of the best. 

§ 843. At the same time that it is biologically fatal, the . 
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doctrine of the socialists is psychologically absurd. It 
implies an impossible mental structure. 

A community which fulfils their ideal must be composed 
of men having sympathies so strong that those who, by their 
greater powers, achieve greater benefits, willingly surrender 
the excess to others. The principle they must· gladly carry 
out, is that the labour they expend shall not bring to them its 
full return; but that from its return shall be habitually taken 
such part as may make the condition of those who have not 
worked so efficiently equal to their own condition. To have 
superior abilities shall not be of any advantage in so far as 
material results are concerned, but shall be a disadvantage, in 
so far that it involves extra effort and waste of body or br~n 
without profit. The intensity of fellow feeling is to be such 
as to cause life-ldng self-sacrifice. Such being the character 
of the individual considered as benefactor, let us now ask 
what is to be his character considered as beneficiary. 

Amid minor individual differences the general moral 
nature must be regarded as the same in all. 'Ve may 110t 
~uppose that along with smaller intellectual and physical 
powers there ordinarily goes emotional degradation. 'Ve 
. must suppose that the less able like the more able are ex
tremely sympathetic. What then is to be the mental attitude 
of the less able when perpetually receiving doles from the 
.more able? 'Ve are obliged to assume such feeling in each 
as would prompt him to constant unI?aid efforts on behalf of 
his fellows, and yet such lack of this feeling as would con
stantly let his fellows rob themselves for his benefit. The 
character of all is to be so noble that it causes continuous 
sacrifice of selt' to others, and so ignoble that it continuously 
lets others sacrifice to self. These traits are contradictory. 
The implied mental constitution is an impossible one. 

Still more manifest docs its impossibility become when we 
recognize II. further factor in the problem-love of offspring. 
Within the family parental affection joins sympathy in 
prompting self-sacrifice, and makes it easy. and indeed 
pleasurable, to surrender to otllers a large part of the pro-
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ducts of labour. Rut such surrender made to those within 
the family-group is at variance with a like surrender made to 
those outside the family-group. Hence the equalization of 
means prescribed by communistic arrangements, implies a 
moral nature such that the superior willingly stints his own 
progeny to aid the progeny of the inferior. He not only loves 
his neighboilr as himself but he loves his neighbour's children 
as his own. The parental instinct disappears. One child is 
to him as good, as another. 

Of course the advanced socialist, otherwise communist, has 
his solution. Parental relations are to be superseded, and 
children are to be taken care of by the State. The method 
of Nature is to be replaced by a better method. From the 
lowest forms of life to the highest, Nature's method has been 
that of devolving the care of the young on the adults who 
produced them-a. care at first shown feebly and unobtru
sively, but becoming gradually more pronounced, until, as we 
approach the highest types of creatures, the lives of parents, 
prompted by feelings increasingly intense, are more aud more 
devoted to the rearing of offspring. But just as, in the way 
above shown, socialists would suspend the natural relation 
between effort and benefit, so would they suspend the natural 
relation between the instinctive actions of parents and the 
welfare of progeny. The two great laws in the absence, of 
either of which organic evolution would have been impossible. 
are both to be repealed! 

§ 844. When, from considering the ideal human 'nature 
required for the harmonious working of institutions partially 
or completely communistic-a nature having mutually ex
clusive traits-we pass to the consideration of the real human 
nature exhihitedaround us, the irrationality of socialistic 
hopes becomes still more conspicuous. Observe what is done 
by these men who are expected to be so regardful of one 
another's interests. 

If, in our days, the name "birds of prey and of passage," 
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which Burke· gave to'· the English in India. at the time of 
Warren Hastings' trial, when auditors wept at the accounts 
of the cruelties committed, is not applicable as it was then; 
yet the ipolicy of unscrupulous aggrandizement continues. 
As remarked by an Indian officer, Deputy Surgeon-General 
Paske, all OUf conquests and annexations are made from base 

. and selfish motives &lone. Major Raverty of the Bombay 
Army condemns .. the rage shown of late years for seizing 
wbat doeR not, and never did, belong to U6, because the 
people happen to be weak and very poorly armed while we 
are strong and provided with the most excellent weapons." 
Resistance to an intruding sportsman or a bullying explorer, 
or disobedience. to a Resident, or even refusal to furnish 
transport-coolies, serves as a sufficient excuse for attack, 
conquest, and annexation. Everywhere the usual succession 
I'l1ns thus :-Missiouaries, envoys to native rulers, conces
sions .made by them, quarrels with theII!; invasions of them, 
appropriations of their territories. First, men are sent to 
teach the heatbens Christianity, and then Christians are sent 
to mow them down with .machine-guns ! So-called savages 
who, according to numerous travellers, behave well uutil they 
are ill~treated, are taught good conduct by the so-called civi
lized, who presently. subjugate them-who inculcate rectitude 
and then illustrate it by taking their lands. The policy is 
simple and uniform-bibles first,bomb-shells after. Such being 
the doings abroad. wbat are the feelings at home 1 Honours, 
titles, emoluments, are showered on the aggressors. A tra
veller who makes light of men's lives is regarded as a hero 
and fetcd by the upper classes; while the lower classes give 
an ovation .to a leader of filibusters. "British power," 
.. British pluck," "British interests," are words on every 
tongue; but of· justice there is no speech, no thought. Se~ 

then the marvellous incongruity. Out of men who do these 
things and men who applaud them, is to be formed a society 
pervaded by tl~e sentiment of brotherhood! It is hoped 
that by administrative sleight-of-hand m:ty be organized a 
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community in whicllself-seeking will abdicate and fellow
feeling reign in its place! 
, Passing over, for brevity's sake, similar and often worse 

doings of other superior peoples who present themselves to 
inferior peoples as mode~ to be imitatEid-'-doings aoroad 
which are in like manner applauded at home-let 'us, instead 
of further 'contemplating external conduct, contemplate 
internal conduct. The United 'States has local civil wars 
carried on by artizans, ruiners, &c., who will not let others work 
at lower wages than. they themselves demand: thEiy wreck 
and burn property, waylay and shoot antagonists, attempt to 
poison wholesale those who dissent. There are, according to 
Judge Parker, lynchings at the rate of three per day; there' 
~s in the West "shooting at sight"; and the daily average of 
homicides throughout the States has risen in five years from 
twelve per day to thirty per day; while in the South occur 
fatal fights with pistols in courts of justice. Again, we have 
the corruption of the New York police-universal bribery 
to purchase immunity or to'buy off punishment. Add to this 
the general admiration for the unscrupulous man of business, 
applauded as " smart." And now it is hoped that a nation 
in which self-regard leads 'to these startling results, may 
forthwith be changed into a nation in which regard for others 
is supreme! 

No less maI'V'ellous is the incongruity between anticipa
tions and probabilitills in thA land pre-eminently socialistic
Germany. Students gash one another's faces in sword
fights: so gaining their emperor's approval. Duelling,legally 
a crime and opposed in the extremest degree to the current 
creed, is insisted on by military rule; so that an officer'who 
declines is expelled the army-nay, worse, one who in a 
court of justice is proved to have been falsely charged is 
bound to challengethos'e who charged him. Yet in a 
country where, the spirit of revenge is supreme over religion, 
law, and equity,' it is expected not only that men will 
at once cease to sacrifice others in satisfaction of their 
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• r honour:' but will at once be ready to sacrifice their own 
interests to further the interests of their fellows! 

Then in France, if the sentiment of private revenge, though 
dominant, is shown in ways less extreme; the sentiment of 
national revenge is a political passion. Enormous military 
burdens are borne in the hope of wiping out "dishonour" in 
blood. Meanwhile the Republic has brought little purifica
tion of the Empire. Within a short time we have had official 
corruption displayed in the selling of decorations; there 
have been the Panama scandals, implicating various political 
personages-men of means pushing their projects at the 
cost of thousands impoverished or ruined; and, more recently 
still, have come the blackmailing revelations-the persecuting 
of people, even to the death, to obtain money by threatened 
disclosures or false charges. Nevertheless, while among the 
select men chosen by the nation to rule there is so much 
delinquency, and while the specially cultured who conduct. 
the public journals act in these flagitious ways, it is supposed 
that the nation as a whole will, by reorganization, be imme
diately changed. in character, and a maleficent selfishness 
transformed into a beneficent unselfishness! 

It would not be altogether irrational to expect that 
some of the peaceful Indian hill-tribes, who display the 
virtue of forgiveness without professing it, or those Papuan 
Islanders among whom the man chosen as chief uses his pro
p~rty to help poorer men out of their difficulties, might live. 
harmoniously lmder socialistic arrangements; but can we 
reasonably expect this of men who, pret~r . g to believe 
that they should love their neighbours as thf selves, here rob 
their fellows and there shoot them, whf hoping to slay 
wholesale men of other blood? 

§ 845. Reduced to. its ultimate forIf'! the general question' 
at issue between socialists and antt~socialists, concerns the 
mode of regulating labour. Prece~jing. chapterS have dealt 
with this historically-treating of regulation that is patcl'llul. 

" . 
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patriarchal, communal, or by a gild-or regulation thathas\ 
the form of slavery or serfdom-of regulation under arrange
ments partially free or wholly· free. These chapters have, 
illustrated in detail the truth, emphasized at the outset, that 
political, ecclesiastical, and industrial regulations ·simulta-. 
neously decrease in coerciveness as we ascend from lower to· 
higher types of soci~ties: the modern industrial system, 
being one under which coerciveness approaches a minimum. 
Though now the worker is often mercilessly coerced by. 
circumstances, and has nothing before him but hard terms, vet 
he is not coel'ced by a master into' acceptance of these· te~s. 

But while the evils which resulted from the old modes of 
regulating labour, not experienced by present or recent 
generations, have been forgotten, the evils accompanying 
the new mode are keenly felt, and have aroused the desire 
for a mode which is in reality a modified form of the old. 
mode. There is to be a re-institution of status, not under 
individual masters but under the community as master. No 
longer possessing themselves and making the best of their 
powers, individuals are to 'be possessed by the State; which, 
while it supports them, is to direct their labours. Necessarily 
there is implied II. vast and elaborate administrative body
regulators of small groups, subject to higher regulators, and 
so on through successively superior grades up ta a central 
authority, which coordinates the. multitudinous 'activities of· 
the society in their kinds and. amounts. Of course the mem
bers of this directive organization must be adequately paid 
by workers; and the tacit assumption is that the required 
payment will be, at first and always, lUuch less than that 
which is taken by the members of the directive organization· 
now existing-employers and their staffs; while submission 
to the orders of these State-officials will.be_more tolerable than. 
submission to the orders of those who pay wages for work. 
, A complete parallelism exists between such a social struc

ture and the structure of an army. It is simply a civil 
regimentation parallel to.the military regimentation; a,nd it. 

37 
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"honour," but will at once be ready to sacrifice their own 
interests to further the interests of their fellows! 

Then in France, if the sentiment of private revenge, though 
dominant, is shown in ways less extreme; the sentiment of 
national revenge is a political passion. Enormous military 
burdens are borne in the hope of wiping out "dishonour" in 
blood. Meanwhile the Republic has brought little purifica
tion of the Empire. Within a short time we have had official 
corruption displayed in the selling of decorations; there 
have been the Panama scandals, implicating various political 
personages-men of means pushing tlleir projects at the 
cost of thousands impoverished or ruined; and, more recently 
still, have come the blackmailing revelations-the persecuting 
of people, even to the death, to obtain money by threatened 
disclosures or false charges. Nevertheless, while among the 
select men chosen by the nation to rule there is so much 
delinquency, and while the specially cultured who conduct; 
the public journals act in these flagitious ways, it is supposed 
that the nation as a whole will, by reorganization, be imme
diately changed. in character, and a maleficent selfishness 
transformed into a beneficent unselfishness! 

It would not be altogether irrational to expect that; 
some of the peaceful Indian hill-tribes, who display the 
virtue of forgiveness without professing it, or those Papuan 
Islanders among whom the man chosen as chief uses his pro
ptlrty to help poorer men out of their difficulties, might live. 
harmoniously under socialistic arrangements; but can we 
reasonably expect this of men who, preterding to believe 
that they should love their neighbours as th:b:selves, here rob 
their fellows and there shoot them, whi;6 hoping to slay 
wholesale men of other blood 1 

§ 845. Reduced to its ultimate foru;l the general question" 
at issue between socialists and anWsocialists, concerns the 
mode of regulating labour. Preceding chapterS have dealt 
with this historically-treating of regulation that is patel'llal~ .. . 
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patriarchal, communal, or by a gild~ot regulation that 'has, 
the form of slavery or serfdom-of regulatiun under arrange
ments partially free or wholly· free. These chapters have, 
illustrated in detail the truth, emphasized at the outset, that 
political, ecclesiastical, and industrial regulations "Simulta
neously decrcase in coerciveness as we ascend from lower to· 
higher types of societies: the modern industrial system, 
being one under which coerciveness approaches a minimum .. 
Though now the worker is often mercilessly coerced by. 
circumstances, and has nothing before him but hard terms, yet 
he is not coerced by a master into acceptance of these· terms . 

. But while the evils which resulted from the old modes of 
regulating labour, not experienced by present or l'ecent 
generations, have been forgotten,. the evils accompanying' 
the new mode are keenly felt, and have aroused the desire 
for a mode which is in reality a modified form of the old. 
mode. There is to be a re-institution of status, not under 
individual masters but under the community as master. No 
longer possessing themselves and making the best of their 
powers, individuals are to be possessed by the State; which, 
while it supports them, is to direct their labours. N ecessnrily 
there is implied 8. vast and elaborate administrative body
regulators of small groups, subject to higher regulators, and 
'so on through successively superior grades up to a central
authority, which coordinates the. multitudinous 'activities of. 
the society in their kinds and. amounts. Of course the mem-· 
bers of this directive organization must be adequately paid 
by workers; and the tacit assumption is that the required 
payment will be, at first and always, lUuch less than that 
which is taken by the members of the directive organization· 
now existing-employers and their staffs; while submission 
t(} the orders of these State-officials will.be.more tolerable than. 
submission to the orders of those who pay wages for work • 
. A complete parallelism exists between such a social struc

ture and the structure of an army. It is simply a civil 
regimentation parallel to. the military regimentation; and it. 
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establishes an industrial subordination parallel to the rnilitury' 
subordination. In either case the rule is-Do your task and 
take your rations~ In the working organization as in the 
fighting organization, obedience is l'equisite for maintenance 
of order, as well as for efficiency, and mnst be enforced with 
whatever rigour is found needful. Doubtless in the one 
case as in the other, multitudinous officers, grade over 
grade, having in their hands all anthority and aU means of 
coercion, would be able to curb that aggressive egoism· 
illustrated above, which causes the failures of small socialistic 
bodies: idleness, carelessness, quarrels, violence, would be 
prevented, and efficient work insisted upon. But when from 
regulation of the workers by the bureaucracy we turn to the 
bureaucracy itself, and ask how it is to be regulated, there is 
no such satisfactory answer. Owning, in trust for the com
munity, all the land, the capital, the means of transit .and 
communication, as well as whatever police and military force 
had to be maintained, this all-powerful official organization, 
composed of men characterized on the averllge by an aggres
sive, egoism like that which the workers display, but not like 
them under any higher control, must ine~itably advantage 
itself at the cost of the governed: the elective powers of 
the governed having soon failed to prevent it; since, as is 
perpetually shown, a large unorganized body cannot cope 
with a small organ~zed one. Under such conditions there 
would be an increasing deduction from the aggregate produce 
by these new ruling classes, a ~dening separation of them 
from the ruled, and a growing assumption of superior rank. 
There must arise a new aristocracy for the support of which 
the masses would toil; and which, being consolidated, would 
wieH a power far beyond that of any past aristocracy. Let 
any one conte~plate the doings of the recent Trade-Union 
Congress (September, 1896), whence delegates.from societies 
that' had tolerated non-unionists were expelled, whence 
reporters of papers having employes not belonging to printers 
unions were obliged to withdraw and where wholesale 
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nationalization of property (which necessarily implies con
fiscation) was approved by four to one; and then ask what 
scruples woald restmina bureaucracy pervaded by this 
temper. . 

Of course nothing will make sQcialists foresee ·any such 
results. Just as the zealous adherenrof a religious creed, 
met by sonle fatal objection, feels certain that though he does 
not see the answer yet a good answer is to be found; or just 
as the lover to whom defects of his mistress are pointed out, 
cannot be made calmly to consider what will result from 
them in married life; so the socialist, in love .with his scheme, 
will not entertain adverse criticisms, or gives no weight to 
them if he does. Illustrations like those above given, accu~ 
mulated no matter to what extent, will not convince him that 
the forms of social organization are determined by men's 
natures, and that only as their natures improve can the forms 
become better. He will continue to hope. that selfish men 
may be so mauipulated that they will behave unselfishly- i 

that the effects of goodness may be had without the goodness. 
He has unwavering faith in a . social alchemy which out of 
ignoble natures will get noble aCtions. 

n~ t) tJ.-_ 



CHAPTER XXIII. 

TIlE NEAR FUTURE. 

§ 846. STRICTLY speaking the last two chapters should not 
be included in an account of Industrial Institutionsl since . 
the one treats of institutions which are at present merely 
t,entative, and the other of projected institutions. But 
Cooperation and Socialism fill so large a space in the public 
mind, that passing them by in silence seemed impracticable. 

Here it seems impracticable to pass" by in silence certain 
qucstions still further outside the subject of industrial evolu
tiqn as at present known to us-questions concerning its 
future. It may fairly be said that the study of sociology is. 
useless if, from an account of what has been. we cannot 
infer what is to be-that there is no such thing as a science 
of society unless its generalizations concerning past days 
yield enlightenment to our thoughts concerning days to come, 
and consequent guidance to our acts. So that, willingly as I 
would have avoided the making of forecasts, there is for me 
no defensible alternative. 

Existing factors are so numerous and conflicting, and the 
emergence of new factors, not in any way to be anticipated, 
so probable, a::; to make aU speculation hazardous, and to 
make valueless all conclusions save those of the most general 
kind. Development of the arts of life, cons.equent on the 
advance of science, which has already in so many ways pro
foundly affected social organization (instance the factory
system), is likely hei'eafter to affect it as profoundly or more 
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profoundly; The growth and spread .ofexact knowledge, 
changing as it is now doing men's ideas of the Universe and 
of the Power manifested through it, must increasingly modify 
the ;regulative action of ecclesiastical institutions. A neces
sary concomitant is t.he waning authority of the associated 
system of morals, now having an alleged supernatural 
sanction; and before there is accepted in its place a scienti
fically-based ethics, there may result a disastrous relaxation 
of restraints. Simultaneously with progression towards· 
more enlightened conceptions, we see going on ;retrogression 
towards old religious beliefs, and a strengthening of the 
sacerdotal influences associated with them. The immediate 
issues of these conflicting processes appear incalculable. 
Meanwhile men's natures are subjected to various disciplines, 
and are undergoing various kinds of alterations. The baser 
instincts, which dominated during the long ages of savage 
'Warfare, are being invigorated by revived militancy; while 
the many beneficent activities distinguishing our age, imply a 
fostering of the higher sentiments. There is a moral struggle 
of which the average effect cannot be estimated. 

After all that has been said, it will be manifest that the 
future of industrial institutions is bound up with the future 
of social institutions at large; and that we can rightly infer 
the first o!lly by inferring the last. Here, then, we must con
template fundamental social relations and the fundamental 
implications of them. 

§ 847. Wheu living apart, the individual man pursues his 
aims with no restraints save those imposed by surrounding 
Nature. When living with others, he becomes su?ject to 
certain further restraints imposed by their presence. In the 
one case he is wholly his own master; in the other case he 
ceases to be his own master in so far as these additional 
restraints check fulfilment of ilis' desires. The curbing of 
his individuality, at first negative only (forbidding certain 
actions), may presently become positive-(commanding certain 
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• ther actions).. This happens when the group of which he 
is a member, carries on hostilities with other such groups. 
The aggregate will then often dictates actions to which he 
may be averse-forces him t~ fight under penalty of repro
bation, ill-treatment, and perhaps expulsion. This master
hood of the community is greater or less according as its 
original cause, external antagonism, is greater or less; 
and the question arising at the beginning of social evolu
tion, and dominant throughout its successiv~ stllges, is
How much is each subject to all and how much independent 
of all? To what extent does he own himself and to what 
extent is he ownl,'ld by others 1 

This antithesis, here presented in the abstract, has been 
frequently in the foregoing work presented in the concrete. 
At the one cxtreme.we have the Eskimo, who cannot be said· 
to form a society in the full sense of the word, but simply 
live in juxtaposition; and, not even knowing what war is, 
have no. ne~d for combined action and consequent subjection 
of the individual will to the general will. And again we 
have those few peaceful tribes, several times referred to 
(§§ 260, 327. 573), who, in likp. manner not called on to act 
,together against external foes, live in amity with one another; 
and, individually owning themselves completely, are con
trolled only on those rare occasions when some smaJl trans
gression calls for notic~ of the elders. At the other extreme 
stand the societies devoted to war, whose members belong 
entirely to the State. In ancient times we have, for 
.instance, the Spartans, who, severally owning their helots, 
were themselves owned by the cOmplullity; and, living 
in common on food contributed by all, were severally 
compelled by their incorporated fellows to pass their lives 
·either in fighting or in preparation for fighting. In modern 
times an example is furnished by the DahomaJ?s with their 
army of amazons, whose king has a bed-room paved with the 
,skulls of conquered chief.s, and makes war to obtain, as he 
.qtys, more" thatch "-that is, skulls-for his. roof, and who 
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,is absolute ;master of all individuals and, their property. 
Litel"ully fulfilling the boast-" L'Etat c'est moi," the State, 
in his person, owns everybody and everything. 

No other traits of social structure are equally radical with 
those which result ,from, the relative powers of the social 
unit and the social aggregate. Chronic warfare, while 
requiring subordination throughQut the Succf;!ssive grades of 
an army, also requires subordination of ,the whole society to 
the army, for, which it serves as a commissariat. It requires, 
also, subordination throughout the ranks of thi~ commissariat: 
graduated subjection is the law of the whole orgaTIization. 
Conversely, decrease of warfare brings relaxation. The desire 
of everyone to use his powers for his own advantage, which 
all along generates xesistance to the coercion of militancy, 
begins to 118ve its effect as militancy declines.· Individual 
self-assertion, by degrees breaks through its ,ri~d regulatiolls, 
and the citizen more and more gains possession of h~elf. 
. Inevitably, with these forIns of social organization and 
social action, therc go the appropriate ideas and. sep,timents. 
To be stable, the arrangements, o~ a community must ,be con
gruous with the natures of its members. If. afunqaniental 
change of circumstances produces. change in ,the structure of 
the community or in the natures of its ,members, tlltm the 

,natures of its: members or the, structure. ot ~he : ~ommunity 
,must presently undergo a corresponding change. And these 
changes must be expressed in the average, feeling~ and 

, ()pinions. At the one extreme loyalty is, th~ /lupreme virtue 
;and dillobedience a ,crime., At th~ otheJl extr~e ,I!ervile sub;
mission is held contemptible and majntenancEl of freedom the 
,.cardinal trait' of manl;loo~ . Between ,these ,extremes are 
-eudless incongruous minglings Qf the opposed sentinlents. 

Hence, to.be rightly drawn"our conclusions. aboutinlpend
.ing social changes must be guided ·by.obsexying,whether the 
movement is. towards ownefl!hip, .of each man by pthers or 

,towarda oW)j).ership of ,each man by.llinlself,and tow.nrds the 
,«::orrel.lponding emotions and thoughts. • :Practically it.roatters 
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'little what is the character of the ownership by othel's
'whether it is ownership by a monarch, by an oligarchy, by a 
democratic majority, or by a'communistic organization. The 
:question for each is how far he is prevented' from using his 
faculties for his own advantage and compelled to use them 
for others' advantage, not what is the power which pre
vents, him or compels him. And' the evidence now to be 
contemplated shows that submission to ownership by others 

'increases or decreases according to the conditions; no matter 
, whether the embodiment of such others is political, social, or 
industriaL " 

§848. Germany, already before '1870 having a highly 
organized military system,has since been extending and 
improving it. All physically fit men between certain ages 
'are soldiers either in preparation, in actual service, or in 
,reserve; and this ownership of subjects by the State extends 
even to those who have gone abroad. For the support of its 
'Vast armaments those engaged in civil life are more and 
more taxed; which means that to the extent of those parts 
,of their earnings taken by the State, they are owned by the 
State: their powers being used' for its purposes and not for 
'their own. And approach to an entirely militant type of 
structure is shown in the growing autocratic power of the 
soldier-emperor; who is swayed by the absolutely pagan 
thought of responsibility to ancestors in heaven., 

Further, the German citizen' does not fully own himself 
while carrying on his civil life, outdoor and indoor. The 
control of his industrial activities is still like that of 
medireval days. The old system of bounties is in force; and 
along with this goes, in the case of sugar, a tax on internal 
consumption, as well as a prescribed limit to the amount 
produced. Then there is the recent restraining of Stock
Exchange transactions and interdicting of time-dealing in 
corn. A more widespread coercion is seen in the Old Age 
Pension system. And, again, there is the l'ecent Government. 
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measure for establishing compulsory gilds ot' artizans: a 
manifest reversion. These and many other regulations, alike 
of employers and employed, make them in so far creatures of 
the State, not having the unrestrained use of their own 
faculties. And even when at horue it is the same. Savs 
Mr. Eubule Evans, in a recent account of the changes that 
have taken place in German life since 1870 :~ 

"There is little possibility of independ('nce in speech or action. 
The police are always at your elbow ••• half schoolmaster, half nurse, 
be [the policeman] will supervise your every action, from the cradle to 
the grave, with a military sternn('ss and inllexibility which robs you 
of all independ('nce and r('duces you to the level of a mere plastic 
item ••• if you wish to stay in Germany, you must give up your ' 
individuality, as you do your passport, into the keeping of the police 
authorities." 

And now note that this is the testimony not· of an outsider 
only, but that of a German who, perhaps above all others, is 
the most competent judge. Prince Bismarck in 1893 said to 
a deputation from the principality of Lippe:-

"My fear and anxiety for the future is that the national conscious
ness may· be stilled in the coils of the boa constrictor of the bureaucracy 
which has made rapid progress during the last few years." 

Verification is here' afforded of a statement made above, 
that the prevailing sentiments and ideas must be congruous 
with the prevailing social structure. 1'he stifling of the 
national consciousness, feared by Prince Bismarck, is com
mented on by Mr. Evans, who, referring to the feeling of 
Germans about bureaucratic control, says :-" Long use has 
made it second nature to . thorn; they can hardly imagine 
allY other regime." 

And now we see why tIle socialistic movement has assumed 
such large proportions in Germany. We may understand 
why its theoretical expounders, Rodbertus, Marx, Lassalle, 
and its working advocates, Bebel, Liebknecht, Singer, and 
others, have raiseu its adherents into a body of great 
political, importance. For the socialistic regime is simply 
another form of the bureaucratic regirM .. Military regimen-

. , . ' 
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tation, civil .regimentation, and, industrial regimentation, are 
in ,their natures essentially the same: the kinship between 
them being otherwise shown by ,such facts as that while 
the military rulers have. entertained schemes fora qualified 
S~ate-socialism, the ruled have advocated the" training of 
the nation in arms," as at the socialistic congress at Erfurt in 
1891. And when we remember how lately feudalism has 
died out in Germany-how little Germans have been accus
tomed to self-ownership and how much to ownership by 
others-we may' lllderstand how lllobjectionable to thelli. 
seems that system of ownership by others which State
socialism implies. 

§ 849. From time to time newspapars remind us of the' 
competition between Germany and France in their military 
developments. The body politic in either case, expends 
most of its energies in growths of teeth and claws-every 
incrfase on the one side prompting an increase on the other. 
In France, to prepar~ for revenge, conscription takes a 
greatly augmented part of the available manhood, inCluding 
eyen thc young men who are presently to teach the religion 
of forgiveness; so that, as a distinguished publicist states, 
the effective strength of the army and navy has grown 
froUl 470,000 in 1869 to 666,000 for the forthcoming year: 
leaving out of the comparison, as being producers, the re
serves, which raise the present fighting force to over 2,000,000. 
To support thi's non-productive class owned by the State as 
fighters, the State makes the workers surrender a propor
tionate part of their earnings, and owns them to the extent 
of that part-to a much larger extent, as we shall pre
sently see. Militant activity accompanies' this militant 
Qrganization. It was recently lauded by the .French Minister 
for Foreign Affairs, who, referring to Tunis, Tongking, the 
Congo, and Madagascar, enlarged oil the need there had been 
for competing in political burglaries with other nations; and 
hclJthat, by taking forcible possession of territories owned 
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by inferior peoples, "France has regained a certain portion of 
the glory which so many noble enterprises during previous 
centuries had insured her." 

"'ith this militant structure, activity, aud sentiment, 
obsen-e the civil structure that coexists. During the feudal 
and monarchical ages-ages of despotism, first local and then· 
general-there had grown up a bureaucracy which, before 
the Revolution, was so fully developed that besides ownership 
of the citizen for fighting pnrposes..there was ownership of 
llim as a civilian, carried so far that industry was prostrate 
nnder legislative restraints and the load of officials. This 
bureaucracy survived during the Imperial regime and survives 
!:It ill under the Republican regime-survives, indeed, in larger 
shape; for, according to M. Paul Leroy-Beaulieu, there have 
been, in the last 15 years, 200,000 Dew civil functionaries 
appointed. From the simple fact that it is the business of 
the French police to know the domicile and the doings 
of everybody, may readily be inferred the spirit in which 
the French citizen is dealt with by his government,: the noti
fication of llis whereabouts being akin to a soldier's response 
to the roll-call or a sailor's appearance at muster. Such 
coutrol inevitably ramifies; and hence regulations like tllat 
specifying the time after confinement when a· woman may 
go out to work, or that which prevents a man from designing 
the fa~ade to his house as he pleases. The rage for uni
formity, well illustrated by the minister who, boasted that at 
a given hour all the boys in France were saying the same 
lesson, is an outcome of a nature which values equality much 
more than liberty. There is small objection to coercion if all 
are equally coercecl; and hence the· tendency to regimenta
tion reappears in one or other form continually. In the 
days of the RevolutioD new sets of regulations, replacing 
sets which had been abolished, ran out into minute. details; 

.even to the absurd extent that on a certain appointed 
filte, mothers, at a specified moment, w~re to I'egard their 
children with tflnder eyes! Inevitably a national character 
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in which the sentiment of self-ownership offers little resist
ance to ownership by others, puts little check on the growth 
of public instrumentalities; be they for external conflicts or 
internal administrations. And the result, as given by M. 
Yves Guyot, is that whereas the total public expenditure just 
before the Franco-German war was about ~,224,000,000 francs, 
it is now about 4,176,000,000 francs. Basing hia estimate on 
the calculation of M. Vacher ~oncerning the annual exchange
able produce of France, ]\1:. Guyot concludes that the civil 
and military expenditures absorb 30 per cent. of it. In 
feudal days the serf did corvles for his lord, worl;:ing on his 
estate during so many days in the year; and now, during 
over 90 days in the year, a modern Frenchman does corvees 
for his government. To that extent he is a serf of the ,com
munity; for it matters not whether he gives so much work 
or ,whether he gives an equivalent in money. 

Hence we see why in :France, as in Germany, a scheme of 
social re-organization under which each citizen, while main
tained by the community, is to labour for the community, 
has obtained so wide an adhesion as to create a formidable 
political body-why among the French, St. Simon, Fourier, 
'Proudhon, Cabet, Louis Blanc, Pierre Leroux, now by word 
and now by deed, have sought to bring about some form 
of communistic working and living. }'or the French
man, habituated to subordination both as soldier ana as 
civilian, has an adapted nature. Inheriting military tradi
tions in which he glories, and subject at school to a disci
pline of military strictness, he, without repugnance, accepts 
the idea of industrial regim~ntation; and does not resent 
the suggestion that for the, sake of being taken care of he 
should put himself unuer a universal directive organization. 
Indeed he has in large measure done this already. Though 
his political institution~ appear to give him freedom, yet he 
submits to control in a way astonishing to those who better 
understand what freedom is j as was shown by the remarks 
of English delegates to a Trade-union Congress at Paris in 
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1883, who condemned the official trampling on CItizens as 
.. a disgrace to, and an anomaly in, a republican nation." 

§ 850. The evidence furnished by our own country 
strengthens the evidence furnished by France and Germany; 
in the first place 1y contrast, in the second place by agree
ment. 

Verification by contrast meets us on observing that in 
England, where the extent ot' ownership by others has been 
less than in France and Germany, alike under its military 
form and under its civil form, there has been less progress in 
sentiment and idea towards that form of ownership by others. 
which socialism implies. The earlier decay of feudalism, 
with it, internal conflicts and its serfdom; and the subse
quent smaller development of military organization, have 
implied that for a long time the English have been not so 
much subject to the positive coercion implied by army-life; 
ana the absence of conscription, save during actual war, has 
otherwise exhibited tllis social trait, At the same time there 
has been comparatively little dictation to the citizen in the 
carrying on of his business and the .conduct o,f his life. 
Industrial regulation has been relatively small, aud a genera
tion ago supervision by police had become even too small. 
That is to say, self-ownership 11as been in both ways less 
trenched upon by State-owne~ship than in continental 
countries. Meanwhile we have had, until lately, no con
spicuous exponent of socialism save Robert Owen; the 
socialist propaganda has had in England no such extensive 
Ruccess as abroad; and though now having supreme power,. 
the masses have sent few avowed socialists to Parliament. 

The verification by agreement meets us on observing that, 
as in :France and in Germany, so in England, increases of 
armaments and of aggressive activities, have brought changes 
towards the militant social type; alike in development of the 
civil organization with its accompanying sentiments and 
ideas, and in the spread of socialistic. theories. :Before the 
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great modern growths of continental armies had commencc:1, 
there were frequent scares about our unprepared state; and 
since that time increases in fortifications, vessels of war, and 
numbers of troops, have been again after a while followed by 

. alarmist representations of our defencelessness,followed' by 
further increases. See the result. From figures kindly 
supplied to me by a high official, it appears that ,in 1846 
(making a proportionate estimate of the militia, the nllmber 
of which was not ascertainable) our land forces of all kinds 
at home and abroad, of . English blood, numbered about 
260,0'0'0', and our se~-forces about 42,O'O'()'; while at the pre
sent time their respective numbers are 714,0'0'0' and 93,0'0'0'. 
So that, broadly speaking,' in the course of 50' years the 
strength of the navy has been more than doubled, and that 
of the army nearly trebled. Meanwhile the total aunual 
expenditure for armaments and defences has risen to over 
£35,0'0'0',0'0'0'. For a generation the vohmteer movement 
has be~n accustoming multitudes of civilians to military 
rule, while re-awakening their fighting instincts. On 
groups of upper-class boys in public schools, who have 
their drills and even their sham fights, and on groups of 
lower-class boys in London, such as the Church Lads' Brigade, 
l'egimental disdpline is similar~y brought to bear; and in both 
cases with expressed approval from priests of the religion of 
peace. While in permanent camps, in am:.ual reviews and 
sham fights of volunteers, as well as in the more imp~rtant. 
military manreuvres for which spaces are to be forcibly taken, 
we are shown a recrudescence of the organization and life 
appropriate to war, joined now with advocacy of conscription 
by leading soldiers and approval of it by" advanced" artizans. 
Meanwhile, with growth of armaments bas gone growth of 
aggressiveness. More and more lands belonging to weak 
peoples are being seized on one 01' other pretext; so that 
whereas about 1850' we had 48 territories, colonies, settle
ments, protectorates, we have now, counting each extension 
as another possession, as many as 77, and so that at the 
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present time every journal briIlgs reports of the progress of 
our arms. often in more places than one. * 

Along with increases in that direct State-ownership of the. 
individual which is implied by use of him as a soldier. let us 
now observe the increase. in that indirect State-ownership 
which is implied by multiplication of dictations and restraints. 
and by growth of general and local taxation. Typical of the 
civil regime which has been spreading since the middle of the 

. century, is the system of education by public agency, to sup
port which, partly through general taxes and partly through 
local rates, certain earnings of citizens are appropriated .. 
Not the parent but the nation is now in chief measure 
the owner of the child.ordp-ring the course of its life and 
deciding on the things it must be taught; and the parent 
who disregards or disputes the nation's ownership is punished. 
In a kindred spirit control is extended over the parent 
himself in the carrying on of his life and use of his property. 
In 1884 I named fifty-nine Acts, further regulating thc 
conduct of citizens, which .had been passed since 1860 (The 
!lfan versus tlUJ State, Chap. I). Since then, coercive legisla
tion affecting men's lives has greatly extended. A digest 
made for me of legislation up to 1894, inclusive, dealing with 
land, agriculture, mines, railways, canals, ships, manufactures, 
trade, drinking, &c., shows that 43 more interfering Acts have 
been passed. An enormous draft on men's resources has accom
panied this growth of restrictions and administrations. An 
authoritative table shows that in the 24 years from 1867-8 to 
1891-2, the aggregate of local expenditures had considerably 
more than doubled and the aggregate of local debts had 
considerably more than trebled-greatly burdening the living 
and still more burdening posterity. If it be said that in 
return for augmented absorption of his earnings, the citizen 
receives various gmtis advantages, the reply is that tIle 
essential fact remains: coercion is exercised in appropriat-

• It is impossible to make more than a ~de enumeration since many 
~or annexations, changes of divisions and administ,ratiolls confuse the data. 
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iug more of his property. "That much of your income 
you may spend as you like, but this much we shall spend 
for you, either for your benefit or for the benefit of somebody' 
('lse." The individual to whom this is said by a Government' 
representing the aggregate of individuals, is in so far 
owned by this aggregate; and is annually being thus owned 
to iI. larger extent. 

And now we -may see how congruous with these develop
ments has been the 'development of socialistic ideas and 
sentiments. As in France and Germany, with extensive 
ownership of the individual, by the State in military and 
civil organizations, there has widely coexisted advocacy of 
that ownership by the State to which socialism gives another 
shape ;so here, with apprpximation to the continental type 
in the one respect, there has gone a growing acceptance of 
the continental conception· in the other respect_ Fourteen 
years ago socialism in England was represented by less than 
a score middle-class" Fabians," supported. by a sprinkling of 
men among the working classes; while of late socialists 
have become so numerous that not long since they tempo
rarily captured the trade-unions, and still get their views 
largely expressed in trade-union resolutions at congresses. 
As .we see in the part taken by English delegates to the 
l"eCent Congress of Socialist workers, where ultimate absorption 
of all kinds of fixed property was urged, or as we see in the 
suggested strike against rents as an immediate method of 
procedure, great numbers of men here, as abroad, show an 
absolute ciisregard of all existing contracts, and, by implica
tion, a proposed abolition of contract for the future: necessi
tating return to the old SYliltem of status under a new form. 
For in the absence of that voluntary cooperation which 
contract implies, there is no possible alternative but com
pulsory cooperation. Self-ownership entirely 4isappears and 
ownership by others universally replaces it. 

851. TIm.'!, alike at llome and abroad, throughout insti-. 
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tutions, activities, sentiments, and ideas, there ill the same 
tendency; and this tendency becomes daily more pronounced. 
In the minds of the masses seeking for more benefits by 
law, and in, the minds of legislators trying to fulfil the 
expectations tlley have raised, we everywhere Sfl6 a pro
gressive merging of the life of the unit in the life of the 
aggregate. To vary the poet's line-" The individual withers 
and the State is more and more." 

Naturally the member of Parliament who submits to 
coercion by his party, contemplates legal coercions of others 
without reJ?uguance. Politically considered, he is either one 
of the herd owned by his leader; or else the humble servant 
owned by the caucus who chose him; and having in so far 
sacrificed his self:-ownership, he does not greatly respect the 
self-ownership of the ordinary citizen. If some infhiential 
body of -his constituents urges a new interference, the fact that 
it will put upon the rest additional restraints, or appropriate 
further portions of their earnings, serves but little to deter 

, him from giving the vote commanded. Indeed he feels that 
he has no alternative if he wishes to be returned at the next 
election. That he is adding another to the multitudinous 
strands of the network restraining men's movements, is a 
matter of indifference. He considers only what he calls" the 
merits of the case," and declines to ask what will result from 
always looking at the immediate and ignoring. the remote. 
Every day he takes some new step towards the socialistic 
ideal, while refusing to think that he will ever arrive at it; 
and every day, to preserve his place, he seeks to outbid his 
political rival in taking such steps. As remarked by an 
observant Frenchman, Dr. Ren~ LavolIee~ 

"C'est 13. Ie danger des encheres Illectorales dont lea questions 
ouvrierea et sociales font l'objet entre les partis .•• C'est ainsi que Ie 
socialisme d'Etat a pris pied dans les lois d'un pays qui fut longtemps 
Ia terre classique du Belj-gO'lJernmem et de 1a libertli industrielle. .Si 
jamais Ie sociiUisme p!U'Vient a. s'en emparer, ce sera, en grande partIe 
aux: fausses manreuvres et a Ia coupable faiblesse des politiciens que 
sera dft ce dllplorable rlisultat." 
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And thus. being the creature of his party and the creature of 
his constituents, he does not hesitate in making each citizen 
the creature of the community. 

This general drift toward.'1 a form of society in which 
private activities of every kiJ;ld, guided by individual wills, 
are to be replaced by public activities guided by govern
mental will, must inevitably be made more rapid by recent 
organic changes, which further increase the powers of those 
who gain by public admrnstrations and decrease the powers 
of those who lose by them. Already national and municipal 

-franchises, so framed as to dissociate the giving of votes from 
the bearing of burdens, have resulted, as was long ago pointed 
out they must do,· in multiplied meddlings and lavish ex
penditure. And now the extension of similar franchises to 
parishes will augment such effects. With a fatuity almost 
'passing belief, legisliltors have concluded that things will go 
well when the many say to the few-" 'Ve will decide what 
shall be done and you shall pay for it." Table conversations 
show that even by many people called educated, Government 
is regarded as having unlimited powers joined with unlimited 
resources; and political speeches make the rustic think of it 
as an earthly providence which can do anything for him if 
interested men will let it. Naturally it happ~ns that, as a 
socialist lecturer writes-" To get listeners to socialist argu
ments is to get converts;" for the listener is not shown that 
the benefits to be conferred on each, will be benefits derived 
from the labours of all, carried on under compulsion. He does 
not see that he can have the mess of pottage only by surrender
ing his birthright. He is not told that if he is to be 'fed he 
must also be driven. 

§ 852. There seems no avoiding the conclusion that thesp. 
conspiring causes. must presently bring about that lapse of 
self-ownership into ownership by the communitj·, which is par
tiall} implied by collectivism and completely by communism. 

• W IIdmi"der .Bet/IBIII, April, 1860 i see also ES$a!ls, vol. ill, p. 338, et $6'1. 
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T.le momentum of social change, like every other momentum, 
must work out 'effe<:ts proportionate to its amount, mi7tlIS the 
resistance offered to it; and in this case there is very little 
resistance. Could a great spread of cooperative production 
be counted upon, some hope of arrest might be entertained. 
nut even if its growth justifies the beliefs of its advocates, it 
seems likely to offer but a feeble check. 

In what way the coming transformation will be effected is 
of course uncertain. A sudden substitution of the 1'egime 
proposed for the refJime which exist!!, as intended by bearers 
of the red flag, seems less likely than a progre:;sive metamor
phosis. To bring about the change it needs but gradually to 
extend State-regulation and restrain individual action. If 
the central administration and the multiplying local adminis
trations go on lidding funCtion to function; if year after 
year more things are done by public agency, and fewer things 
left to be done by private agency; if the businesses of com
panies are one after' another taken over by the State or the 
municipality, while the businesses of individuals are progre3-
sively trenched upon by official competitors; then, in no iong 
time, the present voluntary industrial organization will have 
its place entirely usurped by a compulsory industrialorga
nization. Eventually the brain-worker will find that there are 
no places left save in one or other public department; while 
the hand-worker will find that there·are none to employ him 
save piIblic officials. And so will be established a state in 
which no man can do what he likes but every man must do 
what he is told. 

An entire loss of freedom will thus be the fate of those 
who do not deserve the freedom they possess. They have 
been weighed in the balances and found wanting : having 
neither the required idea nor the required sentiment. Only 
a nature which will sacrifice everything to defend personal 
liberty of action, and·is eager to defend the like liberties of 
action of others, can permanently maintain free institutions. 
While not tolerating aggression upon himself, he must have 
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sympathies such as will not tolerate aggression upon his 
fellows-be they fellows of the same race or of other 
races. As shown in multitudinous ways throughout this 
wor~, a society organized for coercive action against other 
societies, must subject its members to coercion. In propor
tion as men's claims are trampled upon by it externally, will 
men's claims be trampled upon by it internally. History has 
familiarized the truth that tyrant and slave are men of the 
same kind differently placed. Be it in the ancient Egyptian 
king subject to a rigid routine of daily life enforced by 
priests, be it in the Roman patrician, master of bondmen and 
himself in bondage to the State, be it in the feudal lord 
possessing his serfs and himself possessed by his suzerain, be 
it in the modern artizan yielding up to his union his right 
to make contracts and maltreating his fellow who will not, 
we equally see that those who disregard others' individualities 
must in one way or other sacrifice their own. Men thus con
stituted cannot maintain free institutions. They must ]ive 
under some system of coercive government; and when old 
forms of it lose their strength must generate new forms. 

Even apart from special. evidence, this general conclusion 
is forced on us by contemplating the law of rhythm: a law 
manifested throughout all things from the inconceivably 
rapid oscillations of a unit of ether to the secular perturLa
tions of the solar system. For, as shown ill First Principle.~. 
rhythm everywhere results from antagonist forces. As 
thUG caused it is displayed throughout social phenomena. 
from the hourly rises and falls of Stock Exchange prices to 
the actions and reactions of political parties; and in the 
changes, now towards increase of restraints on men and now 
towards decrease of them, one of the slowest and widest 
l'llythms is exhibited. After centuries during which 
coercive rule had been quietly diminishing and had been 
occasionally made less by violence, there was reached in the 
middle of our centmy. especially in England, a degree of 
individual freedom greater than ever before existt!d since 
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nations began to be formed. Men could move about lIS 

they pleased, work at what they pleased, trade with whom 
they pleased. But the movement which in so large a 
measure broke down the despotic regulations of the past, 
rushed on to a limit .from which there has commenced a 
return movement. Instead of restraints and dictations of 
the old kinds, new kinds of restraints and dictations are 
being gradually imposed. In!ltead of the rule of powerful 
political classes, men are elaborating for theinselves a rule of 
official classes, whieh will Qecome equally powerful or prob
ably more powerful-classes eventually differing from those 
which socialist theories contemplate, as much as the rich and 
proud ecclesiastical hierarchy of the middle ages differed from 
the groups of poor and humble missionaries out of which it 
grew. 



CHAPTEl! XXIV. 

CONCLUSIOS. 

§ 853. How long this phase of social life to which we arc 
approaching will last, and in what way it will come to an 
end, are of course questions ,not to be answered. Probably 
the bsue will be here of one kind and there of another. A 
sudden bursting of .bond~ which have become intoleraLle 
may in some caEes happen: bringing on a military despotism. 
In other cases practical extinction may follow a gradual 
decay, arising from abolition of the nOi'mal relation between 
merit and benefit, by which alone the vigour of a race can be 
maintained. And in yet further cases may come conquest 
by peoples who have not been emasculated by fostering theiJ? 
feebles-peoples before whom the socialistic organization 
will go down like a house of cards, as did that of the ancient 
Peruvians before a handful of Spaniards. 

But if the process of evolution which, unceasing through
o'Ut past time, has brought life to its present height, continues. 
throughout the future. as we cannot but anticipate, then, amid: 
all tl- '.l rhythmical changes in each society, amid all the liyes. 
and deaths of nations, amid all the supplantings of race by race;. 

_ there will go on that adaptation of human nature to the social 
state which began when savages first gathered together into 
hordes for mutual defence-an adaptation finally complete .. 
Many will think tIlls a wild imagination. Though every
where aronnd them are creatures with structures and instincts 
which have been gradually so· moulded as to subserve their-
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OWD welfares 8.Dd the welfares of their species, yet tlle im
mense majority ignore the implication that human beings, too, 
have been undergoing in the past, and will undergo in the 
future, progressive adjustments to the lives imposed on them 
by circumstances. But there are a few who think it rational 
to conclude that what has happened with all lower forms must 
happen with the highest form-a few who infer that among 
types of lllen those most fitted for makin.g a well-working 
society will, hereafter as heretofore, from time to time emerge 
and spread a~ the expense of types less fitted, until a fully 
fitted type has arisen. 

The view thus suggested must be accepted with qualifica
tions. If we carry our thoughts as far forward as palreo
lithic implements carry thEom back, we are introduced, not to 
an. absolute optimism but to a relative optimism. The 
cosmic process brings about retrogression as well as progres
sion, where the conditions favour it. Only amid an iufi!!ity 
of modifications, adjusted to an infinity of changes of circum
stal1c~s, do there now and then occur some which constitute 
an advance: other changes meanwllile caused in other 
organisms, usually not constituting forward steps in organiza
tion, and often constituting steps backwards. Evolution 
does not imply a latent tendency to improve, everywhere 
in operation. Thrre is no uniform ascent from lower to 
higher, but only an occasional production of a form which, 
in virtue of greater fitness for more complex conditions, 
becomes capable of a longer life of a more varied kind . 
.And while. such higher type begins to dominate over lower 
typ~s und to spread at th~ir expeuse, the lower types survive 
in habitats or modes of life that are not usurped, or are thrust. 
into inferior habitats or modes of life in whiph they retrogress_ 

What thus holds with organic types lllust hold also with 
types of societies. Social evolution throughout the future,. 
like Bocial evolution throughout the past, must, while pro 
ducing step after step higher societies, leave outstanding 
many lower. Varieties of men adapted here to inclement.. 
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regions, there to regions that are barren, and elsewhere to 
regions unfitted, by ruggedness of surface or insalubrity, for 
supporting large populations, will, in all probability, continue 
to form small communities of simple structures. Moreover, 
during future competitions among the higher races there will 
probably be left, in the less desirable regions, minor natiol~s 
formed of men inferior to the highest; at the same time that 
the highest overspread all the great areas which are desirable 
in climate and fertility. But while tIle entire assemblage 
of societies thus fulfils the law of ,evolution by increase of 
heterogeneity,-while within each of them contrasts of struc
ture, caused by differences of environments and entailed occu
pations, cause unlikenesses implying further heterogeneity; 
we may infer that the primary process of evolution-integra
tion-whieh up to the present time has been displayed in 
the formation of larger and larger nations, will eventually 
reach a still higher stlge and bring yet greater benefits. As, 
when small tribes were welded into great tribes, the head chief 
stopped inter-tribal warfare; r.s, when small feudal govern
ments became subject to a king, feudal wars were prevented 
by him; so, in timll to come, a federation of the highest. 
nations, exercising supreme authol'ity (already foreshadowed 
by occasional agreements among" the Ppwers "), may, by for
bidding wars between anY'l)f its constituent nations, put an 
end to the re-barbarization which is continually undoing 
civilization. 

'When this peace-maintaining federation has been formed, 
there may be effectual progress towards that equilibrium 
oetween constitution and conditions-between inner faculties 
and outer requirements-implied by the flnld stage of 
human evolution. Adaptation to the social state, now per
petual(y hindered by anti-social conflicts, may then go on 
unllindered; and all the great societies, in other respects 
differing, may become similar in those cardinal traits which 
result from complete self-ownership of the unit and exercise 
over him of nothing more than passive influence by the 
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aggregate. On the one hand, by continual repression of 
aggressive instincts and exercise of feelings which prompt 
ministration to public welfare, and on the other hand by the· 
lapse of restraints, gradually becoming less necessary, there 
must be produced. a kind of man so constituted that while 
fulfilling his own desires he fulfils also the social needs . 
.Already, small groups of men, shielded by circumstances 
from externtll antagonisms, have been moulded into forms 
of moral nature so superior to our own, that, as said of the 
Let-htas, the acconnt of their goodness "ahbost savours of 
romance"; and it is reasonable to infer that what bas even 
now happened on a small Ecale, may, under kindred con
ditions, eventually llappen on a large scale. Long studies, 
showing among other things ,the need for certain qualifica
tions above indicated, but also revealing facts like that just 
named, have not caused me to recede from the belief expressed 
nearly fifty years ago that-" The ultiIDate man will be one 
whose private requirements coincide with public ones. He 
will be that manner of man who, in spontaneously fulfilling his 
own nature, incidentally performs the functions of 2. social 
uuit ; and yet is only enabled so to fulfil his own· nature by 
all others doing the like." 

TilE E},"D. 
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tians (Heer. ii, 114; Herod. ii, 76, note)-Greeka (Gro. ii, 324-5; Cur. ii. 
2; i, 112; ii, 19)-Etruscfns (Mom. i, 141)-Alba (llfom. i, 43)-Rome (See. 
89). § 624. Tahitians (Ell. "Pol. R." i, 114)-Chibcha. (Pie. bk. ii, 
eh. 7)-Latium (!l-Iom. i. 4i)-Greeks (Gro. iv, 91; Curt. i, 116-7; ii, 12) 
-Europe (Hal. 365). § 625. Zoroaster (Rob. xxiii-iv). § 626.' 
Ancient Mexicans (Diaz, eh. 208)-Sa .. Salvador (Pala. 75)-Chibcha~ 
(Sim.248-9)-Karens (J.A.S.B. xxxiv, 207)-Rome (Mom. i, 215)-Nagas 
(J.A.S.B. xxiv, 612)-Todas (llfars. 81)-Damaras (And. 224)-German.1I 
(Pesch. 144)-Scotland (llfart. 113)-Creeks (School. v, 260)-Dahome.'I 
'(Burt. ii, 150)-Japan (Dick. H)-Greece (Gro. iii, 68). § 62S. 
,Ancient Merirana (Herr. iii, 213)-Fijians (Ersk. 428)-As....,rians (Rec. iii, 
104)-Sandwich Islanders (Cook, "Last Voy." 303)-Ancient .1Jexicam 
(Salta. bk. Tiii, eh. 24)-Yucatanese (Fan. 308)-Chibchas (Herr. v, 90)
Ancient Me:rican .. (Herr. iii, 213).,...A8syria (Smitll, 13)-Fijians (Ersk. 
440). § 629. Ancient Mexicans (Ban. ii, 201)-Romans (Coul. "Cite," 
!lt8)-Tahitians (Ell ... Pol. Res." i, 293; ii, 489). § 630. Dakotahs 
(School. ii, 184)-Abipones (Dob. ii,76)-Khonds (Maeph. 57)-Spartalllf 
(Hase, 194)-Gold Coast (Cruick. ii, 17l!)-Yucatane •• (Herr. iv, 16)-Pri
miti"e Germans (Stub. i, 34)-Samoans (Tur, "Poly." 303)-Ne/o Caledollia 
(Tur ... Poly." 427)-Comanches (School. ii, 131)-Eg!IPtia .. War (" Daily 
News," Aug. 7, 1882)-Eggarahs (All & ~'. i, 327)-Ancient Meri
can. (CIa. i, 271)-P",ut1ians (Pres. 164)-GuatemallJ (Tor. bk. ix, 
eh. 6)-San Salvador (Pal. 73). § 631. France (Roth, 320,317-8; 
Leb. vii, 119)-Ck"rcTa (Guiz. ii, 5S)-German.v (Dunh. ii, 121)-Franl'e 
(Ord. viii, 24; Guiz. iii, 299)-FifteentTa century (Mons. iii, ch. 158) 
-Molltenegrins (ref. lost; Den. 83-4)-R,"'kelieu (Kitch. iii, 61; Cber. 
j. 299, 300). § 633. Polynesia". (Ell. "Pol. Res." ii, 377)
,AsS.VM (Lay. ii, 473-4). § 634. F1'IInce (Bed. i, 8; Guiz. i, 36) 
-German.1f (Dunh. i, 135)-England (Hal.101)-ThirteentTa century (Hal. 
367). § 635. Coast Ne,qroe8(Lan. i, 281)-Yucatan (Lit;. 8)
Egyptians (Wilk. i, 186)-0/11 EnglisTa (Kern. ii, 393)-Ecclesiastical 
Courts (Jer. i, 71): ' § 636. Gold Coast (Cruik. ii, 157)-Fijian Chiefs 
(U.S. Ex. iii, 89; Will. 191)-AbyssiniIJ (Harr. iii, 25)-Marut88 (HoI. ii, 
241)-Dyaks (Boy. 201)-Tartar8 (Hue, .. Christ." i. 232)-lfexico (Cla7. 
i, 271)-Michoaca .. (Bunc. -)-Egypt (Wilk. i, 168)-BurmaTa (Sang. 
53). § 63S. Mangaia (Gill, 293)-E%ptiana (Herod ... Hist." ii,43)
Ilhutan (Bog. 33) -Eg.lfptians (Wilk. iii, 354). § 639. Zullls (Call. 340) 
-Rome (llfom. i, 158-9)-Chibchas (Sim. 248-9)-Medi4v.d Europe 
(Dun. ii, 63)-.Val/dalay (Fyt. ii, 1115)-dneient Mericans (Zur. 387)
l'eruviallS (Ondo. IS6)-E9!/pl lK;en. ii, 37)-llol1l8 (MOlD. ii, 4-33). 
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§ 640. Zulu. (C,!,.ll. 378)-8amoa ... (~~d. 228-31)-Gr~eh (em'. i. 151) 
-Roma ... (Mom. ". 423)-Japanu. (DICk. 41) )-Na"uan natio ... (Banc. ii 
142):. § 64~: Primitim:. ~et"odiot. (Hook. 7th ed. 497-8). § 646: 
Ta~'tltln~ (EU. Pol. ~8. n. 4?8).-1tf..~ ... (Herr. iii. 212)-Chibehu 
(Pie. bk. I. ch. 4)-B~loe" ... (Burt. SlDd. ". 169)-Chibe"" (Pie. bk. i. ch. 2) 
-Domra. (8ee vol. I of thu work. 3rd ed. p. 785)-Fri.ndl" I.londer. (ref. 
10.1)-Carib. (Heri. 335)-Bra%ilian lrib." (J.R.G.S. ii 198). § 647 
Polgne8ia (Ell .... Pol. Re ...... ii. 378). § 648. Tonga' bland. (Mal'. ii: 
~20)-Polg"Ula (ElI.nawau, 394)-NmoZtalander. (Thorn. i 103)-N .... 
Jlebrid •• (J.E.S. iii .. 62)-Timor (Wall ... Mal. Arch." 196)-00ngoe •• 
(Ba.t. .. Af. B." 78; .. Men.ch." iii, 225). § 649. Dakota". (School. ii 
l!15)-Ma"gaia (Gill. 26)-Pe/'Utriana (Acos. bk. v. ch. 25). § 650: 
Walde ..... (Boo. 18). § 653. Egyptiana (Ren. 26; llau., Bevue)-
Merica ... (Tem. i. 86)-Indo • .4.l"!Jana (Raj. i. 423)-Roma ... (CIaI'. 334)-
Hind .. (Sher. lui. 33)-Thracian. (Gro. iv. 29). § 664. Carribbe .. 
(Rumb. iii. 89-90)-Tupi. (Sou. i. 227)-Carrier. (Banc. i, 124)-Dakotu 
(School. ii. 198)-Kul'ftmbu (Shortt, Pt. I, (1)-Mongoil. (Gil. 167)
Equat • .4.frica (Rea. 253)-Jolojf. (Moll. 62)-Eggarah. (All. and T. i. 
327). § 665. Chippew" (Keat. ii. 168)-Nootka 80und People (Bono. i. 
204)-Okanagana (Bonc. i. 286)-Kar.na (Mason in J.A.S.B. xxxiv. 230)-
.4.raucaniana (Smi. 235)-Tahitia .... (Ell .• P.B. ii, 270-1)-Mongol. (Gil. 
1(8). § 666 . .4.nc. Egyptiana (M ..... , Life,1l9-20; Dunc. i. 196)-Chal-
dtZa ... (Len. 13.14; SaycR, Soc. Life. 98)-neb ....... (Gau.110-1; Dra.297) 
-Hindoo. (Dutt, iii, 388; Hun., Ind. Ernp., 148, 150)-Gr.eka (Beck .• 
Charicle., 374; Gro. 4th ed., i, 169; Dra. 294)-Romana (Guhl anJ K .• 
512; Mam., newed. iii, 193-4). § 667. Early ,Christiana (Fleu. 210; 
Drs. 286; Spreng. ii, 31-6-51)-U .. it·eraitg of Paris (Menogian, 333, citpd 
in Wart. ii, 205, note)-E .. gliah (Pict. Hi.t. ii, 208; Ste.iii,31ll). § 668. 
Monta'gne (ref. lost)-Vicary (Vic. 234)-Epilep •. V (Mitch. 154\-Head· 
acA. (Grose. quoted by Brond, P.A. iii, 153). § 669. Brahmin (Wise. 
i. 25)-Gre.h (Beck., Charicles, 380, 378)-Fifth Century (Lac., Sci. and 
Lit. 137)-.4.nc. India (Hun .• Ind. Emp. 149; Royle, quoted by Dutt, iii, 
393; Web. 269)-Egypt (Herod., Rawl. ii, 136-7)-Gr.eh (Beck., Char .• 
381). § 669A . .4.1e.randria (Dra. 296). § 670. N.ro Zealanderlt 
(Thorn. i, 126-7). 671. Mal'ftts6 (HoI. ii, 169)-Mo .. butto (Schw. ii, 
97)-DaAomeg (Burt., Mi.sion, ii, 17, note)-.4..hant •• (Beech. 106)-0014 
Cou' (Cruick. ii. 269)-Mandingo, (Park, 231)-Foola8 (Wint. i, 108)
Madagaa~ar (Ell., Hist. i, 274)-J<!tla (Raf. i, 340, 342). § ~72. Pu· 
harri." (Mark. 172)-Bhila (Malcolm in l.'.R.A.S. i, 77)-.4.b.qsai .. ia ... (Duf. 
87)-Puebl08 (Lurn. 253)-.4. .. e'· ... t Eg.Vpt (Herod., Itawl. bk. ii, ch. 48. 
Wilk., Mannera, 495,600,509; Bru. i, 60; Dunc. i, 196; Tiele, mst. 94-5. 
Raw I. Dist. i, (20)-Or.eh (GuM and K. 273; Moul. 8, 9; Gro. iii, 306 ; 
Don. 30, 27-8; Mahaf., Rambles. 289, 288-Romana (Mom., new ed., i, 
285-6; Guhl and K. 546; Pos. 117; Inge, 117-8, 117). § 674. Celtlt 
(Strabo. iv, 4, § 4)-.4.nglo·8azona (8trutt, 171, 177}-Olcl English .cWri.. 4) 
-.4.nglo.8a:ro". (Ecc. 59-60)-Norman. (Ecc.110)-15th Cent. (PICt. H,.t. 
ii, 2a3)-8t . .4.mbro.e (Grove, i, 5'J)-Minn"';ngers and !!feiateraingerlt 
(Grove, iii, 616)-Dufa.'I (GrOTe, iv, 634)-Lfdher (Grove, ll,I?8)-Bacll 
(Grove, i, 115). § 677. Fijiona..<Ersk. 264)-N.", Cal~don~a". (Tnr., 
19 years, 86)-TaAitiana (Ell. P.R. II, 48i)-Mal'fttRe (Hol. 11, 16~)-~aho. 
mana (Burt., Miss. ii, 17 note)-Kirghiz. (Atk. 663). § ~78. l:gyp
tiana (Brn. ii, 18, 102; i, 369. 48)-.4.ncient Greek. (Mure, I, 148, 161-;-2; 
Mab"f., Hist. i,15, 16-17)-"OmaAa India .... (Fletc~. ll):-GreekB (V,co, 
cited in Mnre i 196· Mure, 18i-6)-Romana «(}rlJllm, J., 94; Bro. 41; 
Mom new ed iii 139 197). § 679. 8eandinatrianB (Moll. 117-8; 
Strutt, 171)-Celt,' (Pell., 4to. cd. i, 249, 486)-Min.lrf.l (Mills, i, 171)-
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Troubadours (Faur. ii, 39)-Joculator and Poet ('Wart. i, 11; ii, 15). 
§ 680. ;point JJarr01D Eskimo {Murd. 365)-Nal.·~jo Indians {8m. Inst., 
~th A.R., Director's Introduction, xxxv)-Anc. India (Web. 196, 198)
Greeks {Haee, l!16; Mou!. 318; Mahaf., Soc. I,ire, 351; Gro. 4th ed. ii, 74; 
Mou!. 6, 9, 18, 1.4, 128; Mahaf., Rambles, 2B9l-Roman .• (Duruy, i, 540, 
543; Gultl.and K. 667,564, In~e, 230). § 680A. Med. Europe (Moul. 
429; Strut.t, 157, 155). § 681. Greeks (Cur. ii, 76, 80; Maltnf., Greek 
Life, 383, 384-)-Romans (Mom., new ed. iii, 136). § 683. Indian RiTt 
Tribes (Mul. in T.R.A.S. i, 72 note; Mal. C.I. i, 519-20)-Gonds (His. Ii)
Z,,[us (Gard. (5)-Dahome . ., (Forbes, ii, 13-14)-Ab.v .. sinians (Par. ii, 64) 
-Aztecs (Banc. ii, 524)-Nahua (Bane. v, 251). § 684. Rebrews (Kue. 
i, 20B; N eu. viii)-Anc. Indians (Web. 213-4)-Anc. Eg!!ptia11Al (llru. i, 31; 
Buns. i, 2-3; Dune. i, 1BB)-Greeks (Cur. ii, 48, 42, 46-7)-Romans (Duruy, 
i, 61; Servius, cited in Bro. 43-4; Mom., new .. d. i, 220). § 685. Earlg 
Europe (Guiz., ii, !J9, 100; Ecc. 160). § 689. Ancient Indians (Web. 
29; Tbibaut in J.A.S.B. 1875, vol. xliv, Pt. I, p. 227; Dut.t, ii.127; i,264-5 ; 
liun., Ind. Emp. 142; Dutt, ii, 1(3)-Chaldeans and Ass!!"ians (Raw!', 
Five G.M. i, 153; Lay. ii, 445; RawI .. op. cit., i, 400: Mau., La Magie, 
23)-Anc. Egyptians (Mos. 308; Lew. 265; Diod. i, chap. vi; Dune. i, 196, 
i, 208; Buns. iv, (65)-Eg!!ptian Priests (Lew. 268 et 8e'1., 260-1; Wilk., 
Manners, ii, 316-7)-Greeks (Cur. ii, 41, 21, 36; Mahaf., Greek Lif .... 132) 
-Ancient Rome (Mom., new ed., i, 219; Inge, 31). § 690. MirZdle 
Ages (Lac. 81-2)_Sa .. o.... (Kern., ii, 432)-Dunstan (Wheailey, 1j2). 
§ 694. Kalmflrks (Pall i, 188-9)-Afrirans (Lan. i, 281; Cam. ii, 82). 
§ 695. Eg • .,ptians (Buns. i, 20; Bru. i, 140-1; Erman, 201, 203)
Greeks (Thirl. i, 230; liase, 172; Thirl. i, 230)-Romans (Dur\lY, i, 155, 
14.9-150, 225; Hun., Intro. 7; Mom., new ed. i, 220-Sumatrans (Marsd. 
238)~.Abyssinians (Par. ii, 184). § 696. Norse (Das. xlvi, xlviii, Ivi)
Anglo.Sa:co, ... (Gomme, 35, 59)-English (Ste. i, 10, 11; iii, 437,438; lial. 
678; Maitland in Soc. Eng. ii, 35-6)-German!! (Stolz. i, 399)-.z.'ranee 
(Four. 38; Ste. Pol. ii, 85; Four. 33)-English (:'ite. i,1S, note). § 698. 
France (Four. 37)-English (Ste. i, 17; Ree. ii, 499). § 700. Al'OlVaks 
(Bern. 30)-Australians (Tap. - )-Daramiililn (Howitt in Molle. 513) 
-New Z.ealnnders (Thorn. i, 115)-Co"90 (Bast., Af. R., 85-6). § 701. 
Mexicans (Tor., bk. ix, ch. 11-13; CIa., bk. vii, § 5)·-Yucatan (Landa, 
§ vii)-Japanese (Ada. ii, 319)-4"a (Symes, i, 228)-Burmese (Sbway,18; 
tlang.,96). § 702. Ancient India (Dutt, ii, 96; i,248-9)-Anc.Persia 
(Gei. i, 57-8)-Babylonians, 4'c. (Sayee, Soc. Life, 40, 51)-Anc. Egppt. 
(Bru. i, 175; Erman, 444; Duno. i, 196)-Greek-t (MBoJmf., Greek Life, 
313,375-:7, 381)-Japanesa (Ada. ii, 31!1)-Rome (Mom., now ed., iii, J32). 
§ 703. Celts (Pel!., 4to. ed. i, 183)-B.-itish (Cresar, Go.llic War, 'l'i,14)
Eal'ly ·Europe (Hal., Intro., i, 6, 7;" Mos., Pt. II, ch. i, § I)-Council of 
Valso .. (Brace, 219)-Germang (StOlz. i, 33). § 704. English (Pear. i, 
lUll Tw'ner S., iii, 16; Pear. 628-9; Turner, vii, 156; Wart. iii, 1). 
§ 705.U .. itJ, of Pari. (Conringius, iii, § 17, cited by MaId. 15-16). 
§ 707. Ana. India (Mann. i, 416;liun., Ind. Emp., 154)-Ce!!lon (Ten. i, 
481, 488; i, 344, 345; i, 478)-Ancient Bab!!lonia (Perrot and C. i, 
321-2)-Allc. Eg.lJpt (Raw!. Hist. i, 214; Dune. i, 220; Ilru. i.I40-1,124; 
ii, 113, 191; Rawl. liist. i, 272)-Greeh (Homer, Lang, 2; Cur. ii, 61, 80) 
-Romans (Duruy, i, 140). § 708. Earl!! Europe (Lac., Sci. and Lit. 
82h-Fran<'6 (Lao. Arts, 348, 350; Vio. i, 108; Lac. Arts, 387; Vio. 109) 
-Raphael (East. i, 7-B)-EnSlish (Kem. ii, 432-3; Ecc. 53, lOB). § 710. 
Egypt (Raw!., mst. i, 267); § 711. Gold Coast Negroes' (Bos. 223)
Coast Negrou (Bast., Mensch, ii, 377)-Congo (Tuck. 380-1)-Sandwick 
Islanders (Cook, Sec, Voy.; Ell. P.R. ii, 201)-New Zealanders (Thorn. i, 
187,188,204; Ang. i, 314;' Hoch. 437-8)-Murring Triba (Howitt, cited 
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in lIfnlle. l/13)-Ealmuch (pall. S.lI.N., ii, 106)-Jfalagasy (Ell. Rist. i, 
39~7). § 712. Singalese (Ten. i, 472)-Egypt (Brn. i, 140-1, 445, 414; '0. ISlIl ed. i, 474)-Greek. (Cnr. ii, Si, 7:1, 65, 67; Mohaf., R.mbles 227; 
io. Greek Life, 3S6)-RomanB (Mom., new ed. i, 225; DUl'ny, i, 140;' 1nge, 
lOS). § 713. Barl.V Europe (tmer. 8; Chal.ii,lS5; Lae., Arts. 156-7; 
Lev. i, laO, 140; Emer. 3'; Lac. and S., 24-6)-England (Piet. Rist. iii, 
075). § 716 . .I1paches (Bour. 462)-Zuaia"a (Cushing, cited in Malle. 
2LO-ll)-Savajo Indian. (Matt. 44~5). § 717. Ethiopian. (Rerod., 
Vary, IS0l-li.g.vptia ... (Brn. i. 179; Erman, 553, 5S4-5)-Ceylon Bud· 
d4 .. ta (Ten. i, 416)-Cyprua (Times, 29th Dee., 1894)-Greelca (Wor. 20; 
Winck. i, 298)-Zeuxia (Poy. 22). . § 718. Earl.v Europe (Poy. 51; 
Mae. 56; East. i, 5-6, S, 11; Lev. i, 547)-Mod. Greece (Did. vii; io. xxiii 
in Ten. i, 474, note). § 720. Middle .I1ge. (Lev. i, 54S). § 72l. 
Egyptia ... (Tiele, Rist •. 178-9, 109; Hru., lSSI ed., i, 60). §723. 
l'Mbelan. (Hue, 67). § 725. Dakotas (Burt., C.S.120)-Jfanda .... 
(Cat. i, 121)-lro'l'uoOa {Morg., League, 314, 19S-9)-Tupia (Sou. i, 233)
Guiana India ... (llrett)-M."'rlru ..... (Bates, 3rd ed. 224)-Uaupe" (Wan., 
Narrative, 483)-South .I1merica (Rodway in P.S.M., Feb. 1895 (vol. "lvi), 
p. 459)-Leprha. (Campbell in J.E.S., N.S., vol. i, 161)-Bodo and Dkimal. 
(Hodg. in J.A.S.B. xviii, Ft. II, 737-8)-Kulc>a (Hut. 95)-Nagas (Mast. in 
J.A.S.ll. "hi, Pt. 11, 7l0)-Kar.n. (Mason in J.A.S.B. """vii,Pt. II, 125-6) 
~Gond. (For. 96). § 726. Bechuanas {Arb. and D. 26; Licht. ii, 326; 
Thomp. i, 342-3)-KaffirB (Shoo. 32; Lieht. i, 271; Shoo. 392)-Coa8t 
Negroes (Crnick. ii, 2i2; Wint. i, 50, 52)-Congo People (Tuck. 215, 357)
.d8hantia (Reech. 136-7)-Inland Negroe. (Lan. ii, 12; Park, i, 52S)
Fulaha {Wint. i, 03)-Dahoma ... (Burt., MissioD, ii, 248)-.I1og8sinian. 
(Horr. iii, 260, 274). § 727. KajJir. (Bar. i, 200)-Greek. (6ro. ii, 
120-2). § 730. F"egia ... (.tritz. ii. lS5)-Bodo and D"imtil. (Hodg. in 
J.A.S.B. xviii, 737)-Santai& (l>herwill in J.A.S.B. n, 553)-Toda8 (Shortt 
in T.E.S.L., N.S., vii, 241-2)-Pueblo. (Morg., Houses, &c., 185). § 731.
Fuegia ... (Jfitz. ii, 1!l6)-H.B. India ... and Eskimo (Turn. L. M., 306, 
206)-Malagasy (Ell., Rist. i, 291)-Hindu. (Dutt, ii, 75)-.I1nc. Peru 
(Gorci. bk. v, ell. 6; Cieza, eh. 97)-lf'iji (Jaekson in Ersk. 457)-Japane.e 
(Ad ... i, 77)-Greeka (Gro. ii, 131)-Roma ... (llfom. ii, 403). § 732. 
OBtialta (Lath. i, 45i)-Society IB. (Ell., Pol. Res. ii, 2S4)-Chibcha. (~im. 
256)-Me.rico (Lorenzana'. note to Cortes' Sec. Letter)-Peru (Garci. bk. v, 
ch. 6)-Phamicia1l8 (Mov. ii, 3, p. lS2)-Engli8h (Lapp. ii, 363; Ellis, 
i, 132; Piet. Rist. ii, 192; Ure, 69; Pict.Hist. vii, 693). § 733. 
Bhutalt (Bog. 34)-'Blantyre NegroeB (MaeDon. i, 37, 36)-7'ahitia .... (Ell., 
Pol. :Res. i,175)-MeditllvaIMonaaterie. (Je.sopp in Nineteenth Century, Jan., 
lS84, pp. 112-3) -Franre (Yan. 100; Dar. 537)-12t" Cent"".y (Cunn. 
3-4)-Egyptian. (Lumb. lO4-5)-Greek8 (Xen. viii,· 2) -Roman. (Mom. 
i,214-5). § 734. Negroe, (Burt., Abeo. i, 117)-Engli.h (Pict. Rist. 
ii,806). § 737. Australia ... (Smy. i, ",nii)-N.d. Indians (Dodge, 270) 
-GuahiboB (Rumb. ii, 233)-H.B. E.kimo, (Turn. L. M .• 232). § 738. 
Gonda (Row. 8, 13)-Old Japan (Mit. i, 7l)-.I188ay Office. (Pict. J;list. ii, 
194)-Engli.h (Pict; Rist. i, 288, 602; ii, 194)-Romans (Mom"',21O). 
§ 739. 5th to lOt" Centuries (Lev. i, 156)-16t" Century (Hangars, Hpist. 
73 ad Camerar, in Sully, bk. ix). § 742 .. C~ippewa8. (School. ~ii, 81)-
Hottentot8. (Kolb. i, 2(1). § 743. Caroltnll'.an PeMod (Lev. " 336-7 
ef. Lac. and S., 26)-English (J!ict. Hist. ii, 806). § ,?45. MeN!. (O'Don. 
ii,334). § 746. Guiana (1m Thurn, 271)-Mo.'lutto~ (Banc." 723)
Papua ... (Chalm. ch. v).. § 747; Gre~lta (Beck., Chartcle., 2S0)-Eng-
1 .. " (Cunn. and McA. ~02, 203; Rogers, " 253). . § 748. Earl!/ Ro,,!." 
{Moln. i, 216)~Engli.h (Whit. 3S6)-Manyuema {L,v., Last Jour!,al., ", 
U2)-Dahome (Burt., Mission, ii, 2.43)-Epbaa (llurt., Abeokuta, ,,61)-
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Cent. Africans (Liv., Last JournalS, ii, 56)-Early Rome (Mom. i, 210). 
§ 750. Loan.,!o (A8t.iii, 215)-Timbuctoo (Shab. 22). § 751. Hurl. 
JJay E.kimos (Turn. L.M., 177)-Lower Egypt (Mov. ii, 3, p. 147)-Mongo
lian Lamalt (Lans. i, 348). § 753. Niger (L. and O. i, 165)-Jenni aml 
Timbuctoo (oJail. ii, 9)-Ealtt AfricaM (Burt., Cent. Afr., i, 335 et 8eq.)
Gold Coast (Bos. 117)-Sandwick Id. (Ell., Hawaii, 330)-Ja"a (Raf. i. 
109)-Dyaks (Brooke, ii, 162)-Dakome. (Burt., Mission, i, 143). § 754. 
NfW Guinea (Wallace.in Cont. Reo., Feb., 1879, xniv, 435; D'Alb. ii, 
172-S)-Samoa (Tur., Sa.moa, 14B)-Nootka Sound People (Banc. i, 192)
JJiMnos (Cap. and I. i, 116). § 755. Ckalikataa (Dalt.. 20)-Africa 
(Barth, ii, 312)-JJa.vano IndiaM (Pim and S. 162). § 756. Marutse 
(HoI. ii, 162). § 757. Cameron (Cam. i, 246-7)-RomaM (Mom. i. 
216)-Zanzibar (Wils. and F. i, 19)-Brick.Tea (Erm. G.A. ii, 236; Prej. 
i, 10)-Sul .. ls1. (Burb. 205)-Rock.Salt (Mont. ii, 148-9). § 758. 
Tklink .. ts (Bane. i, 108)-Garos (Dalt. 65)-Kookies (Row. 185)-Uganda 
(Wi!.. and F. i, 20, 46)-JJlantyre (MacDon. i, 178)-Samoa (Tur., Samoa. 
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SUBJECT-INDEX. 
(For this Index the AutllOr is indebted toF. HOWARD COLLINS, I:sq., 

of Edgbaston, Birmingham.) 

ACQUISITION: Rnd production, 356-62; I Apotheosis: rise of 0. priesthood, 67; anll 
the terms, 356; with the uncivilized, of polytheism, 71; and of monuthe-
356-8; vruduction and desires, 358- ism, 75. 
60; militancy and industrialism, 360- Applause, desire for: industrial effect; 
1, 361-2. 358-60; and mouey, 389-91. 

Actor: and Dramatist, 215-31; incipient A.pprentices: limitation, 499; and trade 
stages, 215-6, 231, 232; evolution, unions, 538. 
224-S, 22S-11; gilds, 229-30; sum- Archbishop. degrees conferred by, 266. 
mary, 312. Arcbitect: 2!?2-S; art augments life, 

Admiration, Love of: industrial ell'ect, 181; ecclesiastical origin, 183; and 
358-60; and money, 389-91. priest, 282,282-6,313 ; differentiation, 

Adoption of male children, 49-51. 286-S; integration, 288; and sculptor, 
Agnosticism: and evolution, 157, 175; 289; and ruler, 311; summary, 313. 

Butler's arguments, 166. Armour precedes industrial appliances, 
Agriculture: and Zoroaster, 102; primi- 358-60. 

tive, 325-9, 329-31; and militancy, Army: French, 586; English,59(1, (See 
332; primitive habits, 332-3; dlvision also Militancy). 
of labour, 336-40, 353 ; paternal regu- Artels, cooperation of, 548, 5i9. 
lation, 420; labourers' wages, 539; Artist (see Painter). 
credit banks, 547-8; socialism, 566. Asceticism: monastic development, 90-3 ; 

Altar for the dead, 11. fayoured by priests, 143. 
America: effects of industrialism. 339; Assurance Companies and coopemtion, 

socialism and human nature in, 575. 547. 
Anatomy and biology, 199. Astronomy: religious prospect, 174; in-
Ancestor Worship: development, 8, 10- cipient stages, 245-00. 

21,35-6,150, lij2; and idolatry, 23; and Att.orney (see Judge). 
animal worship, 23-4; and Egyptian Auction and cooperation, 502. 
religion, 21-6; cause for deshing male Authors and gilds, 243, (See also Drama-
issue, 48-9,' 49-51, 188; and rise of tist, Man of letters). 
priesthood, 61-3, 63-5, 65-7, 67-8, AutoorScy needful to society, 310. 
150; and polytheism, 71-3; socia.! Auxiliary production (see Production. 
bond, 95-7, 101-2, 104-6,150-1; civil Auxiliary). 
functions of priests, 118-9, 150-2; Axe, industrial progress, 328, 
rise of orator, 218; primitive law, 
257-8, 258-9; and archite(.tore, 282-· 
6; and 8('ulpture, 297-8; filial obe
dience, 423. 

Angelo, Michael: poet, artist, sculptor, 
and painter, 296. 

Animale: and ancestor woraMp, 15-6, 
23-4, 97, 182; Hebrew oJl'erwgs, 31 ; 
&8 causing disrase, 187. 

Annex, the term, 620_ 
Apoplexy, priuJitiv8 conception of. O. 

BACII, clerioal origin of musirians, 212. 
Bakers: trade union restrictions, 537-9; 

C'ooperation, 558. 
Ballads, H. Morley on, 230-1. 
Banks: origin of bank notes, 395; 

erclesiastica.! control, 408; agrirul
tural credit, 547-8; cooperative,6;;4. 

Barbers 88 Burgeons, 198-9. 
BOJTister (,ee Judge). 
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labour, 484-, (Ille GUO E~change). Charters, gild, 448. • 
D.rt.o1': origin of ide ... 380-1; and 11'ee I Chapmen, rise of, 374. 

:Bats tmnsformed men, 15. Cheese factor, origin, 375. 
BC8!'S and ancesto1' worship, 16.. Chen;ist: differenl iation from Doctor, 
Beloers: deep-aeated, 191; and disease, 190; .. counter praetice," 199. 
191-4.' Chequea, oriain, 395. 

D_cmel', 8ir H.: effect of Bessemer Chiefa ( •• e Rulei'll). 
ateel, 41)1-2; tIle title, 402. Children: e~pre •• ion of emotions, 200; 

ningrapher, Historian, and Man or Let- lind atories, 240; industry find male 
, t~rs: 232-43; incipi~Dt at&gea, 23Z-4, kiDahip, 417-9, 419-21; aDd slavery, 

23i-5; e,-olution. 235-8;' and litera- 457; and socialism, 570-1, 572-3. 
lul'E', 23S-40'; aodliction, 240-2; sum- Chorus, evolution of, 206-7, :.131_. 
mary, 311. . Christi .. nity: and monotheism, 80; as 

Ili"lugy : anatom:v, and physiology, 199; , IOcial bond, 98; military functions of 
and phyaics, 254; and IOcialism, 570-1: pI'iesto, 113, 114.--5, 117; nonconfo ... 

):irds, t ... meneas or, 428. mity, ,135; religious freedom, 138; 
Dinoingh .. m : division of labour in, 3:;1; dilferenti .. tion· of priest and doctor, 

aniliary prodllction. 365_ 191-3; evolution of poet, 222; rise 
Discnit·m"klDg,. division of labour in, of actors, 228; and halloo., 231; 

352,353. judge and l .. wyer; 26i-5; sl .. very, 
Dishops: military functions, 114; civil 469; socialism and human nature, 

functions, 119-20; B8 judges, 121; 574, (lee G180 Hebrews, Religion). 
doctors' licences, 192, 266; tmes and II Christian Socialists," 506. 
profe.sions of, 296. Church and State: 125-33; originally 

msmllrck, Prin",,: on the nationuJ. con- blended,125-7; priestlypowera, ]27-
sciousne.s, 585. 30; property of church, 130; their 

:B1.ck J>e9th, effect on wages, 541. • antsgonism, 130-2; 8ubjectIOn of 
Bll><'ksmith, nn auxiliary producer, 364. former, 139; ecclesiastical prospect, 
BonrdSchools and religioustenching,279. 155. 
llone-aetters, 198. Churches;. B8 courts of justice, 263 ; 
Book-binding, int"gmtion in, 400. used for blL.iness, 411. 
Botany, 8ubdivisions, 255. Circular addressin!!, 33~. 
Boy labour and trade unions, 533. Circumcision and teacher, 271-2. 
Dread.making: division of labour, 353, Civilization by del(l'ees needful, 332. 

354; trade union restrictiona, 537-9. Clearing house, 395. 
Brirlge.building, 249-50, 286. Clergymen (see Priests). 
Butler, J., and agnosticilm, 166. Cloth-industry and division of labour, 
llUle1'8, origin of, 377. 344, 350, 354. 

CAlli and Abel, 324. 
Canol construction, 506-9, 523_ 
C .. nnibalism and slavery, 459-60. 
Capellmeister, 212. 
C .. pital: effects of lacking, 510; com

pound, 517-25; evolution, 517-8, 518-
22. 

Corlyle, T., history written by, 242. 
Carriero, origin, 376, 379. . 
Causation: and indnstriuJ.ism, .133; and 

religious prospect, 165, 166-9j know
ledge of, 571. 

Ca"e drawings, 299. 
Celibacy of doctors, 192. 
C{'ntrifugnlforce uoed industrially,S97;-8. 
Ch~l'elmaster, Hoffmann on, 21l!. 

Clotlles I for the deo.d, 10, 150, 182; 
origin of mon ... ticism, 90; of poeh 
and minstrel., 222; B8 DI'Oney, 3117-8, 
389; Jack of Newbury, 509-10, 573; 
and factory 818tem, 511 ; trade Imions, 
53J. 

Coal, e1l'ects of restrictiDg, 536·7. 
Coats of arms, 4W. 
Coercion and soci"l type, 577. 
Coifs, origin of, 266. 
Coins (aee Money). 
Collectivism increasing, 594.--7_ 
Commission Agents,origin of, 376. 
Communal Regulation: 428-39; groups 

primarily blood eonne"ions, 428-9; 
instances of communism, 429-30; 
modified forms, 430-2; patriarchal 
a~d communal, 432-4; hou~c and 

40 
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village eommunities, 434-6; in W~les 
and Engl~nd, 436-9. 

Communism (8ee Communal Regula-
tion, Socialism). 

Companies (aee Joint Stock Companies). 
Competition and population, 361-2. 
Composers, musicaJ, 211-4. 
Conduct: militancy ani industrialism, 

149; moral influence of pl'iests,14O-9, 
151,152-5. 

Conjuror, education of, 271. 
Conservatism, ecclesiastical, 102-4, 149. 
Contl"lU',t (aee Free Labour and Contract, 

and Industrialism). 
Contractors, railway, 506-9. 
Conversation and politics, 528-9. 
Cooperation: 544-64; the term, 5(4-5 ; 

examples, 645-7, 547-9; profit shar
ing, 649-52; Potter, HiBtory, 552; 
Holyoake, Distor!;, 552; so·called co
operative societies, 652-6; the strictly 
so-oalled, 556-9; will it answer? 659-
6>l.; compulsory (s ... Militancy); and 
voluntH.ry (aee Industrialism). 

Corn factors, origin, 375. 
Court of justice and temple, 263. 
Cmft, meaning a trade, 421. 
Cruelty: and religious e'rolution, 166; of 

s~vages, 837. 
CI:us~des, Grecian analogy, 35 .• 
Currency (see Money). 
Custom: and law, 257-8; primitive,441. 

D UlNA-TION, belief in, 166. 
Dancer and M.usiciau: 200-14; unpro

fessiOnru, 2(\0-2; before visible ruler, 
202-4; and invisible, 204-9; religious 
diiJerentiation, 209-10; olericnI ori
gin of latter, 210-4; origin of popular 
dances, 213-4; and composers, 211-4'; 
rise of aotors, 224-6; summary, 311. 

Daucing: religious, 33; evolution of 
drama, 226. 

Danghters (aee.Descendants). 
da Vinci, Leonardo, 296. 
D.C.L., conferred by Al'Ohbishop, 266. 
Dead, the: influence upon the living, 95-7, 

101-2, 105, 152, 257-8; doubles of, 
(see Death, Ghosts). 

Deafness and religious idea, 3-4, 17, 35. 
Death: conoeptions of, 4, 6-8, 40, 52, 

182; and ancester worship, 8-21, 150, 
182; religious retrospect, 160, 169. 

Debt punished by slavery, 458. 
Degrecs conferred by Archbishop, 266. 
Deluge, a common tradition, 27-8. 

Demons a cause of disease, 193-5. 
Descendants: priesl.iy duties, 44-6, 150; 

propitiatory duties, 44-5, 45-6; 
priestly duties primitively diffused, 
46; elclest mnIe as quasi-priests, 4;-
511, 150, 188; primary differentiati'lI1, 
47-8, 150; their importance, 48-9; 
leads to adoption,,49-51; family cult 
development, 52-3, 150, 188; eff cct 
of ancestor worship, 95-7, 101-2, 10;;. 

Descriptive Sociolo9!J, a criticism and 
reply, lSI. 

Discipline, intellectual, 309. _ 
Differenti9.tion: of priesthoods, S6-nO, 

93-4, 151; ecclesiastical, 150; ecclesi
astical and political, 155; implied hy 
Evo!ution, 215; of lawyers, 266-8; of 
t~acllers, 272-3, 273-6, 276-7, 2i9-S1; 
of architects, 286-8; of sculptors, 
297-8; of painters, 307-8. 

Dionysius, evolution of actor, 226. 
Disease: primitive interpretation, 40, 

44, 186, 192, 311; and prayer, 193; 
demoniacaJ origin, 193-5, 196. 

Dispensary: differentiation of ph,rsician 
and surgeon, 195. 

Dissent (see Nonconformity). 
Dissolution and rcligioUB"volution, 164-6_ 
Distribution: 367-71; the two kind., 

367-8; primitive, 368-9; wholesal .. 
and retail, 369-70; fairs and markets. 
370-1. 

Distribution, Auxiliary: 372-9; origin, 
372-3; shops and pedlars, 3i3-4 ; 
wholesnIe denIers, 374-7; the division 
of labour ,amongst, 377; inanimate 
appliances, 377-9. 

Division of Labour ($ee Labour, Special-
ization and Division of). 

Dock construction, 1i23. 
Doctor (see Physician ond Surgeon). 
Dramatist and Orator: 215-31; incipie'nt 

stages, 215-6, 231, 232; evolutiou, 
228-9; dramatist-gilds, 229-30 ; sum
mary, 312. 

Dreams: primitive conceptions, 5, 8. 21. 
22, 182; Hebrew religion, 26; mon
asticism, 91; religious retrospect,160-
4,169. 

Drink for the dead, 10, 22, 150, 182. 
Drugs, primitive belief in, 188. 
Drying by centrifugnJ. foree, 398. 
Duelling and socinIism, 675. ' 
Duty, ecclesiasticnI prosptct, 157. 

EAST INDIA. COllPAXY, 520, 521. 
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Euter, nle of ocienl'O, 251, 252. 
Eccleeiastica1 J nstitntionB: l-li5; con

.ervati.e, 102-4; indiBpen ... ble to 
aocial It.rnotnreB, 148-9; conform to 
law of e~olution, IS0-2, 155; retro
lpeet, 150-5; prospect, 155-8; the 
profes.ion. evolved from, 181, 183-4; 
etfe..-t of advancing knowledge, 581. 

Education: the present faulty, 57; by 
prie.ta, 129; by asceticism, 143; in 
public ochool., 148; militancy and 
dOj!matic, 247; in France, 587; and 
lIOC."ialism, 566; (Se. "uo Teachers). 

:Effigie.: origin of Bculptor, 289-90, 291-
8; and of painter, 299-300, 301-5. 

:Egypt: .... lij!ious development, 2~, 36; 
trade. in Nile yalley, 348. 

Elohim, interp .... tation of, 28. 
Embryology and religious llroapeet, 1740. 
Emotion. : religious eTolutioo, 163-4, 

166-9; expreosion of, 200-2; and 
music,214. 

Emperor-worahip, 19_ 
Ener~, religiou. prospect, 170-1, 175. 
Engineera' trade union, 532,533, 540. 
Englaod: religiou. freedom io, 137-9; 

indostrialism and nonconformity, 139; 
elf"ct. of industrialism, 339; commu
nal regulation, 437-9; gilds, 454: 

. aerfdom, 4i8-80, 483; socialism and 
human nature, 574; socialism, 689-
92; anneIBtion. by, 690-1; past free
dom in, 596-7. 

.Epilepsy, d"moniacal origin, 193, 194.. 
liquitable Piflneerll, The, 6S4rl;. 
Era, TAe, 230. 
lithi". and advancing knowledge. 681, 

(&l'e alBo Conduct). 
:Efolulion,I ..... of: Dnd ecclesiastical insti

tutions, 150-1, 155-6; religious, 159-
64; and di.solution, 164-5; lUusic, 214; 
implies differentiation, 215; the profes-
8ion., 311-5; sOciety a growth, 315-8; 
sp...,ializntion and di~ision of labour, 
353-5; displayed by clearing house, 
395; tool. and processes. 402-3; de· 
Telopmentof conlract,499-503; .team 
engine, 51~; and the industrial 
future, 699-601. 

Examinations, integration of teocllera, 
279-81. 

Exchange: 350-4; origin oridea,380-1 ; 
irl ...... of equivalenco, 381-3; survival. 
of primitive {orm., 383-4; controlled 
bv rulers, 406; and free labour, 485; 
a~d coulnl("t, u()l)...3; of labour, 545-6. 

Exchange, Auxiliary: 385-05; food B8 

lUoney, &85-7; and clothes, 387-8, 
l.iOl; and weapons, 388, 501; and im
plementa, 3Stl-9, 501; ornamenta, 
sheila, .. nd brads, 389-91; coins and 
prices, 391-3; paper currency, 393-5. 

FACTOBS, origin of merchant. and, 375. 
Factory system development, 509-12. 
Fairs: industrial di.tribution, 370-1; and 

shops, 373-4; industrial control, 408 ; 
ecdeaiastical control, 411. 

Farms, evolution of, 315. 
Fas!.ing and monostieism, OL. 
Fenrof saVAges, 6, 428-0. • 
Frlllole.: descent thruugh, and prieatly 

function., 52, 62, 67; rise of a priest
hood, 65-7, 67-8; truubadours, :!34-
5; iudwtry and kinship through, 
414-7; and communism, 420-30. 

Fetich worship, 14. 
Fiction evolution, 240-2. 
It'ire: for religiou. purposes, 103; rom. 

pound nccumulation. 321. 
Fishing, dirieion of labour, 34."1, 345, 

346,353. 
Fi.ke, John, de-anthropomorphization, 

165-6. 
Flies tronsformed men, 15. 
Flint knives, 103. 
Flood, a common trodilion, 27-8. 
Food: for the dead, 9-10, 22, 27,49,150, 

182; and community of nature, 34; 
supplied to effigies, 290; primitive 
agriculture, 325-9, 329-31; of un
civilized, 357; as money, 386; and 
communism, 429-30. 

Foree, religious prospect, 170-1, 175. 
Foresight lacking in uncivilized, 357. 
Forest growth, 327-9. 
France: militancy in, 339, 586-9; divi· 

sion of labour, 346, 349; gilds, 454, 
socialism and human nature, 576; 
anny, 51:16; education, 587; socialism 
and trade unionism, 586-9, 592. 

Freedom and industrialism, 124, 450. 
Free Labour and Contract: 484-503 ; reo 

lation to serfdom, 484; origin, 4~H>, 
486-91; condition of rural clB98, 491-
3; and town closs. 493-6; avoidance of 
gild control, 496-7: origin in supe
riurity of workmen, 497-l/; deTelop
ment of free contract, 499, 503. 

Free Labour, Compounrl: 501--16; com
pulsory whole.ale labour, 50-10-5; de
velopme!lt oC, 505·9; r .. cto·y system, 
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509-12; rise of mills, 512-4; locial 
effects, 514-6. . 

Freemen, coercion of so-called, 455. 
Ifree trade and protection, 535-6. 
Friendly societies and trade unions, 529. 
:I<'UDCtiOD: related to structure, 3; spe-

cialization of (see Labour, Specializa
tion and Division of). 

Funer .. ls: primitive rites, 9-10, 182; 
performance of rites by descendant~, 
48-P, .49-51, 150, lS8; rites of, and 

. monasticism, 90; a social bond, 95-7, 
101-2, 105, 150; origin of sanctuaries, 
99; origin of religious obser.ances, 
104; and biography, 235; exchange 
ot prcsents, 3S1. . 

GAlli-SHAlIlliG,549-52. 
Games: on Sundsy, 101 ; public, and re-

ligious acts, 208. 
Gang labour, 506-7. 
Gardeners, cooperation of, 549. 
Generals, military and sacerdotal func-

tions, 110 -111. 
Geology and religious prospect, 174. 
Geometry, early st,ages, 245-50. 
Germany: effects of militancy, 839, 584-

6, 592; articles made in, 541; social
ism at.d human natur~, 575. 

Gho$ts: primitive conceptions,~, 182; 
development of ancestor worship, 
10-21, 150, 182; Egypt.ian religion, 
22-6; Hebrew religion, 26-35, 35-6; 
treatment by medicine men and 
priests, 40-2; a cause of disease, 186-
8; monasticism, 90-3, 93-4: genesi. 
of priestly function~, 60, 150, 188; 
l'eligious retrospeot, 160-4, 169 i (See 
also Ancestor Worship). 

Gifts and free labour, 41:14. 
Gilds: actors, 229-30; literary, 243; 

industrial regulution, 413: and fr~e 
labour, 495-4!l6; their disorganization, 
496-7; regulations on labour, 509; 
compound capital, 518, 520; and trade 
unions, 527, 532-5, 5m-l; (See a/aD 
Gild Regulation). 

Gild Regulation: 440-55; origin of gild, 
440-2; d~velopment from family 
group, 442-5 ; religious nature, 445-6 ; 
a.nd municipal relations, 446-S; gild 
incorpuration, 448; differentiation ami 
rights, 448-50, 41)0-4; coercion of, 
454-5. 

Glass, foreign made, 541. 
Goda : a.potheosis of, 19 i superior Jnen, 

20, IS2; clla.rncters attributed' to, 
107; religious evolution, 161-4, 169; 
the will of God, 163; dancing and 

. music, 204-9. 
Governor of engine, 515. 
Graves:. superstructure, 11-12; locality, 

29. 
Green, J. Ro, Hiatorg, 242. 
Gymn~stics"teaching of, 2i5, 276-7. 

IIALSEY on profit·sbaring, 551. 
Hamburg Company, The, 5W. 
Handel, G. l!'., clerical origin of mud· 

cian, 212. 
Hands and industry, 357. 
Hansea.tic Lengue, 519.' 
Hawkers, rise of, 374. 
Hea.d of thl' State (see Ruler). 
Headache cured! 195. 
H~at, c~mpound accumulation, 321. 
Hebrews: religion of, 26-3:>, 36 ; form of 

worship, 31-2; mental development, 
77; polytheism, 79_ 

Hell, belief in, 166. 
Hierarchies, ecclesiastical, Sl-94. 
Hi.tormn, Biogra.pher, and Man of Let-

ters: 232-43; incipient stagos, 232-4, 
234-5; evolution, 235-S; !llld litera
ture, 23S-40; aud DcLion, 240-2; 
summary, 311. . 

Hoffman, Prof. G., on Capdlmeistcr; 
212. 

Holidays, indu"trinl control, 408-9. 
llol,roake, G. J., ou cooperation, 5S2; 

'058. 
Hospitals: 1!uperintendellts and priests, 

H12; specialization, IllS; teaching il1, 
198. 

Hunting lind pastoral life, 3~3-5. 
llyulUs by pI'ie$ts, 224. 

IDOLS: worship of, 13-4; Egyptian, 23, 
lS2; and war gods, 108; ol'igin of 
sculpture, 289-90. 291-3; and of 
paintf'r, 299, 299-301, SOl-5. 

Images ($e~ Idols). 
Impecunious, derivation, 385-6. 
Improvidence and socialism, 567. 
Incubi, helief in. 21. 
India-rubber, effects of,401. 
Individualism: and socioli8m, 569; de-

creasing, 59~7. 
Industrialism: civil functions of priests, 

124 i priestly powers, 182-3; kuow
lecl~e, 183; nonconformity, 139; 
ethi"al creed, 149; religion and ethical 
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injlln~tiOD', 152-5; ecclesiastical pros. 
p~t, 155~; religioWl evolution, 163-
4; BOCial evolution, 310; Bociety a 
J!l"Owtb, 815-8; divioion oC labour, 
338-9; lerfdom, 4R3; cooperation, 
5#-5; socialism, 565-7. 

IndWltrial Institutions: 521~01; the 
neap future, 580-97; the concluSion, 
598-601. 

IndWltry: .iz~ of hand" 357; aft'ected by 
I he desire., 358 -60; development and 
militancy, 360-1; and population, 
861-2: wholesale and retail trader, 

257~9; primitively nndifferentiated, 
258-9; priest-lawyers, 259-63; .. cular. 
ization, 263~; differentiation amongst 
lawyers, 266-8; integration .. nd defi. 
niteness, 267-9; summary, 313. 

Justice, religious evo~ution, 166. 

KIDNAPPING, a cauoe oC slavery, 459. 
King's College, clerical, 148_ 
Knowledge: and industri .. lism, 133 I 

effect on ecclesiastical institutions, 581. 

.869-70 I travelling workmen, 369; LABOUR: value of money, 391; "organi-

. and roads, 377-9 ; inheritance, 421-2; ziltionof," 40:1; .lavery and division of, 
.egregation of, 443-5, 445, 451; free· 470; free and serf, 4t:!3; exchange of, 
dom to practise, 450; effect of slavery, 54H; labour exchan" .. , 553' and 
468-71; organization, 505-9; ~ottage socialism,570-9; (See 41.0 Free I~bour 
and factory, 500-12; BOcial elf'ects of j Industry, Paternal regulation.)' ' 
nevel"pment, 51~; (See al80 Indus. J Labour, Regulation of: 404-13; aloo 
trialiom, Labour). I political and ecciesiMtical, 404-5; po. 

Inheritance, industrial, 421-2. I litical control, 405~, 409-10; ecclc. 
1 nns of Court, 268. siastical cont"ol, 406-9, 410-2 ; decrellse 
] o.umnce companies, 521.' of coercion, 412-3. 
llllegratinn: of priesthoods, 86-90, 93-4, La~our, Specialization ILnd Division of: 

lSI; of ecclesia.tical system>, 95-106, 334-55; the terms, 334.-5; sponta • 
. 150-1; scientific, 255-6; of law;re"" neous origin, 335-6; between the 
266-8;. of teachers, 279-81 ; of archi· sexes, 336-40; p,y"hophysical, 340-3; 
tects, 288; of pamters, 30t:!; the in· topical, 343-4, 353-4; local, 344-50, 
dustrial future, 600-1. 354; Bociological and physiological, 

InUogt'llt.ion, and Iuterdependence: in· 3~9-50, 352; the detailed, 350-3; law 
dustrial, 396-403; general 8u,...ey, of evolut.ion, 353-5;' auxiliary pro· 
396-1; in machines, 397-9; articles, duction, 363-4, 364-5, 365-6; mer· 
399-400; manufactures, 400-2; and cantile, 377. 
law of evolution, 402-3. Landscapes, evolution of, 301. 

Int"liigence: aod monotheism, '17-8; Language and ecclesiastical conservatism, 
religiOUS evolut.ion, 162-4, 166-9; 104. 
discipline needful, 309. Laughter and origin and function of 

Interdependence, industrial (8ee Integra- music, 200. . 
tion lind Interde~ndence, Industrial). Laws: urigin and effect, 102; pri~st.s as 

Iron: integration of, making, 398; effects judges, 122; use of supposed divine 
of Bessemer steel, 401-2. origio, 146; unthinking manufaet.ure, 

Ironm01Oger, The, auxiliary production, 316; and joint stock companies, li22, 
366. 524-5; and. artisans' combinations, 

529-30, li33; (See also Lawyer) . 
.. JACK OP NBW1Ill'BY," 509-10,513. Lawyer: and judge, 257~9; a.1gments 
.1 ahveh and Hebrew religion, 28-30. lite, 180; eccl~siast.ical origin, 183; 
Jews: religion of, 26-35, 35-6; mental and priest, 257-8. 259-63; primitively 

development, 17; polytheism, 79. undifferenti .. ted, 258-9; seculariza. 
Joint-Stock Companies: and social condi· tion, 263~; differentiation, 266-7 l 

tions, 517-8; evolution, 518-22; integration and definiteness, 267-9; 
changes of constitution, 522-4; final summary, 313, (See also Judge). 
developments, 524-5; "cooperative," "VEtat c'est moi/, 583. 
555. I Life: future, and origin of religion, 8-21, 

Judge: and priest, 120-2, 25'1-8; pro· 22-6, 35-6, 1M, 182; conceptions of 
cessions before, 209; aud lawyer, future, 10-12, 182; l\uglDented by 

. 40-2 . 
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the professions, 179-81; injurious· 
ne •• of factory, 51+-6. 

Limited liability, effe~ts, 524-5. 
Literature: augments life, 180; ecclesi· 

astical origin, 183; medical and surgi. 
cal, 197, 199; musical, 214; The .Au· 
thor, 243; scientific, 256; l~gal, 269; 
tutorial, 281; architectural, 288 : artis' 
tic, 308; a growth, 816; (See also 
Man of Letters). 

Local, defined, 845. 
Locomotive engine, division of labour, 

851-2. 
Lyrup settle~ent, 568--70. 

MAOHINES: auxiliary producers, 365-6; 
iut~gration, 39&-9; growth of mills, 
618-4. 

lfackay, R. W., man a monotheist, 8. 
Magicians allied to medicine men and 

priests, 37, 185. 
Majority and trade unions, 529. 
Males, industry and kinship through, 

414-7,417-9,419-21. 
1I[an, the ultimate, 601. 
Man of Letters, Biographer and Histo. 

rian: 232--48; evolution, 238-40; and 
fiction, 240-2; union amongst, 242-8; 
summary, 811-2. 

Man of Soience and Philosopller: 244-56; 
and the priesthood, 244; evolution. 
245-50 I priestly origin, 250-8; dif· 
ferentiation, 253-5; integration, 255-
6; summary, 313. 

Manure, primitive agriculture, 329-81. 
Markl\t,s: industrial distribution, 870-1; 

and shops, 873-4: political control, 
409-10; et.'Clesiastical,411-2. 

Marriage oustoms,141. 
M.thematicl: evolution, 245-50; and 

biology, 254. 
Medical men (aee Medicine Men, Physi· 

cian and Surgeon). 
:M erlicine men: 87-43 I allipd to priests, 

87; their differentiation, 88-40; exor
cists, 40-2; their development, 42-8; 
rise of priesthoods, 68-5, 67; and ot 
polytheism, 69-71; inspiration, 91; 
military funct.ions, 111-2; as ministers 
or advisers,123; ruler jealous of, 130; 
men of science and philosophers, 244; 
teachers, 271; blessing effigies, 800; 
(See "lao Physician and Surgeon). 

Medioinos,disagreeablelle88 and efficienoy, 
19.,/, 6. 

Meistersingers, musical differentiatio~, 
211. 

Men (see Man). 
Merchant Adventurers,The,519, 521, 533. 
Merchants, rise of, 875-7.' 
Metaphysics, and religious prospect, 

172-3. 
Migration, origin of priesthood, 65--7, 

67-8. 
Militanoy: and pri~stly powers, 132-3; 

ethioal creed, 149,152-5; ecclesiastical 
p,ospect, 155-6; religious evolut,ion, 
161-4; the professions; 179, 182; 
'dancing, 201; dramatists, 227; educa· 
tion, 247; sculpture, 295; social evo
lution, 810; agriculture, 331-3 ; di· 
visionof labour, 339-40; industry and 
desire for applause, 858-60; and in· 
Dustrial development, 860-1; And 
population, 361-2; slavery, 458, 459-
61,469-70; and.endom, 475-7, 475-
81,482--8; organization, 507; of early 
joint stock companies, 520; coopera
tion, 544-5; socialism, 565--7; pros.' 
pects of socialism, 573--6; effects in 
Germany, 58:1.-6; in France, 586-9. 
in England, 589--92. 

Milk separators, 398. 
Mills, growth of, 513-4. 
Miners' trade union, 532. 
Mining oompanies, rise of, 521. 
Minist.ers: priests as, 122-8, 151; (Set) 

"l.'O Priests). 
Minnesingers, musical' differentiation, 

211. 
Minstrel: derivation, 210; (See "lao 

Dancer and Musician). 
Minuet and symphony, 218. 
Miracles: univer.ality. 83; truth, 2j,(). 
MissioI:aries, human nature, and social-

ism, 574. 
Monasticism: develoEment, 90-3, 93-4.. 

and doctors, 196-7. 
Money: unknown value, 882-3; food as, 

385-7, 601; and clothes, 387--8, 889, 
501; omaments and weapons, 888, 
601; and implemE'nts, 388-9, 501; 
shells and beads, 88!1-91. f;01; and 
labour, 891; coins and prioes, 891-3, 
601; paper ourrency, 898-6, 501; and 
oapital, 518. 

Monks: trades and pl'Ot~ssions of, 295-7; 
division of labour, 846; (See "[60 
Monastioism). 

Monotheism: and priesthoods. 69-80 
160 I its rise 'i8·6 I and del"elopment, 
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~5-7, n-s; evolution and BC'tom' 
panying institution., 78-80; Unit
arianism, 80; ChrisLianity, 80; Non
conformity, 134. 

Morals (oe, Conduct; Ethics). 
Morley, Prof. Henry, on ballads, 230-1. 
Moses, tradition of birth, 2B. 
Motion, law of; and division of 'labour, 

353. 
Muller, Prof. F. Max, man It religious 

being, 8. 
Mummie. (.ee Effigies). 
Munro, Dr., on spooking and singing, 

219-20. 
Murder, religious sanction, 140-1. 
lluscle and nerve .timulus, 507-8. 
Music: and ecclesilLlltical prospect, 157; 

and reli~ous prospect, 175; augments 
life, 180 ; ecclesiastical origin, 183; 
'" The origin and function of," 200; cui· 
t,ivation, 211; t i1e stave. 211 ; composers, 
211-4; law of evolution, 214; litera· 
ture, 214; orator, 216-8; speaking and 
singing, 219-20; DelplJic, 227; (S" 
a/80 Dancer and Musician). 

1I1sterl plays, 228-9. 

NAILS made in A.merica, 401. 
Names personalized, 16-8. 33. 
Natural, and evolution of supel'llBtural, 

109-64. 
Nature worship, a form uf ghost worship, 

19. 
N avries, the term, 50B. 
:Near future: the industrial, 580-97: 

complexity of f"ctors, 680-1; funda· 
mental social relations, 581-4: in Ger· 
many, 68~6; France, 586-9; Eng
land, 589-92; the general tendency, 
692-4. 

N eoliLbic tools,.822. 
Nerves and muscular action, 507-S. 
Newspaper printing, integration in, 39.9 ; 

(S.e a/.soLiteratl11'8). 
Night men. 341. . 
Nonconformity: 134-9; monotheism,l34; 

varied seets, 135-7; religious freedom, 
137-9: industrialism, 139; sects per· 
secuted, 147. 

OBBDIlIlII'CB: ecclesiastical and political 
• organization, 84 -6, 93-4; priestly 

maintenance,141-4; extremelyimpor. 
t,ant, 147; fostered by priests, 149; rA. 
ligion and ethical injunctions, 152-Q; 

ancestor worship, 423; and property. 
424. 

Orator: and poet, 215-111; incipient 
stages, 215-6,231,232; rise of, 216-8, 
218-21,231; summary, 312. 

Organisto, clerical origin, 212. 
Organization: political and ecclesiastical, 

81, 81-4, 93-4, 150-1; industrial and 
militant, 505-9. 

Ornaments a. money, 389-91. 
Other self (.ee Ghosts). 

PAIlII': monasticism,90-3 ; asceticism, 143. 
Painter: 299-308; augments life, 180; 

ecclesiastical origin, 183 ; and sculptor, 
289-90, 295-7, 299-314; and priest, 
299-·301,301-5; secularization, 305-7; 
differentiation, 307-8; integration, 
308; summary, 314. 

Paleolithic toola, 322. 
Pamphlet addres.ing, 385-6. 
Paper making, 399. 
Parliament, member of, and tho ncar 

future, 593-4. 
Partnership ( ••• Cooperation and Joint 

Stock Companies). 
Paternal regulation: 414-22; male and 

female kinship, 4140-7; father's power, 
417-9, 419-21; industrial inheritance, 
421-2. 

Patriarchal regulation: 423-7 ; origin. 
423-4; formation, 424-6; expansion, 
426-7. 

Pedlars, 874, 375. 
Periodicala ( •••. Literature). 
.Philology, incipient otages, 246. 
Philosopher and Man of Science: 244-

56; and the priesthood, 244, 245; evo
lut.ion, 245-50; priestly origin, 250-3; 
Bumm",?" 313; differentiation, 253-5; 
integratlOn, 255-6. 

Physician and Surgeon: 185-99; augment 
life, 180; different.iation from priests, 
188-91. 191-3, 193-5; marriage, 192; 
lummary, 311; their differentiation, 
195-8; specialization, 197; integra. 
tion, 198-9; unqualified, 199; (S •• also 
Medicine men). . 

Physics: religious prospect,·172; BRd 
biology, 254. 

Physiology and biology, 199. 
Picnic, division of labour, 335. 
Piece work and cooperation, 560-4. 
Plants, primitive interpretation, 187. 
Pleasnre, expression of, 200. . 
Plough, primitive agriculture, 329-31. 
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Popt, Bnd orator, 215-31, Bugments life, 
180; ecclesiastical origin,183; incipient 
stages, 215-6, 231, 232; rise, 218-21; 
differentiation, 221-4; summary, 312. 

Politics and conversation, 528-9. 
Polyandry, desire for male issue, 48-9. 
Polygamy, desire for male issue, 48-9. 
Polytheism, in Hebrew religion, 28; and 

priesthoods, 69-80, 150; origins, 69-
71; survi val, 71-3; trinitarianism, 80; 
persistence, 80. 

Pontifex Maximus, 286. 
Pontiff as historian, 237-S. 
Pope, a social bond, 100-1; judge and 

lawyer, 264-5. 
Population, and competition, 361-2; and 

auxiliary distribution, 379. 
Portrait evolution, 307. 
Post office, industrial effect., 379. 
Potter, Beatrice, Historg of Cooperation, 

552. 
PraiSeB' origin, 45, 150, 182; religious 

evolution, 166; by dancing and music, 
202-4, 204-9; by orator, 216-8. 

Prayer, development., 12, 23, 150, 182; 
value of, by sons. 48-9; disease, 193. 

PI'emium-sharlng, 551-2. 
Presbyterians, contrel among, 137. 
Priesthood (see Pri~sts). 
l'riests: 37-43; allied to medicine men, 

37, 185-6, 186-s; differentiation, 3M-
40, 47-8, 150, 188; exorcists, 42; 
development, 42-3; descendants'duties 
as, 44-6; propitiation. by, 44-5, 4a-
6; function primitively diil'used, 46: 
and the eldest male descendants, 
47-53, 188; their importance, 48-9; 
leads to adoption, 49-51; duties of 
eldest son as quasi-priest, 51-2, 150, 
188; family cult development, 52-3, 
ISO, 188; Ruler 88, 55-60, 84, 93-4, 
150, 18S; primitively undifferentiated, 
64-5, 55-7, 150, 188; growth of dis
tinctioll between, 57-60,150, 155,18S; 
and ghost theory, 60, 150; rise of a 
priesthood, 61-S; causes for deputing 
priestly functions, 61-3, 6; I other 
urigins, 63-5, 67; origin by migration 
and war, 65-7, 67-8; polytheism" and 
monotheism, 69-80; origins of poly
theism, 69-71; lo~,al and genernl power, 
70; survival of polytheism, 71-3, 150; 
rise of monotheism, 73-5; its devE.'lop. 
mont, 75-7, 77-S, 150; ecclesiastical 
I\nd political organization, Sl-4, 84-6, 
93-4, 150 I integration and differentia-

tion, 8fl-90, 93-4, 150; "development 
of monasticism, 90-3, 93-4; a social 
bond, 100-1, 150-2; milit.ary func. 
tions, 107-117, 150-2; their origin, 
107-10, 116, 150-2; different.iation, 
110-1,111-4,116-7,150-2 ; civil func
tions, 118-24, 150-2; undifferentiated 
from ruler, 118-9,150-2; as local rulers, 
119-20; &8 judges,120-2; as ministers, 
122-3; restriction of civil functions, 
123-4, 150-2; and political, 12l, 150-
2; Church and State originally blended, 
125-7 ;" consecration of rulers, 127; 
powers of priests, reading, writing, 
property, &c., 127~0; civil antagon
i.m, la0-2; effect of industrialism, 
132-3; moral inRuence, 140-9, 151; 
maintain subordinat,ion, 142-4; and 
ascetici~m, 143; and property rights, 
144-5; conduct and supernatural com
mands, 145-7; moral precepts and 
ecclesiastical supremacy, 147-8; fur. 
ther social evolution by cousel'¥atism, 
149; by obedience, 149; by coercion, 
149; and by strengthening self-re
strwint, 149; by fostering subordina
tion, 149; prospect, 156, 157; profes
sional evolution, 183-4, 311--5; danc
ing of, 205; evolution of orator and 
poet from, 218-21, 221-4, 312; as 
bymn writers, 224; evolution of actors, 
2l!4-s, 228-9, 312; and biographers, 
2M-5, 312; and historians, 235-S, 312; 
and men of letters, 238-40; and fiction 
writers, 241; and men of science and 
philosophers, 244, 313; their origin in, 
250-3; evolution of science, 245-50; 
as judges and lawyers, 257-8, 258-9, 
259-63, 313 ; thair differentiation, 263-
6; as teachers, 270-1, 271-2, 272-3, 
275,276-7,277-9,313; and architects, 
282, 282-6, 2S6-S, 313; and brid!!8 
bUilders, 286; and sculptors," 290:3, 
293-5; tattooers, 291; painters, 292, 
299-301. 301-5, 308; secularization of. 
painters, 305-7; summary, 311-2. 

Primitlve man, ind ustrial progress, 821-3. 
Printing: integration in, 399; and trade 

unions, 533. 
Production and acquisition, 356-62; the 

terms, 356; with uncivilized, 356-S; 
and the desires, 358-60; militancy 
and industrialism, 360-], 361-2. , 

Production, Auxiliary: 363-6; the tprm," 
863; and division of labour, "363--4, 
364-5, 865-6. 
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I'rofe.sional In.titutions: 179-31S; pro· 

fe •• ions in gou"",I, 179-S~; augment 
life, 179 -SO; origin, lS1-3, 183-4; 
•• olution, 309-lS; represcnted in 
primitive governing gt'O"p, 309-11; 
law of evolution, 311-5. 

Profesoor. ilflply broad·winning, 2:>5. 
Pro6t·sl.aring and cooperation, 5~9-52, 

659,660. 
Progress, Industrial: in primit,ive times, 

321-3; p".toral and hunting otage, 
323-5; origin of agriculture, 325-9, 
329-31; varying ""t ... s, 331·3; reo 
plneement of acquisition by produe· 
tion, 356. 

I'rJperty: as aiding priestly functions, 
52-3; accumulation by prio.t8, 129; 
rights maintaint'd by priests, 144-5 '; 
and obedience, 424; (See auo, Capital, 
Money). 

Protection, & fallncy of, 585-6. . 
rru.si&: joint stock companies in, 522-3 ; 

, (S •• auo Germany). ' 
rsychology and socialism, 571-3. 
}'ublishel" a8 agents, 376. 
l'urcell, musical family, 212. 

Ql'AKBBS: control among, 137; persceu
tion of, l4.7. 

RAlT.WAYS: lo.omoti •• engine, 351-2; 
ct.-eels of Dt'ssemer steel, 4.01-2.; con
etnlction, 506-9, 523. 

Religion: origin not supornal,ural, 3-5, 
35; but in ancestor worship, 6-8, 35, 
104, 150, lS2; Hebrew, 26-35; uni· 
vorsality of origin, 21, 35; derelop· 
ment in Egypt, ~:!-6, 36 ; form of wor' 
ship, 31-2; ecclesia.tical and 1'1}liticnl 
orgauizotion, SI-4, 87, 93-4, 150-1; 
B8 social bond. 97-106, 150-2; & pre· 
ventive of war. 141, 150-2; and ethical 
inj unctions, 152-5; retrospect, 159-
6"; and prospect, 164-6, 166-9, 169-
71,171-5; and music, 210-4; religious 
b.llads, l!al; evolution of science, 
245-50; control of industry, 406-9, 
410-2; (See a!4o Priests, Dancer and 
Musiclnu). 

Reverence: eeeleBia.tical and polit.ical 
organization, 84-6, 93-4. 

Rhythm: compound. copital, 525 I the 
near future, 596-7. 

Richelieu, Cardinal, dirO('tor of nllovy 
and army, 115. 

Ritualism and nOnCOlJfOI'mity, 13S. 

Rivers, industrial effecta, 37'1-9. 
Roads: relation to industry, 377-9; con-

struction, 605-6, 523 . 
Robbery, religious •• nction, 140-1. 
Rochdale Pioneers, 554--6. 
Royal College of Surgeons, 19:J. 
Uoyal Society, 255-6. 
Ruler.: a. prieste, 55-60, 150, ISS; they 

are primitively undifferentiated, 54--5, 
55-7, 150, ISS; growth of distinction 
between, 57-60, ISO, lS5; anli ghost 
theory, 60, 150; political and eccle· 
siastical, SI--4, 93--4; 150-1; milital'Y 
Bnd so.cerdotal fultctions, S4, 110-1, 
U6, 150-2; civil functions and of 
priest., 11S-9, 150-2; priest as local, 
119-:10; advised by prie.t., 122-3, 
150-2; priestly eonsecrat.ion, 127 ; 
and the professions, 17!1-S0, 162; and 
emotions of pl .... ure, 200; dancing 
and musical reception, 202-4; trans
itory in Africa, l!lS; evolution of 
BctOrs, 225; first stages of biography, 
}'32-4, 234-5; biographic,,1 evolution, 
235-8; conb'ol of trode, 4(15-6, 4OlJ-
10; origin, 4-U. 

Ru.sia, cooperation in, 51.8. 

SACBlP(CES: development of relic ions, 23, 
150, IS;!; befor .. wal', 110-1; morllol 
influence!l, 140-2. 

Sailors and free lab'our, 50G. 
Sanetuarie., origin, 99. 
Bchloss on cooperation, 55G. 
Schoola: mll\ltersfrequently clerical, 279; 

religious teo.ching in Board, 279; 
Scienre: religious prosp .. ct, 171-5; ling· 

ments life., lS0; };.ster date, 251, 
252; .I}cietirs for, 254-5; literature, 
256; The at:1leaia of, 256; evolution, 
316; (See auo Men of Science). 

Sculptor: 289-9S; augment. life, ] 80 I 
ecclesiasticllol origin.lS3 ; and architect 
and pointer, 2S9-90, 314; "nd p,·iest., 
290-3, 293-5, 314; undifferentiated, 
295-7; differentiation, 297-8; cuel'al 
with painter, 299; summary, 314. 

Sects: nonconformist, 135-7; English. 
137-9. 

Sclli.hness Bnd soeiulism, 56!!. 
Serfdom: 471-83; widely distributed, 

471-2; and slavery, 472-4;' extent 
Bnd quality, 474-5; in Rome, 475-7; 
general outline, 475-81, 481-2; in
dustrial relation,' 4S2-3 I and frea 
labour, 4S~91i 494. 
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S~rpent9 transformed men, 15. 
Sex, division on~bonr, 336-40. 
Shadows, primitive conceptions, 22. 
Shekelwei!(ht, 392, 393. 
Ship.: division of labour in bnilding, 

343,345;, steel in, 401-2; free lab"ur, 
506; joint slock companies, 519; 
building and trade unions, 541. . 

Shop·keeping, rise of, 373-4. 
Shop •• 10calizatiC'n of, 444-451. 
Sick clubs and trade unions, 529. 
Sickness (see Disease). 
Silk and trade unions, 54'1-1. 
Singer (see Dancer and Musil'ian). 
Sky, primitive conceptions, 17-18, 24. 
Slafery: 456-70; and division of labour, 

342; current assumptions incorrect, 
'456-7; several origins, 4ii7-9; and 
militancy, 459-61; varied degrees of, 
461-5; and social diffl'rl'ntiation, 465-
6; slave status, 467-8; industrial 
aspect, 468-70; and serfdom, 472-4; 
and purchase of freedom, 487; build
ings by slave labonr, 504. 

Snnkes transformed men, 15. 
Snow-ball, compound accumulation, 321. 
Sociali.m: 565-79; militancy and indus-

trialism, 565-7; illustrated by Lyrup 
Settlement, 51:7-70; biologically un
sound, 570--1; also psychologically, 
liil-3; and llUman nature at present, 
573-6; and labonr, 576-9; in Gcr
many, 51l5-G; in France, 588-9; in 
England, 589-92. 

Societics: scientific, 255-6; legal, 268; 
. tutorisl, 281; architectnral, 288. 
~ociety.: ecclesiasticnl system 8S a. bond, 

95-106, 148-9, 151; integration of, 
151; religious and ethicnl injunctions, 
152-5; aided by the profenions, 179-
81; evolution of prafcssions, 302--11 ; 
a growth, 315-8; effects of compound 
free labour, 514-6. 

Sociology, forecasts of, 580--1. 
Solicitor (S88 Judge, Lawyer). 
Sons (see Descenda.nts)_ 
Spa.des as money, 389. 
~pectroscope, religious prospcct, 172. 
Speech (S/16 Orator)_ 
Spirits (s8e Ghosts) • 

. Stars and ancestor worship, 17, 24. 
State (see Church and State). 
Stealing punished by slavery, 458. 
Steam engine, evolution of, 614.-5. 
Steel, effects of Bessemer, 4(11-2. 
Stick~, evolution from, 322. 

Street names, 444, 451; (See atgo Roads). 
Strikes; effects pf, 539-41. 
Strophe and chorus, 226. 
Structure rela.ted to function, 3. 
Subordination fost~red by priests, 149. 
Succubi, belief in, 21. 
Sugar drying, 391-8. 
Sun, primitive ideas and worship, 18, 25, 

34. 
SupernaturnJ, evolution fron:. the natural, 

159-64. 
Surgeon (see Physician and Surgeon). 

. Swine, the Ga.dnrene, 194. 
Swoon, primitive conceptions of, 9. 
Swopping, 384. 
Symbols originally userul, 440: 
Symphony: and minuet., 213; DClphic, 

227. 
System, ecclesiastical, as social bond: 

95-106, 150--2. by ancestor worship, 
95-7, 101-2, 104-6; 1>y worship 
generally, 97-9, 99-101; by divinely 
ordained laws, 101-2; eccle.iastical 
conservatiem, 102-4, 104-6. 

TABU, things which are, 144--5. 
Tattooing by priests, 291-2. 
Tea as money, 386. 
Teachers: 270-81; augment life, 180; 

c("elesia~tical ol'i~ir" 183 j and priests, 
270--1; also medicine-men, 271-2; 
diffcrentiation, 272-3, 273-1}, 276-7, 
279-61; integration, 279-61; sum
mary, 313. 

Teeth as money, 390. 
Telegraphs, indust.rinl effects, 3,9. 
TclepllllDe: rcligious prospect, 172; in-

dustrial effects, 379. 
Temples: cou.ts of justice, 263; origin 

of architecture, 283, 313; and of 
sculptor, 289-90. 

Thank-offerings of tile uncivilized, 45. 
Thespis, differentiat.ion of actor by, 226. 
Tobacco as money, 386. 
Tom!>8: superstructure, 11-2; locality, 

29. 
Tools, industrial progrt'ss, 322, 328. 
Topical, defined, 345. 
Towns, evolution of, 315. 
Trade controlled by rulers, 405~, 409-

I 
10; (See a/so Industry, Labonr). 

Trade Unionism: 526-43; origin, 526-7 ; 
History (If, 521i; evolution, 527-30; 
integmtion, 530--2; size of organiza-

I tions, 532; and gilds, 532-5; effects 
of restrictions, 535-7, 537-9; of raised 
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.. age., 539-41; general effects, 5.1-3; 
at 1896 Congress, 579; ilr Frlmce, 
588-9; in England, 592. 

Tradition of the Jlood, 27-8. 
Travellen, eommereinl, 877. 
Trinitarianism and polytheism, 79-80. 
TI'uth in biography and history, 240. 

UlrlTARIAlflSH and monotheism, 80. 
Univeraity, secularization of teaching, 

278. 
11 niversit.y College, non·clerical, l4,S. 
Unknowable, 1'he, and evolution, 157, 

166-9, 169-71. 

YILLAGB evolution, 815. 

'VAGR8: and trade unions, 537-9, 541-3; 
effect of Black Death, 541. 

Woldenses, peraecution of,147. 
Wnles, communal regulation, 436-7. 
'Var: rise of polytheism, 70-1; of mono-

theilm, 74, 75; ecclesiastical hierar
chies, 88, 93-4; a social bond, 9S, 105, 
150-2; cessation at religious festivnls, 
99-101, 105, 150-2; military {unc
tions of priests, 107-117, 150-2 ; 
character of religious, lOS; origin of 
priest'. militnry function., 107-110, 
116; tbeir differulltiation, 111-4.116-
7, 150-2; sacrifices in, 110-111, 112; 

moml inDuences oC priests, 140-1; 
prevented by a common worship, 141, 
149,150-2. 

Water: and division of labour, 344; mill 
development, 513-4; joint stock com
pany, 522; cooperation, 546_ 

Weather and medicine-man, 64, 67, 130. 
Weavers, evolution of factury .yatem, 

510-11. 
Webb, Sydney, Mr. and Mra.: HiatOf'!lof 

Trade Unionism, 52S; The Coop ..... -
tiv. Movemellt, 552. 

Weights and m .... ures primitively in· 
delinite, 502. . 

Wesleyans: control among, 137; reli· 
gious freedom, 138. 

Will of God, 16S. 
Wind, primitive ideas of,lS. 
WindBor Castle and slave labour, 505. 
Women (see J<'emales). 
World, "one half does not know," 26. 
Worship: and ethical injunctions, 152--5 ; 

as social bond, 97-9, 99-101, iOI-2, 
105,150-2; (See alao Ancestor Wor
ship, Priests, Religion). 

Writing: restricted to priests, 129; omd 
contracts, 502. 

ZOOLOGY, subdivisions, 255. 
Zoroaster and agriculture, 102. 
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-In one voL 8vo, cloth, price 16s., 

FIRST PRINCIPLES. 
CONTENTS. 

PART I.-TuE UNIOIOWABLB. 

1. Religion and Science. 
2. Ultimate Religious Ideas. 
3. Ultimate Scientific Ideas. 
4. The Relativity of All Know

ledge. 
5. The Reconciliation. 

PART IL-THE KNOWABLE. 

l. Philosophy Defined. 
2. The Data of Philosophy. 
3. Space, Time, Matter, Motion, 

and Force. 
4. TheIndestructibilityofMatter. 
5. The Continuity of Motion. 
6. The Persistence of Force. 
7. The Persistence of Relations 

among Forces. 
8. The Transformation and Equi

valence of Forces. 
0. The Direction of Motion. 

10. The Rhythm of Motiol!. 
11. Recapitulation, Criticism, and 

Recommencement. 
12. Evolution and Dissolution. 
13. Simple and Compound Evolu. 

tion. 
14. The Law of Evolution. 
15. The Law of Evolution, COII

tinued. 
16. The Law' of Evolution, con
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17. The Law of Evolution, _ COll

eluded. 
18. The Interpretation of Evolu

tion. 
19. The Instability of the Homo-
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CONTENTS OF VOL. I • . 

PART I.-THE DATA OF BIOLOGY. 

1. Organic Matter. 
2. The Actions of Forces on Or

ganic Matter. 
3. The Re-actions of Organic 

MatteI' on Forcei'. 

4. Proximate Definition of Life. 
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Life and its Circumstances. 
6. The Degree of Life varies as 

the Degree of Correspoud. 
ence. 

7. The Scope of Biol(lgy. 
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PAR'.!' n.-.THE INDUCTIONS 'OF 
BIOLOGY. 

1. Growth. 
iI. Development. 
3. Function. 
4. Waste and Repau. 
5. Adaptation. 
6. Individuality. 
7. Genesis. 
8. Heredity. 
9. Variation. 

1.0. Genesis, Heredity, and Vari
ation. 

11. Classification. 
12. Distribution. 

PART lH.-THE EVOLUTION OF 
LIFE. 

1. Preliminary. 

4. The Arguments from Classi-
fication. . 

5. The Arguments from Embry-
ology. • 

6. 'The Arguments from Mol'
phology. 

7. The Arguments from Distri
bution. 

8. How is Organic Evolution 
caused I 

9. External Factors. 
10. Internal Factors. 
11. Direct Equilibration. 
12. Indirect Equilibration. 
13. -'rhe Co-operation of the Fac· 

tors. 
14. The Convergence of the Evi-

dences. . 
2. General Aspects of the Special-

Creation-Hypothesis. ApPENDIX. 
3. General Aspects of the Evo- The Spontaneous-Generation 

lution-Hypothesis. Question. 

CONTENTS OF VOL. II. 
PART IV.-MoRPHOLOGICAL 

DEVELOPMENT. 

1. The Problems of Morphology. 
--2. The Morphological Composi

tion of Plants. 
3. The Morpholobical Composi
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conclU81ona of the biologist. Until there bad been 8uch systematic descriptions of dift'erenl 
kinds of organisms, 88 made it possible to compare the coo,nexioDS, and form., and actiOl~s, 
and modes of origin, ot their parts, the Science of Life could make no provess. And In 
like manner, beforA there can be reacbed in SoclololiCv, generalizations havin« a certainty 
milking tbem worthy to be called scientific, there must be definite account. of the Instltu. 
Lions and actions of 80cieties of 'Various types, and in Tal'ious stages of evolution, BO a.n:anged 
as to furni.h the means of readilf ascertaining what BOCIIll phenomena are habItually 
associated. 
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